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Preface

This book is a reference grammar of Fongbe, a language which is part of the Gbe
dialect cluster. It is spoken mainly in the former kingdom of Dahomey, which today
comprises the southern areas of Benin and Togo.

This book has three objectives: First, its main purpose is to provide a thorough
description of the grammar of Fongbe: phonology, functional categories and the
interactions between them, major categories (including derivational affixes, compounds,
verbs, prepositions and postpositions, as well as modifiers), major syntactic
constructions (the serial verb construction, the double-object construction, the
determiner in the clause and the so-called verb-doubling phenomena). Second, this book
provides language-specific syntactic tests which were developed in the course of this
research; these tests are of interest to all linguists, regardless of their theoretical
framework. Finally, we provide the reader with the most exhaustive list possible of
references on Fongbe, and on the Gbe languages in general. This book thus attempts to
represent a "state of the art" of the language itself, and of the analyses proposed to
account for its particular constructions.

This book will be of particular interest to Africanists concerned with Fongbe, but as
it makes reference to other related languages, it would also be useful for scholars
interested in comparative linguistics or in the reconstruction of language families.
Since Fongbe is a major substratum language of the Atlantic Creoles, A Grammar of
Fongbe constitutes a valuable source of data for creolists who work on the languages
spoken in the Caribbean area. This book also contains a collection of syntactic tests,
which will be of interest to all linguists.

As will be seen throughout this book, Fongbe provides important/significant new
data relevant to particular constructions, such as serial verbs and verb-doubling
phenomena. We hope these data will contribute to a better understanding of the general
properties of these constructions in the languages that present them. Furthermore,
theoretical linguists will find a rich source of data relevant to a range of empirically
verifiable theoretical issues. For example, since Fongbe presents a surface word order
that is sometimes of the VO type and sometimes of the OV type, the data can be used
to discuss new theoretical approaches to word order.

We began working on Fongbe as a result of our research interests in the genesis of
Creole languages, with a particular focus on Haitian Creole: Fongbe is one of the most
important substratum languages of Haitian. We have worked on this language since
1985, through various funded projects at the Universito du Quobec a Montr6al. These
projects were directed by Claire Lefebvre and Jonathan Kaye from 1985-1989 (funded by
FCAR), by Claire Lefebvre, with the collaboration of John Lumsden, from 1989-1994
(funded by SSHRCC, FCAR and FIR-UQAM), and by Claire Lefebvre from 1994-
2001 (funded by SSHRCC). An FCAR project (1996-1999), directed jointly by Mark
Baker, Claire Lefebvre and Lisa Travis, also contributed to the research underlying this
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book. We would like to thank all our funding agencies for making this research
possible.

Several professional researchers, graduate students (some of whom are native speakers
of Fongbe or of another Gbe dialect) and informants have been involved in these
projects. Their contributions to the research reported on in this book will be
acknowledged in the relevant sections.

We would like to thank Albert Bienvenu Akoha (Centre boninois des langues
otrangeres), Hounkpati Capo (Labo Gbe, Universitd Nationale du Βέηΐη) and Marc
Laurent Hazoume (CENALA, Universit6 Nationale du Βέηίη) for their invaluable
support during the time we each spent in Benin.

We would like to thank the following people for their contributions to the
preparation of the present manuscript: Ren6e Lambert, Catherine Le"ger, Olivier Tardif,
Marie Jos6 Denis and Marie-Claude Labb6 (research assistants); Catherine L£ger,
Marione Marwa, Jennifer Ormston and Barbara White (copy editors). Many thanks to
Bernard Comrie and Catherine Le"ger: their questions and comments on earlier versions
contributed to the quality of the final manuscript. Special thanks to Androe Bolanger
who spent many hours updating the various versions and giving the manuscript its
present form. The preparation of the final manuscript was made possible by the
financial support of SSHRCC and FIR-UQAM (to Claire Lefebvre), and of SSHRCC
(to Anne-Marie Brousseau).

Anne-Marie Brousseau wrote chapter 2 on phonology, chapter 8 on morphology and
chapter 9 on compounds. She is also responsible for the orthographic uniformity of the
examples throughout the book (including tones), following the conventions established
in section 2.1. Claire Lefebvre wrote the remaining chapters. We each gave comments
on the other's chapters, in such a way that the author who wrote more chapters had less
of them to read with a critical eye. Each of us has used the first person singular in the
chapters that we wrote.

Claire Lefebvre Anne-Marie Brousseau
Universit6 du Quobec Montreal University of Toronto
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This book is a reference grammar of Fongbe, the Fon dialect of the Gbe dialect cluster.
This chapter is a general introduction to the book. Section 1.1 introduces the language
of the Fon people. Section 1.2 delimits the scope of this book. Section 1.3 presents an
overview of the major features of the language. Section 1.4 presents the available
sources of data on the language. Section 1.5 provides information on the database of
this book. Section 1.6 outlines the mode of presentation of the data adopted for this
book. A list of abbreviations is provided in section 1.7.

1.1. Fongbe

The Fon people constitute the largest ethnic group of the Kingdom of Abomey in
Benin, the former Dahomey.1 Fongbe is part of the Gbe dialect cluster and is spoken
mainly in Benin.2 According to Grimes (ed.) (1996: 167), in the literature, the language
is also referred to as Fo, Fon, Fonnu, Fogbe, Dahomeen and Djedji. Under Capo's
(1979) dialect survey of Gbe, the Fongbe group constitutes one of five Gbe dialect
groupings. According to Capo (1979: 424), Fongbe covers the dialects referred to as
Οίεχννέ (region of Ouidah), Agbome (region of Abomey), Maxi (Zou province), Gun
(Alada to Porto-Novo), W6me (Weme province), Seto (Weme province and Nigeria) and
Kotafon (an area of the Mono province). According to Grimes (ed.) (1996: 167) there
are 1,400,000 speakers of Fongbe in Benin and 35,500 in Togo; 66,000 speakers of
Maxi in Benin and 25,300 in Togo; 320,000 speakers of Gun in Benin and 180,000
outside Benin, mainly in Nigeria; and 60,000 speakers of Weme. There are no figures
for Seto and Kotafon. The population of Fongbe speakers (based on Capo's
classification and Grimes' figures) thus amounts to more than 2,000,000 people.

The four other Gbe groups identified by Capo (1979: 424-425) are Vhegbe, known
as Ewe, which includes Towun, Awlong n, Awlon, Anfoe, Gbin, Fodome-Vli, Be, Ho,
Aveno, Avodakpa, Vo, Kpele, Dayin, Agu, Kpesi, Wonc6, Ad ngbe and Waci; Gengbe,
also known as Mina, which includes Αηέχο, Gliji and Agoe; Aj gbe, which includes
T do, Hwe, Dogbo and Sikpi; and finally, Phla-Pher , which covers Xwla, Xwel ,
Ayizo, Gbesi, Movob, Saxwe, Se, Tofin and Toli.3

Several linguists who work on the Gbe dialects (see e.g. Ansre 1961; Bertho 1946;
Westerman 1930) refer to them as one language. In the Atlas sociolinguistique du
Benin (1983: 55), we find the following statement: "Entre les langues de ce sous-
groupe ou continuum existe une intercomprohension si frappante parfois que Γόη se de-
mande si telles ou telles langues forment vraiment des unites linguistiques autonomes."
[Among the languages of this subgroup or continuum, there is a degree of mutual intel-
ligibility so striking that one wonders at times whether particular languages are really
autonomous linguistic units.] On the basis of linguistic facts and of mutual
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intelligibility tests, Capo (1979) brings evidence that the Gbe dialects should be consi-
dered one language. Capo (1984: 167) further asserts that "from a linguistic point of
view...Ewe-Gen-Aja-Fon constitute a dialect cluster". According to Capo (1984: 168),

there is mutual intelligibility between dialects that are contiguous, e.g.
Ewe and Gen, Gen and Aja, Aja and Fon, etc.; but the degree of mutual
intelligibility is related to "geographical" distance, e.g. although there is
some mutual intelligibility between Ewe and Aja, it is less than between
Ewe and Gen, and there seems to be none between Ewe and Fon which
are the extreme ends of the dialect cluster.

Pazzi (1976) shows that, in this dialect cluster, a large number of lexical entries have
the same phonological representations. Moreover, the lexical entries often share
semantic and syntactic properties even when their phonological representations differ.
For example, the comparison of Gungbe, Fongbe, Ajagbe, Tofingbe, Xwedagbe and
Xlwagbe by Hazoume (1990) shows that the inventories of functional category lexical
items of these Gbe dialects are very similar (although not identical) and share semantic
and syntactic properties. Finally, Capo (1991) argues extensively that, from a
phonological point of view, these dialects have a great deal in common in terms of
inventories and processes (see also Capo 1983, 1986,1988, 1995).

In spite of the fact that the Gbe dialects manifest a great deal of similarity, they also
manifest differences that are extensively discussed in Capo (1979: 427-438). For
example, the pronominal forms are distinct, a marker that expresses negation in one
dialect may encode yes-no questions in another, the forms of case markers in noun phra-
ses are different, etc. According to Capo, these differences were deliberately introduced
so as to create differentiation between the various Gbe-speaking communities.

The languages to the east and south of the Gbe cluster make up the Ede cluster. This
group of dialects includes Ede Nago, Ede Yoruba, Ede lie, etc. Again, according to the
Atlas sociolinguistique du Benin (1983: 55), "Comme pour les langues du continuum
gbe, il existe entre celles du continuum ede une intercompr6hension parfois otroite."
[As with the languages of the Gbe continuum, the level of mutual intelligibility
among the dialects of the Ede continuum is relatively high.] As shown by Capo (1984,
1985a), however, the Ewe-Gen-Aja-Fon dialect cluster is clearly distinct from Yoruba
(and, we assume, from the Ede cluster as a whole). Indeed, the Gun variety of the Gbe
cluster and Yoruba are not mutually intelligible although, as is pointed out by Capo
(1984: 168), there are native speakers of both languages in Porto-Novo (Benin). There
is also not mutually intelligibility between the Gbe cluster and its western neighbou-
ring language, Ga-Dangme. Capo (1984: 168) further points out that the Gbe cluster is
also distinct from Akan, Adele and Aguna, spoken in the area north of it. However,
although the Gbe and Ede dialect clusters are analysed as separate clusters on the basis
of the lack of mutual intelligibility, they share a number of properties. For example,
both dialect clusters have serial verbs, predicate cleft constructions and markers
encoding tense, mood and aspect that occur between the subject and the verb, etc.
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In Westerman—Bryan's (1970) classification, the Gbe and Ede clusters are part of the
Kwa family. According to these authors, the Kwa family includes the following
languages or dialect clusters: Lagoon (including Abbey); Akan, which includes the three
dialect clusters Twi-Fante, Anyi-Baule and Guang; the Gan-Adangme dialect cluster; the
Yoruba cluster (identified above as part of the Ede cluster); the Ewe cluster (identified
above as part of the Gbe cluster); the Nupe languages, which divide up into several
dialect clusters; the Bini languages; and the Igbo dialect cluster. Westerman—Bryan's
(1970: 90-95) review of the salient typological features of the Kwa languages shows
that these languages share a number of typological properties. For example, tones are
very important in all of them. Verbal and nominal roots are mainly CV monosyllables.
Reduplication of a verbal base is used to form adjectives. Compound nouns and verbs
are very frequent. These languages exhibit no true noun classes and no concord
phenomena. There is no grammatical gender in any of these languages. The verb root is
uninflected. Tense, mood and aspect are expressed by particles occurring between the
subject and the verb. Word order in simple sentences is subject-verb-object. Salient
differences between these languages involve the formation of the plural, word order in
genitive constructions (where the possessor can either precede or follow the possessed
noun) and the variable availability of an overt affix converting verbs into nouns. Note
that the more recent classification of West African languages by J. M. Stewart (1989)
excludes Yoruba, Nupe, Bini and Igbo from the Kwa family. I refer the reader to the
literature for further discussion of this issue.

1.2. Aims and limitations of this book

The main purpose of this book is to provide the most complete description of the
grammar of Fongbe: phonology (chapter 2), functional and functional-like lexical items
and the interaction between them (chapters 3-7), major category lexical entries
(including derivational affixes, compounds, verbs, prepositions and postpositions, and
modifiers, chapters 8-12), major syntactic constructions of the language (the serial verb
construction, the double object construction, the role of the definite determiner in the
clause structure, and the so-called verb doubling phenomena, chapters 13-16).

Our description of the facts is, as much as possible, atheoretical. It is inspired,
however, by our background in generative linguistics. As a consequence, we consider
the grammaticality judgments provided by our informants to represent their grammar.
Likewise, we take variation between informants to represent slightly different grammars
of a single language. Following the methodology of generative linguistics throughout
this book, we provide ungrammatical and grammatical sequences of elements. Finally,
we are interested in tests that are relevant to the discussion of various issues in
theoretical linguistics, which brings us to the second aim of this book.

The second aim of this book is to provide syntactic tests, particularly language-
specific ones, developed in the course of the research underlying this book, which are
relevant to theoretical issues that can be addressed on the basis of Fongbe. We believe
that these tests are of interest to linguists, regardless of their theoretical framework. For
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example, it is not always clear from the literature whether the Fongbe lexicon exhibits
the four major syntactic categories observed in other languages. On the basis of
syntactic tests, however, it is possible to establish that the Fongbe lexicon exhibits the
four major syntactic categories: nouns, verbs, adjectives and prepositions/postpositions.
Hence, syntactic tests distinguish verbs from nouns, verbs from adjectives, adjectives
from nouns, verbs from prepositions, postpositions from nouns, etc. Likewise, there
are tests distinguishing case markers from postpositions. Another example concerns the
distinction between unergative and unaccusative verbs, sometimes claimed to be absent
in West African languages. Although tests developed on the basis of Romance
languages do not apply in this case (due to language-specific differences), there are
language-specific tests distinguishing unergative verbs from unaccusative verbs in
Fongbe. Tests distinguishing the various types of passives (adjectival versus verbal)
have also been designed. Several tests pertaining to other issues have also been applied
and/or designed, and they are presented throughout this book.

Another aim of this book is to provide the reader with an exhautive list of references
on Fongbe and on the Gbe languages in general. In the course of the research
underlying this book, we had access to the documentation available in Benin4 and in
France5. This was in addition to the documentation that was accessible to us in
Montreal. References on particular topics will be provided at the end of sections or of
chapters. Analyses of particular constructions proposed in the literature will be referred
to and will often be summarised in footnotes.

This is a state of the art book on the language itself (with reference to other
languages of the same family, whenever the information is available), on the available
sources of the language and on analyses previously proposed to account for particular
constructions of the language.

A book of this type necessarily faces limitations. A first limitation is that, although
the term Fongbe covers the varieties referred to above as Glexwe, Agbome, Maxi, Gun,
W6me, Seto and Kotafon, we restrict ourselves to the varieties of Fongbe spoken in
Abomey, Cotonou, Ouidah and Porto-Novo (this is where our informants come from)6;
this excludes the varieties referred to as Maxi, Gun, W£me, Seto and Kotafon. Except
in a few cases identified in the text where the variation between speakers may clearly be
associated with regional dialects, variation between speakers is generally presented
simply as slightly different grammars of the language. For regional dialects, we refer
the reader to the grammars written by native speakers of the language, who concentrate
on particular regional dialects (see section 1.4). Another limitation of this book is that
we did not attempt to cover the entire range of possible variation between speakers. Our
work is based on the speech and judgments of the speakers we worked with. Given the
extent of the variation we found among these speakers, we would not be surprised if
other speakers did not always share the judgments of those with whom we worked.
Finally, in the course of the various UQAM projects, during which research on Fongbe
was carried out, more research was done on the lexicon, morphology, syntax and
semantics of the language than on the phonology. This is reflected in the fact that there
is only one chapter (chapter 2) on the latter, an overview of the phonology of Fongbe.
Given space limitations, this is not a problem for this publication. However, we would
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like the reader to know that, given the richness of Fongbe phonology, each section of
chapter 2 could in itself constitute a chapter of a book.

1.3. Overview of the major features of the language

Fongbe is a tone language with two lexical tones, high and low, which may be
modified by tonal processes to derive three further phonetic tones: raising low-high,
falling high-low and mid. The Fongbe inventory of sounds consists of fourteen vowels
(seven oral and seven nasal) and twenty-eight consonants, twenty-two of which have a
phonemic status. Fongbe allows for three types of syllable structures: V, CV and CCV.
There are three phonological processes that apply at the segmental level: affrication,
rounding and nasalisation. An overview of the phonology is presented in chapter 2.

Fongbe manifests the surface word order of both SVO and SOV languages. In non-
nominalised clauses, the word order is SVO. In nominalised clauses, however, the object
precedes the nominalised verb. This word order is in accordance with what is found in
nominal structures, in which the complement precedes the head noun. Furthermore, in
nominal structures, the genitive phrase follows the head noun, yielding the word order
complement-head-genitive phrase. Moreover, in addition to having a well-established
class of prepositions, the language has a rather large class of postpositions. (On the
basis of a sample of Niger-Congo languages, Williamson (1986) addresses the problem
of the hybrid nature of these languages from an historical point of view.) Furthermore,
all the functional category lexical items occur at the end of constituents. For example,
in nominal structures, determiners always occur postnominally. Likewise, all the
functional category lexical items pertaining to the structure of the clause occur clause
finally. This issue is directly addressed in Kinyalolo (1992, 1995) for Fongbe, and in
Aboh (1998a) for Gungbe. The double object construction is most interesting with
respect to word order: the theme and the goal of the construction may appear in any
order without entailing a difference in meaning, as will be seen below. Lefebvre (1994c)
addresses the theoretical consequences of these facts. Details of word order in particular
constructions will be presented throughout this book.

A striking fact about the nominal structure of Fongbe (discussed in chapter 3) is that
a complement phrase, a genitive phrase, a demonstrative determiner, a definite
determiner and a plural marker may all appear within a single nominal structure. Order
of constituents within the Fongbe nominal structure appears to be the mirror image of
the English noun phrase, with the complement preceding the head and the genitive
phrase following it. Fongbe allows bare NPs, that is, NPs occurring without
determiners. Another feature of this subsystem of the language is that it is not possible
to conjoin NPs.

In addition to strong pronominal forms, Fongbe has two series of pronominal
syntactic clitics that are marked for case ([± nominative]). The language has both overt
and covert expletives. As is the case in other Gbe dialects, Fongbe has an incomplete
paradigm of possessive adjectives and pronouns. There are only four or five Wh-words
in the language; other Wh-questions require Wh-phrases. While Fongbe has a -SELF
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reflexive anaphor, it does not have BODY-part reflexives. Finally, Fongbe has a
logophoric pronoun. The pronominal forms are discussed in chapter 4.

There is no tense, mood or aspect morphology (nor any person and number
morphology) on the verb. Verbs occur in their bare form, that is, uninflected.
Furthermore, as is the case in other Gbe languages, Fongbe allows bare sentences, that
is, sentences which contain no overt expression of tense, mood or aspect. Bare
sentences are assigned aspectual (perfective or imperfective) and temporal (past or
present) interpretations that are computed from the aspectual class of the situation
described by the clause. As in other Gbe languages, complex temporal relations are
encoded in Fongbe, by means of free morphemes occurring between the subject and the
verb. The co-occurrence of some of these morphemes and of the negation marker
sometimes induces a semantic interpretation that is unexpected from the semantics of
the individual morphemes themselves. These data are discussed in chapter 5.

The main features of the functional categories involved in the structure of the clause
(discussed in chapter 6) are the following. There are two forms used to conjoin clauses,
which also serve as complementisers. The mood marker ni 'may/must/should', the
preposition nu 'for* and the verb φ 'to say' may also serve as complementisers.
Fongbe has an overt nominal operator occurring in relative and factive clauses, a rare
phenomenon among the languages of the world. There are two markers used to negate
in the language: one is a marker of negation; the other is a negative marker which
belongs in one of the two paradigms of markers expressing the point of view of the
speaker on the proposition. Finally, the lexical item w£ 'it is' has various functions in
the structure of the clause.

With respect to clause structures (discussed in chapter 7), Fongbe offers three
copular(-like) constructions: predicative and equative structures, locative structures and
existential structures. Fongbe manifests structures involving Wh-movement: topicalisa-
tion, clefting, Wh-questions and relative clauses. Of particular interest are the facts
pertaining to the distribution of resumptives and to the subject/object asymmetries in
these clause structures. As will be seen throughout this book, the resumptive strategy
is a widespread phenomenon in this language in cases of extraction out of any
constituent. Of particular interest as well are the pied-piping phenomena observed in
relative and factive clauses where fronted oblique complements pied-pipe (or bring
along) their postposition. Furthermore, in these constructions, the fronted postposi-
tions cliticise onto an overt nominal operator. The overt nominal operator may also
attract other types of lexical material. The language offers various options for encoding
factive, purposive, causal, temporal, conditional and concessive clauses. The role of the
definite determiner (occurring in nominal structures) in these clauses, the manifestation
of verb doubling phenomena in temporal adverbial, causal adverbial, factive and
predicate cleft constructions, as well as the semantic interpretation facts associated with
factive clauses, are at the heart of the grammar of the Fongbe language.

As was mentioned above, there is no inflectional morphology in this language. As
will be shown in chapter 8, derivational morphology is very productive. There are six
suffixes and one prefix. In addition, there is a morphological process of partial
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reduplication which derives adjectives from verbs and nominalised verbs in gerunds,
action/result nominals and nominalised VPs.

As in several West African languages, compounding is a very productive
morphological process in Fongbe (chapter 9). Fongbe compounds involve nouns
almost exclusively. Compound nominals are of two basic types: primary compounds
and synthetic compounds.

The properties of Fongbe verbs are extensively discussed in chapter 10. The
following features are particularly interesting. Although Fongbe has monadic, diadic
and ditransitive verbs, the bulk of the verbal lexicon consists of diadic verbs. On the
basis of syntactic tests, it is possible to distinguish unergative verbs from unaccusative
verbs. As is the case in other languages, Fongbe exhibits several types of argument
alternations. From a syntactic point of view, there are reflexive verbs, verbs licensing
expletive subjects, raising verbs, control verbs, light verbs, and inherent/cognate object
verbs. Finally, there are aspectual and modal verbs.

Fongbe has both prepositions and postpositions (chapter 11). On the basis of
syntactic tests, it is argued that the prepositions of Fongbe have properties that
distinguish them from verbs. Also, syntactic tests show that the postpositions have
properties that differentiate them from case markers and from nouns. It is thus possible
to establish that there is an autonomous syntactic category P in this language.
Arguments that PPs are syntactic adjuncts will be presented in chapters 11 and 14.

There are very few genuine adjectives in Fongbe. Notions that are rendered by
adjectives in other languages are generally rendered by stative verbs in this language.
Adjectives can be morphologically derived from stative verbs; nouns may also be used
as adjectives. On the basis of syntactic tests, however, it is possible to establish that
there is a genuine syntactic class of adjectives in Fongbe, and we establish that there are
eighteen of them (see section 12.1). Basic colour terms are categorially either nouns or
verbs. Adjectives of colour can be morphologically derived from verbs, and nouns used
to refer to colours may be used as adjectives (section 12.2). The traditional numerical
system of Fongbe, discussed in section 12.3, is not decimal based. It involves the bases
five, twenty, forty and two hundred. Fongbe has universal and existential quantifiers,
and also positive and negative quantifiers. Of particular interest is the distribution of
positive and negative quantifiers in the context of negation (section 12.4). Fongbe has a
rather important class of adverbs (section 12.5). Morphologically, however, adverbs
constitute quite an eclectic class. There are a few monosyllabic adverbs, there are
morphologically complex adverbs, and there are verbs, nouns and adjectives that can be
used adverbially.

The serial verb construction (SVC), which consists of the concatenation of two or
more verbs forming a complex predicate, is very productive in Fongbe (chapter 13).
Syntactic tests distinguish the simple SVC from the sequential SVC. All verbs which
participate in the SVC are able to occur independently. SVCs may involve verbs
meaning 'to take', 'to hold/to carry', 'to accompany', 'to push', 'to pull', etc. as the
first verb of a series. The verb which means 'to turn' may occur either as the first or as
the second verb of a series. We question whether there is a comparative, a 'too much'
and an 'enough' SVC in Fongbe. The verb meaning 'to say' may occur as the second
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verb of a series. Aspectual verbs, such as the verb meaning 'to finish', may also occur
as the second verb of a series. Of particular interest are the instrumental SVCs and the
SVC involving the verb meaning 'to kill'.

Fongbe has only few double object verbs. In spite of the small range of verbs
participating in it, the double object construction presents quite an interesting set of
facts, which are discussed in chapter 14. First, the Fongbe double object construction
exhibits two surface word orders: goal/theme and theme/goal. Semantic tests show that
the two word orders do not involve a difference in meaning. Second, with both word
orders, the construction in Fongbe manifests the same theme/goal asymmetries as the
double object construction in English, as shown by the tests developed by Barss—
Lasnik (1986). Third, verbs which participate in the double object construction also
participate in the serial verb construction. Several tests show that the properties of
arguments (e.g. thematic roles, the theme/goal asymmetries, etc.) are not the same in
the double object construction and in the serial verb construction. Finally, the Fongbe
data suggest that the variation (between speakers and between languages) in the range of
verbs that can participate in the double object construction can be accounted for along
two dimensions: semantics and case.

The definite determiner, which plays a central role in the nominal structure (chapter
3) and in some subordinate clauses (chapter 7), also plays an important role in the
structure of the Fongbe simple clause (chapter 15). A clause containing the definite
determiner is always interpreted with presupposed shared information. The interpretation
of the presupposed shared information is subject to scopal ambiguities. The
presupposed shared information may correspond to something that has been said earlier
in the conversation, to the event denoted by the clause or to a subpart of the event.
Furthermore, the interpretation of a clause containing the definite determiner interacts
with the temporal and aspectual interpretation of the clause. To the best of our
knowledge, a definite determiner that occurs in nominal structures and also plays a
central role in clause structures is a rather rare phenomenon among the languages of the
world. The same determiner may also appear in clauses involving verb doubling
phenomena, as will be seen in chapter 16.

There are four constructions that involve what looks like an exact copy of the verb:
temporal and causal adverbial constructions and factive and predicate cleft constructions.
The basic syntactic properties of these constructions are discussed in chapter 7. Chapter
16 focusses on specific properties shared by these constructions. It addresses the
problem of the categorial status of the copy (whether it is nominal or verbal), the
question of whether the copy is part of a projection, and the question of whether all
types of predicates may be involved in the four structures. Of particular interest is the
relationship between the copy and various types of objects in these constructions and
the semantic interpretation facts associated with the predicate cleft constructions and
with clefts involving affected objects and modifiers.

Fongbe is a language particularly rich for linguists interested in the structures
enumerated above. It is also a gold mine for theoreticians interested in the notion of
event and in the way event is mapped onto the syntax. The event determiner mentioned
above is a case in point (chapter 15). The predicate cleft construction is another case in
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point, for in recent literature the construction has been analysed as a case of
quantification over events (see e.g. Larson—Lefebvre 1991). Fongbe is also a gold
mine for theoreticians interested in the interpretation of tense, mood and aspect in
natural languages. Finally, scholars interested in the issue of multifunctionality will
find in this book a large body of data to work on, for Fongbe has many lexical items
that can fulfil more than one function. Such cases will be mentioned throughout this
book. As will be seen, verbs may also have a wide range of meanings.

1.4. Sources of data on the language

Various types of data on Fongbe are presented in the literature. This section
summarises the major sources for the language by types.

First, there are substantial dictionaries of Fongbe written by missionaries.
Rassinoux's (1987) is a French-Fon dictionary, and Segurola's (1963), a Fon-French
dictionary. Pazzi (1976) contains a lexicon of Fongbe nouns.

Second, there are several descriptive grammars of the language. These go back to the
late nineteenth century: Delafosse (1894), which consists of a short grammar followed
by a dictionary, and Bonnaventure (1895), which contains a short grammar, a lexicon
and texts.7 More recent descriptive grammars of Fongbe include Alapini (1955),
Anonymous (1983), Guillet-Dujarier (1973), Hoftmann (1977, 1993) and Segurola-
Dujarier (1963).8

Third, there are doctoral dissertations and master's theses written on the language.
Those written by native speakers are of two linguistic traditions. In the structuralist
tradition, there is Agbidinoukoun (1991) and Akoha (1980), who concentrate on the
nominal structure of Fongbe. Still in the structuralist approach, Akoha (1990),
Hounkpatin (1985) and Yekpe (1988) present descriptive grammars of the language. In
the generative tradition, there is Capo (1991) on the phonology of the Gbe languages,
da Cruz (1993, 1994a) on serial verb constructions, Avolonto (1992b) on tense, mood
and aspect, and Avolonto (1995) on cognate objects. Those written by non-native
speakers are also of two traditions. In the structuralist tradition, there is the grammar of
Ritzenthaler (1966). In the generative tradition, there is Brousseau (1998) on lexical
semantics and Ndayiragije (1993a) on the predicate cleft construction. On Gungbe, there
is Hazoume's (1979) descriptive grammar and Aboh's (1998a) structure of Gungbe. The
first one takes a structural approach whereas the second one takes a generative approach.
Finally, Migge (1998) provides data on several Gbe languages.

Fourth, a fair number of papers on various aspects of the language have been written
by scholars of various affiliations and by scholars who have been involved in the
UQAM projects (see Preface). These articles are available in a great number of journals.
They will be referred to in the various chapters of this book.

Finally, there is a bibliography of the sources of data available on the Gbe languages
by Duthie-Vlaardingerbroek (1981).
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1.5. Database

Although the literature has been extensively consulted, as will be seen throughout this
book, the bulk of the data presented is based on original data that we have collected over
the years (since 1985). Some of the field work took place in Benin (Brousseau took one
field trip in the summer of 1987, and Lefebvre, two field trips: one in the fall of 1989
and one in the summer of 1990). However, most of the fieldwork took place in
Montreal in the context of the various UQAM projects (see Preface). The speakers we
worked with in Montreal were all born in Benin. The majority of them were foreign
students who spent a few years studying various subjects in Montreal. Brousseau did
intensive work with the following speakers: Dica Adotovi, Sejlo Agoli-Agbo, Agnes
Ague, Ιτέηέε Assogba-Fandohan, Bernard Avowime, Josephine Boko, Jean Bokossa,
Christiane Gbaguidi-Soji, Brice Gbedjokpossy, Francis Gu6degbe, Berthe Kassoudaho,
Antoinette Obe", Vincent Sah and Denis Tonyicje. Lefebvre worked intensively with the
following speakers: Dica Adot6vi, Sejlo Agoli-Agbo, Agnes Ague, Ιτέηέβ Assogba-
Fandohan, Jean Bokossa, Josiane Dakpo, Marcelin Gangbe, Christiane Gbaguidi-Soji,
Brice Gbedjokpossy, Francis Guodegbe, Berthe Kassoudaho and Mimose-Reine Koty.
Our informants are from the following regions of Benin: Abomey, Cotonou, Ouidah
and Porto-Novo.

1.6. Mode of presentation of the data

The data presented in this book are taken either from the literature or from our own field
notes. In the first case, they are identified as such. Data cited from articles (including
our own work) are identified by the number of the example in the original source
(provided they have a number in the original), the author's name and the date of
publication. Data cited from books (including our own work) or dissertations or theses
are identified in a similar fashion; in this case, however, reference to the page number is
also given. Unidentified data in the text are to be understood as being cited directly from
the two authors' respective field notes.

Data from our various sources have different orthographic and tonal representations.
This is due to a number of factors. On the one hand, authors may adopt different
orthographic conventions. There is also variation between speakers with respect to the
pronunciation of specific lexical items. For example, implosive sonorant ^ versus
obstruent d may vary among speakers. Another example is that, in some cases, lexical
tones of a given lexical item may vary from one speaker to another. On the other hand,
some authors give a lexical representation of tones, whereas others provide a phonetic
representation of tones, reflecting the tonal processes discussed in chapter 2. In order to
provide the most uniform database possible, we adopted the official orthographic
conventions used in Benin (see the publication of the Centre national de linguistique
appliquoe (CENALA) 1990). The details of these orthographic conventions are given in
section 2.5. The data from authors that did not conform to these conventions were
modified. Furthermore, we regularised the representation of tones: in all the examples
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cited, the words are presented with their lexical tones rather than with their phonetic
tones. Tonal processes are presented in chapter 2 in such a way that an interested reader
can reconstruct the phonetic tonal patterns. In a similar fashion, the phonological
processes that apply at the segmental level (affrication, rounding and nasalisation) are
not represented in the data cited. Again, these processes are described in chapter 2 in
such a way that an interested reader can reconstruct them. Major discrepancies between
phonological and phonetic representations, however, will be noted in the text
throughout this book.

Glosses also vary from one author to another. Again, in citing data from various
authors, we have regularised the glosses. For example, the difference between strong
and clitic pronominal forms is not always reflected in the glosses provided by the
authors. Throughout this book, strong forms are glossed as full English forms (e.g.
me, you, (s)he, we, they) and syntactic clitic forms are glossed using abbreviations
(e.g. Isg, 2sg, 3sg, 3pl, etc.).

In our attempt to provide a unified database of the language, as outlined above, we
have been careful not to override the authors' analyses of the data. Whenever we have
adopted a convention that might conflict with an author's analysis, we mention it in
the text. Likewise, we have respected the interpretation of the data given by the authors
through translations. Whenever our informants have slightly different interpretations,
these are given separately, in an identifiable way.

Since a lot of the work carried out on Fongbe has been published in French, we had
to translate the meaning of the material cited into English. In translating the material
into English, we have been careful to respect the authors' interpretation of the Fongbe
examples. Again, discrepancies between our informants and cited sources are clearly
identified in the text.

Some authors provide examples with European proper names. For obvious reasons,
these proper names have been changed to Gbe names. For example, 'John' and 'Mary'
have been changed to 'K5ku' and 'Bäyf, respectively.

In the examples cited, syntactic constituents are seldom identified. Whenever they are,
they are identified by square brackets ([ ]), as is the norm in linguistics.

Ungrammatical sequences or sentences are identified by an asterisk (*). Sequences or
clauses preceded by a question mark (?) indicate borderline cases. The diacritic #
indicates that a sentence, even if it is grammatical, does not have the expected meaning.
Parentheses indicate optionality. The sign < stands for 'derived from'. The examples are
all italicised.

1.7. List of abbreviations

AG agentive affix
ANA anaphor
ANT marker of anteriority
ASP aspectual marker
ASS assertive marker
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ATT attributive affix
COMP complementiser
CONJ conjunction
DBF definite determiner
DEF.FUT definite future marker
DEM demonstrative determiner
DIM diminutive affix
DUB interro-dubitative marker
ECP empty category principle
GEN genitive case marker
HAB habitual marker
IMP imperfective aspect
IND indefinite determiner
IND.FUT indefinite future marker
INFL inflectional projection
INS marker of insistence
INT interrogative marker
INV inversive prefix
IRR irrealis mood marker
LCS lexical conceptual structure
LOG logophoric pronoun
MO mood marker
Neg negative marker
NBG negation marker
MEG-INT negative-interrogative marker
NOM nominaliser
NP nominal phrase
OBJ objective case marker
OP operator
ORD ordinal suffix
pi plural
PL plural marker
POSS possessive
POST postposition
PR provenance suffix
PRO covert pronominal
PROSP prospective aspect
Q yes/no question marker
RE reduplication prefix
RES resumptive pronoun
REST restrictive marker
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sb somebody
sg singular
SUB subjunctive marker
SURP astonishment/amazement/surprise marker
SVC serial verb construction
WSRs Word-Structure Rules
TMA tense, mood and aspect markers

Notes to chapter 1

1. For documentation on the culture, religion and history of the Fon people, see
Guodou (1976,1985), Herskovits (1938) and Medeiros (ed.) (1984).

2. The word gb£ literally means 'language'. Thus, Gbe is the cluster of languages
which share the word gb£ having this meaning.

3. In the field of African dialectology, the number of Gbe dialects often varies from
one author to another. For example, Man—Dalby (1987: 62) list the following
Gbe dialects, with the specification that there are several lects of each: Ewegbe,
Gengbe, Ajagbe, Fongbe, Gungbe, Wemegbe, Phlaphera, Cigbe, Xwedagbe and
Kogbe.

4. Documentation from the Centre be"ninois des langues 6trangeres, the Labo Gbe
and the Centre national de linguistique appliquoe (CENALA) was made available
to us by Albert Bienvenu Akoha, Hounkpati Capo and Marc-Laurent Hazoume,
respectively. We most sincerely thank them for their hospitality in their country
and in their respective laboratories.

5. In February 1998, Claire Lefebvre made a trip to Paris to consult documents that
were unavailable through library loans.

6. Many Fongbe speakers of Abomey claim that they speak "true" Fongbe. Ouidah
is one of the ports from which African slaves were shipped to French colonies.
Cotonou is the capital of the country, and Porto-Novo, the administrative
capital. There are differences between these regional dialects (as will be pointed
out in some chapters of this book), but they are all mutually intelligible. See
Akoha (1980: 3-20, 1990: 1-21), Hounkpatin (1985: 4-9) for discussions of
Fongbe and Aboh (1998a: 26-36) for Gungbe.

7. Hair (1966, 1970) provides a list of available early linguistic material, mainly
vocabularies. He cites one reference on a Gbe language: Labouret—Rivet (1929)
which contains a short list of Gen words and prayers in Gen, written by Spanish
missionaries of the seventeenth century.

8. Yai (1968) is a state of the art on linguistic research in Dahomey.





Chapter 2
Overview of the phonology

This chapter presents an overview of the phonology. First, the segmental inventories
(section 2.1) and the syllable structures (section 2.2) are discussed. Fongbe has fourteen
vowels (seven oral and seven nasal) and twenty-seven consonants, twenty-one of which
have a phonemic status. It has three types of syllable structures: V, CV and CCV. The
tonal system (section 2.3) is somewhat complex, with two lexical tones, high and low,
which may be modified by means of tonal processes to derive three further phonetic
tones: rising low-high, falling high-low and mid. The phonological processes of
affrication, rounding and nasalisation, which apply at the segmental level, are the topic
of section 2.4, which also discusses a surface filter that constrains the phonetic
realisation of identical forms. Following a brief summary (section 2.5), the
orthographic conventions adopted in the transcription of Fongbe examples throughout
the book are presented (section 2.6).

2.1. Segmental inventories

The vowel system of Fongbe, shown in (1), consists of seven oral and seven nasal
vowels, including two high nasal vowels (see Brillon—Brousseau 1986; Capo 1985b,
1991).

(1) INVENTORY OF VOWELS IN FONGBE
a. ORAL

Central Back
u
ο
ο

a
b. NASAL

Front Central Back
High Γ
Mid-high (e) (δ)
Mid-low έ 5
Low

(adapted from Capo 1991)

According to Capo (1991: 26), the inventory in (1) is found in all F n, Phla-Pher
and Aj lects; with the exception of /ε/, it represents the core phonemic system of the
Gbe lects.1 This inventory is both phonemic and phonetic, with the following
exceptions: the nasal vowels lei and /δ/ may be phonetically realised as such in only

High
Mid-high
Mid-low
Low

Front
i
e
ε
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three lects (two Vhe lects and one Gen lect). In all other Gbe lects, including Fongbe,
the sole realisations for nasal mid vowels are [έ] and [δ]. On the basis of this dialectal
variation, and in line with the diachronic rules he adopts for the reconstruction of Proto-
Gbe, Capo (1991: 69) concludes that lei and Ιοί are part of the phonemic inventory of
all Gbe lects, and that they are lowered to [έ] and [5] by means of a phonological rule.
The lowering rule is obligatory in lects like Fongbe where [έ] and [5] are the only
realisations of nasal mid vowels; the lowering rule is optional in the three lects where
/e/ and /δ/ are realised either as such, or as [έ] and [5]. Thus, synchronically, the height
distinction in mid nasal vowels is always neutralised in Fongbe. In the inventory in
(1), /e/ and lot are represented in parentheses to indicate this fact.

The inventory of consonants in Fongbe shown in (2) is based on the work of
Brillon—Brousseau (1986) and Capo (1991). Consonants shown in square brackets are
contextually determined phonetic variants. This inventory includes twenty-one
phonemic and six phonetic consonants.

(2) INVENTORY OF CONSONANTS IN FONGBE
Bilabial Labio- Alveo- Alveo- Palatal Velar Labio-

dental dental palatal velar
Stop - voiceless [p] t k kp
Stop - voiced d g gb
Affricate - voiceless c
Affricate - voiced j
Fricative - voiceless f s χ xw
Fricative - voiced ν ζ γ yw
Sonorant b [m] q\ [n] |ji]
Sonorant - liquid 1 [r]
Sonorant - glide w y [y]

The most striking fact about the inventory of consonants in (2) is that it lacks a
phonemic /p/. In Fongbe, [p] is found in very few lexical items. In his dictionary,
Segurola (1963) lists only 16 words with an initial [p]. Examples are given in (3).2

(3) LOANWORDS IDEOPHONES
padli 'missionary' ρίράπ 'train'
papa 'pope' ρέρέ/ρέρέρέ/ρέέ 'exactly'
pil 'pillar'
posu 'mail'
p nt kotu 'Pentecost'
p ki 'Easter'

As shown above, words with an initial [p] are either ideophones or words borrowed
from French or Portuguese. Interestingly, in other loanwords, the /p/ of the source
language has been analysed as /f/, as illustrated in (4). This suggests that [p] does not
have a phonemic status in Fongbe.
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(4) cofii
kofu

'shop' (from English'shop')
'glass' (from English 'cup')

As noted in Capo (1991: 80), there appears to be much variation with respect to this
consonant in modern Gbe lects. While all Gen lects have a phonemic /p/, Aja and Vhe
lects follow the Fongbe pattern, showing a phonetic [p] in loanwords and ideophones.
In Phla-Pherä lects, the consonant is not attested at all.

Since Fongbe lacks a phonemic /p/, it is not surprising that it also lacks a voiced
bilabial stop. I believe that /b/ is best analysed as a sonorant in Fongbe, since it has
the same distributional constraints as sonorants. Piggott (1992), Rice (1993) and
Rice—Avery (1989) argue for a similar analysis of voiced obstruents in other
languages. They show that consonants which are otherwise assumed to be voiced
obstruents are in fact best analysed as sonorants, since they share properties with other
sonorants in the language. As noted in Capo (1991: 42), /b/ and [m] are in
complementary distribution.3 In Fongbe, as in other Gbe lects, /b/ occurs before oral
vowels and sonorants only (see (5a)) while [m] occurs before nasal segments only (see
(5b)). Thus, while we find forms such as those in (5), forms such as those in (6) are
unattested in the language.4

(5) a. ft/ 'all'
bu 'to loosen/to untie'
byo 'to ask'

(6) *ban, *bon, *bun, etc.
*mi, *mu, *myo, etc.

b. man
man
ämänmun

'to see'
'negation'
'vegetable'

In this respect, /b/ follows the behaviour of other sonorants, where a nasal allophone is
found in the environment of a following nasal vowel. As the inventory in (2) shows,
the implosive /d/ alternates with [n] (e.g. *[dj>], *[dji], but [no] 'habitually', [nä] 'to
give'), while the glide /y/ alternates with [y] and [p].5 These last two nasal allophones
are in free variation in Fongbe, as the examples in (7) show.

(7) a.
b.

[nä] ~ [yä]
/yänü/

c. 16 jijäyi/

[y5nu]
[ u]
[6 j
[ jijäjii]

'to wash'
'woman'
'woman'
'He fell.'
'He fell.'

The nasalisation of sonorants is also attested in Fongbe for /w/ and /!/ (creating [w]
and [ ], respectively). The latter two have not been included in the inventory because
they are the result of a very superficial process of nasalisation (see section 2.4.3). The
reason [y] is included in the inventory in (2) is that [y] appears in free variation with /n/
in Fongbe (as well as in some Vhe lects; see Capo 1991). Capo (1991) reports that in
all Gbe lects /w/ is realised as [q] in rapid speech, when in the environment of a
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following HI. Since this variant is also the result of a superficial phonetic
phenomenon, it has been omitted from the inventory.

The last phonetic variant of the system to be discussed is [r]. It is an allophone of III
that occurs after a coronal consonant (alveo-dental or alveo-palatal). In this context, [r]
is in free variation with the phonemic III. The examples in (8) show the distribution of
the two variants, in native words (8a) and in loanwords (8b).

(8)
*0
g»
blolbolo
mimä
ßöljölo
blikä
slgälä
glädi
pädü

*
*kre
*gö
*brol*boro
*hräl*härä
jröl*jdro
*brikä
*slgärä
*grädi
pädn

'to bathe'
'lemon*
'field'
'to make'
'hyena'
'to want'
'lighter'
'cigarette'
'grade'
'missionary'

(from French bnquet)
(from French cigarette)
(from French grade)
(from Portuguese padre)

According to Capo (1991), 19 of the 21 phonemic consonants in (2) are found in all
Gbe lects. The phonemes / / and /j/ are found in all lects but two: one Vhe lect and
one Phla-Pherä lect. The consonant /xw/ is found in all Gbe lects except Vhe and Gen,
in which the consonant corresponding to Fongbe /xw/ is realised as /p/ or as a bilabial
[f]. The consonant /yw/ is found in all Gbe lects but Vhe, where it is realised as [v].
According to Capo (1991) all Gbe lects have / / as a fricative; furthermore the sonorant
[ ] occurs in Gen and Aja lects, as well as in all but one Vhe lect.6

2.2. Syllable structures

Like all Gbe lects, Fongbe has no closed syllables. Possible syllable structures,
illustrated below in (9), are V, CV and QC2V where Ci can only be HI or lyl (see Ansre
1961; Bole-Richard 1983; Brillon-Brousseau 1986; Capo 1991; Westennan 1930).

(9) V: ä 'you (singular)'
all 'road'
oku 'death'

CV: 2? 'to take'
xo 'to buy'
kpavi 'small'

CIV: klo 'to wash'
wlf 'to catch'

CyV: byS 'to ask'
'axe'



klo *
wli -
xwle -
byo *
fyon -
lyä -

- kolo
- wüi
-
- biyo
- fiyon
- liyä

'to wash'
'to catch'
'to peel'
'to ask'
'to twist'
'to climb'

Syllable structures 19

In CiC2V syllables, consonant clusters are constrained by the co-occurrence
restrictions noted in (10) (see Capo 1991, sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).

(10) CO-OCCURRENCE RESTRICTIONS ON CONSONANT CLUSTERS
GI = any C except ^ and n when C2 = 1
GI = any C except n, t, d, , j, ji, k, g, kp and gb when C2 = y

As shown in (10), /!/ may follow any consonant except the alveo-dental sonorant /dy
and its allophone [n]. Consonant clusters are more constrained when C^ is the glide /y/:
the first consonant may be any fricative but /xw/ and /yw/, or the sonorant /b/ or /dy.7

Note that a C^V syllable is sometimes realised as a disyllabic form in emphatic
speech and in oral literature. For instance, we find the alternate realisations in (11):

(11) a. CIV:

b. CyV:

Following Brillon—Brousseau (1986) and Capo (1991), I assume that the phonological
representations of forms such as the examples in (11) include a consonant cluster.8 The
disyllabic forms are derived by means of epenthesis: a copy of the vowel is inserted to
break the Cl cluster, while an I'll is inserted to break the Cy cluster (see Capo 1991,
sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).

This analysis is consistent with Fongbe's predilection for monosyllables. Indeed, an
examination of the vocabulary reveals that simple words are almost exclusively
monosyllabic. Polysyllabic words are either loanwords or complex words derived by
means of affixation, reduplication or compounding (see chapters 8 and 9).

Since Fongbe does not allow closed syllables, words borrowed from languages such
as English or French often need to undergo phonological adaptation in order to conform
to the native syllable structures. This is illustrated below, with words borrowed from
French.

(12) FONGBE FRENCH
a. Vepenthesis: [äyo] < [ay] 'garlic'

[maCini] < [majin] 'machine'
b. C deletion: [posü] < [post] 'mail'

[dötoö] < [doktoer] 'doctor'

As the examples in (12) show, there are two strategies in Fongbe for adapting a
loanword to its syllable structure: insertion of the epenthetic vowel /i/, or deletion of
the syllable-final consonant.
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2.3. Tones

Fongbe is a lexical tone language (see Brillon—Brousseau 1986; Brousseau 1991,
1993a; Brousseau—Brillon 1990; Wiesemann 1991). The phonological representation
of lexical items includes a specification for one of two tones—low or high—and there
are numerous minimal pairs which can be distinguished only by tone, such as gb 'to
break' and gb 'to build', xu 'sea' and xu 'bone', g n 'iron' and g n 'chief.
Phonological tones may be modified lexically or postlexically, yielding three phonetic
tones: rising (LH), falling (HL), and mid (M). The rising LH tone is the realisation of a
high tone following a voiced consonant. The falling tone HL is the realisation of a low
tone after spreading of a preceding high tone. Finally, the mid tone is a phonetic variant
of the two complex tones (rising and falling) found in some lects (particularly, those of
Ouidah and Porto-Novo).9

2.3.7. Phonological tones

At the lexical level, the following tonal patterns can be found in underived lexical
items. Monosyllables are either L, H or LH (after a voiced consonant) and disyllables are
either L-L, H-H, L-H or L-LH (again, after a voiced consonant). These patterns are
exemplified in (13).

(13) a. gb 'to break/to destroy' b. si 'wife'
so 'to take' cici 'glasses'
gb 'to build' linkon 'millet'

avun 'dog'

The same tone patterns are found in disyllabic nouns and adjectives derived by means
of reduplication. As we will see in section 8.3, since reduplication is a form of
prefixation, the tone of the first syllable of the reduplicated form depends on the tones
of the stem. Thus, reduplicated forms show the following patterns: L-L when the stem
bears a low tone (14a), H-H when the stem bears a high tone and has an initial voiceless
consonant (14b), and L-H when the stem bears a high tone and has an initial voiced
consonant (14c).

(14) a. gbigba < gb 'to break/to destroy'
γϊγέη < γέη 'to hold'
xixa < xa 'to read/to count'
tieft < t 'to sift'

b. siso < so 'to take'
χίχΐέ < χΐέ 'to show/to teach'

c. gbigb < gb 'to build'
jiji < β 'to swell'
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Given the two basic tones L and H, a fourth combination—H-L—is logically possible
in disyllables. The H-L pattern is never found in native words, but is systematically
assigned to loanwords, as illustrated in (15). This may be a strategy used to identify
words of a foreign origin (see Brousseau 1991,1993a).

(15) biki 'pen' (from trademark Bic)
sod 'bucket' (from French seau)
padli 'missionnary' (from Portuguese padre)

Except for a few proper nouns, words of more than two syllables in Fongbe are
complex words, usually compounds, and do not exhibit any particular tonal pattern.
The lexical tones of words concatenated into compounds often undergo tonal
modifications, creating the phonetic tones LH, HL and M.

2.3.2. Derivation of the LH tone

Of the three phonetic tones, only the LH tone can occur in monosyllabic words in
isolation. It is not a phonological tone, however, since its realisation is contextual, and
depends on an adjacent segment. The LH and H tones are found in complementary
distribution: the voiced quality of the preceding consonant determines the LH tone.10 It
appears after a voiced consonant or a sonorant (including the implosive /d/), but never
after a voiceless consonant, as shown in the following examples.

(16) a. vl 'child' b. fa 'fresh'
'to build' kpe 'to meet'
'evil spell' äson 'fresh water crab'
'mashed yam' linkun 'millet'

wä 'to arrive'
operator in relative clauses

c. *vL

Hypothetical forms such as those illustrated in (16c) and (16d) are not possible in
Fongbe. A simple H tone may not follow a voiced obstruent or a sonorant, and a rising
LH tone may not follow a voiceless obstruent. This distribution can be explained if we
consider that the L tone in the LH contour has come from the preceding consonant.1'

Similarly, the complementary distribution of L and H tones on the first syllable of
reduplicated forms logically follows if we assume that voiced consonants bear some
sort of a L tone. The tone on the prefix is the result of the spreading of the first tone of
the stem. When the stem begins with a voiceless consonant, the vowel bears the first
tone, yielding a H-H or a L-L pattern as in (17a). When the stem begins with a voiced
consonant, the consonant bears the first tone (a L tone), yielding a L-H pattern or a L-L
pattern as in (17b).



kpikpo < kpo
tit < t
gblgb < φα
γίγέη < γέΛ

'to meet'
'to sift'
'to build'
'to hold'
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(17) a.

b.

2.3.3. Postlexical tonal modification

Three processes modify lexical tones when they are concatenated into phrases or
compound words. They may be schematised as in (18).

(18) TONAL PROCESSES
a. High tone spreading: High spreads to the right until the end of

the tonal domain
b. High tone absorption: LH —» L / H
c. Low tone unlinking: LH -> H / H

All tonal processes operate within the boundaries of a tonal domain. Tonal domains
correspond quite straightforwardly to morphological or syntactic domains. Thus, a
derived word, either affixed or compounded, always constitutes a tonal domain. Within
sentences, tonal domains correspond to phrasal units such as [NPsubject-INFL-Verb],
[N-DEF-PL], [NPcomplement-N], [NPcomplement-P].

The spreading of the H tone is the main process which modifies lexical tones when
words are concatenated in a sentence or in a compound word. The H tone spreads from
left to right until the end of its tonal domain.12 Where it stops spreading, it forms a
contour HL tone with the L tone on the last syllable of the domain. As shown in (19), a
sequence formed by the subject NP, tense, mood and aspect markers, and the verb
constitutes such a tonal domain, while the NP object of the verb forms another domain.
(The limits of domains are represented by braces in the example below.)

(19) a. {έ s } { son w£} -> {e s } { son w^}
(s)he sell crab two
'(S)he sold two crabs.'

b. {e kd xo} { son} -> {eko'xS} { son}
(s)he ANT buy crab
'(S)he bought some crab.'

c. { s -τηέ} -» { s -ητε}
thigh-inside
'groin'

d. {hw£vi-sa-to}
fish-sell-AG
'fishmonger*
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Note that H tone spreading may lead to unlinking of an intervening L tone. This is
what happens in the forms (19b) and (19d), where the unlinked L manifests itself as a
downstep (shown by an apostrophe in the example). Phonetically, the effect of the
downstep is to lower all the following H tones in the tonal domain.

Tonal domains are right-dominant, that is, the last syllable occupies the strong
position in the domain. In Fongbe, the high tone is the strong tone of the system.
High tone spreading (and the two other processes modifying lexical tones) must apply
to ensure that the rightmost position of a tonal domain is occupied by a strong tone.
As we have seen in (19), the object NP is normally outside the tonal domain which
ends with the preceding verb. When this NP is a monosyllabic word bearing a low tone,
though, it is incorporated into the preceding tonal domain. As a result of this
incorporation, the object bears a falling tone, after high tone spreading has applied to
the end of the domain:

(20) a. {ft so} {£} -» { sot }
you mash yam
'You mashed yams.'

b. {έ ίο s } {£} -* {e no s tB}
(s)he HAB sell yam
'(S)he usually sells yams.'

High tone spreading to the object is subject to the strict condition of NP monosylla-
bicity. As proposed in Brousseau (1991), Fongbe has a constraint which stipulates that
every tone must belong to a tonal domain. In the strings shown in (20), the domain
ending with the verb is extended in order to include the stray syllable of the N P
object.13

The effect of the two other processes modifying tones (see (18b) and (18c)) is to
simplify a complex LH tone. They are strictly local processes, that is, the modification
is triggered by the tone adjacent to the LH tone.

The first process is what I call absorption of H. This process applies when H
immediately follows LH: the last tone of the complex LH is absorbed by the following
H. This is shown below.

(21) a. {# so}
they take chief
'They elected a chief.'

b. {e wli} {VE 6} -» {e wli} {νέο}
(s)he catch varan DEF
'(S)he caught the varan.'

The second process involves the unlinking of the first tone of the complex LH when
it is immediately preceded by an H. The L, which occurs between two H tones, is
unlinked. As shown in (22), the output is a simple H tone.14
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(22) a. {e gbä xwe} -»
(s)he build house
'(S)he built some houses.'

b. {nü-wlän-nify -> {nu-wlän- }
thing-write-thing
'writing case'

To sum up, while tones are lexical in Fongbe, they undergo changes that are imposed
by their organisation into larger metrical units (Brousseau 1991; Brousseau—Brillon
1990; Wiesemann 1991). As noted in Wiesemann (1991), these units are determined on
the basis of grammatical constructions and semantic considerations, just as accent
structures are in full-fledged intonation languages.

2.3.4. The mid tone

For some speakers, the M tone is an alternate realisation for a rising or falling tone.
Thus, a HL resulting from H tone spreading may be levelled to M, particularly by
speakers of the Ouidah and Porto-Novo areas. For them, the forms in (19) are
pronounced as in (23) (where the M tone is left unmarked).

(23) a. {e sä} {äsSn we}
(s)he sell crab two
'(S)he sold two crabs.'

b. {e ko XD} {äson}
(s)he ANT buy crab
'(S)he bought some crab.'

c. {äsä-me}
thigh-inside
'groin'

The M tone is also found in compounds as an alternate realisation of a LH tone, as
shown in the following examples.

(24) äßnäku ~ äjinaku 'elephant'
titigw&i ~ titigwetf 'swallow' (a kind of bird)
ägbl-gö ~ agbi-go 'snail shell'

Finally, this alternate realisation occurs quite often with the pronoun of first and second
person plural (see chapter 4), which appears either as ml or mi.

In summary, Fongbe has two phonological tones, high and low. Three other tones
occur in the language, the two complex LH and HL, and the levelled mid. The latter
three tones are best analysed as phonetic realisations of L or H, since their occurrence is
totally predictable and contextually determined.
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2.4. Phonological processes

Three phonological processes apply at the segmental level in Fongbe: affrication,
vowel harmony (mainly rounding), and nasalisation. These will be discussed in turn.

2.4.1. Affrication

In Fongbe, affrication is a very superficial phenomenon, always optional, and occurring
in rapid speech (see Brillon—Brousseau 1986).15 Affrication occurs when the alveo-
dental stops /t/ and /d/ are followed by a front high vowel. Outputs vary across lects:
place of articulaton may remain the same, yielding [ts] and [dz], or palatalisation may
occur, yielding [δ] and []]. The two variants are shown in (25) and (26), respectively.

(25) a . i t -> ts | /__i

j d &\
b. /6 no df/ -> [enodzl]

it HAB be.very.good
'It is very good.'
/ ti kl£/ -» [atslkl£]
you squeeze lemon
'You squeezed some lemons.'

(26) a . i t -> δ 1 /_i
I d j J

b. /6 ηδ at -» [6nojf]
it HAB be.very.good
'It is very good.'
/ ti k!6/ -» [aclklo]
you squeeze lemon
'You squeezed some lemons.'

2.4.2. Rounding and vowel harmony

There are two processes of vowel rounding in Fongbe; they involve rounding of the
high vowel /i/. Both processes are restricted in their application, since they occur only
in loanwords and in some affixes. The first process is what Capo (1991) calls labial
attraction. The epenthetic vowel I'll is rounded to [u] when preceded by a labial
consonant. This process applies only to loanwords subject to phonological
adaptation.16 This is illustrated below.

(27) /gomi/ —> [gom ] 'eraser' (from French gomme)
/glevi/ -» [glevu] 'strike' (from French grove)
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The second process of vowel rounding is the result of vowel harmony. Here again, it
applies to loanwords; the epenthetic I'll is rounded when a neighbouring vowel is round.

(28) /fosi/ -> [fos ] 'force' (from French force)
/sikuTi/ -» [sukulu] 'school' (from English school)

The epenthetic HI in the reduplication prefix is also affected by vowel harmony. This
can vary across lects. As noted in Capo (1991: 132), in Maxi and Agbome lects, HI is
realised as [u] whenever the first vowel of the radical is round. In Gun lects, only the
presence of the round high vowel /u/ in the radical will trigger vowel harmony. These
variations are shown in (29).

(29) Radical (verb) Maxi Agbome Gun
γ// 'to kill' γ#γ£ γ£γ# γ£γ//
so 'to pound' suso suso siso
φ 'to say' φφ φφ φφ
s£ 'to hear' sls£ s!s£ sls£

Finally, vowel harmony applies to words derived by means of the diminutive suffix
(see Brillon—Brousseau 1986). In this case, the vowel HI of the suffix is rounded to [u]
when the preceding vowel is round, as shown below.

(30) a. /acu-vi/ -» [acuvu]
rat-DIM
'baby rat'

b. /t v -vi/ -> [t v vu]
table-DIM
'stool'

Vowel harmony can also occur when two vowels form a hiatus between a verb and
its direct object. In this case, vowel harmony applies conjointly with a process of
vowel reduction. Two types of objects beginning with a vowel may be found in this
context, the third person singular pronoun έ, and nouns beginning with a-.

When a noun begins with -, the first vowel in hiatus (the final vowel of the verb) is
deleted, as shown in the examples below.

(31) /gbaaz5/ -> [gbaz5] 'to heal' [Lit.: calm disease]
/do wu/ -» [dawu] 'to dress' [Lit.: put clothes]
/j£ yi/ -> [j yl] 'to fall down' [Lit.: fall ground]

The reduction of the first vowel applies to all oral vowels except ill. This process is
optional in plain VPs, but obligatory when the hiatus is at the boundary of a light verb
and its inherent object.
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Vowel harmony at the boundary of the verb and the pronoun £ is a special case. It
modifies the second vowel according to the various features of the first one, as shown
below.

(32) a. /Asiba lie/ -» [Äsibä 111] 'Asiba ironed it.'
b. /Asibä gäe/ -> [Asibä g£ ] 'Asiba sharpened it.'
c. /Äsibä tue/ -» [Äsibä tu f] 'Asiba untied it.'

Traditional grammars of Fongbe give the form £ as the third person pronoun in object
position. The form <? (with a high tone) appears in other positions. I prefer to assume
that the pronoun is phonologically underspecified (see also da Cruz—Avolonto 1993),
i.e. it is marked with the feature [- back] only, and a low tone.17 To get a complete
phonetic interpretation, the pronoun must be adjoined to the preceding verb and acquire
a full feature specification from the adjacent vowel. The various phonetic realisations of
the pronoun are given below (where I represent the underspecified [- back] pronoun).

(33) i-I -> ii
e-I —> ee
- —»

a-I —»
u-I —> ui
o-I -» oe
o-I -»

When the output of the process of harmony produces two homorganic and homotonal
vowels, one of the vowels may be deleted. Thus, the forms in (32a) and (32b) above
have the following alternative realisations.18

(34) a. [Äsibälii] ~ [Äsibä 11] 'Asiba ironed it.'
v v v x v

b. [Asiba g£ ] ~ [Asiba g£] 'Asiba sharpened it.'

2.4.3. Nasalisation

The process of nasalisation applies to both consonants and vowels. As discussed in
section 2.1, sonorants are systematically nasalised when followed by a nasal vowel.19

Thus, /b/, /dy, /y/, /w/, /!/ and its allophone [r] all undergo nasalisation, as shown in
the examples below.

(35) /b5/ -» [m5] 'to see'
/(ja/ -> [nä] 'to give'
/yi/ -» [yiv]or[ni] 'tobe'
/wäläV -> [wMä] 'to write'
/s!5/ -> [sf5] 'to imitate'
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In theory, the fact that in a sonorant-vowel string, segments are either both nasal or
both oral, could alternatively be explained by a rule of nasalisation of the vowel,
triggered by a preceding nasal sonorant (see Stahlke 1971). But Capo (1991) rejects
such an analysis in favour of the one presented here, based on the fact that nasal vowels
also appear after oral consonants (e.g. tiin 'to know', 'vase').

Nasalisation applies to vowels, but it is restricted to certain dependent morphemes.
First, in reduplicated forms, the epenthetic vowel /i/ is nasalised when the vowel of the
stem is nasal, as shown in (36).

(36) /fä/
/g!3/
/m5/

< [fifö]
< [gtvgl5]
< [mimö]

'climbing'
'mumbling'
'seeing'

Second, the vowel of the diminutive suffix -vi is nasalised when the stem includes a
nasal vowel:

(37) /äyu + vi/ -> [äyüyü] 'puppy'
/da + vi/ -» [dävt] 'little snake'

Finally, the definite determiner 6 is nasalised when the preceding noun ends with a nasal
vowel:

(38) /äyüo/ -» [äyü5] 'the dog'
1 / -» [kali 5] 'the animal'

2.4.4. A surface constraint on adjacent forms

For most speakers of Fongbe, there is a surface constraint which prevents the
realisation of two adjacent forms sharing the same segmental content. In other words,
two forms which are identical at the segmental level cannot appear next to each other.
Thus, for most speakers, the following sequences of morphemes would be
ungrammatical:

(39) *Suna (je-e äson _ 6_
man OP-RES eat crab DBF DEF

(40) *Sunu 5 _ _ Bäyi äson o
man DEF say COMP Bayi eat crab DEF

(41) *Sunu äson o ä_ ä_
man DEF eat crab DEF Neg Q

As the above examples show, the surface constraint is not sensitive to other lexical
properties of the adjacent forms. Two identical forms may not appear next to each
other, whether they are two distinct lexical items (e.g. (40) and (41)) or two instances
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of the same lexical item (e.g. (39)). Futhermore, as shown in (41), the two adjacent
forms are considered as identical for the surface constraint, even if they have different
tone specifications. The surface constraint applies in a number of syntactic contexts, as
will be seen in various chapters of this book. It involves the definite determiner in
relative clauses (see section 3.7.3), some clause markers (see section 6.5.2) and the
complementiser φ (see section 6.2.1).

It is worth noting that for some Fongbe speakers, the surface constraint is less strict.
Hence, these speakers would allow the co-occurrence of the homophonous morphemes
in (39) and (40). Variation among speakers with respect to this surface constraint will
be further discussed in sections 3.7.3, 6.2.1, 6.5.2 and 15.4.

2.5. Summary

The phonological inventory of Fongbe is comprised of fourteen vowels (seven oral and
seven nasal), twenty-one consonants and two tones. Various phonological processes
apply to these phonemes to derive further phonetic variants. At the segmental level, the
processes are affrication, nasalisation and vowel harmony. At the tonal level, the
processes are high tone and low tone spreading, high tone absorption and low tone
unlinking. Fongbe has three types of syllable structures: V, CV and CCV (where the
second C is either /!/ or /y/).

Capo (1991) provides the most extensive discussion of the phonology of Fongbe, as
well as many other Gbe lects. In addition, the segmental inventories of Fongbe may be
found in Akoha (1980: 24-40, 1990: 36-44), Anonymous (1983: I, 1-7) and
Hounkpatin (1985: 16-18). Tones are discussed in Akoha (1980: 47-95, 1990: 44, 54-
59), Anonymous (1983:1, 3-5, XIII, 7, XIII, 10) and Hounkpatin (1985: 19-20, 66-
79). Syllable structures are presented in Akoha (1980: 40-47, 1990: 50-53) and
Hounkpatin (1985: 21—40), while phonological processes are discussed in Akoha
(1980: 96-153, 1990: 44-50) and Hounkpatin (1985: 41-65). A discussion of the
segmental and tonal inventories of Gungbe is provided in Aboh (1998a: 36-48).

2.6. Orthographic conventions

In this book, Fongbe is transcribed in the official spelling as recommended by the
Benin government. This alphabet is very close to the phonetic alphabet with the
exception of the following four segments (see Fandohan 1985): h replaces [γ];
c replaces [δ]; j replaces []]; ny replaces [n]. Nasal vowels are followed by an π (e.g. an
stands for [ ]), except when they immediately follow a nasal consonant. Since the nasal
quality of vowels is completely predictable in this context—vowels are always
nasalised following a nasal consonant—the nasal quality is not represented in the
orthography (e.g. ma stands for [m ]). Similarly, the orthographic representation of the
determiner is always o, although it is nasalised when the preceding noun ends with a
nasal vowel.
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In Benin, it is customary to omit tones for orthographic representations: only the
tones which may not be identified by the (native) reader are written. In order to facilitate
the reading of the examples by non-native speakers, we have chosen to systematically
represent tones. Our conventions follow the tradition: the high tone is represented by an
acute accent, the low tone by a grave accent, and the mid tone is left unrepresented. In
all the examples, lexical items are represented with their lexical tones. This convention
has been adopted to render more clearly the forms of the lexical items given in the
examples. Thus, a given lexical item always appears in the same form, regardless of the
tonal modifications it may undergo at the postlexical level. For example, consider the
operator φ in the sentence below. The first representation is the lexical one. The
lexical Η tone is modified to LH because of the voicing properties of the sonorant /<\l,
yielding the second representation. The LH is then simplified to L, after the application
of Η tone absorption, yielding the third representation.

(42) vf (je-e yi —» νϊ φ-e yi —» νϊ φ-έ yi
child OP-RES leave
'the child who has left'

Throughout the book, the operator will always be written as c[e, regardless of its
phonetic realisation ([dj6], [dj£] or [djfc]). Similarly, words with an LH tone derived from
the L tone of a voiced consonant will be written with their phonological H tone: [n ] is
written ηύ, [νϊ] is written vi, etc.

Note finally that, for compounds, lexical tones are those that manifest themselves
after all tonal modifications required by the compounding process have applied at the
lexical level. This reflects the fact that compounds are lexical structures. For instance,
the derived representation on the right in (43) is the orthographic representation of the
compoundnuh'n'tfn 'idea'.

(43) ηύ-linlin -> ηύ-1ίη'1ίη
thing-thought
'idea/worry'

Notes to chapter 2

1. I follow Capo (1991) in adopting the term "lect" to refer to the main
subdivisions of the Gbe dialect cluster. Capo subdivides the Gbe lects into five
"sections": Vhe lects (i.e. Ewe), Gen lects, Aj lects, Fon lects, and Phla-Pher
lects.

2. Throughout this chapter, examples are transcribed in orthography (italics), unless
they appear between slashes (phonological form) or between square brackets
(phonetic form). According to the orthographic conventions of section 2.6, nasal
vowels are followed by an n, and the affricates /67 and /j/ are written c and/
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3. Note that Capo analyses /b/ as a voiced stop, not as a sonorant.
4. Nasal vowels are represented by a following π instead of a tilde (e.g. /a/ is

written an), according to the orthographic convention of section 2.6.
5. According to the analysis in Brousseau (1993a), Aj/ is best analysed as a

sonorant, because it behaves like other sonorants such as /!/, [m] and [n] with
respect to tonological processes.

6. Other scholars state that in Ewe, /γ/ is realised either as a voiced fricative (Berry
1951; Westerman 1930) or as a glide (Ansre 1961; Smith 1968). For Lafage
(1985), the fricative and the glide are independent phonemes in the Ewe
inventory of consonants. See also Capo (1994) for a discussion of the velar
sonorant in Gbe.

7. In theory, the CC cluster in Fongbe may be analysed as a branching onset (see
(i)) or as a light diphthong, i.e. as a single point of skeleton attached to two
segments (see (ii)).

(i) Branching onset (ii) Light diphthong
Ο Ν

Λ Ι
X X Χ

Ι Λ
k l o k l ό

In Brousseau (in preparation), it is proposed that the two structures are both
found in Fongbe. On the one hand, the co-occurrence constraints on C\C2
clusters when €2 is a glide suggest a branching onset. On the other hand, the fact
that CjC2 clusters are almost unconstrained when €2 is /!/ suggests that C2is
part of a light diphthong. The latter analysis is consistent with the behaviour of
reduplicated forms in Fongbe (see chapter 12). Words with ICyl strings undergo a
complete reduplication process: the entire syllable is copied to prefix position. In
contrast, words with /Cl/ strings undergo a kind of partial reduplication, where
only the first consonant is spread to the prefix position. Thus, total reduplication
would involve branching onsets, while partial reduplication would involve light
diphthongs.

8. This epenthesis analysis is also assumed by Ansre (1961), Berry (1951), Bole-
Richard (1976), and Westerman (1930). Gu6dou (1976) suggests instead that, in
Fongbe, the forms are basically disyllabic, but that they may be reduced to a
monosyllable in rapid speech. See Capo (1991) for arguments in favour of the
epenthesis analysis.

9. This section on tones is based mainly on the data and analyses in Brousseau
(1991, 1993a), and Brousseau—Brillon (1990), which are compatible with Capo
(1991). Except for a few details, the data presented here are also consistent with
Wiesemann (1991), who presents an analysis of tonal changes in which
intonational features are superimposed on the tonal system.
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10. There is a sole exception to this: the yes-no question marker ä (see chapter 6),
which bears a LH tone but is not preceded by any consonant. A reasonable
explanation for this exception is that the marker once was a CV form, with an
initial voiced consonant. As Bernard Comrie suggested (personal
communication), another possible explanation is that the LH tone is the
lexicalisation of a rising intonation pattern.

11. The derivation of LH tone is analysed in detail in Brousseau (1993a). Following
Halle—Stevens (1975) and Kaye—Lowenstamm—Vergnaud (1985, 1990), this
analysis proposes that voiced consonants in Fongbe are defined by the feature
[+ slack vocal cords] and carry a low tone in their representation. The L element
of the consonant spreads to the vowel on the right, thus deriving the LH tone.
This is shown in (i), with the derivation of the form [gbä] 'to build'. The
spreading is obligatory. This explains why forms containing a high tone
preceded by a voiced consonant are ruled out in Fongbe (e.g. *vi, *gba, etc.).

(i) L H L H

/gb a/ -» [gb ä]

12. Note that voiced obstruents, but not sonorants, block the spreading of the high
tone. For instance, a form like e gbä '(s)he broke' is realised as such, and not as
e gbä. The blocking effect of voiced obstruents is subject to dialectal variation.
For instance, Wiesemann (1991) reports that high tone spreading is not blocked
by voiced obstruents in the variety of Fongbe that she studied.

13. This extension of the domain may be viewed as an instance of the Stray Syllable
Adjunction of Hayes (1980).

14. Note that unlinking of the L tone does not create a downstep. This is because, in
this context, L is not a phonological tone, but a phonetic tone derived through
spreading from the adjacent consonant.

15. This process is not discussed in Capo (1991), probably because it is a superficial
one. Capo presents instead diachronic rules of affrication (palatalisation) to
account for the consonant changes that applied in Proto-Gbe.

16. Capo (1991: 130) notes that, in Maxi, a Fongbe lect, labial attraction applies
also to the epenthetic I'll that occurs in the prefix of reduplication. This process
of rounding does not apply in other Fongbe lects, including those from which
my data are drawn. For instance, the verb gble 'to spoil' reduplicates as gbugble
in Maxi, but as gblgble in other lects.

17. This analysis also differs from Capo (1991), who states that the pronoun has a
low tone but no segmental features. In order to make this low tone
pronounceable, the epenthetic vowel /i/ is added.
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18. Da Cruz—Avolonto (1993) do not take tonal specification into account since,
according to their data, the tone on the syllable of the verb has no influence on
the derived phonetic realisation. In the course of field work with various
informants, both in Benin and in Montreal, I collected the differing data shown
in (34). Identity of tones between the two syllables is required for the reduction
to apply.

19. Recall from section 2.1 that /b/ is analysed as a sonorant, which allows all
consonants subject to nasalisation to be grouped into a natural class. Since he
analyses /b/ as a stop, Capo (1991) proposes the feature [- paired] (i.e. not paired
with a voiceless consonant, unlike the [+ paired] consonants such as III and /d/,
/s/ and /z/, etc.) to characterise this class of consonants.
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Chapter 3
Functional categories involved in the nominal structure

This chapter examines the functional category lexical entries involved in the nominal
structure. The definite determiner (section 3.1), the plural marker (section 3.2), the
indefinite determiner (section 3.3), the two demonstrative determiners (section 3.5) and
the case markers (section 3.6) involved in the nominal structure will be discussed. As
can be seen in (1), in Fongbe, a complement phrase, a possessor phrase, a
demonstrative determiner, a definite determiner and the plural marker may all be
manifested within a single nominal structure.

(1) [B yi sin] φφ [K ku t n] έ!6 ό Ιέ
Bayi OBJ portrait Koku GEN DEM DEF PL
'these/those Koku's portraits of Bayi' (in question/that we know of)

As will be seen in section 3.6, the Fongbe nominal structure is the mirror image of the
English nominal structure. The language allows for bare NPs, discussed in section 3.4.
The nominal structure may also contain adjectives, PP adjuncts, relative clauses,
numerals (ordinal and cardinal) and quantifiers. The relative position of these
constituents with respect to functional category projections will be discussed in section
3.7. Section 3.8 addresses the question of whether noun phrases can be conjoined.
Section 3.9 summarises the major features of the Fongbe nominal structure.

3.1. The definite determiner

Fongbe has a postnominal determiner o, with a phonologically determined allomorph
on in the context of a nasal consonant (see section 2.4.3).

(2) a. vi 6
child DEF
'the child' (in question/that we know of)

b. vun on
dog DEF
'the dog' (in question/that we know of)

Gender is a grammatical category that is not lexically encoded in the language.
Accordingly, the determiner is not marked for gender. It can thus appear with nouns that
would be neuter in some languages (see (2)), or with nouns referring to males or
females, as in (3).
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(3) nyonu I sunu 6
woman / man DBF
'the woman/the man' (in question/that we know of)

This determiner indicates that the information conveyed by the noun phrase is part of
the shared knowledge of the participants in the conversation (see Lefebvre 1992b). Thus
the definite determiner in (2) and (3) is obligatorily anaphoric.1 Furthermore, the
definite determiner cannot appear with noun phrases that have a generic or a mass
interpretation, as shown in (4), unless a distributive interpretation (rendered as 'type of
x' in the translation) is intended, as in (5).

(4) Wdxuxo (*d) nyo no l nm yen.
bread DEF be.good for health
'Bread is good for one's health.' (=(19) in Lefebvre 1994a)

(5) molikun ό
rice DEF
'the type of rice' (in question/that we know of)

The noun and the determiner may be separated by a relative clause, as in (6). The
relative clause is introduced by the operator φ which will be discussed in section 6.3.
The lexical tone of this operator is a high tone, as discussed in section 2.6. In (6), there
is a resumptive pronoun in the extraction site of the subject, a topic which is taken up
in section 7.3. The operator pied-pipes (or attracts) the resumptive pronoun, a
phenomenon which is represented by a hyphen.2 (Pied-piping phenomena are discussed
in sections 7.3.4 and 11.2.5.8.)

(6) sunu [φ~έ yi] ό
man OP-RES leave DEF
'the man who left'

The definite determiner occurring in noun phrases also plays an important role in the
structure of the clause. As will be seen in sections 7.3.4, 7.4 and 7.8, it is required in
the syntactic structure of relative clauses and in conditional and f active clauses. Finally,
the definite determiner plays a central role in the structure of simple clauses (chapter 15)
and, for some speakers, it may appear in constructions involving verb-doubling
phenomena (chapter 16).

3.2. The plural marker

The Fongbe plural marker is Ιέ; it occurs postnominally, as shown in (7).
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(7) son Ιέ
crab PL

a. 'the crabs'
b. #'(some) crabs'

A noun followed by the plural marker alone is always interpreted as [+ definite]. (Note
from the translation in (7) that Ιέ is not anaphoric.) It can never be interpreted as
[- definite], as shown in (7). This property of the Fongbe plural marker contrasts with
the corresponding form in Ewe, wo, which, according to Westerman (1930: 47), may
also be interpreted as indefinite (e.g. ti wo 'trees'). As will be seen in section 3.4,
indefinite nouns in Fongbe are rendered as bare NPs. The plural marker occurring in the
nominal structure (i.e. Ιέ) is distinct from the third person plural personal pronoun
(i.e. y£). This constitutes yet another feature distinguishing Fongbe from some other
West African languages. For example, in Ewe, wo is the form for both the third person
plural pronoun and the plural marker (see Westerman 1930: 45, 57).3

The singular is not indicated by a specific marker, as shown by the contrast between
(8a) and (8b).

(8) a. sSn 6
crab DBF
'the crab' (in question/that we know of)

b. son 6 Ιέ
crab DBF PL
'the crabs' (in question/that we know of)

The plural marker may occur within the same noun phrase as the definite determiner,
as shown in (8b). In this case, the plural marker follows the determiner, as in (8b). It
cannot precede it, as shown by the ungrammatical order in (9).4

(9) *ason Ιέ ό
crab PL DBF

Agbidinoukoun (1991: 149) points out that for some speakers the determiner ό cannot
occur in the environment of Ιέ. A similar constraint has been reported for other
languages with similar determiner systems (e.g. Haitian Creole, see Lumsden (1989)).

In the remainder of this book, the definite determiner 6 will be translated as 'the' and
its anaphoric properties, rendered as 'in question/that we know of in the translations,
will be omitted.

3.3. The indefinite determiner

Along with the definite determiner, discussed in section 3.1, Fongbe has a form <[έ
(presumably a reduced form of the numeral ό([έ One') which serves as an indefinite
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determiner as in son φ 'a crab'.5 It can only be used in contexts where the object
referred to is specific, a fact also noted by Agbidinoukoun (1991: 368). Non-specific
indefinite objects are rendered as bare NPs (see section 3.4). The form $6 is in
complementary distribution with the definite determiner o. A noun phrase containing a
mass noun and an indefinite determiner is assigned a distributive interpretation: m llkun
φ 'a type of rice'. The indefinite determiner φ may be followed by the plural marker,
as in son φ Ιέ 'some (specific) crabs'. This fact is also noted in Agbidinoukoun
(1991: 156). As will be seen in section 3.4, non-specific indefinite plural objects are
rendered as bare NPs.

In (6), we saw that the head noun may be separated from the definite determiner by a
relative clause. The indefinite determiner may not, however, occur in such a context, as
shown by the ungrammaticality of (10).

(10) *suno [φ-έ yi] φ
man OP-RES leave IND
[Lit.: 'a man who left']

This suggests that an indefinite noun cannot be the head of a relative clause in this
language.

The form φ is also involved in the formation of the word meaning 'the other': φό,
phonetically realised as [djfeo]. This form contrasts with φνό 'another'. Agbidinoukoun
(1991: 147) claims that these forms are lexicalised. As will be seen in section 6.3, the
form φ also has the function of a nominal operator in relative, factive and conditional
clauses. As will be discussed in section 12.4 and 12.5, respectively, the form φ may
also combine with nouns to form quantifiers, and it may be used as an adverb meaning
'a little bit'. It thus appears that this form is a multifunctional lexical item.

3.4. Bare NPs

Like other Gbe languages, Fongbe has bare NPs, that is, NPs occurring without
determiners. In (4), we saw that generic nouns are bare nouns. Mass nouns, as in (11),
are also bare nouns.

(11) Koku φ ble($.
Koku eat bread
'Koku ate bread.'

Bare count nouns are interpreted as non-specific indefinite singular or plural nouns, as
shown in (12).

(12) n \ϊ> son.
Isg buy crab
Ί bought any/some crab.'
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The availability of bare NPs will be shown to be relevant to the discussion of
quantifiers in this language (see section 12.4).

3.5. Demonstrative determiners

Fongbe has a paradigm of two demonstrative terms occurring in the nominal structure.
Segurola (1963) lists them as lo and πέ. Anonymous (1983: IV, 7) lists them as 16 or
elo and ηε or έπε. According to this author, these forms are generally realised as 16 and
ne, respectively, where emphatic <?- is not realised.

Both authors gloss (έ)1ό and (e)ne as 'this' and 'that', respectively. In the course of
my field work on this topic, however, I found three interpretive patterns. In the first
one, (e)lo and (έ)ηέ are interpreted as 'this' and 'that', respectively. In this pattern (e)lo
is thus [+ proximate] while (έ)πέ is [- proximate]. In the second pattern, while (έ)ηέ is
used only to designate objects that are far from the speaker, (e)lo is used as a general
deictic term for objects that are either close to or far from the speaker. So, for the
speakers who have this pattern, while (έ)ηέ is specified for the feature [- proximate],
(e)15 is not specified for any value of the feature [a proximate].6 In the third pattern,
(e)15 and (e)ne may both be used to point at objects that are either close to or far from
the speaker. In this pattern the two demonstrative terms are thus both [a proximate]
and there is no distal distinction between them. We know from the literature that spatial
deixis is not the only dimension of deixis. For example, deixis may involve person,
time, place, speaker's point of view, etc. (see Fillmore 1975; Levinson 1983; Maclaran
1980, etc.). Although I have not investigated the matter, I would not be surprised if, for
the third group of speakers, another dimension of deixis were involved. This is because,
as we will see in section 6.5, Fongbe also has a series of markers that give the point of
view of the speaker on the proposition. The identification of the type of deixis involved
for the speakers who manifest the third pattern remains a topic for future research. The
three interpretive patterns that I found are summarised in (13).

(13) Wo (έ)ιέ
a. [+ proximate] [- proximate]
b. [a proximate] [-proximate]
c. [a proximate] [a proximate]

Ewe has two deictic terms corresponding to the Fongbe ones. Published sources
(e.g. Rongier 1979: 521, 1995; Westerman 1930) report on an interpretive pattern that
corresponds to (13a). The second one is attested in Wallace (1995b: 6); Chris Collins
(p.c.) reports that an Ewe speaker he works with uses the pattern in (13b). Finally,
Jaggar— Buba (1994) show that Hausa deictic terms do not encode distal distinctions,
but other dimensions of deixis. This would correspond to the third pattern identified
above for Fongbe. Given the fact that there are three interpretive patterns for Fongbe, in
the examples below, (e)lo and (έ)ηέ will both be translated simply as 'this/that'.
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The Fongbe demonstrative terms are not marked for gender and may be used with
objects which are either animate or inanimate (see (14)). Thus, they are not specified for
the feature [a animate], nor for gender. In the remainder of this section, the
demonstrative terms will be represented as 016 and one, although initial 6- is only
optionally pronounced.

The Fongbe demonstrative terms elo and οπέ have the following distributional
properties. As shown in (14), they occur postnominally.

(14) a. ke elo II έηέ
ring DEM // DEM
'this/that//this/that ring' (=(24a) in Lefebvre 1997)

b. sunu elo II έηέ
man DEM // DEM
'this/that//this/that man' (=(24b) in Lefebvre 1997)

c. nyon elo II ene
woman DEM // DEM
'this/that//this/that woman'

They may occur within the same noun phrase as the possessive, the [+ definite]
determiner and the plural marker. This is shown in (15).

(15) aldke ce elo II έηέ ό Ιέ
ring POSS DEM // DEM DEF PL
'these/those//these/those rings of mine' (in question/that we know of)

(=(25) in Lefebvre 1997)

They are, however, incompatible with the indefinite determiner, as shown in (16).

(16) *al$ke elo Ι έηέ φ
ring DEM / DEM IND

The two demonstrative terms may also be found in contexts where we expect an NP.
For example, in (17), they appear as part of an argument of the verb. (In the examples
below the symbol — stands for a null head that would correspond to One' in English.
Arguments supporting this analysis are presented below.)

(17) tin md - έ!6 II έηέ.
Isg see one DEM // DEM
Ί saw this/that//this/that one.' (=(26) in Lefebvre 1997)

In (18), they appear as part of the head of a relative clause.
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(18) a. - έΐό φ-έ w ό
one DEM OP-RES come DEF
'this/that one who came' (=(27a) in Lefebvre 1997)

b. - one φ-e w o
one DEM OP-RES come DEF
'this/that one who came' (=(27b) in Lefebvre 1997)

Further, demonstrative terms occurring as part of the head of a relative clause may be
followed by the plural marker Ιέ, as in (19).

(19) a. - 616 Ιέ φ-έ w o
one DEM PL OP-RES come DEF
'these/those ones who came' (=(28a) in Lefebvre 1997)

b. - έηέ Ιέ φ-έ w 6
one DEM PL OP-RES come DEF
'these/those ones who came' (=(28b) in Lefebvre 1997)

said έπε are deictic determiners in (14) and (15), the simplest assumption is to say
that they are the same deictic determiners in (17), (18) and (19). Therefore, it must be
the case that, in (17)-(19), they determine an NP with a phonologically null head
corresponding to One' in English. This analysis is supported by the fact that the null
head may be modified by an adjective. This is shown in (20), where the adjective kiklo
'big', derived from the verbal base klo 'to be big' (in a way discussed in section 8.3),
determines the phonologically null head.

(20) a. n jlo - kiklo έΐό ό.
Isg want one big DEM DEF
Ί want this/that big one.' (=(29a) in Lefebvre 1997)

b. n jlo - kiklo em o.
Isg want one big DEM DEF
Ί want this/that big one.' (=(29b) in Lefebvre 1997)

In other frameworks, έ16 and έπε would be considered as having pronominal properties.
If this were the correct analysis for Fongbe, the data in (20) could not be explained,
since pronouns cannot be modified nor determined. Furthermore, the analysis that elo
and έπε can determine a null head is in line with the correlation established by Bouchard
(1997), according to which nominal ellipsis is available only in languages where the
noun does not bear the expression of number, and where the category number is realised
as part of the determiner system. As we saw above, in Fongbe, the plural marker is a
free morpheme that attaches to the determiner at S-structure. Bouchard's analysis
correctly predicts that Fongbe will allow noun ellipsis. Furthermore, as will be seen in
chapter 4, there are other cases of noun ellipsis in the language. Thus, the two
demonstrative terms are not specified for the categorial features [+N, -V].
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As will be seen in section 6.5.2.4, the form ηέ (but not lo) also occurs in the
structure of the clause.

3.6. Case markers

The Fongbe nominal structure may contain a complement marked for objective case sin
(=of in English) and a subject marked for genitive case tan (= 's in English). As can be
seen in (21), the two case markers are head final, and while the objective phrase
precedes the head noun, the genitive phrase follows it.

(21) [B yi sin] φφ [Kdku ton]
Bayi OBJ portrait Koku GEN
'Koku' s portrait of Bayi'

In this section, I present the arguments showing that sin and ton are objective and
genitive case markers, respectively. It is shown that the arguments of the head noun
must obey a thematic hierarchy. I present arguments showing that sin and ton are of the
category K (case) rather than of the category P(ostposition). Finally, I address the
question of whether it is possible, in this language, to extract out of phrases headed by
a case marker.

3.6.1. Identifying objective and genitive case markers

The content of this section draws heavily on work by Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) on
the nominal structure of Fongbe. As is extensively argued by these authors, the two
case markers sin Of and ton "s' have the following distinguishing properties. First,
when the argument is a theme, it can appear with the ton case marker only if it is an
"affected" theme. In example (22), the argument of mimon 'denial' is not affected, and
hence it cannot occur as the complement of ton, although it can occur as the
complement of sin.

(22) a. ndgbo 6 sin mlmon ό
truth DBF OBJ denial DBF
'the denial of the truth' (=(13a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

b. *mimon n gbo o ton 6
denial truth DEF GEN DBF (=(13b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Similar facts are also reported in Agbidinoukoun (1991: 241). Second, when the noun
phrase has a partitive meaning, it can occur with sin but not with ton, as shown
in (23).
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(23) a. [cäkpälo sin] go 6
corn.beer OBJ bottle DEF
'the bottle of beer' (=(15a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

b. *gö [cäkpälo ton] 6
bottle corn.beer GEN DEF (=(15b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Third, when the argument is inalienably possessed by the head noun, it must appear
with fdn but not with sin, as shown in (24). (See section 4.4.3 for further discussion
on inalienable possession.)

(24) a. Äwä [ 6 tin} 6 do äkpä.
arm child DEF GEN DEF have wound
'The child's arm has a wound.'

(=(17a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. ?/*[v/ 6 sin] äwä do äkpä

child DEF OBJ arm DEF have wound
(=(17b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Finally, while iteration of arguments is possible with sin, it is not with ton, as shown
by the contrast in grammaticality between (25a) and (25b). This fact is also attested in
Kinyalolo (1995: 80).

(25) a. [Koku sin] [Anstote sin]
Koku OBJ Aristotle OBJ sketch PL
'Koku's sketches of Aristotle'
[Lit.: 'the sketches of Koku of Aristotle']

(=(8a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. * [Anstote tan] [Koku ton]

sketch Aristotle GEN Koku GEN PL
(=(8b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

The impossibility of iterating arguments with the genitive case marker has been
proposed in the literature (e.g. Fukui—Speas 1986) as a diagnostic test. Brousseau—
Lumsden (1992) argue that, since in Fongbe the iteration of arguments is not possible
with tön (see (25b)), ton must express genitive case. By contrast, the possibility of
iterating arguments is a property of objective case markers. On the basis of (25a),
Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) conclude that sin is the Fongbe counterpart of English
of.7 As will be shown in section 3.6.4, sin and ton can also be distinguished on the
basis of extraction.

In contrast to English, in Fongbe the determiner may co-occur with a proper noun
marked for genitive case, as shown in (26).
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(26) Bayi sin α)φ Kdku tin ό
Bayi OBJ sketch Koku GEN DEF
'(the) Koku's sketch of Bayi'

Finally, Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) observe that the Fongbe nominal structure is the
mirror image of that in English. While in Fongbe, the complement precedes the noun,
in English, it follows it. In Fongbe, the genitive phrase follows the noun, whereas in
English, it precedes it.8

3.6.2. The arguments marked for sin are constrained by a thematic hierarchy

Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) show that the order of iterated arguments with sin is
constrained by a strict thematic hierarchy where the possessor precedes the agent which
precedes the goal which precedes the source which precedes the theme. These
relationships are illustrated in (27).

(27) a. [Koku sin] [Rembrandt sin] [Anstote sin] φφ Ιέ
Koku OBJ Rembrandt OBJ Aristotle OBJ sketch PL
'Koku's (possessor) sketches of Aristotle (theme) by Rembrandt (agent)'

(=(10a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. \ybvo 6 sin] [Kanada sin] [gbodidi sin] wiwen Ιέ

stranger DEF OBJ Canada OBJ greeting OBJ message PL
'the stranger's (agent/goal) messages of greeting (theme)
from Canada (source)' (=( lOb) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Brousseau—Lumsden (1992: 8) further remark that "... when one of these thematic
roles is expressed with the ton structure, it must always be one which is higher in the
thematic hierarchy than those of the same nominal phrase which are expressed with
sin". Hence, in (28), the argument marked for genitive case must be interpreted as the
possessor.

(28) [Rembrandt sin] [Anstote sin] φφ [K ku t n] Ιέ
Rembrandt OBJ Aristotle OBJ sketch Koku GEN PL
'Koku's (possessor) sketches of Aristotle (theme) by Rembrandt (agent)'

(=(1 la) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

The thematic hierarchy of Fongbe is reminiscent of hierarchies observed in other lan-
guages, such as French (see e.g. Milner 1978; Sportiche 1990; Valois 1991a, 1991b).
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3.6.3. K (cose) versus P

So far, sin and t n have been assumed to be case markers. However, since the language
has a well-established class of postpositions (see section 11.2), another option would
be to analyse them as postpositions. Case markers are functional lexical items. In some
languages, the forms used as case markers are sometimes also used as prepositions or
postpositions, which are major category lexical items (see van Riemsdijk 1978). For
example, of in English may be used either as a case marker or a preposition (see
Chomsky 1981: 94). Syntactic tests are used to distinguish between the sometimes
ambiguous syntactic functions of a given form (see e.g. Lefebvre—Muysken 1988: 80;
Rouveret—Vergnaud 1980; van Riemsdijk 1978). Below, I present the evidence that sin
and t n are best analysed as case markers.

In contrast to postpositions, case markers have minimal semantic content. This
contrast is revealed by the fact that, while postpositions are associated with nouns
having specific thematic roles, case markers may be associated with nouns bearing
several thematic roles. As will be seen in section 11.2, postpositions are associated
with nouns having specific thematic roles. Sin and t n, however, may be associated
with nouns bearing several thematic roles (see Brousseau—Lumsden 1992; Lefebvre
1989a). For example, as is shown in Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), the argument of the
noun in (29) may be interpreted as the theme, the agent or the possessor, whether it
appears with t n or with sin.

(29) 'pictures showing/made by/belonging to Koku'
a. fdtoo Koku ton Ιέ

picture Koku GEN PL (=(6a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. Koku sin fdtoo Ιέ

Koku OBJ picture PL (=(6b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Likewise, the argument of the noun in (30) may be assigned a source, goal or agent
thematic role, either with sin or with t n.

(30) 'messages from/to/made by the stranger'
a. y vo ό sin wiwen Ιέ

stranger DBF OBJ message PL (=(7a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. wiwen y vo 5 ton Ιέ

message stranger DEF GEN PL
(=(7b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Sin and t n have the property of being able to associate with NPs bearing various
thematic roles; this argues for the analysis that they are case markers.

A second distinctive property of case markers and postpositions is that, while a case
marker cannot select a postpositional phrase, a postposition can select a postpositional
phrase as its argument (see Lefebvre 1989a). In (31), the postposition kpo 'with'
selects a postpositional phrase headed by glowa 'under'.
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(31) Köku kpon tävo ji [kpo^o [tävö gluwä] kpo]
Koku look table on with table under with
'Koku looked on and under the table.' (=(60) in Lefebvre 1989a)

The sin and ton case markers cannot select a postpositional phrase.
Third, as is pointed out in Lefebvre (1989a), for some speakers, the case marker sin

may reduce to its high tone realised on the following word. This is illustrated in (32),
where the phrase within brackets corresponds to the phonetic representation.

(32) a. Koku sin xd l [Köku ]
Koku OBJ room
'the room of Koku' (=(42a) in Lefebvre 1989a)

b. Kdku sin gbän l [Koka gbän]
Koku OBJ baggage
'the baggage of Koku' (=(43) in Lefebvre 1989a)

Postpositions never undergo this kind of reduction. The fact that sin may reduce to its
high tone argues against a postpositional analysis and supports the case analysis. This
is in line with the observation made earlier that case markers, as opposed to
postpositions, have minimal semantic content.

Finally, case markers may be optionally deleted under adjacency (Lefebvre—Muysken
1988: 80). For some speakers (but not all), the marker sin can be optionally deleted
(with no manifestation of the high tone of sin), as is examplified in (33).

(33) dan xd
snake room
'the room of the snake'

Similar facts are also noted in Guillet—Dujarier (1973) and Agbidinoukoun
(1991: 233). As will also be seen in section 11.2, sin appears only optionally (under
adjacency) with the complement of some locative nouns. It will be shown that, in
contrast, postpositions are obligatory. This argues that sin is a case marker rather than
a postposition. In contrast to sin, ton is obligatorily pronounced. This is because the
phrase headed by ton is not adjacent to the head noun of the nominal structure. These
facts further support Brousseau—Lumsden's (1992) analysis, according to which the
phrase headed by sin is in the noun's complement position, while that headed by ton is
higher up in the nominal structure (see note 8).

3.6.4. Is it possible to extract out of sin and tdn phrases?

As is pointed out in Kinyalolo (1995), it is not possible to extract the complement of
sin. In (34b), the complement of sin has been fronted; sin has been left behind, and the
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clause is not grammatical. In (34c), however, the whole noun phrase, including the
phrase headed by sin, has been extracted and the clause is grammatical.

(34) a. n m Sik sin xwe yoyo vdvd 5.
Isg see Sika GEN9 house new red DEF
Ί saw Sika's new red house.' (=(22a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. *me ινέ υπ πα sin xwo yoyo νάνο 6
who it.is Isg see GEN house new red DEF
[Lit.: 'Whose new red house did I see?'] (=(22b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

c. Με sin xwe yoyo νονά ό (w£) un m l
who GEN house new red DEF it.is Isg see
'Whose new red house did I see?' (=(22c) in Kinyalolo 1995)

In contrast, it is possible to extract the complement of tan, leaving t n behind. This is
examplified in (35b).

(35) a. Asiba von φφ K ku t n 6 Ιέ.
Asiba tear.up sketch Koku GEN DEF PL
'Asiba tore up Koku's sketches.' (=(24a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. Με φ10 sib νύη φφ ton ό Ιέ ηέ.
person OP Asiba tear.up sketch GEN DEF PL there.is
'There is the person whose sketches Asiba tore up.'

(=(24b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

Why is it possible to extract from a ton phrase but not from a sin phrase? A
principled account of this problem will have to await further research. Pending a
solution to this problem, additional facts may contribute to the discussion. Kinyalolo
(1995) shows that, while with sin the resumptive strategy is not available to rescue
(34b), this strategy is available when the complement of ton has been extracted.
Evidence for this claim comes from the fact that, when the extracted complement of t n
is plural, the third person plural pronoun ye (see section 4.1) must occur in the
extraction site of this complement, as is shown in (36).

(36) a. Με φ Asib vun Bayi sin φφ ye tan Ιέ
person OP Asiba tear.up Bayi GEN sketch they GEN PL
ό ηέ.11

DEF there.is
"There are the persons whose sketches of Bayi Asiba tore up.'

(=(74a) in Kinyalolo 1995)
b. Με φ sib νύη φφ ye t n Ιέ ό ηέ.

person OP Asiba tear.up sketch they GEN PL DEF there.is
"There are the persons whose sketches Asiba tore up.'

(=(74b) in Kinyalolo 1995)
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As will be seen in various chapters of this book, the resumptive strategy manifests
itself in several instances in Fongbe. Given the data in (36), why is it the case that no
resumptive pronoun is found before tön in (35b)? This is because, as will be discussed
in section 4.4, a third person singular pronoun is not always pronounced in the
environment of ton.

Finally, both sin and tön may be pied-piped (attracted) by the nominal operator in
relative clauses. This is shown in (37).

(37) a. Koku (tf-sin äfokpä gble\ 6 wä.
Koku OP-OBJ shoe damage DEF leave
'Koku whose shoe is damaged left.'

b. [ -tön w£] o wä.
person OP-GEN it.is DEF leave
"The person, whose it is, left.' (e.g. shoe)

Other cases of pied-piping will be discussed in section 11.2.

3.6.5. Summary

In this section, concerning case markers occurring in nominal structures, it has been
established that sin and tön have the properties of English Of and "s* respectively, and
that the arguments marked for sin and tön are constrained by a thematic hierarchy (also
attested in other languages such as French). It has been argued that sin and tön have the
properties of case markers, not those of postpositions. Finally, it has been shown that,
while it is possible to extract the complement of a tön phrase, it is not possible to
extract the complement of a sin phrase. While the resumptive strategy is available for
extraction out of a tön phrase, it is not available for extraction out of a sin phrase. A
full account of this discrepancy is a topic for future research.

3.7. Other constituents occurring in the nominal structure

The nominal structure may also contain adjectives, prepositional phrases (for some
speakers), relative clauses, numerals and quantifiers. This section discusses the position
of these constituents with respect to the other constituents already discussed.

3.7.7. Adjectives

In the nominal structure, adjectives always occur to the right of the head noun, either
immediately after it, as in (38), or to the right of the tön phrase, as in (39). (The
brackets in the translations of the examples below reflect interpretive data relevant to
constituency.)
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(38) φφ <&gfc Koku t n 6 Ιέ
sketch good Koku GEN DBF PL
'(the) Koku's [good sketches]' (=(34b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

(39) φφ Koku t n φ&έ ό Ιέ
sketch Koku GEN good DEF PL
'the good [sketches by Koku]' (=(35) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

As Brousseau—Lumsden (1992: 17) point out, and as is reflected in the translation of
the examples above and below,

... the respective position of the adjective and the ton phrase reflects] a
difference in interpretation. That is, an adjective to the right of the t n
phrase has scope over that phrase. The adjective or t n phrase which has
the highest position in the tree is the one that restricts the preceding
(already modified) noun. This can be seen in the following examples,
where two adjectives and a possessor t n phrase modify the noun v
'loincloth'.12

(40) a. art φ&έ νονό B yi t n Ιέ
loincloth good red Bayi GEN PL
Of the good, red loincloths, those of Bayi'

(=(36a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. art φφέ B yi t n v v Ιέ

loincloth good Bayi GEN red PL
Of Bayi's good loincloths, those that are red'

(=(36b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
c. v v v B yi t n (j gbe Ιέ

loincloth red Bayi GEN good PL
Of Bayi's red loincloths, those that are good'

(=(36c) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
d. v B yi t n v v φ§& Ιέ

loincloth Bayi GEN red good PL
Of Bayi's loincloths, those that are red and good'

(=(36d) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

3.7.2. PPs

As is reported on in Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), the Fongbe nominal structure may
contain locative, benefactive and commitative PPs. There appears to be variation among
speakers with respect to these possibilities; several speakers I worked with do not
accept PPs in nominal structures unless they are embedded within a relative clause. The
restrictions on the position of PPs discussed below are drawn from Brousseau—
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Lumsden (1992), based on the judgments of the speakers who accept PPs within
nominal structures.

In nominal structures, PPs cannot appear between the noun and the genitive phrase,
as is shown in (41).

(41) * son [DU B yi] Koku t n Ιέ
crab for Bayi Koku GEN PL
'Koku's crabs for Bayi'

(=(42b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

They must appear to the right of the genitive phrase, as illustrated in (42).

(42) a. φφ K ku t n [φ t v o ji\ [φ wam 6 kp ] Ιέ
sketch Koku GEN at table DBF on at book DBF beside PL
'Koku's sketches on the table beside the book'

(=(39a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
b. φφ K ku t n [φ t v o ji] [ηύ B yi] Ιέ

sketch Koku GEN at table DBF on for Bayi PL
'Koku's sketches on the table for Bayi'

(=(39b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
c. φφ Koku t n [nu Bayi] [ίρόφ M dowZm me] Ιέ

sketch Koku GEN for Bayi with signature PL
'Koku's sketches for Bayi with a signature'

(=(39c) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

PPs can also occur to the right of the plural marker, as shown in (43).

(43) φφ Koku t n Ιέ [φ t v 6 ji\ [nu B yi]
sketch Koku GEN PL at table DBF on for Bayi
'Koku's sketches on the table for Bayi'

(=(4la) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

When there is no genitive phrase within a nominal structure, the PP may occur
immediately after the head noun, but as is pointed out by Brousseau—Lumsden
(1992: 19), in this case, the sequence noun-PP is interpreted as a kind of compound.
This is exemplified in (44).

(44) a. son [φ t vo ji] Ιέ
crab at table on PL
'the table-top crabs' (type of crab)
#'the crabs on the table' (=(43a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)
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b. son [nu Bayi] Ιέ
crab for Bayi PL
'the for-Bayi crabs' (type of crab)
#'the crabs for Bayi' (=(43b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) present no example of prepositional phrases headed by
sin 'from' (see section 11.1.1.3), occurring in the nominal structure. All the speakers I
consulted on this matter reject such a possibility.

3.7.3. Relative clauses

As was seen in section 3.1, relative clauses typically occur between the noun and its
determiner (see (6)). As is the case with PPs, relative clauses may not intervene between
the head noun and its genitive phrase, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (45).

(45) *ason [da-έ φ t v ji] K$ku tan ό
crab OP-RES be.at table on Koku GEN DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku's crab that is on the table']

(=(42a) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

Relative clauses must follow the genitive phrase, as shown in (46). If the nominal
structure also contains a PP, the relative clause may either follow (see (46a)) or precede
(see (46b)) the PP.

(46) a. son Kdku ton [nu Bayi] [de-έ φ t v ji] 6 Ιέ
crab Koku GEN for Bayi OP-RES be.at table on DEF PL
'(the) Koku's crabs for Bayi that are on the table'

b. son Kdku ton [de-έ B yi wli\ [φ d m ] Ιέ
crab Koku GEN OP-RES Bayi catch at hole in PL
'Koku's crabs in a hole that Bayi caught'

Relative clauses may also occur to the right of the plural marker, as in (47).

(47) ason Koku t n Ιέ [φ do ma] [d -έ B yi \vli]
crab Koku GEN PL at hole in OP-RES Bayi catch
'Koku's crabs in a hole that Bayi caught'

(=(41b) in Brousseau—Lumsden 1992)

3.7.4. Numerals

Cardinal numbers appear right before the definite determiner, as shown in (48).
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(48) ävö vövö \ 6
loincloth red two DBF PL
'the two red loincloths'

In a nominal structure containing a genitive phrase, the cardinal number can intervene
between the genitive phrase and the plural marker, as is shown below.

(49) Koku tön wo
sketch Koku GEN two PL
'Koku's two sketches'

The ungrammaticality of (50) shows that cardinal numbers cannot occur to the right of
the plural marker.

(50) *ävö wo
loincloth PL two

As will be seen in section 8.2.1.5, ordinal numbers are derived from cardinal numbers
by means of the suffix -goo. Ordinal numbers occur in the same position as cardinal
numbers, that is, right before the definite determiner, as shown in (51).

(51) ävö (jagte Köku tön wtgoo o
loincloth good Koku GEN second DBF
'Koku's second good loincloth'

The ungrammaticality of (52a) shows that ordinal numbers cannot occur next to the
noun when the nominal structure contains another modifier. The correct structure would
be as in (52b).

(52) a. *ävö wtgoo (jagte 6
loincloth second good DEF

b. ävö (jagte wögoo 6
loincloth good second DEF
'the second good loincloth'

3.7.5. Quantifiers

As is the case in other languages, such as English or French, quantifiers occupy the
highest position in the nominal structure. Practically speaking, this means that they
always follow the plural marker , as illustrated in (53).
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(53) son Ιέ bi
crab PL all
'all the crabs'

Extraposed relative clauses may, however, follow the quantifier, as is examplified
in (54).

(54) as6n Ιέ bi [φ do
crab PL all at hole in
'all the crabs in a hole'

Extraposed PPs may also follow the quantifier.

3.7.6. Restrictions on order involving determiners

In the first sections of this chapter, we saw that Fongbe has definite and indefinite
determiners and deictic determiners. I assume that the plural marker is also part of the
determiner system of Fongbe. As shown in (1), the canonical order of determiners is
DEM DET PL. As has been pointed out in several instances in the literature (cited in this
chapter), nothing can intervene between the definite/indefinite determiners and the plural
marker. The question that remains to be addressed is whether the demonstrative terms,
discussed in section 3.4, may be separated from DBF and PL. The rule appears to be that
demonstrative terms have to occur together with the other determiners. For example, in
(55), έΐό has to follow the genitive phrase, and the adjective that follows it.

(55) φφ [K$ku ton] φφβ 016 6 Ιέ
sketch Koku GEN good DEM DEF PL
'these Koku1 s good sketches'

3.7.7. Summary

In addition to the determiners discussed in sections 3.1 to 3.5, and to the K (case)
phrases discussed in section 3.6, the nominal structure may contain adjectives,
prepositional phrases (for some speakers), relative clauses, numerals and quantifiers. It
was shown that there are restrictions on the order of constituents within the nominal
structure.13 The constraints on surface ordering of constituents which occur on the right
of the head noun are schematically summarised in (56). (Recall from section 3.6 that
the complement of the head noun is the sole constituent that may occur to the left of
the head noun.)
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(56) N Adjectives GENP Adjectives
Relative
clauses

Numerals DEM DEF PL Quantifiers

PP

PP
Relative
clauses

Relative
clauses

3.8. Can NPs be conjoined?

As will be seen in section 6.1, Fongbe has clausal conjunctions encoding the notions
'and', 'but' and Or'; with one exception, these cannot be used to conjoin NPs.

As is the case in several other West African languages (see Koopman 1986), the
Fongbe conjunction meaning 'and' cannot be used to conjoin two NPs. As will be seen
in section 11.1.1.2, 'and-conjunction of NPs', so to speak, is achieved by means of a
prepositional phrase headed by kpocfi 'with' (lit.: 'with.at'), as is exemplified in (57).

(57) Asib [kpocio Koku kpo] yl xi πιέ.
Asiba with Koku with go market in
'Asiba with Koku went to the market.'

The argument supporting the claim that kpo^o is not a conjunction is that the phrase it
heads can be extraposed, as is illustrated in (58).

(58) a. Asib yl xl τηέ [kpotf K ku kpo]
Asiba go market in with Koku with
'Asiba went to the market with Koku.'

b. Koku a? molikun 6 φ motd 6 ml [kpojo
Koku take rice DEF put car DEF in with
sukl£ ό kpo]
sugar DEF with
'Koku put the rice in the car with the sugar.'

While PPs can be extraposed, phrases conjoined by 'and' cannot. As will be argued in
section 11.1.5, thekpoijo... kpo phrase in (57) is a syntactic adjunct. There is thus no
true 'and-conjunction of NPs' in Fongbe. Likewise, the conjunction meaning 'but' can
relate two clauses, but not two NPs.

There are two words meaning Or' in Fongbe. They are identified as alo and kabim
Akoha (1980: 333) and as lo and abiin Rassinoux (1987). Any one of these can be
used to relate two NPs, as is shown in (59).
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(59) Äsibä äloläloläbilkäbi Köku
Asiba or Koku
'Asiba or Koku'

3.9. Conclusion

Fongbe has a definite determiner o which is also anaphoric. The plural marker is
always interpreted as [+ definite] and is morphologically distinct from the third person
plural personal pronoun ye 'they'. At S-structure, the plural marker always occurs to
the right of the determiner. The indefinite determiner is (]e, which is probably derived
from the numeral oc^e One'. There are two deictic terms occurring in the nominal
structures: (e)lo and (e)ne, showing three patterns of interpretation. The language allows
for bare NPs. Generic and mass nouns, as well as non-specific indefinite singular or
plural nouns, are rendered by bare NPs. The Fongbe nominal structure exhibits two case
markers: the objective case marker sin and the genitive case marker tön. In Fongbe
nominal structures, the objective phrase precedes the head noun and the genitive phrase
follows it. The nominal structure of Fongbe is thus the mirror image of the English
nominal structure. Other constituents may occur in the nominal structure: adjectives,
PPs, relative clauses, numerals and quantifiers. It was shown that there are restrictions
on the relative order of constituents within the nominal structure. Finally, Fongbe has
no lexical item corresponding to 'and' to conjoin noun phrases.

Extensive discussions of the Fongbe nominal structure, in various frameworks, can
be found in Agbidinoukoun (1991), Akoha (1980, 1990), Anonymous (1983),
Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), Hounkpatin (1985), and Kinyalolo (1995). Hazoume
(1990) provides a description of the functional categories involved in the nominal
structure for seven Gbe dialects, including Fongbe. Aboh (1998a) contains a detailed
description and analysis of the Gungbe nominal structure.

Notes to chapter 3

1. Within a framework in which functional lexical items head a functional category
projection, Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) proposed that (and its allomorph) is
the head of the functional category DP.

2. Recall from sections 2.1 and 2.3 that the implosive consonant bears a low tone.
As a consequence, the phonetic realisation of the operator and the resumptive
pronoun is [djS- ]. Most authors represent the operator and the resumptive pro-
noun with their phonetic realisation. In accordance with the orthographic conven-
tions adopted for this book, this sequence is phonemically represented as /dj6-6/.

3. Yoruba, Mandingo (Goodman 1964: 46-47) and Vai (Mufwene 1986: 138) are
like Ewe in having one form encoding both third person plural pronoun and
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plural in nominal structures. For a theoretical account of the double function of
this single form, see Ritter (1992).
Under Ritter's (1992) analysis, based on a related language (Haitian Creole), the
Fongbe plural marker Ιέ would head the functional category Num(ber) P.
According to her model, NumP is the complement of D, as is depicted in (ia), and
thus the plural marker is base generated in a D-structure position where it
precedes the definite determiner. Head movement of Num to D accounts for the
surface word order DBF PL in (ib).

(i) a. D-structure
DP

b. S-structure
DP

For further discussion on this topic, see Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), and
Kinyalolo (1995).

5. See section 2.6 for a discussion of the phonological representation of this lexical
item.

6. From the point of view of an English or French speaker, the striking fact about
this Fongbe interpretive pattern is that it lexically encodes the [- proximate]
value of the [a proximate] feature, but it does not lexically encode the
[+ proximate] value of this feature. In both French and English, it is the other
way around: there is a lexical item defined by the feature [+ proximate], and there
is a general deictic term used to refer to objects that are either close to or far from
the speaker.

7. Contrary to Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), Kinyalolo (1995: 65) claims that both
sin and tan are genitive case markers. Although the analysis he proposes brings
about another way of looking at the data, the claim that a given language has
two genitive case markers is rather surprising. To the best of my knowledge,
languages that manifest genitive case markers only manifest one. Furthermore, if
Kinyalolo's analysis provides an explanation for the data in (22) and (25), it does
not provide an account of those in (23) and (24). It is worth noting at this point
that not all speakers have judgments that are as clear as those reported in
Brousseau—Lumsden (1992). On the basis of the small amount of field work I
did on this topic, I would not be surprised if there were more than one grammar
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with respect to the status of sin and ton in Fongbe. This topic is certainly worth
investigating further, especially with respect to variation among speakers.

8. The relationship between the nominal head and its arguments is as in (i) (from
Lefebvre 1994c, adapted from Brousseau— Lumsden 1992). In this structure, case
markers are assumed to head a functional category projection KP (case phrase)
(following the proposal in Travis— Lamontagne 1992). The complement is base
generated on the left of the head noun, and is marked for objective case, sin (=of
in English). Brousseau— Lumsden (1992) assume that the genitive phrase headed
by ton is base generated directly in the specifier position of FP (an unidentified
functional projection). In Lefebvre (1994c: 113), it is proposed that the N P
(marked for genitive case) must be generated within the specifier of NP. This
departure from Brousseau— Lumsden 's analysis is motivated on the following
grounds. Hoekstra (1992), and the references cited therein, assume that thematic
roles are assigned within lexical category projections. Since, as seen above, the
noun occurring in the genitive phrase is assigned a thematic role, it must be base
generated in the specifier position of NP. The fact that only affected themes can
occur with genitive case (see (22)) further argues that the theme has to be base
generated within the lexical category projection. From this position, it moves to
the specifier position of FP. Under Brousseau— Lumsden 's (1992) analysis, FP is
the functional category where genitive case is assigned by a null head under
specifier-head agreement. This proposal is in line with current analyses of the
genitive construction. The identification of FP is, however, a matter of debate in
the literature (see Abney 1987; Brousseau— Lumsden 1992; Lumsden 1989,
1991; Ritter 1992; Szabolcsi 1987).

(i) FP FONGBE

Bäyi sin (=(96b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Brousseau—Lumsden (1992) observe that the Fongbe nominal structure in (i) is
the mirror image of the English nominal structure in (ii).
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(ii) the king 's portrait of the queen ENGLISH
FP

of the queen
(=(9)inLumsdenl991)

For an analysis of the Fongbe nominal structure within the framework of
Kayne's (1994) theory of word order, see Kinyalolo (1995).

9. As we saw in note 7, Kinyalolo (1995: 65) analyses sin as a genitive case
marker rather than as an objective case marker. Hence, the gloss for sin is GEN
in the examples cited from his work, rather than OBJ in the other examples.

10. Kinyalolo (1995) represents the operator with a low-high tone. As seen in
section 2.6, however, the operator has a phonologically high tone.

11. In (36a) and (36b), ηέ has been added to the original examples in Kinyalolo
(1995).

12. Delafosse (1894) provides an example where the adjective is able to either
precede or follow the plural marker Ιέ. Besides Delafosse, in my review of the
literature, I have encountered no examples where an adjective follows the plural
marker. My informants are unanimous in rejecting such a possibility.

13. In Brousseau—Lumsden (1992), these restrictions are formulated in terms of
possible nodes for adjunction: while there is no adjunction to NP, there can be
adjunction to N' (e.g. adjectives), or to functional category projections in the
nominal structure.



Chapter 4
Pronominal forms

This chapter discusses the data pertaining to pronominal forms. The properties of
personal pronouns and those of pronominal clitics will be discussed in sections 4.1 and
4.2, respectively. In section 4.3 it is shown that the language has both an overt and a
covert expletive. Section 4.4 addresses the question of whether there are possessive
adjectives and pronouns in Fongbe; it also shows how possessional phrases that
involve a pronoun in other languages are rendered in Fongbe. Section 4.5 discusses
Wh-words and Wh-phrases. Section 4.6 discusses the properties of the -<]e& anaphor
which can be assigned a reflexive or a reciprocal interpretation. It is shown that Fongbe
does not have BODY-part reflexives. The properties of the logophoric pronoun, έπύ, are
discussed in section 4.7. Section 4.8 summarises the salient characteristics of the
pronominal forms of Fongbe.

4.1. Personal pronouns

The inventory and distribution of personal pronouns will be discussed in turn.

4.1.1. Inventory

The Fongbe personal pronoun paradigm is shown in (1). As can be seen from the
translation, the forms in this paradigm are not distinguished for case or gender.

(1) nya first person singular 'I/me'
hv/έ second person singular 'you'
e(ye) third person singular '(s)he/it/nim/her'
mi first and second person plural 'we/us/you'
ye third person plural 'they/them'

(from (18) in Brousseau 1995a)

As we can see in (1), the same lexical entry is used for both first and second person
plural. Traditional Fongbe grammars (see e.g. Anonymous 1983: III, 2) sometimes
represent the form meaning 'we/us' as mi (bearing a high tone phonetically realised
low-high) and the form meaning 'you (pi)' as mi (bearing a mid tone). Low-high and
mid tones are phonetic variants (see section 2.3); the distinction between the two is
thus phonemically irrelevant. Furthermore, extensive field work by Brousseau (1995a)
on the tonal specification of mi reveals that this form always bears a phonological
high tone.1
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The form ye may be assigned a definite or an indefinite interpretation; that is, it may
refer either to a specified or to an unspecified group of people.

4.1.2. Distribution

In current theories, personal pronouns behave like nouns. The pronouns of Fongbe are
no exception. Like nouns, they may occur as part of a clefted constituent, as in (2).

(2) Nye κέ, K ko
me it.is Koku see
'It is me that Koku saw.'

Like nouns, they may participate in the conjunct-adjunct construction (discussed in
section 3.8), as shown in (3).

(3) Koku mo sib Ι nyέ kpo<[o hwa kpo.
Koku see Asiba / me with you (sg) with
'Koku saw Asiba/me and you.'

Like nouns, they can occur with the genitive case marker tan in the possessive
construction discussed in section 3.6. This is shown in (4).

(4) vf nye I hwl I e\ye) I mi I ye tan
child me / you (sg) / him/her / us/you (pi) / them GEN
'my/your/his, her/our, your/their child'

In section 3.6, we saw that possession may also be expressed in a complement phrase
headed by the objective case marker sin. According to my informants, unlike nouns,
pronouns cannot occur as the complement of sin. That is, when the possessor is
rendered as a pronoun, the pronoun always occurs with t n, as in (4). However,
Brousseau— Lumsden (1992: 10) provide one example of a pronoun occurring with sin.
It may be that there is variation among speakers with respect to the distribution of
pronouns in possessive constructions.

Like nouns, pronouns also occur in the argument position of postpositions. In (5),
the pronouns occur as the argument of the postposition ji On'.

(5) Vf 6 φ nyέ I hwl I e(y£) I mi I ye ji.
child DBF be.at me / you (sg) / him/her / us/you (pi) / them on
'The child is on me/you/him, her/us, you/them.'

Like nouns, pronouns may occur as the complement of a preposition which select
NPs, as exemplified in (6) with the preposition nu 'for'. (See section 11.1 for an
additional discussion of this point.)
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(6) ηύ ny I hwa I e(ye) I mi I ye
for me / you (sg) / him/her / us/you (pi) / them
'for me/you/him, her/us, you/them'

Unlike nouns, however, pronouns do not occur in the argument positions of the verb
(subject and object positions). This is shown in (7).

(7) a. *nya mb Koku b. *Koku ma nya
me see Koku Koku see me
[Lit.: Ί saw Koku.'] [Lit.: 'Koku saw me.']

This is because, as we will see in section 4.2, Fongbe also has a paradigm of syntactic
clitics; consequently, pronominal arguments of verbs must be rendered as syntactic
clitics. The grammatical versions of the sentences in (7) are as in (8), where the subject
and the object appear in their clitic forms.

(8) a. n mo Koku. b. Koku mo mi.
Isg see Koku Koku see Isg
Ί saw Koku.' 'Koku saw me.'

4.2. Pronominal clitics

In addition to the pronominal forms discussed above, Fongbe has pronominal clitics.
The inventory and distribution of pronominal clitics are discussed in sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2, respectively. In section 4.2.3, on the basis of a series of tests, it is argued that
Fongbe clitics are syntactic rather than phonological.

4.2.1. Inventory

Fongbe pronominal clitics are distinguished on the basis of case: [± nominative]
(see Brousseau 1995a; Lefebvre (ed.) 1991). The two paradigms of clitics are presented
in (9), along with the paradigm of personal pronouns discussed in section 4.1.

(9) Personal pronouns Clitics [+ nominative] Clitics [- nominative]
un mi

mi
ye

(from (18) in Brousseau 1995a)

Isg
2sg
3sg
lpl/2pl
3pl

nya
hwe
W.
mi
ye
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Clitics are marked for person and number, but not for gender. (Recall from section
3.1 that gender is not lexically encoded in this language.) As shown in (9), only in the
singular are clitics distinguished for case; plural forms are neutral with respect to this
feature. In addition, in the plural, the clitic forms are the same as the corresponding
strong forms: mi is used for the first or second person plural, and ye, for the third
person plural.

4.2.2. Distribution

Tests to distinguish pronominal clitics from personal pronouns are well established in
the literature (see e.g. Kayne 1975; Zwicky 1976). I will apply these tests to clitics in
this section.

First, in contrast to pronouns, pronominal clitics cannot occur as part of a clefted
constituent, as shown in (10) (compare with (2)).

(10) *mi ννέ Koku mo
Isg it.is Koku see
[Lit.: 'It is me that Koku saw.']

Second, clitics cannot participate in a conjunct-adjunct construction (discussed in
section 3.8), as shown in (11) (compare with (3)).

(11) * n kpocfi kpo
Isg with 2sg with
[Lit.: Ί with you']

Third, unlike pronouns, clitics cannot occur as a complement of the genitive case
marker t n, as shown in (12) (compare with (4)).

(12) *νί mi tan
child Isg GEN

Likewise, clitics cannot occur as a complement of the objective case marker sin, as
shown in (13).

(13) *mi sin vi
Isg OBJ child

Note that there is some confusion in the literature regarding the possibility of clitics
occurring in the environment of ton and sin. On the basis of data such as <£ ton
(lit.: '(s)he GEN') or e sin (lit.: '(s)he OBJ'), it is sometimes claimed that clitics may
occur with the case markers t n and sin. Under my analysis, this confusion is due to the
fact that the third person singular clitic may have the same form as the third person
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singular strong pronoun, as can be seen in (9). It thus appears that e in e ton and e sin
is the reduced (but not necessarily clitic) form of the strong form e(ye). As will be
shown in 4.2.3, however, the Fongbe clitics are syntactic clitics. Pronominal syntactic
clitics cliticise onto the verb, and are excluded from constituents headed by case
markers. Hence, in Fongbe, they do not occur as complements of ton or sin.

Finally, in contrast to pronouns, pronominal clitics do not occur in the argument
position of postpositions, as shown in (14) (compare with (5)).

(14) *vf 6 φ mi I we jf
child DEF be.at Isg / 2sg on

The above data show that there is a well established class of pronominal clitics in
Fongbe which is distinct from that of the personal pronouns discussed in section 4.1.

4.2.3. Syntactic versus phonological clitics

There are two types of clitics: syntactic clitics and phonological clitics. Syntactic
clitics are separate lexical entries; that is, they are distinct from pronouns. They are not
base-generated in an NP position. As functional items, they are base-generated as the
head of a functional category projection.3 Phonological clitics, on the other hand, are
phonologically reduced forms of strong pronouns, base-generated in an NP position,
just as pronouns would be. At the phonological level, they reduce and cliticise onto the
verb. Several tests distinguish syntactic clitics from phonological clitics. Using these
tests, I argue that Fongbe clitics are syntactic.

First, in languages which have syntactic clitics, the paradigm of such clitics includes
at least some forms that are phonologically distinct from the strong pronouns.
However, in languages which have phonological clitics, the forms of the clitics are
always phonologically derived from the strong pronominal forms. In Fongbe, the first
and second person singular clitics are clearly phonologically distinct from the
corresponding strong forms, and the third person singular clitics are partially distinct
from the corresponding strong pronoun (see (9)).

Second, while the distribution of phonological clitics follows that of nouns and
pronouns, the distribution of syntactic clitics does not. For example, in French, while a
nominal object follows the verb (e.g. Je veux ce livre Ί want this book'), a syntactic
clitic object obligatorily precedes it (e.g. Je le veux Ί want it'). In some instances,
Fongbe clitics occupy a surface position which is different from that of nouns and
pronouns. For example, in syntactic nominalisations (discussed in section 8.3), the
direct object of a nominalised verb typically precedes the verb when it is realised as a
noun or a pronoun. However, the direct object follows the verb when it is realised as a
clitic. This contrast in word order is illustrated in (15).
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(15) a. Äsibä Bäyi l hwä kpon wä.
Asiba be.at Bayi / you(sg) looking POST
'Asiba is looking at Bayi/you.' (=(19a) in Brousseau 1995a)

b. Äsibä kpikpSn w£ \ .
Asiba be.at looking 2sg POST
'Asiba is looking at you.' (=(19b) in Brousseau 1995a)

Third, in some languages, syntactic clitics may undergo clitic climbing. This is the
phenomenon whereby a clitic, which binds an argument of an embedded verb, is found
in the domain of the main verb at S-structure. Most varieties of Spanish present this
phenomenon. For example, in Lo quiero matar want to kill him', the clitic lo binds
the argument of the embedded verb, matar 'to kill'. At the syntactic level, however, it
occurs in the domain of quiero want'. Unlike syntactic clitics, phonological clitics do
not undergo clitic climbing. For some (but not all) Fongbe speakers, Fongbe clitics
may undergo clitic climbing (see Lefebvre 1991).4 This phenomenon, as instantiated in
the grammar of a subgroup of Fongbe speakers, is illustrated in (16) with serial verbs
(discussed in chapter 13). In (16a), the clitic object e binds the direct argument of the
second verb. It may optionally occur in the domain of the first verb, as shown in (16b).

(16) a. Koku so äson . b. Kdku so äson nä.
Koku take crab give 3sg Koku take 3sg crab give
'Koku gave a crab to him/her.' 'Koku gave a crab to him/her.'

(=(13a) in Lefebvre 1991) (=(13b) in Lefebvre 1991)

Finally, while syntactic clitics are excluded from nominal structures and PPs (since,
in the syntax, they cliticise onto the verb), phonological clitics may appear in these
contexts because they are strong forms reduced in the phonological component of the
grammar. As we saw in section 4.2.2, Fongbe pronominal clitics are excluded from
positions where personal pronouns are permitted. These arguments all support the view
that Fongbe clitics are syntactic.

4.3. Expletives

Fongbe has both an overt expletive subject and, like some other West African
languages, a covert expletive subject.

4.3.1. Overt expletive

It is a common phenomenon among the languages of the world that the form for the
third person singular clitic is used as an expletive subject. Fongbe is no exception; the
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form of the overt expletive subject is the same as that of the third person singular clitic
(discussed in section 4.2), that is, e. This is shown in (17).

(17) έ nyo φ Koku ni yl.
it be.good COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is good that Koku leaves.'

Note that the expletive cannot be realised as the strong pronominal form, as shown by
the ungrammaticality of (18).

(18) *eyi nyo φ Koku ni yi
it be.good COMP Koku SUB leave
[Lit.: 'It is good that Koku leaves.']

4.3.2. Covert expletive

Like some other West African languages (see Koopman 1986), Fongbe also has a
phonologically null expletive subject, as is exemplified in (19).

(19) - φ φ Kdku ja zdn.
it seem COMP Koku fall sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.'

The possibility of overt or covert expletives is determined by the selectional properties
of verbs, as will be seen in section 10.5.2.

4.4. Possessive forms

Like other Gbe languages (see Hazoume 1990), Fongbe has a defective paradigm of
possessive forms (Akoha 1980; Anonymous 1983; Brousseau 1995a). This paradigm is
discussed in section 4.4.1. Fongbe has no possessive pronouns. Possession is normally
encoded with a personal pronoun followed by the genitive case marker ton (see section
3.6). In section 4.4.2, we see how constructions which are expressed with a possessive
pronoun in other languages are rendered in Fongbe. The expression of
alienable/inalienable possession is examined in section 4.4.3.

4.4.1. The absence of possessive adjectives

The possessive paradigm comprises only two forms: ce 'lsg:POSS' and tow e
'2sg:POSS'. As can be seen in (20), these forms occur postnominally. They can occur
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with nouns that are alienably possessed, as in (20a), and with nouns that are inalienably
possessed, as in (20b).

(20) a. xwe ce I towe Ιέ
house lsg:POSS / 2sg:POSS PL
'my/your houses'

b. w I to ce I towe
arm / father lsg:POSS / 2sg:POSS
'my/your arm/father'

In the literature, these two forms are generally referred to as possessive adjectives.
Kinyalolo (1995) argues against such an analysis on the following grounds. First,
while adjectival predicates may follow φ 'to be at', as in (2 la), the two possessive
forms cannot, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (21b).

(21) a. Moid 6 φ
car DEF be.at small
The car is small. ' (=(66a) in Kinyalolo 1 995)

b. *wfma 616 φ ce
book DEM be.at lsg:POSS
[Lit.: "This book is mine.'] (=(67a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

Second, while adjectival predicates may be fronted, as in (22a), the two possessive
forms cannot, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (22b).

(22) a. Κρένί we mold 616 φ e.
small it.is car DEM be.at RES
'It is small that this car is.' (=(66b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. *ce wa moto 616 φ e
lsg:POSS it.is car DEM be.at RES
[Lit.: 'It is mine that this car is.'] (=(67b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

On the basis of these facts, Kinyalolo (1995) concludes that ce and towe are not
adjectives.

He argues that these two possessive forms are lexically specified as genitive. The
first fact supporting this analysis is that ce and towe cannot be followed by the genitive
case marker ton.

(23) a. φφ ce (*tfn) Ιέ
sketch lsg:POSS GEN PL
'my sketches' (=(20a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. φφ towe (*t n) Ιέ
sketch 2sg:POSS GEN PL
'your sketches' (=(20b) in Kinyalolo 1 995)
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Furthermore, ce and towe share distributional properties with the phrase headed by t n.
In (24a), towa occurs in the same position as a possessive phrase headed by the case
marker fdn. In (24b), the possessive form appears with a phonologically null NP.

(24) a. Woma towe ό Ιέ ηέ.
book 2sg:POSS DBF PL there
'There are your books.' (in question) (=(65a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. - ώ ό Ιέ bu.
NP lsg:POSS DEF PL be.lost
'Mine are lost.' (=(65b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

As we will see in section 4.4.2 (see (27)), the genitive phrase may also appear with a
phonologically null NP. The data in (24b) thus parallel those in (27) below.

A second argument supporting Kinyalolo's proposal is that the two possessive forms
may be assigned the same thematic roles as the noun marked by f3n in the genitive
construction (discussed in section 3.6). Hence, in (25), the possessive forms may be
interpreted as possessor, agent or theme.

(25) a. φφ <£ (*t3n) Ιέ
sketch lsg:POSS GEN PL
'my sketches' (=(63a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. φφ towe (*ton) Ιέ
sketch 2sg:POSS GEN PL
'your sketches' (=(63b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

Third, if ce and towe are indeed inherently genitive, they could not occur as the
complement of the objective case marker sin (see section 3.6). This prediction is borne
out, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (26).

(26) a. *ce sin φφ Ιέ
lsg:POSS GEN sketch PL
[Lit.: 'my sketches'] (=(21a) in Kinyalolo 1995)

b. *towe sin φφ Ιέ
2sg:POSS GEN sketch PL
[Lit.: 'your sketches'] (=(21b) in Kinyalolo 1995)

It thus appears that ce and towe are possessive forms lexically specified as genitive.
In the literature on Fongbe, it is not rare to find claims that the form ton (which, as

we saw in section 3.6, is the genitive case marker) may also be interpreted as a
possessive form meaning 'his/her' (see e.g. Anonymous 1983: IV, 1). Such a claim is
based on the fact that, for example, viton (lit.: 'child GEN') is interpreted as 'his/her
child'. But 'his/her child' may also be rendered as νίέ(γέ) ton (lit.: 'child (s)he GEN').
In my view, ion is the genitive case marker everywhere. I analyse the sequence vitdn as
a genitive structure in which the third person singular pronoun, which may reduce to έ,
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as seen in (1), is simply not pronounced. Some facts argue for an analysis along these
lines. First, as we saw in section 3.4, emphatic e with demonstrative terms is not
always pronounced. Second, as we saw in section 4.3, the overt expletive e alternates
with a phonologically null expletive. In light of these facts, it is likely that the third
person singular pronoun, occurring in the context of fdn, is only optionally
pronounced. Kinyalolo (1995) provides a similar explanation for the above distribution.
This proposal also accounts for the absence of the resumptive pronoun where the
complement of ton has been extracted (see (35b) in chapter 3).

In Fongbe, there is thus a defective paradigm of possessive forms, in which only two
out of the five or six possible distinctions are lexically encoded. The usual way of
encoding possession in Fongbe is by means of the genitive construction discussed in
section 3.6. The possessor phrase is headed by the genitive case marker ton, which
takes a noun or a strong pronominal form as its complement (see (4)).

Hazoume's (1990) description of possessive forms in several Gbe dialects reveals the
following similarities and differences. First, none of the Gbe dialects has a complete
paradigm of possessive forms. Like Fongbe, Gungbe has only two forms corresponding
to those in (20). Ajagbe and Gengbe have a form for the first person singular only; and
T5fingbe, only for the second person singular. Other Gbe dialects, such as Xwedagbe,
have no such forms at all. Second, in all Gbe dialects, possession may be expressed by
means of the genitive construction, similar to the Fongbe one illustrated in (4). There
is thus no Gbe dialect presenting a full paradigm of possessive forms.

4.4.2. The absence of possessive pronouns

Fongbe does not have possessive pronouns. In this respect, it is like other Gbe
languages (see Hazoume 1990). Possessive constructions, which are rendered with a
possessive pronoun in some languages, are rendered in Fongbe by a phonologically
null possessed noun, followed by a possessor phrase headed by tön. This is shown in
(27), where the possessed object is determined by the context.

(27) Koku so (- [Asibä l nya ton]].
Koku take NP Asiba / me GEN
'Koku took Asiba's/mine.'

In sections 3.5 and 4.4.1, we saw that the language allows for phonologically null NP
heads in other contexts as well.

4.4.3. Alienable/inalienable possession

We saw that possession may be rendered in three ways, summarised in (28). The
nominal structure in (28a) illustrates the genitive construction; the one in (28b), the
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objective construction (see section 3.6.1); and the one in (28c), the construction
involving the possessive forms (see section 4.4.1).

(28) a. vf Koku ton ό
child Koku GEN DEF
'(the) Koku's child'

b. Kdkti sin fttoo 6
Koku OBJ picture DEF
'the picture of Koku'

c. vi I fdtoo <£ I towt 6Ψ Λ t Λ.**ν±τ^τ V»·· ' t̂ r »τ »*" **

child / picture my / your DEF
'(the) my/your child/picture'

Alienable possession may be rendered by any one of the three structures in (28).
Inalienable possession may be rendered by the genitive construction, as in (28a), or by
the inherently genitive forms in (28c). As was mentioned in section 3.6.1, Brousseau—
Lumsden (1992: 9) claim that inalienable possession cannot be rendered by the objec-
tive construction illustrated in (28b) (see (24) in chapter 3). However, more recent work
that I carried out with additional speakers on this construction reveals that it is possible
to put an inalienably possessed object in the objective construction; in this case,
however, a particular interpretation obtains. In (29a), the inalienably possessed object
occurs in the genitive construction, and, since the contrastive interpretation bears on the
possessed object, the expected interpretation obtains. In (29b), however, the inalienably
possessed object occurs in the objective construction; interestingly enough, the contras-
tive interpretation bears on the possessor rather than on the possessed object.

(29) a. w ny t n, we5 \νέη.
arm me GEN this break
'It is my arm that is broken.' (not e.g. my leg)
[Lit.: 'My arm, this (is what) is broken.']

b. Ny sin w , we wan.
me OBJ arm this break
'It is me whose arm is broken.' (not e.g. someonelse's)
[Lit.: 'The arm of me, this (is what) is broken.']

The examples in (30) show the same interpretive contrast.

(30) a. To c& wa. I To nya ton wa.
father lsg:POSS it.is / father me GEN it.is
'It is my father.' 'It is my father.'

b. Nya sin to wa.
me OBJ father it.is
Ί am the one whose father it is.'
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4.5. Wh-words and Wh-phrases

Wh-expressions may be generated by syntactic or morphological rules. In the first case,
the Wh-phrase is headed by a noun that is modified by a Wh-adjective. In the second
case, the Wh-phrase is realised as a Wh-word. The two options are illustrated in (31)
and (32), respectively, using English data.

(31) Which colleague did you meet!
(32) a. Who did you meet!

b. How did you repair the car?

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
ENGLISH

As the English examples above demonstrate, languages may offer both options. Thus,
any analysis of Wh-expressions must distinguish between those which are generated by
syntactic rules, and those which are generated by morphological rules. A simple test
developed by Brousseau (1995a) differentiates the two types of Wh-expressions. When a
Wh-expression is generated by syntactic rules, it is possible to insert a qualitative
adjective between the Wh-adjective and the noun, as in (33).

(33) a. Which distinguished colleague did you meet!
b. In what ingenious manner did you repair the carl

ENGLISH
ENGLISH

If the Wh-expression is a Wh-word, it constitutes an atomic unit that cannot be broken
up. This is the case with who and how in (32).

Fongbe appears to have both types of Wh-expressions (Brousseau 1995a). These are
shown in (34), which combines data from Anonymous (1983), Brousseau (1995a) and
Lefebvre (1986), as well as data from more recent field work (see also Hounkpatin
1985: 200-204).

(34)

Wh-words

Wh-phrases

-
(e)-te/äni
äni
negbbn
näbi
me
nute.

älökpä te
hwenu te
(e)-te (w)utul
äni

GLOSSES
(from Segurola 1963)
one-which
that-which
what

person which
thing which
place which
manner which
kind which
moment/time which
what cause

MEANING

'which one'
'what'
'what'
'how'
'how much/many'
'which person'
'what'
'where'
'how'
'what kind'
'when'
'why'
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While it is possible to insert an adjective (e.g. ($gb£ 'good') between the noun and ίέ
in (34b), it is not possible to do so for the lexical items in (34a). On the basis of this
test, the Wh-expressions in Fongbe can be shown to be either words or syntactic
phrases (see Brousseau 1995a).

The paradigms in (34) require the following clarifications. The Wh-word am 'what',
reported in Anonymous (1983) and Segurola (1963), was never produced spontaneously
by any of our informants, although they recognise the form. The Wh-word n gb n
appears to be a frozen lexicalised form meaning 'how', originally derived from [ηέ],
which, according to Anonymous (1983), is a contraction of /nu ιέ/ (lit.: 'thing which')
'what', and gb$n, which, according to Segurola (1963), is a postposition meaning
'through'. (As will be seen in section 11.1.3, however, gb n is not a postposition, for
it has all the properties of a verb.) When informants are questioned as to how one says
'how' in Fongbe, the form that is produced in isolation is negbdn. The fact that
nothing can intervene between the two morphemes argues in favour of its analysis as a
frozen lexicalised form. The Wh-phrase ιηέ te (lit.: 'person which') can be contracted,
yielding [me], phonologically represented as /me/ 'who'. As is pointed out in
Anonymous (1983: VI, 6), this contraction is visible in the modification of the tone on
the vowel: /me te/ yields [me]. The Wh-phrase ηύ te (lit.: 'thing which') represents a
widespread pattern for questioning the object in West African languages (see Koopman
1986). According to Anonymous (1983: VI, 6), this expression can be contracted,
yielding [ηέ], as in [Ne] φ? (lit.: 'what 2sg say') 'What did you say?'. Our infor-
mants, however, reject this contracted form as it occurs in the aforementioned example.
They accept it in combination with gb$n, as in t gb n 'how' (see (34b)). They also
accept it in Wh-questions like the following, where gb n is a verb meaning 'to happen'
(see Segurola 1963): Ne w k gb n ba w l (lit.: 'what it.is CONJ happen that 2sg
come') 'And what happened that you came?' or 'How come you came?' (sometimes
translated as 'Why did you come?' in grammars and dictionaries, e.g. Anonymous
1983). Finally, hw£nu te (lit.: 'time which') 'when' may also be realised as hwotenu,
where te is incorporated between hw£ 'sun' and nu 'mouth', which together mean
'time/moment'. In this case, informants' judgments coincide completely with the data
in Anonymous (1983: VI, 6) and Rassinoux (1987).

Fongbe thus has five Wh-words, two of which are made up of a nominal (φ) or a
pronoun (£), and the Wh-affix -te. It has two words meaning 'what': (e)-te and^ni;
Brousseau (1995a) points out that these two forms do not seem to have any differing
semantic and syntactic properties, except for the fact that am is less acceptable than
(e)-te in echo questions. For example, xd (e)-tel 'You bought what?' is more
acceptable than x3 άηί? The remaining Wh-expressions are syntactic phrases
involving a noun and the Wh-adjective te 'which'. The Wh-phrase meaning 'why' is
made up of one of the two Wh-words meaning 'what' — (e)-te and am — and the
postposition (w)utu 'because' (see Anonymous 1983: VI, 7).

The form cfi-te (lit.: One-which') requires the plural marker Ιέ when a plural
meaning is intended, as shown in (35).
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(35) Θέ-ίέ Ιέ
one-which PL 2sg buy
'Which ones did you buy?' (=(11) in Brousseau 1995a)

The form n bi, which means 'how much/many', may be the sole lexical element in
its projection, as in (36a), or it may occur with a noun, as in (36b).

(36) a. N bi xd?
how.much/many 2sg buy
'How much/many did you buy?' (=(12a) in Brousseau 1995a)

b. Hwevf n bi χόΊ
fish how.much/many 2sg buy
'How many fishes did you buy?' or
'How much fish did you buy?' (=(12b) in Brousseau 1995a)

The syntactic properties of Fongbe Wh-expressions will be discussed in section 7.3.3.

4.6. The -<\le anaphor

In Fongbe, the lexical anaphor is -φέ. Like English -self, this anaphor combines with
personal pronouns. The complex expression, pronoun + -£#?£, is generally assigned a
reflexive interpretation. In the context of a plural antecedent, the anaphor is ambiguous
between a reflexive and a reciprocal interpretation (see section 4.6.1). The expression
consisting of a pronoun followed by the -φέ anaphor is the only means of expressing
reflexivity in Fongbe. In contrast to other West African languages, there are no BODY-
part reflexives in this language (see section 4.6.2).

4.6.1. The reflexive and reciprocal interpretation of the -dj6e anaphor

The pronominal forms, discussed in section 4.1, —but not the syntactic clitics, as is
emphasised by both Brousseau (1995a) and Kinyalolo (1994)—can combine with -ήέέ.
This type of complex expression may be assigned a reflexive interpretation, as is
illustrated in (37).6

(37) a. Uni na hu nyl-cje^ b. Bayi\ no έ-φέ-,
Isg DEF.FUT kill me-ANA Bayi see her-ANA
Ί will kill myself.' 'Bayi saw herself.'

(=(45) in Brousseau 1995a)

In (37), the -φέ anaphor is required for a reflexive reading to obtain. The absence of
, as in (38), yields a disjoint interpretation of the subject and the object.
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(38) B yii m ή.
Bayi see 3sg
'Bayi saw him/her.'

A reflexive interpretation of a pronominal form embedded within a PP also requires
the -φέ anaphor. This is illustrated in (39) and (40).

(39) a. Υέϊ φ χό m
3pl tell word to them-ANA
"They spoke to themselves.'

b. Υέϊ φ χό ηύ ye-y
3pl tell word to them
'They spoke to them.'

(40) a. Kokui s£ χό φ έ^έ-φ^ wu.
Koku hear word put him-ANA against
'Koku heard a story against himself.'

b. Kikui αέ χό φ eye} wu.
Koku hear word put him/her against
'Koku heard a story against him/her.'

Similar results are observed in (41) and (42). In these sentences as well, the
anaphor is obligatory for a reflexive interpretation.

(41) K$ku\ kpikpe nun ό setfo z$ nu
Koku push cart DEF toward far for him-ANA
'Koku pushed the cart away from himself.'

(42) Υέΐ ma dan Ιέ φ ye-φέ-, kp .
3pl see snake PL at them-ANA besides
"They saw snakes besides themselves.'

In the simple sentences above, the antecedent and the anaphor are contained within
the same clause. More complex sentences show that, in most cases, the antecedent has
to occur within the same clause as the anaphor. In (43), the subject of the clause
containing the anaphor can be the antecedent of the anaphor (see (43a)), but the subject
of the matrix clause cannot (see (43b)).

(43) a. Koku lin φ Asib i gble wu e-φέι.
Koku think COMP Asiba hurt body her-ANA
'Koku thinks that Asiba hurt herself.'

b. *Kdku{ lin φ sib gble wu e-φ^
Koku think COMP Asiba hurt body him-ANA
[Lit.: 'Koku thinks that Asiba hurt himself.']
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Likewise, in (44), the subject of the matrix clause cannot be the antecedent of the
reflexive anaphor in the embedded clause.

(44) *Kokui Γιη φ <?-φ£·, nyo
Koku think COMP him-ANA be.good
[Lit.: 'Koku thinks that himself is good.']

As is the case in English, when the anaphor is embedded within a complex NP, the
antecedent may be found outside the clause containing the anaphor. This is shown
in (45).

(45) Kokui lln φ f too <?-φ ,̂ t n φ^ρό n nyi sis .
Koku think COMP picture him-ANA GEN one DEF.FUT be sold
'Koku thinks that one picture of himself will be sold.'

As will be seen in section 4.7, the sentence in (45) constitutes a context for the
logophoric pronoun emi to occur. While έ-φέ is acceptable in (45), em is the preferred
form for the speakers that I consulted on this topic.

In all the above examples, the -φ£ anaphor has an overt antecedent. In (46), the -φ£
anaphor has no overt antecedent.

(46) F too ny -ήέέ t n ννέ.
picture me-ANA GEN it.is
'It is a picture of myself.'

In this type of context, the -φέ anaphor is not obligatory for a reflexive interpretation
to obtain. The personal pronoun alone may, but need not, be assigned a reflexive
interpretation, as is shown in (47).

(47) F too ny t n we.
picture me GEN it.is

a. 'It is a picture of myself.'
b. 'It is a picture of mine.' (i.e. it belongs to me)

All the above examples show only one antecedent for the -φέ anaphor. The example
in (48) shows that the -φέ anaphor may have more than one antecedent. Note that, for
a reflexive interpretation to obtain in (48), -φέ has to be overt.

(48) K kui xle f to ye-cl ·^ t n sfo j.
Koku show picture them-ANA GEN Asiba
'Koku showed Asiba a picture of themselves.'

When the antecedent is plural, the pronoun + -$ee is ambiguous between a reflexive
and a reciprocal interpretation.7 This is shown in (49) and (50).
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(49) M/i md mi'-̂ i.
lpl/2pl see us/you-ANA

a. 'We saw ourselves.' or
'You saw yourselves.'

b. 'We/you saw each other.'
(50) y<f, πα γέ-φέΐ.

3pl see them-ANA
a. 'They saw themselves.'
b. 'They saw each other.'

In summary, a pronoun followed by the -<]έέ anaphor may be assigned a reflexive
interpretation. The absence of the anaphor forces a non-reflexive interpretation, except
in contexts where there is no overt antecedent. The antecedent must be in the same clau-
se as the -<#££ anaphor, except in contexts of complex NPs such as that in (45). When
the antecedent is plural, the pronoun and the -φέ anaphor are ambiguous between a
reflexive and a reciprocal interpretation. Binding facts involving a reflexive/reciprocal
anaphor will be discussed in sections 14.3 and 14.5.4. In addition to the references cited
in this chapter, Akoha (1990: 237-238) provides a discussion on -<

4.6.2. The absence ofBODY-part reflexives

As is extensively documented in Awoyale (1986), BODY-part reflexives constitute a
widespread phenomenon in Kwa languages. For example, in Yoruba, ara, the word
meaning 'body', may appear with personal pronouns in possessive constructions. The
construction is assigned a reflexive interpretation (e.g. ara mi 'body' + 'me'='myself).
Awoyale (1986) provides similar examples for Bassa-Nge, Ebira, Igbo and Urhobo.
Similar data from Akan and Efik are reported by Faltz (1985). Sylvain (1936) reports a
Wolof reflexive formed on bob 'head', and Faltz (1985) mentions a Fula reflexive
formed on hooremum (lit.: 'his.head') 'himself.

Both Brousseau (1995a) and Kinyalolo (1994) report that there are no BODY-part
reflexives in Fongbe. Furthermore, they show that the Fongbe word meaning 'body',
wo, does not participate in such constructions, although it may combine with certain
verbs to form complex predicates. Brousseau (1995a) documents the fact that the
meaning of the complex predicate is different from the combined meanings of its
individual lexical items. For example, the combination of the verb gble 'to spoil' with
the noun wo 'body' forms a complex predicate meaning 'to hurt'. Similarly, the verb
y 'to be quick' combined with wo forms a complex predicate meaning 'to hurry'; the
verb Ιέ 'to bathe' with wu forms a complex predicate meaning 'to wash oneself; and
the verb klo 'to scratch' with wu means 'to scratch oneself. As is pointed out by both
Brousseau (1995a) and Kinyalolo (1994), however, in these complex predicates, wu
cannot be analysed as a reflexive for the following reasons.

First, a complex predicate containing the noun wu 'body' may take a direct object
which is not coreferential with the subject, as in (51).
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(51) 4 gble-wu
3sg spoil-body Bayi
'(S)he hurt Bayi.' (=(46b) in Brousseau 1995a)

Second, when a reflexive meaning is intended with a complex predicate containing wu,
reflexivisation is achieved by using the -φ£ anaphor, as is shown in (52). Brousseau
(1995a) notes that the reflexive (i.e. the pronoun + -<\e£) is optional in this context.
(For further discussion of this point, see section 10.5.1.)

(52) Kokui φΐέ-wu (έ-φέ\.
Koku spoil-body him-ANA
'Koku hurt himself.'

If wo were a reflexive, it could not occur with -<\6b. The fact that it does, leads us to
conclude, as Brousseau and Kinyalolo, that Fongbe wu does not in itself induce a
reflexive interpretation.

4.7. The logophoric pronoun eml

Some West African languages have a pronominal form which, unlike other pronouns,
has no independent reference (see e.g. Clements 1975; Hagfcge 1974; Hyman—Comrie
1981). In the literature, this kind of pronoun is referred to as a logophoric pronoun.
Fongbe has a logophoric pronoun, emi, which is morphologically distinct from the
pronouns in (1). The properties of eml are extensively discussed in Akoha (1990: 260-
264) and Kinyalolo (1993c). The bulk of this section is based on their work.

The first property reported by Kinyalolo is that, in contrast to other pronominal
forms, έπύ has no independent reference. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of
(53a). The second property is that, in contrast to other pronominal forms, έπύ cannot
be licensed across discourse, as shown in (53b).

(53) a. *emi hwla Asiba sin gbo
LOG hide Asiba GEN8 goat
[Lit.: '(S)he hid Asiba's goat.'] (=(6a) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

b. n mo Sika. £ I (*emi) h Asib sin gbo.
Isg see Sika 3sg / LOG kill Asiba GEN goat
Ί saw Sika. She killed Asiba's goat.' (=(6b) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

The third property is that έπύ is permitted only in a clause selected by φ, which can be
used either as a verb meaning 'to say', or as a complementiser introducing tensed
complements of verbs of the SAY-class (see section 6.2). £W occurs in constructions
with verbs referred to by Koopman—Sportiche (1989) as logophoric verbs. The
logophoric verbs of Fongbe are listed in (54), taken from Kinyalolo (1993c), which is
based on Akoha (1990: 251) and Anonymous (1983: X, 1).
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(54) a.
c.
e.
Ε-
ι.
k.
m.
ο.
q-
s.

Φ
k nbyo
yi gbe
Hin
tin
wan
do kp
se
zon
mo

'to say'
'to ask'
'to answer'
'to remember'
'to think'
'to forget'
'to promise'
'to hear'
'to command'
'to deny'

b.
d
f.
h.
j-
1.
n.
P-
r.
t.

ken
gbe
tun
Φ
do n kun
βό
gblon dan
mo
kudlo
xwle

'to bet'
'to refuse'
'to know'
'to believe'
'to hope'
'to want'
'to threaten'
'to see'
'to dream'
'to swear'

(=(7) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

The fourth property of έπύ is that its antecedent can only be of the second or third
person. The unavailability of the reading in (55a) shows that the antecedent of έπύ, πα,
cannot be interpreted as the first person, although mi may refer to both the first and
second person plural, as was shown in (9).9 (In the examples below φ is glossed as 'to
say' in accordance with Kinyalolo's analysis, see section 6.2.1.)

(55)

a.
b.

Mi flin φ em hwl Asib sin
lpl/2pl remember say LOG hide Asiba GEN
#'We remember that we hid Asiba's goat.'
'You remember that you hid Asiba's goat.'

gbo.
goat

(=(10) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

The data in (56) show that the antecedent of έπύ may be of third person.

(56) Sika I K$ku φ φ ye tun φ έηύ fin Asib sin gbo.
Sika / Koku say say10 3pl know say LOG steal Asiba GEN goat

a. 'Sika,· said that they know that she, stole Asiba's goat.'
b. 'Kokuj said that they know that he, stole Asiba's goat.'
c. 'Sika/Koku said that they, know that they, stole Asiba's goat.'

(=(9) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

Since έπύ cannot take a first person as its antecedent, Kinyalolo (1993c) assumes that
έπύ is [- speaker].11 The above data further show that έηύ is invariable in person and
number.

The fifth property noted by Kinyalolo is that έπύ is subject-oriented. In the examples
above, the antecedent of έπύ is always a subject. The sentences in (57) and (58) show,
respectively, that the antecedent of έπύ cannot be the object of a preposition or a verb.

(57) n φ nu Sika φ e I (*emi) hwl Asib sin gbo.
Isg say to Sika say 3sg / LOG hide Asiba GEN goat
Ί told Sika,· that she,· hid Asiba's goat.' (=(11) in Kinyalolo 1993c)
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(58) n k nbyo έ φ fite έ Ι (*ώπί) το τα .
Isg ask 3sg say where 3sg / LOG usually live Q on
Ί asked him,/her, where (s)he, lives.' (=(12) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

As is observed in Kinyalolo (1993c), the sixth property is that the domain in which
emi finds an antecedent is unbounded, provided that the logophoric verb is followed by
φ. This is shown in (59) for the logophoric verb tun 'to know'.

(59) Sika tun φ yt φ Ωίη φ έπη hwl sib
Sika know say 3pl say 2sg remember say LOG hide Asiba
sin gbo.
GEN goat

a. 'Sika knows that they said that you, remember that you, hid Asiba's goat.'
b. 'Sika knows that they, said that you remember that they, hid Asiba's goat.'
c. 'Sika, knows that they said that you remember that she, hid Asiba's goai.'

(=( 13) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

In (60), the verb ton is not followed by φ, and its subject cannot be interpreted as the
antecedent of emi.

(60) Sika φ tun ff φ έτηϊ hwl sib sin gbo ty.12

Sika say 2sg know place OP LOG hide Asiba GEN goat
a. 'Sika, said that you know the place where she, hid Asiba's goat.'
b. #'Sika said that you,· know the place where you, hid Asiba's goat.'

(=(14) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

According to Kinyalolo (1993c: 226), this shows that φ "licenses the occurrence of
έτηι in that it defines a syntactic domain in which the latter must be syntactically
bound".

The sentence in (61) shows that, when the binding subject is not the immediately
higher subject, not all intervening clauses have to have a verb of the SAY-class. In (61),
the intervening clause contains the verb ze 'to take'. This intervening clause does not
prevent emi from being bound to the subject of the higher verb of the sentence, as
shown in (61a). But, since ze is not followed by φ, its subject cannot be the antecedent
of emi, as shown in (61b).

(61) Koku φ sib & t φ-e emi h o.
Koku say Asiba take monkey OP-RES LOG kill DEF.

a. 'Koku,· said that Asiba took the monkey that he, killed.'
b. #'Koku said that Asiba, took the monkey that she, killed.'

So far, we have seen that emi occurs in finite clauses. Another property of the
logophoric pronoun is that it can also appear in a non-finite clause or an adjunct, as
shown in (62) and (63), respectively.
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(62) Sika φ K ku jlo na da emi.
Sika say Koku want DEF.FUT many LOG
'Sika, said that Koku wants to marry her,.' (=(15a) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

(63) Sika φ yt kon n w o fi no Koku yolo em.
Sika say 3pl NBG DEF.FUT come INS unless Koku invite LOG
'Sika, said that they won't come unless Koku invites her,.'

(=(15b) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

Another property is that there can be two emis within the same clause, as in (64).

(64) a. Koku φ έπύ ble to em ton.
Koku say LOG mislead father LOG GEN
'Koku/ said that he/ misled his, father.' (=(17a) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

b. Koku φ to emi t n οίε em.
Koku say father LOG GEN mislead LOG
'Koku, said that his, father misled him/.' (=(17b) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

In the sentences in (64), the two emis are coreferential. This is because, in these
particular sentences, there is only one possible antecedent for the two logophoric emis.
In (65), however, there are two possible antecedents for the two logophoric pronouns:
the subject of tun 'to know' and the subject of mo 'to deny'. The semantic
interpretation data show that, in this case, the two logophoric pronouns may be
coreferential, as in (65a) and (65b), or referentially disjoint, as in (65c) and (65d).

(65) Sika tun φ Koku no φ emi bla to emi t n.
Sika know say Koku deny say LOG mislead father LOG GEN

a. 'Sika/ knows that Koku, denied that he, misled his, father.'
b. 'Sika, knows that Koku, denied that she, misled her, father.'
c. 'Sika; knows that Koku/ denied that he, misled her/ father.'
d. 'Sika/ knows that Koku/ denied that she; misled his, father.'

(=(20) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

The logophoric pronoun emi may combine with the -<{ee anaphor when a reflexive
meaning is intended. This is illustrated in (66).

(66) a. 6\ φ emii mo em-^ee,.
3sg say LOG see LOG-ANA
'(S)he said that (s)he saw himself/herself.'

b. ΑΙ φ emii mo emi-^eei.
2sg say LOG see LOG-ANA
'You said that you saw yourself.'

The conditions for co-occurrence of emi and -<jee are the same as those licensing emi
and -(^ee, respectively. Kinyalolo (1993c) points out that, when there is another έπύ in
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a clause containing έπύ-^έέ, the two onus are obligatorily coreferential. This is shown
in (67). In (67a), the antecedent of the two onus is yo '3pl', and in (67b), it is Koku.

(67) Koku φ yo lin φ emi οίε έπύ-φέ.
Koku say 3pl think say LOG mislead LOG-ANA

a. 'Koku said that they, think that they, misled themselves,-/each other,.'
b. 'Koku, said that they think that he, misled himself,.'

(=(19)inKinyalolol993c)

In all the examples above, emi is c-commanded by its binder. When emi is not
c-commanded by its binder at S-structure, as in (68), the sentence is not grammatical.

(68) *afinu Koku yolo eml Sika φ y6 kun n w 6
unless Koku invite LOG Sika say 3pl NEG DEF.FUT come INS
[Lit.: 'Unless they invite her,·, Sika,· said that they won't come.']

(=(23a) in Kinyalolo 1993c)

Finally, when έπύ is permitted, it must occur. Replacing any of the occurrences of
6ml in the above examples with a regular pronominal form would yield a disjoint
reference interpretation.

The properties of έπύ can be summarised as follows. Unlike the pronouns in (1), emi
cannot be assigned an independant reference. It is long-distance bound in a syntactic
domain defined by φ; it can be locally bound, but only by another emi. It only appears
in subject position and is [- speaker] oriented. £ml must be c-commanded by its binder
atS-structure.13

4.8. Conclusion

Fongbe has a paradigm of personal pronouns which is distinguished by the fact that the
first and the second person plural are encoded by the same form. It also has pronominal
clitics, which are arguably syntactic. Fongbe has an overt expletive form. Like some
other West African languages, it also has a covert expletive form. Like other Gbe
languages, Fongbe has a defective paradigm of possessive forms: the only two
possessive forms of Fongbe are inherently genitive. Like in other Gbe languages, in
Fongbe, possession is expressed by means of the genitive construction. Fongbe has
five Wh-words; other Wh-expressions are rendered in Wh-phrases. In this area of the
lexicon, Fongbe thus follows the general pattern of West African languages. Fongbe,
as other Gbe languages, has a lexical anaphor, -(j£e, which can be assigned a reflexive
or a reciprocal interpretation. In contrast to other West African languages, Fongbe does
not have BODY-part reflexives. Like other languages of the same family, Fongbe has a
logophoric pronoun. In addition to the references cited in this chapter, information on
pronominal forms in Gungbe can be found in Aboh (1998a: 120-146).
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Notes to chapter 4

1. Referring to two authors, Delafosse (1894: 55) writes: "M. d'Albeca et le docteur
Henrici semblent avoir confondu le pronom de la seconde personne du pluriel
avec celui de la premiere." [Mr d'Alboca and Dr. Henrici seem to have mixed up
the second person plural pronoun with that of the first person plural.] Delafosse
further remarks that he had problems eliciting the second person plural pronoun.

2. For a discussion on the phonological representation of the clitic £, see
section 2.4.2.

3. In current literature, syntactic clitics head functional category projections in the
vicinity of the VP, and they bind an argument position which is phonologically
empty at S-structure (see e.g. Di Sciullo 1990; Laka Mugarza 1990; Ouhalla
1991; Roberts 1993; Sportiche 1994).

4. See also Brousseau (1998) and da Cruz (1994a) for a discussion of speaker
variation in clitic climbing in the Fongbe serial verb construction.

5. As will be seen in section 7.6.1.3, the morpheme we occurs in subject position
with a deictic interpretation, glossed as 'this' in the examples.

6. Kinyalolo (1994) proposes an analysis of the pronoun + -φέ along the lines of
current accounts of pronoun + -self in English. In current analyses (see
Chomsky 1981), the expression pronoun + -se//has the representation in (i),
where -self is the head of NP, and the pronoun occurs in the specifier position.

0) NP ENGLISH

Pronoun Ν

-self

Kinyalolo (1994) proposes to account for the Fongbe pronoun + -$ee in the
same way. In his analysis, the Fongbe reflexive expression thus has the structure
in (ii).

(u)

Pronoun Ν

-4»

7. Such ambiguities are also found in other West African languages (see e.g.
Awoyale 1986; Koopman 1986).

8. Recall from section 3.6.1 note 7 that Kinyalolo (1995: 65) analyses sin as a
genitive case marker rather than as an objective case marker. In accordance with
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his analysis, sin is glossed as GEN rather than as OBJ in the examples cited from
his work.

9. Similarly, Clements (1975) notes that the antecedent of the Ewe logophoric
pronoun can only be second or third person.

10. As will be seen in section 6.2, the morpheme φ, a lexical verb meaning 'to
say', is also used to introduce clausal complements of the say-class. When used
with this second function, it is glossed as COMP. Under Kinyalolo's analysis
discussed in section 6.2, however, φ is always glossed as 'say1. Thus, in all the
examples cited from his work, φ is always glossed as 'say' regardless of its
function.

11. This notation is an adaptation of Corbett's (1991) way of representing first,
second and third person features as speakers and participants in conversation.

12. There is no gloss for ήό in Kinyalolo's (1993c) paper.
13. The analysis oienu provided in Kinyalolo (1993c) makes the following points

with respect to this Fongbe lexical entry. Since it manifests properties that are
distinct from those of personal pronouns, enu is not a pronominal form, έπύ is
best accounted for if it is analysed as both a logical form operator and an
anaphor. As an anaphor, emi must raise to an Α-bar position at logical form
(hence binding a variable at this level of representation), and it must be locally
bound. Kinyalolo (1993c) argues that the specifier position of CP selected by φ
is the position where enu can be interpreted both as a logical form operator and
an anaphor. He concludes that logophoricity is a sentence-level phenomenon.



Chapter 5
Tense, mood and aspect

In Fongbe, like other Gbe languages, there is no tense, mood or aspect morphology
(nor person and number morphology) on the verb. Verbs occur in their bare form, that
is, uninflected. Tense, mood and aspect, henceforth TMA, are generally expressed by
means of markers occurring between a subject and its verb. Fongbe also allows for bare
sentences, that is, sentences that contain no TMA markers. The temporal and aspectual
interpretations of such sentences, as well as those that contain TMA markers, are a
function of the type of aspectual situation involved. This chapter thus begins with an
overview of aspectual classes (section 5.1). The temporal interpretation of bare
sentences is discussed in section 5.2. The inventory of TMA markers is provided in
section 5.3, along with the temporal interpretations of clauses containing them. TMA
markers combine to form complex tenses; these are discussed in section 5.4. Section
5.5 summarises the tests used to distinguish between the four aspectual classes of
Fongbe, which are seen throughout this chapter. Section 5.6 shows how imperatives
are expressed in the language. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter. The content of this
chapter builds on Lefebvre (1996) and the references cited therein, and on Loger (1998).

5.1. The aspectual classes

Situations are categorised by aspectual classes on the basis of their semantic properties.
Authors (e.g. Dowty 1979; Pustejovsky 1988; Smith 1983, 1991; Vendler 1967;
Verkuyl 1972, etc.) generally distinguish among four aspectual classes: states,
achievements, accomplishments and activities.

States (e.g. to know) consist of a period of moments that are similar and stable.
Unless something happens to change it, the state will remain the same (see Comrie
1976: 49). There are two types of states (see e.g. Carlson 1977; Diesing 1990; Kratzer
1989): some refer to permanent properties of an individual, such as to resemble, to
know. These are referred to as individual-level predicates. Others refer to transitory
properties of an individual, such as to be sick, to be seated. These are referred to as
stage-level predicates. As will be shown throughout this chapter, this distinction is
pertinent to the interpretation of tense and aspect.

Achievements or resultatives (e.g. ίο catch sight of) describe a change of stage or a
result that is instantaneous. As Binnick (1991: 195) puts it, "though the achievement
is possibly preceded by some activity ..., the verb refers only to the achievement phase,
not to the preceding activity."

Accomplishments (e.g. ίο eat the bread) describe complex situations that consist of a
process, and an end point that is the result of a change of state; they describe telic
events. According to Smith (1991: 51), "Accomplishment sentences make reference to
a specific event with a natural final point. Therefore, an accomplishment sentence must
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have a verb constellation with a countable argument. If the object (or subject) is
countable, the process and its outcome are finite ..." For example, whereas the
situation Mary has prepared the dough is an accomplishment, the situation Mary
prepared dough constitutes an activity (see also Tenny (ed.) 1988, and the references
therein). Finally, activities (e.g. run, to walk) describe situations that may last for a
certain time. Activites are atelic, in that they have an arbitrary end point.

Gu6ron (1993: 6) shows that these aspectual classes can be defined in terms of
syntactic features, as in (1).

(1) Aspectual classes Features
state [- durative] [- telic]
activity [+ durative] [- telic]
accomplishment [+ durative] [+ telic]
achievement [- durative] [+ telic]

These features correctly characterise the four aspectual classes of Fongbe (see
I^ger 1998).

For each language, the four aspectual classes can be distinguished on the basis of
tests. Preliminary work on aspectual classes in Fongbe has established tests that
distinguish between Stative and non-stative situations (see Avolonto 1992a, 1992b;
Kinyalolo—da Cruz 1994). Ndayiragije (1993a: 272-280) further presents a test that
distinguishes between accomplishments and activities. Tests distinguishing
achievements from the other aspectual classes are presented in Lefebvre (1996, 1999).
The relevant data will be presented throughout this chapter. The tests distinguishing
among the four Fongbe aspectual classes will be summarised in section 5.5. As will be
seen in the next section, the aspectual classes are crucial for the temporal and aspectual
interpretation of clauses.

5.2. The interpretation of bare sentences

Bare sentences are those that do not contain any TMA markers. The temporal
interpretation of a bare sentence is computed from the various components of a clause
that participate in establishing its aspectual properties. Bare sentences describing a state
which denotes a permanent property of an individual are interpreted as present, as shown
in (2).

(2) a. Äsibä tun Koku.
Asiba know Koku
'Asiba knows Koku.' (=(114) in Lefebvre 1996)

b. Jl-nu-kun nä.
harvest give
'Harvest (generally) brings us money.'
[Lit.: 'Harvest generally gives.'] (=(112b) in Lefebvre 1996)
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Bare sentences describing an achievement are assigned a present or a present perfect
interpretation, as is illustrated in (3).1

(3) Asiba ma joto o.
Asiba catch.sight.of thief DBF

a. 'Asiba catches sight of the thief.'
b. 'Asiba has caught sight of the thief.' (=(113) in Lefebvre 1996)

Present perfect expresses the present result of a past event; it indicates that the past
situation has current relevance (Comrie 1985: 32). Achievements (or resultatives)
describe a situation that is the result of some process. Typically, in Fongbe, a clause
describing an achievement is assigned a present perfect interpretation, unless an
adverbial expression such as 'last week/year, etc.' appears that forces a simple past
interpretation of the clause.

Bare sentences describing an accomplishment are assigned a present perfect
interpretation, as is shown in (4).

(4) a. Asiba φ wo o.
Asiba prepare dough DBF
'Asiba has prepared the dough.' (=(110) in Lefebvre 19%)

b. Γι-nu-kun 6 na.
harvest DBF give
'The harvest has brought us money.'
[Lit.: 'The harvest has given.'] (=(112a) in Lefebvre 1996)

An adverbial that situates the event in the past may trigger a simple past interpretation
of sentences of the type in (3) and (4).

Finally, bare sentences describing an activity are assigned a simple past
interpretation; this is illustrated in (5).

(5) a. Asiba φ wo.
Asiba prepare dough
'Asiba prepared dough.' (=( 111) in Lefebvre 1996)

b. K ku k n wtzun.
Koku run run
'Koku ran.'

The differences in the temporal interpretations of the bare sentences in (2)-(5) are
attributable to the aspectual classes of the situations described by the clauses. While
statives denoting a permanent property of the individual are assigned a present
interpretation, activities are assigned a simple past interpretation. On the basis of
Yoruba, Welmers (1973: 346-347) refers to this phenomenon as the "factative effect":
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For statives, a reference to present time may use the same construction
that refers to past time if an active verb is used ... In Yoruba, the
construction in question is the simplest construction in the language,
consisting of only a pronoun and a verb root; this may be analysed as
having a zero construction marker, but Yoruba has no affixes with the
verb base in any case. This construction is commonly known as "past",
but the reference is obviously not always to past time. A better label
might be "factative"; the construction expresses the most obvious fact
about the verb in question, which in the case of active verbs is that the
action was observed or took place, but for stative verbs is that the
situation obtains at present.

In the literature on Gbe languages, the term 'perfective' is used instead of 'simple past'.
This aspect is considered to be in a paradigmatic relationship with the imperfective (see
e.g. Hazoume 1990: 3-18) discussed in section 5.3.4. The perfective is generally
assumed to be expressed by a covert marker (see e.g. Avolonto 1992b: 14). According
to the analysis in Avolonto, activities are assigned a past interpretation because of the
limit that the end of the process imposes with respect to the time of speech. Statives
are assigned a present interpretation because they denote permanent properties of the
individual that hold at the time of speech. As was pointed out in L£ger (1998),
although this approach seems to generally be in the right direction, it does not account
for the fact that a present interpretation is also available for achievements, nor for the
fact that accomplishments and achievements are both assigned a present perfect
interpretation. According to Le"ger (1998), an account of these semantic data ought to be
sought in the point of intersection between subsets of aspectual classes. She suggests
that states and achievements can both be interpreted as present because they share the
feature [- durative]. Similarly, achievements and accomplishments can both be
interpreted as present perfect because they share the feature [+ telic] (see (1)).

It is worth noting that some verbs may belong to more than one aspectual class. For
example, some stative verbs which denote a non-permanent property of an individual,
such as to be sick (in contrast with to know, which denotes a permanent property of an
individual), are aspectually ambiguous. They can describe a stative situation, in which
case the clause containing them is assigned a present tense interpretation. Or they can
describe an achievement, in which case the clause containing them is assigned a present
perfect interpretation. This is illustrated in (6) and (7).

(6) Köku ja äzön.
Koku fall sick

a. 'Koku is sick.'
b. 'Koku has become sick.'

(7) Awo wl
cloth DBF be.black

a. 'The cloth is black.'
b. 'The cloth has become black.'
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The interpretation of bare sentences in Fongbe is also discussed in Anonymous
(1983: V, 1), Avolonto (1992b: 13-16, 30-42), Hounkpatin (1985: 115-118).

5.3. Tense, mood and aspect markers

The inventory of the TMA markers in Fongbe is provided in section 5.3.1. A discussion
of the basic semantic and syntactic properties of the lexical items involved is presented
in sections 5.3.2-5.3.4. Section 5.3.5 discusses the interpretation of TMA markers in
the context of negation. The problem of the categorial status of TMA markers is
addressed in section 5.3.6. Finally, section 5.3.7 shows that these lexical items
constitute a coherent subsystem of the lexicon and grammar of the language.

5.3.7. Inventory of TMA markers

The inventory of TMA markers in Fongbe is shown in Table 5.1. The markers are clas-
sified as anterior, irrealis and non-complete. These categories will be justified below.

Table 5.1. Inventory of TMA markers

Tense
Anterior
• Past/Pluperfect
ko

Mood
Irrealis
• Definite future
n
• Indefinite future
n -w
• Subjunctive
ni

Aspect
Non-complete
• Habitual
nd

• Imperfective
φ... \νέ
• Prospective
φ... n ... \νέ

(=(57) in Lefebvre 1996)

As will be seen below, the preverbal markers occurring in the same column are
mutually exclusive, and markers occurring in different columns may combine to form
complex tenses.2

To the best of my knowledge, the inventory in Table 5.1 is an exhaustive list of the
preverbal markers of Fongbe.3

5.3.2. The marker of anteriority: ko

The interpretation of a sentence containing ko is ambiguous. In (8a), ko is interpreted
as 'already', and the sentence in which it occurs is assigned a past interpretation. The
second interpretation involves a pluperfect reading, and no mention is made of the
adverb 'already'.
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(8) Sika kd φ wo.
Sika already/ANT prepare dough

a. 'Sika already prepared dough.' (=(43b) in Avolonto 1992b: 36)
b. 'Sika had prepared dough.'

This contrast in interpretation suggests that kd has two functions: ko is an adverb
meaning 'already', as in (8a) (see Anonymous 1983: V, 4; Avolonto 1992b), and it is
also a marker of anteriority with respect to a reference point, as in (8b) (see
Lefebvre 1996).

The claim that ko has two functions is supported by two sets of facts. First, there
can be two occurrences of ko within the same clause. In (9), the first occurrence of ko
represents to its function as a marker of anteriority, and the second represents to its
function as an adverb.

(9) Sika ko ri ko φ wo.
Sika ANT HAB already prepare dough
'Sika had, out of habit, already prepared dough.'

(=(59) in Lefebvre 1996)

Second, as an adverb, ko must immediately precede the VP, but as a marker of
anteriority, ko occurs as the first of the series of TMA markers. The position of the
adverb kd with respect to the VP may be observed in (9) above, which cannot be
translated as 'Sika has the habit of having prepared dough'. The sentences presented
below (see also e.g. (50), (51)) show that, as a marker of anteriority, ko precedes the
other TMA markers. This distribution shows that ko has two functions: one corresponds
to its use as an adverb meaning 'already', and one corresponds to its use as a marker of
anteriority in the Fongbe TMA system. The function of ko as a marker of anteriority
appears to have been acquired through reanalysis. Westerman (1907: 139) reports that
ko started as a (now obsolete) verb meaning 'be/have finished' and that it has been
reanalysed as a past tense marker. As will be shown below, ko is best analysed as a
marker of anteriority (rather than as a past tense marker). Having established the double
function of ko in Fongbe, in the remainder of this chapter I will only consider its
function as a marker of anteriority. The adverbial function of ko will be discussed in
section 12.5.1.1.4

Sentences containing ko are interpreted as past or pluperfect, depending on the
aspectual class of the situation. Sentences with ko in the context of an activity are
interpreted as pluperfect, as shown in (lOa). The pluperfect situates an event prior to a
reference point that is itself in the past with respect to the moment of speech (see
Comrie 1985: 25). A past interpretation is not available, as shown in (lOb).
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(10) Bäyi kö wo.
Bayi ANT prepare dough

a. 'Bayi had prepared dough.' (=(60) in Lefebvre 1996)
b. #'Bayi prepared dough.'

Sentences containing the anteriority marker ko in the context of an accomplishment
are interpreted as pluperfect, or, according to some informants, as past, as shown
in (11).

(11) Bäyi ko wo .
Bayi ANT prepare dough DEF

a. 'Bayi had prepared the dough.'
b. 'Bayi prepared the dough.'

Sentences containing ko in the context of achievements or states are interpreted as
past, or as pluperfect, as illustrated in (12) and (13), respectively.

(12) Bäyi ko md äjoto 6.
Bayi ANT catch.sight.of thief DEF

a. 'Bayi caught sight of the thief.'
b. 'Bayi had caught sight of the thief.' (=(61) in Lefebvre 1996)

(13) Bäyi kö tun Koku.
Bayi ANT know Koku

a. 'Bayi knew Koku.'
b. 'Bayi had known Koku.' (=(62) in Lefebvre 1996)

The fact that clauses containing kö are interpreted as past or as pluperfect depending on
the aspectual class of the situation, argues that kö is best analysed as a marker of
anteriority, rather than as a past tense marker.

5.3.3. The mood markers: nä, nä-w

Mood expresses the speaker's attitude towards the content of an utterance. For example,
a proposition may be considered as something that might happen, something that is
wished, something that has to be done, etc.5 The inventory in Table 5.1 shows three
irrealis mood markers: nä, nä-wä and ni. These will be discussed in turn.

Fongbe distinguishes between definite and indefinite futures. The marker nä is used to
convey the speaker's attitude that the event referred to by the clause will definitely take
place in the near future. In contrast, the marker nä-wä is used to convey the speaker's
attitude that the event may (or may not) eventually take place, at an undetermined point
in the future (see Anonymous 1983: V, 3). The semantic contrast between these two
irrealis markers is illustrated in (14) and (IS).
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(14) nä kü.
3sg DEF.FUT die
'(S)he will die.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 3)

(15) nä-wä kü.
3sg IND.FUT die
'(S)he will eventually die.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 3)

The marker nä-wä is morphologically complex. It is formed by the combination of nä,
the definite future marker, and wä, which, in isolation, means 'to come'. Nothing can
intervene between these two morphemes when they are used together as an indefinite
future marker. In (16), where the marker no 'usually' is inserted between nä and wä, nä
and wä are interpreted as independent words (see interpretation (16a)). In this case, the
clause cannot be assigned an indefinite or potential future interpretation (see (16b)).

(16) Sika nä no wä wo.
Sika DEF.FUT HAB come prepare dough

a. 'Sika will usually come to prepare dough.'
b. #'Sika will eventually usually prepare dough.' (=(65) in Lefebvre 1996)

The respective meaning of nä and nä-wä support their analysis as mood markers
rather than as tense markers. In both cases, the marker conveys the speaker's attitude
towards the event which is to occur. This is in line with the observation in Comrie
(1985: 44) that future often encodes mood rather than tense. The analysis of nä and nä-
wä as mood markers, rather than tense markers, is further supported by the fact that
they may occur in non finite clauses, as shown in (17) and (18), respectively.

(17) We nä zän me jlo mi din.
dance DEF.FUT eat night in please Isg a.lot
'Dancing tonight pleases me a lot.' (=(24) in Avolonto 1992b: 22)

(18) To me nä-wä yi jlo mi din.
country in IND.FUT go please Isg a.lot
Travelling eventually pleases me a lot.'

The analysis of nä and nä-wä as mood markers is further supported by the fact that they
are mutually exclusive with ni, another mood marker, as will be shown in (24).

A clause containing nä or nä-wä may also be assigned an interpretation where the
reference point is future, with respect to an event, which is itself future with respect to
the moment of speech (i.e. future perfect). This is shown in (19), where nä has scope
over the adverb ko 'already', forcing a future perfect interpretation of the clause (see also
Anonymous 1983: V, 5, for similar data).

(19) Bäyi nä kö wo.
Bayi DEF.FUT already prepare dough
'Bayi will have already prepared dough.' (=(68) in Lefebvre 1996)
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In (20), the sentence containing na or n -w is interpreted as future perfect, even though
it does not contain ko 'already'.

(20) Με e m l n -w φ dlgb n o
person 3sg DEF.FUT / IND.FUT say lie DEF
ye n l n -w xw .
they DEF.FUT / IND.FUT beat
'They will beat the person who has lied.'
[Lit.: "The person who will have lied, they will beat.']

(=(69) in Lefebvre 1996)

This is the only way the future perfect can be represented in this language.
The third irrealis mood marker is ni. This marker is used to express a wish

(exhortative), as in (2 la), an obligation, as in (21b), or an order (imperative), as in
(21c). I will refer to ni as the subjunctive marker, in order to capture its range of
possible meanings.

(21) a. Mawu ni co w£.
God SUB protect 2sg
'May God protect you.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 4)

b. Bayi ηί φ wo.
Bayi SUB prepare dough
'Bayi must prepare dough.'

c. Mi ηί φ ηύ.
Ipl SUB eat thing
'Let's eat.'
[Lit.: 'We must eat.']

As is shown in (21), ni occurs in matrix clauses. The sentence in (22) shows that it
may also occur in embedded tensed clauses.

(22) n βό φ Bayi ni φ wo.
Isg want say Bayi SUB prepare dough
Ί want Bayi to prepare dough.' (=(71) in Lefebvre 1996)

Avolonto (1992b: 50) argues that niis part of the TMA system of Fongbe on the
following grounds. The properties of ni contrast in a systematic way with those of a
modal verb such as sixu 'may'. For example, like all the other TMA markers and in
contrast to this modal verb, ni does not allow for deletion of its VP complement. This
is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (23a) and (23b). (For similar
examples, see Avolonto 1992b: 50.)
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(23) a. slxu.
3sg may
'(S)hemay.'

b. *<? of
3sg SUB
[Lit.: '(S)he may/should/must.' ] (=(72) in Lefebvre 1996)

This shows that, in the synchronic lexicon of Fongbe, ni is not a modal verb. Second,
nf and the other irrealis markers are mutually exclusive (see (24)), which shows that
these markers are part of the same paradigm.

(24) a. *K$ku nä ni I ni nä do gbäde
Koku DEF.FUT SUB / SUB DEF.FUT plant corn

(=(65c) and (66) in Avolonto 1992b: 52)
b. *Kdku na-wä ni l ni nä-wä do gbäfö

Koku IND.FUT SUB / SUB IND.FUT plant corn

Finally, as will be shown in section 5.4, like the other TMA markers, n/" may combine
with certain other markers to form complex tenses. These data argue that ni is distinct
from modal verbs and that, as an irrealis marker, it is part of the TMA system of
Fongbe. As will be seen in section 6.2.2, the form ni may also serve as a
complementiser, introducing the tensed complements of verbs of the WANT-class.

5.3.4. The aspectual markers

Aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation
(see Comrie 1976: 3). In Fongbe, three aspectual distinctions are lexically represented:
habitual, imperfective and prospective. They will be discussed in turn.

5.3.4.1. The habitual marker: no

The form nd, as it occurs in (25) and (26), is analysed in the literature on Fongbe as a
habitual marker (Anonymous 1983: V, 3; Avolonto 1992b: 25-30; Segurola 1963).
Sentences containing na are assigned a general present interpretation.

(25) Lili no
Lili HAB eat corn
'Lili habitually eats corn.' (=(29) in Avolonto 1992b: 25)

(26) Bayi no wo.
Bayi HAB prepare dough
'Bayi prepares dough.' (She habitually does this, or this is what she does
for a living.) (=(147) in Lefebvre 1996)
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Segurola's (1963) Fongbe dictionary provides two lexical entries for no. One is defined
as a habitual marker (see (25) and (26)), the other as a verb meaning 'to live'. Segurola
comments that the habitual marker nd is probably historically derived from the
homophonous verb no 'to live'. In Anonymous (1983) and Rassinoux (1987), there are
examples of the co-occurrence of these two homophonous lexemes within a single
clause.

(27) Fite n nd?
where 2sg HAB live
'Where do you live?' (from Rassinoux 1987: 173)

The fact that there can be two occurrences of ni> within the same clause shows that the
form n3 may have two functions in Fongbe: it may serve as a verb, or a marker of
habitual aspect. According to Westerman (1907: 139), this situation is the result of the
reanalysis of the verb nd 'to remain/to stay' as a habitual marker.

In its function as a habitual aspect marker, no may occur in clauses describing an
activity, as in (25) and (26) above. It cannot co-occur with stative verbs denoting a
permanent property of an individual (individual-level predicates e.g. to know). In addi-
tion, it cannot occur with stative verbs denoting a temporary property of an individual
(stage-level predicates e.g. ίο be sick), as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (28).

(28) *Sik n ja zbn
Sika HAB fall sick
[Lit.: 'Sika is habitually sick.'] (=(81) in Lefebvre 1996)

As will be seen in (31), with stative verbs of the second type, the imperfective form is
used to convey habituality.

Like other TMA markers, and unlike modal verbs, no does not allow its VP
complement to be deleted (see (47g)). Like other TMA markers, ηά may combine with
certain other markers to form complex tenses (see section 5.4). These facts support the
analysis according to which, as a habitual aspect marker, n3 is part of the Fongbe TMA
system.

5.3.4.2. The imperfective marker: φ... we

The imperfective aspect describes a situation that is not complete, that is, a situation
that has already begun, but that has not been completed at the time of the moment of
speech, or at the time of a reference point.

In Fongbe, the imperfective aspect is expressed by a periphrastic expression
involving φ 'to be at' and the form we. The lexical item (\p 'to be at' selects a
complement headed by wa, glossed as POST because it does not have a clear independent
meaning in this context; we selects a nominalised VP. In Fongbe nominalisations (see
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section 8.3.3), the object precedes the nominalised verb. This construction is illustrated
in (29), where brackets indicate constituency.

(29) Koku [φ [[ son φ] we]]].
Koku be.at crab eating POST
'Koku is eating crab.'
[Lit.: 'Koku is at crab-eating.'] (=(74) in Lefebvre 1996)

As can be seen in (29), Fongbe has a locative expression of progressive meaning. A
sentence containing the complex progressive expression above can be interpreted as
progressive in the context of an activity, as in (29). It can also be interpreted as
progressive in the context of an accomplishment, as is shown in (30).

(30) Kdku φ son ό φ we.
Koku be.at crab DEF eat POST
'Koku is eating the crab.'

In the context of a state denoting a temporary property of an individual, such as to be
sick (a stage-level predicate), a sentence containing the complex progressive marker is
assigned a habitual interpretation, as shown in (31).

(31) Sika φ z n ja ννέ.
Sika be.at sick falling POST
'Sika is habitually sick.' (=(75) in Lefebvre 1996)

As is observed in Comrie (1976: 98), the use of the same marker to represent both the
progressive and the habitual is common, and is found in languages belonging to
various genetic and geographic groups. Comrie further shows that, in such languages,
this marker is best characterised as imperfective, a term which covers both the
progressive and the habitual meanings of this form. From this point of view, then,
φ... w is best characterised as conveying the imperfective aspect. Comrie further
states that in languages which have a locative expression of the progressive, the
progressive has the meaning 'to be in a state of doing x', rather than 'to be in the
process of doing x' (see (29)). Finally, Comrie (1976: 103) claims that only in
languages which have a locative expression of the progressive can the same marker be
used for both the progressive and the habitual. Comrie concludes: "Thus one can
establish a certain implicational relation between locative expression of progressive and
of habitual meaning: the locative expression of progressive meaning is basic; and only
if a language has this possibility can it further extend the same form to habitual
meaning, and this extension is rather an extension of the earlier progressive to become
the only imperfective form."

The imperfective construction is incompatible with Stative verbs denoting a
permanent property of an individual, such as the verb 'to know' (an individual-level
predicate), as is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of the sentence in (32).
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(32) *Asiba φ Koku tun we
Asiba be.at Koku know POST

It is also incompatible with achievements, as is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of
the sentence in (33).

(33) *Koku φ joto o m we
Koku be.at thief DEF catch.sight.of POST

It thus appears that the imperfective aspect is compatible with aspectual situations that
are [+ durative], that is, activities (see (29)) and accomplishments (see (30)), and that it
is not compatible with aspectual situations that are [- durative], that is, permanent
states (see (32)) and achievements (see (33)).

The Fongbe imperfective expression is also used in the following context where we
find a gerund in English.

(34) n πα Sik φ wo φ we.
Isg see Sika be.at dough prepare POST
Ί saw Sika preparing dough.' (=(76) in Lefebvre 1996)

Finally, a sentence containing the imperfective aspect with a plural object may also be
assigned an iterative interpretation (see also Kinyalolo—daCruz 1994). This is shown
in (35).

(35) Koku φ bolu Ιέ wti we.
Koku be.at ball PL catch POST

a. 'Koku is catching the balls.'
b. 'Koku catches the balls.' (repeatedly)

Fongbe is like other West African languages: it has a locative expression of the
progressive (see Welmers 1973 for a discussion of similar data in a wide range of West
African languages). The Fongbe construction, however, distinguishes itself from
similar constructions in other Gbe languages in the following way. Recall from (29)
that, in this language, φ 'to be at' selects a phrase headed by we as its complement.
As will be seen in section 6.6, wa has the essential and major function of introducing
"new information" and, as such, it translates as 'it is'. As part of imperfective
periphrastic expressions, the meaning of we is hard to pin down. This is why, in this
section, it is glossed as POST rather than as 'it.is'. The use of this postpositional item
in the Fongbe imperfective construction is unusual with respect to other languages of
the same family. In Ewe, for example, the form meaning 'to be at' selects a phrase
headed by the postposition ml 'in' (see Wallace 1995a: 5). In other languages, such as
Ajagbe and Gengbe, it selects a phrase headed by the definite determiner ό (see Hazoume
1990: 10). In Gungbe and Tofmgbe, the complement of the form meaning 'to be at' is
headed by a null form (see Hazoume 1990: 10). In all the above-mentioned languages,
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including Fongbe, the imperfective construction involves a nominalised VP, as in (29),
(31), (34) and (35). This contrasts with Xwedagbe, where the complement of the
locative preposition is a non-nominalised VP (see Hazoume 1990: 9).

The following references contain information on the imperfective aspect: Akoha
(1990: 109-110), Anonymous (1983: V, 5-V, 6), Hounkpatin (1985: 161-163).
Syntactic analyses of the imperfective and of the prospective may be found in Fabb
(1992a) and Kinyalolo (1992).

5.3.4.3. The prospective marker: ... ... \

The prospective aspect describes a situation that is about to begin at the moment of
speech, or at the time of a reference point. In Fongbe, the prospective is formed by
using the imperfective construction, in which the definite future marker nä is embedded,
as is shown in (36).

(36) Ün dö nu nä w£.
Isg be.at thing DEF.FUT eating POST

am about to eat.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 7)

The grammaticality of the sentence in (36) shows that the prospective aspect is
compatible with situations that describe an activity. The grammaticality of the sentence
in (37) shows that the prospective aspect is also compatible with situations that
describe an accomplishment.

(37) Äsibä do wo 6 nä wä.
Asiba be.at dough DBF DEF.FUT preparing POST
'Asiba is about to prepare the dough.'

Both the above sentences involve [+ durative] situations. The prospective aspect is not
compatible, however, with situations that describe a permanent state or an achievement;
this is because neither are durative situations.

The periphrastic expression of the prospective may be seen as ambiguous between
mood and aspect. When interpreted from the point of view that an event is about to take
place in the near future, the periphrastic expression of the prospective is more like a
mood marker. When interpreted from the point of view that an event has not yet begun
at the time of speech, however, it is more like an aspectual marker. In Table 5.1, the
prospective periphrastic expression is in a paradigmatic relationship with the
imperfective construction, because the two forms are in complementary distribution. As
will be shown below, however, the periphrastic expression of the prospective is not in
complementary distribution with all of the mood markers. For example, it is
compatible with the definite future marker (see (49)).

In Fongbe, there is another form of the prospective: it involves the verbs ja or wä,
which in isolation mean 'to come/to arrive', and the postposition gte 'for', discussed in
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section 11.2.1 (see also Segurola 1963). Hence,ß/wä... gbb (lit.: 'come/arrive... for')
means 'to be about to/to begin to' (see Segurola 1963). As can be seen in (38), the
postposition gbe 'for' selects a nominalised VP as its complement.

(38) Köku ß/wä [[ ] gte}.
Koku come thing eating for
'Koku is about to eat.'
[Lit.: 'Koku came for thing-eating.']

Unlike TMA markers, and wä are lexical verbs, which are interpretable outside the
TMA system. For this reason, I did not include them in the inventory of Fongbe TMA
markers.6

The form 'to be at', which occurs in the imperfective and in the prospective
aspect, also serves as a locative preposition (discussed in section 11.1).

5.3.5. The interpretation ofpreverbal markers in the context of the negation marker

The negation marker is mä (see section 6.4.1). As is shown below, most preverbal
markers identified in section 5.3.1 may co-occur with ma. When they do, mä generally
precedes the TMA markers. In some cases, the co-occurrence of mä with TMA markers
yields semantic interpretations which depart from the expected ones. In this section, I
identify the (im)possible combinations of preverbal markers with the negation marker,
and I provide the semantic interpretation data associated with these combinations.

The sentence in (39) shows that the marker of anteriority ko may occur in a clause
containing mä. This combination is semantically straightforward.

(39) Sika mä ko wo.
Sika NBG ANT prepare dough
'Sika had not prepared dough.'

The sentence in (40) shows that the definite future marker na may occur in a clause
containing ma.

(40) Koku ma wo.
Koku NBG DEF.FUT prepare dough
'Koku will not prepare dough.' (=(127) in Lefebvre 1996)

The sentence in (41) shows that the indefinite future marker nä-wä cannot, however,
occur in a clause containing mä.
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(41) *K$ku m n -w φ wo
Koku NEG IND.FUT prepare dough
[Lit.: 'Koku will not eventually prepare dough.']

(=(128) in Lefebvre 1996)

For some (but not all) Fongbe speakers, the subjunctive marker ni may occur with
the negation marker. For those who accept this combination, ni can either precede or
follow the marker of negation. The position of the negation marker with respect to the
subjunctive marker determines the scope of negation, as is shown in the translations of
the sentences in (42).

(42) a. Bayi ni ma φ wo.7
Bayi SUB NEG prepare dough
'Bayi should not prepare dough.'

b. B yi m m φ wo*
Bayi NEG SUB prepare dough
'Bayi does not have to prepare dough. ' (=( 1 32) in Lefebvre 1 996)

The habitual marker no may also co-occur with ma, as is shown in (43).

(43) Ulf m no φ gb tf.
Lili NEG HAB eat com
'Lili does not habitually eat corn.'

The imperfective expression (<$... we) is also compatible with m . In this case,
however, a clause can be assigned one of two interpretations: a negative imperfective
interpretation, as expected (see (44a)), and, for most speakers I worked with, a negative
future interpretation (see (44b)). The latter semantic interpretation is an unexpected
result, given the structure in (44).

(44) Kaku ma φ son φ we.
Koku NBG be.at crab eating POST

a. 'Koku is not eating crab.'
b. 'Koku will not eat crab.' (=(137b) in Lefebvre 1996)

Finally, the prospective expression (φ... na... wέ) is also compatible with m . In
this case, the expected negated prospective meaning does not obtain, and the clause is
assigned a negated future interpretation. These data are illustrated in (45).

(45) Kdku ma φ ηύ na φ
Koku NBG be.at thing DEF.FUT eating POST

a. 'Koku will not eat.'
b. #'Koku is not about to eat.' (=(144b) in Lefebvre 1996)
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As was mentioned in section 5.3.4.3, in Fongbe, the interpretation of the prospective
is ambiguous between mood and aspect. When interpreted from the point of view that
an event is about to take place in the near future, the prospective marker acts more like
a mood marker. When interpreted from the point of view that an event has not yet
begun, the prospective marker acts more like an aspectual marker. The semantic
interpretation data in (45) suggest that the negation marker triggers a mood
interpretation of the prospective marker in Fongbe.

5.3.6. The categonal status ofTMA markers

Are TMA markers minor or major category lexical items? There is a consensus in the
literature on West African languages that these types of lexical items are not functional
items, because they do not head functional category projections such as TP, MOODP or
ASPP. An alternative view is that they are major category lexical items. Is there
evidence for such an analysis?

The form 'to be at', which participates in the formation of the imperfective and
the prospective aspects, shares some properties with prepositions. This will be
extensively discussed in section 11.1. As we saw in section 5.3.2, the marker of
anteriority ko is homophonous with the adverb meaning 'already', and with the
obsolete verb ko. The habitual marker nd is homophonous with the verb meaning 'to
stay*. The form wä, which participates in the indefinite future complex expression, also
serves as a verb meaning 'to come'. The definite future marker nä and the subjunctive
marker ni are not homophonous with any semantically related lexical verbs in the
synchronic lexicon of Fongbe.9 It is possible, however, that these forms have evolved
from modal verbs. On the basis of these facts, the forms discussed above appear to be
verb-like forms. When used as TMA markers, they are deprived of some of their verbal
features. For example, as TMA markers, they are deprived of their argument structure.
When used as lexical verbs, however, their argument structure has to be overtly
manifested. Furthermore, as will be seen in section 5.3.7, as TMA markers, these forms
cannot be stranded; in contrast, lexical verbs can be stranded.

5.3.7. The TMA markers constitute a coherent subsystem of the grammar

The TMA markers in Table 5.1 form a coherent subsystem of the grammar. First, they
all occur between the subject and lexical verb of a clause. Second, the preverbal markers
occurring in the same column are mutually exclusive. Third, while modal verbs do
allow for deletion of their VP complement, as in (46), the preverbal markers do not, as
shown by the ungrammaticality of the truncated sentences in (47).
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(46) Bayf sixu φ wo al έ six/7.
Bayi may prepare dough Q 3sg may
'May Bayi prepare dough?' 'She may.'

(=(82)inLefebvrel996)
(47) a. Bayi kd φ wo al *e ko

Bayi ANT prepare dough Q 3sg ANT
'Had Bayi prepared dough?' 'She had.'

(=(83a) in Lefebvre 1996)
b. B yi n φ wo tf *έ n

Bayi DEF.FUT prepare dough Q 3sg DEF.FUT
'Will Bayi prepare dough?' 'She will.'

(=(83b) in Lefebvre 1996)
c. έ n -w yl a1} *e n -w

3sg IND.FUT go Q 3sg IND.FUT
'Will (s)he eventually go?' '(S)he will.'

(=(83c) in Lefebvre 1996)
d. Bayi ηί φ wo al *έ ηί

Bayi SUB prepare dough Q 3sg SUB
'Must Bayi prepare dough?' 'She must.'

(=(83d) in Lefebvre 1996)
e. Bayi φ son ό φ wl l *έ φ b

Bayi be.at crab DEF eating POST Q 3sg be.at it
'Is Bayi eating crab?' 'She is.'

(=(83e) in Lefebvre 1996)
f. Bayi φ ηύ n φ we l *έ φ έ

Bayi be.at thing DEF.FUT eating POST Q 3sg be.at it
'Is Bayi about to eat?' 'She is.'

(=(83f) in Lefebvre 1996)
g. Bayi in φ wo al *έ τα

Bayi HAB prepare dough Q 3sg HAB
'Does Bayi habitually prepare dough?' 'She does.'

(=(83g) in Lefebvre 1996)

Finally, as will be seen in section 5.4, the TMA markers may combine to form
complex tenses.

5.4. Complex tenses

This section identifies the possible and impossible combinations of Fongbe TMA
markers. The complex tenses of Fongbe are summarised in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2. The complex tenses of Fongbe

Combinations of markers Example number
3. DEF.FUT+1MP

'definite future progressive' (48)
b. DEF.FUT + PROSP

'definite future prospective' (49)
C. ANT + DEF.FUT

'definite conditional' (50)
d. ANT + IND.FUT

'indefinite conditional' (51)
e. IND.FUT+IMP

'indefinite future progressive' (52)
f. SUB + IMP

Obligation in the progressive' (54)
g. SUB + ANT

Obligation in the present of having done χ in the past' (56a)
h. ANT+SUB

'past obligation' (56b)
i. ANT+IMP

'past progressive' (58)
j. ANT + PROSP

'past prospective' (59)
k. ANT + DEF.FUT + IMP

'definite conditional progressive' (65)
1. ANT + DEF.FUT + PROSP

'definite conditional prospective' (66)
m. ANT + IND.FUT + IMP

'indefinite conditional progressive' (67)
n. ANT+SUB + IMP

'past subjunctive in the progressive' (68)
*Due to limitations of space, I indicate only the Obligation' reading of the subjunctive; the
other readings ('may' and 'should') are also possible in complex tenses. The possible com-
binations involving the habitual marker n3 are excluded from this table (see (9), (60H64)).

(from Table 4 in Lefebvre 19%: 292)

The definite future marker na may combine with the imperfective aspect construction
φ... \νέ, yielding a definite future progressive interpretation.

(48) n n φ tfnton wl.
Isg DEF.FUT be.at going.out POST
Ί will be going out.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 7)

It may co-occur with the prospective expression φ... n ... ννέ, yielding a definite
future prospective interpretation.
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(49) n m φ ηύ n φ \νέ.
Isg DEF.FUT be.at thing DEF.FUT eat POST
Ί will be about to eat.' (=(85) in Lefebvre 1996)

The combination of the marker of anteriority ko with the definite future marker yields
a definite conditional interpretation.

(50) B yi k m φ wo.10

Bayi ANT DEF.FUT prepare dough
a. 'Bayi would prepare dough.'
b. 'Bayi would have prepared dough.' (=(86) in Lefebvre 1996)

The marker of anteriority ko may also combine with the indefinite future marker n -w ,
yielding an indefinite conditional interpretation.

(51) B yi k n -w φ wo.
Bayi ANT IND.FUT prepare dough

a. 'Bayi might prepare dough.'
b. 'Bayi might have prepared dough.' (=(89) in Lefebvre 1996)

The indefinite future marker n -w may occur with the imperfective expression
φ... we, yielding an indefinite future progressive.

(52) n n -w φ wo φ πέ.
Isg IND.FUT be.at dough prepare POST
Ί will eventually be preparing dough.' (=(92) in Lefebvre 1996)

Since the indefinite future describes a situation that may eventually happen, at an
unspecified future time, and since the prospective aspect describes a situation that is
about to take place in the very near future, n -w is not expected to co-occur with the
prospective. This is borne out by the data, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (53).

(53) *un n -w φ ηύ n φ w
Isg IND.FUT be.at thing DFJ.FUT eat POST
[Lit.: Ί will eventually be about to eat.'] (=(93) in Lefebvre 1996)

The subjunctive marker ni may combine with the imperfective construction
φ... ννέ, yielding an obligation in the progressive.

(54) Sik ηί φ wo φ w .
Sika SUB be.at dough prepare POST
'Sika must be preparing dough.' (=(94) in Lefebvre 1996)
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It may not combine, however, with the prospective aspect. This incompatibility
follows from the fact that ni is exclusively deontic.

(55) *Koku ηί φ ηύ n φ \νέ
Koku SUB be.at thing DEF.FUT eat POST
[Lit.: 'Koku must be about to eat.'] (=(95) in Lefebvre 1996)

The subjunctive marker ni may combine with the marker of anteriority ko. All of the
speakers I worked with accept the word order niko, as in (56a); some also accept the
order ko ni, as in (56b).

(56) a. Sik ni ko φ wo.
Sika SUB ANT prepare dough
'Sika must have prepared dough.'

b. Sik ko ηί φ wo.
Sika ANT SUB prepare dough
'Sika must have prepared dough.'

It is not easy to capture in translation the subtle difference in meaning between (56a)
and (56b), created by the variation in word order. According to the informants who have
both orders, (56a) entails a wish that the event has taken place. In (56b), it is assumed
that the event has taken place. The sentence in (57) shows the sequence ni ko in an
embedded clause.

(57) Koku ko βό ηύ Sik ηί ko φ wo.
Koku ANT want COMP Sika SUB ANT prepare dough
'Koku had wanted Sika to have prepared dough.'

(=(97) in Lefebvre 1996)

In addition to combining with the irrealis markers (see (50H51) and (56X57)), the
marker of anteriority ko may combine with the aspectual markers: the imperfective, as
in (58), and the prospective, as in (59).

(58) Sik ko φ wo φ we.
Sika ANT be.at dough prepare POST
'Sika was preparing dough.' (=(98) in Lefebvre 1996)

(59) Sik ko φ wo n φ we.
Sika ANT be.at dough DEF.FUT prepare POST
'Sika was about to prepare dough.' (=(99) in Lefebvre 1996)

The habitual marker no may combine with all of the other markers of the system. It
may combine with the definite future marker n , or the indefinite future marker n -w ,
as in (60) and (61), respectively.
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(60) Sikä na no wo.
Sika DEF.FUT HAB prepare dough
'Sika will habitually prepare dough.' (=(34) in Avolonto 1992b: 27)

(61) Sikä nä-wä no wo.
Sika IND.FUT HAB prepare dough
'Sika will eventually habitually prepare dough.'

(=(101)inLefebvrel996)

The marker may combine with the subjunctive marker ni, as in (62).

(62) Sikä ni no wo.
Sika SUB HAB prepare dough
'Sika must habitually prepare dough.' (=(102) in Lefebvre 1996)

It may combine with the imperfective or the prospective construction, as in (63) and
(64), respectively.

(63) Sikä no wo we.
Sika HAB be.at dough prepare POST
'Sika is habitually preparing dough.' (=(103) in Lefebvre 1996)

(64) Sikä no wo na wä.
Sika HAB be.at dough DEF.FUT prepare POST
'Sika is habitually about to prepare dough.' (=(104) in Lefebvre 1996)

The habitual marker nd may also co-occur with the marker of anteriority ko, as in (9).
Finally, it is possible to combine markers from all three paradigms. The combina-

tion of the three markers in (65), anteriority, definite future and imperfective, yields a
definite conditional progressive interpretation of the clause.

(65) Bäyi kö na wo wä.
Bayi ANT DEF.FUT be.at dough prepare POST
'Bayi would be preparing dough.' (=(106) in Lefebvre 1996)

The combination of the three markers in (66), anteriority, definite future and
prospective, yields a definite conditional prospective interpretation of the clause.

(66) Bäyi ko nä wo nä we.
Bayi ANT DEF.FUT be.at dough DEF.FUT prepare POST
'Bayi would be about to prepare dough.' (=(107) in Lefebvre 1996)

The combination of the three markers in (67), anteriority, indefinite future and
imperfective, yields an indefinite conditional progressive interpretation.
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(67) B yi k o -w φ wo φ we.
Bayi ANT IND.FUT be.at dough prepare POST
'Bayi might eventually be preparing dough.' (=(108) in Lefebvre 1996)

The sentence in (68) illustrates the series ko (anteriority), ni (subjunctive) and φ... we
(imperfective).
(68) Sik k ηί φ wo φ we.

Sika ANT SUB be.at dough prepare POST
'Sika had to have been preparing dough.' (=(109) in Lefebvre 1996)

To the best of my knowledge, the data presented in this section exhaust the possible
combinations of Fongbe TMA markers. The following authors also provide data on the
combinations of TMA markers in Fongbe: Akoha (1980: 176-178, 1990: 102-107),
Anonymous (1983: V, 7), Avolonto (1992b), Hounkpatin (1985: 119-138).

5.5. Summary of tests used to distinguish between the four aspectual
classes in Fongbe

Throughout this chapter, we saw that the four aspectual classes, identified in section
5.1, may be distinguished in Fongbe in a number of ways. Each of these distinguishing
properties may be used as a test for identifying the aspectual properties of a particular
situation. This section summarises these tests.

The first test consists of the interpretation of tense in the context of bare sentences.
In section 5.2, we saw that in this context, states that describe a permanent property of
an individual are assigned a present interpretation, achievements are assigned a present
or present perfect interpretation, accomplishments are assigned a present perfect
interpretation and activities are assigned a simple past interpretation.

The second test consists of the temporal interpretation of sentences containing the
marker of anteriority ko (section 5.3.2). In this context, states and achievements are
assigned a past or a pluperfect interpretation; accomplishments and activities are
assigned a simple past interpretation.

The third test consists of the question of whether the imperfective aspect is
compatible with the aspectual situation described by the clause. In section 5.3.4.2, it
was shown that the imperfective aspect is compatible with accomplishments and
activities, but incompatible with states and achievements.

The fourth test consists of the question of whether the prospective aspect is
compatible with the aspectual situation described by the clause. In section 5.3.4.3, it
was shown that the prospective aspect is compatible with accomplishments and
activities, but incompatible with states and achievements.

The fifth test consists of the question of whether the situation is compatible with the
adverbial expression 'in five minutes'. This adverbial expression occurs with
accomplishments, as is illustrated in (69).
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(69) Asiba φ wo 6 φ ceju Moon gbla me.
Asiba prepare dough DBF at minute five interval in
'Asiba has prepared the dough in five minutes.'

The adverbial expression 'in five minutes' is not compatible with any other aspectual
class. This test thus distinguishes Fongbe accomplishments from all other aspectual
classes in this language.

The sixth test consists of the question of whether the situation is compatible with
the adverbial expression 'for five minutes'. This adverbial expression occurs with
activities, as shown in (70).

(70) Asib jih n ηύ ceju toon.
Asiba sing for minute five
'Asiba sang for five minutes.'

The adverbial expression 'for five minutes' is not compatible with any other aspectual
class. This test thus differentiates Fongbe activities from the other aspectual classes.

The last test distinguishes accomplishments from all other aspectual classes. As will
be shown in section 15.2.2.2, the clausal determiner can only occur with situations that
describe accomplishments.

The tests used to distinguish between the four aspectual classes in Fongbe are
summarised in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Tests used to distinguish between the four aspectual classes of Fongbe

States Achievements Accomplishments Activities
Tense interpretation
in bare sentences
Tense interpretation of
sentences containing kot
the marker of anteriority
Imperfective aspect
compatible with
Prospective aspect
compatible with
Aspectual class compa-
tible with 'In X minutes'
Aspectual class compa-
tible with 'For X minutes'
Aspectual class compatible
with the clausal determiner

present

past/
pluperfect

present/
present perfect
past/pluperfect

present perfect

pluperfect

simple past

pluperfect
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5.6. The imperative constructions

Imperatives are expressed in various ways, according to the person and number that are
involved. In the second person singular, the imperative is conveyed by the verb only,
that is, without a lexical subject, as is shown in (71).

(71) Du l
'Eat!' (=(68) in Avolonto 1992b: 53)

In the third person singular, there is also no lexical subject in the imperative, but in
this case, the subjunctive marker nf (discussed in section 5.3.3) is required. This is
illustrated in (72).

(72) Μ φ\
SUB eat
'He must eat!' (=(77b) in Avolonto 1992b: 53)

The first person plural imperative is expressed as in (73). Recall from section 4.1.1
that the form mi serves as both the first and second person plural personal pronoun. In
(73), the first occurrence of mi is interpreted as a second person plural pronoun, and the
second occurrence is interpreted as the first person plural pronoun.

(73) Mi wa ηύ mi ni yl.
l/2pl come for l/2pl SUB leave
'Come and let us leave.'
[Lit.: 'You (pi) come in order that we leave.']

According to Anonymous (1983: V, 4), the first person plural imperative is expressed
as in (74), where the tones on the two occurrences of the pronoun are reproduced as
cited by the author. Anonymous notes that the first occurrence of mi in (74) is
interpreted as the second person plural pronoun, whereas the second occurrence of mi is
interpreted as the first person plural pronoun. (The problem of the tonal specification of
mi is discussed in section 4.1.1.)

(74) Mi nu ml na yl.
COMP DEF.FUT go

'Let's go.' (from Anonymous 1983: V, 4)

Aside from the tonal specification on mi, the sentence in (74) differs from that in (73)
in the following way. In (74), w is absent. Whether this reflects an optional deletion
of w , or a typographical error in Anonymous, is not clear to me. In (74), the irrealis
marker is na instead of ηίίη (73). These differences constitute topics for future research.

In contrast with the second person singular in (71), in the second person plural there
should be a lexical subject in the imperative. In this case (as is pointed out in Avolonto
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(1992b: 54)), the surface structure is ambiguous between an imperative and a
nonimperative interpretation, as is shown in (75). The tone on the pronoun is as cited
by the author. Note that Avolonto identifies mi (with a low tone) in (75) as the second
person plural pronoun. This contrasts with Anonymous who identifies the same form
(with a low tone) as the first person plural pronoun. (For further discussion of this
discrepency in the data, see section 4.1.1.)

(75) Mi φ.
2pl eat

a. 'You ate.'
b. 'Eat!' (=(70a) in Avolonto 1992b: 54)

Finally, in the third person plural, the imperative requires an overt subject, as is
shown in (76).

(76) Ye ηί φ.
3pl SUB eat
'They must eat.'

Note that, in contrast to nonimperative clauses, the inherent object of the verb φ 'to
eat' is not realised in imperative clauses. Compare (71), (72), (75) and (76) with other
examples involving the verb φ throughout this book (see in particular section
W2.2.2 on inherent object verbs). References on the imperative constructions, other
than those cited in the text, include Akoha (1990: 187-192, 232) and Hounkpatin
(1985: 204-219).

5.7. Conclusion

The salient features of the Fongbe tense, mood and aspect system discussed in this
chapter are as follows. The four aspectual classes (states, achievements,
accomplishments and activities) proposed on the basis of English, are also found in
Fongbe (see section 5.1). Throughout this chapter, it was shown that several tests are
available to distinguish between these four aspectual classes in Fongbe (see section
5.5). Fongbe allows for bare sentences, that is, sentences that contain no marker of
tense, mood or aspect. The temporal and aspectual interpretations of such sentences
were shown to be functions of the type of aspectual situation involved (see section
5.2). Fongbe has a finite inventory of markers, occurring between the subject and its
verb, that express tense, mood and aspect (see section 5.3). The temporal and aspectual
interpretations of clauses that contain such markers were, again, shown to be functions
of the type of aspectual situation involved. In some cases, the co-occurrence of a TMA
marker with the negation marker was shown to yield semantic interpretation data that
depart from those found in affirmative clauses (section 5.3.5). Complex tenses are
formed by the combination of various tense, mood and aspect markers (section 5.4).
Finally, there are several constructions used to express the imperative (section 5.6).
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How does Fongbe compare with other languages of the same family with respect to
this subsystem of the grammar? To the best of my knowledge, there is no complete
inventory of TMA markers available in the literature for other Gbe languages. However,
in Hazoume (1990), we find the following information. All the Gbe languages that he
examines have a phonologically null form, referred to as the perfective. (Welmers
(1973, chapter 12) discusses similar data on the basis of Yoruba and Igbo.) All Gbe
languages lexically convey the imperfective aspect; differences between the Gbe
languages in the expression of this aspect were discussed in section 5.3.4.2. All the
Gbe languages discussed in Hazoume (1990) have a definite future marker and a habitual
marker. According to the description in Wallace (1995a), the inventory of TMA markers
in Ewe is similar to the one described for Fongbe in section 5.3.1, with the exception
that Ewe lacks a marker of anteriority. Finally, the distinction between definite and
indefinite future exhibited by Fongbe is also found in other West African languages (as
per the discussion in Welmers (1973, chapter 12 and 13)). Some Niger-Congo
languages, discussed by Welmers, lexically represent several degrees of past; Gbe
languages (including Fongbe) do not overtly express such distinctions.
Detailed data on the Gungbe TMA system may be found in Aboh (1998b: 55-65, 168-
169, 192-216, 221) and in Aboh (no date). Aspect marking in Gengbe is discussed in
Lewis (1989a). A discussion of aspect in Ewe can be found in Ameka (1988). Analyses
of the tense, mood and aspect system of Fongbe may be found in Avolonto (1992a,
1992b) and Ndayiragije (2000).

Notes to chapter 5

1. Similar data are reported by Welmers (1973: 348) who remarks that, in Kpele, a
dialect of Ewe, the verb käa "does not simply mean 'see', but rather 'catch sight
of, and 'he sees it' is expressed as 'he has caught sight of it'."

2. The inventory of Fongbe TMA markers is also discussed in Anonymous
(1983: V, 2, V, 8, VII, 4, XII, 5).

3. Traditional grammars of Fongbe sometimes treat the forms lo, bo and as
TMA markers. Avolonto (1992b: 42-49) argues, however, that these forms are in
fact modifiers, and that they must be analysed as adverbs. These three forms are
thus not considered part of the TMA system of Fongbe. They will be discussed in
section 12.5.1 which deals with adverbs.

4. Both Akoha (1980: 176-178) and Hounkpatin (1985: 114-115) discuss the
adverb kd 'already', together with the form kä, that they refer to as the reel 'real'.
The form kä is glossed as pourtant 'yet/however/nevertheless'. It may co-occur
with ko, as shown in (i).

(i) £ kä kö wä.
3sg real already arrive
'Nevertheless, he has already come.' (from Hounkpatin 1985: 122)
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5. For various definitions of mood, see Crystal (1991) and Roberts (1954).
6. For an analysis of the two prospective forms in Fongbe, see Kinyalolo (1992).
7. The word order nimä is also attested by some Fongbe speakers who worked with

Anne-Marie Brousseau (p.c.).
8. One of my informants does not accept the order ma ni.
9. The definite future marker na is homophonous with the verb nä 'to give', but is

not semantically related to it.
10. Anonymous (1983: V, 5) reports that, for some speakers, the word order nakd is

also possible with a conditional interpretation.



Chapter 6
Functional categories involved in the structure of the clause

This chapter discusses the functional (and functional-like) lexical items involved in the
structure of clauses. There are forms used to conjoin clauses (see section 6.1). Some of
them also serve as complementisers introducing the tensed complements of one of the
prepositions (see section 6.2.3). Forms introducing the tensed complements of verbs of
the SAY-class, and those introducing the tensed complements of verbs of the WANT-
class are discussed in section 6.2. Fongbe has an overt nominal operator occurring in
relative clauses and in factive clauses; its properties are discussed in section 6.3. There
are two negation markers in Fongbe; the distribution of these markers is discussed in
section 6.4. Fongbe has a series of markers expressing the speaker's point of view with
respect to the proposition. These markers divide into two classes (see section 6.5).
Section 6.6 discusses the various functions of \ 'it is' in the structure of the clause.
The chapter ends with an overview of the structure of the clause.

6.1. Clausal conjunctions

Fongbe has conjunctions encoding the notions 'and', 'but' and Or', that are used to
conjoin clauses. They will be discussed in turn.

The conjunction bo 'and' is illustrated in (1).

(1) Kdku wä bo Äsibä yl.
Koku arrive and Asiba leave
'Koku arrived and Asiba left.'

The subjects of clauses conjoined by bo may have a disjoint reference, as in (1). They
may also be coreferential, as in (2).

(2) Kokui ja ätin bö $ xwegte.
Koku fall sick and 3sg be.at home
'Koku is sick and he is at home.'

When the subjects of the two conjoined clauses are coreferential, another form of the
conjunction may appear: bo. As is shown in (3), this applies throughout the paradigm
of pronominal forms. Note that, in this case, the clitic subject of the conjoined clause
is not spelled out.

(3) a. Ün, wä bo, yi.
Isg arrive and.I leave

arrived and I left.'
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b. Ä\ wä bo\ yl.
2sg arrive and.you leave
'You arrived and you left.'

c. \ wä bo\ yl.
3sg arrive and.(s)he leave
'(S)he arrived and (s)he left.'

The form W may sometimes be preceded by lo, yielding lobo 'and then'. Anonymous
(1983: IX, 1) reports a similar combination with bo, yielding lobo. My informants
accept 16b$ but not lobo. As will be seen in section 6.2.3, the lexical items bo and bo
may also serve as complementisers in some contexts.

As has been noted by Koopman (1986), in West African languages the clausal
conjunction cannot be used to conjoin NPs. As is shown by the ungrammatically of
(4), Fongbe is no exception. (For a discussion of the so-called "conjunction of NPs",
see section 3.8.)

(4) *Koku bo Äsibä
Koku and Asiba

'But' is rendered as löo or as ami), as illustrated in (5).

(5) Ün wä /ämo kö ton.
Isg come but 3sg already go.out

came but he had already gone out.'

Neither term can be used to relate two NPs.1
Finally, the concept of Or' is rendered as älo or äbi (Rassinoux 1987), or, as

identified by Akoha (1980: 333), as älo andkäbi. These forms are exemplified in (6).

(6) Ä yi ä älolkäbi ä wä äl
2sg leave Q or 2sg arrive Q
'You left or you arrived?'

These conjunctions can also relate two NPs, as we saw in section 3.8.

6.2. Complementisers

In this section, I examine the properties of complementisers and complementiser-like
forms. Forms introducing the tensed complements of verbs of the SAY- and WANT-
classes, and those introducing clauses selected by a preposition, will be discussed in
turn.2 Tenseless complements will be discussed in section 10.5.4.1.2.
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6.2.7. Forms introducing the tensed complements of verbs of the SAY-class

In Fongbe, the tensed complements of verbs of the SAY-class are introduced by φ. In
one of its functions, φ is a verb meaning 'to say', as is exemplified in (7).

(7) Ye φ \6 νίνί νίνί ηύ Sika.
3pl say word sweet sweet to Sika
"They said very sweet words to Sika.' (=(6) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

As will be seen in section 13.8, φ may also occur as the second verb of a series in the
serial verb construction. In (8), the same φ introduces a complement of verbs of the
SAY-class.

(8) Koku φ Ι φ Ι Un [φ B yi \v \.
Koku believe / say / think COMP Bayi come
'Koku believed/said/thought that Bayi came.'

Verbs of the SAY-class whose complements are introduced by φ are numerous. In
addition to the verbs in (8), they include flin 'to remember', md 'to see', tin 'to think',
s& 'to hear'.zdfl 'to order', tun 'to know',£be 'to refuse' and by$ 'to request'.
Examples from the literature are provided in Appendix ΙΠ.

In the literature, two analyses have been proposed for the form φ, as it appears in
(8). On the one hand, Kinyalolo (1993b) proposes that Fongbe φ is a serial verb which
selects a CP complement headed by a phonologically null complementiser. Hence,
under his analysis, the Fongbe THAT-type complementiser is null. On the other hand,
Lord (1976) proposes that, in some Gbe languages, including Fongbe, the serial verb
meaning 'to say' has been reanalysed as the phonological representation of a previously
phonologically null complementiser which introduces complements of verbs of the
SAY-class. Under her analysis, the form φ introducing the sentential complement in (8)
would be a THAT-type complementiser. Akoha (1990: 252) also presents an analysis
along these lines. The two analyses may be schematised as in (9a) and (9b),
respectively.

(9) a. K ku φ [φ [0 [B yf w ]]\.
Koku believe say COMP Bayi come

b. Koka φ [φ [B yi w \}.
Koku believe COMP Bayi come

As is pointed out in Lefebvre (1998a: 186-187), these two analyses are not necessarily
incompatible; they could be viewed as reflections of two competing dialects in the
synchronic lexicon of Fongbe. In this view, the representation in (9a) would correspond
to a conservative dialect, and that in (9b), to a more innovative dialect, where the serial
verb φ 'to say* has been reanalysed as the phonological manifestation of the previously
null complementiser. Tardif (2000) evaluates the arguments proposed to support these
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two competing analyses, and he proposes an analysis of φ which accounts in a unified
way for its two functions.

When the verb of the main clause is φ 'to say', it is homophonous with the form φ
introducing its complement. As we saw in section 2.4.4, there is a surface filter which
prevents two contiguous homophonous forms from being both pronounced in a given
utterance. The strictness of this general constraint varies among speakers. The sentence
in (10) exemplifies these two possibilities, with the parentheses indicating that the
second occurrence of φ is not necessarily pronounced (see also Appendix III for
additional data).

(10) Kdku φ (φ) B yi wa.
Koku say COMP Bayi come
'Koku said that Bayi came.'

As is shown in (9), φ is obligatorily pronounced in the context of other verbs. This
supports the analysis that its optionality in (10) is due to the constraint that prevents
two adjacent homophonous forms from both being pronounced in a given utterance.
Furthermore, both Akoha (1990: 252-253) and Kinyalolo (1993b) state that φ must
appear when it is separated from the main verb φ by any lexical material, as in (11).

(11) έ φ nu mi φ Sik o w .
3sg say for me say Sika DEF.FUT come
'(S)he told me that Sika will come.' (=(8a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

Additional examples are provided in Appendix III. This further supports the claim that
the optionality of φ in (10) is due to the surface constraint mentioned above.

6.2.2. Forms introducing the tensed complements of verbs of the WANT-class

In Fongbe, verbs of the WANT-class such asjlo 'to want', b 'to wish', and a small
class of stative verbs such as nyo 'to be good' are introduced by ηυ, as shown in (12)
and (13), respectively.

(12) n jlo l b Ι φ nu ni w .
Isg want / wish / say3 COMP 2sg SUB come
Ί want/wish/order you to come.'
[Lit.: Ί want/wish/order that you come.']

(13) έ nyo l j -x nu ni yl.
3sg be.good / be-wonderful COMP 2sg SUB leave
'It is good/wonderful for you to leave.'
[Lit.: 'It is good/wonderful that you leave.']
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The complements of these predicates may also be introduced by ni, as shown in (14)
and (15).

(14) Ün jlo ni ä ni wä.
Isg want COMP 2sg SUB come

want you to come.'
[Lit.: want that you come.']

(15) nyo ni ä ni yl.
3sg be.good COMP 2sg SUB leave
'It is good for you to leave.'
[Lit.: 'It is good that you leave.']

Nu and ni are mutually interchangeable in this context. According to the Fongbe
speakers with whom I did field work on this topic, the selection of either of these forms
does not affect the meaning of a sentence (compare (12) with (14), and (13) with (15)).

The form no, which serves as a complementiser in (12) and (13), also serves as a
preposition meaning 'for'. In this latter function, nu selects either NP complements, as
in (16), or purposive clausal complements, as in (17) (see also sections 7.7 and
11.1.1.4).

(16) Kdko na äson nu Äsibä.
Koku give crab for Asiba
'Koku gave some crab for Asiba.' (=(ib) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

(17) Ün ßngte kplon we nu mi na
Isg be.at Fongbe learning POST for Ipl DEF.FUT
slxu älisä.
can have conversation

am learning Fongbe so that we can have a conversation.'
(from Anonymous 1983: IX, 6)

The form ni, which serves as a complementiser in (14) and (15), also serves as an
irrealis mood marker, as shown in (18) (see section 5.3.3).

(18) Bayi wo.
Bayi SUB prepare dough
'Bayi should prepare dough.'

It thus appears that the forms nu and ni have more than one function in the Fongbe
lexicon.
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6.2.3. Forms introducing tensed complements of the preposition käkä

The lexical items W and bo, used to conjoin clauses (see section 6.1), are also used to
introduce the clausal complement of the preposition käkä 'until', as shown in (19). The
form 63 is optional in this context. In the example (19a), optionality of this form is
represented by parentheses. The coreference conditions are the same as when bo and bo
conjoin clauses, that is, there are no constraints on 63, but in this context, the subject
pronoun must be spelled out. The pronoun can be coreferential with the subject of the
main clause, as in (19a), or it can be disjoint in reference, as in (19b). In the context of
bo, there is no overt subject pronoun; the subject of the embedded clause is interpreted
as being coreferential with that of the main clause.

(19) a. Kdkui no käkä \ (W) , | je .

l *
Koku eat thing until COMP 3sg fall sick
'Koku ate until he got sick.'

b. Kdkui kän-wezim käkä (W) ·} wä.
Koku run until COMP 3sg arrive
'Koku ran until (s)he arrived.'

In (19), bö and bo appear to have the function of a complementiser rather than a
conjunction.

6.2.4. Summary

The complementisers identified in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3 are: 01 , which introduces
complements of verbs of the SAY -class; nulni, which introduces verbs of the WANT-
class; and bo/bo, which introduces the complements of käkä.* Discussions of these
forms may also be found in Akoha (1980: 211, 1990: 192-199, 274-276). Aboh
(1998a: 221-237) provides information on corresponding forms in Gungbe.

6.3. The nominal operator 4?

The form <{e, which bears a phonological high tone, appears in relative and in factive
clauses. In (20), <$ appears in relative clauses. In (20a), a subject has been relativised,
in (20b), a direct object has been relativised, and in (20c), a postpositional phrase has
been relativised.

(20) a. sunu [ ~ yi] 5
man OP-RES leave DBF
'the man who left'
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b. sunu [<&£ sib m ] 6
man OP-RES Asiba see DEF
'the man that Asiba saw'

c. x sun [φ-έ-ιαέ wfi do mldn] ό
basket OP-RES-in cat sleep sleep DEF
'the basket in which the cat slept'

In (21), φ occurs in a factive clause.

(21) W φ-έ K ku w 6 νίνί ηύ no ton.
arrive OP-RES Koku arrive DEF please for mother GEN
'The fact that Koku arrived pleased his mother.' (=(3) in Lefebvre 1994b)

As will be seen in sections 7.3 and 7.4, extractions involve resumptive pronouns. In
(20) and (21), the resumptive pronoun occurs next to φ. Due to phonological
processes, φ and the resumptive pronoun are pronounced as a sequence: [dj£-6] in (20a)
and (20c), and [dj^-e] elsewhere; thus, these sequences are often represented as [<je6] and
[djSe] in the literature. In line with the orthographic conventions adopted for this book
(see section 2.6), however, I will use the phonological representations in (20) and (21).
The resumptive pronoun is pied-piped by φ, a fact which I represent by a hyphen in
the examples.

The form φ is sometimes identified as a complementiser in the literature. Collins
(1994) and Kinyalolo (1993a) argue, however, that this morpheme is an operator rather
than a complementiser. The basis for their claim is that φ can pied-pipe lexical
material. In (20a), (20b) and (21), it pied-pipes a resumptive pronoun. In (20c), it pied-
pipes a postpositional phrase headed by ml 'in'. In (22) (based on Collins 1994), it
pied-pipes a postpositional phrase headed by ji On' (for a discussion on this type of
factive construction, see Collins 1994 and section 7.4).

(22) T v i φΐ-e-ji B yi susu ό νίνί ηύ mi.
table OP-RES-on Bayi wipe DEF please for me
"The fact that Bayi wiped the table pleases me.'

Since complementisers do not pied-pipe lexical material, whereas φ does, φ cannot be
a complementiser. The alternative is to say that it is an operator. Collins (1994) argues
further that it is a nominal operator. In (22), φ is coindexed with the noun tavo 'table'.
It cannot be coindexed with a postpositional phrase, as is shown by the
ungrammaticality of (23) (based on Collins 1994).

(23) *[tavo ji\i φι B yi susu ό νίνί ηύ mi
table on OP Bayi wipe DEF please for me

The fact that φ can be coindexed with a noun (as in (22)), but not with a
postpositional phrase (as in (23)), argues that it is a nominal operator. Types of clauses
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that make use of the nominal operator will be discussed in sections 7.3.4 and 7.4. Pied-
piping phenomena are further discussed in section 11.2.5.8.5

6.4. Negation markers

In Fongbe, there are two markers of negation: ma 'not', which has a wide distribution,
and kun, which has a more restricted one. According to Anonymous (1983: VI, 3), kun
differs from mä in the sense that it emphasises the negative force of a clause. The
distributional properties of these two markers are discussed in turn.

6.4.1. The distribution o/mä

The negation marker ma may occur in simple clauses, as in (24).

(24) Köku mä wä.
Koku NBG arrive
'Koku has not arrived.'

It may occur in yes-no questions, as in (25a), and in Wh-questions, as in (25b).

(25) a. Köku mä wä äl
Koku NBG arrive Q
'Hasn't Koku arrived?'

b. (t£) mä wf>
person which NBG come
'Who did not come?'

It may occur in imperative clauses, as in (26).

(26) a. Mä \
NBG eat INS
'Don't eat!' (with insistence)

b. K$ku ni mä wä 6\
Koku SUB NBG come INS
'Koku must not come!' (with insistence)

It also occurs in embedded clauses. The sentence in (27) shows its occurrence in a
clausal complement.

(27) KSku ami mä na \va.
Koku say LOG NBG DEF.FUT come
'Koku said (that) he will not come.'
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In (28), ma appears in a conditional clause. Note that, in (28), mä appears within the
same clause as the negative marker ä. (The negation markers mä and kun correspond to
not in English. The negative marker ä belongs to a paradigm of morphemes that give
the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition, as will be discussed in
section 6.5.3.1.) Such co-occurrences are very restricted, and they will be further
discussed below.

(28) (M) Koku mä xd äson ä, e m yi.
COMP Koku MEG buy crab PL Neg 3sg DEF.FUT leave
'If Koku does not buy the crabs, (s)he will leave.'

(=(7)indaCruzl994b)

When it occurs in conjunction with the tense, mood and aspectual markers discussed
in section 5.3, the negation marker generally precedes them, as illustrated in (29).

(29) Koku ma ni wä äxi mä.
Koku NEG SUB come market in
'Koku does not have to come to the market.'

The negation marker mä may, however, be preceded by the mood marker ni (although
not by the other markers in this paradigm), as shown in (30b). Note the effect of word
order on the interpretation of the two sentences in (30).

(30) a. Bäyi mä wo.
Bayi NEG SUB prepare dough
'Bayi does not have to prepare dough.' (=(132b) in Lefebvre 1996)

b. Bäyi ni mä wo.
Bayi SUB NEG prepare dough
'Bayi should not prepare dough.' (=(132a) in Lefebvre 1996)

Restrictions on the co-occurrence of TMA markers and the marker of negation were
discussed in section 5.3, along with the particular semantic interpretations that some
co-occurrences induce.

In the above examples, mä occurs in tensed clauses. As is pointed out in da Cruz
(1994b), ma may also occur in infinitival clauses. This is shown in (31).

(31) a. Ian ma 0)
meat NEG eat DEF
'not to eat meat' (=(29a) in da Cruz 1994b)

b. Yi ma yi (5) nyo.
leave NEG leave DEF be.good
'Not to leave is good.' (=(3la) in da Cruz 1994b)
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The morpheme mä can also occur in participial constructions. Da Cruz (1994b)
provides the sentence in (32).

(32) K$ku nä län mäbi-mäbi Kofi.
Koku give meat RE.uncook Kofi
'Koku gave Kofi uncooked meat.' (=(34) in da Cruz 1994b)

In Lefebvre (1998a: 208-211), however, it is argued that, in (32), mä is in fact the
inversive derivational prefix mä-, which is homophonous with the negation marker. As
will be discussed at length in sections 8.2.2 and 8.3, ma- is a prefix that attaches to
verbal bases (e.g. 'to believe'; mä- 'to doubt'). The derived word may be
reduplicated to form a participial adjective, as in (32). Whether ma and mä- constitute
one or two lexical entries is hard to tell on the basis of Fongbe data. There are Gbe
languages where the negation marker and the inversive prefix are phonologically
distinct, however. Ewe is such a language. In Ewe, the negation marker is me, and the
inversive prefix is ma-, as shown in (33).

(33) a. Efoe me yi d\ EWE
Efoe NBG go INS
'Efoe did not go!' (=(2) in Wallace 1995c)

b. mäbu-mäbu EWE
'without respect' (=(6b) in Wallace 1995c)

The negation marker me occurs in clauses (see Ägbedor 1995; Collins 1993) but not in
NPs, where only the inversive prefix ma- can occur (Wallace p.c.). Thus, in Ewe, it can
be argued that me and mä- constitute two distinct lexical entries with different
distributional properties. This analysis can be extended to Fongbe; that is, the negation
marker ma does not occur in NPs, but the prefix ma- does.

In summary, the negation marker ma appears in clauses, main or embedded, tensed or
infinitival; it does not occur in NPs.

6.4.2. The distribution of kun

Fongbe has another negation marker, kun, which is in complementary distribution with
ma. All the authors who have written on this lexical item agree that the distribution of
kun is very limited. According to the judgments of my informants, ma in (24) cannot
be replaced by kun. Similar judgments hold for the sentences in (25)-(31). These
judgments coincide with those in da Cruz (1994b: 99) on sentences of the same type.

The fact is that, as is pointed out in da Cruz (1994b: 94), the negation marker kun
can only occur in conjunction with the marker of insistence 6 (discussed in section
6.5). My informants also agree with this general constraint. This is consistent with the
observation made by Anonymous (1983: VI, 3) thai kun emphasises the negative force
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of a clause. Hence, kun may occur in simple clauses (provided that they also contain o),
as in (34).

(34) a. Koku kun wä 6\
Koku MEG arrive INS
'Koku has not arrived!'

b. Kdku kun xö äson \
Koku NEG buy crab PL INS
'Koku has not bought the crabs!' (=(18b) in da Cruz 1994b)

It cannot occur, however, in an interrogative clause of the type in (25), even if this
sentence did contain 6. In addition, it cannot occur in an imperative clause of the type
in (26), which contains 6. The negation marker kun can occur in complement clauses,
provided that they also contain <?, as in (35), which is similar to (27).

(35) Koku [emi kun nä wä \\
Koku say LOG NEG DEF.FUT come INS
'Koku said that he will not come!'

It does not occur in conditional clauses of the type in (28), even if were included. The
negation marker kun cannot occur in infinitival clauses of the type in (31), which
cannot contain 6, nor in participial constructions of the type in (32).

As can be seen from the above data, the distribution of kun is very limited, compared
with that of mä. Unlike mä, it requires the presence of the marker of insistence
within the clause. A more detailed explanation of the constraints on the distribution of
kun remains a topic for future research.6 The marker ä also expresses negation in
Fongbe. I analyse this marker as a negative marker (as opposed to a negation marker)
expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition. The properties
and distribution of ä are discussed in section 6.5.3.1.

6.5. Markers expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to the
proposition

Fongbe has a series of markers expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to
the proposition. These markers divide into two classes which I will refer to as class A
and class B. The markers of each class constitute a paradigm because the members of a
given class are mutually exclusive. One member of class A and one of class B may,
however, co-occur within the same clause. This argues that these markers constitute
two distinct classes. In the syntax, markers of class A and those of class B thus occupy
two distinct positions. Section 6.5.1 provides an inventory of the markers under
discussion. Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 discuss the distributional properties of class A and
class B markers, respectively.
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6.5.1. Inventory

The markers of class A and class B are identified in Table 6.1. There is one marker
which is identified as 'not classified' because its status is still ambiguous.

Table 6.1. Markers expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition

a. Markers of class A
yes-no question marker

ce interro-dubitative marker
(ϊ)έ astonishment/amazement/surprise marker
ne and <#£ presentative markers

b. Markers of class Β
negative marker

ό marker of insistence
ge restrictive marker

c. Not classified
b£ marker of insistence

As will be seen below, class A markers and class B markers have different distributional
properties. The major feature that distinguishes them is that, while the markers of class
A are restricted to root clauses, those of class B may also occur in embedded clauses.7

6.5.2. Class A markers

6.5.2.1. The yes-no question marker

The sentence final yes-no question marker is exemplified in (36).

(36) Kaku χα son Ιέ hl
Koku buy crab PL Q
'Has Koku bought the crabs?'

An utterance containing this marker may be answered with 'yes' or 'no'. This marker is
always the last morpheme of the clause in which it appears.8 It is restricted to root
clauses; the ungrammaticality of sentence (37) shows that it cannot occur in embedded
clauses.

(37) *un kanbyb φ [Koku yi ]
Isg ask COMP Koku leave Q

It may occur in a clause containing the negation marker m , yielding a negative
interrogative interpretation, as is shown in (38). A clause containing and m yields an
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interpretation where the content of the proposition is negated, as shown by the
translation of (38).

(38) Kdko m x s5n Ιέ P.
Koku NEG buy crab PL Q
'Hasn't Koku bought the crabs?' (The crabs are assumed not to have been
bought.)

According to Hazoumd (1990: 30), not all Gbe dialects have such a marker. He
reports that Gungbe and Xwedagbe encode yes-no questions by lengthening the last
vowel of the last word of the clause, and assigning it a low tone. Hence, the low tone
could be considered as the yes-no question marker. Lengthening of the vowel would
produce a support for this low tone. In this view, the difference between, say, Gungbe
and Fongbe, would be that, while in Gungbe the yes-no question marker is a low tone
with no vocalic support, in Fongbe, it is a low tone with vocalic support.

6.5.2.2. The interro-dubitative marker

The sentence-final interro-dubitative marker ce is exemplified in (39).

(39) K$ku x3 son Ιέ οέΊ
Koku buy crab PL DUB
'Has Koku (really) bought the crabs?'

The speaker who utters (39) presupposes that Koku has bought the crabs but (s)he is
asking (with doubt) for confirmation of this presupposition. The answer to the question
may be 'yes' or 'no'. As is noted by Agbidinoukoun (1991: 300), however, ce is
sometimes used for rhetorical purposes. In such cases, the speaker expects a negative
answer from the hearer. This is illustrated in the following example.

(40) Vf ίο φ md no to eel
child HAB say like.this for father DUB
'Does a child speak like this to his father?'

(from Agbidinoukoun 1991: 300)

This marker is always the last morpheme of the clause in which it appears. It is
restricted to root clauses, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (41), where it occurs
in an embedded clause.

(41) *un k nby [φ Koku wa ce]
Isg ask COMP Koku come DUB
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Unlike , ce cannot occur in a clause containing the negation marker m , as is shown
by the ungrammatically of (42).

(42) *K$ku m xd son Ιέ ce
Koku NEC buy crab PL DUB

This is attributable to the semantics of ce, which generally presupposes an affirmative
interpretation of the content of the proposition.

6.5.2.3. The astonishment/amazement/surprise marker

The marker of astonishment/amazement/surprise, which I gloss as SURP, is illustrated
in (43).9 It only appears at the end of a clause. This marker is realised as for speakers
of Abomey, and as la for speakers of Ouidah.

(43) KSku χα son Ιέ (/>?!
Koku buy crab PL SURP
'Koku bought the crabs!'

This marker is always the last morpheme of the clause in which it appears. It is
restricted to root clauses, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (44), where it occurs
in an embedded clause.

(44) *Koku φ \Asiba yi (Ofl
Koku say Asiba leave SURP

The marker of astonishment/amazement/surprise cannot occur in a clause containing the
negation marker m , as is shown in (45).10

(45) *Koku m xd son Ιέ (l)
Koku NEG buy crab PL SURP

6.5.2.4. Presentative markers

The presentative markers are ne 'there' and φ'£ 'here'. In French, they would translate as
voil and void, respectively. Recall from section 3.5 that ηέ, but not φ'£, may also
occur in nominal structures as a demonstrative term (έ)ηέ meaning 'that'. These
presentative lexical items can occur with a noun or a strong pronoun, as in (46a) and
(46b), respectively (see also Anonymous 1983, for similar data).
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(46) a. Wem ffi Ι ηέ.
paper here / there
'Here/there is some paper.'

b. Νγέ φ.
me here
'Here I am.'

c. Ηινέ ηέ.
you there
'There you are.'

Note that they occur in a clause-final position, as in (47). Any other word order would
yield ungrammatical sentences.

(47) Kdku φ no φ Ι ηέ.
Koku eat thing here / there
'Here/there, Koku ate.'

They are excluded from embedded clauses, as is shown by the ungrammaticality
of(48).n

(48) * sib φ [Kdk φ ηύ φ3 / ηέ]
Asiba say Koku eat thing here / there

Νέ, but not φ£, may occur in clauses containing the negation marker m , as in (49). I
have no explanation for this difference between the two morphemes.

(49) Koku ma φ ηύ ηέ Ι
Koku MEG eat thing there / here
"There/*here, Koku did not eat.'

From a semantic point of view, φ£ and ηέ share properties with class A markers in
that they give the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition. They differ
from these markers, however, in the fact that, as is shown in (46), the clause that
contains them may be verbless. Since they do occur with strong pronouns (see (46b)),
but not with clitics, these forms cannot be analysed as verbs. Much more work needs to
be done on these two lexical entries before their exact status can be determined.

6.5.2.5. Summary

All class A markers share a number of properties. First, from a semantic point of view,
they form a unified class, in that they all express the speaker's point of view with
respect to the proposition. Second, they are always the last element of the sentence they
appear in, which suggests that they occupy the same syntactic position. Third, all of
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these markers are restricted to root clauses, and excluded from embedded clauses. Fourth,
they are mutually exclusive, a fact which argues for the claim that they are in a
paradigmatic relationship.

6.5.3. Class B markers

6.5.3.1. The negative marker

By using ä, the speaker states that (s)he disagrees with the content of the proposition,
as is illustrated in (50).

(50) K$ku xo äson ä.
Koku buy crab PL Neg
'Koku did not buy the crabs.' ('It is not the case that Koku bought the
crabs.') (=(2) in da Cruz 1994b)

Fongbe speakers have difficulty expressing the semantic difference between a clause
containing the negation marker mä and a clause containing the negative marker ä.
However, while mä appears to negate the content of a proposition in much the same
way as English not does (e.g. 'John has not arrived'), ä appears to express the speaker's
disagreement with the content of the proposition (e.g. 'It is not the case that John has
arrived').

In contrast to the markers of class A, this marker may occur in embedded clauses, as
is shown in (51).

(51) Ün [Koku W3 a].
Isg say Koku arrive Neg

said that Koku has not arrived.'
[Lit.: said that it is not the case that Koku has arrived.']

Furthermore, it may occur within the same clause as a class A marker. In (52), ä co-
occurs with co, yielding a negative interro-dubitative interpretation. The co-occurrence
of ä and ce in (52) presupposes that Koku has not arrived, and that confirmation of the
truth value of the proposition is being asked for. (See also Agbidinoukoun 1991: 301,
for similar data.)

(52) K$ku wä ä col
Koku arrive Neg DUB
'Hasn't Koku arrived?'
[Lit.: 'Is it not the case that Koku has arrived?']

The negative marker ä may occur within the same clause as the yes-no question marker
ä if these two markers are separated by lexical material. This is illustrated in (53).
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(53) Koku xo äson ä äl
Koku buy crab PL Neg it.is Q
'Hasn't Koku bought the crabs?' (=(12a) in da Cruz 1994b)

The marker ä cannot be adjacent to the yes-no question marker ä, as shown by the
ungrammaticality of (54).

(54) *Köku wä s$ ä ä
Koku come yesterday Neg Q
[Lit.: 'Didn't Koku come yesterday?']

There is a general constraint, observed in the language, which prevents two adjacent
homophonous morphemes from being both pronounced in a single utterance (see
section 2.6). The marker ä may also occur within the same clause as the presentative
marker 'there', as in (55).

(55) Koku x$ äson ä .
Koku buy crab PL Neg there
'There (is the sign that) Koku has not bought the crabs.'

(=(21)indaCruzl994b)

It does not occur with 9 'here'. The fact that the negative marker (from class B) may
occur within the same clause as a member of a class A marker, argues for the claim that
the markers in Table 6. 1 divide into two classes, each occupying a different position in
the clause structure.

Another fact about ä is that its co-occurrence with the marker of negation ma is very
limited. For example, mä and ä cannot both occur within a simple clause, as is shown
by the ungrammaticality of (56).

(56) *K$ku mä äson ä
Koku NEG buy crab PL Neg (=(6) in da Cruz 1994b)

This should not come as a surprise, since both lexical items are semantically similar.
As is pointed out in da Cruz (1994b: 73), however, there is one context in which mä
and ä may co-occur. This context involves conditional clauses, as is illustrated in (57)
(=(28)).

(57) (M) Koku mä äson ä, nä yi.
COMP Koku NEG buy crab PL Neg 3sg DEF.FUT leave
'If Koku does not buy the crabs, (s)he will leave.'

(=(7)indaCruzl994b)

According to my informants, mä cannot be removed from the sentence in (57), but ä
can. When ä is removed, however, the determiner 5 has to appear, as is shown in (58).
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(58) (M) Kdku roa τα son Ιέ 6, έ n yl
COMP Koku NBG buy crab PL DEF 3sg DEF.FUT leave
'If Koku does not buy the crabs, (s)he will leave.'

Apparently, there is no semantic difference between (57) and (58). The fact that there is
no difference in meaning between the two structures in (57) and (58) has yet to be
explained.12

6.5.3.2. The markers of insistence

There are two markers of insistence in Fongbe: ό and bo. The marker ό entails the
presupposition that the speaker and the hearer disagree. The sentence in (59) can only be
uttered in the context where the hearer does not want to go/leave.

(59) YJ o\
go INS
'Go!'

There are restrictions on the use of ό in affirmative clauses. For example, 6 cannot
appear in a non-negative sentence, such as (60).

(60) *<? yi 6
[Lit.: 'He has left.']

Da Cruz (1994b: 74) points out that 6 may occur in non-negative sentences only when
they are imperative. The clause in (59) is an imperative clause. The clause in (61)
constitutes another type of imperative construction.

(61) Kdku ni x3 son Ιέ 6\
Koku SUB buy crab PL INS
'Koku must buy the crabs!' (with insistence) (=(8a) in da Cruz 1994b)

The fact is that the marker ό generally occurs in clauses containing the negation marker
m , as in (62), or the negation marker kon, as was illustrated in (34).

(62) M xd son Ιέ 6\
MEG buy crab PL INS
'Don't buy the crabs!' (with insistence) (=(27) in da Cruz 1994b)

Because 6 generally occurs in negative contexts, it is often assumed in the literature
that 6 (like £) is a negative marker (see Agbedor 1995, for Ewe; and Hounkpatin 1985
and Segurola 1963, for Fongbe). On the basis of the fact that 6 can occur in non-
negative clauses, as shown in (59) and (61), da Cruz (1994b: 85) concludes that ό is not
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a negative marker, but rather a marker of insistence. While ä denies the content of a
proposition, insists on it. Da Cruz (1994b: 98) further claims that the marker 6 and
the marker ä are in a paradigmatic relationship. Support for his claim comes from the
fact that they are mutually exclusive, that is, 6 cannot occur in a clause containing ä.
Furthermore, 6 and ä have the same distribution. Like ä (see (50)), 6 may occur in a
matrix clause (see (62)). Like ä (see (57)), may occur in an embedded clause, as
shown in (63).

(63) Ün jlo [ mä yi ].
Isg want COMP 3sg NBG go INS
41 want him not to go.'

So far, we have established that ä and are in a paradigmatic relationship. In (53), we
saw that the negative marker ä may occur within the same clause as the yes-no question
marker ä. Since is in the same paradigm as ä, we would expect to occur in clauses
containing the yes-no question marker ä. This is not the case, however, as is shown by
the ungrammaticality of (64).

(64) *e mä yi o ä
3sg NBG go INS Q

The ungrammaticality of (64) is expected, however, under the analysis that is a
marker of insistence. While it is possible to interpret a negative-interrogative question,
as in (53), it is not possible to both question and insist on the content of a proposition,
hence the ungrammaticality of (64). For similar reasons, cannot occur with other
class A markers. Since may occur in embedded clauses (see (63)) like the other class

markers, and in contrast to the markers of class A, it must be a class marker.
The form bo was also identified as a marker of insistence. In contrast to , bo entails

the presupposition that the speaker and the hearer agree on the content of the
proposition. For example, (65) can only be uttered in the context where the hearer is
about to eat, and the speaker is in fact inviting him/her to do so.

(65) Du no bo\
eat thing INS
'Eat!'

In contrast to <?, bo is excluded from clauses containing a marker of negation. The
marker bo is mutually exclusive with the markers of class A and, like these markers, it
is excluded from embedded clauses. Considering the distribution of bo, it is not clear
whether it should be analysed as a class B or a class A marker, hence its unspecified
status in Table 6.1. The properties of this marker have to be studied in more detail
before its status in the structure of the Fongbe clause can be determined more precisely.
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6.5.3.3. The restrictive marker

The lexical item ge. is referred to as a restrictive marker (see e.g. da Cruz 1994b); it is
glossed as REST, and it best translates in English as 'even'. As is pointed out by
da Cruz (1994b: 81), this lexical item only occurs in clauses containing the negation
marker m .

(66) Koku m x son Ιέ gέ.
Koku NBG buy crab PL REST
'Koku has not even bought the crabs.' (=(5c) in da Cruz 1994b)

As per da Cruz (1994b: 80), ge is mutually exclusive with ό and , as shown in (67)
and (68), respectively.

(67) *K ku m xd son Ιέ ό gέ
Koku NEG buy crab PL INS REST (=(20b) in da Cruz 1994b)

(68) *K ko m x son Ιέ gέ
Koku NEG buy crab PL Neg REST (=(19c)indaCruz 1994b)

Because ge is mutually exclusive with 6 and , da Cruz (1994b: 80-81) proposes that it
is in a paradigmatic relationship with these markers. This claim is supported by two
facts. First, like the other markers of class B, gέ can occur in embedded clauses, as
shown in (69).

(69) n φ [K M m x son Ιέ ge].
Isg say Koku NEG buy crab PL REST
Ί said that Koku has not even bought the crabs.'

Second, as other markers of class B, gέ may appear within the same clause as a class A
marker. In (70), the class A marker is ηέ.

(70) Koku m x son Ιέ ge ηέ.
Koku NEG buy crab PL REST there
"There (is the sign that) Koku has not even bought the crabs.'

According to my informants, ηέ is the only marker of class A with which ge may
appear. This may be attributed to semantic restrictions.

6.5.3.4. Class B markers: Summary

The markers (negative), ό (insistence) and gέ (restrictive) share a number of
properties. First, from a semantic point of view, they form a unified class for they all
express the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition. Second, these three
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markers may occur in embedded clauses. Third, they are mutually exclusive, a fact
which argues for the claim that they are in a paradigmatic relationship. What is the
position of these markers in the clause structure? Since some class B markers occur
with some class A markers, class B markers must occur in a position which is distinct
from that of class A markers. In the syntactic tree, the position of class B markers must
be lower than that of class A markers, because class B markers are always in the scope
of class A markers when one of each appears within a given clause.

6.5.4. Summary

There are two classes of markers expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to
the proposition. These two classes are distinguished on the basis of distributional
properties, and on the possibility of co-occurrence of one member of each class within
the same clause. Class B markers are in the scope of class A markers. The positions of
these markers in the clause structure are discussed in da Cruz (1994b) and in Lefebvre
(1998a: 211-217). Information on these markers is also available in Akoha
(1980: 187-189, 205-206, 1990: 164-179), and Hounkpatin (1985: 139-144). Aboh
(1998a: 67-69, 319-324) contains information on corresponding lexical items in
Gungbe.

6.6. The form \νέ 'it is'

The form we, which best translates as 'it is', has several functions in Fongbe. It
appears in the imperfective construction (discussed in section 5.3.4.2); typically, it
appears in cleft constructions; it also appears in subject position, where it bears a high
tone (as we). Finally, it is a functional category in the structure of the clause. These
various functions of we are described in section 6.6.1. Section 6.6.2 further discusses
the distribution of w£ as it occurs in the clause structure.

6.6.1. The various functions ofv/έ

6.6.1.1. W£ in the imperfective construction

In section 5.3.4.2, we saw that wa has a role to play in the imperfective construction.

(71) Koku φ [[πύ φ]
Koku be.at thing eating POST
'Koku is eating.'

We saw that, in this context, φ 'to be at' selects a phrase headed by we, which selects
a nominalised VP. In (71), we is glossed as POST (postposition). This is because, in
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this context, it is not clear what \νέ means. Kinyalolo (1992: 39) has the following
comment on ινέ occurring in this context: "As for \νέ, its categorial status is
unknown. Native speakers cannot say with certainty what the meaning of \νέ is."
Furthermore, as has been pointed out in section 5.3.4.2, other Gbe languages such as
Ewe use the postposition meaning 'in' in this context. In the other contexts where it
occurs, w£ is best glossed as 'it.is'.

6.6.1.2. We in cleft constructions

Typically, wl occurs with clefted constituents. In (72a), it occurs with a nominal
predicate in a truncated cleft13; in (72b), with a clefted noun phrase; in (72c), with a
clefted predicate; and in (72d), with a clefted causal clause (the properties of cleft
constructions are discussed in section 7.3.2). The clefted phrase is assigned a contrastive
interpretation.

(72) a. A tin \νέ.
tree it.is
'It is a tree.' (from Hounkpatin 1985: 186)

b. Masa vi Ιέ \νέ w .
Masse child PL it.is arrive
'It is the people of Masse who have arrived.'

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 218)
c. Lon we" sunu 6 Ion.

jump it.is man DEF jump
'It is jump that the man did.' (not, e.g., run away)

d. Do to c£ ku wutu we, ύη yi Gfexwe.
cause father my dead cause it.is, Isg go Ouidah
'It is because my father died that I went to Ouidah.' (not, e.g., because
my brother had a baby) (from Anonymous 1983: IX, 7)

In section 4.5, we saw that Wh-questions are cleft constructions, and that the Wh-
phrase is usually followed by we.14

6.6.1.3. We in subject position

The form we (possibly a contraction of e we) may occur in the subject position of a
clause, provided that it has an antecedent within that clause. The morpheme we
occurring in subject position is glossed as 'it.is' and is translated as 'this'. In (73), the
antecedent is a topicalised NP.
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(73) a. Koku sin toon (6\ we zon to e wä too £.
Koku OBJ sickness DEF it.is cause COMP 3sg do work Neg
'The sickness of Koku, this caused that he did not work.'

b. K$ku sin wiwä (6\ wi zon to Äsibä yl
Koku OBJ arrival DEF it.is cause COMP Asiba leave
"The arrival of Koku, this caused that Asiba has left.'

In (74), the antecedent is a factive clause.

(74) Wä (je- Koku wä 6, we tin to Asiba yl
arrive OP-RES Koku arrive DEF it.is cause COMP Asiba leave
'The fact that Koku has arrived, this caused that Asiba has left.'

6.6.1.4. The clausal \

As has been noted many times, wä may also occur as a functional category in the
clause structure, as in (75).

(75) a. Mi ko won wä.
You already forget it.is
'It is that you have already forgotten.' (from Anonymous 1983: II, 3)

b. £ ä wä äl
3sg eat thing Neg it.is Q
'Is it that (s)he has not eaten?' (from Hounkpatin 1985: 147)

In Lefebvre (1992a), it is pointed out that the major difference between the data in (72)
and those in (75) is that, while in the former the constituent headed by wä is assigned a
contrastive interpretation, in the latter, there is no contrastive interpretation. The
contrastive interpretation of the sentences in (72) follows from the fact that the
constituent headed by wä has been clefted. In (75), however, the constituent headed by
wa has not been clefted; wä is simply part of the structure of the clause. As such, it
can occur either in a matrix clause, as in (76a), or in an embedded clause containing a
lexical complementiser, as in (76b).

(76) a. SonU 6 gbä moid 6 wa.
man DEF destroy car DEF it.is
'It is that the man destroyed the car.' (=(3a) in Lefebvre 1992a)

b. KSku lin [ Äsibä &ä motö o wä].
Koku think COMP Asiba destroy car DEF it.is
'Koku thinks that it is that Asiba destroyed the car.'

(=(3b) in Lefebvre 1992a)
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The presence of w in this context simply indicates that new information—that is,
information that is not already known by all of the participants—is being reported on.
The next section further describes the distribution of wa as it occurs in such contexts
(see(75H76)).

6.6.2. The properties of clausal

Clausal we may occur with the negative marker ä, a class B marker. There are two
surface positions for we with respect to the negative marker. W£ may follow it, as in
(77), or it may precede it, as in (78). Note the difference in interpretation between (77)
and (78). When wa occurs on the right side of ä (see (77)), it has scope over the whole
clause, including the subject. When it occurs on the left side of ä (see (78)), it has
scope over the lower portion of the clause: the verb and its object(s).

(77) Sünü fin moto 5 ä we.
man DBF steal car DEF Neg it.is
'It is that the man did not steal the car.' (new information: the man did
not steal the car) (=(19) in Lefebvre 1992a)

(78) Sunu fin moto 6 wä ä.
man DEF steal car DEF it.is Neg
"The man did not steal the car.' (new information: the car was not stolen)

(=(20) in Lefebvre 1992a)

Clausal w may also occur in a clause containing a class A marker, as is illustrated
in (79).

(79) Koku we äl
Koku eat thing it.is Q
'Is it that Koku ate?' (new information: Koku ate)

The contrast in grammaticality between (79) and (80) shows that, when wa co-occurs
with a class A marker, it has to precede it.

(80) *K$ku ä we
Koku eat thing Q it.is

Furthermore, when wa immediately precedes a class A marker, it has scope over the
whole event denoted by the clause, including the subject, as can be seen from the
translation of (79). Finally, wa can occur between a class B and a class A marker. In
this case too, it has scope over the whole event denoted by the clause, including the
subject, as is shown in (81).
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(81) Koku xo ason /e we l
Koku buy crab PL Neg it.is Q
'Hasn't Koku bought the crabs?'
[Lit.: 'Is it the case that Koku did not buy the crabs?']

(=(12a) in da Cruz 1994b)

There thus appear to be two surface positions for we\ one before class B markers, and
one after class B markers and before class A markers. These are schematised in (82).

(82) a. ...wa class B marker
b. class B marker we class A marker

When we precedes the class B marker, as in (82b), it is assigned a narrow scope
interpretation (see (78)); when it follows the class B marker and precedes a class A
marker, it has a wide scope interpretation (see (77), (79) and (81)). Note, however, that
there can be only one occurrence of we within a given clause. Another fact about
clausal we is that it does not occur in infinitival clauses. In (83), we can only be
related to the matrix clause. It cannot be interpreted as part of the infinitival
complement.

(83) KSku jlo [na fin moid o] we.
Koku want DEF.FUT steal car DEF it.is
'It is that Koku wants to steal the car.' (new information: Koku wants to
steal the car/#the car will be stolen)

In the examples above, clausal we introduces new information. With this function,
w£ is in a paradigmatic relationship with the definite clausal determiner 6, which refers
to old or known information; compare (84) with (81).

(84) Kdko xo son Ιέ 6_ Χ!
Koku buy crab PL Neg DEF Q
'Hasn't Koku bought the crabs?' (as expected, he would not buy them)

(=(12b)indaCruzl994b)

The distribution of the determiner ό occurring in the clause structure will be extensively
discussed in chapter 15. It will be shown that, as a clausal determiner, 6 can occur in
the same two positions as clausal we.

Finally, when w£ has scope over the whole clause, including the subject, the subject
can be definite or indefinite, as is shown in (85).15 (Similar data are provided in da Cruz
1994b: 75.)
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(85) SunO ό Ι φ fin notb 6 we.
man DBF / IND steal car DBF Neg it.is
'It is not the case that the/a man stole the car.' (new information: the/a
man did not steal the car)

When it has restricted scope, the object can be definite or indefinite.

(86) Sunu 6 fin moid 6 l (je \νέ .
man DEF steal car DEF / IND it.is Neg
'It is not the case that the man stole the/a car.' (new information: the/a
car was not stolen)

These facts will become more important as we see, in chapter 15, that definiteness
effects are crucial in licensing the clausal determiner o.

6.7. Conclusion

Fongbe has two clausal conjunctions: the form bo, used to conjoin clauses whose
subjects are either coreferential or disjoint in reference, and the form bo, used to conjoin
clauses whose subjects are coreferential only. When bo is used, the subject of the
second clause is not spelled out. These elements also serve as complement!sers
introducing the complements of the preposition k k 'until'. Complements of verbs of
the SAY-class are introduced by 0 or φ 'to say'. The use of a verb meaning 'to say' to
introduce such complements is a widespread phenomenon in West African languages.
The forms introducing the complements of the WANT-class are no and nf. Nu also
serves as a preposition, and τα. as an irrealis marker. Fongbe has an overt nominal
operator φ, a rather rare phenomenon in the languages of the world, but a common one
in Gbe languages. There are two negation markers: m , the general marker, and kun,
which has a more restricted distribution. Fongbe exhibits two classes of markers
expressing the speaker's point of view with respect to the proposition. Finally, the
form \νέ 'it is' was shown to have several functions in the Fongbe grammar. Among
its various functions, we plays a role in the clause structure, where it is used to
introduce new information. Discussions of functional categories involved in the
structure of the clause may also be found in Ndayiragije (2000) for Fongbe, Aboh
(1998a) for Gungbe, and Ameka (1990,1991) for Ewe.

Notes to chapter 6

1. Anonymous (1983) also identifies the morpheme ka as meaning 'but' in (i).
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(i) Ün wä, e kä ko ton.
Isg come 3sg already go.out

came but he had already left.' (from Anonymous 1983: IX, 2)

Note that kä occurs between the subject and the verb of the second clause.
According to my informants, kä does not mean 'but'. Furthermore, this
morpheme can be removed from (i) without modifying the basic meaning of the
clause. Finally, my informants accept the co-occurrence of a form meaning 'but',
and of kä, as in (ii).

(ü) Ün wä /ämö e kä ko ton.
Isg come but 3sg already go.out

came but he had already left.'

I thus conclude that kä does not mean 'but'. For further discussion of this
morpheme, see section 5.3.

2. In the theoretical framework adopted here, heads select complements. In this
view, verbs select the complementisers which introduce their complements.
Likewise, complementisers select IPs as their complements. Tenseless
complementisers select tenseless IPs; tensed complementisers select tensed IPs,
and so on.

3. The combination of 'to say' and nu yields the interpretation 'to order'.
4. The complementisers discussed in this section are generally assumed to head the

projection CP, as is schematically represented in (i).

(i) CP

C'
\

IP

nulni
bo/bo

5. According to Collins' (1994), the operator $? is base generated in the specifier
position of CP, as is schematically represented in (i).

(i)
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6. Recent studies on Kwa languages propose that the negation markers are the head
of the projection NEGP (e.g. da Cruz 1994b, for Fongbe; Ägbedor 1995 and
Collins 1993, for Ewe). As head of NEGP, markers of the ma type in Fongbe are
not expected to occur within NPs. This is borne out by the Fongbe data discussed
in this section. On the basis of the fact that ma is in complementary distribution
with kun, da Cruz (1994b) also analyses kun as the head of NEGP. This is
schematically represented in (i).

(i) NEGP

NEG'

NEG
mä/kun

7. As can be seen from Table 6.1, these markers express notions such as 'to
question something', 'to be amazed/surprised at something', etc. In English,
these notions are expressed by using performative verbs, whereas in other
languages such as Korean, they are rendered by functional lexical items (see
Cinque 1999). These markers may also express the speaker's insistence with
respect to the content of the proposition. In languages like English, these types
of notions are rendered by adverbs, whereas in other languages such as Korean,
they are rendered by functional lexical items (see Cinque 1999). Fongbe appears
to be like Korean in that it expresses the notions referred to above by means of
functional lexical items. Generative linguists who have written about these
Fongbe lexical items all consider them to be functional heads. More traditional
work on the language does not include these lexical items as part of the lexicon
(e.g. dictionaries). In traditional work on the language, the lexical items listed in
Table 6.1 are referred to as grammatical morphemes. Cinque (1999) proposes
that, in languages of the Korean type, the markers expressing the point of view
of the speaker are the head of various functional mood projections (e.g. speech
act MOODP, evidential MOODP, evaluative MOODP). In Lefebvre (1998a: 220), it
is proposed that class A markers head a projection MOODP and that class B
markers head a projection MOODP2, lower than MOODPi in the clause structure.

8. Delafosse (1894: 61-62) provides examples where the yes-no question marker
occurs in clause initial position (e.g.A ye wal 'Have they arrived?'). For all the
informants I worked with, the yes-no question marker is clause final.
Furthermore, they have never heard a clause initial yes-no question marker.
Moreover, the literature I reviewed on the topic reports no data of the type
reported by Delafosse.

9. This marker is also attested in Delafosse (1894: 7).
10. One informant accepts (45), provided that the clause and the marker of surprise

are separated by a pause.
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11. In very specific contexts, however, it is possible to find £ in an embedded
clause, as illustrated in the text in Appendix II.

12. In Appendix II, there is one example showing that mä and ä can also co-occur in
a relative clause.

13. The data in (i) show that (72a) is a truncated cleft.

(i) Ätin wa (6 nyi).
tree it.is 3sg be
'It is a tree (that it is).' (=(i) in Lefebvre 1992a)

14. Several analyses have been proposed for \ occurring in this context. For
example, Ndayiragije (1993b) analyses it as the head of CP. Law—Lefebvre
(1995) see it as a determiner selecting the various types of phrases in (72).

15. Lefebvre (1992a) discusses some defmiteness (of the arguments) effects on the
distribution of we. On the basis of more field work, however, it appears that
these effects were the reflection of interference with another construction. Thus,
wa may appear in a clause where the arguments of the verb (subject or object)
are either definite or indefinite.





Chapter 7
Clause structures

This chapter examines the clause structures of the language. Copular (and copular-like)
structures and complement clause structures are discussed in section 7.1 and section 7.2,
respectively. Clause structures involving Wh-movement (topic, cleft, Wh-question and
relative clause structures) are described in section 7.3. Factive, causal, temporal,
purposive, conditional and concessive clauses are discussed in the remainder of the
sections. Of particular interest in this chapter are the facts pertaining to the distribution
of resumptive pronouns in clause structures involving Wh-movement and
subject/object asymmetries (see section 7.3), and data involving verb-doubling
phenomena (see sections 7.3.2, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6).

7.1. Copular structures

In addition to wa 'it is' (discussed in section 6.6), which may be seen to have copular
properties, there are three copular lexical entries in Fongbe: nyi 'to be', φ 'to be at'
and tin 'to exist'. The structures containing each of these lexical items will be discussed
in turn.

7.7.7. Structures containing nyi 'to be'

The lexical item nyi 'to be' relates an NP to a subject. The structures containing nyi are
predicative or equative.

In predicative structures, the NP related to the subject denotes a property of the
subject and it is non-referential. The sentences in (1H3) constitute typical examples of
such structures for some informants. (Variation among speakers will be discussed
below.)

(1) a. Koku nyi mesi
Koku be teacher good
'Koku is a good teacher.'

b. Koku nyi gblto kpevi.
Koku be human short
'Koku is a short human.'

(2) a. Koku nyi gbeto.
Koku be human
'Koku is a human.'
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b. Nyibo nyi känlin.
cow be animal
'Cows are animals.'

(3) a. Koku nyi Mono.
Koku be glutton
'Koku is a glutton.'

b. Koku nyi ak\ven5.
Koku be rich
'Koku is a rich person.'

Note that in the examples in (3), ädond and akwend bear the nominal attributive suffix
-no (discussed in section 8.2.1.2).

The structures containing nyi may also be equative. In contrast to the predicative
structures above, in equative structures, the NP related to a subject by nyi is referential.
The sentences in (4) and (5) are typical equative structures for some speakers.

(4) a. Koku nyi n$vi c£.
Koku be sibling my
'Koku is my sibling.'

b. Koku nyi xontdn cb.
Koku be friend my
'Koku is my friend.'

(5) a. Ün (nd) nyi Afiavi.
Isg HAB be Afiavi
'lam Afiavi.'

b. Nyonu nyi Äsibä.
gkl DEM DBF be Asiba
'That girl is Asiba.'

Equative structures containing nyi may involve a possessed NP, as is illustrated in (6)
and (7).

(6) Wema elo 6 nyi ndvi <£ tan.
book DEM DEF be sibling my GEN
This book is my sibling's.'

(7) nyi towe I c£.
3sg be 2sg:POSS / lsg:POSS

a. 'It is yours/mine.'
b. 'It is for you/for me.'

Some speakers do not find the structure shown in (1H6) very natural, when matrix
clauses are involved. For this second group of speakers, however, the structures in (1)-
(6) are perfectly natural when they are embedded under a verb of the class of 'to say', as
is shown in (8).
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(8) sib φ K ku nyi mesi <[ gbe.
Asiba say Koku be teacher good
'Asiba said that Koku is a good teacher.'

When matrix clauses are involved, this second group of speakers prefers a structure
where the NP occurring after nyi in (1H6) has been clefted (see section 7.3.2), as in (9)
(compare with (lb)) and (10) (compare with (7)).

(9) Gbeto hwesin ννέ, Koku nyi.
human small it.is Koku be
'It is a small human that Koku is.'

(10) Ν$νί ώ ton ννέ, wem 615 6 nyi.
sibling my GEN it.is book DEM DBF be
'It is my sibling's that this book is.'

Topicalisation (discussed in section 7.3.1) may also be involved in predicative and
equative structures containing nyi 'to be'. In this case, the sentences may be truncated,
since both έ nyi and ye nyi are optionally pronounced, as is indicated by the parentheses
in the examples below.2 The sentences in (11) and (12) illustrate this phenomenon for
predicative and equative structures, respectively.

(11) a. KSku 6, gteto \νέ (έ nyi).
Koku DEF human it.is 3sg be
'Koku, it is a human that he is.'

b. Nyibu Ιέ 6, k nlin \νέ (ye nyi).
cow PL DEF animal it.is 3pl be
'Cows, it is animals that they are.'

(12) Nyonu em o, Asib wa (e nyi).
girl DEM DEF Asiba it.is 3sg be
'That girl, it is Asiba that she is.'

The sentences in (13) show similar data for structures involving a possessed NP.

(13) a. Wema 616 o, n$vi c& ton \νέ (e nyi).
book DEM DEF sibling my GEN it.is 3sg be
'This book, it is my sibling's that it is.'

b. T we Ι ώ \νέ (e nyi).
2sg:POSS / lsg:POSS it.is 3sg be
'It is yours/mine that it is.'

For some speakers, the structures in (11H13) are on a par with those in (1X6) as far
as naturalness is concerned. Other speakers much prefer the structures in (l 1H13) over
those in (l)-(6) when matrix clauses are involved.
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So far, predicative and equative structures have been distinguished only on the basis
of the semantic properties of the NP related to the subject by nyi: in predicative
structures, the NP related to the subject denotes a property of the subject and is non-
referential, whereas in equative structures, the NP related to the subject is referential.
The following syntactic test confirms the distinction between predicative and equative
structures making use of nyi. In predicative structures, the NP is questioned by nu te
'which thing/what', whereas in equative structures, it is questioned by mi te 'which
person/who'. While 'what' refers to a property (and not to an individual), 'who' refers
to an individual (and not to a property). This is illustrated in (14) and (15), respectively.
As is pointed out by Le"ger (p.c.), the NP predicate in (14a) may be questioned by 'what'
as in (14b), and the reply to the question in (14b) may be the sentence in (14a). The NP
predicate in (14a) could not be questioned by 'who'.

(14) a. K ku nyi su c[ gb .
Koku be husband good
'Koku is a good husband.' (from Loger p.c.)

b. Nu ίέ3 ννέ Koku nyil
thing which it.is Koku be
'What is Koku?' (from Loger p.c.)

In contrast, in equative structures, the NP predicate in (15a) has to be questioned by
'who', as is shown in (15b), and the reply to the question in (15b) may be a sentence of
the type in (15a). The NP predicate in (15a) could not be questioned by 'what'.

(15) a. K ku nyi Asib sin su.
Koku be Asiba OBJ husband
'Koku is the husband of Asiba.' (from L6ger p.c.)

b. Με Ιέ \νέ Koku nyi 7
person which it.is Koku be
'Who is Koku?' (from Leger p.c.)

The results of this formal test thus further support the distinction between predicative
and equative structures involving nyi. As is pointed out by Loger (p.c.), the data show
that nyi may indeed participate in both predicative and equative structures. This is
counter to the claim in Ndayiragije (1993a: 57-75) according to whom nyi can
participate in predicative structures, but not in equative ones.

Nyf also participates in the verbal passive construction discussed in section 10.4.5.1.
As is exemplified in (16), in this structure the nominalised verb is related to its subject
by nyi.

(16) Ανά ό nyi wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be creased
'The loincloth has been creased.' (by someone)

(=(la) in Brousseau 1998: 126)
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As will be seen below, the adjectival passive structure requkes φ 'to be at' instead of
nyi 'to be'. This is in line with the claim that nyi can only relate lexical items that are
nouns to their subject. Genuine adjectives (discussed in section 12.1.2) cannot be
related to a subject by nyi. This is shown by the ungrammatically of (17).

(17) *K$ku nyi y y l ny ny
Koku be simple / bad

Postpositional phrases (be they locative, comitative or benefactive) also cannot be
related to their subject by nyi, as is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (18).

(18) *wama 6 nyi t v ji
book DEF be table on

The grammaticality of the sentences where nyi relates an NP to its subject, and the
ungrammaticality of the sentences where nyi relates an adjective or a postpositional
phrase to a subject, show that only nominal predicates can be related to a subject by nyi
'to be'. As will be seen in section 7.1.2, adjectival and postpositional phrases are
related to their subject by φ 'to be at'.

7.7.2. Structures containing djb 'to be at'

The lexical entry φ 'to be at' cannot relate an NP to its subject. This is shown by the
ungrammaticality of the sentence in (19).

(19) *Koku φ mesi
Koku be.at teacher good

The fact is that φ relates only non-nominal predicates to their subject. The reason for
this is that φ is semantically locative in space, state and time.

In (20), φ relates a locative spatial postpositional phrase to its subject.

(20) Wema 6 φ t v ji.
book DEF be.at table on
'The book is on the table.'

Several examples of this type are provided in sections 11.1 and 11.2. In section 11.1,
it is further shown that the lexical item φ also serves as a locative preposition
meaning 'at'.

In (21), the lexical item φ 'to be at' participates in the formation of the imperfective
aspect. Recall from section 5.3.4.2 that Fongbe has a locative expression of the
progressive, where φ selects a postpositional phrase headed by we, as in (21).
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(21) Kdku φ wiw
Koku be.at arriving POST
'Koku is arriving.'
[Lit.: 'Koku is at arriving.']

The lexical item φ may also combine with φΐιύη 'like' yielding the meaning 'to be
like', as is illustrated in (22).4

(22) Koku φ to ton
Koku be.at father GEN like
'Koku is like his father.'

The lexical item φ 'to be at' may relate a predicate consisting of a genuine adjective
(see section 12.1.2) to its subject, as is illustrated in (23).

(23) Kdko φ 4 gte Ι φχό.
Koku be.at good / important
'Koku is good/important.'

Accordingly, φ participates in adjectival passive constructions, as is illustrated in (24)
and (25).

(24) Ανά ό φ wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be.at creased
'The loincloth is creased.' (=(lb) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

(25) H$n 6 φ htinhun I suso.
door DEF be.at opened / closed
'The door is opened/closed.'

Adjectival passives will be discussed in section 10.4.5.2.
The lexical item φ may situate an event in time, as is illustrated in (26).

(26) Hwt nO e k φ & έ φ sd.
when 3sg be.at RES 3sg be.at tomorrow
'When will it be? It will be tomorrow.' (from Rassinoux 1987)

In such a context, φ means 'to take place'.
Finally, φ 'to be at' is found in clause structures being interpreted as 'there is/there

are', as in (27).

(27) Υόνόζέπ φ έ Μ £έη, έ φ έ.
orange be.at RES Q yes 3sg be.at RES
'Are there oranges? Yes, there are.' (from Rassinoux 1987)
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Rassinoux (1987) has έ tin within parentheses after the reply to the question in (27),
suggesting that the reply with fin would be an alternative to the reply with ψ>. My
informants accept a reply containing tin provided that the question also contains tin,
and they clarify the difference in meaning between the two copular verbs: While the
reply containing φ <to b6 at> m (27) asserts that there are oranges, say, in -the
house/room, the reply containing tin 'to exist*, in (28), refers to another reality: the
orange season.

(28) Υόνόζέη tin al έέη, e tin.
orange exist Q yes 3sg exist
'Is it the orange season? Yes, it is.'
[Lit.: 'Do orange exist? Yes, they exist.']

7.7.3. Structures containing tin 'to exist'

The lexical item tin 'to exist' occurs in existential clauses, as illustrated in (29).

(29) Xo (fikpo tin.
story one exist
'There is a problem.' (=(45a) in Lefebvre 1998a: 270)

As is noted in Lefebvre (1998a: 270), the word order in (29) is the sole order possible
in this construction. The ungrammaticality of the (a) sentences in (30}-(32) shows that
tin cannot relate a noun phrase to another phrase. The (b) sentences show the
grammatical versions of the intended meanings of the (a) sentences.

(30) a. *to (fikpo tin Βέηίηίό
country one exist Benin

b. Γα, <jdkpo tin bo\ nyi Βέηίηίό.
country one exist and.it be Benin
'There is a country that is Benin.'
[Lit.: "There is a country and it is Benin.']

(31) a. *wema φ tin f ngf
book IND exist Fongbe

b. [Werna φ]ί tin bo\ ιέ> wl n ngte χό.
book IND exist and.it HAB write Fongbe word
'There is a book written about Fongbe.'
[Lit.: "There is a book and it writes Fongbe words.']

(32) a. *nyibu φ Ιέ tin gtej n ml
cow IND PL exist field in
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b. [Nyibu φ Ιέ\ tin bo{ φ gtej n ιηέ.
cow IND PL exist and.they be.at field in
There are cows in the field.'
[Lit.: 'There are cows and they are in the field.']

(33) [Gteto φ Ιέ\ tin boi no φ digb n.
people IND PL exist and.they HAB put lie
'There are people who lie.'
[Lit.: 'There are people and they lie.']

Existential clauses are also discussed in Akoha (1980: 164) and Hounkpatin
(1985: 189-198, 283-287).

7.1.4. Summary

In addition to wa, discussed in section 6.6, there are three copular (and copular-like)
lexical items in Fongbe: nyi 'to be', which relates a nominal predicate to its subject;
φ 'to be at' which relates a postpositional phrase or an adjectival predicate to its
subject; and tin 'to exist', which appears in existential clause structures. The syntactic
properties of these three copular lexical items must follow from their semantics. A
precise characterisation of the semantics of these lexical entries is a topic for future
research.

7.2. Complement clause structures

Complement clauses are discussed in various sections of this book. Here, I only
summarise the major points. Tensed complements of verbs of the SAY-class are
introduced by φ (see section 6.2.1). Tensed complements of verbs of the WANT-class
are introduced by ηίοτηυ (see section 6.2.2). Tensed complements ofk ka 'until' are
introduced by bo or bo (see section 6.2.3). Tenseless complements are discussed in
section 10.5.4.1.2, where it is shown that they may or may not contain an overt
subject. As will be seen in section 7.3, it is possible to extract arguments out of
complement clauses. Complement clauses are also discussed in Akoha (1980: 211,
1990: 251-258) and Anonymous (1983: V, 1).

7.3. Clause structures involving Wh-movement

This section discusses four clause structures involving movement of a phrase out of its
basic position: topic, cleft, Wh-question and relative clauses. On the basis of several
languages, it has been argued that these structures share the following properties (see
e.g. Chomsky 1981 and related work). First, they all involve movement of a phrase out
of its basic position in the clause. Second, movement may be non-local or unbounded.
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Third, these structures manifest subject/object asymmetries of various types. In this
section, it is shown that all four Fongbe constructions manifest the general properties
observed in other languages. The distribution of resumptive pronouns in the extraction
sites, however, presents certain language-specific properties. Data pertaining to the
subject/object asymmetries observed in these constructions are also highly interesting.

7.3.1. Topicalisation structures

A topicalised phrase occurs at the beginning of a clause. The topicalised phrase is
headed by the definite determiner 6 which serves as a topic marker. This construction is
illustrated in (34). Note that there is a resumptive pronoun, glossed as RES, in the
extraction site; parentheses indicate optionality.

(34) Kokoi 6, sib πα
Koku DBF Asiba see RES
'Koku, Asiba saw him.'

When the topicalised phrase itself contains a definite determiner, it creates a sequence of
two determiners in a row. In this case, only one determiner can be pronounced, as
shown in (35).

(35) Asoni 6, sib πα (έ\.
crab DBF Asiba see RES
"The crab, Asiba saw it.'

The surface filter constraining the pronunciation of two adjacent identical morphemes is
discussed in section 15.4.

The sentences in (34) and (35) show that it is possible to topicalise a noun phrase. It
is also possible to topicalise a postpositional phrase, as is shown in (36). In the
examples below, ί stands for 'trace'; it is not italicised for it only identifies the empty
position left following extraction.

(36) [X s n 6 n£]i 6, wu 6 φ αφ ψ? tj.
basket DBF in DBF cat DBF put piss put
"The basket, the cat pissed in it.'

According to my informants, it is not possible to topicalise APs nor VPs. Whole
clauses, however, may be topicalised (see e.g. (115)).

Topic structures involve movement of a constituent out of its basic position. This is
shown by the fact that the extraction site may be filled by a resumptive pronoun, as in
(34) and (35).
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Topic structures manifest subject/object asymmetries. As can be seen in (37a), the
extraction site of the subject must be filled by a resumptive pronoun. In contrast, the
extraction site of the object in (37b) is only optionally filled by a resumptive pronoun.

(37) a. Kdku ό, έ φ mdlikon.
Koku DEF RES eat rice
'Koku, he ate rice.'

b. M likun 6, Kdku φ (έ).
rice DEF Koku eat RES
The rice, Koku ate it.'

In addition, when the extracted constituent is plural, the resumptive pronoun must be
plural, as is shown in (38).

(38) a. Vf ό Ιέ ό, ye φ m likon.
child DEF PL DEF RES eat rice
'The children, they ate rice.'

b. Vf 6 Ιέ ό, Kdku πα (ye).
child DEF PL DEF Koku see RES
'The children, Koku saw them.'

Finally, movement can be non-local or unbounded. This is exemplified in (39),
where the topicalised constituent is linked to a position within the complement clause
of the main verb.

(39) a. Vi 6, Asiba φ έ φ molikun 6.
child DEF Asiba say RES eat rice DEF
"The child, Asiba said that (s)he ate the rice.'

b. M likun o, Asiba φ νί ό φ (£).
rice DEF Asiba say child DEF eat RES
'The rice, Asiba said that the child ate it.'

7.3.2. Cleft structures

As we saw in section 6.6.1.2, cleft phrases occur at the beginning of a clause. The
clefted phrase is headed by \νέ 'it is', and is assigned a contrastive interpretation. This
construction is illustrated in (40).

(40) Mallkuiii \νέ, Koku φ ti.
rice it.is Koku eat
'It is rice that Koku ate.' (not, e.g., com)
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As we will see in section 7.3.3, Wh-questions are clefts in Fongbe. According to my
informants' judgments, in non-Wh-clefts, ννέ is obligatory5, whereas in Wh-clefts, it is
optional.

The sentence in (40) shows a nominal cleft. The sentence in (41) shows that it is
possible to cleave a postpositional phrase.

(41) X s n ό mi\ we, wn 5 φ αφ φ t;,
basket DBF in it.is cat DEF urinate urine put
'It is in the basket that the cat pissed.'

The sentence in (42) shows that it is possible to cleave an adjectival predicate.

(42) D gbe we, Koku φ έ,
well it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is well that Koku is.'

It is possible to cleave the complement of <[o 'to be at', participating in the
imperfective construction. Recall from section 5.3.4.2 that the complement of φ is
headed by we, which takes a nominalised VP complement. This creates a sequence of
two adjacent wes. As can be seen in (43), only one we is overtly manifested in this
case. The filter constraining the pronunciation of two adjacent identical forms will be
discussed in section 15.4.1.

(43) As$n φ we, Koku φ e.
crab eating it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is eating crab that Koku is doing.'

The clefted phrase may also consist of a "copy" of the verb, as is illustrated in (44).
This construction is being referred to in the literature as the predicate cleft construction.
The properties of the "copy" will be discussed extensively throughout chapter 16.

(44) Υϊ wέ, Kdku yi.
leave it.is Koku leave
'It is leave that Koku did.'

Finally, the clefted phrase may consist of a whole clause (see e.g. (105c) and (124c)).
Cleft structures involve movement of a phrase out of its basic position. Movement

can be unbounded, as is illustrated in (45), where the clefted constituent is linked to a
position within the complement clause of the matrix verb.

(45) \As6n le 6\ w , Asiba φ K ku φ tj.
crab PL DEF it.is Asiba say Koku eat
'It is the crabs that Asiba said Koku ate.'
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The Fongbe cleft construction presents some extremely interesting data with respect
to subject/object asymmetries. Consider (46a), in which the clefted phrase is linked to
the direct object position of the verb. There is a short pause after \νέ (indicated by a
comma), and the extraction site is empty. In (46b), the extraction site contains a
resumptive pronoun, and the clause is ungrammatical.

(46) a. Molikuni ννέ, KSku φ tj.
rice it. is Koku eat
'It is rice that Koku ate.'

b. *m likuni we, Kaku φ ^
rice it.is Koku eat RES

The data in (46) show that, in clefts involving the object position, the extraction site
must be empty. Now, consider the data in (47a), where the clefted phrase is linked to
the subject position of the verb. In this case, there is no pause between wa and the
verb, and there is no resumptive pronoun in the extraction site. The ungrammaticality
of (47b) further shows that there cannot be a resumptive pronoun in the extraction site.

(47) a. K$ku\ we ti φ mSlikun 6.
Koku it.is eat rice DEF
'It is Koku who ate the rice.'

b. *Kaktii wa 4 φ malikun 6
Koku it.is RES eat rice DEF

As with the model of (37a), we would expect a resumptive pronoun in the extraction
site of the clefted subject, and yet there is none, and there cannot be one. The data in
(47) are like those in (46) with respect to this issue. This raises the question of whether
there are subject/object asymmetries in this structure.

The fact is that subject/object asymmetries are observed in clefts, when the clefted
phrase is linked to a position in an embedded clause. In (48a), the object position must
be empty, while in (48b), the subject position must contain a resumptive pronoun.

(48) a. [M likun 6\ w , sib φ KSku φ ti / (*£).
rice DEF it.is Asiba say Koku eat / RES
'It is the rice that Asiba said Koku ate.'

b. Kdkui wέ, sib φ ^ φ mdlikun o.
Koku it.is Asiba say RES eat rice DEF
'It is Koku who Asiba said ate the rice.'

Moreover, when the clefted constituent is plural, the resumptive pronoun has to be
plural in the subject extraction site, while it remains phonologically null in the object
extraction site. This contrast is illustrated in (49a) and (49b), respectively.
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(49) a. [Vi Ιέ ό]{ wl, Asiba φ γέ{ φ son Ιέ ό.
child PL DBF it.is Asiba say RES eat crab PL DEF
'It is the children who Asiba said ate the crabs.'

b. \Ason Ιέ 6\ \νέ, Asiba φ Koku φ ti.
crab PL DEF it.is Asiba say Koku eat
'It is the crabs that Asiba said Koku ate.'

The data in (48) and (49) show that cleft constructions exhibit subject/object
asymmetries. The reason why these are manifested in cases of long-distance movement
(see (48) and (49)), but not in cases of local movement (see (47)), is a topic for future
research. An extensive discussion of this problem for linguistic theory can be found in
Law (1993).

As is the case with NP clefts, in predicate cleft constructions, the "copy" may
undergo long-distance movement similar to long-distance Wh-movement (see Law—
Lefebvre 1995; Ndayiragije 1993a). This is illustrated in (50).

(50) Xo we Sika Γιη φ Kofi φ siba xd
hit it.is Sika think COMP Kofi say Asiba hit Koku
'It is hit that Sika thinks that Kofi said that Asiba did to Koku.'

(=(59c) in Law-Lefebvre 1995)

The sentence in (50) shows that predicate clefting may take place out of a finite clause.
It may also take place out of a non-finite clause, as illustrated in (51).

(51) W \νέ Koku jlo na w .
come it.is Koku want DEF.FUT come
'It is come that Koku wants to do.'

As is pointed out in Law— Lefebvre (1995: 16), this construction exhibits subjacency
effects.

(52) *φ w Koku k nby Asib φ ma we φ son o -ji
eat it.is Koku ask Asiba COMP person it.is eat crab DEF Q-on
[Lit.: 'It is eat that Koku asked Asiba who did to the crab.']

(=(21) in Law-Lefebvre 1995)

Ndayiragije (1993a: 107-108) shows that this construction also obeys the complex NP
constraint and the Wh-Island constraint. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (53)
and (54), respectively.

(53) *gba (w£) υπ tun sunQ ήέ-έ gb xwe 6
destroy it.is Isg know man OP-RES destroy house DEF

(=(9b) in Ndayiragije 1993a: 107)
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(54) *blo (we) Bäyi känbyd ete{ (we) Kdku blo ti
do it.is Bayi ask COMP what it.is Koku do

(=(10b) in Ndayiragije 1993a: 108)

Finally, predicate clefting is mutually exclusive with extraction of another constituent
from within the same clause. This is shown in (55a)-(55c) for a Wh-question, a cleft
and a relative clause, respectively.

(55) a. *<?i£i we, we Kdku tj WH-QUESTION
what it.is eat it.is Koku eat

b. *[ason \ wä, w Koka tj CLEFT
crab DEF it.is eat it.is Koku eat

c. *[as$n 5\, we, - Kdku t, 6 RELATIVE CLAUSE
crab DEF eat it.is OP-RES Koku eat DEF

(=(23)inLaw-Lefebvre 1995: 16)

A final point about cleft structures is that, unless they are clausal, they cannot
contain the marker of negation mä, nor the negative marker £, discussed in sections
6.4.1 and 6.5.3.1, respectively. This follows from the fact that these markers only
occur in tensed clauses. In negative sentences containing a clefted NP constituent,
negation is expressed in the non-clefted constituent, as is depicted in (56).

(56) a. Kdku , Äsibä md ä.
Koku it.is Asiba see Neg
'It is not Koku that Asiba saw.' (she saw someone else)

b. Koku wä, Asiba rnä md (ä).
Koku it.is Asiba NEG see Neg
'It is Koku that Asiba did not see.' (she saw a lot of other people)

In predicate cleft constructions, similar data obtain, as is shown in (57).

(57) a. Yl we Kdku yi ä.
leave it.is Koku leave Neg
'It is not the case that Koku left.' (he did something else)

b. Yl wl Kdku mä yi ä.
leave it.is Koku NEG leave Neg
'It is leave that Koku did not do.' (He did something else.)6

The fact that mä and ä can both co-occur within the same clause, as in (56b) and (57b),
constitutes an argument for the bi-clausal status of nominal and predicate cleft
constructions. As we saw in sections 6.4 and 6.5, root clauses contain either mä or ä,
but not both. The co-occurrence of the two markers was shown to be allowed only in
embedded clauses. Since mä and ä are both allowed in nominal and predicate cleft
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constructions, this argues for the bi-clausal status of these constructions. Other specific
properties of predicate cleft constructions will be discussed in chapter 16.

7.3.3. Wh-question structures

Recall from section 4.5 that Fongbe uses Wh-words and Wh-phrases to encode Wh-
questions. Both have the structure of clefts, where the Wh-words and Wh-phrases are
part of the clefted constituent. In contrast to the cleft structures discussed in section
7.3.2, wa is always optional in Wh-questions (see also Anonymous 1983: VI, 5).

The sentences in (58M61) illustrate questions making use of Wh-words.

(58) Θέίέι (we) tj wff!
one.which it. is come
'Which one/who came?'

(59) £te, I anii (wl), Kdku xd ttf
what / what it.is Koku buy
'What did Koku buy?'

(60) Negbdni (we), sib yl tj?
how.come it.is Asiba leave
'How come Asiba left?'

(61) N bii (we), φ tj?
how.much/many it.is 2sg eat
'How much/many did you eat?'

The sentences in (62)-(69) exemplify questions making use of Wh-phrases.

(62) [Με te]i (we) tj wtf?
person which it.is come
'Who came?'

(63) [Νύ te\ (we), Kdku xo tj?
thing which it.is Koku buy
'What did Koku buy?'

(64) [Ff (i£)]j (we), Koku yi tj?
place which it.is Koku go
'Where did Koku go?'

(65) 14 te\ (we), Kdko gba xwe ό tj?
manner which it.is Koku build house DEF
'How did Koku build the house?'

(66) [No Mokpa te\ (we), Koku xd t4?
thing kind which it.is Koku buy
'What kind of thing did Koku buy?'
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(67) [Hw nu ie]i (we), K$ku yi ti?
time which it.is Koku leave
'At what time/when did Koku leave?'

(68) [(£)*£ wu(tu)\ (we), Koku yi ti?
what cause it.is Koku leave
'Why did Koku leave?'

(69) \Ani wu(tu)\ (we), Koku yi ti?
what cause it.is Koku leave
'Why did Koku leave?'

The sentences in (70) illustrate Wh-questions involving postpositional phrases.

(70) a. [Xasirn te me]i (we), wu 6 do ml n φ tj?
basket which in it.is cat DBF sleep sleep put
'In which basket did the cat sleep?'

b. [T vo te jf\i (we), Koku so wowa ό φ tj?
table which on it.is Koku take book DEF put
On which table did Koku put the book?'

To the best of my knowledge, only noun phrases and postpositional phrases can be
questioned.

Indirect questions are formed by embedding direct question structures within the
complement of a verb such as 'to ask'. The sentential complement of such verbs is
headed by the complex postposition a-ji, made up of the question marker and the
postposition.//On*. The Wh-question appears as the complement of this postposition,
and it is introduced by the complementiser φ (lit.: 'say') discussed in section 6.2.1.
The sentences in (71) and (72) exemplify this structure.7

(71) tin k nbyo w£ [[φ [am wutu we έ wa\] a-ji\7
Isg ask 2sg COMP what cause it.is 3sg come Q-on
Ί asked you why (s)he came.' (from Anonymous 1983: VI, 8)
[Lit.: Ί question you on that why (s)he came.']

(72) tin kanbya έ [[φ [β te ye ιό no]] -jffl
Isg ask 3sg say place which 3pl HAB live Q-on
Ί asked him/her where they live.' (=(23a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

As per my field notes, all the direct questions in (58)-(70) may be embedded in the type
of structure shown in (71). For some speakers, a-ji'is obligatory in indirect questions
(see Kinyalolo 1993a: 210). For others, it appears to be optional (see Anonymous
1983: VI, 8).

Wh-words in situ is not allowed in the language except with an echo interpretation
(see e.g. Brousseau 1995a: 7). Examples are provided in (73).
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(73) a. A xd (eytel*
2sg buy what
'You bought WHAT?' (from Brousseau 1995a: 7)

b. Koku yi f i (£)?
Koku go place which
'Koku went WHERE?'

c. Koka yi hwtnu fE?
Koku leave time which
'Koku left WHEN?'

Does this construction manifest subject/object asymmetries? Consider the sentences
in (74) where the object has been questioned. There is no resumptive pronoun in the
extraction site.

(74) a. ( ) i E i (νέ\ Kdku xo ti?
what it. is Koku buy
'What did Koku buy?'

b. Anii (wa), Koku xo tj?
what it. is Koku buy
'What did Koku buy?'

c. [No te\ (we), Koku xd ti?
thing which it.is Koku buy
'What did Koku buy?'

Now, consider the sentences in (75), where the subject is being questioned. As above,
there is no resumptive pronoun in the extraction site.

(75) a. Βέίέ, (we) t{
one.which it.is arrive
'Which one arrived?'

b. [Με ie]i (we) tj wf?
person which it.is arrive
'Who arrived?'

The fact that there is no resumptive pronoun in the extraction site of the subjects in
(75), as is the case with extraction site of the objects in (74), creates a situation which
is similar to that observed for the non-Wh cleft constructions discussed in section 7.3.2
(see (46) and (47)). As is the case with these other clefts, subject/object asymmetries
can be observed only when a subject/object is questioned out of an embedded clause
(unbounded Wh-movement). The contrast is shown in (76). In (76a), the subject
position is obligatorily filled with a resumptive pronoun, whereas in (76b), the object
position is obligatorily phonologically empty.
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(76) a. [Με <e]j (we) Koku ψ φ e\ md sib l
person which it.is Koku think COMP RES see Asiba
'Who (is it) Koku thought saw Asiba?' (=(54a) in Lefebvre 1998a: 201)

b. (£)iEi (we) ΚάΜ φ φ B yi πα tj?
what it.is Koku think COMP Bayi see
'What (is it) Koku thought that Bayi saw?'

(=(55a) in Lefebvre 1998a: 201)

Furthermore, when the extracted subject is plural, the resumptive pronoun must appear
in its plural form, ye. This is shown in (77).

(77) [Me 7e]i (we) Koku φ φ ye-, ma Asfbal
who PL it.is Koku think COMP RES see Asiba
'Who (pi) (is it) Koku thought saw Asiba?'

(=(56) in Lefebvre 1998a: 201)

Again, the resumptive pronoun is only licit when the questioned subject comes from an
embedded clause, as in (76a) and (77). In (78), the questioned subject comes from a
direct question, and neither ye (in the plural) nor e (in the singular) is licit in the
extraction site, as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between the sentences in
(78) and (79).

(78) a. *πιέ ίέ /έ (we) ye w
person which PL it.is RES come

b. *me ίέ (we") e w
person which it.is RES come

(79) a. [Me ίέ Ιέ\ (we) ti wffl
person which PL it.is come
'Who (pi) came?'

b. [Me ie]i (we) ti wf?
person which it.is come
'Who (sg) came?'

Law (1994a, 1994b) provides extensive discussions of the Fongbe subject/object
asymmetry in Wh-questions. Under his analysis, data such as those in (76a) and (77)
show that Fongbe φ, like English that, is not a proper governor for the empty subject
position. Hence the resumptive pronouns must appear in the extraction site of the
subjects in order to preserve the grammaticality of these structures, which would
otherwise be illicit (because of ECP violations). Another point addressed in Law
(1994b) is the fact that, while data of the type in (78) are unexpectedly illicit, those in
(79) are unexpectedly licit. Law's conclusion is that data like those in (78) and (79)
pose a problem for any theory of empty categories, and that a syntactic solution to this
problem still requires further research.
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7.3.4. Relative clause structures

Fongbe relative clause structures have the peculiarity of involving exclusively nominal
heads. As will be seen below, however, relative clauses can be made out of any
position, including oblique positions. At first glance, these two statements appear to be
contradictory; they are not, however. Indeed, the nominal head is linked to a position
within the relative clause through the lexical nominal operator, (je, discussed in section
6.3. This nominal operator has the property of pied-piping (or attracting) lexical
material, hence allowing the formation of relative clauses out of any position. These
facts, as well as those involving subject/object asymmetries, are discussed below. I
begin with a general presentation describing the relative clause structure.

The data in (80) exemplify a relative clause made out of a subject position. The
subject position contains the resumptive pronoun bearing a high tone, e, pied-piped (or
attracted) by the operator φ, represented by a hyphen between (]e and e. This complex
expression is pronounced [dj&] (see section 2.6), and is often represented as such in the
literature (see e.g. Akoha 1990: 235).

(80) suiiui (je-έϊ ti w 6
man OP-RES come DEF
'the man who came'

The data in (81) show a relative clause made out of a direct object position. The object
position is empty, but the operator $e is followed by the resumptive pronoun <?,
bearing a low tone. This sequence is pronounced [djSe], and is often represented as such
in the literature (see e.g. Akoha 1990: 235). These facts show that, in this case as well,
the operator pied-pipes (or attracts) the resumptive pronoun bearing the case it is
assigned by the verb. Here the objective case is manifested by the low tone on the
resumptive pronoun (see section 4.2).

(81) soni 4W-, Kaku φ ti ό
crab OP-RES Koku eat DEF
'the crab that Koku ate'

The operator may reduce to e, or it may not be pronounced at all (Akoha 1990: 235).
Hence, in combination with the resumptive pronoun, the reduced form of the operator
will yield the sequence [έ-e] for (80) and [e-e] for (81). When the operator is not
pronounced at all, only the resumptive pronoun is obligatorily expressed. This holds
for the other examples below.

In (80) and (81), the relative clause occurs between its head and its definite
determiner. In (82), the relative clause has been extraposed. The extraposed relative
clause must contain a determiner.
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(82) [ son 6\ φ-^ Kdku φ \± 6
crab DEF OP-RES Koku eat DBF
'the crab that Koku ate'

The sentences below exemplify relative clauses made out of postpositional phrases.
In these cases, there is a resumptive pronoun. Both the resumptive and the postposition
are pied-piped by the operator, leaving the extraction site empty. This is illustrated
in (83).

(83) xasun{ 4έ-έ-τΏέι Kdku so ami 40 tj ό
basket OP-RES-in Koku take cat put DEF
'the basket in which Koku put the cat'

The example in (84) shows that the head of the relative clause cannot appear with its
postposition.

(84) *[xasun ma}{ φ Kdku so ami φ t{ ό
basket in OP Koku take cat put DEF

This supports the claim made at the beginning of this section, that Fongbe relative
clause structures involve exclusively nominal heads. Additional examples of relative
clauses made out of postpositional phrases will be provided in section 1 1.2.

Relative clauses made out of a possessor phrase are built on the same model, as is
shown in (85).

(85) a. sunui (je-e-sin-xoi Kdku φ i{ ό
man OP-RES-OBJ-word Koku say DEF
'the man of whom Koku spoke'

b. ιηέί φ-e-tdni φ tj ό
person OP-RES-GEN 2sg eat DEF
'the person whose food you ate'

Finally, the relative clauses in (86) and (87) are headed by fi 'place' and hw£nu
'time', respectively. In this case, the operator is followed by a resumptive pronoun as
well.

(86) fl- <&% Kdku so wowa ό φ ti 6
place OP-RES Koku take book DEF put DEF
'the place where Koku put the book'

(87) hwtnui <$-% Kdku yl tj ό
time OP-RES Koku leave DEF
'the time/moment when/at which Koku left'
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As is the case in other languages, Wh-movement in this construction is unbounded.
This is illustrated in (88).

(88) a. v/i <#-oi Koku φ" φ <?, \νά ό
child OP-RES Koku think COMP RES arrive DEF
'the child that Koku thinks arrived'

b. v/i tjWi Koku φ" φ Asib πύ ti $
child OP-RES Koku think COMP Asiba see DEF
'the child that Koku thinks Asiba saw'

As for subject/object asymmetries, consider again the sentences in (80) and (81).
When the subject is relativised, the resumptive pronoun is έ, whereas it is £ when the
direct object is relativised. In both cases, the resumptive pronoun is pied-piped by the
operator. As for relativisation of a plural noun, the following distribution obtains.
When the relative clause is made out of a subject position, the resumptive pronoun has
to be plural. However, when the relative clause is made out of an object position, the
resumptive pronoun cannot be plural. This contrast is illustrated in (89a) and (89b),
respectively.

(89) a. sunoi φ-γέ·, tt w Ιέ 6
man OP-RES come PL DEF
'the men who came'

b. *sunui (je-yei KSku no ^ Ιέ 6
man OP-RES Koku see PL DEF

In contexts of long-distance extraction, however, the subject extraction site is filled
with a plural resumptive pronoun, but the resumptive pronoun pied-piped by the
operator is (and must be) in the singular, as is shown in (90a). In contrast, in the same
contexts, the object extraction site is empty, and the resumptive pronoun pied-piped by
the operator is (and must be) in the singular, as is shown in (90b).

(90) a. sunui φ^ tt Koku lin φ γέ·, w Ιέ ό
man OP-RES Koku think COMP RES come PL DEF
'the men that Koku thinks came'

b. sunoi <&-% Koku Ιίπ φ sib mo tj Ιέ ό
man OP-RES Koku think COMP Asiba see PL DEF
'the men that Koku thinks Asiba saw'

When the relative clause is made out of an oblique position, the resumptive pronoun
must occur in the singular in cases of local movement, as is shown by the contrast in
grammaticality between (9 la) and (91b).
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(91) a. x surii <je-e-me[ Koka so w Ιέ φ ^ Ιέ 6
basket OP-RES-in Koku take cat PL put PL DEF
'the baskets in which Koku put the cats'

b. *xasuni φ-ye-mei Koka so ami Ιέ φ ti Ιέ 5
basket OP-RES-in Koku take cat PL put PL DEF

In cases of long-distance extraction, however, the resumptive pronoun can appear either
in the singular or in the plural, as shown in (92).

(92) a. xasun, φ-έ-ιοέ, sib φ K ku so wfi Ιέ φ ti Ιέ ό
basket OP-RES-in Asiba say Koku take cat PL put PL DEF
'the baskets in which Asiba said that Koku put the cats'

b. x s n\ φ-γέ-ηέΐ sib φ Koku so wii Ιέ φ tj Ιέ 6
basket OP-RES-in Asiba say Koku take cat PL put PL DEF
'the baskets in which Asiba said that Koku put the cats'

Resumptive pronouns in an oblique position thus share some similarity with
resumptive pronouns in subject position, with respect to the expression of number.

All the relative clauses presented in this section are headed restrictive relative clauses.
There are no headless relative or free relative clauses in the language.

7.3.5. Summary

In this section, we saw that topics, clefts, questions and relative clauses involve Wh-
movement in Fongbe. The distribution of resumptive pronouns in the extraction sites,
however, was shown to be language-specific. The Fongbe data were shown to exhibit
subject/object asymmetries. The discrepancy between short-distance and long-distance
movement, with respect to resumptive pronouns, was shown to constitute a challenge
to any existing theory regarding subject/object asymmetries in natural languages. The
structures examined in this section are also discussed in Akoha (1980: 334-335,
1990: 96-97, 146, 155-156, 192-210, 234-250), Anonymous (1983: XI, 1-2, VI, 4-
9, X, 3-4), and Hounkpatin (1985: 144-151, 235-237). Aboh (1998a: 73-75, 256-
257,291-302) discusses Gungbe data.

7.4. Factive clause structures

There are three slightly different factive clause structures, all involving the operator φ,
discussed in sections 6.3 and 7.3.

The first structure involves what I will refer to as a copy of the verb (see chapter 16
for a discussion of the nature of the copy) preceding the nominal operator φ. The
factive clause obligatorily ends with the definite determiner. The sentences in (93)
illustrate factive clauses linked to the subject position of the matrix verb. In (93a), the
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factive clause occurs before the matrix clause, and in (93 b) it occurs after it. Note from
the examples in (93) that, when the factive clause precedes the matrix clause, the
expletive in subject position is optionally expressed. When the factive clause follows
the matrix clause, the expletive in subject position is obligatory.

(93) a. Wä - Köku wä 6, (e) nyo.
come OP-RES Koku come DEF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku came is good.'

b. nyo, wä <$-t Köku wä 6.
3sg be.good come OP-RES Koku come DEF
'It is good, the fact that Koku came.'

The sentences in (94) show factive clauses linked to the object position of the verb.
While the factive clause can precede the matrix clause, as in (94a), the preferred order is
where it follows the matrix clause, as in (94b).

(94) a. Wä * Koku mä wä ä o, Äsibä flin,
come OP-RES Koku NEG come Neg DEF Asiba remember
'The fact that Koku did not come, Asiba remembers.'

b. Äsibä flin wä -e Köku mä wä ä 6.
Asiba remember come OP-RES Koku NEG come Neg DEF
'Asiba remembers the fact that Koku did not come.'

Additional properties of this construction will be discussed in chapter 16, which looks
at all the structures involving verb doubling phenomena.

The second structure is very similar to the first one, except that it lacks the copy of
the verb. This clause type simply starts with the operator. In (95), the factive clause is
linked to the subject position; it can either precede or follow the matrix clause.

(95) a. De- : Köku wä 6, (e) nyo.
OP-RES Koku come DEF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku came is good.'

b. nyo - Köku wä .
3sg be.good OP-RES Koku come DEF
'It is good (the fact) that Koku came.'

In (96), the factive clause is linked to the object position. In this case, the factive
clause must follow the matrix clause, as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality
between (96a) and (96b).

(96) a. *$?-£ Koku mä wä ä o, Äsibä flin
OP-RES Koku NEG come Neg DEF Asiba remember
[Lit.: 'The fact that Koku did not come, Asiba remembers it.']
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b. Äsibä flin - Köko mä wä ä 6.
Asiba remember OP-RES Koku MEG come Neg DEF
'Asiba remembers the fact that Koku did not come.'

The third clause type resembles relative clauses in surface structure. In this case, an
argument of the verb precedes the operator. Not surprisingly, these clauses are
ambiguous between a factive and a relative interpretation, as shown in (97a) and (97b),
respectively. In both cases, the noun that precedes the operator is linked to the object
position of the clause.

(97) [Dan 6\ -^ sunu 6 tj 6, (e) nyo.
snake DEF OP-RES man DEF kill DEF 3sg be.good

a. 'The fact that the man killed the snake is good.'
b. 'The snake that the man killed is good.'

According to my informants, however, the factive interpretation does not obtain when
the structure occurs as the complement of a verb. In this case, only the relative clause
interpretation obtains, as is shown in (98).

(98) Ün tun dan^ <$-i\ sunu 6 hü ti o.
Isg know snake OP-RES man DEF kill DEF

a. #'I know (the fact) that the man killed the snake.'
b. know the snake that the man killed.'

In (99), the goal of a double object verb precedes the operator, and both a factive or
relative clause interpretation are possible.

(99) sibäi - un nä t, wemä o, (o) nyo.
Asiba OP-RES Isg give book DEF 3sg be.good

a. 'The fact that I gave Asiba the book is good.'
b. 'Asiba, whom I gave the book to, is good.'

In (100), the theme of a double object verb precedes the operator, and again, both a
factive and a relative clause interpretation are possible.

(100) Wernai <&% ün nä sibä ti 6, <& nyo.
book OP-RES Isg give Asiba DEF 3sg be.good

a. 'The fact that I gave Asiba the book is good.'
b. 'The book that I gave Asiba is good.'

In (101), a noun linked to the argument position of a postposition precedes the
operator. Note again that the structure is the same as that of a relative clause, where the
operator (\e pied-pipes the postpositional phrase. Again, both a factive and a relative
clause interpretation are available.
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(101) Xasuni φ-έ-ητέϊ w 6 φ % 6, (e) nyo.
basket OP-RES-in cat DEF be.at RES DBF 3sg be.good

a. 'The fact that the cat is in the basket is good.'
b. 'The basket, in which the cat is, is good.'

In (102), the operator is preceded by a postpositional phrase. This is a highly
interesting fact, for, as we saw in section 7.3.4, relative clause structures involve
exclusively nominal heads (see (84)). It is not worthy that the structure in (102) can
only be assigned a factive interpretation; the relative clause interpretation is not
possible in this case.

(102) X suni ma φ^ wil 6 φ έ-, 6, (e) nyo,
basket in OP-RES cat DEF be.at RES DEF 3sg be.good

a. 'The fact that the cat is in the basket is good.'
b. #'The basket, in which the cat is, is good.'

Collins (1994: 36, example (24)) reports similar facts for Ewe. That is, structures
such as those in (101) and (102) can both be assigned a factive interpretation in the
Kpele dialect of Ewe; furthermore, a structure such as that in (102), where a
postpositional phrase precedes the operator, can only be assigned a factive clause
interpretation (not a relative interpretation). Interestingly enough, however, Collins
(1994: 36) points out that, for his Fongbe informants, a sentence of the type in (102)
is not grammatical: "For reasons that are unclear, sentences... where the postpositional
phrase is the initial constituent are unacceptable in Fon." The informants in Lefebvre
(1994b: 4-5) also reject structures of the type in (102). The fact that (102) is acceptable
as a factive clause for other speakers, however, shows once again that there is variation
among Fongbe speakers. Furthermore, informants who accept (102) also accept a whole
range of postpositional phrases before the operator. For example, the postpositional
phrase in (102) can be replaced by those in (103).

(103) [T v ji\i l [t v gluw \ #<* wn 6 φ <f, o, (e)
table on / table under OP-RES cat DEF be.at RES DEF 3sg
nyo.
be.good
"The fact that the cat is on/under the table is good.'

As for the difference between relative and factive clauses with respect to the position of
the postposition (after the operator in relative clauses, and before the operator in factive
clauses), Collins (1994: 36) accounts for it in the following way: "... in the factive
construction there is no selection of the initial DP by the matrix predicate, rather fact is
being selected."

Given the data in (97) and in (98H101), we would expect a noun linked to the
subject position to be able to appear before the operator, as in (104). Both Collins
(1994: 37) and Kinyalolo (1993a: 166-167) note that the factive interpretation is not
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available in this case. My informants have the same judgments; for them only the
relative clause interpretation is possible.

(104) Sunui -ei ti hu dan 6, (e) nyo.
man OP-RES kill snake DBF 3sg be.good

a. #The fact that the man killed the snake is good.'
b. 'The man that killed the snake is good.'

Similar data are reported by Collins (1994) for Ewe (Kpele) and Igbo.
The data in (102M104) distinguish factive clauses from relative clauses. The reason

for this division is a topic for future research.
There can be no extraction out of factive clauses, which are complex NPs; an

independent constraint prevents extraction out of complex NPs (see Ross 1967).
Preliminary analyses of these three types of factive constructions in Fongbe can be

found in Collins (1994) and Kinyalolo (1993a). In addition to discussing the complex
data from Fongbe, Collins (1994) reports extensively on similar data for Ewe (Kpele),
Yoruba and Igbo. According to his comparative study, the possibility of factive
structures not showing an initial constituent (the second structure discussed above) is
rather rare among the Kwa languages; Fongbe would appear to show the most liberal
distribution of this structure.

7.5. Causal adverbial clause structures

Causal clauses involve the following "cause" words: the postposition wutu 'cause', the
conjunction 'because' and the verb zon 'to cause' (lit.: Order'). These appear in the
various causal clause structures that are discussed below.

The first structure consists of the postposition wutu 'cause', preceded by a clause
involving a copy of the verb. In contrast to the factive clause discussed in section 7.4,
there is no operator in the causal clause, as is shown in (105a). The causal clause
cannot be topicalised (see (105b)), but it can be clefted (see (105c)).

(105) a. Wä Köku wä wutu, Asibä yl
come Koku come cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku came, Asiba left.'

b. *wä Köku wä wutu 5, Asibä yl
come Koku come cause DEF Asiba leave

c. Wä Köku wä wutu wl, Asibä yl.
come Koku come cause it.is Asiba leave
'It is because Koku came that Asiba left.'

In (105), the causal clause precedes the main clause; in (106), it follows it, and the
clause is ungrammatical.
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(106) *Äsibä yi, wä Koku wä wotu
Asiba leave come Koku come cause

The contrast in grammaticality between (105) and (106) shows that the causal clause
structure in (105) must precede the main clause.

The data in (107) show that the causal clause may contain a definite future marker.

(107) Wä Köku nä wä wutu, Asibä yi.
come Koku DEF.FUT come cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku will come, Asiba left.'

The sentence in (108) shows that the causal clause may be negated. In this case, ma is
obligatory and ä is optional.

(108) Wä Köko wä wä (S) wutu, Äsibä yi.
come Koku MEG come Neg cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku did not come, Asiba left.'

The second structure involves the conjunction 'because', the postposition wutu
'cause' and an embedded tensed clause (see (109a)). In (109b), the causal clause is
topicalised, and in (109c), it is clefted.

(109) a. Do jl ja wutu, Köko wä äzo ä.
because rain fall cause Koku do work Neg
'Because it rained, Koku did not work.'

b. Do wutu 6, Kdku wä äzo ä.
because rain fall cause DEF Koku do work Neg
'Because it rained, Koku did not work.'

c. Do to ce ku wutu wl, u n yi Gfexwe.
because father my die cause it.is Isg go Ouidah
'It is because my father died that I went to Ouidah.'

(from Anonymous 1983: IX, 7)

In (109), the causal clause precedes the main clause. In (110), it follows it, a structure
that contrasts with the data in (106).

(110) Köko wä art ä, ji wutu.
Koku do work Neg because rain fall cause
'Koku did not work because it rained.'

In (111), the causal clause contains a definite future marker.
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(111) Do ji nä ja woto 5, Koku nä wä äzo ä.
because rain DEF.FUT fall cause DEF Koku DEF.FUT do work Neg
'Because it will rain, Koku will not work.'

In (112), the causal clause is negated by mä. The negative marker ä is not possible in
this context.

(112) Do mä ß wutu 6, Köku wä äzo.
because rain NEG fall cause DEF Koku do work
'Because it did not rain, Koku worked.'

A third structure involves the verb zon 'to cause' with we 'this' (discussed in section
6.6.1.3), occurring as its subject. In this case, we takes as its antecedent the phrase that
is in topic or focus position. This is illustrated in (113).

(113) a. To ce ku, we W yl Kutonu.
father my die this cause COMP Isg go Cotonou
'My father died, this caused that I went to Cotonou.'

b. To <je-e ku o, we zon bo yl .
father my OP-RES die DEF this cause COMP Isg go Cotonou
'The fact that my father died, this caused that I went to Cotonou.'

Finally, causal clauses may consist of a tensed clause followed by the postposition
wutu, as is shown in (114). In this case, the causal clause has to precede the main
clause, as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (114a) and (114b).

(114) a. Koku wä wutu, Äsibä yl.
Koku come cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku came, Asiba left.'

b. *Asiba yl, Kdku wä wutu
Asiba leave Koku come cause

There can be no extraction out of causal clauses since they are syntactic adjuncts; an
independent constraint prevents extraction out of adjuncts (see Huang 1982). Additional
examples of these structures may be found in Akoha (1990: 294-295), Anonymous
(1983: IX, 7-8) and Lefebvre (1994b).

7.6. Temporal adverbial clause structures

'When' clauses have the structure of relative clauses, hence they involve the nominal
operator . They consist of a nominal head (hwönü 'time') determined by the definite
determiner o. This is shown in (115).
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(115) Hwönü de- ä xä ätin , un md wo.
time OP-RES 2sg climb tree on DEF Isg see 2sg
'When you climbed up the tree, I saw you.'

(from Anonymous 1983: XI, 2)

As is the case with relative clauses (see section 7.3.4), the nominal operator is not
always overt. The resumptive pronoun is not always expressed either. Thus, there can
be nothing overt between hwbnu and the rest of the clause. Another point of interest:
recall from section 4.5 that hw&nii 'time' is a compound noun composed of h we 'sun'
and nu 'mouth'. In temporal clauses, the operator may be realised between these two
morphemes, thus forming the compound noun hw&-dje-nu, (See also Anonymous
1983: XI, 2.)

Anonymous (1983: XI, 2) points out that hwenu is not always expressed in temporal
clauses. This yields temporal clauses of the type in (1 16).

(116) ( ) - wä o, ä xwegbe ä.
OP-RES Isg come DEF 2sg be.at home Neg
'When I came, you were not home.' (from Anonymous 1983: XI, 2)

According to my informants, when hw£nu is not pronounced, the operator must be
overt.

In (115) and (116), the temporal clause precedes the matrix clause. The sentence in
(117) shows that 'when' clauses may also occur after the main clause.

(117) Koku wä äxi me, hweiw - Äsibä yi .
Koku arrive market in time OP-RES Asiba leave DEF
'Koku arrived at the market when Asiba left.'

The temporal clause may be followed by an adverb specifying the temporal
relationship between the temporal and main clauses. This is illustrated in (118).

(118) a. - ä wä Üolo o, KSku yi.
OP-RES 2sg arrive as.soon.as DEF Koku leave
'As soon as you arrived, Koku left.'

b. fe ä wä gudo o, Köku yi.
OP-RES 2sg arrive behind DEF Koku leave
'After you arrived, Koku left.'

Note that the postposition meaning 'front' could not replace gudo in the structure in
(118b), yielding a 'before' interpretation of the temporal clause. The structure that
encodes such an interpretation will be discussed at the end of this section.

The sentences in (119) show that the temporal clause may be marked for mood and
aspect.
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(119) a. Hwenu -e a m wä 5, Asiba na yi.
time OP-RES 2sg DEF.FUT arrive DBF Asiba DEF.FUT leave

a' 'When you will have arrived, Asiba will leave.'
a" 'When you will arrive, Asiba will leave.'

b. Hw&nu (je- ä wiwä we 6, Asibä
time OP-RES 2sg be.at arriving POST DBF Asiba be.at
yiyi we.
leaving POST
'At the time you were arriving, Asiba was leaving.'

'As soon as' clauses may be rendered as in (118a). They may also be rendered by a
clause structure using a copy of the verb, in which case no overt operator is observed.
With this structure, the temporal clause is linked to the main clause by the conjunction
bd 'and', discussed in section 6.1. This structure is illustrated in (120).

(120) Wä Koku wä (tiolo) bo Asiba yi.
arrive Koku arrive as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku arrived, Asiba left.'

For obvious semantic reasons, this type of temporal clause cannot be negated.
Temporal clauses may also involve the conjunction co, which Segurola (1963)

glosses as 'however', 'nevertheless', 'but', 'in spite of, 'despite' or 'thus'. In
combination with the conjunction/complementiser bo/bo that we saw in sections 6.1
and 6.2, it is assigned the interpretation 'before that'. Recall from section 6.1 that bd
relates clauses with disjoint subjects, while bo relates clauses with coreferential
subjects. The sentences in (121) and (122) exemplify this construction.

(121) a. W 320 co bo yi axi ma.
do work before COMP go market in
'Work before you go to the market.'

b. nä wä an co bo\ na .
2sg DEF.FUT do work before COMP DEF.FUT eat thing
'You will work before you eat.'

(122) Co W ä na wä 6, Köku kö yi.
before COMP 2sg DEF.FUT arrive DBF Koku ANT leave
'Before you had arrived, Koku had left.'

Co may also combine with the complementiser nu, as in (123).

(123) Co nu ä nä wä o, d5 ämlSn.
before COMP 2sg DEF.FUT come DEF sleep sleep
'Before you come, sleep.'
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There can be no extraction out of temporal clauses. As we saw above, temporal
clauses are either complex NPs (as in (115)), syntactic adjuncts (as in (118) and (119)),
or coordinate structures (as in (120)). Extractions out of these structures are not allowed
(see Huang 1982). Information on temporal clauses can also be found in Akoha
(1990: 271-282) and Anonymous (1983: XI, 2-3).

7.7. Purposive clause structures

As is the case with other clause types, there are several ways of encoding purposive
clauses. A first structure makes use of the postposition gbe 'for' (discussed in section
11.2). When gbe introduces a purposive clause, it selects a nominalised clausal
complement in which the covert subject is understood to be coreferential with the
subject of the main clause. Examples of this structure are given in (124). In (124a) and
(124b), the purposive clause occurs after the main verb. In (124c), it has been clefted.
In (124b), the purposive clause optionally contain the definite future marker. As has
been observed in Kinyalolo (1992), in purposive clauses the definite future marker
occurs between the object and the nominalised verb.

(124) a. n ja [[ηύ φ] gbe].
Isg arrive thing eat for
Ί arrived in order to eat.' (from Anonymous 1983: IX, 4)

b. Ye w [[hun (oa) xo] gbe].
3pl come tomtom DEF.FUT beat for
'They came to play the tomtom.' (=(4a) in Kinyalolo 1992)

c. Να φ gbe ννέ, a .
thing eat for it.is 2sg arrive Q
4It is in order to eat that you came.' (from Anonymous 1983: IX, 4)

Syntactic accounts of this structure are provided in Kinyalolo (1992).9
A second structure involves the preposition nu 'for' (discussed in section 11.1). Nu

selects a tensed clause.

(125) a. Ajwa wa azo ό nu Bayi ni ma akwe.
Ajwa do work DEF for Bayi SUB find money
'Ajwa did the work in order that Bayi would have money.'

(=(47a) in da Cruz 1994a: 25)
b. n n yi ηύ mi na φ χό mi ion.10

Isg DEF.FUT leave for 2pl DEF.FUT say word 2pl GEN
Ί will leave in order to let you talk.' (from Akoha 1990: 291)

Note that, in (125), the clauses that are related by nu have different subjects. No cannot
relate two clauses with the same subject, as is shown in (126).
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(126) *ün m yi nu wä äzo
Isg DEF.FUT leave for do work
[Lit.: will leave in order to work.']

A purposive clause whose subject is coreferential with the subject of the main clause
may be introduced by bo. Recall from section 6.1 that bo relates two clauses sharing
the same subject. In purposive clauses, bo is followed by the definite future marker nä.
The contracted form of /bo nä/ is [bä]. Examples of this structure are given in (127)
and (128).

(127) Ün na yi bo nä wä
Isg DEF.FUT go COMP DEF.FUT do work

will go in order to work.'
(128) Äsibä xd llnfin bo nä wo.

Asiba buy flour COMP DEF.FUT prepare dough
'Asiba bought flour in order to prepare dough.'

The sentence in (129a) shows that a purposive clause introduced by bo can be
topicalised. The sentence in (129b) shows that it can be clefted, but in this case, it
must contain wutu 'cause' .

(129) a. Bo nä wo o, Äsibä xd ünfin.
COMP DEF.FUT prepare dough DBF Asiba buy flour
'In order to prepare the dough, Asiba bought flour.'

b. Bo nä wo wutu wl, Asiba xd llnfin.
COMP DEF.FUT prepare dough cause it.is Asiba buy flour
'It is in order to prepare dough that Asiba bought flour.'

When the subject of the purposive clause is disjoint in reference from that of the main
clause, bo is followed by nu 'for', which selects a tensed clause. This is exemplified
in (130).

(130) Ün ban bo nu ä ni könu.
Isg produce song COMP for 2sg SUB smile

sing for you to smile.'
[Lit.: sing in order that you smile.']

Purposive structures are also discussed in Aboh (1998a: 189-192), Akoha
(1980: 210-211, 1990: 290-293), and Anonymous (1983: IX, 3-7).
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7.8. Conditional clause structures

Conditional clauses are introduced by nu or m which, as we saw in section 6.2, serve as
complementisers (among other things); they end with the definite determiner 3.11 They
are exemplified in (131).

(131) a. Νί β β 6, Kbku n w an .
COMP rain fall DEF Koku DEF.FUT do work Neg
'If it rains, Koku will not work.'

b. No w so o, m/12 na w z6.
COMP 2sg come tomorrow DEF Ipl DEF.FUT do work
'If you come tomorrow, we will work.' (=(lb) in Kinyalolo 1993a)

Several authors point out that nu or ni are optional but that 6 is obligatory in sentences
of the type in (131) (see e.g. Akoha 1990: 283; Anonymous 1983: XII, 4; Kinyalolo
1993a: 162). As a result, a conditional clause may have the structure in (132).

(132) A yi gte 5, e n νίνί ηύ ml.
2sg accept offer DEF 3sg DEF.FUT please for me
'If you accept my offer, it will please me.' (from Akoha 1990: 284)

Conditional clauses may also be introduced by e nyi 'it is' instead of by nu or ηί.έ
nyfis optionally followed by the complementiser φ 'that' (Akoha 1990: 288), and e
nyi is, itself, optional (Anonymous 1983: XII, 4). This is exemplified in (133).

(133) 6 nyi (φ) m φ kwe 6
3sg be COMP 2sg NEG have money Neg DEF
'if you do not have any money' (from Akoha 1990: 288)

As can be seen in (133), a conditional clause introduced by e nyi also ends with the
definite determiner o. The properties of conditional clauses are the same whether they
are introduced by nu, ni or e nyi (φ). In all the examples below, nu, ni and e nyi (φ)
are interchangeable.

In (131), the conditional clause precedes the main clause. The sentence in (134)
shows that a conditional clause may also follow a main clause. In this context, nu is
not optional (see also Kinyalolo 1993a: 162).

(134) έ n \6 e nu e w tob 6.
3sg DEF.FUT hit 3sg for 3sg do like.this DEF
'(S)he will hit him/her if (s)he acts like this.' (=(1) in Akoha 1990: 284)

Both Akoha (1990: 284) and Kinyalolo (1993a: 162) point out that, for their
informants, the preferred order is for the conditional to precede the main clause.
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When the conditional clause is negated, both the negation marker mä and the negative
marker ä must appear. Recall from sections 6.4 and 6.5 that these two markers are
generally mutually exclusive, except in conditional clauses, where both must be present
(see Anonymous 1983: XII, 4; da Cruz 1994b: 73). Examples of negative conditional
clauses are given in (135).

(135) a. (M) Käku mä x>> äson ä, e nä yi.
COMP Koku MEG buy crab PL Neg 3sg DEF.FUT leave
'If Koku does not buy the crabs, (s)he will leave.'

(=(7)indaCruzl994b)
b. Nu ä mä wä s$ ä , mi nä wä

COMP 2sg NEG come tomorrow Neg DBF Ipl DEF.FUT do
äz5 ä.
work Neg
'If you don't come tomorrow, we will not work.'

(=(4b) in Kinyalolo 1993a)

Note that, in (135a), the definite determiner does not appear in the conditional clause.
Anonymous (1983: XII, 4) presents data showing that, in the context of the negative
marker, the definite determiner is optional. He provides the two possible realisations for
the same conditional clause. These are reported in (136).

(136) a. e mä nyi mö ä
3sg NEG be like.this Neg DEF
'if it is not like this'

b. mä nyi mo ä
3sg NEG be like.this Neg
'if it is not like this' (from Anonymous 1983: XII, 4)

Kinyalolo (1993a: 162) also points out that, for his informants, the definite determiner
6 is optional in this context. Akoha (1990: 288) provides examples of occurring in a
negative conditional clause, which parallel (136a) from Anonymous. Finally, according
to one of my informants, the conditional clause may lack both nu or nf, and the
determiner, in the context of a negative marker. Thus, the conditional clause may have
the structure in (137).

(137) Ji mä ß ä, Kdku nä wä äz$.
rain NEG fall Neg Koku DEF.FUT do work
'If it does not rain, Koku will work.'

Recall from section 5.2, that a bare sentence (one that does not contain any TMA
markers) is interpreted as perfective, with verbs such as wä 'to arrive' and yi 'to leave'.
As is noted by Kinyalolo (1993a: 162), this interpretation may be neutralised in
conditional clauses. For example, the conditional clauses in (131) are assigned a present
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interpretation. Conditional clauses may, however, contain a TMA marker. For example,
in (138a), the conditional clause contains the marker of anteriority kd; in (138b), it
contains the definite future marker n ; and in (138c), the conditional clause is in the
imperfective, encoded by φ... wi.

(138) a. nu ji kd β ό
COMP rain ANT fall DEF
'if it had rained'

b. no ji n ja 6
COMP rain DEF.FUT fall DEF
'if it rains (in the future)'

c. no Kdku φ an w we ό
COMP Koku be.at work doing POST DEF
'if Koku is working'

Kinyalolo (1993a: 162) points out that the habitual marker no is excluded from
conditional clauses.

As has been noted by Anonymous (1983: XII, 1), conditional structures are
sometimes ambiguous between a conditional and a temporal interpretation. This is
exemplified in (139).

(139) (Νύ) β β ό, joj n no gbe.
COMP rain fall DEF cold HAB exaggerate
'When it rains, it is cold.' (from Anonymous 1983: XII, 1)

This type of ambiguity is not a rare phenomenon among the languages of the world.
(For a discussion of this issue, see Kinyalolo (1993a: 162), and the literature cited
therein.)

Finally, Akoha (1990: 286), Anonymous (1983: XII, 4) and Hounkpatin (1985: 265)
point out that, when the main clause is imperative, the conditional clause ends with
hun 'therefore', 'thus', 'certainly', 'surely', Of course' (Segurola 1963), rather than
with the definite determiner o, as is illustrated in (140).

(140) Νύ m likun 5 jolo mi hun mi ψ>.13

COMP rice DEF like 2pl hence 2pl eat
'If the rice pleases you, eat it.' (from Akoha 1990: 286)

For my informants, 5 can co-occur with him, as is shown in (141).

(141) (Νΰ) β ja 6 hun, Koku n w zo .
COMP rain fall DEF hence Koku DEF.FUT do work Neg
'If it rains, then Koku will not work.'
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Furthermore, him can occur in contexts where the matrix clause is not in the
imperative, as shown in (142).

(142) No m w s$ him, mi n w
COMP 2sg NEG come tomorrow Neg hence l pi DEF.FUT do
z$ .

work Neg
'If you don't come tomorrow, we will not work.'

Conditional structures are also discussed in Akoha (1980: 211, 1990: 283-290) and
Anonymous (1983: XII,

7.9. Concessive clause structures

As is the case with conditional clauses, concessive clauses are optionally introduced by
no, ni or e Jiyi14; they must contain the morpheme bo or ίέ, or both,15 and they must
end with the definite determiner. The definite future marker n is also obligatory in
these clauses. Examples are given in (143).

(143) a. (Να Ι ηί Ι έ nyi) β n bo β ό, mi
COMP / COMP / 3sg be rain DEF.FUT ? fall DBF Ipl
n w zo.
DEF.FUT do work
'Even if it rains, we will work.'

b. (No Ι ηί Ι έ nyi) β n ίέ β ό, mi
COMP / COMP / 3sg be rain DEF.FUT ? fall DBF Ipl
n w zo.
DEF.FUT do work
'Even if it rains, we will work.'

c. (Να Ι ηί Ι έ nyi) β n bo t ja o, mi
COMP / COMP / 3sg be rain DEF.FUT ? ? fall DEF Ipl
n w zo.
DEF.FUT do work
'Even if it rains, we will work.'

7.10. Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the various clause types in Fongbe. Of particular interest are
the data involving copular structures (section 7.1), the data pertaining to the
distribution of resumptive pronouns in clause structures involving Wh-movement and
subject/object asymmetries (see section 7.3), and the data involving verb doubling
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phenomena (see sections 7.3.2, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6). Syntactic nominalisations will be
discussed in section 8.3.

Notes to chapter 7

1. One of my informants mentions that a structure of the type in (la) obligatorily
has a resultative interpretation (i.e. 'Koku is now a good teacher').

2. Ndayiragije (1993b: 69-73) presents data corresponding to those in (5b). For his
informants, sentences of the type in (5b) are not grammatical, and the preferred
structures would correspond to those of the type in (12). Note, however, that the
author only provides the truncated version of sentences of the type in (12).
Ndayiragije's (1993a) data on the distribution of nyi 'to be' and wa 'it is' are
quite different from mine. I refer the reader to his article for further information
on his data.

3. One of my informants prefers ete 'what' instead of no te 'which thing' in this
context (for a description of Wh-pronouns and phrases, see section 4.5).

4. According to one informant, the sentence in (22) entails a resemblance in
character between Koku and his father. Physical resemblance calls for the verb cf
'to look like', as is illustrated in (i).

(i) Koku d to t n φηύη.
Koku look.like father GEN like
'Koku (physically) looks like his father.'

The data in Rassinoux (1987) and Segurola (1963) support this distinction. For
another informant, however, the verb c/can only entail resemblance in character.

5. For different judgments on data pertaining to this topic, see Ndayiragije
(1993b: 85-86).

6. One informant has only a factive reading for this sentence. According to this
speaker, (57b) means 'the fact that Koku did not leave1.

7. For a discussion on the structure of indirect questions, see Kinyalolo (1993a).
8. Brousseau (1995a: 7) notes that am 'what' is less acceptable than ete as a Wh-

word in situ. One of my informants categorically rejects niin situ.
9. According to my field notes, only a few verbs may select the postposition gbe.

Such verbs include w 'to come/to arrive', yi 'to leave/to go' and β 'to arrive'.
10. The original sentence provided by Akoha (1990: 291) presents the following

differences with respect to the S-structure provided in (125b). First, Akoha
(1990: 291) gives the contracted form of / n naV: [ma]. Second there is no tone
on mi; in (125b), a high tone has been assigned to mi on the basis of the
analysis in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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11. Although no, occurring in conditional clauses, is generally taken to mean 'if,
Kinyalolo (1993a: 165) questions the analysis that it is the source of the
conditional interpretation.

12. In Kinyalolo's (1993a) text, mi bears a low tone.
13. In Akoha' s (1990: 286) representation of this sentence, the first occurrence of mi

bears a low tone and the second one bears no tone at all. In (140), the two
occurrences of mi have been assigned a high tone on the basis of the analysis in
sections 4.1 and 4.2.

14. The statement in the text holds for my informants. In Kinyalolo (1993a: 165), it
is mentioned that nu and 6 nyi cannot introduce concessive clauses. There is no
mention of ni.

15. I have no gloss to offer for bo and £e.



Part II

Lexical categories





Chapter 8
Morphology

Fongbe is often characterised as belonging to the category of languages with poor
morphology. Like other Gbe lects and most Kwa languages, Fongbe does not have
inflectional morphology. There are no verbal affixes encoding subject or object
agreement, tense, mood, or aspect. Nor are there any morphological markers specific to
the noun system to indicate, for example, gender, number, or case. Despite the lack of
inflectional morphology, Fongbe has a relatively productive derivational morphology,
as will be seen in this chapter. Although the number of affixes is small (six suffixes
and one prefix), they are used productively to create derived nominal or adjectival forms.
The derivational system also includes a distinctive process of prefixation: reduplication.
This is a very versatile process, used in both the formation of derived words (nouns,
adjectival passives, verbal passives), and in the formation of nominalised syntactic
structures (gerunds, and imperfective and prospective forms of verb phrases).

This chapter analyses derivational structures in Fongbe. Section 8.1 outlines certain
theoretical assumptions relevant to the identification and analysis of morphological
structures. I show how the notion of morphological head can account for the way a
given affix is responsible for the properties of the construction it is part of (section
8.1.1), and how words derived by means of affixation may be distinguished from
compound words and syntactic structures (section 8.1.2). Section 8.2 provides the
inventory of affixes: each affix is discussed in turn, with respect to its morphological,
syntactic and semantic properties. The topic of section 8.3 is the process of
reduplication, which involves a prefix that is underspecified morphologically and
phonologically (section 8.3.1). The reduplication prefix takes part in the derivation of
both morphological and syntactic structures, yielding various outputs: participial
constructions (section 8.3.2), nominal constructions (section 8.3.3) and nominalised
VPs in aspectual constructions (section 8.3.4).

8.1. Theoretical assumptions

Before listing the morphological inventory, I will briefly review some assumptions
regarding affix analysis, and present the criteria used to distinguish morphological
structures from syntactic ones.

8.1.1. General properties of derived structures

The analyses of the Fongbe affixes are based on the assumption outlined below, which
follows theoretical work in the area of generative morphology (see e.g. Di Sciullo—
Williams 1987; Lieber 1980, 1992; Selkirk 1982).
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Derived words are created from Word-Structure Rules (hereafter called WSRs), that is,
lexical rules which combine an affix and a base. Generally speaking, WSRs are
constrained by principles which govern complex structures in languages; more
specifically, WSRs are constrained by the subcategorisation properties of the affix. Each
affix is a lexical entry, where phonological, morphosyntactic and semantic properties
are specified. Specified morphosyntactic properties include the lexical category (N, V, A,
etc.), the category level (X-zero, root, affix, etc.) and the subcategorisation frame. Since
it specifies the type of base to which the affix attaches, and the position of the base in
the word, subcategorisation prevents ungrammatical combinations in derived words.

WSRs contain all the information necessary to arrive at a derived word by means of
affixation. For example, the WSR for the provenance suffix -ηύ (see section 8.2.1.4) is
as in (1).

(1) [
'native/inhabitant of BASE'

The structure in square brackets shown in (1) includes the following information: the
respective positions of the base and the affix (the base precedes the affix); the
phonological form of the affix (-n ) and its lexical category (noun); and the properties
of the subcategorised base (locative noun). The WSR also specifies the semantic
representation of the complex word as derived by the meaning of the affix and of the
base. In (1), and throughout the chapter, the semantic representation of the affix is
provided using a non -formal notation (e.g. 'native/inhabitant of BASE').

WSRs generally include a constituent called the head, which carries most of the
morphosyntactic and semantic information of the derived word. By convention, the
constituent which is the morphological head is underlined in WSRs. Thus, in (1), the
morphological head is the suffix -ηύ.

I assume the following definition of morphological head, adapted from Brousseau
(1988b, 1989).1

(2) Morphological head
The head of a complex word is the constituent that:

i) determines the lexical category of the word;
ii) determines the semantic category of the word.

The morphological head is partly defined on a semantic basis, that is, by considering
the hyponymous relationship between the constituent and the complex word (derived or
compound). The complex word must belong to the same semantic category as the head
since it is a hyponym of the head (in other words, the head is the hyperonym).
Hyponymy entails inclusion, which can be defined in terms of intension or extension.
When a word W (e.g. furniture) is related to words Χ, Υ or Z that are more specific (e.g.
table, desk, dresser), the intension of W is included in all the intensions of Χ, Υ or Z.
In other words, W is the hyperonym of Χ, Υ and Z, and Χ, Υ and Ζ are hyponyms of W.
Conversely, in terms of extension, Χ, Υ and Z are hyponyms of W if the objects,
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people or concepts referred to by Χ, Υ and Ζ are a subset of objects, people or concepts
referred to by W. For example, hyponymous relationships will determine that the cons-
tituent on the right is the head of the compound words in (3) and derived words in (4).

(3) a. [lightA-ajlcia N]N - the intension of aircraft is part of the intension of
ligfrt aircraft

- the reference set of light aircraft is a subset of the
reference set of aircraft

b. [thunder]^-stormN1N - the intension of storm is part of the intension of
thunderstorm

- the reference set of thunderstorm is a subset of the
reference set of storm

(4) a. [drivey-eiNlN - the intension of -er ('person who V) is part of the
intension of driver

- the reference set of driver is a subset of the
reference set of -er

b. [darkA-islulA - the intension of -ish ('being slightly A') is part of
the intension of darkish

- the reference set of darkish is a subset of the
reference set of -ish

In complex words where both constituents are of the same lexical category (e.g.
binominal compounds or adjectives derived from an adjectival base as in (3b) and (4b)),
the second part of the definition in (2) is crucial. The constituent which is the
morphological head can be identified only on the basis of its semantic category.

8.7.2. Criteria for the identification of affixes

In Fongbe, most affixes are similar to words—they exhibit the same phonological form
as some words with which they also share several elements of meaning—so it is
necessary to establish criteria to distinguish affixed words from syntactic structures, on
the one hand, and from compound words, on the other hand.

Whether the words are simple, affixed or compound, they can be distinguished from
phrases by a crucial property: their syntactic atomicity. According to Di Sciullo—
Williams (1987), words are syntactic atoms (i.e. structures that cannot be broken into
smaller units in the syntactic component). In other words, syntactic rules cannot
analyse the structure of the word nor can they be applied to a constituent of the word.
Words are thus referential islands. No element can be inserted in a word, nor can an
element inside a word be moved or removed.

There are two tests that can evaluate the syntactic atomicity of words and determine if
a complex form is truly a word.2 A complex structure is identified as a syntactic atom
(i.e. a word) if its elements: 1) cannot appear in a conjunction structure inside the
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complex structure; and 2) cannot be modified by the insertion of a lexical item inside
the complex structure. Examples of these tests are shown in (5) and (6), respectively.

(5) Conjunction
a. We bought [black sheets and towels^p.
b. */ love [black-currants-and-bernes]cowpound N
c. *she is a wonderful [dance-and-sing-er^n/ea N

(6) Modification
a. We bought [black satin s/jeets]NP.
b. *we bought [byadr-sweei-feem'eslcompound N
c. *she is a [dance-gracefully-er]^^^ N

Since conjunction and modification apply at the syntactic level, they can only occur
inside syntactic structures. This is why conjunction and modification yield grammatical
forms in the case of phrases (5a) and (6a), but ungrammatical ones in the case of
compound words (5b) and (6b), and derived words (5c) and (6c).

Phrases, then, can be distinguished from complex words by the two syntactic
atomicity tests. Complex words must then be identified as either compound words or
affixed words. Other criteria are necessary to distinguish between these two categories.

Unlike syntactic structures and compound words which are comprised of at least two
free morphemes (word or root), affixed words contain bound morphemes, which can
never occur in isolation. However, not all complex words in which the constituents can
appear alone are compounds. Numerous compounds have, over time, acquired
idiosyncratic traits and been re-analysed as simple words. In other cases, what might
appear to be an internal word in the compound has been reanalysed as an affix, and the
apparent compound is in fact an affixed word. To eliminate this last category, Lees
(1960) proposed the Phonological Opacity Criterion. According to this criterion, a
complex word is a compound only if it can be separated into phonological units which
are identical to phonological units exhibited by simple words. Thus, English forms like
comfortable or readable are not analysed as compounds since the phonological unit
-able (/sbsl/) does not directly match the word able (/eibal/).

Compared to compound words, affixed words tend to exhibit properties of producti-
vity and regularity (see Allen 1978; Aronoff 1976; Di Sciullo- Williams 1987). The
meaning of a compound cannot always be derived from its compositional meaning
(several relations are possible between the two constituents of the compound), but the
meaning of a productively derived word is predictable from the meaning of its affix.
Futhermore, an affix will systematically attach to all words that respect the
subcategorisation class, whereas it is difficult to predict the possible combinations of
two words in order to form a compound. Finally, when an affix is linked phonolo-
gically to a simple word of the language, the semantic representations of the affix and
that of the matching word often differ greatly. Thus, the suffix -able that we saw in our
earlier examples, does not share all the semantic properties as the adjective able.
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8.2. Inventory of affixes

This section, based on the analyses in Brousseau (1989, 1990, 1998) and Brousseau—
Filipovich—Lefebvre (1989), provides an inventory of Fongbe affixes, and outlines the
properties that I will use to distinguish complex structures with affixes from phrases
and compounds. The data in this section come from my field notes. Similar data may
be found in Brousseau (1989, 1990, 1998) and Brousseau-Filipovich -
Lefebvre (1989).

Table 8.1 summarises the properties of affixes.

Table 8.1. Affixes

Affix Category of base Category of word Meaning
Diminutive suffix -vi Noun
Attributive suffix -na Noun

Agentive suffix -to Noun
Provenance suffix -t5 Noun

Provenance suffix -nu Noun

Ordinal suffix -goo
Inversivc prefix m -

Number
Verb/adjective

Noun
Noun

Noun
Noun

Noun

Ordinal adjective
Verb/adjective

baby/small BASE
possessor of/
characterised by BASE
doer/maker of BASE
native/inhabitant of
BASE
native/inhabitant of
BASE
having the rank of BASE
un-BASE/non-BASE

Suffixes and prefixes will be discussed in sections 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, respectively.

8.2.1. Suffixes

Fongbe has six derivational suffixes used to create derived nominal or adjectival forms
(see Akoha 1980; Brousseau 1989,1990; Brousseau—Filipovich—Lefebvre 1989). All
except -goo and -n share some semantic content with homophonous nouns.

8.2.1.1. The diminutive suffix -vi

The suffix -vi is semantically related to the noun vi 'child'. As per the WSR in (7), it
attaches to a noun to create a new noun with a diminutive meaning. The affix usually
means 'baby BASE' when the base refers to an animal (see (8)) and 'small BASE'
otherwise (see (9)). (Recall that, in the WSR, the underlined constituent is the head of
the word.)

(7) DIMINUTIVE SUFHX: (ϋ-νί]Ν
'baby BASE/small BASE'
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(8) w -νί (cat-DIM) 'kitten'
d n-νί (snake-DIM) 'baby snake'
kinlkini-vi (lion-DIM) 'lion cub'
kdklo-'νί (chicken-DIM) 'chick'
χέ-νί (bird-DIM) 'baby bird'

(9) tfa-νί (tree-DIM) 'small tree'
t v -vi (table-DIM) 'small table'
χό-νί (saying-DIM) 'small talk'
yeye-vi (baby-DIM) 'infant'
yokp -νί (young.person-DIM) 'child'

As shown by the WSR in (7), the suffix is not the head of the construction. If we
consider the hyponymous relationship between the head and the word, we identify the
noun base as the head of the derived word. Indeed, the noun base most satisfactorily
determines the semantic class of the derived word: a 'kitten' ( wfi-νί) is a type of cat
( w ) rather than a type of a small thing; a 'table' (t vo-vf) is a type of table
(t v \ etc.

As seen in chapter 2, the vowel of the suffix -v/ undergoes two phonological
processes: nasalisation and rounding. Thus -viis realised as [vu] when the preceding
vowel is round (e.g. fc?w>-v/=[t v -vu]); it is realised as [vl] when the preceding vowel
is a nasal (e.g. &/Jn-v/=[M-vi]). Note that the two processes affect only affixes. Indeed,
as shown below, the vowel of the noun vf is never subject to such modifications,
whether it is in a syntactic structure (a noun phrase), or a morphological one
(compound noun).

(10) a. NOUN PHRASE b. COMPOUND NOUN
K ku νί ηό-νί
*K ku νύ *ηο-νίη/*η$-νύη
'Koku's child' 'brother'

[Lit.: 'mother-child']

Thus, in structures such as those in (8) and (9), -vi exhibits a particular phonological
behaviour. As per the Phonological Opacity Criterion mentioned earlier (Lees 1960),
these structures cannot be analysed as phrases or compounds. They are therefore derived
by affixation.3

8.2.1.2. The attributive suffix -n3

The suffix -nd is semantically related to the homophonous noun nd 'mother'. It derives
attributive nouns meaning 'possessor of BASE' or 'characterised by BASE', and
subcategorises for simple nominal bases, as shown in the examples in (12). It is also
used in the derivation of synthetic compounds, as we will see in chapter 9.
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(11) ATTRIBUTIVE SUFFIX: [N-n£]N

'possessor of BASE/characterised by BASE'
(12) äcä- (crime-ATT) 'criminal'

ädogo-nö (belly-ATT) 'potbellied' (person),
'pregnant' (woman)

akwe-nd (money-ATT) 'rich' (person)
amyo-nd (left-ATT) 'left-handed' (person)
güdü-nd (leprosy-ATT) 'leprous'
gwa-n$ (miserliness-ATT) 'miserly'
xesi- (fear-ATT) 'fearful' (person)
xwe-n5 (house-ATT) 'landlord'

The suffix -no is also involved in the derivation of colour terms (see also sections 9.1
and 12.2). It attaches to a nominal base referring to an entity which is typically
characterised by the colour. The base is either a simple or a compound noun, as in the
examples in (13).

(13) afin-nS (ash- ) 'grey'
ämä-mu-(n$) (leaf-raw-ATT) 'green'
fa-sin-n$ (indigo-water-ATT) 'blue'

As the glosses of the examples in (12) indicate, most nouns derived by means of the
attributive suffix may also be used as adjectives. For instance, akv/e-n$ may denote
either the state of being rich (adjectival use) or a rich person (nominal use). The same
situation holds for colour terms: they may also be used as adjectives, in which case the
suffix -no may be optional. In all cases, the attributive word is a noun. The adjectival
use of some nouns is a general phenomenon in the language, as discussed in
section 12.1.4.

Two semantic arguments support the analysis of -no as a suffix rather than as an
independent element in a compound. First, the interpretation of its meaning is regular
and predictable, unlike compounds where semantic anomalies often occur. Second, the
meaning of the suffix -no does not exactly match that of its homophone, no 'mother'.
Whereas the noun nd must refer to a woman, some derived words containing the suffix
nd refer to men, as the following example shows: ätän-nd 'bearded man'.

8.2.1.3. The agentive suffix -to

The suffix -to and the noun to 'father' are homophonous. The suffix derives agentive
nouns meaning 'doer/maker of BASE', as per the WSR in (14). It attaches to a simple
nominal base (as shown in the examples in (15)) or to a verbal base within the
structure of a synthetic compound (as we will see in section 9.3.3).
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(14) AGENTIVE SUFHX:
One who does/makes BASE'

(15) ajo-to (theft-AG) 'thief
ajo-to (trade-AG) 'tradesman/shopkeeper'
ze-to (magic-AG) 'magician/sorcerer'

g n-to (prison-AG) 'prisoner'
gbe-to (bush-AG) 'hunter'
hun-to (tomtom-AG) 'tomtom player'
ken-to (grudge-AG) 'vindictive/spiteful person'

As is the case for the suffix -na, the affixal status of -to can be argued on the basis of
two semantic criteria. On the one hand, agentive forms have regular and predictable
meanings in derived words. On the other hand, the suffix -to and the homophonous
noun -to have different semantic interpretations; contrary to the noun, which means
'father', the suffix -to does not include gender specification. Thus, ajo-to 'thief andgan-
to 'prisoner' may refer to a woman as well as to a man.

8.2.1.4. The provenance suffixes -to and -nu

There are two provenance suffixes which attach to locative nouns and derive nouns that
designate a person according to their place of birth or to their place of residence. One is
-to, which is homophonous with the agentive suffix -to and with the noun to 'father',
and the other is -nu, which is not semantically linked to a homophonous noun. For
both suffixes, the base can be a proper noun (country, town, region) or a common noun
(geographical term or more general locative term). WSRs for -to and -nu are shown in
(16), and examples of derived words in (17).

(16) PROVENANCE SUFFIXES:

'native/inhabitant of BASE'
(17) Βέηί-to (Benin-PR) 'inhabitant/native of Benin'

K n d -t6 (Canada-PR) 'inhabitant/native of Canada'
K tonu-to (Cotonou-PR) 'inhabitant of Cotonou'
Βέηί-ηύ (Benin-PR) 'native of Benin'
fi-nii (place-PR) 'inhabitant of the area'
glet -ηύ (field-PR) 'peasant'
Kutonu-nu (Cotonou-PR) 'native of Cotonou'

As is the case for many provenance suffixes in French and English, the choice of which
suffix to use with a given noun seems not to be governed by semantic or phonological
constraints, but rather by convention. Nonetheless, as the examples in (17) show, the
choice of either -to or -nu can yield a different semantic interpretation in some cases.
For some speakers, Βέηί-ηύ refers only to someone who was born in Benin, while
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-to may refer either to someone who lives in Benin (and may have been born
somewhere else), or to someone who was born in Benin (and may be living some-
where else).

8.2.1.5. The ordinal suffix -goo

The suffix -goo, like -nü, is not semantically related to a homophonous noun. It creates
ordinal adjectives from cardinal numbers, as is shown in the WSR in (18) and in the
examples in (19).

(18) ORDINAL SUFFIX: [NUMERAL-£&]ORDINALA
'having the rank of BASE'

(19) w£-goo (two-ORD) 'second'
ätonon-göo (five-ORD) 'fifth'
ko-goo (twenty-ORD) 'twentieth'

(forty-ORD) 'fortieth'

The distribution of the ordinal forms is discussed in section 12.3.2.

8.2.2. Prefixes

The number of derivational prefixes in Fonge is uncertain. Only one, the inversive
prefix mä-, can unequivocally be included in the inventory of prefixes. The status of the
other two prefixes, ä- and d-, is not entirely clear, as we will see in section 8.2.2.2.

8.2.2.1. The inversive prefix mä-

The inversive prefix mä- does not determine the lexical category of the derived word of
which it is a constituent. Like un- or non- in English, mä- determines only some
semantic properties of the word it is part of: it reverses the meaning of the base. The
derived word is of the same category as the base. Therefore, the base, and not the
inversive prefix mä-, is the head of the complex word, as the WSR in (20) shows. Both
categories of inversive words are illustrated below: words formed on a verbal base are
shown in (21), and those formed on an adjectival base are shown in (22).

(20) INVERSIVE PREFIX: Frnä-fV. AM {v A}

'un-BASE, non-BASE'
(21) mä-blä (INV-tie) 'to untie'

ma-bio (INV-do) 'to undo'
ma-si (INV-respect) 'to be disrespectful'
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(22) a. mä-ctfcii (INV-believed/believable) 'unbelievable'
ma-kuko (INV-dead/mortal) 'immortal'
mä- siso (INV-taken/takable) 'untakable'

b. mäcli-mäcli (INV-believed/believable) 'unbelievable'
mäku-mäku (INV-dead/mortal) 'immortal'
mäso-mäso (INV-taken/takable) 'untakable'

As shown in (22), there are two alternative realisations for the inversive adjective:
one where the prefix mä- attaches to the adjectival reduplicated form, as in (22a), and
one where the prefix attaches to the verb to form the base of the reduplicated form, as in
(22b). The two outputs reflect two possible orderings for the application of the
derivational processes. In cases such as those in (22a), the prefixation of mä- applies
after the verb has undergone the process of reduplication (e.g. '—> ' '—» - ). In
cases such as those in (22b), the prefix mä- attaches first, and the prefixed verb then
undergoes reduplication (e.g. '-> mä<#-* mäctf-mäcli).

The inversive prefix mä- is semantically related to the negation marker mä, a
homophonous lexical item. However, the prefix and the marker have distinguishing
semantic and syntactic properties. Semantically, the forms modify the base in different
ways, as shown in the examples below. Whereas the negation marker can only negate
the meaning of the verb, as in (23), the inversive prefix generally results in a meaning
contrary to that of the verb, as in (24).

(23) Bäyi mä blä nyibu .
Bayi NEG tie ox DBF
'Bayi did not tie the ox.'

(24) Bayi mä-biä nyibu o.
Bayi INV-tie ox DEF
'Bayi untied the ox.'

From a syntactic point of view, the two forms have different distributions. The
negative marker can be separated from the verb by certain TMA markers (see section
5.3), such as the definite future marker, as is shown in (25).

(25) Bäyi mä nä bla nyibu 6.
Bayi MEG DEF.FUT tie ox DEF
'Bayi will not tie the ox.'

In contrast, the inversive prefix must always appear to the immediate left of the verb,
as in (26). If the prefix is separated from its base, the sentence is ungrammatical,
as in (27).

(26) Bäyi nä mä-blä nyibu .
Bayi DEF.FUT INV-tie ox DEF
'Bayi will untie the ox.'
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(27) *Bäyi wä-nä-bla nyibu 6
Bayi INV-DEF.FUT-tie ox DEF

Finally, as indicated by forms such as those in (22b) above, the prefix may appear
between the base and another affix, the prefix of reduplication. This confirms the
morphological status of mä- and the atomicity of the constructions it is part of (see
also section 12.1.5).

8.2.2.2. Nominal classifiers a- and d-

In Fongbe, many nouns are bisyllabic and share the same first syllable: a large number
have /a/ as their first syllable, and a lesser number have /o/. Since most verbs are
monosyllabic, this might suggest that these bisyllabic nouns are derived, and that ä-
and o- are prefixes. However, in a synchronic view, it is not clear that ä- and o- are
productive affixes today (see Akoha 1980: 239-247, 1990: 71-72). And if they are
affixes at all, it is also not clear either that they are derivational rather than inflectional.
Present research points to two possible analyses.

A first approach would be to analyse ä- and b- as derivational prefixes, deriving nouns
from verbal bases. There are indeed a number of such nouns, semantically related to a
verb, and exhibiting one prefix or the other, as the examples in (28) illustrate.

(28) VERBS NOUNS
d$ 'to sleep' a-do 'nest'

'to urinate' ä- 'urine'4
'to eat' ä-du 'tooth'

g$ 'to fill' a-g> '(cereal) loft'
to 'to suck' ä- 'breast'
sä 'to crawl' ä-sä 'leg'
ku 'to die' o-ku 'corpse'
nu 'to drink' ö-nu 'mouth'

This approach is similar to that in Akoha (1980: 239-240, 1990: 71) and Anonymous
(1983: XIII, 14). According to these sources, ä- is a nominal prefix in Fongbe, but o-
is not a genuine morpheme of the language. The fact that nouns with an initial o- are
found only in certain regions is taken as an indication that these words have made their
way into Fongbe under the influence of Gungbe. Indeed, in Gungbe (Hazoume 1979),
several nouns contain the prefixes ä- or o-, the latter always optional. On the other
hand, Hounkpatin (1985: 94-97) reports both morphemes ä- and o- for Fongbe, at least
for the variety spoken in Masse.

The problem with this analysis is that ä- and o- are neither regular nor productive.
First, the semantic interpretation of the derived word is not predictable from the
meaning of the base. As the examples above show, the derived word can refer to a
number of different entities, such as a part of the body used to perform the action
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described by the verb (e.g. a-cfi 'tooth', ä-sä 'leg', - 'mouth'), the result of the
action described by the verb (e.g. ä- 'urine', o-ku 'corpse'), or the location where the
action described by the verb takes place (e.g. a-do 'nest',^-gi '(cereal) loft'). Second,
there are many nouns whose first syllable is ä- or o- for which it is impossible to
identify a potential verbal base, as shown in (29).

(29) NOUNS VERBS
äson 'fresh water crab' *son
ätän 'palm wine' *tan
ätin 'tree' *tin

Conversely, only a small subset of verbs are a potential base for the prefixes ä- and o-.
For example, it is not possible to form nouns from the verbs listed in (30).

(30) VERBS NOUNS
'to see' *ä-mö/*o-mö
'to hear' * - /* -

fan 'to blow' *ä-funl*ö-fun

For these reasons, I conclude that the possible analysis according to which ä- and o-
would be derivational affixes is unlikely.

An alternative approach would be to analyse the two prefixes as inflectional markers
of noun classes. Just as the gender marking of inanimate nouns in German or in French
is arbitrary, the class marking of a noun in Fongbe would be an idiosyncratic property.
Nouns in Fongbe would thus be marked by their prefix as belonging to [+a] or to [+o]
class; nouns without a prefix would be neutral. Under this analysis, the fact that a
number of noun forms (such as those in (29)) have no semantic connection to a verb
would not be problematic. The noun class could also play a role in disambiguating two
nouns which share the same root form, as in the pairs in (31).

(31) aj6 'trade' dp 'louse'
äkä 'custom' okö 'neck'
äzän 'day' özän 'mat'

Unfortunately for this analysis, the two prefixes are not very productive, a fact which
would be surprising if the two prefixes are indeed inflectional prefixes. Furthermore, the
very existence of class prefixes is surprising, considering that Fongbe does not exhibit
any other kind of inflectional morphology. Alternatively, we could regard nouns with
either prefix as frozen forms, impossible to break into smaller units. But the data do
not support this view: ä- and o- prefixes must be removed in some contexts, such as
inalienable possession NPs (24a) and compound words (24b).
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(32) a. k kld s -> kdklo's
chicken thigh 'chicken thigh'

b. nyibu- n -sin -> nyibuno'sfa
ox-breast-water 'cow's milk'

To summarise, the prefixes - and o- can be analysed either as derivational or
inflectional. However, neither analysis is completely satisfactory. It seems that, in mo-
dern Fongbe, these two prefixes are morphological units that can be separated, but have
neither semantic nor syntactic properties. One could possibly regard them as purely
morphological units. This is, in essence, the position taken in Bole-Richard (1983:
170-173) for the corresponding prefixes in Gen-Mina, - and <?-. The two prefixes of
Gen-Mina are analysed as danvatifs thematiques 'thematic derivative morphemes' on
the basis of their lack of semantic transparency and lack of productivity.

8.2.3. Summary

Fongbe has six derivational suffixes: the diminutive suffix -v/, the attributive suffix
-nd, the agentive suffix -to, the provenance suffix -to, the provenance suffix -nu, and the
suffix -goo that derives ordinal adjectives from cardinal numbers. Fongbe has one full
prefix, the inversive ma-. This prefix attaches to a verbal or adjectival base to form a
word of the same category, whose meaning is the reverse of that of the base. In most
morphological structures derived by means of affixation, the affix is the morphological
head of the complex word, the two exceptions being the diminutive suffix -v/ and the
inversive prefix ma-.

8.3. Reduplication

In Fongbe, reduplication is a very productive process, yielding different types of lexical
items from a verbal base. The words that are derived through this process, therefore,
belong to several syntactic categories, as the examples (33)-(36) below show.

Reduplication may derive adjectives, which appear in the same syntactic contexts as
underived adjectives. Derived adjectives can be inserted in a noun phrase (attributive
adjectives), as in (33a), or introduced by a copula (predicative adjectives), as in (33b).

(33) a. tevi <βφ Ιέ ATTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVE
yam RE.cook PL
'the cooked yams'

b. T&vf Ιέ φ φφ. PREDICATIVE AD JECnVE
yam PL be.at RE.cook
'The yams are cooked.'
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Reduplication may also derive nouns which denote the action, or the result of the
action, described by the verb, as shown in (34).

(34) a. wema 6 wlwl n yfy 6 ACTION(/RESULT) NOUN
book DBF RE.write rapid DEF
'the rapid writing of the book'

b. Koka sin φφ c gbe 6 Ιέ. (ACTION/)RESULTNOUN
Koku OBJ RE.draw good DEF PL
'the good sketches of Koku'

Reduplication can also yield two other types of nominal forms: gerunds, as in (35a),
and nominalised VPs which appear in imperfective constructions, as in (35b).

(35) a. Wema 6 wiwlan yi tan. GERUND
book DEF RE.write go time
'Writing the book took some time.'

b. έ φ yiyi wi. NOMINALISED VP
3sg be.at RE.leave POST
'(S)he is leaving.'

Furthermore, the reduplication process can also modify the argument structure of the
verbal base without changing its category, as is the case in the formation of the verbal
passive, exemplified in (36).

(36) Tevi Ιέ nyi φφ. VERBAL PASSIVE
yam PL be RE.cook
'The yams have been cooked.' (by someone)

In the remainder of this chapter, I first present the general properties of the
reduplicated forms, discussing morphological and phonological properties in turn
(section 8.3.1). I next present the similarities and the differences between the two
participial constructions (verbal passives and adjectival passives) in section 8.3.2, and
the two types of constructions which exhibit nominal properties (action/result nouns
and nominal gerunds) in section 8.3.3. The verbal gerunds and the nominalised VPs
involved in imperfective constructions, both of which exhibit nominal and verbal
properties, are the topic of section 8.3.4. Finally, section 8.3.5 summarises the
properties of the various constructions involving reduplicated forms.

The data on reduplication come mainly from my field notes and from Brousseau
(1998). Similar data on one or the other type of reduplicated constructions may also be
found in Brousseau (1991, 1993a), Brousseau—Filipovich—Lefebvre (1989), Fabb
(1992a, 1992b), and Kinyalolo (1992).
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8.3.1. General properties of the reduplicated forms

Besides the reduplicated forms we have seen so far, there is another category of words
whose forms exhibit some duplication of the segmental material. This category
includes a group of miscellaneous lexical items, in particular, minor categories such as
quantifiers, as in (37), and adverbs, as in (38).

(37) a.
b.

(38) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

ni/konnükönti/nükönti 'first'
($kpo<jokpo 'each/every'
hwähwe Often'

'totally'
'progressively'
'monthly'
'a lot'
'rapidly'

sumasume
kakä
bleble

nukön
cfikpo
hwa
gede
kpäfö
su
ka
ble

'front/before'
One'
'time'
'full'
'a bit'
'in (a) month'
9
9

These lexical items are formed from bases of various syntactic categories. Thus, we find
adverbs formed from nouns (e.g. (38a)), adjectives (e.g. (38b)), other adverbs (e.g.
(38c)), and even noun phrases (e.g. (38d)). In some cases, it is not possible to identify a
simple form as the base for the duplicated form (e.g. (38e) and (38f))·

Duplicated forms of this type exhibit neither regular nor predictible properties; they
are not derived by means of a productive morphological process. I shall use the term
duplicated forms to refer to those forms which are not productively derived words but
which, phonologically speaking, are composed of two identical parts. Duplicated forms
mostly belong to the category adverb (discussed in section 12.5.1). The second type of
duplication, already illustrated in examples (33M36), is the one I refer to as reduplica-
tion. It is a regular and productive process, as we will see throughout this section.

8.3.1.1. The morphological derivation of reduplicated forms

In Fongbe, reduplicated forms are in fact partially reduplicated forms, made up of a
verbal base preceded by a CV template.5 The initial syllable includes the first consonant
of the verbal base, followed by the vowel / . As will be explained in section 8.3.1.2,
the phonological form of the base determines the tone borne by I'll.

(39) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

-
gbi-gbä
xi-xö
kpi-kpäbä

-
wl-wlän

gba
xo
kpäbä

wlän

'to split'
'to build'
'to buy'
'to flatten'
'to prepare'
'to write'
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In the recent literature, there is a general consensus on the analysis that reduplication
consists in a process of affixation (see in particular Lieber 1992 and Marantz 1982). A
reduplication morpheme can be a prefix or a suffix. It is specified as a prosodic
constituent, that is, a template capable of receiving segmental content. In other words,
the reduplication affix is a syllable, a foot or a word. The segmental and tonal content
necessary to phonetically realise the affix is provided by the segmental and tonal
content of the base, and is generally done by copying.

In Fongbe, reduplication clearly involves a prefix (see also Capo 1991). As shown in
the examples in (39), it is the second (or possibly the third) syllable that constitutes the
phonological content of the verbal base. The first syllable always exhibits the same
form /Ci/, whatever the vowel of the verbal base is, and even if the base has more than
one syllable (e.g. kpi-kpäbä < kpäbä).

Compared to other affixes in Fongbe, the reduplication prefix (henceforth RE) is more
versatile. It can modify the properties of a verbal base in three different ways. First, in
the case of the verbal passive, the prefix affects only the argument structure of the base;
the categorial features of the base [-N, +V] are not affected. In the case of adjectives and
nouns, RE nominalises the verbal base, yielding derived forms that are either [+N, +V]
(adjectives), or [+N, -V] (nouns). RE can thus derive words of three syntactic categories:
[-N, +V], [+N, +V] and [+N, -V].6

RE is syntactically underspecified. It bears the feature [+N] and is not specified for the
feature [±V]. This categorial underspecification allows the prefix to interact with the
categorial specification of the base in different ways. More precisely, RE being
underspecified implies that there is a choice when identifying the morphological head of
the derived word: the head is either the prefix or the verbal base. Furthermore, since RE
is specified for [+N] only, it can be either the head of a morphological construction
(i.e. the head of a word), or the head of a syntactic construction (i.e. inserted directly in
a syntactic node).

All reduplicated forms can be derived from one of these three options.7 When the
verbal base is the head of a morphological construction, the complex word exhibits the
same features as the head (i.e. [-N, +V]), yielding a verbal passive. When RE is the head
of a morphological construction, it derives either a noun or an adjective. The resulting
complex word inherits the feature [+N] of the head. An arbitrary value is then assigned
to the feature V of the complex word, so that it can be fully specified. If, for example,
the value [+V] is chosen, the complex word is specified for the features [+N, +V], and it
is thus an adjective. If the value [-V] is chosen, the derived word is specified for the
features [+N, -V], and it is thus a noun. These three morphological structures are
schematised in (40), where the head of the constituent is underlined.

(40) a. Nouns: RE[+N]-BASE[_N> +V] -> NOUN[+N,_V]
b. Adjectives: RE[+N]-BASE[_Nt+V] -> ADJECTTVE[+Nt +V]
c. Verbal passive: RE[+N]-BASE[-N,+v] -» VERB[_N>+V]

Finally, RE can be inserted directly in the syntax as the head of the inflectional
projection (INFL). Indeed, its [+N] feature allows RE to head an IP. Like other INFL
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markers, RE selects a VP complement. Unlike other INFL markers, however, since RE is
a prefix, it must be combined with the verb in the syntax.8 The resulting construction
inherits the nominal features of the inflectional head RE, yielding a syntactic
nominalisation.

8.3.1.2. The phonetic form of reduplicated forms

As was seen in the examples in (39), the reduplication prefix is composed of a single
syllable of the type CV. This syllable is not a perfect copy of the verbal base. On the
one hand, the vowel of RE is /i/, no matter what the vowel of the base is.9 On the other
hand, the tone borne by the prefix is not necessarily identical to the first tone of the
base. These differences suggest that the segmental and tonal contents of the prefix are
obtained by spreading, rather than by copying the segmental and tonal contents of
the base.

RE acquires its phonetic shape as follows.10 First, the prefix RE is added to the left of
the base. This syllable consists of two segmental slots (shown by the first two x's in
(41)). Second, the segmental content of the adjacent consonant (the first consonant of
the base) spreads to the consonant slot (the first χ of the prefix), as in (4la). Third, by
epenthesis, the vowel /i/ is inserted in the vowel slot of the prefix (the second x), as
in (41b).

(41) a. .gb a b. jb a

x x + x x x x + x x
C V C V C V C V
gb gb a —> gb i gb a

Fourth, the first tone of the verbal base spreads to the left giving tonal content to the
epenthetic vowel I'll. The spreading of the first tone depends on the voice qualities of
the initial consonant of the base. This dependency can be explained if we assume that a
link exists between voicing properties and tones, and more precisely, between the
feature [+ voiced] and a low tone.11 Thus voiced consonants and sonorants in Fongbe
bear a low tone, and it is the presence of this low tone that is responsible for the
voicing quality of the consonant. When the initial consonant of the base is a voiced
consonant or a sonorant, the tone of the consonant (the low tone representing the
voicing property) spreads to the prefix RE, as in (42a). In contrast, voiceless consonants
do not have tonal content; when the initial consonant of the base is a voiceless
consonant (i.e. toneless), the tone of the vowel spreads to the prefix, as in (42b).

(42) a. .L H b. .H

x x x x x x x x
gb i gb t i t έ
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This analysis accounts for the fact that the prefix will always bear a low tone when
the base begins with a voiced consonant, regardless of the tone borne by the initial
vowel of the base, as the examples in (43) show.

(43) INITIAL VOICED CONSONANT
a. H -» L-H:

φέ -> gbi-gb (RE-construct)
na -> ni-na (RE-give)
wan —> wi-wen (RE-twist)

b. L ^ L-L:
ζέ -» ζί-ζε (RE-split)
πα —> mi-mo (RE-see)
w -> wi-w (RE-do)

This same analysis explains why, when a voiceless consonant occurs at the beginning
of the base, the tone of the prefix is identical to that of the initial vowel of the base, as
the examples in (44) show.

(44) INITIAL VOICELESS CONSONANT
a.

b.

Η
te
so
kp5n
L
U
&
xd

— »
— >
-»
— >
->
-»
— »
->

H-H:
ti-te
si-so
kpin-kp5n
L-L:
ti-t
si-se
xi-xd

(RE-swell)
(RE-take)
(RE-look)

(RE-sift)
(RE-hear)
(RE-buy)

The derivation outlined above describes the phonological derivation of all reduplicated
forms in Fongbe except one. When the initial syllable of the verbal base is /CyV/, the
segmental content of the prefix RE is derived by copy, and is identical to that of the
verbal base. The tone, however, is derived as explained earlier, as shown in (45).

(45) ly -» ly -ly (RE-climb)
fyon -» fyon-fyon (RE-sift)

The phonetic shape of reduplicated forms varies greatly across Gbe lects, and even
across Fongbe lects. This is discussed in detail in Capo (1991: 172-183), which is the
source of the data presented below.12 The variants form a continuum. At one end of the
continuum, we find the variant that has been discussed, so far. The prefix appears in two
forms: in one case, it is a perfect copy of the base when the base exhibits a /CyV/ form;
in all other cases, the form of RE is /Ci/ (or /Cu/ in a rounding context). This variant
occurs in most Fongbe and Phla-Pher lects.
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At the other end of the continuum, we find a variant where the prefix is always a
perfect copy of the verbal base. In this variant, reduplicated forms corresponding to
those in (39) would be realised as in (46). Note that, in (46) (as well as in (47) and
(48)), the tone is indicated only on the verbal base since tone realisation on RE varies
across Gbe lects.

(46) a. - < 'to split'
b. gba-gba < gba 'to build'
c. xo-xo < xo 'to buy'
d. kpaba-kpeba < kpäbä 'to flatten'
e. - < 'to prepare'
f. wlan-wlan < wlän 'to write'

This variant occurs in Gen, Aja and Vhe (i.e. Ewe) lects.
Between these two extremes are variants where the prefix can change form according

to the syllabic properties of the verbal base. When the form of the verbal base is /ClV/,
the segmental content of the prefix can be obtained either by spreading (variant A),
through full copy (variant B) or through partial copy (variant C). For variant A, the
form of the prefix is /Ci/; for variant B, the prefix is a perfect copy of the verbal base,
whereas for variant C, the prefix is a partial copy, where the liquid /!/ is removed. The
three variants are exemplified in (47).

(47) a. VARIANT A
bi-bla < blä 'to tie'
gin-glon < glon 'tobend'

b. VARIANTE
bla-bla < blä 'to tie'
glon-glon < glon 'tobend'

c. VARIANT c
ba-bla < blä 'to tie'
gon-glon < glon 'tobend'

In the case of a bisyllabic verbal base, the prefix can likewise be derived by spreading
(variant D), or through copy (variant E). In variant D, the form of the prefix is /Ci/,
whereas in variant E, there are two syllables in the prefix, identical to the two syllables
of the base. This is shown in (48), where the tone is indicated only on the verbal base,
as above.

(48) a. VARIANT D
kpi-kpaba < kpäbä 'to flatten'
si-siso < siso 'to shake'

b. VARIANTE
kpaba-kpaba < kpäbä 'to flatten'
siso-siso < siso 'loshake'
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Variant A is found in Phla-Pher and most Fongbe lects (see also Akoha 1990: 65-
67). Variant B is present in Aja, Waci (a Vhe lect) and the Fongbe lect spoken in
Abomey. Variant C is manifested in Gen and in most Vhe lects. For bisyllabic verbal
bases, variant D is found only in some Fongbe lects; all other Gbe lects exhibit
variantE.13

Finally, in lects where the form of the prefix is /Ci/, the contexts that trigger vowel
rounding vary. In Phla-Pher and in most Fongbe lects, the HI of the prefix will be
rounded to [u] only when the first vowel of the base is /u/, as in (49a). By contrast, in
the Abomey lect, any round vowel in the base will trigger rounding of the vowel in the
prefix, as in (49b).

(49) a. φ-φ < φ 'to eat'
ki-ko < ko 'to laugh'
zin-zdn < z$n 'to walk'

b. φ-φ < φ 'to eat'
ku-ko < ko 'to laugh'
zu-zon < Tbn 'to walk'

8.3.1.3. Summary

To summarise, the general properties of reduplication are the following: Reduplication
is a prefixation process which involves a syntactically underspecified prefix, defined
only by the feature [+N]. When RE is the head of the morphological construction, it
will pass its [+N] feature to the derived word. A value of [-V] or [+V] is arbitrarily
assigned to the resulting complex word, identifying the structure as a noun or an
adjective, respectively. RE can also be inserted in a syntactic structure as the head of an
INFL projection, yielding a syntactic nominalisation.

From a morphological point of view, reduplication is a process of affixation like any
other. The distinction is at the phonological level, where a full phonetic interpretation
of the prefix requires the application of various processes. Depending on the lect and on
the syllabic pattern of the verbal base, the prefix is either an exact copy of the verbal
base, or it is a syllable of the type /Ci/, where the phonetic content is derived by the
process of spreading (for the consonant and the tone), and by the process of epenthesis
(for the vowel).

8.3.2. Participial constructions

In Fongbe, there are two types of participial constructions, which are both predicative:
verbal passives and adjectival passives. Both constructions involve predicates which are
syntactically monadic; their only argument, in subject position, matches the theme
argument of the verb, which is the base of the reduplicated form. The morphology of
these two passives is the element that distinguishes them, on the surface, from other
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monadic verbal forms. Whereas the verb appears in its base form in inchoative
constructions and in middle constructions, the verb is always reduplicated in the two
passive constructions. These differences are illustrated in (50).

(50) a. Avo 6 nyi wlwolon. VERBAL PASSIVE
loincloth DBF be RE.crumple
'The loincloth has been crumpled.' (by someone)

(=(la) in Brousseau 1998: 126)
b. v 6 φ wlwolon. ADJECTIVAL PASSIVE

loincloth DBF be.at RE.crumple
'The loincloth is crumpled.' (=(lb) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

c. Ανά ό wolon. INCHOATIVE
loincloth DBF crumple
'The loincloth has crumpled.' (=(lc) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

d. vd 6 ta wolon g nji. MIDDLE
loincloth DEF HAB crumple well
'The loincloth crumples easily.' (=(ld) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

Since both participial forms (in (50a) and in (50b)) must be introduced by a predicate,
it might be assumed that they are not verbs. By hypothesis, they could both be adjecti-
ves. The participial forms in (50a) and (50b) are, however, different in two ways: first,
they are introduced by different predicates, nyi and φ, respectively, and second, they
have different semantic interpretations. There are two main differences in the interpreta-
tions. First, they are different in aspect and time. The verbal passive has a dynamic di-
mension, for it denotes a change in state or place undergone by the entity in subject po-
sition. In contrast, the adjectival passive has a stative interpretation, whereby a property
is attributed to the entity in subject position without the specification that it is the
result of a change. While the verbal passive describes an event (i.e. a process which
culminates in a result state), the adjectival passive describes a state. This distinction is
demonstrated by the contrast in grammaticality between the sentences in (51) and (52).

(51) a. *av$ 6 nyi wiwolon nug nxixow m b$ έ k
loincloth DEF be RE.crumple at.two.o'clock and 3sg ANT
φ wiwolon nύg nxίxόφkpόmέ
be.at RE.crumple at.one.o'clock
[Lit.: 'The loincloth has been crumpled at two o'clock and it was
crumpled at one o'clock.'] (=(7a) in Brousseau 1998: 128)

b. *hon 6 nyi susu W e φ susu cobo
door DEF be RE.close and 3sg be.at RE.close before
[Lit.: 'The door has been closed and it was closed before.']

(=(7b) in Brousseau 1998: 128)
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(52) a. Ανά 6 φ wiwolon nug nxixow me b$ e k
loincloth DEF be.at RE.crumple at.two.o'clock and 3sg ANT
φ wiwolon nύg nxixόφkpόmέ.
be.at RE.crumple at.one.o'clock
'The loincloth is crumpled at two o'clock and it was crumpled at one
o'clock.' (=(8a) in Brousseau 1998: 128)

b. Hdn ό φ soso bo <£ φ susu cobo.
door DEF be.at RE.close and 3sg be.at RE.close before
'The door is closed and it was closed before.'

(=(8b) in Brousseau 1998: 128)

The sentences in (51) are ungrammatical because they denote two contradictory
situations, and therefore, they cannot be interpreted. In the first clause of (5 la), the
verbal passive establishes the moment ('at two o'clock/now') when the change of state
undergone by the subject ('the loincloth') took place. The statement in the second
clause contradicts that of the first clause since the state described by the participle has
already been reached. In contrast, the sentences in (52) can be interpreted since the
clauses establish a link between the subject and the state of "crumpled", without
presenting it as the result of a process. There is therefore no contradiction; a state of
things exists at one moment in time, and existed at a previous moment as well.

From a semantic point of view, verbal passives are dynamic predicates whereas
adjectival passives are stative predicates. This aspectual distinction between the two
passives is also reflected in the imperfective construction. When the verbal passive is
realised in the imperfective, it has a progressive meaning, as is shown in (53).

(53) a. Av$ ό φ wiwolon nyi wl.
loincloth DEF be.at RE.crumple being POST
"The loincloth is being crumpled.' (by someone)

(=(10a) in Brousseau 1998: 129)
b. Hon 6 φ susu nyi we.

door DEF be.at RE.close being POST
'The door is being closed.' (by someone)

(=(10b) in Brousseau 1998: 129)

In contrast, the adjectival passive is incompatible with the imperfective aspect, as is
shown by the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (54).

(54) a. *av$ ό φ wiwolon φ we
loincloth DEF be.at RE.crumple being.at POST
[Lit.: 'The loincloth is being crumpled.'] (=(9a) in Brousseau 1998: 129)
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b. *h$n 6 φ su su φ w
door DEF be.at RE.close being.at POST
[Lit.: 'The door is being closed.' ] (=(9b) in Brousseau 1998: 129)

Recall from section 5.1.4.2 that the progressive interpretation is possible only with
dynamic predicates (i.e. predicates which denote a process). Stative predicates are
compatible with the imperfective construction only when they denote a transitory
property (stage-level predicates). Individual-level predicates, i.e. predicates which denote
a stable or permanent property, are incompatible with the imperfective aspect. The
ungrammaticality of the sentences in (54) supports the assumption that the adjectival
passive is an individual-level predicate.

Finally, the dynamic/stative distinction between the two passives is reflected in the
temporal interpretation of the clause in which they appear. Recall from section 5.2 that
the temporal and aspectual interpretation of a bare sentence is a function of the type of
predicate that heads the clause. While a bare sentence containing a stage-level predicate
is assigned a past tense interpretation, a bare sentence containing an individual-level
predicate is assigned a present tense interpretation. These temporal interpretations
distinghish the two passives: in (55a) the verbal passive is assigned a past tense
interpretation (stage-level predicate), whereas in (55b) the adjectival passive is assigned
a present tense interpretation (individual-level predicate).

(55) a. Ανί> ό nyi wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be RE.crumple
"The loincloth has been crumpled.' (by someone)

b. Ανό ό φ wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be.at RE.crumple
"The loincloth is crumpled.'

The second semantic difference between the verbal passive and the adjectival passive
constructions lies in their argument structure. The adjectival passive is monadic. It has
only one argument, a theme, realised in the subject position of the clause. The verbal
passive is dyadic. It has two arguments: a theme, also realised in the subject position of
the clause, and an implicit agent. Even though the agent is never explicitly realised at
the syntactic level—because, as will be seen in section 11.1, there is no preposition
meaning 'by' in Fongbe—it is present at the semantic level.

One can determine whether a monadic construction at the syntactic level is also
monadic at the semantic level by means of a test using agent-oriented adverbs in the
construction. Agent-oriented adverbs should be allowed only in constructions involving
an explicit or an implicit agent. Under this test, the sentences in (56) are semantically
deviant because the agent-oriented modifiers 'voluntarily' and 'laughing' have no agent
to modify. Indeed, there is no explicit or implicit agent in a sentence containing an
inchoative verb, as in (56a), or an adjectival passive, as in (56b). In these sentences, the
agent-oriented adverb cannot be interpreted and, therefore, the sentences are semantically
unacceptable.
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(56) a. *ζεη ό gb kpatf jlo kpo l kpotf kiko kpo
vase DBF break with will with / with laugh with
[Lit.: 'The vase broke voluntarily/laughing.']

(=(16a)inBrousseau 1998: 132)
b. *ζέη ό φ gbigb kpa[o jlo kpo Ι Κρόφ kiko kpo

vase DBF be.at RE.break with will with / with laugh with
[Lit.: The vase is broken voluntarily/laughing.']

When the same adverbs appear with a verbal passive, the resulting sentence is
grammatical, as example (57) illustrates. In this case, the adverbs have scope over the
implicit agent.

(57) Ζεη ό nyi gblgba kpo^o jlo kpo I kpόφ kiko kpo.
vase DBF be RE.break with will with / with laugh with
'The vase has been broken voluntarily/laughing.'

(=(15a) in Brousseau 1998:131)

The contrast in grammaticality between (56) and (57) argues that the adjectival passive
in Fongbe is a monadic form, whereas the verbal passive has two arguments, one of
which is implicit.

The two participial forms in Fongbe can also be differentiated at the syntactic level.
The predicates that introduce the reduplicated forms are different, and select
complements from different categories. Verbal reduplication is introduced by nyi 'to be'
(see (55a) above), whereas adjectival reduplication is introduced by φ 'to be at' (see
(55b) above). (The distinction of nyi 'to be' and φ 'to be at' is discussed at length in
section 7.1.)

Finally, the verbal passive can be realised only as the complement of nyi. Adjectival
reduplication, on the other hand, may appear in two syntactic contexts. It may occur
with φ 'to be at', as in (55b); it can also appear as a nominal modifier, as in (58).

(58) a. ζέη gblgb ό
vase RE.break DBF
'the broken vase'

b. av$ wiwolon ό
loincloth RE.crumple DBF
'the crumpled loincloth'

In the two noun phrases in (58), the adjectival passive has the same syntactic
distribution and the same semantic link with the noun as an underived adjective does.
The only possible interpretation of the reduplicated form in such a structure is parallel
to its interpretation in constructions with φ (i.e. stative monadic predicate). It cannot
have an interpretation similar to that of a verbal passive (i.e. with an implicit agent).
This supports the claim that the reduplicated form in (58) is adjectival.
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The verbal and adjectival passives belong to different categories, and for that reason
they exhibit different distributions. The verbal passive is a participial verb with the
features [-N, +V], whereas the adjectival passive is an adjective with the features [+N,
+V]. In short, several distinct properties are exhibited in the two participial
constructions in Fongbe. They are summarised in (59) and (60).

(59) VERBAL PASSIVES
a. the construction has a dynamic interpretation: it denotes a change

undergone by the entity in subject position;
b. the interpretation of the construction includes an implicit agent;
c. the reduplicated form must be introduced by the verb nyi 'to be';
d. the reduplicated form is a participial verb with the features [-N, +V].

(60) ADJECTIVAL PASSIVES
a. the construction has a stative interpretation: it denotes a state, a property

of the entity in subject position;
b. the interpretation of the construction excludes an implicit agent;
c. the reduplicated form can be introduced by φ 'to be at' or it can be

inserted as a modifier in an NP;
d. the reduplicated form is an adjective with the features [+N, +V].

8.3.3. Nominal structures

Two types of reduplicated constructions clearly have nominal properties. They are
action/result nouns and gerunds. The projections of these two types of nominal
reduplications exhibit four properties that also characterise "genuine" NPs, that is, NPs
headed by a simple noun.

8.3.3.1. Four nominal properties

Four properties distinguish nominal structures involving reduplication from VPs and
clauses. First, nominal reduplications and genuine NPs exhibit the same distribution:
they both appear in argument position. Nominal reduplications can occur in the subject
position of the clause, as is shown in (61).

(61) a. [KSku sin φφ (ggte ό Ιέ] ACTION/RESULT NOUN
Koku OBJ REdraw good DEF PL
ko nyi sis .
ANT be RE.sell
"The good sketches of Koku have been sold.'
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b. [Warna o wiwlän bleblo <£] NOMINAL GERUND
book DEF RE.write fast lsg:POSS
na syen.
DEF.FUT be.hard
'My fast writing of the the book will be hard.'

Clauses and VPs, on the other hand, cannot appear in subject position, as is shown by
the ungrammaticality of (62) and (63).

(62) *[ün wlan wema o] na syln CLAUSE
Isg write book DEF DEF.FUT be.hard

(63) *[wlan werna 6] na syen VERB PHRASE
write book DEF DEF.FUT be.hard

Second, nominal reduplications share with NPs a particular word order. The
complement of the reduplicated form may appear to the left of the reduplicated form, as
is illustrated in (64).

(64) a. wema 6 wiwlan 6
book DEF RE.write DEF
'the writing of the book'

b. woma 6 wiwlän Eäyi tön
book DEF RE.write Bayi GEN

b' 'the writing of the book by Bayi'
b" 'Bayi writing the book'

In (64), the complement precedes the head; this word order matches the basic order of
noun phrases. As seen in section 3.6 (see also Brousseau—Lumsden 1992), in genuine
NPs the complement precedes the nominal head, and it is marked for objective case,
realised as sin. The argument of the noun may also appear to the right of the head,
where it is marked for genitive case, realised as ton. These two options are shown in
(65a) and (65b), respectively.

(65) a. Köku sin xo 6
Koku OBJ house DEF
'the house of Koku'

b. x3 Koku ton 6
house Koku GEN DEF
'Koku's house'

In VPs, only one word order is possible: the verbal head must precede its
complement. Thus, nominal reduplications differ from VPs occurring in tensed clauses,
as in (66a), and from infinitival clauses, as in (66b).
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(66) a. Bäyi nä wlän wema.
Bayi DEF.FUT write book
'Bayi will write a book.'

b. Bäyi jlo nä wlän wema.
Bayi want DEF.FUT write book
'Bayi wants to write a book.'

Third, whereas tensed clauses must have a subject, a subject (marked for genitive
case) is not required by nominal projections. In the nominal structure in (67a), the
subject rendered in the genitive phrase is optional, whereas in the clause structure in
(67b), the subject is not optional.

(67) a. dan wiwli (Koku tan)
snake RE.catch (Koku GEN)
'the catching of snakes (by Koku)'

b. *(Koku) wli dan
(Koku) catch snake

Fourth, VPs occurring in tensed clauses may be modified by an adverbial clause with
either a temporal interpretation, as in (68a), or a causal interpretation, as in (68b).

(68) a. A nü ätän jenukön bo wli dan.
2sg drink palm.wine before and.you catch snake
'You drank palm wine before you caught a snake.'

b. A nu ätän e nyo wutu.
2sg drink palm.wine COMP 3sg be.good because
'You drank palm wine because it is good.'

This type of modification is not possible in nominal reduplicated constructions, as is
shown by the ungrammaticality of the clauses in (69).

(69) a. *atan nunii towe ($) jenukon bo wli dan
palm.wine RE.drink 2sg:POSS DEF before and.you catch snake
[Lit.: 'drinking your palm wine before you catch a snake']

b. *ätän towe ( ) 6 nyo wutu
palm.wine RRdrink 2sg:POSS DEF COMP 3sg be.good because
[Lit.: 'drinking palm wine because it is good']

The two constructions involving reduplication share with noun phrases the four
properties discussed above. These properties suggest that the head of the constructions
in question has nominal features.

Nominal constructions do not, however, constitute a homogeneous class with respect
to word order, categories permitted to occur in the construction, and the phonological
realisation of the reduplicated prefix. Nominal constructions may be divided into two
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types. The first one has properties identical to those of genuine NPs (action/result
nominals). The second one has mixed properties, both nominal and verbal (gerunds).
Each type will be discussed in turn.

8.3.3.2. Action/result nominals

NPs where the head is either an action/result nominal or a simple noun have identical
properties. As simple nominals, action/result nominals can be fully expanded; they are
compatible with determiners, demonstrative terms, quantifiers, and adjectives. These
various possibilities are illustrated in (70).

(70) a. Koku sin φφ (jagte έΐό ό Ιέ bi
Koku OBJ RE.draw good DEM DBF PL all
'all these good sketches of Koku' (in question)

b. φφ (jagte Koku tan έΐό ό Ιέ bi
RE.draw good Koku GEN DEM DEF PL all
'all these good sketches of Koku' (in question)

The nominal head may appear to the left (e.g. φφ Kaku ton) or to the right (e.g. Koku
sin φφ) of its argument. Thus, action/result nominals exhibit the two possible word
orders of genuine NPs (illustrated in the examples in (65)). Furthermore, when the
nominal head follows its argument, the case marker sin may reduce to a high tone
realised on the following word. This is attested both in action/result nominals, as in
(7 la), and in simple nominals, as in (71b).

(71) a. vi sin φφ -» vi
child OBJ RE.draw
'sketch of (a) child'

b. vi sin kp -» vi kp
child OBJ wound
'wound of (a) child*

Finally, note that action/result nominals always appear in a fully reduplicated form.
Whatever their position and whatever the preceding lexical item, these reduplicated
forms cannot be truncated. This property distinguishes them from gerunds, as will be
seen in section 8.3.3.3.

The fact that action/result nominals behave as simple nouns suggests that they are
nouns formed in the lexicon by morphological derivation.
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8.3.3.3. Gerunds

Across languages, gerunds seem to be hybrid syntactic categories in the sense that they
share properties with both NPs and IPs. Such hybrid categories are found in Fongbe. In
section 8.3.3.1, it was shown that gerunds share some properties with nouns. In this
section, it is shown that they also have other properties that distinguish them from
nouns.

Unlike action/result nominale, gerunds do not have the full phrase expansion found
in genuine NPs. For example, they are incompatible with the plural marker, with
demonstrative terms and with quantifiers. This is shown by the ungrammatically of the
sentences in (72).

(72) a. *lan Bayi tan elo
meat RRprepare Bayi GEN DEM

b. *lan Bäyi tön (bi)
meat RE.prepare Bayi GEN PL all

Gerunds can, however, be determined by the definite determiner, as is shown in (73). In
this context, the definite determiner is always optional; therefore, its presence does
not appear to trigger a definite interpretation. As the examples below show, the
determiner may appear in a gerund with a subject, or in a subjectless gerund with a
generic interpretation.

(73) a. Ian Bäyi tön (6)
meat RRprepare Bayi GEN DEF
'Bayi('s) preparing (of) the meat'

b. Ian ( )
meat RE.prepare DEF
'preparing meat'

Unlike NPs, gerunds may be negated. They share this property with clauses, but with
one difference. As seen in sections 6.4 and 6.5.3.1, the negation of a simple clause can
be achieved either with the negative marker ä (a class B marker), or with the negation
markers mä orkun, as shown in (74a) and (74b).

(74) a. Äsibä wä ä.
Asiba come Neg
'It is not the case that Asiba came.'

b. Äsibä mä wä.
Asiba NEG come
'Asiba did not come.'
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In gerunds, however, negation can be encoded only with the negation marker ma, as
shown in (75). Note that, in (75b), the reduplication of the verb is truncated, a topic
which will be discussed below.

(75) a. *wiwa Äsiba tön ä
RE.come Asiba GEN Neg

b. mä wä Äsibä tön
NEG RE.come Asiba GEN
'Asiba's not coming'
[Lit.: 'the (fact of) non-coming by Asiba']

Word order is another feature distinguishing gerunds from NPs. As explained earlier,
the nominal head in NPs may precede or follow its argument. The argument is marked
for objective case sin when it precedes the head, and for genitive case tön when it
follows the head (see (65)). In the case of gerunds, only one word order is possible: the
argument must precede the head. Furthermore, the argument is always realised as a bare
NP in the sense that it is not marked for case, either by the full form sin, or the reduced
high tone (as in (76b)). Thus, among the four possibilities in (76), only (76a) is gram-
matical with a gerund interpretation. Note that the structures in (76b)-(76d) are gram-
matical with an action/result nominal interpretation (i.e. 'the preparation of the meat').

(76) a. Ian (6)
meat RE.prepare DBF
'(the) preparing (of) meat'

b. *lan ' ($)
meat RRprepare DBF

c. *lan sin ( )
meat OBJ RE.prepare DBF

d. * län tön ( )
RE.prepare meat GEN DBF

With gerunds, only one argument can appear with a case marker: the agent of the
construction. The agent is the leftmost component when marked with sin, as in (77a),
and the rightmost component when marked with tön, as in (77b).

(77) a. Eäyi sin län (5)
Bayi OBJ meat RRprepare DBF
'(the) preparing (of) meat by Bayi'

b. län Bäyi tön ( )
meat RE.prepare Bayi GEN DBF
'Bayi('s) preparing (of) meat'

Gerunds may be modified by adjectives or adverbs. But the compatibility of the
gerund with either type of modifier depends on various properties, such as compatibility
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with TMA markers, or the phonological realisation of RE. In fact, these various
properties cluster together, allowing us to create a distinction between a nominal
variant and a verbal variant of gerund.14

On the one hand, nominal gerunds can be modified by adjectives, but not by adverbs,
and they are not compatible with TMA markers, such as the marker of anteriority ko,
and the habitual marker no. On the other hand, verbal gerunds are compatible with TMA
markers and adverbs, but not with adjectives. The examples in (78) show that gerunds
cannot contain both an adjective and a TMA marker.

(78) a. Ian (*jia) dägbe Bäyi tön (S) NOMINAL GERUND
meat HAB REprepare good Bayi GEN DEF
'Bayi's good preparing of meat'

b. Ian no (*dägbe) Bäyi tön (o) VERBALGERUND
meat HAB RRprepare good Bayi GEN DEF
'Bayi usually preparing meat'

The examples in (79) show that an adverb is compatible with a TMA marker, but an
adjective is not.

(79) a. Ian ko (*dägte) Bäyi tön (6) VERBALGERUND
meat ANT RRprepare good Bayi GEN DEF
'Bayi having prepared meat'

b. Ian ko hwehwe Bäyi tön (S) VERBALGERUND
meat ANT RE.prepare often Bayi GEN DEF
'Bayi having prepared meat often'

In a gerund, the agent can be realised as a possessive form, like ce 'lsg:POSS' or
tov/ '2sg:POSS'. However, this is possible only with a nominal gerund, since the
possessive form is compatible with adjectives, as in (80a), but not with TMA markers,
as in (80b), nor with adverbs, as in (80c).

(80) a. Ian dägbe ce (S) NOMINAL GERUND
meat RE.prepare good lsg:POSS DEF
'my good preparing of meat'

b. *lan no ce (S) VERBAL GERUND
meat HAB RRprepare lsg:POSS DEF

c. *lan hwehwe ce (6) VERBAL GERUND
meat RE.prepare often lsg:POSS DEF

Finally, reduplication is not always realised in full in gerunds. When reduplication is
immediately preceded by the negation marker or by a TMA marker, the reduplication
prefix is not phonetically realised. The reduplicated form is then identical to the verbal
base, as seen in examples (75b), (78b) and (79). This truncated realisation is not
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attested in NPs. It can be found, though, in nominalised VPs of aspectual constructions,
which are discussed below.

In brief, gerunds exhibit mixed properties, both nominal and clausal. They are similar
to the corresponding English constructions and can be analysed in the same fashion (i.e.
as verbal projections inheriting nominal features from an INFL head), (see e.g. Baker
1985; Cowper 1995; Fabb 1984; Milsark 1988).

8.3.4. Nominalised VPs in aspectual constructions

Some aspectual constructions require nominalised VPs where the verb occurs in a
reduplicated form. The reduplicated forms may be analysed as nominalised VPs since
they exhibit both nominal and verbal properties. They occur in two constructions
which denote a non-complete aspect: the imperfective and the prospective. Recall from
section 5.3.4.2 that the imperfective aspect is rendered by a periphrastic expression
involving the locative φ 'to be at', and the postposition w£. The nominalised VP is
the complement of \νέ, the head of a postpositional phrase which is itself the
complement of φ. Also recall from section 5.3.4.3 that the prospective aspect is
formed on the basis of the imperfective construction in which the definite future marker
na is embedded. The two constructions are illustrated in (81).

(81) a. Eayi φ yiyi wl. IMPERFECTIVE
Bayi be.at RE.leave POST
'Bayi is leaving.'

b. Bayi φ n yi \νέ. PROSPECTIVE
Bayi be.at DEF.FUT REleave POST
'Bayi is about to leave.'

Nominalised VPs embedded within aspectual constructions share several properties
with verbal gerunds. First, the complement NP precedes the head, and is not marked by
a case marker (neither sin nor a high tone). Second, the construction can be modified by
adverbs, but not by adjectives. Third, the construction is incompatible with
determiners, demonstrative terms and quantifiers. Fourth, the construction can be
negated by the negation marker m .

However, the nominalised VP embedded within aspectual constructions, differs from
verbal gerunds in several ways. First, it cannot appear in either subject or object posi-
tion of a clause; its distribution is limited to imperfective and prospective construc-
tions. Second, the only TMA marker that is compatible with this nominalised structure
is the definite future marker n . The other markers appear in front of the main predicate
of the clause, that is, φ 'to be at'. Third, the nominalised VP cannot contain an agent.

A fourth difference between the two constructions concerns the phonological
realisation of the reduplication prefix. As is the case with gerunds, reduplication is
truncated when the reduplicated form is immediately preceded by the negation marker
m , as in (82a), or by the definite future marker n , as in (82b). Unlike gerunds,
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however, truncation will also occur when the direct object immediately precedes the
reduplicated form, whether the object is realised as a lexical NP, as in (82c), or as a
strong pronoun, as in (82d).

(82) a. sib w kpon wo wa.
Asiba MEG RE.look.at 2sg POST
'Asiba is not looking at you.' ('Asiba is ignoring you.')

b. Asfb n kpon wo wa.
Asiba DEF.FUT RE.look.at 2sg POST
'Asiba is about to look at you.'

c. sib φ νί ό kpon ννέ.
Asiba be.at child DBF RE.look.at POST
'Asiba is looking at the child.'

d. sib φ hw kpon wl.
Asiba be.at you RE.look.at POST
'Asiba is looking at you.'

When the nominalised form is not separated from the main predicate φ by a lexical
item, it will appear fully reduplicated. This situation occurs in the imperfective
construction involving an intransitive verb, as in (83a), or a transitive verb whose
direct object occurs in a derived position, as in (83b) and (83c).15

(83) a. sib φ ylyl w .
Asiba be.at RE.leave POST
'Asiba is leaving.'

b. £ΐέ sib φ kpikpon \νέ?
what Asiba be.at RE.look.at POST
'What is Asiba looking at?'

c. sib φ kpikpon w& ννέ.
Asiba be.at RE.look.at 2sg:OBJ POST
'Asiba is looking at you.'

In short, reduplicated structures inside aspectual constructions exhibit both nominal
and verbal properties, which differ somewhat from those of verbal gerunds. It thus
appears that, unlike verbal gerunds with clausal properties linked to the INFL category,
these structures are nominalised VPs.

8.3.5. Reduplicated forms: Summary

In Fongbe, reduplication is an affixation process. It involves a prefix which is both
phonologically and syntactically underspecified. Phonologically, RE is a CV template
which gets its phonetic interpretation by means of spreading and epenthesis.
Syntactically, RE is underspecified, bearing only the feature [+N]. This categorial
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underspecification allows the prefix to be versatile, since it can interact with the
categorial specification of the base in different ways.

When the verbal base is the head of the morphological construction, the complex
word exhibits the same features as the head (i.e. [-N, +V], yielding a verbal passive).
When RE is the head of a morphological construction, it derives nouns and adjectives,
defined respectively by the features [+N, -V] and [+N, +V]. Finally, RE can be inserted
directly in the syntax, where it selects a VP as a complement. This maximal projection
inherits the nominal feature of the head RE, giving the construction a set of mixed
properties, such as those of a gerund or a nominalised VP.16 In several contexts,
reduplication is reduced and the resulting form is identical to that of the simple verb.
All constructions requiring that the reduplicated form be truncated share a common
feature: truncation is triggered by the presence of a lexical item immediately preceding
RE, and belonging to the same tonal domain as the reduplicated form. This suggests a
phonologically motivated phenomenon, as mentioned by Kinyalolo (1992). More pre-
cise details of how truncation works in various constructions await further research.17

Looking at these facts from a different perspective, one could argue that there is, in
fact, no truncation; rather, the reduplication morpheme is alternately present or absent.
In this vein, Fabb (1992a, 1992b) proposes that reduplication in Fongbe is only a way
of licensing a verb stem, at least for the syntactic types of reduplication (e.g.
progressive, prospective, verbal gerunds). Under this view (Fabb 1992a: 33), all verb
stems need to be licensed by an immediately preceding item. In cases where there is no
licensing possible in the syntax, a dummy pleonastic morpheme is inserted to the left
of the verb, and this morpheme is realised as the first part of the reduplicated form. The
progressive form, for instance, is one of these cases: since a syntactic barrier prevents
licensing by c[o, the verb stem must reduplicate unless another lexical item (direct
object, negation marker, definite future marker) appears to its left. As for lexical
reduplication (e.g. derived nominals, adjectives), Fabb (1992a: 33) considers two
hypotheses: either the licensing requirement holds in the lexicon as well, or
reduplication is also a morphological process, independent of the licensing requirement.
The first of these two hypotheses is further developed in Fabb (1992b).

8.4. Conclusion

Fongbe has six derivational suffixes: the diminutive suffix -vi, the attributive suffix
-no, the agentive suffix -to, the provenance suffixes -to and -nu, and the suffix -goo that
derives ordinal adjectives from cardinal numbers. Fongbe has one full prefix, the
inversive ma-. It attaches to a verbal or adjectival base to form a word of the same
category, whose meaning is the reverse of the meaning of the base. In most
morphological structures derived by means of affixation, the affix is the morphological
head of the complex word, the two exceptions being the diminutive suffix -vi and the
inversive prefix ma-.

Fongbe has one underspecified prefix, RE. RE is underspecified syntactically, bearing
only the feature [+N]. Because of this property, it can interact in different ways with the
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category specification of the verbal base it combines with, to form a variety of
morphological and syntactic categories. In a morphological construction, when the
verbal base is the head, the complex word exhibits the same features as the head,
yielding a verbal passive. But when RE is the head, it passes its feature [+N] to the
complex word. A value of [-V] or [+V] is then arbitrarily assigned, identifying the
structure as a noun or an adjective, respectively. Finally, RE can be the head of a
syntactic structure. The resulting contructions, gerunds and nominalised VPs, have both
nominal and verbal properties.

RE is also underspecified phonologically. It is a CV template that gets its phonetic
content through spreading and epenthesis. Depending on the lect and on the syllabic
pattern of the verbal base, the prefix is either an exact copy of the verbal base, or it is a
syllable of the type ICH, where the phonetic content is derived by spreading (for the
consonant and the tone) and by epenthesis (for the vowel).

For Fongbe, the same inventory of suffixes is given in Akoha (1980: 247-248, 253-
262, 1990: 74-75, 376-377) and Anonymous (1983: VII, 8-10). The six suffixes are
found also in Gungbe (see Hazoume 1979) and in Ajagbe (see Tchitchi 1984). Gen-
Mina presents a slightly different inventory, as shown in Bole-Richard (1983: 178-
183). It consists of the following: the agentive suffix -to, the provenance suffix -to, the
ordinal suffix -gon, and the locative suffix -pe. While the first three suffixes parallel
those found in Fongbe, the latter does not have any Fongbe counterpart.

The process of reduplication in Fongbe is discussed in Akoha (1980: 212-239,1990:
65-70) and Hounkpatin (1985: 81-90). Reduplication in Gen-Mina is discussed in
Bole-Richard (1983: 173-177,183-191).

Notes to chapter 8

1. See Brousseau (1988b, 1989) for a justification of this definition and a
comparison with other definitions based on the relative position of the head (left
or right), such as Di Sciullo-Williams (1987), Lieber (1992), Williams (1981).

2. Di Sciullo—Williams (1987) support the use of the two tests, first proposed by
Allen (1978), to determine the syntactic atomicity of a construction.

3. Heine—Hunnemeyer (1988) show that, in Ewe as well, the noun v/is
homophonous with a diminutive affix.

4. Note that the verbs do and φ are light verbs which always appear with an
inherent/cognate object, i.e. do aml$n 'to sleep sleep' et φ dj$ 'to urinate' (see
sections 10.2.2.2 and 10.2.2.3).

5. This CV template is the basic form of the reduplication prefix in most Gbe lects,
but it shows some variation, as we will see in section 8.3.1.2.

6. Analysing RE as a single prefix is a more interesting solution than analysing it
as several prefixes (see Brousseau 1998). Indeed, aside from the verbal passive,
there are striking similarities between RE and the English suffix -ing. In both
cases, the two processes entail the same base (a verb) and similar resulting
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constructions; adjectives, nouns, gerunds and imperfective constructions. Several
analyses consider -ing as a single affix (see in particular Baker 1985 and Milsark
1988), whereas others favour the hypothesis of at least two distinct affixes (see
Chomsky 1981 and Fabb 1984). If we assume that there are several -ings in
English and several REs in Fongbe, parallelism between the structures of both
languages is a pure coincidence. If we assume, on the contrary, that we have a
single prefix in each language, the parallelism between the two languages is
derivable from the properties of this type of affix.

7. For a detailed analysis of morphological derivation of reduplicated forms, see
Brousseau (1998: 132-158).

8. This analysis is similar to that of Baker (1985), explaining gerunds in English.
According to him, the nominal suffix -ing is inserted in the syntax as an INFL
head, then joined to the verb by affix-hopping. The maximal projection inherits
the nominal feature of-ing, and is recategorised as an NP.

9. Recall from chapter 2 that reduplicated forms provide a context for the
application of the process of vowel rounding. Thus, the lit of the prefix becomes
[u] when the first vowel of the base is also /u/ (e.g. φφ 'eating').

10. See Brousseau (1990, 1991, 1993a) for detailed analyses of the phonological
aspects of reduplication.

11. This idea goes back to Halle—Stevens (1975), who suggest that tone realisation,
like consonant voicing, is directly linked to the state of the vocal cords. Thus,
low tone vowels and voiced consonants share the phonological feature [+ slack
vocal cords], whereas high tone vowels and voiceless consonants share the
phonological feature [+ stiff vocal cords]. Kaye—Lowenstamm—Vergnaud
(1990) take up the same idea and include a low tone in the representation of
voiced consonants, or a high tone for voiceless consonants. In Fongbe, the
relationship between the presence of a voiced consonant and that of a low tone is
very clear (see Brousseau 1993a for a detailed analysis).

12. See also Bole-Richard (1983) for data on Gen-Mina, Tchitchi (1984) for data on
Aja and Anonymous (1983) for the features distinguishing Abomey lects from
other Fongbe lects.

13. According to Capo (1991), reduplication of a bisyllabic verb always includes a
perfect copy of the base as a prefix, i.e. the variant Ε (this concerns all the lects
studied by him). However, I have encountered data in Benin that match variant D
described above. Variant D is also reported in Akoha (1980: 234-235) and
Hounkpatin (1985: 88).

14. Since Chomsky (1970), there is a classic distinction in English between
nominal gerunds, as in (i), and verbal gerunds, as in (ii).

(i) a. John's rapid writing of the book
b. my wnting of the book

(ii) a. John writing the book rapidly
b. me writing the book
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15. While discussing the realisation of reduplicated forms in imperfective
constructions, Anonymous (1983: V, 5-7) remarks that the choice of either a
pronoun or a clitic is not constrained in the singular, but that the pronoun is
mostly used in the plural.

16. See also Fabb (1992b) and Kinyalolo (1992) for syntactic analyses of verbal
gerunds and aspectual constructions. These two analyses diverge from those
presented in the text in several aspects, since they are based on different
assumptions regarding the category of the lexical item involved. For example, in
the imperfective construction, both authors analyse φ as a verb, and wa either
as an INFL marker (Kinyalolo) or as a noun (Fabb).

17. It is interesting to note that another truncation process exists in Fongbe. Collins
(1994: 47-48) observes that in factive and predicate cleft constructions, the
nominal copy of the verb in initial position of the sentence is truncated when the
verb is bisyllabic.





Chapter 9
Compounds

Compounds are complex morphological units that consist of the concatenation of two
(or more) words. In the syntax, compounds function as a single word. Compounding is
a very productive morphological process in Fongbe, as it is in several other West
African languages. In Fongbe, however, compounding produces only nouns. Words of
other lexical categories may appear in complex structures, but, as shown in section 9.1,
they are best analysed as syntactic constructions, rather than lexical compounds. Since
compound nouns are often very similar to syntactic structures, tests are required in order
to distinguish nominal compounds from nominal phrases (section 9.2). In section 9.3,
the typology of nominal compounds is presented. Based on the structural properties of
the compounds, this typology includes three classes of compounds: endocentric primary
compounds, exocentric primary compounds and synthetic compounds. Section 9.4
briefly discusses the semantic fields (fauna and flora, body parts, kinship, etc.) to which
compound nouns belong.

9.1. The lexical category of compounds

In the languages of the world, compounding creates words in any of the major lexical
categories: there are compound nouns, adjectives, verbs and adpositions. As this section
will show, Fongbe exhibits a far more restricted inventory: the only compounds found
are nouns.

Fongbe does not have compound adpositions. Constructions involving both a
preposition and a postposition (e.g. kpoc[o... kpo, ... ji, ... me), which might
appear to be compounds, are complex syntactic structures where the postpositional
phrase is an argument of the preposition (see section 11.2).

The language also has complex verbal forms, which might be analysed as compound
verbs. These complex forms consist of either two verbs or a verb and a noun, as
illustrated in (1) and (2), respectively.

(1) ün-kpön (think-look.at) 'think about/consider'
kän-byo (search-ask) 'question'
xb-ci (hit-put.out) 'put out'

(2) yi-gbe (accept-word) 'approve/agree'
ya-wu (be.fast-body) 'hurry up'
ku-to (die-river) 'drown'

However, these forms are best analysed as complex predicates. Forms like those in (1)
are serial verbs while forms like those in (2) are verbs associated with an inherent
object, as discussed in section 10.2.2.2.'
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Fongbe also has a few complex forms denoting colour terms. Some examples are
given in (3).

(3) ämä-mu (leaf-ripen) 'green'
koklo-'jo (chicken-fat) 'yellow'
ähö-sin (indigo.plant-water) 'indigo blue'
gän-sin (metal-water) 'silver'

These colour terms are best analysed as nominal compounds, rather than as adjectival
ones (for a discussion of colour terms, see section 12.2). If this analysis is correct,
there are no compound adjectives in Fongbe.

In brief, nouns thus appear to constitute the only lexical category created by the
formation of regular compounds. There are neither compound adpositions nor
compound adjectives. As for the few structures that may be analysed as compound
verbs, they are complex predicates.

9.2. Tests to distinguish nominal compounds from nominal phrases

As is the case in other languages, nominal compounds in Fongbe are often superficially
similar to syntactic structures. Many compound nouns consist of a sequence of words
that could also be analysed as a noun phrase. For example, while the form in (4a) is a
noun phrase (a syntactic structure), the forms in (4b) and (4c) are compound nouns
(morphological structures).2

(4) a. NptfOfai vf\
K5ku child
'child of Koku'

b. [n$ vi]N
mother child
'brother'

c. [art v/]N
work child
'apprentice'

Several criteria have been proposed in the linguistic literature to distinguish
compounds from syntactic phrases and idiom chunks. These involve phonological,
morphological and semantic properties of phrases and words. Most of the proposed
criteria do not hold across languages, nor do they hold for all types of compounds
within a given language.3 Only one criterion applies across languages and to all types
of compounds: syntactic atomicity. As we saw in chapter 8, words are syntactic atoms.
That is, words constitute islands; no lexical material can be inserted into or deleted from
them by means of syntactic rules.
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Hence, the words that are part of a compound cannot be conjoined or modified within
the compound word.4 As the following examples show, conjunction inside a compound
is ungrammatical (see (5b)), as is insertion of a modifier (see (6b)).

(5) a. äkwe-xwe l äß-xwe
money-house / trade-house
'bank/store'

b. *äkwe kpo aß kpo xwe
money with trade with house

(6) a. -
lemon-plank
'lemon-tree plank'

b. *kle-ämänui-xwte
lemon-green-plank

In contrast, conjunction and modification within a noun phrase derive perfectly
grammatical structures, as shown in (7) and (8) below.

(7) a. K$ku xwo l Bäyi xwe
Koku house / Bayi house
'house of Koku/house of Bayi'

b. Kaku kpo Bayi kpo xwe
Koku with Bayi with house
'house of Koku and Bayi'

(8) a. kle-xwte
lemon-plank DEF
'the lemon-tree plank'

b. kla-xwlä ämämii
lemon-plank green DEF
'the green lemon-tree plank'

Several Fongbe compounds show additional distinctive properties, when compared to
syntactic structures. First, they exhibit tonal patterns which are the output of tone
modifications specific to compounds. Second, they are subject to some morphemic
reductions that are not found in syntactic structures. These two properties are discussed
in turn.

The tonal patterns characteristic of compound words involve the mid tone and the
downstep. There are two distinct sources for the mid tone. First, the complex low-high
and high-low tones are levelled to mid in certain positions, as illustrated in (9) below.5
(Recall from section 2.3 that mid tones are not overtly represented in the orthographic
transcriptions.)

(9) äsä-we -> äsä-me (thigh-inside) 'groin'
dM-nyonu -» dM-nyznu (father-woman) 'aunt on the father's side'
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As discussed in section 2.3, the levelling of complex tones to mid is also found in
syntactic structures, mostly with speakers from Ouidah and Porto-Novo. This process
is far more common, however, with compounds, even for speakers who do not usually
apply it to a syntactic structure. Second, a low tone may be raised to mid, a process
which is found solely in compounds:6

(10) äkon-tä -» akon-ta (trunk-head) 'chest'
nü-flö -> nu-flo (mouth-skin) 'lip'

Compound nouns also contrast with noun phrases in the realisation of certain
morphemes. The class prefixes a- and o- which occur as the first syllable of some
nouns in isolation (e.g. ogan 'chief \agba 'luggage'), may never occur inside a
compound, as shown in (11).

(11) a. äkwegba-(*ö-)gan (bank-chief) 'banker'
b. cyo-(*ä-)gbä (dead-luggage) 'coffin'

In noun phrases, o- is optional, as shown in (12a), while ä- is generally obligatory, as
shown in (12b).7

(12) a. to <£ (ö-)gän 6
village my chief DBF
'the chief of my village'

b. *(ä-)gba Bäyi ton
luggage Bayi GEN
'Bayi's luggage'

Finally, compound nouns composed of two or three nouns lack the case markers that
are obligatory in syntactic nominals. Recall from section 3.6 that complex nominal
phrases may include the objective case marker sin or the genitive case marker tön. With
trinominal and binominal compounds, such as ägbän-hun (luggage-vehicle) 'truck' and
doto-'xwe (doctor-house) 'hospital', the inclusion of a case marker is either
ungrammatical, as in (13), or yields a different meaning, as in (14).

(13) a. *ägbän sin nun 6
luggage OBJ vehicle DEF

b. *hun & tan o
vehicle luggage GEN DEF

(14) a. dötoö sin xwe 6
doctor OBJ house DEF
'the house of a doctor'

b. xwe dötoö ton o
house doctor GEN DEF
'the doctor's house'
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Since not all compounds show a distinctive realisation of morphemes or tones, the
atomicity criterion has been used to identify compounds. A struture's inability to
appear in conjoined or modified constructions, such as those in (5b) and (6b) above,
was used as the definitive test for identification.

9.3. Typology of compound nouns

A typology of compounds has been established on the basis of a list of 330 words. The
majority of the words were elicited from Fon informants in Cotonou and Montreal. The
literature on Fongbe and other Gbe languages (e.g. Akoha 1980; Hazoume 1979;
Hoftmann 1977; Segurola 1963; Tchitchi 1984) was also consulted.

The compounds presented in this typology are all regular compounds, that is,
compounds whose syntactic and semantic properties may be directly derived from the
properties of their components. Since they do not reflect the regular properties of the
compounding process, idiosyncratic compounds such as those in (15a) have not been
included. Compounds such as those in (15b) have been included in the typology, even
though the head is interpreted figuratively.

(15) a. tä-du (head-eat) 'madness'
az$n-v5 (disease-be.red) 'leprosy'

b. ädö-go (intestine-gourd) 'belly'
gan-tin (metal-tree) 'kitchen utensil/spoon'

Indeed, many nouns referring to objects in Fongbe may undergo meaning extension.
For instance, go 'gourd' can be used to refer to any type of receptacle; ätin 'tree' may
denote also a stem, a shaft or a rod. Taking into account extensions of meaning,
compounds such as those in (15) have a compositional interpretation, and are analysed
as regular compounds.

In this section, compounds are presented according to their type of structure. The
classification is established mainly on the basis of headedness. Recall from section 8.3
that the head is the constituent that determines the syntactic and semantic properties of
the whole. In particular, the head determines the semantic class to which the word
belongs. In other words, the head is the constituent of which the word is a hyponym
(Brousseau 1988b, 1989). For example, hun 'vehicle' is the head of the binominal
compound ägbän-hun 'truck' since a truck belongs to the semantic class of vehicles
(hun), and not to the semantic class of luggage (ägbän). Similarly, the compound
döto-'xv/ 'hospital' is a hyponym of the head we 'house', not a hyponym of
ddtoo 'doctor'.
This typology distinguishes between synthetic and primary compounds, and, within
primary compounds, between endocentric (headed) and exocentric (headless). Synthetic
compounds have the two following properties (see Selkirk 1982): the head of the
compound is a deverbal noun, and the nonhead constituent is necessarily interpreted as
an argument of the verb from which the head is derived. This is shown below, with
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some examples of English synthetic compounds. (In the following example, and hence
forward, the constituent which is the head of the compound is underlined.)

(16) snow removal
truck driver
church goer

= remove snow
= drive a truck
= go to church

Compounds that are not synthetic are called primary compounds.
Table 9.1 summarises the classification of compound nouns in Fongbe. Within each

type—endocentric primary, exocentric primary and synthetic—compounds are classified
according to the category of their constituents. The twelve types of structures will be
examined in turn.

Table 9.1. Types of compound structures

Endocentric primary
Right-headed
N-N
N-N-H
N-V-N
N-A-tt

Left-headed
H-A(A=V)
tt-A (A=RE-V)

Headless

Exocentric primary

Synthetic

N-V
N-A
N-N

N-RE-V

9.5.7. Endocentric primary compounds

Endocentric compound nouns (i.e. headed compound nouns) consist of two or three
words. While there are some left-headed compounds (see section 9.3.1.2), most
compounds are right-headed.

9.3.1.1. Right-headed compounds

Binominal compounds constitute the largest class of right-headed compounds. Some
examples are given in (17) (where the head noun is underlined):
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(17) N-N
ap-xwe

asu-to
doto-'xwa

koklo-'jo
yovo-gbäde

(trade-house)
(hand-knot)
(husband-father)
(doctor-house)
(field-work)
(rain-clothing)
(chicken-fat)
(white.stranger-com)
(fire-wound)

'store'
'wrist'
'father-in-law'
'hospital'
'agriculture'
'raincoat'
'yellow'
'wheat'
'burn'

Trinominal compounds also occur, but are less frequent. The examples in (18) are the
only N-N-E. trinominal compounds found among the over 300 compounds mentioned
earlier.

(18) N-N-N
aji-glo-kwfn
ähwän-kpä-me
ävd-kän-fun

jö-mä-hun
tö-ß-hun

- -
wän-gän-tin

(birth-pouch-seed)
(war-fence-inside)
(cloth-string-down)
(year-head-thing)
(air-inside-vehicle)
(river-top-vehicle)
(belly-inside-tning)
(transmission-metal-rod)

-V-E. compounds, shown in (19), are much more frequent.

(19)
ävö-nyä-md
äzä-wä-

-su-nü
-to-no

sin-glo-
w£mä-' sa-xosä

-jlä-wemä
yiyt-kpon-xwS

(cloth-wash-machine)
(work-do-thing)
(agriculture-do-thing)
(thing-dip-thing)
(thing-sew-thing)
(water-protect-thing)
(paper-sell-room)
(story-spread-paper)
(baby-watch-house)

'testicle'
'military base'
'cotton'
'annual ceremony'
'airplane'
'boat'
'bowels'
'antenna'

'washing machine'
'tool'
'ploughing implement'
'sauce'
'needle'
'raincoat/umbrella'
'bookstore'
'newspaper'
'day nursery'

As can be seen in (19), some compounds exhibit the noun nu 'thing' as both the first
and last constituent. In theory, either the initial or the final nu could be the head of the
compound. However, two arguments support the analysis of these words as right-headed
compounds. First, all other tripartite compounds (N-N-fcL N-A-E., N-V-^) are right-
headed; it is therefore reasonable to assume that nu compounds are no exception to this
pattern. Second, some of the nu compounds have a synonym form which is also a
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tripartite compound. As shown in the examples in (20), the two synonyms differ only
in the form of the right most noun: nu in one synonym, and a more specific noun in
the other.

(20) a. wu-sun-ai (body-wipe-thing) 'bath towel'
wu-sun-t (body- wipe-cloth) 'bath towel'

b. va-li-αύ. (cloth-press-thing) '(flat) iron'
(cloth-press-iron) '(flat) iron'

In cases where the rightmost noun is specific, it is clearly the head of the compound: a
bath towel (wu-sun-y^) is a kind of cloth (^v3), not a kind of body (wu.) It seems
reasonable to assume that the structure is the same for the two synonyms, and that the
rightmost nu is still the head.

The last class of tripartite compounds includes an adjective. Usually an adjective
corresponds to the reduplicated form of a verb as in (2 la). In some cases, however, the
adjective appears in a simple verbal form, as in (21b). (See section 8.3 for a discussion
of the realisation of the reduplication prefix.)

(21) N-A-N
a. &φ-νίνί-ζ$η (urine-sweet-disease) 'diabetes'

άφί- kd-z n (tooth-rotten-disease) 'cavity'
me-zize-zd (person-split-work) 'surgery'

b. asu-ku-si (husband-dead-wife) 'widow'
nd-cyo-νί (mother-dead-child) Orphan'

9.3.1.2. Left-headed compounds

So far, we have examined compound structures where the right constituent is the
compound head. Left-headed compounds appear only in H-A strings. Among such
compounds, some contain an adjective in a truncated form (vo 'to be red', gbo 'to be
tall/to be great', etc.), as shown in the examples in (22).

(22) H-A (A=V)
agon-ke (fruit.of.the.coco.tree-be.ripe) 'coconut'
gb n-kleun (luggage-be.small) 'parcel'

g n-v (metal-be.red) 'copper'
go-we (ball-be.white) 'portion of dough'
kpen-we (cough-be.white) 'tuberculosis'
ΙΏΒ-ΧΟ (person-be.old) 'adult'
nu-gbo (thing-be.great) 'truth'

In other compounds, as shown in (23), the adjective must appear in its reduplicated
form.
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(23) M-A (A=RE-V)
ami-kpikpen (oil-heavy) 'motor oil'
ηύ-φ'φ (thing-eaten) 'food'
nu-lin'lfn (thing-thought) 'idea/worry'
nu-tite (thing-swollen) 'abscess'
no-wfwlan (thing-written) 'writing/written form'
χό-φφ (saying-said) 'discourse'

The realisation of the adjective in left-headed compounds depends on the semantic
category of the verb from which the adjective is derived. The adjective appears in a
reduced form when it is derived from a stative verb with an attributive meaning (e.g. we
'to be white', xo 'to be old'). When derived from a verb from another semantic
category, the adjective appears in its reduplicated form. Note that the same contrast
holds with the tripartite compounds shown in (21).

There is evidence that this alternation is semantically driven. The reduplication prefix
may be omitted if the semantic properties with which it would endow the reduplicated
form are already part of the base verb. In other words, if the verb already has a stative,
attributive sense before reduplication (xo 'to be old', mu 'to be raw'), this verb may
appear in the compound in its simple form. On the other hand, if the verb denotes an
action or a process, it must appear in its reduplicated form (e.g. s 'to sell'; sis
'sold/sellable').

In some cases, the reduplicated form of a verb which has a stative or attributive sense
can remain. In those cases, the word no longer has the structure of a compound word,
but rather of a syntactic NP, and can be interpreted differently. Thus, one finds pairs
such as those in (24).

(24) a. [nu-gbo\u 'truth'
jsjpfjw gbigbo] 'important thing'

b. [#to-v3]N 'copper'
an vivo] 'red(-hot) metal'

9.3.2. Exocentric primary compounds

Exocentric compounds (i.e. headless compounds) are fairly rare in Fongbe; among the
330 compounds, only 16 are exocentric. They are listed in (25)-<27). Furthermore, the
meaning of such compounds cannot be derived strictly from their constituents. In fact,
such compounds constitute borderline cases when it comes to distinguishing between
regular and idiosyncratic compounds.
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(25)

(26)

(27)

N-V
äli-klän
äsi-kpe
hwä-

-
tä-bM
tä-
vd-sa

-
xwe-li
N-A
ädb-susu
ähön-susu
da-
wö-kuku
xömä-hunhiin
N-N
ädän-hun
hun-gan

(road-split)
(hand-beat)
(line.of.conduct-say)
(place.of.residence-indicate)
(head-tie)
(head-hurt)
(sacrifice-put.in.place)
(belly-hurt)
(house-protect)

(intestine-closed)
(brain-closed)
(head-red)
(body-dead)
(belly-open)

(noise-tomtom)
(tomtom-chief)

'crossroads'
'applause'
'justice'
'address'
'bandana1

'madness'
Offering'
'hunger'
'protecting idol'

'anorexia'
'baldness'
'red-headed (person)'
'paralysis'
'joy/pleasure'

'(specific) dance'
'war dance'

As the glosses show, neither of the constituents can be identified as the head of the
compound word. For example, the constituents äsi 'hand' and kpe 'to beat' bear no
hyponymous relationship to the wordasi-kpe 'applause'.

9.3.3. Synthetic compounds

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, two properties define a synthetic
compound: the compound is headed by a deverbal noun, and the semantic interpretation
of the compound is based on the argument structure of the head. There are three types of
synthetic compounds in Fongbe: 1) the head of the compound is a nominal reduplicated
verb; 2) the compound contains the agentive suffix -to; 3) the compound contains the
attributive suffix -nd. All three structures are right-headed.

In the first type of synthetic compound, the head is a deverbal noun derived by means
of reduplication (see section 8.3). The reduplicated form describes the action expressed
by the verb, or the result of the action. The noun on the left is interpreted as the
argument of the head (in this case, the reduplicated verb).

(28) N-RE-V
ägbä-didä
ähwän-funfün
äsi-byobyo
ävd-

(bomb-sending)
(war-fighting)
(wife-asking)
(cloth-weaving)
(corpse-burying)

'bombing'
'battle'
'marriage proposal'
'weaving'
'burial (service)'
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gte-kptikplo (companion-gathering) 'association'
gu-fiafon (arm-getting.up) 'rebellion'
hun-s s (blood-flowing) 'blood circulation'
nuk$n-yiyi (front-going) 'development'
vi-jfjf (child-yielding) 'delivery'

With the second type of synthetic compound, the head is an agentive nominal derived
by means of the suffixation of -to to a verb.

(29) N-V-ta
hw n-yi-to (war-go-AG) 'warrior'

αέ-kpon-to (frontier-watch-AG) 'customs officer'
gl£-te-to (field-grow-AG) 'farmer'
h n-ji-to (song-yield-AG) 'singer'
hw£vi-sa-'to (fish-sell-AG) 'fishmonger'
ιηέ-ζέ-ίό (person-split-AG) 'surgeon'
ηύ-s -'to (thing-sell-AG) 'salesperson'
vi-ji-to (child-yield-AG) 'midwife'
χό-φ-to (saying-say-AG) 'speaker'
ζέη-ιηέ-to (clay-cook-AG) 'potter'

With the third type of synthetic compound, the head noun is composed of a verb and
the attributive suffix -no. In most cases, as with the agentive -to compounds, the verb
is realised in its simple form. But in some -nd compounds, the verb may also appear in
its reduplicated form, with an attributive interpretation. This is the case for the exam-
ples in (30) where the reduplication prefix is written in brackets. (Again, morphemes
written without an overt tone bear a mid tone, as per the convention in section 2.3.)

(30) N-V-fri
dun-gbo-no (mud-stand-ATT) 'dirty pig'
h n-niimo-no (alcohol-overdrink-ATT) 'drunkard'
z -v/ -n? (work-make-ATT) 'hard worker'

da-(kff^u-ns (tongue-(RE)die-ATT) 'stutterer'
d£-(£/)ie-no (tongue-(RE)tie-ATT) 'mute person'
nii-(bi)bla-no (mouth-(RE)bind-ATT) One who fasts'
nukun-(tf)ton-no (eye-(RE)pierce-ATT) 'blind person'
to-(kff)ko-no (ear-(RE)die-ATr) 'deaf person'
w£m -m se-no (book-not.hear-ATT) 'illiterate person'

The form of the verbal base in the compounds shown in (30) is subject to dialectal
variation. For some speakers, the presence or absence of the reduplication prefix does
not affect interpretation. For others, depending on whether the verbal base is
reduplicated or not, words with the -no suffix have different meanings. The simple form
creates a lexicalised meaning of the word (see (31)), whereas the meaning of the
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reduplicated form reflects its structure, and is derived compositionally from the
meanings of its components (see (32)).

(31) a. πύ-bl -no (mouth-tie-ATT) One who fasts'
b. nukun-ton-no (eye-pierce-ATT) 'bund'

(32) a. n -bibl -no (mouth-RE.tie-ATT) One with a shut mouth'
b. nukun-tiun-nz (eye-RE.pierce-ATT) One with a gouged out eye'

It is possible that attributive compounds are about to become lexicalised, that is,
frozen structures. Variations in compound realisations between speakers seems to
support this hypothesis: the variation probably reflects different stages in the process of
lexicalisation. Furthermore, this hypothesis would explain the reduced number of such
compounds, in contrast to the two other types of synthetic compounds, which are
among the most productive in Fongbe.

9.4. Semantic fields

Compounds occur in both core vocabulary and semantic fields related to the cultural and
natural environment. Several compounds are used to denote fauna and flora. For
example, most words about trees and kinds of wood are binominals derived from fruit
names. This is shown in (33).

(33) N-N
a. de-tin (palm.nut-tree) 'palm tree'

kle-tin (lemon-tree) 'lemon tree'
kwekwe-tin (banana-tree) 'banana tree'

b. de-xwle (palm.nut-plank) 'palm(-tree) wood'
kle-xwla (lemon-plank) 'lemon(-tree) wood'
kwekwe-xwla (banana-plank) 'banana(-tree) wood'

A large number of nouns used to designate body parts are also binominal compounds.
Examples are given in (34).

(34) N-N
lin-χύ (kidney-bone) 'hip'

aid-go (hand-knot) 'wrist'
aid-tin (hand-stick) 'arm'
kd-gudo (neck-back) 'nape of the neck'
ηύ-flo (mouth-skin) 'lip'
nukun-flo (eye-skin) 'eyelid'
wun-d (eye-hair) 'eyelash'
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Kinship words include several kinds of compounds: most exhibit an N-N structure, as
in (35a), but some are left-headed compounds N-A, as in (35b).

(35) a. N-N
ηό-νί (mother-child) 'brother/sister'
πονί-νί (brother-child) 'nephew/niece'
to-νί (father-chUd) 'half-brother/half-sister'

b. M-A
d -^οό (daddy-being.great) 'grandfather'
η$-φό (mother-being.great) 'grandmother'
to-gbo (father-being.great) 'grandparent/ancestor'

Compounds are also used to designate utensils, implements, vehicles or commonly
used objects. They are mostly N- compounds, as in (36a), but they can also be N-V-M
compounds, as in (36b).

(36) a. N-N
lo-k n (hello-string) 'telephone'

cyo-d (corpse-hole) 'grave'
z -h n (fire-beverage) 'strong alcohol'

b. N-V-N
v$-ny -m$ (cloth-wash-machine) 'washing machine'

ji-hwan-ja (top-ferment-salt) 'fertiliser'
nii-to-nu (thing-sew-thing) 'needle'
sin-hu-ηύ (water-spread-thing) 'watering can'

Finally, the trade or profession lexicon includes many compounds, most of which
have an N-Vt structure, as shown in the examples in (37).

(37)
add-nyi-to (casting.net-throw-AG) 'fisherman using a casting net'
hw n-f n-to (war-fight-AG) 'soldier'

(medicine-prepare-AG) 'apothecary/pharmacist'
(cloth-sell-AG) 'cloth seller'

gb&-s£-to (language-hear- AG) 'interpreter'
gl£-le-to (field-grow-AG) 'farmer'
hw£-hu-to (offense-knock.down-AG) 'policeman'
hwovi-wtf-to (fish-catch-AG) 'fisherman'
m -z -to (person-split-AG) 'surgeon'
ζέη-πιέ-to (clay-cook-AG) 'potter'
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9.5. Conclusion

Compounding, a morphological process used to create new words, is very productive in
Fongbe, although its application is restricted to the creation of nouns. Such nouns
belong to various semantic fields including flora, body parts, commonly used objects
and professions. The process generates twelve different compound structures that can be
grouped into three main classes: endocentric primary compounds, exocentric primary
compounds and synthetic compounds. In addition to the references cited in this chapter,
discussions of the Fongbe compounds can be found in Akoha (1980: 267-284,
1990: 78-85, 378-381), Anonymous (1983: VII, 3 )̂, and Hounkpatin (1985: 97-98).

Notes to chapter 9

1. This is consistent with Hounkpatin (1985: 97), who notes that the formation of
complex verbal forms is a process which is not part of the compounding
phenomenon. See also Akoha (1980: 279), who mentions that complex verbal
forms (i.e. "synthomes verbaux") are for the most part syntactic constructions.

2. Note that a structure such as the one in (4a), where there is no preposition nor
case marker (sin or ton), is restricted to noun phrases which express a
relationship of inalienable possession. Thus, the structure is possible only with
head nouns denoting body parts and kinship terms.

3. For a review of these criteria, see Brousseau (1988b, 1989,1990).
4. This has been proposed as an identification test by Allen (1978).
5. Recall from section 2.3 that the mid tone is left unmarked in the orthographic

form.
6. The phonological or morphological conditions which trigger the raising of low

tones to mid tones in compounds are not clear. This is a question for further
research.

7. The prefix ä- may be omitted only if the noun phrase contains no case marker
and denotes a relationship of inalienable possession (e.g. Kbku (ä)sä 'Koku's
thigh'). Note that this omission of the vowel is a process distinct from the
phonological process that suppresses a vowel in hiatus contexts (see section
2.4.2). When ä- is suppressed, it is the second vowel, whereas in hiatus
contexts, it is the first vowel that is suppressed.



Chapter 10
Verbs

This chapter considers the various properties of verbs in Fongbe. It begins with an
overview of the basic properties of the semantics of the verbal lexicon (see section
10.1). It is shown that Fongbe verbs are semantically underspecified in some cases, and
highly semantically specified in others. Types of argument structures are discussed in
section 10.2. It is shown that, although Fongbe has monadic, diadic and triadic verbs,
the bulk of the verbal lexicon consists of diadic verbs. Section 10.3 addresses the
question of whether there is an unergative/unaccusative distinction in the verbal
lexicon; language specific tests argue that there is. Fongbe exhibits argument
alternations; the alternations that are (im)possible in this language are discussed in
section 10.4. The syntactic properties of verbs are addressed in section 10.5. Reflexive
verbs, verbs licensing expletive subjects, raising verbs, control verbs, light verbs and
inherent object verbs are discussed in turn. Aspectual verbs are discussed in section
10.6. The properties of modal verbs are discussed in section 10.7. A sample of
idiomatic verbal expressions is provided in Appendix IV.

10.1. Basic characteristics of the semantics of the verbal lexicon

Segurola's (1963) Fongbe dictionary lists approximately 900 verbs1 and Hounkpatin
(1985) reports on 1056 verbs. Availability of the serial verb construction in the
language (see chapter 13), and the small inventory of derivational affixes (see chapter 8)
only partially account for the reduced size of the verbal lexicon. The internal
organisation of this part of the lexicon is different from that of a language like, say,
English. In this section, I briefly present some types of semantic divisions that we find
in the Fongbe verbal lexicon, and I link these to other general properties of verbs in
this language.

Anyone who browses through a Fongbe dictionary will be struck by the fact that
several meanings are associated with a single verbal form. For example, the following
core meanings are provided for the verb do: 'to put, to throw, to push, to apply, to
produce, to provide, to give, to hit, to help, to sow, to plant'. As will be seen below,
the range of meanings for this verb is even larger. How do Fongbe learners and speakers
know how to interpret do in particular sentences? The fact is that the nature of the
object is the most important factor in determining its meaning. The examples below
exemplify this situation. The bulk of the data in (1) originally come from Segurola
(1963); they have been organised in a preliminary fashion by Dumais (1992).
Additional information was then provided by my informants. The data in (1) are
presented in the following fashion: the verb do is followed by a complement; the gloss
of the complement is given within parentheses; the meaning of the whole VP,
corresponding to my informants' judgments, is then provided.
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(1) doäfögbe
doäfb-kpä
doägbä

doäho
doäkpä
doäld
doämä

doäsä

do ävö

doäwu
do äxoxo
do äzön no me
dodo
dofifä
do gän
do gän ä\i>
dogte

do gbevihän
do gbovi
dogbd

dogönä
do go

do gudö
do ha xä me

dohlönhlon
dohän
dokekä
do klenklen

do köliköli
dokpä

dokpe
dokpo

(foot outside)
(shoe)
(great, morally
and physically)
(indigo)
(promise)
(hand)
(leaf)

(thigh)

(loincloth
for someone)
(clothes)
(cry)
(sickness for person)
(at.the.bottom)
(calmness)
(chief)
(iron/metal hand)
(word/speech)

(word/speech together)
(distress song)
(button)
(calmness)

(addition)
(contact/
meeting.place)
(back someone)
(friendship
with someone)
(strength)
(song)
(bicycle)
(forgiveness/apology)

(tickle)
(fence)

(thank)
(together)

'to commit adultery'
'to put on one's shoes'
'to grow' (with respect to volume)

'to dye'2
'to promise'
'to help/to assist'
'to give medicine to someone/to treat/
to take care of someone'
'to stride over/to cross/ to cover (a
distance)'
'to cover someone (a dead person)
with a loincloth'
'to get dressed'
'to produce a cry'
'to make somebody sick'
'to tilt/to bend/to incline one's head'
'to ease/to soothe'
'to make an effort (power, strength)'
'to wear a bracelet'
'to greet/to thank/to rumble (thunder)/to
roar (animals)/to speak a language'
'to agree'
'to moan/to complain'
'to button up'
'to ease/to soothe/to console/to
appease/to calm down/to satisfy'
'to add/to complete'
'to meet/to make an appointment
with someone'
'to turn one's back on someone'
'to make friends with someone'

'to have strength'
'to sing'
'to bicycle/to pedal'
'to beg/to ask for forgiveness/to
apologise'
'to tickle'
'to make a fence/to surround/to fence/
to limit'
'to thank'
'to put together'
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dokpon
doku
do lo
domä

do mo

(look)
(thank)
(parable/proverb)
(leafy vegetables,

(look)

do mä gän (someone iron/chain)

do my$
do nu me
do nu
do nukun
do nukunken
do sen
dotädö

dotägbä

do
do me

do wen
do w£zun
do winya me

do xasi
do xo
doxo
doxö
do yä nu me

dozin

dozo4

do zokeke

(fire/brands3)
(something someone)
(mouth)
(seed)
(jealousy/envy)
(law/rule)
(head down)

(worry)

(yam)
(hideous.reptile
for someone)
(dance)
(announcement)
(race)
(disgrace someone)

(fear)
(word/speech)
(old.person/old.thing)
(pregnancy)
(suffering for
someone)
(invisible)

(fire)
(motorcycle/moped)

'to try out (vehicle, suit, etc.)'
'to greet/to thank'
'to say a parable/a proverb'
'to plant leafy vegetables'
e.g. lettuce, spinach)
'to tempt someone/to set a trap for
someone'
'to chain up someone/to imprison
someone'
'to set fire to/to burn'
'to hit someone'
'to curse'
'to sow'
'to be jealous of/to be envious of
'to make a rule/to order'
'to lower one's head/to meditate/
to bow by inclining one's head'
'to irritate/to annoy/to worry/to weary/to
disturb/to bother/to stun/to frustrate/to
overtax/to bore someone'
'to plant a yam'
'to ignore/to neglect'

'to make someone dance'
'to announce'
'to run/to hurry'
'to make somebody feel ashamed/
to humiliate/to dismay'
'to frighten/to scare/to appal'
'to shout/to scream/to yell'
'to grow old/to age'
'to make pregnant'
'to trouble/to disturb/to torture/
to make someone suffer'
'to disappear mysteriously/
to become invisible/to escape'
'to set fire to'
'to drive a motorcycle/moped'

The examples above show that the verb do is assigned a meaning on the basis of the
semantics of its complement. This suggests that the semantic representation of this
verb should be broad enough to allow it to occur in all the contexts in which it
appears in (I).5
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Lexical entries of this type are numerous in the Fongbe dictionary (see hi, bio6, ci,
da, , etc.)· This type of semantic organisation of the verbal lexicon is made possible
by the importance of light (see section 10.5.5), and bs (see section 10.5.6). It is also
related to the fact that the bulk of Fongbe verbs are two-place predicates (see section
10.2). The examples below further illustrate the language specific properties of the
semantic divisions of Fongbe verbs.

The verb hu is associated with the notions 'to murder' (Segurola 1963) and 'to
mutilate' (e.g. hu äfo 'to mutilate one's foot'). Furthermore, the verb may take a
complement meaning 'tree': hit ätin (lit.: 'assassinate tree') 'to trash a tree'. The verb
hu may also be used with the meaning 'to abuse or to be aggressive toward somebody'.
For example, if someone steals a woman's handbag, the thief may be said to have
abused the woman whose handbag was stolen (from Lefebvre 1999: 69).

The verb kpon basically means 'to watch over/to take care of and 'to keep'. This
verb also means 'to look'. Furthermore, kpon may occur in expressions meaning 'to
imitate': kpon do... wu (lit.: 'look throw body') 'to imitate' (see Rassinoux 1987).
These data are summarised in (2).

(2) kpon: 'to watch over/to take care of
'to keep'
'to look'
'to imitate'

Segurola (1963) gives 'to know' and 'to understand' as the concepts covered by the
verb tun. Rassinoux (1987) also provides 'to recognise' as a possible meaning. The
Fongbe speakers I consulted also have this range of meanings for this verb.

The verb ton means both 'to burst' (see Rassinoux 1987) and 'to pierce'
(see Segurola 1963). According to my informants, this verb also means 'to deflower'
(see Lefebvre 1999).

The verb covers both the notions 'to seem' and 'to resemble' (see Segurola 1963)
(see also section 10.5.3.2).

The verb ja has the basic meaning 'to fall'. It may combine with the postposition ji
On', as in ji... ji (lit.: 'fall on'), which means either 'to discover' or 'to fall on'. Ja...
me (lit.: 'fall into') also means 'to start' (e.g. ] äzo ma 'to start working'). In fact,
this verb is also used to encode the inchoative aspect (see section 10.6).

Segurola (1963) provides two basic meanings for the verb mo: 'to see' and 'to catch
sight of.7 Throughout this book, there are examples showing that the verb md has
both meanings.

The above examples illustrate some language specific semantic divisions. As will be
seen throughout the various sections of this chapter, the meaning of verbs is not
independent from the aspectual properties of the situations they describe, nor from their
syntactic and argumental properties. The examples given so far show that a number of
verbs are semantically underspecified since they can cover a wide range of meanings.
The reverse situation, where verbs are highly semantically specified, is also found. This
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fact is illustrated below, on the basis of three sets of verbs whose semantics
incorporates manner.

The first set involves verbs that have the core meaning 'to break'. The verb kijä
basically means 'to break to pieces', 'to break by spreading' (see Rassinoux 1987;
Segurola 1963). Typical objects of this verb are a car, a plane, dishes, jars, etc. The
semantics of this verb entails that the object be broken in pieces. Furthermore, the verb
kijä may be used with the meaning 'to disperse' (see Segurola 1963) as in gbe 6 kijä
'the group dispersed'.

The glosses associated with the Fongbe verb gbä are also related to the notion 'to
break' (see Rassinoux 1987; Segurola 1963). In contrast to kijä, however, gbä means
'to break by means of altering the original form of an object'. Hence the complements
of gbä may be objects such as glass (e.g. gbä kofu 'to break a glass') or relationship
(e.g. gbä gbe 'to break a relationship'). The verb gbä also means 'to break by means of
removing the contents of an object from its container', hence the gloss 'to spill'. With
this meaning, the complements of gbä can be sin 'water' (e.g. gbä sin 'to spill water'),
koko 'hot cereal' (e.g. gbä koko 'to spill hot cereal').8 With this meaning, gbä
participates in an expression meaning 'to slim down/to lose weight' (e.g. gbä-kpö
'the child slimmed down/lost weight').9 Finally, the verbs gbä and kijä may combine
in a serial verb construction yielding the notion 'to destroy totally' as in Jdhon - nyi
6, gbä \ kijä "The wind that blew, it destroyed the house entirely'.

The second set of verbs have the core meaning 'to spread out'. The verb xyä is
glossed as 'to spread out'.10 This verb can take a complement that can be spread out
(e.g. clothes, rice, carpet, etc.). Furthermore, the manner of spreading out is not
specified; hence, one can spread out clothes by hanging them on a rope, or by spreading
them out on a flat surface. There is a second verb meaning 'to spread out': (see
Rassinoux 1987; Segurola 1963). The various contexts in which this verb may occur
(according to Fongbe informants) reveal that its meaning is best glossed as 'to spread
out on a flat surface'. Unlike xyä, the verb can only be used with objects that can be
spread out on a flat surface (e.g. flat stones, the ground). Hence may take a
complement such as clothes, as mÄsibä ävo kö me 'Asiba spread out the clothes
on the ground'. Unlike xyä, te cannot be used to describe the event of hanging clothes
on a rope. The above data show that Fongbe has specific semantic features that
distinguish it from xyä. This is further evidenced by the following data. The verb te,
but not the verb xyä, may be used in contexts where someone ends up lying flat on the
ground as a result, for example, of being hit. This is shown in (3).

(3) äyl
3sg knock.down 3sg ground
'(S)he knocked her/him flat.' (=(9) in Lefebvre 1999)

This example confirms that the meaning of entails that the dimension On a flat
surface' is part of the semantics of this verb.

The third set are all verbs of cutting. Each verb encodes the manner of cutting in such
a way that its object is restricted by the manner of cutting specified in its semantics.
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The verb sen basically means 'to cut' with the manner specification 'to cut out (with a
knife or with scissors)'. Typical objects that this verb can take are gän 'iron', Ian
'meat', avo 'cloth', hwovi 'fish' andkän 'rope'. The verb mä basically means 'to cut'
with the manner specification 'to separate/to divide'. Typical objects that this verb can
take are kwekwe 'banana', Weqfi 'bread', mdllkun 'rice' and wo 'dough'. The verb vlo
means 'to cut' with the manner specification 'to separate into two pieces'. Typical
objects that this verb takes are We<# 'bread' and kwekwe 'banana'. The verbfcfo also
means 'to cut'. It is used in contexts where someone cuts a piece out of a whole, such
as a piece of meat out of a bigger one, a piece of bread, etc. The verb/ 'to chop' is
also a verb meaning 'to cut', but it encodes the manner 'into pieces'. Typical objects
that this verb can take are Ian 'meat', leke 'sugar cane' and te 'yam'. The verb gbö
means 'to cut a part of/to amputate': gbö ätin 5 sin älä 'to cut a branch of the tree'. It
also means 'to incise' such as in gbö hwe 'to cut skin/to scar', or as in gbö hwl 'to cut
bark'. The verbApa is another verb of cutting. Typical objects that this verb can take
are da 'hair', ätin 'tree' (e.g. kpä ätin 'to trim a tree'), ydvozan Orange' (e.g. kpä
yovozen 'to peel an orange'). The manner of cutting in this case appears to be
characterised as 'by means of trimming/peeling'. The verb means 'to cut by
splitting/slitting'. Hence takes naki 'wood' as its complement, or tevi 'yarn', or any
other thing that can be split or slit.

The examples above show that some Fongbe verbs may be highly semantically
specified. The fact that manner is incorporated in the basic meaning of these verbs is
related to the restrictions on the arguments that these verbs do, or do not, allow (see
section 10.4).

The data presented in this section show that Fongbe verbs fall into two groups when
considered from the point of view of their semantics: some are semantically less
specified than corresponding verbs in other languages, while others are more specified.
The Fongbe verbal lexicon is a gold mine for researchers who seek to study the
meaning of verbs. Lexical semantic studies of samples of Fongbe verbs may be found
in Brousseau (1993b, 1998), Lefebvre (1991, 1994c), Lumsden (1994) and Ndayiragije
(1991).

10.2. Types of argument structures

This section considers the types of argument structures found in the language. Monadic,
diadic and triadic verbs are discussed in turn. I assume the framework proposed in
Hale-Keyser (1986, 1987) and Hale-Laughren (1983) whereby the Lexical
Conceptual Structure (LCS) of a verb consists of the representation of the concept
named by the verb; the participants in the event described by the verb are represented as
variables. In this framework, monadic verbs are one-variable verbs, diadic verbs are two-
variable verbs and triadic verbs are three-variable verbs.
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10.2.1. Monadic (one-variable) verbs

Monadic or one-variable verbs are those which are generally referred to, in traditional
grammars, as intrasitive verbs. In current linguistic literature, however, a distinction
has been made between two types of intransitive verbs: the unaccusative and the
unergative. I defer the distinction between these two types of intransitive verbs to
section 10.3. In this section I consider verbs which are monadic, regardless of this
distinction. In Fongbe, monadic verbs include what I will refer to as 'simple
intransitive verbs', verbs referring to WEATHER, the existential verb and verbs licensing
an expletive subject. These will be discussed in turn.

10.2.1.1. Simple intransitive verbs

Single-variable verbs include some activity verbs. The verbs ho 'to bark', Jin 'to
jump', slulvi 'to vomit' and x 'to turn' belong to this class. They are exemplified
in (4).

(4) a. Avun 6 ho.
dog DEF bark
"The dog barked.'

b. KSku Ion.
Koku jump
'Koku jumped.'

c. Koku slulvi.
Koku vomit
'Koku vomited.'

d. Kdku x .
Koku turn
'Koku turned.'

e. έ kon.
3sg shine
'It shines.'

f. Ηένί ό zdn.
bird DEF fly
'The bird flew.'

Single-variable verbs also include verbs of the type of ζέη 'to moan', which Smith
(1991: 55-58) would classify as semelfactives.These are exemplified in (5).

(5) a. £ ζέη.
3sg moan
'(S)he moaned.'
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b. tön.
3sg limp
'(S)he Umped.'

c. hinhän.
3sg yawn
'(S)he yawned.'

The range of such monadic intransitive verbs in Fongbe is rather small. The reason is
that most Fongbe verbs obligatorily take an object. For example, 'to shout' is do ähwä
(lit.: 'produce shout') and 'to cry' is ^v/(lit.: 'flow tear'). Such verbs will be
discussed in sections 10.2.2.2 and 10.2.2.3.

Single-variable verbs also include some achievement verbs, such as those in (6).

(6) a. Koku yi.
Koku leave
'Koku left.'

b. Koku wäljä.
Koku arrive
'Koku arrived.'

c. Koku ton.
Koku exit
'Koku exited/went out.'

d. Käku ku.
Koku die
'Koku died.'

e. Koka bu.
Koku disappear/geuost
'Koku disappeared/got lost.'

Note that, while the notion 'to disappear' is rendered by a single verb bu (see (6e)), the
notion 'to appear' is rendered by two verbs: ton wä (lit.: 'exit arrive'). Note also that
while the notion 'to exit', rendered as ton (see (6c)), does not require a locative
argument, the notion 'to enter', rendered as byo, does require a locative argument: Kdku
byo xo (lit.: 'Koku enter house in') 'Koku entered the house'. Hence byo does not
belong in the class of monadic verbs in (6). As will be seen in section 10.2.3.1, yl 'to
leave/to go' and wä 'to arrive/to come' may also take a locative argument.

Single-variable verbs also include some stative verbs. Examples are given in (7).

(7) 'to be bitter'
& 'to be lovable'
bf 'to be alert'
winni 'to be sharp'
flo 'to be right'
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S ingle-variable verbs also include verbs which can be used as both stative and
dynamic verbs. A sample of such verbs is presented in (8).

(8) syen 'to be hard/to become hard'
xu 'to be dry/to become dry'
W 'to be tender/to become tender'
kpen 'to be thick/to become thick'
fa 'to be cold/to become cold'
w) 'to be black/to become black'
we 'to be white/to become white'
hi/nzo/hünmyö 'to be hot/to become hot'

As can be seen from the glosses, the verbs in (8) may be assigned a stative or a
dynamic interpretation. With both aspectual interpretations, they are one-variable verbs.
According to my informants, these verbs cannot be interpreted as having a causative
component. The ungrammaticality of the examples in (9) shows that these verbs cannot
be used as agentive predicates.

(9) a. *Äsibä kpen
Asiba thicken sauce DBF

b. *Kdku xu ävo
Koku dry loincloth DEF

This argues that the verbs in (8) are monadic verbs, in spite of the fact that they may
have a dynamic interpretation.

One productive way to causativise the verbs in (8) is to embed them under the
causative verb bio 'to make', as in (10).

(10) a. Äsibä bio bo nusunu 6 kpan.
Asiba make COMP sauce DEF become.thick
'Asiba made the sauce thicken.'

b. Äsibä bio bö wo hunzo.
Asiba make COMP dough DEF become.hot
'Asiba heated the dough.'
[Lit.: 'Asiba caused that the dough became hot.']

Another productive way to provide an agent for the verbs in (8) is to use them as the
second verb of a series in a serial verb construction. In this case, the first verb of the
series is hin 'to hold/to carry' (see chapter 13). Examples of such combinations are
given in (11).

(11) a. Käku hen wo 6 syen.
Koku hold dough DEF be.hard
'Koku hardened the dough.'
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b. Käku hen ävo .
Koku hold loincloth DEF be.dry
'Koku dried the loincloth.'

c. Koku hen wo 6 bo.
Koku hold dough DEF be.tender
'Koku tenderised the dough.'

d. Vi o hen äwu fä.
child DEF hold clothes be.wet
The child wetted his clothes.'

e. Asibä hen ävo 6 wi.
Asiba hold loincloth DEF be.black
'Asiba blackened the loincloth."

f. Äsibä hen äwu o we.
Asiba hold clothes DEF be.white
'Asiba whitened the clothes.'

g. Asibä hän sin o hünzo/hünmyo.
Asiba hold water DEF be .hot
'Asiba heated the water.'

In contrast to the verbs in (11), the verb kpen 'to be thick/to become thick' cannot
combine with hen in a serial verb construction. It combines with so 'to take', however,
in a sequential serial verb construction discussed in chapter 13. This is illustrated
in (12).

(12) Asibä so nusunu so-kpen.
Asiba take sauce DEF take-be.thick
'Asiba thickened the sauce.'

The verb fun 'to thicken' is the causative counterpart of kpen 'to be thick/to become
thick', as shown in (13).

(13) Asibä fun nusunü o.
Asiba thicken sauce DEF
'Asiba thickened the sauce.'

It is worth mentioning that, in Fongbe, there are no causative verbs corresponding to
the other non-causative verbs in (8). Hence, there is no verb meaning 'to harden', 'to
dry', 'to tender', 'to cool', 'to blacken', 'to whiten', or 'to heat'. There are two Fongbe
verbs, however, that have the aspectual properties of the verbs in (8), but can also be
used as causative verbs. These two-variable verbs are go 'to be filled/to become full/to
fill' and gblo 'to be wide/to become wide/to widen'. These will be discussed in
section 10.2.3.

As can be seen from the examples given in this subsection, one-variable or intransi-
tive verbs are found amongst verbs of various semantic classes. As will be seen in the
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remainder of this section, one-variable verbs also include verbs which participate in the
expressions of WEATHER, the existential verb and verbs licensing an expletive subject.

10.2.1.2. WEATHER verbs

WEATHER verbs which select an expletive subject do not exist in Fongbe. Koopman
(1986: 245) points out that such verbs do not exist in West African languages. On the
basis of examples from Vata and Abe, she shows that West African languages generally
express the various atmospheric phenomena with a construction involving verbs (that
occur in other contexts as well), selecting an argument (occurring in subject position)
which refers to a natural element. The data in (14) show the relevant Fongbe data.

(14) a. // ja.
rain falls
'It is raining.'
[Lit.: 'Rain falls.'] (=(1) in Dumais 1988)

b. Lägäsl ja.
ice fall
'It is hailing.'
[Lit.: 'Ice falls.'] (=(2) in Dumais 1988)

c. Jdhdn ny!.12

wind blow
'It is windy.'
[Lit.: 'Wind blows.'] (=(3) in Dumais 1988)

d. Xäbyösö do-gte.
thunder growl
'It is thundering.'
[Lit.: 'Thunder growls.']

e. // -ätän.
rain drizzle
'It is drizzling.'
[Lit.: 'Rain drizzles.']

10.2.1.3. The existential verb

The existential verb is Un 'to exist'. The single argument of this verb must precede it,
as shown in (15a). The sentence in (15b) is ungrammatical because the word order is
incorrect.
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(15) a. Xo 4 kpo tin. b. *(<?) tin xo φkpό
story one exist 3sg exist story one
'There is a problem.'
[Lit.: One story exists.']

10.2.1.4. Verbs licensing an expletive subject

Verbs licensing an expletive subject are also monadic verbs. A first group consists of
verbs such as kp 'to remain', hwa 'to lack' and φ 'to seem'. In the examples below,
optionality of constituents is indicated by parentheses.

(16) a. έ kp d n φkpό (φ x sun 6 m ).
3sg remain snake one at basket DBF in
'There remains one snake in the basket.' (=(14) in Dumais 1988)

b. έ hwe ZE φ nosun 6 ma.
3sg lack salt at soup DBF in
'There is a lack of salt in the soup.' (=(16) in Dumais 1988)

c. έ φ nu φ K$ku z n.
3sg seem thing COMP Koku fall sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.' (=(13) in Dumais 1988)

The raising properties of these verbs will be discussed in section 10.5.3.
The second group consists of non-raising verbs, such as those in (17).

(17) a. έ nyo φ Kdku ni yi.
3sg be.good COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is good for Koku to leave.'
[Lit.: 'It is good that Koku leaves.']

b. έ vim nu Koku ni yl.
3sg nice COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is nice for Koku to leave.'
[Lit.: 'It is nice that Koku leaves.']

c. £ νέ-wu nu KSku ni yl.
3sg difficult COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is difficult for Koku to leave.'
[Lit.: 'It is difficult that Koku leaves.']

d. έ dkd nu e n no jlh n t gb .
3sg tire COMP 3sg DEF.FUT HAB sing all.the.time
'It is tiring that (s)he sings all the time.'
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10.2.2. Diodic (two-variable) verbs

Diadic verbs include simple transitive verbs, inherent object verbs, light verbs, verbs
expressing BODY states, the verb 5 'to have' and a subset control verbs. These will be
discussed in turn.

10.2.2.1. Simple transitive verbs

Transitive verbs are diadic (two- variable) verbs. Fongbe has a large class of these verbs.
Some examples are provided in (18).

(18) a. Koka tun Äsibä.
Koku know Asiba
'Koku knows Asiba.'

b. Koku xd Äsibä.
Koku hit Asiba
'Koku hit Asiba.'

c. Kaku ma ajdto 5.
Koku catch.sight.of thief DBF
'Koku caught sight of the thief.'

d. Köku kplä Äsibä.
Koku accompany Asiba
'Koku accompanied Asiba.'

e. K$ku so äson.
Koku take crab
'Koku took a crab.'

10.2.2.2. Inherent object verbs

Inherent object verbs are characterised by the fact that they cannot appear without an
overt object of some kind. These verbs are semantically autonomous in the sense that
their objects do not contribute to the meaning of the verb in the same way as objects of
light verbs (see section 10.2.2.3). The examples in (19) illustrate cases where such
verbs appear with a given object.

(19) a. gbd
calm/cure disease
'to heal'

b. nyä
hunt animal
'to hunt'
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c. φ η sin
draw water
'to draw water' (e.g. from a well)

When no particular object is meant, there are three possibilities. First, the verb can
appear with a typical object that it can take, as is illustrated in (20).

(20) a. kun hun
drive vehicle
'to drive'

b. z yi
sweep ground
'to sweep'

c. ja yi
fall ground
'to fall'

Second, it can appear with an object meaning 'thing', as in (21).

(21) a. φ ηύ
eat thing
'to eat'

b. k /M/13

laugh thing
'to laugh'

c. φ no
believe thing
'to believe'

Third, it can appear with an object that is cognate with the verb, as in (22). As can be
seen in the examples in (22), the verb and its nominal object have the same form
except for the fact that the nominal object bears the class prefix - (see section 8.2.2.2).
In this case, since the inherent object is cognate with the verb, the verb is generally
referred to, in the literature, as a cognate object verb.

(22) a. no
suck breast
'to suckle'

b. φ αφ
urinate urine
'to pee'

c. kpen akpen
cough cough
'to cough'
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d φ <$
believe belief
'to believe'

e. kwfa kwin
whistle whistle
'to whistle'

f. φ αφ
eat tooth
'to win'

g. 5/77 sin
tie tie
'to tie'

h. 4ϊφ ϊφφ
lap lap
'to lap'

To the best of my knowledge, the verbs in (22) exhaust the list of cognate object verbs
in Fongbe.14

Brousseau (1988a: 385) points out that some verbs may appear either with their
inherent object or with nu 'thing', without any difference in meaning. For example,
kun hon (lit.: 'drive vehicle') and kun no (lit.: 'drive thing') both mean 'to drive'; ho
sin (lit.: 'water water') and hu nu (lit.: 'water thing') both mean 'to water'. With other
verbs, however, replacing the inherent object with nu 'thing' triggers an interpretation
of abnormality of the object. For example, φ £φ means 'to urinate' but φ ηύ means
'to urinate something abnormal' (e.g. blood or urine with a peculiar colour). Likewise,
while φη sin means 'to draw water (from a well)', φη ηύ means 'to draw something
unexpected from a well' (e.g. sand, mud, an old shoe, etc.). Furthermore, Brousseau
(1988a: 386) points out that any noun which is a hyponym of the inherent or cognate
object of a given verb can appear as the inherent object of this verb. This is illustrated
in (23).

(23) a. φ αφ φ him
urinate urine urinate blood
'to urinate' 'to urinate bloody urine'

(=(40) in Brousseau 1988a)
b. kun hun kun kake

drive vehicle drive bicycle
'to drive' 'to drive a bicycle'

(=(40) in Brousseau 1988a)
c. gb z n gb kpenwo

calm disease calm tuberculosis
'to heal' 'to heal tuberculosis'

(=(40) in Brousseau 1988a)
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The difference between the Fongbe verbs in (19b), (20a), (20c), (2la), (21b), (21c)
and (22) and their corresponding verbs in English may best be stated in terms of their
transitivity: whereas the Fongbe verbs are necessarily transitive, the English
counterparts may also be used intransitively.15 The syntactic properties of
inherent/cognate object verbs will be discussed in section 10.5.6.

10.2.2.3. Light verbs

Light verb constructions involve a verb and an object, as in to take a walk in English.
A major characteristic of these constructions is that the verb contributes very little to
the semantics of the construction; rather, it is the object that is determinative. For
example, the verb do occurring in example (24f) below was shown to derive its
meaning from that of its object (see section 10.1). Likewise, the verb which
basically means 'to give birth to' may take various objects which will determine its
ultimate meaning. Hence we find ji ban (lit.: 'give.birth.to song') 'to sing',// my$
(lit.: 'give.birth.to fire') 'to burn oneself,/? we (lit.: 'give.birth.to worms') 'to rot',
etc. Fongbe has several verbs of this type. The verbs in (24) have all been identified as
light verbs by Brousseau (1988a).

(24) a. fun ähwän
make war
'to make war'

b. wä äzo
do work
'to work'

c. ku id
die river
'to drown'

d. je tagba
fall problem
'to worry'

e. ja äkpä
fall wound
'to hurt oneself

f. do gän
plant metal
'to chain up'

g. ß hän
give.birth song
'to sing'

h. su xo
close speech
'to shout'
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i. bl nu
tie mouth
'to fast'

j. k n κέζύη
pick.up run
'to run' (from Brousseau 1988a)

The syntactic properties of light verb constructions will be discussed in section 10.5.5.

10.2.2.4. Verbs expressing BODY states

There are no BODY-state verbs in Fongbe. BODY states are expressed by means of a
verb taking a BODY-part as its subject and a patient as its object. The verbs participa-
ting in these constructions are thus two-variable verbs. Examples are provided in (25).

(25) a. Χόιαέ wti ml.
stomach hold Isg
Ί have a stomachache.'
[Lit.: 'My stomach is holding me.']

b. T φ mi.
head eat Isg
Ί have a headache.'
[Lit.: 'My head is eating me.']

c. Αφί φ mi.
tooth eat Isg
Ί have a toothache.'
[Lit.: Tooth is eating me.']

d. mldn s Koku.
sleep reach Koku
'Koku is sleepy.'
[Lit.: 'Sleep has reached Koku.']

e. A ό φ no-wa-x mi w .
foot DEF be.at thing.do.with Isg POST
'My foot is hurting.'
[Lit.: 'The foot is hurting me.']

f. Υόζό h n ml.
heat hold Isg
Ί am hot.'
[Lit.: 'Heat is holding me.']

The verbal phrase meaning 'to be cold* is not rendered in the same way, as is shown
in (26).
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(26) Ün siso ävivö.
Isg tremble cold

am cold.'

10.2.2.5. Do 'to have'

The verb meaning 'to have' is a two-variable verb. It requires a possessor and a
possessee. This is illustrated in (27).

(27) Koku wema.
Koku have book
'Koku has a book.'

10.2.2.6. Diadic control verbs

Two-variable verbs also include some control verbs. For example, in (28), the verb jlo
'to want' has two arguments.

(28) 4 jlo [no 4/j ni yi].
3sg want COMP 3sg SUB leave

a. '(S)he wants to leave.'
b. '(S)he wants him/her to leave.'

The verbs bä 'to like' and byo 'to request' follow the pattern of jlo 'to want'. The
syntactic properties of these verbs will be discussed in section 10.5.4.1.

10.2.3. Verbs which con be either monadic or diadic

There are verbs which can be either monadic or diadic. In this section, I document the
major classes of such verbs.

In section 10.2.1.1, we saw that the verbs yl 'to leave' and wä 'to arrive' are
basically monadic verbs. In (29), these verbs appear with two arguments. Note,
however, the difference in the meanings of the verbs.

(29) a. Koka yi ägä.
Koku go Cotonou / upstairs
'Koku went to Cotonou/upstairs.'

b. K$ku wä Kirtonu l ägä.
Koku came Cotonou / upstairs
'Koku came to Cotonou/upstairs.'
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There are two verbs that are basically one-variable stative verbs, but they can also
have a causative component. In the latter case, these verbs are two-variable predicates.
The verb go 'to be full/to fill' is such a verb. The examples in (30) illustrate the two
uses of this verb.

(30) a. Go go.
bottle DBF be.full
"The bottle is full.'

b. K$ku go go o.
Koku fill bottle DEF
'Koku filled the bottle.'

Likewise, for some speakers (but not all), the stative verb gblo 'to be wide' may be
used with an agent, as in (30b). In this case, it is interpreted as 'to widen'. This is
shown in (31).

(31) a. Ali 6 gblo.
street DEF be.wide
'The street is wide.'

b. Köku gblo äli o.
Koku widen street DEF
'Koku widened the street.'

Some verbs which are basically transitives (hence two-variable verbs) may appear
with only one argument. Examples of such verbs are given below. Note again the
difference in meaning between the two uses of these verbs.

(32) a. KSku ttin vi 6.
Koku think child DEF
'Koku thought of the child.'

b. KSku flin.
'Koku remembers.'

(33) a. Köku dien vi o.
Koku stretch child DEF
'Koku stretched the child out.'

b. Koku dien.
'Koku lay down.'

(34) a. Kdku hon tevi.
Koku dig yam
'Koku dug yams.'

b. Kdku hon.
'Koku escaped.'
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Likewise, the verb means both 'to seem' and 'to resemble'. With the first
meaning, it is a one-variable verb. As such, it selects a sentential complement. With
the second meaning, it is a two-variable verb. This is illustrated in (35).

(35) a. £ Kaku äzön.
3sg seem thing COMP Koku fall sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.' (=(13) in Dumais 1988)

b. Koku me (<&-e ja ätin .
Koku resemble person OP-RES fall sick DEF
'Koku seems to be sick.'
[Lit.: 'Koku resembles someone who is sick.']16 (=(12) in Dumais 1988)

The syntactic properties of this verb will be discussed in section 10.5.3.2.

10.2.4. Triadic verbs

Finally, Fongbe has a few three-variable verbs. These include ditransitive predicates of
transfer such as 'to give'. A few control verbs are also three-variable predicates. These
two types of verbs will be discussed in turn.

10.2.4.1. Ditransitive (double object) verbs

Double object verbs of the type 'to give' (e.g. John gave Mary a book) in English are
generally considered to be three-variable predicates. Depending on the speaker, there are
three or four such verbs in Fongbe. For all the informants I worked with, na 'to give',

'to show' and kplon 'to teach' are double object verbs. These are illustrated in (36).
Note from the examples that the goal and the theme of the construction can appear in
any order. In both cases, the construction has the same meaning (as will be argued in
chapter 14).

(36) a. Köku nä Äsibä äson l äson Äsibä.
Koku give Asiba crab / crab Asiba
'Koku gave Asiba (some) crab.' (=(la) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Koku Äsibä xwe I xwe 6 Äsibä.
Koku show Asiba house DEF / house DEF Asiba
'Koku showed Asiba the house.' (=(lb) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Koku kplon Äsibä flänsegbe l flänsegbe Äsibä.
Koku teach Asiba French / French Asiba
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(lc) in Lefebvre 1994c)

For some speakers, but not all, the verb su 'to pay' is also a double object verb, as is
shown in (37).
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(37) ok/* Kdku su x kwe 6 Asib l Asib x kwe 6.
Koku pay rent DBF Asiba / Asiba rent DEF

'Koku paid Asiba the rent.' (=(108) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Although the inventory of double object verbs in Fongbe is rather small, the
construction presents some very interesting properties; these will be discussed at length
in chapter 14.

10.2.4.2. Triadic control verbs

Some control verbs are triadic verbs. The notion 'to promise' in Fongbe is rendered by
the combination of the verb φ 'to say', and the preposition nu 'for' (see section
11.1.8.4). With this use, the verb φ has three arguments, as is exemplified in (38).

(38) Di φ nu K ko φ ύη{ n w .
Isg say for Koku COMP Isg DEF.FUT come
Ί promised Koku that I will come.'

Another triadic control verb is byo 'to request/to ask', as illustrated in (39).

(39) Υέ byo Bayi, φ έ-, ηί yi.
3pl request Bayi COMP 3sg SUB leave
"They requested Bayi to leave.'
[Lit.: 'They requested Bayi that she leaves.']

The syntactic properties of these verbs will be discussed in section 10.5.4.2.

10.2.4.3. Triadic verbs: Summary

I did not find any other verbs appearing with three arguments. In Fongbe, there seems
to be no verb meaning 'to convince/to force'. The notion 'to forbid' is rendered by a
serial verb construction, as in (40).

(40) KSku ze te Asib .
Koku take give.back Asiba
'Koku forbid Asiba.'

There is a verb meaning 'to insist', but this verb seems to be a two-variable predicate.
It appears with an adjunct clause introduced by the preposition nu 'for', as is illustrated
in (41).
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(41) Time ηύ έ11 ηύ έ ηί wa.
insist for 3sg for 3sg SUB come
'Insist that (s)he comes.'

The Fongbe data are in line with the observation in Koopman (1986: 240) that three-
place predicates of the type ίο convince, to order, to persuade are difficult or impossible
to find in West African languages.

10.2.5. Summary

Fongbe has one-, two- and three-variable verbs. The number of essentially one-variable
verbs is rather small (but see section 10.4, where it is shown that some diadic verbs
may become monadic as a result of argument alternations). This correlates with the
presence of a large number of verbs which obligatorily take an object. The number of
three-variable verbs is also very small. This is because notions which require three-
variable predicates in English (e.g. John sent a book to Mary), are rendered in Fongbe
by a serial verb construction (see chapter 13). Also, as will be seen in chapter 11,
prepositional phrases are generally adjuncts in this language: they are rarely, if ever,
used to introduce a verbal argument. These facts explain why there are rather few three-
variable verbs in Fongbe. Two-variable predicates thus appear to make up the bulk of
the Fongbe verbal lexicon.

10.3. The unergative/unaccusative distinction

Monadic (one-variable) verbs divide into two main classes: unergative or intransitive
(e.g. to fly), and unaccusative (e.g. to go). These two classes are distinguished on the
basis of syntactic tests. The tests presented below were conceived by Mark Baker and
Osamuyimen Thompson Stewart (p.c.) on the basis of Edo.18-19

The first test is that, while unaccusative verbs may occur as the second verb in a
serial verb construction, unergative verbs cannot.20 Baker—Thompson's test predicts
that Όζο push child fall' will be possible but not '*Ozo push child shout/cry'. As is
the case in Edo, in Fongbe, unaccusative verbs may occur as the second verb of a
series, as shown in (42).

(42) a. K ku ny χένί ton.
Koku chase bird exit
'Koku made the bird exit.'

b. Kdko so son yi l w .
Koku take crab go / come
'Koku brought the crab.' (away from the speaker/in the direction
of the speaker)
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c. Kaku sise νί o ja yi.
Koku push child DEF fall ground
'Koku pushed the child down.'

Unergative verbs cannot appear as the second verb of a series. This is shown in (43).

(43) a. *Koku sise νί ό y vi
Koku push child DEF cry

b. *K5ku ny χένί ζόη
Koku chase bird fly

c. *Koku hen Asiba & I bi I jlo
Koku carry Asiba be.lovable / be.alert / be.right
[Lit.: 'Koku raised Asiba to be lovable/to be alert/to be right.']

Furthermore, according to Baker—Thompson, a serial verb construction may include
two unaccusative verbs (e.g. to fall to die), but not two unergative verbs (e.g. *to run
to fly). This contrast is also observed in Fongbe, as is shown in (44) and (45),
respectively.

(44) a. K k w yi.
Koku come leave
'Koku passed by.'

b. Koku yi bo.
Koku leave disappear
'Koku got lost.'

c. K ku w ku.
Koku come die
'Koku came to die.'

(45) *Koku Ion zon
Koku jump fly

The second test is based on verbs which participate in transitivity alternations (e.g.
Όζο burned beans/the beans burned'). Baker—Thompson assume that the intransitive
version is unaccusative. In their view, this confirms the first test, in that verbs that
participate in this alternation can also occur as the second verb of a serial verb
construction. As is the case in Edo, the verbs which participate in transitivity
alternations generally occur as the second verb of a series. This is illustrated in (46).

(46) a. Kdku solze mydn ό ci.
Koku take light DEF turn.off
'Koku turned off the light.'

b. K ku solze g o gb .
Koku take bottle DEF break
'Koku broke the bottle.'
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c. Kdku solze lobo 6 ton.
Koku take balloon DEF burst
'Koku burst the balloon.'

Other such verbs may also occur as the second verb of a series, but they require the
presence of a verb meaning 'to take', that is, either so or ζέ. In the examples in (47),
the second occurrence of a 'take' serial verb may also be realised as so or ζέ, although ζέ
does not appear in the examples. The difference between the serial verb constructions in
(46) and those in (47) will be discussed in section 13.2.

(47) a. Koku so/ze vun ό so-din.
Koku take dog DEF take.bury
'Koku buried the dog.'

b. K$ku salze ganu so-hi/n.
Koku take bowl take.open
'Koku opened the bowl.' (by removing the lid of the bowl)

c. Koka so/ze klaklu 6 so-wen.
Koku take donut DEF take.break
'Koku broke the donut.'

d. K ku solze fa o so-t .
Koku take match DEF take.light
'Koku lit the match.'

e. Kako so/ζέ koko 6 so-gb .
Koku take hot.cereal DEF take.break
'Koku spilled the hot cereal.'

f. K ko so/ζέ go ό so-su.
Koku take bottle DEF take.close
'Koku closed the bottle.'

g. Kdku so/ζέ kwekwo o s -kpaba.
Koku take banana DEF take.squash
'Koku squashed the banana.'

h. KSku solze art 5 so-wolon.
Koku take loincloth DEF take.crease
'Koku creased the loincloth.'

i. Kdku so/ζέ tim o ζέ-lL
Koku take tomato DEF take.crush
'Koku crushed the tomato.'

Finally, the verbs fye 'to boil' and ζέ 'to chop' cannot occur as the second verb in a
series, with or without a 'take' verb. I have no explanation for these two exceptions.
Aside from them, the Fongbe data discussed above show that, in their intransitive
version, the verbs which participate in transitivity alternations must be unaccusative.
This conclusion is in line with the analysis of Baker—Thompson for Edo.
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The third test involves word order in nominalisations. Baker— Thompson found the
following contrast in Edo. For unaccusatives, the argument NP comes "most
comfortably" between the nominalised verb and the adjective, whereas for unergatives,
it comes "most comfortably" outside the adjective; hence "fall-NOM bad Oso's bad
fall', versus shout-NOM bad Ozo's bad shout'". In Fongbe nominalisations, (see
section 8.3), the argument of the nominalised verb can be marked either for objective
case sin, or for genitive case tön (see section 3.6). This is exemplified in (48).

(48) a. Köku sin kuku t xixä 5
Koku OBJ death / turn DBF
'the death/turn of Koku'

b. kuku l xixä Köku tön 0
death / turn Koku GEN DEF
'Koku's death/turn'

When the argument of the nominalised verb is the complement of sin, the adjective
follows the nominalised verb regardless of whether it is unaccusative or unergative, as
shown in (49).

(49) a. Köku sin kuku <&&
Koku OBJ death slow DEF
'the slow death of Koku'

b. ävun 6 sin hiho gängän 6
dog DEF OBJ bark loud DEF
'the loud bark of the dog'

When the argument of the nominalised verb is the complement of ton, however, there
are two possible positions for the adjective: one after the nominalised verb, and the
other after the genitive phrase (see section 3.7). For the two informants I questioned on
this topic, both adjective positions are available, whether the verb is unaccusative, as in
(50a), or unergative, as in (50b). One informant has no preference in either case; the
other prefers the position right after the verb in both cases.

(50) a. kuku ( ) Köku tön ( ) 6
death slow Koku GEN slow DEF
'Koku's slow death'

b. hiho (gängän) ävun o tön (gängan) o
bark loud dog DEF GEN loud DEF
'the dog's loud bark'

This third test thus appears to be insignificant for distinguishing unaccusative from
unergative verbs in Fongbe.

The fourth test, discovered by Baker— Thompson on the basis of Edo, involves the
possibility of the verb occurring as the complement of control-like verbs. For Edo,
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they found that "some control-like verbs take unergative verbs as their complements
easily, but resist unaccusative ones. For example: Όζο try/forget shout' versus '*Ozo
try/forget fall/die'". In Fongbe, the verbs 'to try' and 'to forget' do take unergative
verbs as their complements, as is shown in (51).

(51) Koku tenkfon I won (bo)-na ho I Ion / vl I zan l x .
Koku try / forget in.order.to bark / jump / vomit / fly / turn
'Koku tried/forgot to bark/jump/vomit/fly/turn.'

In contrast to Edo, however, they also allow some (but not all) unaccusative verbs as
their complements, as is shown in (52).

(52) Kaku tenkpSn I won (bo)-na yl I \va I ton I *bu
Koku try / forget in.order.to go / come / exit / disappear

It thus appears that, in Fongbe, this fourth test does not distinguish between unergative
and unaccusative verbs as clearly as it does in Edo.

On the basis of the first two tests, however, we can conclude that there is a
distinction between unergative and unaccusative verbs in Fongbe.21 According to these
tests, the verbs in (4) are unergative, whereas those in (6) are unaccusative.

10.4. Argument alternations

This section describes the argument alternations that are found in Fongbe. The alterna-
tions are presented within the vocabulary used in Levin (1989) so as to facilitate com-
parative studies. No distinction is made with respect to the level at which the alterna-
tions apply (lexicon or syntax). The possible alternations are simply attested. The
impossible ones are also noted. The argument alternations are organised in the follo-
wing fashion: transitivity alternations (the middle construction, the causative/inchoative
alternation and the accompanied causation alternation), unexpressed objects (of which
there are several types), alternations involving internal arguments (among which are the
dative and the benefactive alternations), the instrumental alternation and the passive
alternations (verbal and adjectival).

10.4.1. Transitivity alternations

Transitivity alternations refer to alternations whereby the object of a transitive verb
becomes its subject, with the consequence that the verb becomes intransitive. This
alternation is involved in the middle construction, the causative/inchoative alternation
and the accompanied causation alternation. These will be discussed in turn.
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10.4.1.1. The middle construction

This meat cuts easily is an example of the middle construction. Brousseau (1998: 159)
provides the following definition of this construction: "Les constructions moyennes
sont des έηοηΰέβ gonoriques, qui d6notent une propri6t6 habituelle d'un objet plut t
qu'un ένέηαηβηΐ situ6 dans le temps." [Middle constructions are generic, they describe a
habitual property of an object rather than an event located in time.]

In Fongbe, these constructions contain the habitual marker no (see section 5.3.4.1)
which triggers a generic present interpretation of the clause. Since middles describe a
habitual property of an object, they usually require the presence of a manner adverb that
specifies the property. These two basic characteristics of middles, discussed in
Brousseau (1998: 159), are illustrated in (53).

(53) L n elo n *<£ nji) I *(kpodo βνί elo kpo).
meat DEM HAB cut (easily) / (with knife DEM with)
"This/that meat cuts easily/with this/that knife.'

(=(64b) in Brousseau 1998: 159)

Because of the generic character of the construction, middles exclude any kind of
temporel modification, as shown in (54).

(54) *Lan elo no β (g njf) so
meat DEM HAB cut (easily) yesterday
[Lit.: 'The meat cut easily yesterday.'] (=(65b) in Brousseau 1998: 159)

Because middle constructions are stative, they are incompatible with the imperfective
aspect, as shown in (55).

(55) *Wema elo φ xlx blowu w
book DEM be.at reading quickly POST
[Lit.: 'This/that book is reading quickly.']

(=(68b) in Brousseau 1998: 160)

Brousseau (1998: 160) points out that, in Fongbe, the verbs which can participate in
the middle construction are the same as those which can be passivised (see section
10.4.5.1). The morphological relationship between middles and passives is discussed in
section 8.3.

10.4.1.2. The causative/inchoative alternation

Mary broke the needle/The needle broke exemplifies this alternation. This alternation
applies to verbs of change of state. In this alternation, the internal argument of the verb
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appears in the subject position. The (a) sentences in (56H58) illustrate the causative
uses of the verb, and the (b) sentences, its inchoative uses.

(56) a. Bayi gbä nütonu 6 l kofü o l biki o l gan ton.
Bayi break needle DBF / cup DEF / pen DEF / watch GEN
'Bayi broke the needle/the cup/the pen/her watch.'

(=(3b) in Brousseau 1998: 45)
b. Nütonu 6 I kofu I biki 6 l gän tön gbä.

needle DEF / cup DEF / pen DEF / watch GEN break
"The needle/the cup/the pen/his, her watch broke.'

(=(3a) in Brousseau 1998: 45)
(57) a. Bayi fye nusunu 6.

Bayi boil sauce DEF
'Bayi boiled the sauce.' (=(4b) in Brousseau 1998: 45)

b. Nusunu fye.
sauce DEF boil
'The sauce boiled.' (=(4a) in Brousseau 1998: 45)

(58) a. Bäyi hün Mn 6.
Bayi open door DEF
'Bayi opened the door.' (=(5b) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

b. Hon o hün.
door DEF open
'The door opened.' (=(5a) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

Examples of verbs which can participate in the causative/inchoative alternation are
listed in (59).

(59) din 'to bury' tä 'to light up/to turn on'
ei 'to turn off/to put out' gbä 'to break'
hün 'to open' su 'to close'
tun 'to untie' kpäbä 'to flatten'
gbä 'to break' wolon 'to crumple/to crease'
ton 'to pierce' U 'to crush'

'to chop' ma 'to separate'
wen 'to break by twisting' yo 'to melt'
fye 'to boil' tie 'to paste/to assemble'

(=(69) in Brousseau 1998: 69-70)

Brousseau (1998: 46) points out that, in Fongbe, there are verbs of change of state that
cannot participate in this alternation. The verbs ja 'to cut' and <$ 'to cook' are
examples, as shown in (60) and (61).
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(60) a. B yi kw&wo 6.
Bayi cut banana DEF
'Bayi cut the banana.'

b. *kw&w6 6 ja
banana DEF cut

(61) a. Bayi φ Ian 6.
Bayi cook meat DEF
'Bayi cooked the meat.'

b. *lan 5 φ
meat DEF cook

(=(6b) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

(=(6a) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

(=(7b) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

(=(7a) in Brousseau 1998: 46)

Fongbe transitive verbs which do not participate in this alternation are listed in (62).

(62) vlo 'to divide'
gbo 'to cut/to carve'
xwf 'to sieve'
U 'to grind'
be 'to pick up'
id 'to sew'
φ 'to cook'
fie 'to peel'

m 'to share'
wlan 'to write'
so 'to mash'
gbl 'to harvest'
β 'to cut into pieces'
bio 'to make'
kpa 'to peel (with a knife)'
to 'to pile/to stack'

(=(68) in Brousseau 1998: 69)

Among the verbs that can participate in this alternation, some allow the reflexive
anaphor -φέ (discussed in section 4.6.1), as is exemplified in (63).

(=(94a) in Brousseau 1998: 81)

(=(94b) in Brousseau 1998: 81)

(63) a. Zb ό ci
fire DEF die/go.out it-ANA
'The fire died/went out by itself.'

b. Hon 6 su έ-φέ.
door DEF close it-ANA
'The door closed by itself.'

The verbs which allow the reflexive anaphor are listed in (64), and those which do not,
in (65).

(64) din 'to bury'
ci 'to turn off/to put out'
nun 'to open'
tun 'to untie'
gjoa 'to break'

t 'to light/to turn on'
gb 'to break'
su 'to close'
kp b 'to flatten'
wolon 'to crumple/to crease'

(=(98) in Brousseau 1998: 82)
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(65) ton 'to pierce' U 'to crush'
'to chop' ma 'to separate'

wen 'to break by twisting' yo 'to melt'
fye 'to boil* tie 'to paste/to assemble'

(=(99) in Brousseau 1998: 82)

Further discussion of this alternation in Fongbe can be found in Brousseau (1998).

10.4.1.3. The accompanied causation alternation

The horse jumped over the fence/John jumped the horse over the fence is an example of
the accompanied causation alternation. In Fongbe, the notion 'to jump over' is rendered
by two verbs: Ion 'to jump' and gb$n 'to pass', as is exemplified in (66).

(66) So Ion gbbn kpM godd.
horse DEF jump pass fence behind
'The horse jumped over the fence.'

The alternation following the English pattern above is not possible.

(67) *KSku Ion so o gbön kpä gudd
Koku jump horse DEF pass fence behind

The notion expressed by the second English sentence above has to involve a 'take'
serial verb construction, as in (68).

(68) K$ku so sS tin gbön kpä gudö.
Koku take horse DEF jump pass fence behind
'Koku jumped the horse over the fence.'

The 'take' serial verb construction is discussed in section 13.3.

10.4.2. Unexpressed objects

The alternations referred to as 'unexpressed objects' have the following properties,
according to Levin (1989: 7): "The subject of the transitive use of the verb bears the
same semantic relation as the subject of the intransitive use. The intransitive variant
involves an unexpressed but understood object. The alternations are distinguished by the
interpretation of the object." There are several subtypes of this alternation.
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10.4.2.1. The indefinite object alternation

Mike ate the cake/Mike ate is an example of this alternation. As we saw in section
10.2.2.2, this alternation is not available in Fongbe. Verbs of this type require an
inherent object.

10.4.2.2. The reflexive object alternation

This alternation is exemplified by Mary dressed herself hurriedly/Mary dressed
hurriedly. This alternation does not exist in Fongbe. 'Asiba dressed herself is rendered
as Asiba do awo (lit.: 'Asiba put.on clothes') 'Asiba dressed', without the -djee
anaphor. (For verbs that can take a reflexive anaphor, see section 10.5.1.)

10.4.2.3. The reciprocal object alternation

This alternation involves pairs such as Anne met Cathy and Anne and Cathy met. This
alternation is available in Fongbe, as is shown in (69).

(69) a.

b.

'Asiba and Bayi met.'

Xo 'to beat' is another example of this alternation. As is shown in (70b), the reciprocal
requires hun 'blood', which is excluded from the non-reciprocal clause in (70a).

(70) a. Koku xo (*hun) Asiba.
Koku beat blood Asiba
'Koku beat Asiba.'

b. Köku kpodo Äsibä kpo xo hun.
Koku with Asiba with beat blood
'Koku and Asiba beat each other.'

10.4.2.4. The BODY-part object alternation

Wave one 's hand at the crowd/wave at the crowd is an example of the BODY-part object
alternation. In Fongbe, the BODY-part object in (71) cannot be deleted.

Asiba
Asiba
'Asiba
Asiba
Asiba

kpe
meet
met
kpodo
with

Bayi.
Bayi
Bayi.'
Bayi
Bayi

kpo
with

kpe.
meet
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(71) Äsibä so *(älS) nu Kofi.
Asiba take hand for Kofi
'Asiba waved at Kofi.'

10.4.2.5. The PRO-arb object alternation

That movie always surprises people/That movie always surprises is an example of this
alternation. In the latter sentence, the direct object is covert. This empty object position
is claimed to be filled by a covert PRO(noun) that is assigned an arbitrary interpretation.
This alternation is not available in Fongbe; in similar contexts, the object must be
overt, as shown in (72).

(72) Sinerna ( ) 5 n3 kpäcä ma .
movie DEM DEF HAB surprise person PL
"This/that movie always surprises people.'

10.4.2.6. Characteristic property of agent

The following pair of sentences illustrates this alternation: That dog bites people/That
dog bites. This alternation is not available in Fongbe; the object in (73) must be
expressed.

(73) Avun 6 ro hän ä<#i
dog DEF HAB bite tooth person
'The dog bites people.'

10.4.2.7. Summary

Of the six alternations allowing for unexpressed objects in English, only one is
available in Fongbe: the reciprocal object alternation. This is due to the fact that most
Fongbe verbs require an overt object, as seen in section 10.2.2.

10.4.3. Alternations involving internal arguments

These alternations include the dative, the benefactive and the SPRAY/LOAD alternations,
which will be discussed in turn.
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10.4.3.1. The dative alternation

The pair Bill gave a car to Tom/Bill gave Tom a car illustrates the dative alternation.
As seen in section 10.2.4.1, Fongbe has a few double object verbs. As will be shown
in chapter 14, Bill gave a car to Tom is rendered in a serial verb construction, rather
than in a V NP PP construction. Furthermore, in section 11.1.5, it will be argued that
the V NP PP surface sequence in Fongbe is not equivalent to its English counterpart, for
in Fongbe, the PP occurring in the sequence is a syntactic adjunct. Hence, there is no
dative alternation in Fongbe.

10.4.3.2. The benefactive alternation

Mary baked a cake for John/Mary baked John a cake constitutes an example of the
benefactive alternation. It is not available in Fongbe, as is shown in (74).

(74) a. sib φ waxuxu ηύ νί 6.
Asiba bake paste for child DBF
'Asiba baked paste for the child.'

b. * sib φ νί ό w xoxo
Asiba bake child DEF paste

10.4.3.3. The SPRAY/LOAD alternation

John loaded the corn onto the truck/John loaded the truck with com exemplifies one
type of locative alternation. In Fongbe, the locative argument of the verb meaning 'to
load' cannot occur in the object position of the verb, as is shown in (75b).

(75) a. Koku do gbado ό do moto ό me.
Koku load corn DEF put truck DEF in
'Koku loaded the corn onto the truck.'

b. *Koku do moto 6 kpodo gb de o kpo
Koku load truck DEF with com DEF with

Likewise, the locative argument of do 'to stuff in (76) cannot occur in object position.

(76) a. Koku do vok nfun do kodonu ό me.
Koku stuff cotton put pillow DEF in
'Koku stuffed cotton in the pillow.'

b. *Koku do kodonu ό kpodo vok nfun kpo
Koku stuff pillow DEF with cotton with
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Similarly, the locative argument of the verb fyon 'to spray' cannot occur in the direct
object position of the verb, as shown in (77b).

(77) a. Koku fyon sin dö un.
Koku spray water put wall against
'Koku sprayed water on the wall.'

b. *KdM fyon do kpodo sin kpo
Koku spray wall with water with

It thus appears that this alternation is not available in Fongbe.

10.4.3.4. The composition alternation

Martha carved a toy out of a piece of wood/Martha carved a piece of wood into a toy is
an example of the composition alternation. This alternation is not possible in Fongbe,
as is shown in (78b) whereätin 'wood' cannot be the object of kpa 'to sculpt'.

(78) a. Kdkü kpä kanlin kpodo ätin kpo.
Koku sculpt animal with wood with
'Koku sculpted an animal with a piece of wood.'

b. *Käku kpä ätin
Koku sculpt wood

Note that, according to my informants, even though (78a) is a well-formed sentence in
Fongbe, (79) would better render the intended meaning.

(79) Koku so ätin so kpä kanlin nä.
Koku take wood take sculpt animal for
'Koku used wood in order to sculpt an animal.'

The sentence in (79) makes use of the 'take' serial verb construction; nä occurring at
the end of the clause is discussed in chapter 11, example (36).

10.4.3.5. The reciprocal alternation

/ separated the yolk from the white/I separated the yolk and the white is an example of
this alternation. Although there are several verbs in Fongbe meaning 'to separate' (e.g.
gbo, mä, , klsn, see Rassinoux 1987), none of these can be used to convey the
notion 'to separate the yolk from the white'. Fongbe uses the verb (lit.: 'extract') in
this context. This is illustrated in (80).
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(80) Äsibä änn kdklo'jo 6 sin wöwe o mä.
Asiba extract egg yellow DBF from white DEF in
'Asiba extracted the egg yolk from the white.'

The verb requires the preposition sin. Consequently, the alternation found in English
is not possible in Fongbe.

One other subtype of alternation falls into this group. It is exemplified in (81).

(81) a. KSku yi gte xä Asiba.
Koku receive word entangled.with Asiba
'Koku agrees with Asiba.'

b. Koku kpodo Asiba kpo yi gbe.
Koku with Asiba with receive word
'Koku and Asiba agree.' (with each other)

As is the case in English, the reciprocal alternation in (81) is possible in Fongbe.

10.4.3.6. The fulfilling alternation

The judge presented a prize to the winner/The judge presented the winner with a prize
exemplifies this alternation. The Fongbe verb used to convey the notion 'to present' is

'to show', as is illustrated in (82). Recall from section 10.2.4.1 that this verb is a
double object verb, and that it can take both of its internal arguments in either order.

(82) Axosu Äsibä äp 5 l aß 6 Äsibä.
king show Asiba prize DEF / prize DEF Asiba
'The king presented Asiba the prize.'

The alternation observed for English is also possible in Fongbe, as is shown in (83).

(83) Axosu Äsibä kpodo aß o kpo.
king show Asiba with prize DEF with
"The king presented Asiba with the prize.'

10.4.3.7. The instrument/agam.sf alternation

Brian hit the stick against the fence/Brian hit the fence with the stick illustrates this
alternation. In Fongbe, it is not possible to 'hit a stick' unless the stick is the intended
patient (i.e. the thing being hit). As an instrument, the stick cannot occur in the object
position of xd 'to hit'. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (84).
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(84) *Koku xö ätin kpä o wutu
Koku hit stick fence DEF against

The correct version of (84) makes use of a serial verb construction, as is illustrated
in (85).

(85) Koka so ätin xö kpä 6.
Koku take stick hit fence DEF
'Koku hit the fence with a stick.'

The instrument can also be realised in a PP, as shown in (86).

(86) Koku xö kpa 6 kpodo ätin kpo.
Koku hit fence DEF with stick with
'Koku hit the fence with a stick.'

10.4.3.8. Summary

The data discussed in this section show that there are very few alternations involving
internal arguments in Fongbe. In most cases, the semantics of the verbs involved is
incompatible with the alternations. In several cases, a sentence involving a particular
alternation in English is rendered by means of a serial verb construction in Fongbe.

10.4.4. The instrumental alternation

The terronst killed people with a bomb/The bomb killed people is an instantiation of
the instrumental alternation. In the second sentence, the instrument occurs in the
subject position and the agent is not realised. In Fongbe, instruments may be selected
by the preposition kpodjo 'with' and the postposition kpo 'with' (see section 11.1.1.2),
as is shown in (87).

(87) Koku gbo Mo kpodo jivi 5 kpo.
Koku cut hand with knife DEF with
'Koku cut his hand with the knife.' (=(39a) in Brousseau 1998: 103)

In some cases, the instrument may appear in subject position, as is shown in (88).

(88) Jivf 6 gbö Koku sin aid.22

knife DEF cut Koku OBJ hand
"The knife cut Koku's hand.' (=(41a) in Brousseau 1998: 103)

Other such examples are provided in (89) and (90).
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(89) a. Äsibä tä gäli kpo^o gänjä vdvd o kpo.
Asiba sieve manioc.flour with sieve red DEF with
'Asiba sieved the manioc flour with the red sieve.'

(=(42a) in Brousseau 1998: 103)
b. Gänß vövö 6 tä gäli.

sieve red DBF sieve manioc.flour
'The red sieve sieved the manioc flour.' (=(42b) in Brousseau 1998: 104)

(90) a. Asibä sen Ian kpo<[o jivi elo kpo.
Asiba cut meat with knife DEM with
'Asiba cut some meat with this/that knife.'

(=(43a) in Brousseau 1998: 104)
b. Jivi sen Ian.

knife DEM cut meat
'This/that knife cut some meat.' (=(43b) in Brousseau 1998: 104)

Brousseau (1998: 104) shows, however, that not all instruments may appear in subject
position, as is shown in (91) and (92).

(91) a. Äsibä tun nyibu kpafi jivi elo kpo.
Asiba untie ox DEF with knife DEM with
'Asiba untied the ox with this/that knife.'

(=(44a) in Brousseau 1998: 104)
b. * !6 tun nyibü

knife DEM untie ox DEF
[Lit.: 'This/that knife untied the ox.'] (=(44b) in Brousseau 1998: 104)

(92) a. Äsibä be ko kpafi peli elo kpo.
Asiba pick.up sand with shovel DEM with
'Asiba picked up sand with this/that shovel.'

(=(45a) in Brousseau 1998: 104)
b. *peli elo be ko

shovel DEM pick.up sand
[Lit.: 'This/that shovel picked up sand.']

(=(45b) in Brousseau 1998: 104)

A sample of verbs which allow their instrument to occur in subject position is provided
in (93).

(93) gbö 'to subtract/to remove' xm 'to sieve'
kpä 'to cut superficially' tä 'to sieve'
sen 'to cut' id 'to sew'
xo 'to slap/to bang' sunsun 'to wipe'
so 'to crush/to pound' nun 'to unlock'

(=(59) in Brousseau 1998: 110)
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As is pointed out in Brousseau (1998: 110), these verbs have a semantic representation
that encodes a specific type of instrument.23 For example, as we saw in section 10.1,
the verb kpä means 'to trim/to peel/to cut superficially'. This verb requires a certain
type of instrument, as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (94a)
and (94b).

(94) a. Äsibä kpä kwekwe 6 kpoty ßvi kpo.
Asiba peel banana DBF with knife with
'Asiba peeled the banana with a knife.' (=(56a) in Brousseau 1998: 108)

b. *Äsibä kpä kwekwe 6 kpojo ätövi ton kpo
Asiba peel banana DBF with finger GEN with
[Lit.: 'Asiba peeled the banana with her fingers.']

(=(56b) in Brousseau 1998: 108)

Other Fongbe verbs do not have a required instrument in their definition. Examples of
such verbs are given in (95).

(95) ja 'to cut into pieces'
kan 'to cut a piece'
mä 'to share'
vlo 'to divide'

'to split'
hü 'to kill'

kpäbä 'to flatten'
ton 'to burst/to puncture'
gbä 'to break'
wlän 'to write'

'to draw'
gble 'to damage/to spoil'

(=(60) in Brousseau 1998: 110)

Brousseau (1998: 110) refers to the instruments of such verbs as contingent
instruments. With these verbs, the instrument is not allowed in the subject position, as
shown in (96b), but it can be clefted (see section 7.3.2), as in (96c).

(96) a. Äsibä wlän wema o kpofö mäcinu kpo.
Asiba write paper DEF with typewriter with
'Asiba wrote the letter with a typewriter.'

(=(57a) in Brousseau 1998: 109)
b. * mäcinu e!6 wlän wemä 5

typewriter DEM write paper DEF
[Lit.: 'This/that typewriter wrote the letter.']

(=(57b) in Brousseau 1998: 109)
c. Mäcinu wä, wlän wemä 6.

typewriter DEM it.is write paper DEF
'It's this/that typewriter that wrote the letter.'

(=(57c) in Brousseau 1998: 109)

On the basis of data of this type, Brousseau (1998: 111) formulates the following
constraint on the possibility of an instrument occurring in subject position: an
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instrument may appear in subject position only in cases where there is no human agent
controlling it. This constraint explains why, for a given verb, the possibility of subject
realisation varies for different instruments. For example, the sentences in (97) all
contain the verb hü 'to kill'. But in order for the instrument to appear in the subject
position, it has to be free from human control. Hence, according to Brousseau
(1998: 112), the sentences in (97b) and (97c) are acceptable, provided that they
designate a lost bullet or a gun going off and killing someone. The sentence in (97d) is
less natural; it is only possible if the stick was accidently instrumental in the death.
The sentence in (97e) is less acceptable because it is difficult to imagine a situation
where a knife would have killed someone without human assistance.

(97) a. Äsibä hü Köku kpo tu l tukpen l kpö I jivi kpo.
Asiba kill Koku with gun / bullet / stick / knife with
'Asiba killed Koku with a gun/bullets/a stick/a knife.'

(=(62a) in Brousseau 1998: 111)
b. To eti hu Koku.

gun DEM kill Koku
"This/that gun killed Koku.' (=(62b) in Brousseau 1998: 111)

c. Tokpen hü Köku.
bullet three kill Koku
'Three bullets killed Koku.' (=(62c) in Brousseau 1998: 112)

d. Ikpo elo hü Köku
stick DEM kill Koku
'this/that stick killed Koku' (=(62d) in Brousseau 1998: 112)

e. llßvi elo hü Kaku
knife DEM kill Koku
'this/that knife killed Koku' (=(62e) in Brousseau 1998: 112)

I refer the reader to Brousseau (1998: 111-112) for an extensive discussion of this
alternation, and for further discussion on the semantics of the verbs involved.
Instrumental serial verb constructions will be discussed in section 13.3.4.

10.4.5. The active/passive alternations

The literature on passive constructions generally identifies three types of passives: the
verbal, the adjectival and the prepositional. In this section, I provide an overview of the
Fongbe passive constructions. While the verbal and adjectival passives are fully
productive constructions, there is no prepositional passive in the language. The
morphemes associated with the passive constructions, as well as their semantic input,
are discussed in section 8.3.
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10.4.5.1. The verbal passive

As we saw in section 8.3, the verbal passive is available in Fongbe. As can be seen in
(98), the construction makes use of nyi 'to be' (also discussed in section 7.1.1), and the
verb wolon 'to crease' appears in its reduplicated form wiwolon 'creased'.

(98) Avo 5 nyi wiwolon.
loincloth DBF be creased
'The loincloth was creased.' (by someone)

(=(la)inBrousseau 1998: 126)

As can be seen in (98), the theme occurs in subject position. The agent is implicit; in
fact, it has to remain implicit because Fongbe lacks a preposition meaning 'by' (see
section 11.1.1). However, as is pointed out by Brousseau (1998: 131), the fact that
there is an implicit agent involved in the construction is revealed by the possibility of
inserting an agent-oriented modifier in a verbal passive clause. This is shown in (99).

(99) Ζέη 6 nyi gblgba kpojo jlo kpo.
vase DEF be broken with intention with
The vase was broken intentionally.' (=(15a) in Brousseau 1998: 131)

I refer the reader to Brousseau (1998: 131 and following) for further discussion of the
semantics of the verbal passive.

10.4.5.2. The adjectival passive

The adjectival passive is available in Fongbe. As can be seen in (100), the construction
is introduced by φ 'to be at' (also discussed in section 7.1.2), and the adjective is a
reduplicated form of a verbal base. Brousseau (1998: 127) notes that the interpretation
of the adjectival passive excludes an implicit agent.

(100) Ανό ό φ wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be.at creased
'The loincloth is creased.' (=(lb) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

In contrast to the verbal passive which can appear in the progressive (see (lOla)), the
adjectival passive cannot (see (lOlb)).

(101) a. Av$ ό φ wiwolon nyi wέ.
loincloth DEF be.at creased being POST
'The loincloth is being creased.' (by someone)

(=(10a) in Brousseau 1998: 129)
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b. *ävö 6 wiwolon we
loincloth DEF be.at creased being.at POST
[Lit.: "The loincloth is being creased.']

(=(9a) in Brousseau 1998: 129)

Brousseau (1998: 129) gives a detailed discussion of this construction.

10.4.5.3. The prepositional passive

George Washington slept in this bed/This bed was slept in by George Washington is
an example of what is being referred to in the literature as the 'prepositional passive'.
This type of passive is not available in Fongbe. This is probably linked to the fact that
verbs which allow this type of passive in English are rendered in a light verb
construction in Fongbe. For example, 'to sleep' is rendered by do ämlön (lit.: 'sleep
sleep'). Furthermore, this alternation requires adposition stranding, which is not
available in Fongbe (see section 11.1.2.3, 11.1.2.4, 11.2.6.3 and 11.2.6.4).

10.4.6. Summary

While all three types of transitivity alternations are attested in Fongbe, only one out of
six alternations involving an unexpressed object is possible. Out of all the other
alternations involving an internal argument, only two are attested in Fongbe: the
reciprocal and the fulfilling alternations. Fongbe exhibits the instrumental alternation;
however, only required instruments may appear in subject position. As for the passive
constructions, Fongbe exhibits verbal and adjectival passives, but the prepositional
passive is not available.

10.5. The syntactic properties of verbs

This section examines the syntactic properties of reflexive verbs, verbs licensing
expletive subjects, raising verbs and control verbs. The last two sections discuss the
syntactic properties of light and inherent/cognate object verbs.

10.5.1. Reflexive verbs

Recall from section 4.6 that Fongbe has a reflexive anaphor -dee which occurs with
reflexive verbs. A few verbs allow for a reflexive interpretation without an overt
reflexive form when their internal argument is not realised in the syntax. These two
possibilities are illustrated in (102a) and (102b), respectively.
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(102) a. Bayi, mo
Bayi see her-ANA
'Bayi saw herself.'

έ Ιέ.
3sg bath
'(S)he bathed.' (from Brousseau 1995b)

This section considers individual verbs with respect to these two possibilities.
The verbs in (103) take -φέ as a reflexive anaphor. Those in (104) have a reflexive

interpretation without the reflexive anaphor.24

(103)

(104)

k nbyb
dan
hu
kpon
mo
klu
φ k n ko

hwle
min
ma
Ιέ
fe
hon
hwten g n
gble wo

(to search/to ask)

(put rope neck)

'to wonder/to question'
'to drag oneself
'to kill oneself
'to look at oneself
'to see oneself
'to scratch oneself
'to hang oneself

(from Brousseau 1995b)
'to hurry'
'to remember'
'to get used to something'
'to bathe'
'to bend down'
'to escape'
'to run away'
'to get hurt' (from Brousseau 1995b)

10.5.2. Verbs licensing expletive subjects

Recall from section 4.3 that, in Fongbe, expletive subjects may be either covert
(i.e. null) or overt, and that the form of the overt expletive is the same as that of the
third person singular clitic έ. This section considers the verbs which allow for expletive
subjects and the type of expletive (overt/covert) that specific verbs allow.

Verbs of the 'seem' -class typically allow for an expletive subject. Fongbe has two
such verbs: φ 'to seem/to resemble' and ci 'to seem/to look like'. In the environment
of these two verbs, the expletive can be either overt or covert, as is indicated by the
parentheses in (105) and (106).25

(105)

(106)

φ φ Kdku j zdn.
3sg seem COMP Koku sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.'
φ) ci φ Koku j^ z n.
3sg seem COMP Koku sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.'
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Verbs such as kpo 'to remain' and hwέ 'to be missing/to be lacking' constitute
another subclass of verbs which can take an expletive subject. In the context of these
verbs, the expletive has to be overt, as shown in (107) and (108).

(107) a. έ kp kpMnwe φ K ku sin.
3sg remain fifty.francs be.at Koku OBJ
'Koku still has fifty.'

b. έ kpo φ K ko ni w .
3sg remain COMP Koku SUB come
'Koku still has to come.'

(108) έ bwe kpounwe no K ku.
3sg lack fifty.francs for Koku
'Koku lacks fifty francs.'
[Lit.: 'It is lacking fifty for Koku.']

The verbs of the class of ny 'to be good' also take an expletive subject, as is shown
in (109). In this case, the expletive has to be overt.

(109) a. έ nyo φ Kaku ni yi.
3sg be.good COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is good that Koku leaves.'

b. έ νίηί nu K ku ni yi.
3sg be.nice COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is nice that Koku leaves.'

c. έ νέ-w nu Koku ni yi.
3sg be-difficult COMP Koku SUB leave
'It is difficult that Koku leaves.'

d £ cik no e n n jih n tegbl.
3sg be.tiring COMP 3sg DEF.FUT HAB sing all.the.time
'It is tiring that (s)he will sing constantly.'

10.5.3. Raising verbs

A subset of verbs which license expletive subjects also allow for argument raising to
subject position. Argument raising may proceed from an object position, as in An
apple remains in the basket (<There remains an apple in the basket), or from an
embedded subject position, as in John seems to be sick (<Seem John to be sick). These
two types of raising will be discussed in turn. A salient feature of raising phenomena in
Fongbe is that, in contrast to English, it allows raising of an embedded subject out of a
tensed clause.
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10.5.3.1. Argument raising in the context of verbs meaning 'to remain' and 'to be
missing'

The verb kp means both 'to remain' and 'to be left over' (see Segurola 1963). The
argument of this verb may occupy either of two surface positions. In (HOa), it occurs
after the verb, and the subject position is filled with the expletive form <?. In (HOb), it
occurs in the subject position of the clause. (In (110), parentheses indicate optionality
of the locative phrases.)

(110) a. έ kp d n φkpό (φ x s n ό πιέ).
3sg remain snake one at basket DEF in
"There remains one snake (in the basket).' (=(14) in Dumais 1988)

b. D n φkpό kp (φ x s n ό πιέ).
snake one remain at basket DEF in
One snake remains (in the basket).' (=(15) in Dumais 1988)

As Dumais (1988: 637) shows, in Fongbe, the locative phrase is optional regardless of
the surface position of the argument.

As is documented by Dumais (1988: 638), the verb hwέ means 'to be missing/to
lack'. This verb may take two arguments. Both arguments may be realised after the
verb, in which case the subject position is obligatorily filled by the expletive έ. This is
shown in (Ilia). The verb hwέ allows for either of its two arguments to appear in
subject position. In (1 lib), the argument referring to the missing object occupies the
subject position and, in (11 Ic), the argument referring to the argument deprived of the
missing object occupies this surface position. (Note that in (Ilia) and (lllb), the verb
is monadic, while, in (1 lie), it is diadic.)

(111) a. £ Ιί\νέ ζέ φ nusunO 6 πιέ.
3sg lack salt at soup DEF in
"There is no salt in the soup.' (=(16) in Dumais 1988)

b. Ζέ hwέ φ nusunu 6 πιέ.
salt lack at soup DEF in
The salt is missing from the soup.' (=(17) in Dumais 1988)

c. Nusunu 6 hwέ ζέ.
soup DEF lack salt
'The soup lacks salt.' (=(18) in Dumais 1988)

10.5.3.2. Subject raising in the context of verbs meaning 'to seem'

In English, the verb to seem is syntactically classified as a raising verb because its
surface subject appears to have been raised from the subject position of its complement
clause (see Chomsky 1981). For example, compare the English sentences It seems that
John is happy and John seems to be happy. In the first sentence, the subject position of
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seems is filled by the expletive pronoun it, but in the second sentence, the subject of
the embedded clause appears as the surface subject of seems. Note, however, that in the
first sentence, the embedded clause is tensed, but in the second one, it is infinitival. In
English, it is only possible to raise the subject of the sentential complement of to
seem to the matrix subject position if the embedded clause is infinitival. This is
illustrated by the contrast in grammatical! ty between the following English sentences:
*John seems that (he) is happy versus John seems to be happy. Koopman (1986: 239)
points out that verbs meaning 'to seem' in West African languages do not take
infinitival complements, and consequently they lack the property of allowing subject
raising out of such complements. Nevertheless, as will be seen below, in Fongbe,
these verbs do take tensed complements, and they do allow the embedded subject
position to be coindexed with the matrix subject, thereby allowing subject raising out
of embedded tensed complements.

Dumais (1988: 637) shows that, in Fongbe, sentences containing the verb φ* 'to
seem/to resemble' have two possible surface realisations shown in (112). In (112a), the
subject of the embedded verb occurs in its base position, and the subject position of the
matrix verb is optionally filled by the expletive e. In (1 12b), the subject of the embed-
ded verb appears in the subject position of the matrix verb, and the subject position of
the embedded verb is obligatorily filled by the resumptive pronominal form έ.

(112) a. έ φ ηύ φ K$ku ja tin.
3sg seem thing COMP Koku fall sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.' (=(13) in Dumais 1988)

b. Koku φ ma (φ)·έ j l z$n 6.
Koku resemble person OP-RES fall sick DEF
'Koku seems to be sick.'
[Lit.: 'Koku resembles someone who is sick.'] (=(12) in Dumais 1988)

In Fongbe, it is thus possible to relate the subject of the tensed complement of the verb
meaning 'to seem' to the subject position of an embedded tensed clause. This property
is certainly related to the fact that, in Fongbe, the verb meaning 'to seem' also means
'to resemble' . The data in (1 12b) reflect this situation.

Fongbe has another verb meaning 'to seem/to look like', cf, with similar raising
properties, as shown in (113).

(113) a. (£) d φ Koka ja zdn.
3sg seem COMP Koku fall sick
'It seems that Koku is sick.'

b. Kdku d mi (<&~e ja tin 6.
Koku look.like person OP-RES fall sick DEF
'Koku seems to be sick.'
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10.5.4. Control verbs

Control verbs are verbs which allow for the argument of a matrix clause to be
coindexed with the empty argument position in the complement clause of the matrix
verb. Two- variable and three-variable control verbs are discussed in turn.

10.5.4.1. Two-variable control verbs

Control verbs of the W ANT -class may select either a tensed or an infinitival
complement.

10.5.4.1.1. Tensed complements

The Fongbe verb jlo 'to want' in (114) selects a tensed complement introduced by the
complementiser nu. The embedded subject can be either coreferential with, or disjoint in
reference from, the matrix subject.

(114) 4 jlo nu $Q ni yi.
3sg want COMP 3sg SUB leave

a. '(S)he wants to leave.'
b. '(S)he wants him/her to leave.'

Other verbs such as bä 'to want' and byo 'to request' have the same properties as jlo.26

Koopman (1986: 241) provides similar examples from Vata and Akan.

10.5.4.1.2. Infinitival complements

Verbs of the WANT-class may also take an infinitival complement. In this case, the
matrix subject binds an argument position in the embedded clause. In example (115),
the subject of the matrix clause controls the subject position of the embedded clause.
This controlled position contains a PRO, which stands for a covert pronoun that has
referential properties.

(115) Kokui jlo PROj nä gbä motö o.
Koku want DEF.FUT destroy car DEF
'Koku wants to destroy the car.'

Verbs of the WANT-class may thus select an infinitival complement in which the
matrix subject controls the subject position of the tenseless clausal complement. There
is not much to say about the above data except that the definite future marker na must
appear in the tenseless embedded clause. Recall from section 5.3.3 that na belongs to
the modd, rather than tense, category.
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The most interesting facts about the infinitival complements of verbs of the WANT-
class, however, are shown in (116). In addition to taking an infinitival complement of
the type in (115), verbs of the WANT-class may select an infinitival complement
containing an overt subject. In contrast to (115), the embedded subject in (116) is overt,
and must be referentially disjoint from the matrix subject.

(116) a. έ\ jlo % yi.
3sg want 3sg leave
'(S)he wants him/her to leave.'

b. 4 b % yi.
3sg want 3sg leave
'(S)he wants him/her to leave.'

c. έ\ byo £j yi.
3sg request 3sg leave
'(S)he requests him/her to leave.'

Strikingly enough, the clitics in the embedded clauses in (116) bear a low tone. Recall
from section 4.2 that the third person singular clitic bears a low tone when it occurs in
a [+ objective] context, and a high tone elsewhere. In (116), the embedded subject clitic
bears a low tone, showing that it has been assigned objective case by the verb of the
main clause, whereas in (114), the embedded clitic bears a high tone, the tone that it
bears in the subject position of any tensed clause. The embedded subject in (116) can be
assigned objective case because it is in the domain of the matrix verb. The data in (116)
provide examples of what is being referred to in the literature as Exceptional Case
Marking (see Chomsky 1981: 50, 66, 68, etc.).

Fongbe verbs of the WANT-class select two types of infinitival complements. In the
first type, there is no overt subject, but the subject of the embedded verb is understood
as being coreferential with that of the matrix clause (see (115)). In the second type,
there is an overt subject, which must be referentially disjoint from the matrix subject
(see (116)). This availability of an overt subject is attributable to the fact that, under
Exceptional Case Marking, the verb involved can assign accusative case to the subject
of the embedded clause.

10.5.4.2. Three-variable control verbs

The notion 'to promise' is rendered by the verb φ, which means 'to say'. The verb φ
does not select an infinitival complement (see (117a)), but it does select a tensed
complement with two referential possibilities for the embedded subject. In (117b), the
embedded subject is coreferential with the matrix subject. In (117c), the embedded
subject is referentially disjoint from the matrix subject.
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(117) a. *ύη[ φ no Koku PROj n w
Isg say to Koku DEF.FUT come
[Lit.: Ί promised Koku I would come.']

b. Un{ φ ηύ Kdku φ un{ n w .
Isg say to Koku COMP Isg DEF.FUT come
Ί promised Koku that I would come.'

c. Un{ φ nu Koku φ Asib j n w .
Isg say to Koku COMP Asiba DEF.FUT come
Ί promised Koku that Asiba would come.'

With the verb byo 'to request', the coreferential properties of the embedded subject are
a function of those of the matrix object, rather than those of the matrix subject. In
Fongbe, the verb byo does not select an infinitival complement, as is shown in (118).

(118) *ye byo Bayi\ PROi yi
3pl request Bayi leave
[Lit.: They requested Bayi to leave.']

It does select a tensed complement as in (119), where the embedded subject is
coreferential with the matrix object.

(119) Ye byo Baft φ έ, ηί yi.
3pl request Bayi COMP 3sg SUB leave
'They requested that Bayi leave.'

10.5.5. Properties of light verb constructions

A sample of light verbs was presented in (24). This section discusses the syntactic
properties of these verbs, as well as those of their objects.

In Fongbe, light verbs appear to have the same general syntactic properties as non-
light verbs (which, for the sake of exposition, I will refer to as heavy verbs). For
example, clauses containing them may also contain the TMA markers discussed in
section 5.3. Like heavy verbs, they can be reduplicated (see (123)). Like heavy verbs
also, light verbs may participate in constructions involving verb-doubling phenomena.
As will be seen in section 16.4.3, however, light verbs, unlike heavy verbs, cannot
participate in the whole range of constructions involving verb-doubling phenomena.
Furthermore, in the structures in (24), the verb cannot appear without its object, for the
semantics of the structure is determined by the object. This property distinguishes light
verbs from heavy verbs, which can take any object.

The existence of light verbs raises the question of the syntactic properties of their
objects. Do the objects of light verbs behave like objects of transitive verbs? As will
be shown below, objects of light verbs share some (but not all) of the properties of
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objects of transitive verbs. Several tests discussed below were designed by Brousseau
(1988a). The data presented in the text, however, are from my own informants.

Objects of light verbs may be determined, as shown in (120).

(120) KSku fun ähwän .
Koku make war DEM DEF
'Koku made this/that war.'

They can be modified by an adjective, a quantifier or a numeral, as in (121).

(121) a. Koku fun ähwän syensyln o.
Koku make war difficult DEF
'Koku made the difficult war.'

b. Koku fun ähwän bi.
Koku make war PL all
'Koku made all the wars.'

c. Koku fun ähwän wögoo.
Koku make war second
'Koku made the second war.'

Like other objects, objects of light verbs may be topicalised, focussed and relativised,
as is illustrated in (122).27

(122) a. Ähwän o, Koka fun.
war DEF Koku made
'The war, Koku made it.'

b. Ähwän wä Köku fun.
war it.is Koku make
'It is war that Koku made.' (not e.g. peace)

c. ähwän - Koku fun 5
war OP-RES Koku make DEF
'the war that Koku made'

Like other objects, objects of light verbs may participate in the passive construction, as
shown in (123).

(123) Ähwän nyf fimfun.
war DEF be made
'The war was made.'

Properties that distinguish objects of light verbs from objects of transitive verbs are
the following. First, objects of light verbs cannot be pronominalised, as is shown
in (124).
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(124) *Köku fun
Koku make 3sg
[Lit.: 'Koku made it.']

They cannot be questioned with ete 'what', as shown by the ungrammatically of
(125a); they can only be questioned as in (125b).

(125) a. * Koku fun
what Koku make
[Lit.: 'What did Koku make?']

b. Ahwän te we Kdku fun?
war which it.is Koku make
'Which war did Koku make?'

Brousseau (1988a: 382) further notes that, in some cases, the objects of light verbs
cannot be questioned at all (e.g. tekan 'to phone'; xöälo 'to applaud').

Finally, as is discussed in Brousseau (1988a: 379), two phonological processes cha-
racterise the light verb construction. The first one involves deletion of the first of two
adjacent vowels (the final vowel of the verb, if non-nasal and non-high), and the initial
vowel ä- of the noun. As is shown in (126), the tone of the deleted vowel remains.

(126) /gboäzSn/ -> [gbazSn] 'to heal'
/do awu/ -> [dawu] 'to dress' (=(16) in Brousseau 1988a)

Brousseau (1988a: 379) points out that, while this process may apply optionally in
other cases of V NP structures, it is obligatory in the case of light verb constructions.
The second phonological process involved in light verb constructions is tone spreading.
Recall from section 2.3 that a verb and its object do not form a domain for tone
spreading unless the object is monosyllabic. In light verb constructions, the phonetic
high tone of the verb can spread to a bisyllabic object. This is illustrated in (127).

(127) /Bäyiwääzo/ -» [Bäyiwäzo] (=(18) in Brousseau 1988a)

This shows that, in light verb constructions, the verb and its object constitute a
phonological domain. This is similar to what is observed in compounds in chapter 9.28

10.5.6. Inherent/cognate object verbs

Samples of inherent/cognate object verbs were provided in (19)-(22). This section
discusses the syntactic properties of these verbs and those of their objects.

As is the case with light verbs, inherent/cognate object verbs show the basic
properties of heavy verbs. A clause containing them may also contain the TMA markers
discussed in section 5.3. As other verbs, they may be reduplicated (see (133a) and
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(133b)). Like other verbs also, inherent/cognate object verbs may participate in some
constructions involving verb-doubling phenomena. As will be seen in sections 16.4.1
and 16.4.2, however, like light verbs, but unlike heavy verbs, they cannot participate
in the whole range of constructions involving verb-doubling phenomena.

Do objects of inherent/cognate object verbs behave like objects of transitive verbs?
As will be shown below, objects of inherent/cognate object verbs have all the
properties of objects of transitive verbs, except one.

Inherent/cognate objects may be determined, as shown in (128).

(128) a. Koku k n hun elo 5.
Koku drive vehicle DEM DBF
'Koku drove this/that vehicle.'

b. Vi ό τα ro elo ό.
child DEF suck breast DEM DBF
'The child sucked this/that breast.'

They can be modified, as illustrated in (129).

(129) a. Koku kun hun φχό Ιέ bi.
Koku drive vehicle big PL all
'Koku drove all the big vehicles.'

b. Vi ό ιά no we Ιέ bi.
child DEF suck breast two PL all
'The child sucked all two breasts.'

They can be topicalised, focussed and relativised, as is exemplified in (130H132).29

(130) a. Hun 6, Koku kun.
vehicle DEF Koku drive
"The vehicle, Koku drove it.'

b. Ano 6, νί ό no.
breast DEF child DEF suck
The breast, the child sucked it.'

(131) a. Hun we Kaku kun.
vehicle it.is Koku drive
'It is a vehicle that Koku drove.'

b. no w£ νί ό no.
breast it.is child DEF suck
'It is a breast that the child sucked.' (not e.g. a bottle)

(132) a. hun φ-e Koku k n ό
vehicle OP-RES Koku drive DEF
'the vehicle that Koku drove'
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b. ana fr& vi 5 no 6
breast OP-RES child DBF suck DBF
'the breast that the child sucked'

Inherent/cognate objects may also participate in the passive construction.

(133) a. Hon 5 nyf kiinkiin.
vehicle DBF be driven
'The vehicle was driven.' (by someone)

b. Αηό ό nyi ηίηό,
breast DEF be sucked
'The breast was sucked.'

Inherent/cognate objects may be pronominalised.

(134) a. Kdku kun έ.
Koku drive 3sg
'Koku drove it.'

b. Vi 6 no e.
child DEF suck 3sg
'The child sucked it.'

They can be questioned with ete 'what', as shown in (135).30

(135) a. £te wa Koku kunl
what it.is Koku drive
'What did Koku drive?'

b. έίέ (w ) B yi φΊ
what it.is Bayi urinate
'What did Bayi urinate?' (=(41) in Brousseau 1988a)

The above data show that inherent/cognate objects do have the same syntactic
properties as objects of transitive verbs. On the basis of data drawn from another group
of informants, Brousseau (1988a: 386) arrives at the same conclusion.31 However, she
points out that, from a phonological point of view, inherent/cognate object verbs can
be distinguished from heavy verbs in the same way as light verbs: "First, spreading of
the high tone can operate on a bisyllabic noun whereas in VPs, the spreading is limited
to monosyllabic nouns. Second, falling tones are simplified to mid tones in appropriate
positions." Initial - as in $$, no may also be deleted. Further discussion of
inherent/cognate object verbs may be found in Avolonto (1995).
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10.6. Aspectual verbs

There are heavy verbs that may be used to encode aspectual notions such as habitual,
incipient, prospective, continuative, etc. They will be discussed in turn.

The notion 'to begin to' is rendered by the verb ja 'to fall'. This aspectual verb
selects a complement headed by the postposition jf On', which in turn selects a
nominalised verbal complement. This is illustrated in (136). In (136)-(140),
constituents are indicated by square brackets.

(136) n je [[ηυ φ] jf].
Isg fall thing eating on
Ί began to eat.'

The notion 'to be about to' may be encoded by the prospective aspect discussed in
section 5.4.3. It may also be rendered by one of two verbs, β or w£ which in isolation
mean 'to go' and 'to come', respectively. These verbs select the postposition gb£ 'for',
discussed in section 11.2. Hence, j lw ... gbb (lit.: 'go/come... for') means 'to be
about to/to begin to'. As shown in (137), the postposition gb£ selects a nominalised
VP as its complement.

(137) Kdku β l w [[ηύ φ] gte].
Koku go / come thing eating for
'Koku is about to eat.'
[Lit.: 'Koku go/come for thing-eating.'] (from Segurola 1963: 148)

The aspectual notion 'to have the habit of is rendered by the verb tun, which in other
contexts means 'to know'. When used as an aspectual verb, tun selects a nominalised
VP as its complement, as is exemplified in (138).

(138) n tun [[Μ ητέ] yi].
Isg know market in going
Ί have the habit of going to the market.'

The notion 'to come to/to begin to' is rendered by the verb be, which in other
contexts means 'to gather'. When used as an aspectual verb, be takes a nominalised VP
as its complement, as shown in (139). Segurola (1963) also lists χύ 'to begin to'; my
informants do not have this item in their lexicon.

(139) Koku be [wan-yiyf [nu Asiba]}.
Koku come/begin loving for Asiba
'Koku came/began to love Asiba.'

The notion 'to continue to' is rendered by the verb kpo, which in other contexts
means 'to stay'. When used as an aspectual verb, it selects a complement introduced by
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φ 'to be at' (see section 7.1.2). The sentence in (140) exemplifies the aspectual use of
this verb.

(140) έ kpo [φ [[wema wl n] wa]}.
3sg stay be.at letter writing POST
'(S)he continued to write a letter.'
[Lit.: '(S)he stayed being.at letter-writing.']

The verb f£ 'to stop' may also be used aspectually. As is shown in (141), f£ also
takes a nominalised VP as its complement.

(141) έ φ wema 6 wiwl n ί£.
3sg put book DEF writing stop
'(S)he stopped writing the book.'

Finally, the verbs meaning 'to finish' may be used aspectually, as is illustrated in
(142). Unlike the other aspectual verbs, the verbs meaning 'to finish' occur at the end
of the clause. (For an analysis of these verbs see da Cruz 1994a.)

(142) n φ ηύ fo/v .
Isg eat thing finish
Ί finished eating.'

10.7. Modal verbs

There are three modal verbs in Fongbe: φ-n (obligation), slxu (permission) and slgan
(capacity). The semantic and syntactic properties of these verbs are discussed in turn.

70.7.7. Do-na 'to have to/must'

In Fongbe, the notion of obligation is rendered by the combination of φ 'to have' and
na, the definite future marker. This modal is exemplified in (143).

(143) Vi Ιέ bi φ-ηά w .
child PL all have-to come
'All the children have to come.'

The meaning of φ-n is essentially deontic (obligation). I was not successful in trying
to elicit an epistemic (possibility) reading for this complex expression, as is shown by
the unavailability of the interpretation in (144b).
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(144) Koku -nä kö wä.
Koku have-to already arrive

a. 'Koku must have arrived already.'
b. #'Koku has possibly arrived already.'

The notion conveyed by (144b) makes use of the modal sixu, as illustrated in (145).

(145) Köku sixu ko wä.
Koku may already arrive
'Koku has possibly arrived akeady.'

The form sixu and its variants will be discussed below.
As can be seen from the examples in (143) and (144), the complement of $y-na is

infinitival. It cannot be tensed, as shown by the ungrammatically of (146), which
contains a nominative clitic (discussed in section 4.2).

(146) *Kokui -nä · wä
Koku have-to 3sg come

The modal -nä may be preceded by the marker of anteriority kö, as in (147).

(147) Koku kd -nä wä.
Koku ANT have-to come
'Koku had to come.'

Its complement can contain the adverb &o 'already' (see section 5.3.2), as can be seen in
(144). A combination of (147) and (144) is given in (148).

(148) K$ku kö -nä kd wä.
Koku ANT have-to already arrive
'Koku had to have arrived already.'

The modal -nä cannot be preceded by the irrealis markers ni (subjunctive), nä (definite
future) or nä-wä (indefinite future). It cannot occur in the imperfective nor the prospecti-
ve aspects. The complement of (jp-na also excludes ni, na and nä-wä. While it does not
allow the prospective aspect, it does allow the imperfective aspect, as shown in (149).

(149) Koku -nä wlwä we.
Koku have-to be.at arriving POST
'Koku must be arriving.'

A clause containing -nä can be questioned, as shown in (150a). The data in (150b)
show that the complement of -nä cannot be deleted.
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(150) a. Köku (tf-Dä wä äl
Koku have-to come Q
'Does Koku have to come?'

b. £ -nä wa. I *e
3sg have-to come 3sg have-to
'He has to come.' / [Lit.: 'He has to.']

A clause containing the modal -nä can be negated. The negation marker mä has to
precede the modal, as shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (15la)
and(151b).

(151) a. Koku mä -nä wä.
Koku NBG have-to come
'Koku does not have to come.'

b. *Koku -nä mä wä
Koku have-to NBG come

A clause containing -nä may also contain the negative marker £, as shown in (152).

(152) K$ku -nä wä ä.
Koku have-to come Neg
'It is not the case that Koku must come.'

10.7.2. Sixu 'to have permission to/may'32

The modal slxu may be assigned either a deontic or an epistemic reading, as shown
in (153).

(153) Kdku sixu wä.
a. 'Koku may come.'
b. 'Koku has possibly arrived.'

The complement of slxu must be infinitival, and, as with <[6-na, it cannot contain a
nominative subject. The modal sixu may be preceded by the marker of anteriority, as
in (154).

(154) Koku ko sixu wä.
a. 'Koku might have come.'
b. 'Koku had possibly arrived.'

Its complement may contain the adverb kd.
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(155) Köku sixu ko wä.
a. 'Koku may have arrived already.'
b. 'Koku has possibly arrived already.'

The modal sixu may be preceded by the future markers nä or nä-wä.

(156) Köku nä l nä-wä sixu wä.
Koku DEF.FUT / IND.FUT may come
'Koku may/will have permission to come.'

It cannot be preceded by ni, nor be put in the imperfective or prospective aspects.
The complement of sixu may contain nä or nä-wä, but not ni, as shown in (157).

(157) Koku sixu nä l nä-wä I *(ni) wä.
Koku may DEF.FUT / IND.FUT / SUB come
'Koku has permission to come in the future.' (near of far future)

It can occur in the imperfective, but not the prospective, aspect.

(158) KSko sixu wiwä we.
Koku may be.at arriving POST
'Koku may be arriving.'

A clause containing sixu may be questioned, and its complement can be deleted, as is
shown in (159a) and (159b), respectively.

(159) a. Köku sixu wä ä7
Koku may come Q
'May Koku come?'

b. sixu.
3sg may
'He may.'

A clause containing sixu may contain the negation marker ma. As is shown by the
contrast in grammaticality between (160a) and (160b), ma has to precede the modal.

(160) a. K$ku mä sixu wä.
Koku NBG may come
'Koku may not come.'

b. *Kdku sixu mä wä
Koku may NBG come

A clause containing sixu may contain the negative marker ä, as shown in (161).
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(161) Käku sixu wä a.
Koku may come Neg
'It is not the case that Koku may come.'

10.7.3. Sigan 'to be able to/can'

Sigän may be assigned a deontic (capacity) or an epistemic (possibility) reading, which
I will render as 'can' in the examples below.

(162) Kdku sigän yi.
Koku can leave
'Koku can leave.'

As with the other modals discussed above, the complement of sigän is infinitival, as it
may not contain a nominative clitic.

As with the other modals, sigan may be preceded by the marker of anteriority ko.

(163) K$ku ko sigan yi.
Koku ANT can leave
'Koku could have left.'

Its complement may contain the adverb ko.

(164) Kdku sigan ko yi.
Koku can already leave
'Koku may have left already.'

Both kos, the marker of anteriority and the adverb 'already', may occur within the same
clause, as shown in (165).

(165) Kdku kö sigän ko yi.
Koku ANT can already leave
'Koku could have left already.'

The modal sigan may be preceded by either of the two future markers.

(166) Köku nä l nä-wä sigän yi.
Koku DEF.FUT / IND.FUT can leave
'Koku can leave.'

It cannot be preceded by ni, and it cannot appear in the imperfective or prospective
aspects.
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Its complement cannot contain any of the three irrealis markers (nälnä-wälni). Its
complement is incompatible with the prospective aspect, but it is compatible with the
imperfective aspect, as is shown in (167).

(167) K$ku sigan ylyl .
Koku can be.at leaving POST
'Koku can be leaving.'

A clause containing sigan may be questioned (see (168a)), but as shown in (168b),
its complement cannot be deleted.

(168) a. Koku sigan yl ä?
Koku can leave Q
'Can Koku leave?'

b. sigän yl. I *e sigan
3sg can leave 3sg can
'He can leave.' / [Lit.:'He can.']

A clause containing sigan may contain the negation marker ma. Ma precedes the modal,
as shown in (169).

(169) a. Kdku ma sigan yl.
Koku NEG can leave
'Koku cannot leave.'

b. *Koku sigan ma yi
Koku can NEG leave

10.7.4. Summary

The three modal verbs discussed in this section share a number of properties. All three
take only infinitival complements. All three can be questioned and negated in the same
way. All three can be preceded by ko, the marker of anteriority, and their complement
can contain the adverb ko 'already'. All three are incompatible with ni, the subjunctive
marker, and all three are incompatible with the imperfective and the prospective aspects.
The complements of modal verbs are also quite similar in terms of the TMA markers
that they allow. No complement of a modal can contain ni, nor the prospective aspect.
All three allow the imperfective aspect. The three modal verbs differ with respect to the
following properties. While -nä is exclusively deontic, sixu and sigan may also be
assigned an epistemic interpretation. While -nä cannot be preceded by na or nä-wä,
sixu and sigan can. The complement of sixu may contain na or nä-wä, in contrast to
that of the two other modals. Finally, only sixu allows for deletion of its complement.
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10.8. Conclusion

In this chapter, we saw that Fongbe has approximately 900 to 1,000 verbs. From a
semantics point of view, Fongbe verbs were shown to be either less or more specified
than corresponding verbs in English (see section 10.1). Although the language has one,
two- and three-variable verbs, the bulk of the Fongbe verbal lexicon is comprised of
two-variable verbs (see section 10.2). There are language-specific tests that distinguish
between unergative and unaccusative verbs (see section 10.3). As for argument alterna-
tions, Fongbe exhibits all three types of transitivity alternations; however, only one
out of six alternations involving an unexpressed object is attested in Fongbe. Out of all
the other alternations involving an internal argument, only two are attested in Fongbe.
Fongbe exhibits the instrumental alternation only in cases where the instrument is a
required one. Finally, while Fongbe exhibits verbal and adjectival passives, it does not
have prepositional passives (see section 10.4.5). The syntactic properties of verbs,
discussed in section 10.5, can be summarised as follows: reflexive verbs may or may
not take the anaphor -<$?£; verbs that license expletive subjects either take an overt or a
covert expletive, or both; raising verbs may license subject raising out of a tensed
clause, a rare phenomenon among the languages of the world. Light verb constructions
present specific properties (see section 10.5.5); in contrast, inherent/cognate object
verbs show properties of regular transitive verbs, with one exception (see section
10.5.6). Some verbs may be used to encode aspectual notions; they were discussed in
section 10.6. Fongbe has three modal verbs (see section 10.7). The properties of the
modal verbs differ from those of the mood markers discussed in section 5.3.3.

In addition to the references cited in this chapter, Hounkpatin (1985) contains an
extensive description (within a different framework) of the properties of verbs in the
Masse dialect. Among other topics, his work contains a detailed discussion on the
phonological properties of verbs, not discussed in this chapter. For example, it is
shown that the vast majority of Fongbe verbs are monosyllabic (716 out of 1056 verbs
considered in his work). The tonal patterns of verbs are also discussed at length. Akoha
(1990) is also an invaluable source of data on Fongbe verbs, as well as Anonymous
(1983).

Notes to chapter 10

1. The concept of lexical entry that seems to characterise Segurola's (1963) Fongbe
dictionary is (in most cases) that a given form constitutes a single lexical entry,
and that all the meanings associated with this form are listed as part of the
definition of this lexical entry. This is exemplified in (i).

(i) kpon: to look, to watch over, to take care of. (from Segurola 1963)
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Segurola (1963) also provides examples of combinations of the verb with
prepositions and with other verbs. The meanings of these combinations are listed
under the same lexical entry, as in (ii).

(ii) kp$n ji 'to watch over'; kpon ηύ φ υ 'to imitate'

2. This expression means 'to dye indigo'. For some informants (but not all), it
seems to have acquired the more general meaning 'to dye', for they can say do
hokdklo'jo, which means 'to dye (indigo) (something) yellow'.

3. According to my informants, my$, which basically means 'fire' or 'brands', also
means 'electric light* in modern Fongbe.

4. According to my informants, do my and do zd can both be used to mean 'to set
fire to' (e.g. a house or a pile of wood). In addition, do my$ may also be used
with the meaning 'to set fire to' (e.g. a lamp). Since myo also means 'electric
light* in modern Fongbe (see note 3), it can also occur as the complement of the
verbs t 'to turn on' (e.g. tamyit 'to turn on the light') or cf 'to turn off (e.g. cf
myd 'to turn off the light').

5. The concept of lexical entry adopted here is defined through a mentalist approach
to the lexicon. This is accomplished by asking the following question: what
knowledge do speakers have of a lexical entry in their native lexicon that enables
them to use it appropriately? The meaning of a given form should reflect this
knowledge. The meaning of a verb should be formulated in terms that are both
broad and specific enough to capture its multiple and specific usages. In
developing a methodology for establishing the meanings of the verbal lexical
entries, I have assumed the following principles: with Bouchard (1995), Cowper
(1989, 1995), Ghomeshi-Massam (1994), Johns (1992), Nida (1948) and Ruhl
(1989), I have assumed that monosemy is to be preferred over polysemy
wherever possible. This principle is formalised as the One Form/One Meaning
Principle in Johns (1992: 84): "Where morphemes are identical or similar in
phonological properties, in the unmarked case, they are identical or similar in all
lexical properties." Given the above general principle, one should avoid
proposing several lexical entries with the same phonological form if the
meanings corresponding to these forms are semantically related. Another aspect
of this general principle is specified by Cowper (1995: 3) in terms of the Strong
Monosemy Principle: "The conceptual structure of a lexical entry may contain
no disjunctions and no optional elements. If the conceptual structure of two uses
of a lexical item cannot be unified through underspecification, then they must be
treated as distinct lexical entries." (See also Bouchard (1995) and Ruhl (1989) for
an extensive discussion of this topic.)

6. For a detailed description of the semantic properties of bio, see Ndayiragije
(1991).
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7. This is similar to Ewe. Welmers (1973: 348) remarks that in the Kpele dialect of
Ewe, the verbkaa "does not simply mean 'to see', but rather 'to catch sight of,
and 'he sees it' is expressed as 'he has caught sight of it'."

8. The noun koko refers to a dish composed of flour of various kinds to which hot
water and sugar are added.

9. According to my informants, kpö in this expression means 'to remain'.
10. The examples including xiyä given in Rassinoux (1987) and Segurola (1963)

seem to imply that this verb is only used in the context of spreading something
out in order to dry it. Work with informants, however, reveals that this
implication is not inherent in the verb's definition, since one can spread out a
straw mat which is not wet (see Lefebvre 1999).

11. For my informants the verb kpen is exclusively a one-variable verb and hence,
for them, it does not have a causation component; that is, it cannot be used with
an agent. Brousseau (1998: 71) reports similar data.

12. This verb basically means 'to throw/to swing'.
13. For one informant, ko may occur without nu. For her, this verb would thus be a

one-variable verb.
14. One informant does not have (22d), (22f) and (22g) as cognate object verbs.
15. For an account of this discrepancy, see Lefebvre (1998a: 281-282) who builds

on Guerssel (1986: 37).
16. Note that the embedded Fongbe clause has the structure of a relative clause

headed by me 'person', followed by a clause introduced by the operator <£<?,
discussed in section 6.3.

17. As a result of phonological processes, /nu e/ is pronounced [nwi],
18. The description of these tests was sent to me by Mark Baker through e-mail. The

quotations in the text are taken from this e-mail message.
19. From a cross-linguistic point of view, it is interesting to note that the tests

developed by e.g. Burzio (1986: 20-36, 55-56, 160-161) in order to distinguish
unaccusative and unergative verbs in French, Italian or English, do not apply to
Fongbe.

20. For a discussion of similar data, see also Campbell (1992) who reports that the
second verb in a series may be unaccusative in Akan; he notes, however, that not
all unaccusative verbs may appear as the second verb in a series in this language:
the verbs meaning 'to appear', 'to emerge', 'to die' are such cases.

21. Baker—Thompson have a fifth test based on the interpretation of a lexical item
that has no counterpart in Fongbe.

22. In (88), a!6 has a complement marked for objective case. In section 3.6, we saw
that inalienable possession requires the genitive case marker ton, Anne-Marie
Brousseau (p.c.) notes that, in (88), Koku's hand has been cut off by the knife,
and that consequently the hand is no longer part of Koku's body. This is why
objective case is grammatical in this sentence.
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23. In (93), both xw/and tä are glossed as 'to sieve'. According to my informants,
these two verbs are not synonyms, however. While xwf is used with the
meaning 'to sift* (e.g. flour) implying that the sifted flour goes through the
sieve, the verb tä appears to mean 'to winnow'. It is used to refer to the action of
shaking the sieve in order to separate the wheat from the chaff, in which case
nothing goes through the sieve.

24. Note that the verbs in (104) can also be used diadically.
25. There appears to be some variation between speakers in this area of the lexicon.

For example, while most informants allow for a null expletive in the context of
'to seem' in (105), one informant does not allow it in the context of ci 'to

seem' in (106).
26. The verbs jlo and bä are both glossed as 'to want'. According to my informants,

these verbs are not exact synonyms. The volitional semantic feature is very
strong in the definition of jlo. It is not so strong with the verb bä, which could
be rendered as 'to want to do (because it is pleasant to do x, because it is con-
venient to do x)'. One of the glosses for bä in Segurola (1963) is 'to look for'.

27. Note that, in (122a), the base object position is empty. Brousseau's
(1988a: 383) informants allow for a facultative pronominal form in this position
in certain cases.

28. In the recent literature, light verbs have been analysed as complex predicates
listed in the lexicon (see e.g. Cattell 1984; Grimshaw—Meister 1988; Travis
2000). The differences observed in Fongbe between the objects of ordinary
transitive verbs and those of light verbs bring additional evidence for an analysis
along these lines. Note, however, some differences from English. Grimshaw—
Meister (1988) observe that, in English, objects of light verbs cannot be
topicalised, relativised nor modified by a numeral. Objects of Fongbe light verbs
can be topicalised and relativised (see (122a) and (122c)), and they can be
modified by a numeral (see (121c)).

29. For my informants, the base object position is empty. Brousseau's (1988a: 387)
informants allow for the position to be empty, or filled by the resumptive
form£.

30. One informant rejects questioning of äno 'breast' with ete 'what'.
31. The Fongbe data thus support an analysis according to which inherent/cognate

objects are thematic objects (see e.g. Massam 1990).
32. Segurola (1963) lists the following variants for sixu: si, siu and sigän. My

informants are familiar with the variants si, siu and sixu. However, they make a
distinction between sixu (and its variants) and sigan; for them, sixu encodes
'permission', whereas sigän encodes 'capacity'. I thus consider that slgän is a
different lexical entry; it will be discussed in section 10.7.3.





Chapter 11
Prepositions and postpositions

This chapter discusses the properties of prepositions and postpositions. Are these
lexical items of the category P, that is [-N, -V], in Fongbe? This is not a trivial
question, for in the literature, it is often claimed that there are no lexical items of the
category P in West African languages. On the one hand, preposition-like lexical items
are sometimes considered as function words (see Westerman 1930: 51-57), or as being
like the second verb of a series. Ansre (1966) refers to them as verbids. On the other
hand, postpositions are sometimes treated as case markers, or sometimes as nouns. In
the latter case, the properties of postpositions are not always distinguished from those
of their cognate nouns (see Welmers 1973: 216-217); this leads to a lack of clarity
regarding their categorial status. On the basis of syntactic tests, I establish that there is
a category P in Fongbe. The results of these tests show that both prepositions and
postpositions have properties that distinguish them from verbs and nouns, and that they
belong to the category P. This chapter is organised in the following way: section 11.1
presents the properties of prepositions and their projections. Section 11.2 discusses
those of postpositions. It is proposed that both prepositions and postpositions are of
the category P. Section 11.3 addresses the problem of whether prepositions and
postpositions constitute a coherent class.

11.1. Prepositions

This section discusses the categorial status of the lexical items referred to as verbids in
the literature (see e.g. Ansre 1966). It is argued that verbids are of the category P, that
is [-N, -V]. This section also addresses the widespread assumption that the second verb
of a series fulfils the function of a preposition. According to this view, prepositions are
not expected to occur in a language that has serial verbs (see Bickerton 1981: 120). It is
shown that verbids have quite different properties than those of the second verb of a
series. Thus, I argue that the above correlation does not hold. Finally, the claim has
been made that the few prepositions found in West African languages constitute cases
of reanalysis from verbs. For example, Lord (1973) has claimed that, in Ewe, Twi, and
Ga, locative prepositions have evolved from locative verbs, and that, in Yoruba,
comitative, instrumental, and manner prepositions have evolved from a comitative
verb. In this view, a locative or a comitative verb projecting to VP, and occurring as the
second verb in a series, would have been reanalysed as a preposition projecting to PP. It
will be shown that there is not much evidence, from the synchronic grammar of
Fongbe, supporting the claim that prepositions have evolved from verbs. The contents
of this section builds on work that I began in the late eighties on this topic (see
Lefebvre 1990a).!
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This section is organised in the following way. First, I present an inventory of the
Fongbe prepositions (see section 11.1.1). On the basis of syntactic tests, it is argued
that these lexical items have properties that distinguish them from the second verb of a
series (see section 11.1.2). The properties of two other alleged prepositions are
considered in section 11.1.3. It is shown, on the basis of the tests used in section
11.1.2, that these two alleged prepositions join with the second verb of a series rather
than with prepositions. In section 11.1.4,1 argue that the verbids of Fongbe are defined
by the syntactic features [-N, -V]; that is, they are prepositions. It is further argued that
prepositional phrases are syntactic adjuncts in this language (see section 11.1.5).
Potential exceptions to this generalisation are considered in section 11.1.6. In contrast
to the other prepositions in the language, φ 'at' may occur as an independent predicate
with the meaning 'to be at'. This fact has led scholars to consider this lexical item as a
verb in some contexts, and as a preposition in others. In section 11.1.7,1 discuss two
possible analyses for φ 'to be at/at'. The question of whether there is evidence that
prepositions have evolved from verbs in Fongbe is addressed in section 11.1.8.

11.1.1. Inventory and salient syntactic properties

The inventory of Fongbe prepositions contains five items: φ 'at\kpoclo 'with', sin
'from/out of, no 'for/on behalf of andkaka 'until/up to'. This section presents the
salient syntactic properties of these lexical items.

11.1.1.1. Do 'at'

The form φ may be used as a locative preposition which I gloss as 'at'. In (1), it heads
a locative phrase headed by the postposition to On the edge of. The sentence in (1)
means 'Koku wrote something on, for example, paper, while he was at the table'. It
cannot be interpreted as 'Koku wrote something directly on the table'.2

(1) K$ku wl n ηύ φ t v to.
Koku write thing at table on.the.edge.of
'Koku wrote something (while) at the table.'

In previous chapters, we saw that the same form may be used as an independent
predicate with the meaning 'to be at'. For example, in section 7.1.2, we saw that φ is
a locative predicate, as in (2).

(2) Koku φ t v gluwe.
Koku be.at table under
'Koku is under the table.'

In section 5.3.4.2, we saw that φ is used to form the imperfective aspect, as in (3).
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(3) Koku φ ηύ wl n we.
Koku be.at thing writing POST
'Koku is writing.'

Finally, in sections 8.3.2 and 10.4.5.2, we saw that φ also occurs in adjectival passive
constructions, as in (4).

(4) Ανά ό φ wiwolon.
loincloth DEF be.at crumpled
'The loincloth is crumpled.' (=(lb) in Brousseau 1998: 126)

Some authors have proposed that, in (1), φ is a preposition, whereas in (2)-<4), it is a
verb. The problem of the double function of φ will be addressed in section 11.1.7. In
the following sections, I will discuss the properties of φ as it occurs in (1).

11.1.1.2. Κρόφ'with'

Κρόφ (<'with (be) at', see below) 'with', heads instrumental (see (5)) and comitative
phrases (see (6)). As can be seen from the examples, it selects a postpositional phrase
headed by either kpo orkpan 'with'. The complement oίkpόφ may involve a thing
(see (5)) or a person (see (6)). The examples in (6) show that the phrase headed by
kpόφ can occur next to an argument of the verb, or at the end of the clause.

(5) Koku xd Asiba kpof tin kpo/kpan.
Koku hit Asiba with stick with
'Koku hit Asiba with a stick.'

(6) a. Kdko kpόφ Asiba kpo/kpan yi axl me.
Koku with Asiba with go market in
'Koku and Asiba went to the market.'

b. Koku yi Μ ιηέ kp(^o sib kpo/kpan.
Koku go market in with Asiba with
'Koku went to the market with Asiba.'

Κρόφ may also head a manner phrase, as in (7).

(7) Koku gb xwe ό Κρόφ yl kpo.
Koku build house DEF with heart with
'Koku built the house with care.'

It may also introduce phrases of the type in (8). The example in (8) further shows that
reduce to kpo.
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(8) Köku go nun o kpo gbäde kpo.
Koku fill truck DEF with corn with
'Koku filled the truck with corn.' (=(38a) in Brousseau 1998: 102)

It may also introduce instruments. Brousseau (1998: 102-103) shows that
kpo(c[o}... kpo may only introduce controlled instruments. This is shown by the
contrast in grammaticality between (9a) and (9b).3

(9) a. Koku gbö aid kpo jivi 6 kpo.
Koku cut hand with knife DEF with
'Koku cut his hand with the knife.' (=(39a) in Brousseau 1998: 103)

b. & gbö aid kpo tävö 6 to kpo
Koku cut hand with table DEF edge with
[Lit.: 'Koku cut his hand with the edge of the table.']

(=(39b) in Brousseau 1998: 103)

Uncontrolled instruments have to be introduced by ... ji, as shown in (10).

(10) Köku gbö aid tävö 6 to ji.
Koku cut hand at table DEF edge on
'Koku cut his hand on the edge of the table.'

(=(40b) in Brousseau 1998: 103)

11.1.1.3.5m 'from/out of

Sin 'from/out of introduces a source argument. As can be seen in (11), sin selects
either a nominal phrase or a postpositional phrase.

(11) Kdku wä sin äxi ( ).
Koku come from market in
'Koku came from (within) the market.'

11.1.1.4. Nu 'for/on behalf of

The preposition nu 'for/on behalf of selects NPs, as in (12).

(12) Kdkü äson nu Äsibä.
Koku buy crab for Asiba
'Koku bought crab for Asiba.'

Recall from section 7.7 that this preposition may also select a purposive clause.
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11.1.1.5. Kaka 'until/up to'

Finally, there is the preposition kakä 'until/up to'. This preposition may select a
nominal phrase, as in (13).

(13) Köku yl käkä xwogte.
Koku go up.to home
'Koku went up to his home.'

It may select a postpositional phrase, as in (14).

(14) Koku yl k&ä äxl ml I to.
Koku go up.to market in / on.the.edge.of
'Koku went up to inside/the edge of the market.'

It may also select a clausal complement, as in (15).

(15) KSku no käkä jl äzbn.
Koku eat thing until 3sg fall ill
'Koku ate until he fell ill.'

As will be seen in section 12.5.1,käkämay also be used as an adverb meaning 'a lot'.

11.1.1.6. Summary

This exhausts the inventory of verbids/prepositions in the language. Grammars and
dictionaries list two more, but as will be argued in section 11.1.3, these additional ones
have the properties of verbs rather than prepositions. Note that Fongbe has no
preposition meaning 'by'. As we saw in section 10.4.5.1, this lexical gap forces the
agent in syntactic passives to remain implicit.

11.1.2. Prepositions versus the second verb of series

In this section, I compare the characteristics of prepositions with those of the second
verb occurring in a serial construction. The properties of the second verb of a series are
based to a large extent on Lefebvre (1991) (see also chapter 13).

11.1.2.1. Independent predicates

The second verb of a series, as in (16a), can always occur as the main predicate of a
clause, as in (16b).
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(16) a. Koku so äson yi äxi ma.
Koku take crab go market in
'Koku brought crab to the market.'

b. Koku yl äxl me.
Koku go market in
'Koku went to the market.'

A phrase headed by 'to be at' may be interpreted as the main predicate of a clause,
as shown in (17).

(17) Koku tävö gluwe.
Koku be.at table under
'Koku is under the table.'

In contrast, however, a phrase headed by one of the other four prepositions cannot be
interpreted as the main predicate of a clause. For example, (18a) can only mean 'Koku
with Asiba'; it cannot mean 'Koku is with Asiba'. The latter meaning is rendered as
(18b)or(18c).

(18) a. Koku kpotio Äsibä kpo
Koku with Asiba with
'Koku with Asiba'
f'Koku is with Asiba.'

b. Köku kpo<lo Äsibä kpo kpo.
Koku with Asiba with be.at together
'Koku and Asiba are together.'

c. Koku kpo x# Asiba.
Koku be.at together entangle Asiba
'Koku is with Asiba.'

Similarly, a phrase headed by sin 'from/out of does not occur as the main predicate of a
clause, as shown in (19a). The meaning 'Koku is from Cotonou' has to be rendered
with the verb go 'to come' followed by the preposition sin 'from/out of, as in (19b).

(19) a. *Koku sin Kutonu
Koku from Cotonou

b. Kdku go sin Kutonß.
Koku come from Cotonou
'Koku comes from Cotonou.'

Similarly, (20a) cannot be interpreted as 'The crab is for Asiba', which is rendered
as (20b).
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(20) a. *äson Äsibä
crab DEF for Asiba

b. A son o nyi Äsibä tön.
crab DEF be Asiba GEN
"The crab is for Asiba.'
[Lit.: 'The crab is Asiba' s.']

It is not possible to construct examples in which käkä 'until/up to' is the main
predicate. Thus, except for , the prepositions of Fongbe cannot occur as the main
predicate of a clause. This is in direct contrast with the second verb of a series, which
can always appear as the main predicate of a clause (see (16)).

Another property of independent predicates is that they may be part of a coordinate
structure. The second verb of the series in (2 la) may be part of a coordinate structure, as
is shown in (21b).

(21) a. K$ku so äson yi äxi me.
Koku take crab go market in
'Koku brought crab to the market.'

b. Kökoi so äson boi yi axi me.
Koku take crab andhe go market in
'Koku took crab and went to the market.'

Likewise, since may appear as an independent predicate, a phrase headed by may
appear in a coordinate structure, as in (22).

(22) Kttoi je äzdn bo\ xwegte.
Koku fall ill andhe be.at home
'Koku is sick and he is at home.'

However, the other lexical items identified as prepositions cannot participate in such
coordinate structures, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of the examples in (23).

(23) a. *Kokui xo Asiba bo\ kpo^o ätin kpo
Koku hit Asiba and.he with stick with

b. *Kdkui yl äxi boi Asiba kpo
Koku go market andhe with Asiba with

c. *Köko{ wä xwe bo{ sin äxi
Koku come home and.he from market

Similar ungrammatical sentences could be constructed with no 'for/on behalf of and
käkä 'until/up to'.

The data discussed in this section show that the second verb of a series may occur as
an independent predicate: it may occur as the main verb of a clause, and it may
participate in coordinate structures. In contrast, the prepositions kpo^o, sin, no, and
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k k are not independent predicates: they cannot occur as the predicate of a simple
clause, and they cannot participate in coordinate structures. Under these tests, the form
φ shares the properties of the second verb of a series. As we will see in the next
subsections, however, on other tests, it shares the properties of prepositions.

11.1.2.2. Reduplication

Fongbe verbs can be reduplicated. Reduplication converts verbs into nouns. Recall from
section 8.3, that nominalisation is achieved by means of the copy prefix represented as
RE. This prefix is generally made up of the first consonant of the verb followed by the
epenthetic vowel /i/; hence, yi 'to leave' is nominalised as yiyi 'leaving' (for a detailed
discussion, see section 8.3). Verbs of all aspectual classes may be nominalised in this
way, as is exemplified in (24).

(24) Verbs Derived nominals
x 'to read' xlx 'reading'
φ 'to prepare' (food) φφ 'preparing' (food)
tun 'to know' tltiin 'knowledge'
w£ 'to be white' wiwo 'whiteness*
wi 'to be black' wiwi 'blackness'

In contrast to verbs, however, none of the lexical items identified as prepositions may
be reduplicated, as illustrated in (25).

(25) Prepositions Derived nominals
φ 'at' *φφ
kpoty 'with' *kpikpo<io
sin 'from/out of *sfasm
nu 'for/on behalf of *πϊπύ
k k 'until/up to' *kik k

Therefore, unlike verbs, the lexical items identified in (25) cannot be nominalised.

11.1.2.3. Extraction of complements and their traces

Extraction of a postpositional phrase out of the second verb of a series is always
possible; in this case, the extraction site is phonologically empty. In (26b), the
complement of φ 'to put' has been fronted, and the extraction site is phonologically
empty. (In the examples below, the phonologically null position is identified as [e],
which stands for 'empty'.)
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(26) a. Koka so äson tävo ji.
Koku take crab put table on
'Koku put the crab on the table.'

b. [Tavd ji\i wl, KSku so äson [elj.
table on it.is Koku take crab put
'It is on the table that Koku put the crab.'

In contrast, the extraction site of the lexical items identified as prepositions cannot be
phonologically null. This is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of the examples in
(27H31).

(27) *[tävö ji\i , Kdko wlän no [e\
table on it.is Koku write thing at

(28) *[atin kpo]i wi, Kdku xo Äsibä kpatf [e]j
stick with it.is Koku hit Asiba with

(29) *[ax!]i w , KSku wo xwegte sin [e]j
market it.is Koku arrive home from

(30) *\AsM]i wl, Koku xo gbo nu [e]j
Asiba it.is Koku buy goat for

(31) *[so]i wä, £ yi k&ä [e]i
tomorrow it.is 3sg leave until

However, extraction of the complement of a preposition may be rescued in some, but
not all, cases by what is referred to as the resumptive strategy: that is, the extraction
site is filled with a resumptive pronoun. (Resumptive pronouns are also discussed
throughout chapter 7.) In (32), the extraction site of the complement of 'at' is filled
by the resumptive pronoun . The contraction of and £ is realised as , glossed
as 'at.RES'.

(32) [Tavd ji][ we, Köko wlän nu <&.
table on it.is Koku write thing at.RES
'It is on the table that Koku wrote something.'

Likewise, in (33), the extraction site of the complement of sin is also filled by a
resumptive pronoun. The contraction of the preposition and the resumptive pronoun is
manifested in the lengthening of the vowel (represented as ':') in the preposition.

(33) \Axi m£]i wä, Köku wä xwe si:nv
market in it.is Koku come home from.RES
'It is the market that Koku came home from.'

The ungrammaticality of (34) shows that the argument of kp cannot be extracted,
even if a resumptive pronoun appears in the extraction site.
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(34) *\Asibä kpo]i w , Köku yi
Asiba with it.is Koku leave with RES

The resumptive strategy is not available either for the complement of käkä
'until/up to'.

As for the extraction site of the complement of , it cannot be filled by a
resumptive pronoun in the same fashion as in (32) and (33). This is shown by the
ungrammaticality of the sentence in (35), which contains a resumptive pronoun in the
extraction site of the complement of no.

(35) *\Asib£]i we, Koku xo gbo nu %
Asiba it.is Koku buy goat for RES
[Lit.: 'It is for Asiba that Koku bought a goat.']

In this case, the form of the lexical item left behind is na, as shown in (36).

(36) \AsM\i \ , Koku xö gbo nav
Asiba it.is Koku buy goat for
'It is Asiba that Koku bought a goat for.'

The form na does not result from a phonological process contracting nu and , for the
contraction of and e would yield the form [nwi] 'for him/her'. Thus, the form na in
(36) has to be considered as a suppletive form in contexts where the complement of nu
has been extracted. The sentence in (36) illustrates this phenomenon in a cleft
construction. The sentences in (37) and (38) provide examples for relative clauses and
questions, respectively.5

(37) me, (je-e K$ku xd äson na\
person OP-RES Koku buy crab for
'the person whom Koku bought crab for'

(38) , te (we), Köku xö äson w{!
person which (it.is) Koku buy crab for
'Whom did Koku buy crab for?'

Suppletive forms of the same type as nä are also found in other West African
languages. For example, Mark Baker (p.c.) reports that fidjo, a language spoken in
Nigeria, has a similar suppletive form. In Fongbe, there is yet another context in which
the suppletive form nä occurs. The relevant data are presented in note 6.6

The contrast in extraction patterns between the complements of verbs and the
complements of prepositions suggests that the latter do not have the same relationship
to their arguments as verbs.7 The resumptive strategy rescues extraction of
complements of prepositions in the case of (see (32)), sin (see (33)) and nu (see
(36H38)). This strategy is not available forkpocio ana käkä.
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1 1.1.2.4. Extraction of verb phrases and prepositional phrases

In serial verb constructions, it is not possible to extract any of the verbs with their
objects, as can be observed from the ungrammaticality of (39b) and (39c). Adding a
resumptive pronoun to (39b) and (39c) would not make the sentences any better.

(39) a. K$ku so s n yi xl ma.
Koku take crab go market in
'Koku brought crab to the market.'

b. *ason so we, Koka yi xl ma
crab take it.is Koku go market in

c. *axi ma yi we, Koku so son
market in go it.is Koku take crab

These types of data show that serial verbs do not form constituents with their objects
(for further discussion of the properties of serial verbs, see chapter 13).

In contrast, prepositions may be extracted with their objects. This argues that
prepositions form constituents with their objects. The data in (40) show that it is
possible to extract the prepositional phrase headed by φ 'at'. Note, however, that the
extraction site must be lexically filled by φ followed by a resumptive pronoun,
contracted as φ.

(40) [Do s jf\i wa, Koku wlan ηύ φ{.
at knee on it.is Koku write thing at.RES
'It is on his knees that Koku wrote something.'

The data in (41) show that it is possible to extract the prepositional phrase headed by
. In this case, the extraction site is phonologically null.

(41) a. [Κρόφ tin kpfli wl, K ku x sib [t\.
with stick with it.is Koku hit Asiba
'It is with a stick that Koku hit Asiba.'

b. [Κρόφ Asib kpo]i wέ, Kaku [e]j yi xl.
with Asiba with it.is Koku go market
'It is with Asiba that Koku went to the market.'

Extraction of a prepositional phrase headed by sin 'from/out of is also possible, as is
shown in (42). As is the case in (40), the extraction site must be lexically filled. This
is reflected by the lengthening of the vowel in si:n.

(42) [Sin M\ νέ, K ku w xwe si:n{*
from market it.is Koku come home from.RES
'It is from the market that Koku came home.'
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A prepositional phrase headed by nu 'for/on behalf of may be fronted. In this case, the
extraction site may be phonologically null; nä, the suppletive resumptive form
discussed above, is optional (indicated by parentheses) in this context (compare (43)
with (36)).

(43) [Nu Asibfli wä, Koku xd gbo (na\.
for Asiba it.is Koku buy goat for
'It is for Asiba that Koku bought a goat.'

Likewise, a phrase headed by käkä 'until/up to' may be fronted. In this case, the
extraction site is phonologically empty.

(44) [Käkä so\ we, Käku na yi [e]j.
until tomorrow it.is Koku DEF.FUT go
'It is until tomorrow that Koku will be gone.'

While the preposing of a phrase headed by kpo^o, nu, or käkä may leave a
phonologically null trace (see (41), (43), and (44)), the preposing of a phrase headed by
sin (see (42)) or (see (40)) requires an overt trace. Why this is so is not clear as yet.
This difference suggests, however, that prepositions do not constitute an entirely
homogeneous class. Nevertheless, it is possible to extract phrases headed by any of the
five prepositions. This is in direct contrast with the impossibility of extracting verbs
with their arguments in a serial verb construction.

11.1.2.5. Pronominal forms

As we saw in section 4.2, when the argument of a verb is realised as a pronominal
form, it appears as a clitic, as is shown in (45).

(45) Koku so mi I wo .
Koku take Isg / 2sg / 3sg
'Koku took me/you/him, her.'

In contrast, the argument of sin 'from/out of and käkä 'until/up to' cannot be
realised as a pronominal clitic. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (46).

(46) a. *sin mi / wt /
from Isg / 2sg / 3sg

b. *käkä mi / w£
up.to Isg / 2sg / 3sg

The fact is that the arguments of these prepositions have to be realised as strong
pronouns. This is shown in (47).
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(47) a. sin ny l hw l t(y£)
from me / you / him/her
'from me/you/him, her'

b. k k ηγέ Ι Ιι\νέ Ι έ(γέ)
up.to me / you / him/her
'up to me/you/him, her'

Verbs and prepositions can thus be distinguished on the basis of the type of pronominal
form that their argument may take.

As we saw in section 11.1.1, the prepositions <^o and kpo^o only select
postpositional phrases as their arguments. The preposition nu may select nominal
phrases (see section 11.1.1.4). When the argument of this preposition is realised as a
pronominal form, it may be a strong pronoun, as in (48a). However, when first and
second person singular are involved, as in (48b), it may also be a clitic form.

(48) a. nu nya I h\va Ι
for me / you / him/her
'for me/you/him, her'

b. nu ml I w£
for Isg / 2sg
'for me/you'

This is an interesting fact considering the data in (46) and (47). With respect to the
distribution of pronominal forms, whereas sin and k k clearly contrast with verbs (see
(45)), nu behaves as if it were halfway between a verb and a preposition. However,
under all the other tests, nu has the properties of a preposition rather than a verb. This
particular property of nu will be further discussed in section 1 1.1.8.4.

11.1.2.6. Summary

The contrastive properties of prepositions and second verbs of a series are summarised
in Table 11.1. (n.a. = non applicable).
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Table 11.1. Contrastive properties of prepositions and second verbs of a series

Second verbs Prepositions
of a series

4o kpo^o sin nu käkä
a. can appear as an independent + + - - -

predicate
b. c a n b e reduplicated + _ _ _ _ _
c . extraction o f argument leaves a + _ _ _ _ _

phonologically null trace
d. extraction of maximal - + + + + +

projection is possible
e. argument may be realised as a clitic + n.a. n.a. - ± -

Except for the fact that 'to be at/at' can occur as an independent predicate, and the
fact that nu 'for/on behalf of may take clitic objects, the distribution in Table 11.1
shows that prepositions share properties that clearly distinguish them from verbs. The
fact that can also occur as a main predicate will be addressed in section 11.1.7. The
fact that the object of nu may be a syntactic clitic will be discussed in section 11.1.8.4.

11.1.3. Two other alleged prepositions

In Fongbe grammars and dictionaries (see e.g. Anonymous 1983; Rassinoux 1987;
Segurola 1963), there are two lexical items that are considered to be categorially
ambiguous. These lexical items are sometimes treated as verbs and sometimes as
prepositions. The lexical item gbon is glossed either as 'to pass through/to pass by' or
as 'through/by'. The lexical item xä is glossed either as 'to turn/to be entangled with'
or as 'with'. Regardless of the interpretation assigned to these two lexical items, they
manifest the syntactic properties of verbs, as opposed to those of prepositions, in all
contexts where they occur. Indeed, under tests that distinguish verbs from prepositions,
gbon and xa manifest the properties of the second verb of a series rather than those of
prepositions. The (a) sentences in (49) and (50) show that, like verbs, these two lexical
items may occur as independent predicates. The (b) examples show that, like verbs,
they can be reduplicated. The (c) sentences show that, like the second verb of a series,
their complements may be extracted, leaving a phonologically null trace. The sentence
in (50d) shows that, like verbs, xä cannot be fronted with its complement. Finally,
(50e) shows that the internal argument of xä may be realised as a pronominal clitic, a
property of internal arguments of verbs.

(49) a. Kaku gbdn xwegte.
Koku pass.by home
'Koku passed by the home.'

b. gbigtän
'action of passing by'
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c. Xwegtei wä, Koku so m$tö o gb$n [e]j.
home it.is Koku take car DEF pass.by
'It is home that Koku passed by with the car.'

(50) a. Koka xä ali 6 ji.
Koku turn alley DEF on
'Koku took the alley.'

b. xixä
'action of turning'

c. Äsibä\ we, Koku xä [e]j.
Asiba it.is Koku eat thing be.entangle.with
'It is Asiba that Koku ate with.'

d *xa Äsibä \ , Kaku
be.entangle.with Asiba it.is Koku eat thing

e. Koku xä ml I we I e.
Koku eat thing be.entangle.with Isg / 2sg / 3sg
'Koku ate with me/you/him, her.'

Note that, as the main predicate of a clause, xä may take a [- animate] object (see
(50a)). As a second verb of a series, however, it may only select a [+ animate] object.
Hence, it can select a human object as in (50c). The object could also be an animal. It
cannot be an instrument (e.g. a utensil). Instruments have to be selected by the
preposition kpoojo 'with' (see (5)).

The fact that gbön and xä manifest the same syntactic properties as the second verb of
a series argues that, regardless of their interpretation, they are to be analysed as verbs
and not as prepositions. The claim that the inventory of Fongbe prepositions totals
five, rather then seven, in section 11.1.1, can thus be maintained.

11.1.4. Verbids are Ps of the category [-N, -V]

The verbids of Fongbe identified in section 11.1.1 have properties that distinguish them
from verbs (see section 11.1.2). This argues that they are [-V]. Verbids are also distinct
from nouns. As we saw in section 3.1, nouns can appear with the determiner o. Verbids
cannot occur with this determiner, nor with any others. As we saw in section 3.6,
nouns assign objective case to their object; this case is realised as sin. The arguments
of prepositions never occur with sin, as can be seen from the numerous examples
provided so far. Furthermore, unlike nouns, verbids do not occur in subject position.
Hence, verbids are [-N]. I thus conclude that verbids are of the category [-N, -V]. As
such, they are prepositions projecting to PP. As has been shown in the previous
sections, Fongbe prepositions select complements. A prepositions's complement may
be a nominal phrase, a postpositional phrase, or a clause, depending on the lexical item
involved.

The conclusion that Fongbe verbids are of the category [-N, -V] is in line with the
proposal made by Lord (1973), according to which, in related West African languages,
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verbids are in fact prepositions. However, it appears that the prepositions of Fongbe do
not constitute an entirely homogeneous class, since they show idiosyncratic properties
with respect to extraction (see sections 11.1.2.3 and 11.1.2.4). The analysis of verbids
as prepositions is further supported by the fact that the phrases they head are syntactic
adjuncts, as will be seen in the next section. As has been widely discussed in the
literature, typically, PPs are syntactic adjuncts.

11.1.5. Prepositional phrases are syntactic adjuncts

PPs are either arguments of the verb or they are syntactic adjuncts.9 The status of PPs as
arguments or as adjuncts has consequences for the syntactic properties of PPs in a
particular language (e.g. regarding extraction). I argue below that, in Fongbe, in most
cases, PPs are syntactic adjuncts. This will provide a straightforward explanation for the
syntactic properties of PPs.

11.1.5.1. Optionality

In Fongbe, PPs are optional. This is shown in (51) for the five lexical items identified
as prepositions. In these examples, optionality is represented by parentheses.

(51) a. Kaku wlän ( tävö to).
Koku write thing at table on.the.edge.of
'Koku wrote something (while at the table).'

b. Kdku yt axl (kpo^o Äsibä kpolkpän).
Koku go market with Asiba with
'Koku went to the market (with Asiba).'

c. Kdku wä xwogte (sin äxi ma).
Koku come home from market in
'Koku came home (from the market).'

d. Kdku xo äson (no Asiba).
Koku buy crab for Asiba
'Koku bought crab (for Asiba).'

e. Koku yl (käkä xwegte).
Koku go up.to home
'Koku went up to his home.'

While arguments are obligatory, adjuncts are optional (see e.g. Baker 1996; Pinker
1989; Randall 1987). The fact that PPs are optional in Fongbe constitutes a first
argument supporting the claim that they are syntactic adjuncts.
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11.1.5.2. PPs may occur outside of nominalised VPs

Recall from section 5.3.4.2 that the imperfective construction makes use of φ 'to be
at', which selects a phrase headed by \νέ, which in turn selects a nominalised VP. In
this construction, the arguments of the verb all occur within the phrase headed by we.
This is exemplified in (52) for a serial verb construction involving the verbs so 'to
take' and yi 'to go'.

(52) Koku φ [( son so yi xi] we].
Koku be.at crab taking going market POST
'Koku is bringing crab to the market.'

The arguments of the verb in (52) cannot occur to the right of wa.
In contrast, all PPs may occur outside (to the right) of the phrase headed by we. This

is shown in (53).

(53) a. Koku φ [no wl n we] φ t v to.
Koku be.at thing writing it.is at table on.the.edge.of
'Koku is writing something while at the table.'

b. Koku φ [ xi yi we] Κρόφ siba kpo.
Koku be.at market going it.is with Asiba with
'Koku is going to the market with Asiba.'

c. Koku φ [wfw we] sin xi ml.
Koku be.at arriving it.is from market in
'Koku is arriving from the market.'

d. K ku φ [ son χα we] ηύ Asib .
Koku be.at crab buying it.is for Asiba
'Koku is buying crab for Asiba.'

e. K ku φ [wtzunksn we] k k yi M me.
Koku be.at running it.is up.to go market in
'Koku is running up to the market.'

The fact that PPs can occur outside of nominalised VPs is hard to explain if PPs occur in
an argument position of the verb. It follows directly, however, if PPs are adjoined
toVP.

11.1.5.3. PPs are left behind in VP fronting

It is possible to cleft the nominalised VP in (52). In this case, the whole nominalised
VP is fronted, including all the internal arguments. This is exemplified in (54).
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(54) \Ason so yi axi\ we, Kdku ,.
crab taking going market it.is Koku be.at.RES
'It is bringing crab to the market that Koku is doing.'

This is not the case for clauses containing a PP. When the nominalised VP is clefted,
the PP is left behind. This is illustrated in (55) for the five lexical items identified as
prepositions.

(55) a. [No wlan\ we, Kdku <fr tävö to.
thing writing it.is Koku be.at.RES at table on.the.edge.of
'It is writing something that Koku is doing (while) at the table.'

b. \Axi yi]i we, Koku [ kpo^o Asibä kpo.
market going it.is Koku be.at.RES with Asiba with
'It is going to the market that Koku is doing with Asiba.'

c. [Wiwa]i wa, Koku <& sin äxi ma.
arriving it.is Koku be.at.RES from market in
'It is arriving that Koku is doing from the market.'

d. \Ason x3]i , Köku Asibä.
crab buying it.is Koku be.at.RES for Asiba
'It is buying crab that Koku is doing for Asiba.'

e. [W£zunkän]i wä, Köku <ft käkä yl äxi mä.
running it.is Koku be.at.RES up.to go market in
'It is running that Koku is doing up to the market.'

These extraction data are difficult to explain if the prepositional phrase is in the direct
object position of the verb. They follow directly, however, if the prepositional phrase
is adjoined to VP.

11.1.5.4. Summary

Three facts argue that PPs are syntactic adjuncts in Fongbe. First, in contrast to
arguments, which are always obligatory, PPs are always optional. Second, while
arguments occur inside the nominalised VP, PPs occur outside of it. Third, PPs, but not
arguments, may be left behind in VP fronting. (Additional evidence supporting the
analysis that PPs headed by the preposition no are adjuncts will be provided in section
14.4.)10 From the analysis of PPs as adjuncts, it follows that there are few, if any,
three-place predicates of the type we find in English (e.g. send y to z) (see section
10.2.4). There is thus no double complement construction (V NP PP) in this language,
as will be discussed at length in chapter 14.
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11.1.6. Potential exceptions to the adjunct status ofPPs

There are verbs which typically occur with sin 'from/out of. These verbs are go sin 'to
come from', te sin 'to get down from', sin 'to return from', se sin 'to go away
from', ton sin 'to come out from' and wä sin 'to arrive from' (see also Segurola 1963).
In Lefebvre (1990a) it is argued that in these cases as well, the PPs ought to be analysed
as adjuncts because they present the same properties as those discussed earlier with
respect to extraction. For example, consider the extraction data in (56b)-(56d). In (56b),
the complement of sin has been extracted leaving an overt trace, realised as vowel
lenghtening. In (56c), the sin phrase has been extracted and the extraction site contains
an overt trace, also realised as vowel lenghtening. The sentence in (56d) is not
grammatical because the extraction site contains no lexical material.11

(56) a. Koka wä sin äxl.
Koku arrive from market
'Koku arrived from the market.'

b. Axl wä, Köku wa si:n.
market it.is Koku arrive from.RES
'It is the market that Koku has arrived from.'

c. Sin äxl we, Kaku wä si:n.
from market it.is Koku arrive from.RES
'It is from the market that Koku has arrived.'

d. *sin äxl{ wä, Köku wä [Q\
from market it.is Koku arrive (=(30) in Lefebvre 1990a)

Compare (56b) with (33), and (56c) with (42). The extraction data in (56) are thus
similar to those discussed in previous sections. This argues for an adjunct analysis of
the PPs in (56).

However, more recent field work on this topic with other informants reveals that
there is variation between speakers. For example, some speakers accept structures such
as those in (57). The sentence in (57b) shows that the complement of sin can be
extracted, and that no overt trace is required. Also, no lexical trace is required in the
extraction site of the sin phrase, as is shown in (56c). Consequently, for these speakers,
(56d) is grammatical.

(57) a. Köku wä sin äxl.
Koku arrive from market
'Koku arrived from the market.'

b. Axl wä, K$ku wä sin.
market it.is Koku arrive from.it
'It is the market that Koku has arrived from.'

c. [Sin axl\ , Kdku wä [e]j.
from market it.is Koku arrive
'It is from the market that Koku has arrived.'
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The extraction data in (57) can be accounted for in a straightforward way if, for this se-
cond group of speakers, the sin phrase is an argument of the verb rather than an adjunct.

It thus appears that some speakers (those who manifest the data in (56)) analyse PPs
as adjuncts everywhere, while others (those who accept the sentences in (57)) analyse
PPs as adjuncts except with the verbs listed above, where PPs appear to be analysed as
arguments.

11.1.7. Can a unified analysis o/cjp 'to be at/at' be provided?

The phrase headed by φ 'at' in (1) has the same properties as the other lexical items
identified as prepositions (see Table 11.1). On the basis of this fact, φ, occurring in a
context such as the one in (1), was analysed as a lexical item of the category [-N, -V],
thus, as a preposition. In (2H4), however, the syntactic phrases headed by φ 'to be at'
constitute the main predicate of the clause and, as such, they can occur as conjuncts (see
(21)). This property distinguishes φ from the other prepositions, which cannot occur
as main predicates (see Table 11.1). This fact has led some authors to the conclusion
that, in (1), φ is a preposition, whereas in (2)-(4), it is a verb (e.g. Kinyalolo 1992;
Segurola 1963).12 One way of accounting for the ambiguous categorial status of φ
would be to say that φ is underspecified for the value of V; that is, φ would be
[-N, aV]. When the value of V is positive, ψ> is a verb; when the value of V is
negative, φ is a preposition. Although the categorial status of φ occurring in (1) can
be argued to be [-N, -V], as we have seen throughout the preceding sections, the
categorial status of φ as a lexical verb in (2)-(4) is questionable. For example, recall
from (4) that φ may introduce an adjective. There are no verbs in Fongbe that
introduce adjectives. Below I explore two possible categorial analyses for φ.

A first hypothesis is that φ is a preposition in all the contexts where it occurs. A
first argument supporting this hypothesis is that φ 'at' has a single phonological
representation in all the contexts where it appears. It bears a low tone everywhere (see
(l)-(4)), in contrast to the locative verb φ 'to put', which bears a high tone. Second,
in all the contexts where it occurs, φ has a locative meaning. In (1) and (2), it
introduces a locative argument; in (3), it participates in the locative expression of the
progressive (see section 5.3); in the adjectival passive in (4), φ introduces a state: the
expression may be rendered as 'at the state x'. Third, in none of the contexts where it
occurs may φ be reduplicated (see (25)). Finally, in all the contexts where φ occurs,
the extraction site of the complement of φ must be filled by a resumptive pronoun.
The sentence in (32) shows that this is the case when φ occurs as a preposition, as in
(1). The sentences in (58)-(60) show that this is also the case in the three other
contexts where φ occurs. Consider (58) in light of (2), (59) in light of (3), and (60) in
light of (4). It is striking that the extraction of the adjective in (60) requires a lexical
trace in the same fashion as extraction of a locative argument does in (58) and (59).
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(58) [T v gl wl\, K ku φ{.
table under Koku be.at.RES
'It is under the table that Koku is.'

(59) [Νύ wl n\ we, K ku φ{.
thing writing it.is Koku be.at.RES
'It is writing that Koku is doing.'

(60) [Wiwolonl w , vo 5 eft.
crumpled it.is loincloth DEF be.at.RES
'It is crumpled that the loincloth is.'

The extraction data in (58H60) are similar to those in (32), involving the complement
of a preposition. They contrast with those in (26) involving the complement of a verb.
These data show that, in all the contexts where φ occurs, the relationship between φ
and the position of its complement is the same. The four arguments presented above
tend to support the hypothesis that φ is a preposition in all the contexts where it
appears. However, this analysis does not explain the fact that, in contrast to other
prepositions, the phrase headed by φ may occur as the main predicate of a clause.

Another option would be to say that φ is a preposition in (1), and a locative copula
in (2)-(4). As a locative copula, φ would be glossed as 'to be at'. The copular status
of φ would explain why the phrase it heads may occur as the main predicate of a
clause. It would also explain why φ can introduce adjectives, as in (4). However, an
analysis along these lines would violate the One form/one meaning' principle in Johns
(1992: 84): "Where morphemes are identical or similar in phonological properties, in
the unmarked case, they are identical or similar in all lexical properties". If one adopts
this principle, the analysis above is not acceptable. An optimal analysis would be one
that would provide a single lexical entry for φ, and that would allow for both functions
of φ to be instantiated under a unified characterisation of the lexical entry. The exact
characterisation of this lexical entry is a question for future research. Without further
discussion, I will assume that there is only one lexical entry for locative
'to be at/at'.

11.1.8. Is there evidence that prepositions have evolved from verbs in Fongbe?

In light of the data discussed so far, I come back to a more general issue addressed at the
beginning of section 11.1. Is there evidence that the prepositions of Fongbe constitute
cases of reanalysis from verbs? Throughout section 11.1,1 have argued that the lexical
items under study (φ 'at',kpo<jo 'with', sin 'from/out of, nu 'for/on behalf of, and
kaka 'until/up to') are prepositions. In this section, I consider additional data showing
that there is a scarcity of evidence supporting the claim that prepositions evolved from
verbs, even when they seem to be related semantically and phonologically. I will
discuss each lexical item in turn.
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11.1.8.1. Do 'to be at/at' and the verb φ 'to put'

The form φ 'to be at/at' is phonologically and semantically related to the verb φ 'to
put'. The two lexical items have a similar phonological representation except for tone.
Both lexical items are locative. Segurola (1963) insists on the fact that no movement is
involved in the semantic representation of φ 'to be at/at'. In this respect, φ contrasts
with φ 'to put', which involves a change of location (see also section 13.3.1). This
contrast in meaning is illustrated in (61) and (62).

(61) Koku wMn no φ t v to.
Koku write thing at table on.the.edge.of
'Koku wrote something (while) at the table.'

(62) KSku wlan ηύ φ wema ji.
Koku write thing put paper on
'Koku wrote something on paper.'

While the meaning of (61) is 'Koku wrote something while he was at the table'
(#'Koku wrote something directly on the table'), the interpretation of (62) is 'Koku
wrote something directly on the paper'. Hence if the two ψ>'s are phonologically
similar and involve location, they are distinguishable by at least two features.
Phonologically, they bear different lexical tones (low and high respectively).
Semantically, one does not involve movement (φ), while the other involves
movement (ψ?) (that is, a change of location). Moreover, from a syntactic point of
view, φ 'at' exhibits the properties of a preposition, while φ 'to put' shares all the
properties of a second verb occurring in a series (see Table 11.1).

This distribution shows a lack of synchronic evidence which would support the
conclusion that φ constitutes a case of categorial reanalysis from φ 'to put', or vice
versa. It shows, however, that the two lexical items constitute a minimal pair. They are
distinguished by their underlying tone in the same fashion as gb 'to break' and gba
'to construct'.

11.1.8.2. Κρόφ 'with'

Lord (1973) reports on a corresponding word in Yoruba: kpalu 'to be included among',
which she analyses as a verb. She claims that this verb has been reanalysed as a
preposition and suggests the following: "Since Fon is also a serialising language, and
the function and properties of the preposition parallel those in Yoruba and Ewe, it is
likely that this preposition &ρόφ) too evolved from a verb in a serial construction"
(Lord 1973: 285). Is there evidence for this claim?

Κρόφ (lit.: 'with (be).at') is a complex lexical item formed with locative φ 'to be
at/at' and the postposition kpo 'with'. In the synchronic Fongbe lexicon, there is no
evidence for the verbal status QΪkpόφ (see section 11.1.2).
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The postposition kpo is also similar to the verb kpd 'to remain still'. However, note
that, while the postposition kpo bears a phonological high tone, the verb kpd bears a
phonological low tone. Hence, kpo and kpö constitute a minimal pair of the type cited
above. Again, there is no evidence that one is derived from the other.

11.1.8.3. Sin 'from/out of

Throughout this chapter, sin was analysed as a preposition. Segurola (1963) also lists
sin as a verb meaning 'to begin', 'to leave' or 'to take a leave'. The sole example he
gives to illustrate the verbal use of sin is reproduced in (63).

(63) sin ji
3sg from top 2sg:POSS
'It is your turn.' (from Segurola 1963)

None of my informants accepts this expression. They all agree that a verb is missing in
this sentence. For them, the correct version of (63) would be (64).

(64) be sin ji towt.
3sg begin from top 2sg:POSS
'It is your turn.'

Morever, I could not elicit any sentence where sin could be used as a verb with the
meanings listed in Segurola (1963). Thus, in this case again, there appears to be no
evidence supporting the claim that the preposition sin has evolved from a verb.

11.1.8.4. Mi'for/on behalf of

Throughout this section, nu was analysed as a preposition. There is no evidence from
the synchronic grammar of Fongbe (see Table 11.1) that nu has ever been a verb,
except for the fact that, like verbs, its object can be realised as a pronominal clitic (see
section 11.1.2.5). Note, however, that there are West African languages where the verb
meaning 'to give' and the preposition meaning 'for' are homophonous (see e.g. Lekens
1952; Rongier 1995).

11.1.8.5. /fa'Jta"until/up to'

There is no evidence, from the synchronic grammar of Fongbe, that kakä could
possibly have evolved from a verb.
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11.1.8.6. Prepositions as an autonomous category: Summary

On the basis of the data presented in section 11.1.8,1 conclude that there is no evidence
to show that the Fongbe prepositions have evolved from verbs. I thus conclude that the
syntactic category [-N, -V] is an autonomous category in Fongbe. The claim that the
existence of the category P is a recent development in West African languages (see e.g.
Lord 1973) is not borne out by the synchronic Fongbe data.

11.1.9. Summary

In section 11.1, I have established that there is a syntactic category P ([-N, -V]) in
Fongbe. The inventory of Fongbe prepositions contains five lexical items. Syntactic
tests distinguish the prepositions from the second verbs of a series. Several tests show
that prepositional phrases are syntactic adjuncts. There is no evidence that prepositions
have evolved from verbs in this language; this supports the existence of an autonomous
syntactic category [-N, -V], and suggests that this category does not constitute a recent
development. This is in line with Koopman's (1984) conclusion that there is a well-
established class of lexical items of the category [-N, -V] in Vata and Gbadi. The data
discussed in this section (11.1) further invalidate the claim that serialising languages
lack lexical items of the category [-N, -V]: Fongbe has both serial verbs and
prepositions.

11.2. Postpositions

There exists a relatively large class of postpositions in Fongbe. Some of them have a
cognate noun, while others do not (see section 11.2.1). The problem of the categorial
status of postpositions (functional versus lexical; if lexical: N, V or P?) is addressed in
section 11.2.2. Tests distinguishing postpositions from case markers (see section
11.2.3), postpositional phrases from nominal compounds (see section 11.2.4),
postpositional phrases from nominal phrases (see section 11.2.5), and postpositions
from verbs (see section 11.2.6) are presented with the pertinent data. The properties of
postpositions that do not have a cognate noun are shown to be the same as those that
do (see section 11.2.7). On the basis of the data presented, it appears that the
postpositions of Fongbe are of the category [-N, -V], and that they constitute a
coherent class whether or not they have a cognate noun. The description of the
properties of postpositions ends with a discussion on the selectors of postpositional
phrases (see section 11.2.9). The contents of this section build on preliminary work by
Canac-Marquis (1986), Lefebvre (1989b), and on additional extensive field work I did.
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11.2.1. Inventory

The postpositions of Fongbe are listed in Table 11.2. They are divided into two groups:
those that have a cognate noun (group A) and those that do not (group B). From this
list, we observe that most Fongbe postpositions have a corresponding cognate noun.
The existence of kpänlkpo 'with' shows, however, that not all Fongbe postpositions
have a cognate noun. As can be seen from Table 11.2, Fongbe has no postposition that
is homophonous with a verb, a possibility that is instantiated in other languages (e.g.
Quechua, see Lefebvre—Muysken 1988: 61).

Table 11.2. Inventory of postpositions

Gloss of postpositions Gloss of corresponding
nouns

Group A (ä)kän
(ä)kpä
(ä)sä
gluv/älglwe
gön
gu^ö
gbt
gbe
ji

nü
nükSn
tä
£
tintin
to
(w)unlwu(n)tulutu
xö

Group B kpän
kpo

near
near
at.the.foot.of
under
at
behind
inside
after/for
on/on. top.of
in/inside
by
in. front. of
at. the. top. of
in.place.of (te 'place' + / 'in')
in.the. middle. of
on. the. edge. of
because. of/against
on/in. the. middle.of
with
with15

mother 's. body
direction/side1 ̂
leg/thigh
bottom
home
back
voice
hunt
top
interior/inside
mouth
front/forehead
head
place
center/middle
ear
body/surface
belly/stomach/insides
—
—

The sentences below provide an example of each lexical item mentioned in Table
11.2, except for kpän and kpo, already illustrated in (5)-(9). Postpositions and
corresponding cognate nouns are presented in pairs of sentences. Note that, in (65)-
(67), the postposition lacks the initial vowel of the corresponding noun. Compare the
(a) and (b) examples.

(65) (ä)kön 'near/mother's body'
a. No 6 6

mother DEF be.at child DEF
'The mother is near the child.'

ten.
near
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b. Vi ό φ nb tin sin kdn.
child DEF be.at mother GEN OBJ mother's.body
'The child is in his mother's arms.'

(66) ( ^p 'near/side'
a. Kdku φ Asiba kp .

Koku be.at Asiba near
'Koku is near Asiba.'

b. n τέ φ kp ήένό β.
Isg take put side other on
Ί put it on the other side.'

(67) ( )s 'at the foot of/leg'
a. Kdku jijon tin s .

Koku sit tree at.the.foot.of
'Koku sat at the foot of a tree.'

b. Koku wen s .
Koku break leg
'Koku broke his leg.'

(68) gluwa 'under/bottom'
a. Koku φ t v gluw .

Koku be.at table under
'Koku is under the table.'

b. T v (sin) gluwa ό wi.
table OBJ bottom DEF be.black
'The bottom of the table is black.'

(69) gon 'at/home'
a. Kdku φ sib gon.

Koku be.at Asiba at
'Koku is at Asiba's.'

b. gon c& I tow£
home lsg:POSS / 2sg:POSS
'my/your home'

(70) gυφ 'behind/back'
a. vun ό φ hon gόφ.

dog DEF be.at door behind
'The dog is behind the door.'

b. f n (sin) gάφ 6 wi.
door OBJ back DEF be.black
'The back of the door is black.'

(71) gb£ 'inside/voice'
a. Kdku φ xwe gbb.

Koku be.at house inside
'Koku is inside the house.'
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b. gbe ce
voice lsg:POSS
'my voice'

(72) gte 'for/hunt'
a. KSku ja ηύ φ gbe.

Koku come thing eating for
'Koku is about to eat.'

b. Koku yl gbe ma.
Koku go hunt in
'Koku went hunting.'

(73) β On/top'
a. Wema 6 φ tiv ji.

book DEF be.at table on
'The book is on the table.'

b. Tavd (sin) ji 6 wi.
table OBJ top DEF be.black
'The top of the table is black.'

(74) me 'in/interior/inside'
a. Kdko φ xi πιέ.

Koku be.at market in
'Koku is in the market.'

b. xl me 6 wi.
market interior DEF be.black
'The interior of the market is black.'

(75) nu 'by/mouth'
a. KSku φ t nu.

Koku be.at river by
'Koku is by the river.'

b. Νύφ/'φ φ ηύ m nu sib .
food be.at mouth in for Asiba
'There is food in Asiba's mouth.'

(76) nuk n 'in front of/front/forehead'
a. Avun ό φ xwe n kdn.

dpg DEF be.at house in.front.of
'The dog is in front of the house.'

b. Xwe (sin) nuten o wl
house OBJ front DEF be.black
"The front of the house is black.'

(77) t 'at the top of/head'
a. Koku φ so o t .

Koku be.at mountain DEF at.the.top.of
'Koku is at the top of the mountain.'
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b. T t n klo.
head GEN be. big
'His/her head is big.'

(78) ίέητέ 'in place of/place'
a. Koku do ml n φ ηύ φίφί sin g n ίέπιέ.

Koku sleep sleep ? thing eating OBJ time in.place.of
'Koku sleeps instead of eating.'

b. K ku jon Asiba (sin) ίέιηέ.
Koku sit Asiba OBJ place
'Koku sat in Asiba's place.'

(79) tentln 'in the middle of/middle'
a. Vi ό φ all tentin.

child DBF be.at alley in.the.middle.of
'The child is in the middle of the alley.'

b. Ali ό (sin) tentin kufl.
alley DEF OBJ middle be.dirty
'The middle of the alley is dirty.'

(80) to On the edge of/ear'
a. B yi φ t to.

Bayi be.at river on.the.edge.of
'Bayi is on the edge of the river.'

b. B yi sin to k n.
Bayi OBJ ear hurt
'Bayi's ear hurts.'

(81) xo On/belly'
a. n kpe w£ φ all xo.

Isg meet you at alley on
Ί met you in the alley.'

b. Xo & πιέ νέ.
belly lsg:POSS inside hurt
'The inside of my belly hurts.'

(82) utu 'because of/body'
a. B yi utu we Asib y vi.

Bayi because.of it.is Asiba cry
'It is because of Bayi that Asiba cried.'

b. pk φ utu tan.
injury be.at body GEN
'There is injury to his body.'

The postpositions kp nlkpo do not have a nominal counterpart. They were illustrated
in (5)-(9). To the best of my knowledge, the inventory of postpositions in Table 11.2
is complete.
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11.2.2. The problem of the categorial status of postpositions

The problem of the categorial status of postpositions is a long-standing one in the
literature on syntactic categories. A major issue is whether postpositions are lexical or
functional categories (e.g. case markers). This problem cannot finally be solved once
and for all because the categorial status of postpositions may vary across languages, as
well as within a particular language. For example, in Quechua, some postpositions are
arguably case markers, while others are major category lexical items (see Lefebvre—
Muysken 1988: 80). Furthermore, in this language, among the postpositions which are
defined by major categorial features, some are homophonous with nouns, some with
verbs, and some are not homophonous with any other lexical item. Are Fongbe
postpositions functional or lexical? In the latter case, are they of the category [+N, -V]
or [-N, -V], or both? If they are of the category [-N, -V], how do we account for the
homophony between nouns and postpositions? Another issue is the categorial status of
their projection. Do postpositions project to NP or to PP? What are the properties of
their projections? In some languages, postpositions appear to form a nominal
compound with their object. This is the case, for example, in Chinese (see e.g. Travis
1984). Is this a possible analysis for Fongbe? It appears that what is being referred to
as postpositions does not necessarily constitute a unified class within a given language,
or across languages. Consequently, the categorial status of postpositions has to be
considered for each lexical item involved in particular languages. In the following
sections, on the basis of the Fongbe data, this is what I intend to do.

In section 11.2.3,1 show that the properties of postpositions contrast with those of
case markers. In section 11.2.4, I consider the compounding hypothesis. In section
11.2.5,1 demonstrate that the properties of postpositions are different from those of
nouns. In section 11.2.6,1 argue that the properties of postpositions are not consistent
with those of verbs. In section 11.2.7,1 look at the properties of postpositions which
do not have a cognate noun in Fongbe. In section 11.2.8, I propose an analysis of
Fongbe postpositions: I suggest that they are [-N, -V], and then discuss the conse-
quences of such an analysis. Section 11.2.9 discusses the selectors of postpositions.

11.2.3. Lexical postpositions versus case markers

In this section, I consider the properties of Fongbe postpositions that distinguish them
from case markers. The tests used to develop the argument are adapted from work by
Kayne (1981), Koopman (1984), Lefebvre-Muysken (1988), and van Riemsdijk
(1978). In arguing that Fongbe postpositions are distinct from case markers, I will refer
to section 3.6.3, where it was shown that sin and ton, occurring in nominal structures,
are case markers.
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11.2.3.1. Semantic content

The first test that distinguishes postpositions (as lexical categories) from case markers
is whether they have semantic content. As lexical categories, postpositions do have
semantic content. As case markers, postpositions have no semantic content: they are
simply relational. While the lexical items identified as postpositions in Table 11.2 all
have specific semantic content, the case markers sin and ton, discussed in section 3.6.3,
were shown to have none. This is reflected in the fact that, while lexical postpositions
are associated with specific thematic roles, case markers are not.

11.2.3.2. Thematic roles

All the postpositions listed in Table 11.2 are associated with specific thematic roles.
For example, most of the postpositions of class A are associated with a locative
thematic role. Those of class B may be associated with a comitative, instrumental or
manner thematic role (a common feature of lexical entries meaning 'with' in the
languages of the world). In contrast, and as we saw in section 3.6.3, the case markers
sin and ton may be associated with several thematic roles: a theme, an agent or a
possessor, and even a source or a goal. While a lexical postposition is associated with a
specific thematic role, a case marker may be associated with several thematic roles.

11.2.3.3. Obligatoriness

While postpositions are obligatorily realised, case markers are not always realised under
adjacency (Lefebvre-Muysken 1988: 80). In the (b) examples of (68), (70), (73), (76),
(78), and (79) sin is optional. This argues that sin is a case marker in nominal
structures. In contrast, the postpositions in the (a) sentences in (65)-(82) are
obligatorily realised. Were they omitted, the sentences would be meaningless.

11.2.3.4. Selectional properties

While case markers cannot select a postpositional phrase, a postposition can. In (83),
the postposition kpo 'with' selects a postpositional phrase headed by gluwe 'under'.

(83) Käku kpon tävö ji kpojo [[tävo glowl] kpo].
Koku look table on with table under with
'Koku looked on and under the table.' (=(60) in Lefebvre 1989b)

This argues for the lexical status of kpo.
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11.2.3.5. Summary

The contrastive properties of postpositions and case markers are summarised in
Table 11.3.

Table 11.3. Contrastive properties of postpositions and case markers

Postpositions Case markers
a. have semantic content +
b. are associated with specific thematic roles +
c. are obligatorily realised +
d. may select a postpositional phrase + -

On the basis of these differential properties, I conclude that the Fongbe postpositions
are not case markers. They thus have to be defined by their major syntactic features.
The following sections attempt to identify these features.

11.2.4. Do postpositions and their arguments form compounds?

It is not possible to analyse Fongbe postpositional phrases as compounds for the
following reasons. (Fongbe compounds are discussed in chapter 9.) First, the argument
of a postposition can be a full nominal phrase, containing a determiner and a relative
clause, as is shown in (84).

(84) A son 6 xäsiin [cje- tävö gluwä] 6 mä.
crab DEF be.at basket OP-RES be.at table under DBF in
"The crab is in the basket that is under the table.'

Compounds do not contain fully developed nominal phrases.
Second, the argument of a postposition can, in some cases, be a tensed clause. This

is exemplified in (85).

(85) a. Vf yovi utu we, ye hwe.
child DEF cry because.of it.is they hit
'Because the child cried, they hit him/her.'

b. Koku yl [[Kofi fiten] utu].
Koku leave cause Kofi sing because.of
'Koku left because Kofi was singing.'

Compounds do not involve tensed clauses.
Third, not all Fongbe postpositions have a nominal counterpart (see Table 11.2); the

postpositions kpo andkpan 'with' constitute examples. Hence, at least in these two
cases, it is clear that postpositions do not participate in nominal compounds.
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Fourth, the argument of a postposition may be realised as a pronominal form.
Pronominal forms do not appear in compounds.

Finally, as will be seen in section 11.2.5.8, postpositions are pied-piped by the
nominal operator (discussed in section 6.3). This is not a property exhibited by
compounds.

On the basis of these facts, I conclude that the Fongbe postpositions and their
arguments do not constitute nominal compounds.

11.2.5. Postpositions versus nouns

In this section, I consider the properties of postpositions that have nominal counter-
parts, and show how these properties contrast with those of the corresponding nouns.

11.2.5.1. Arguments

Nouns contrast with postpositions. The argument of a noun is not obligatory, but the
argument of a postposition is.16 The contrast between the (a) and (b) sentences in (65)-
(82) illustrates this fact. Hence, the postpositions listed in Table 11.2 must select
either a locative, causal, comitative, instrumental or manner argument. The correspon-
ding nominal heads appear optionally with an argument.

11.2.5.2. The categorial status of the arguments of postpositions

In section 3.6, we saw that the arguments of nouns are nominal structures. Typically,
nouns do not take clauses as their arguments. In contrast, in addition to taking nominal
arguments, some postpositions may also take a clausal argument, as was shown
in (85).

11.2.5.3. Determiners

Typically, nouns may occur with the definite determiner 6 (see section 3.1). As can be
observed from the (a) sentences in (65)-(82), postpositions do not occur with
determiners; in fact, they cannot occur with a determiner. This is illustrated by the
ungrammaticality of (86), involvingkpä 'near'.

(86) *KdM Äsibä kpä o
Koku be.at Asiba near DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku is near Asiba.']

The other postpositions listed in Table 11.2 show the same property.
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11.2.5.4. Modification

As we saw in section 3.7.1, nouns may be modified by adjectives. None of the
postpositions of Fongbe may be modified by an adjective. This contrast is illustrated in
(87) for the lexical iiemji On/top'.

(87) a. Tävö ji wiwi kon.
table top black DBF shine
'The black top of the table shines.'

b. *wema 6 tävö ji wiwi
book DEF be.at table on black

The other pairs of nouns and postpositions exhibit the same pattern.

11.2.5.5. Can arguments of postpositions be marked for objective case sin!

In section 3.6, we saw that the complements of nouns (the arguments that precede
them) are assigned objective case sin. Although the arguments of postpositions precede
them, they are never marked for sin, as shown in the (a) examples in (65H82). In fact,
for almost all of the speakers I worked with on this topic, the arguments of
postpositions can never be marked for sin. (Exceptions to this general rule are discussed
in note 17.) This is illustrated in (88) for the postposition ji On/on top of.

(88) *wema tävö sin ß
book DEF be.at table OBJ on
[Lit.: 'The book is on the table.']

The presence of sin with the arguments of other postpositions yields ungrammatical
sentences as well.

11.2.5.6. Can arguments of postpositions be marked for genitive case tan!

As we saw in section 3.6, arguments of nouns which follow their nouns, are marked
for genitive case (tori). Arguments of postpositions can never be marked for tön. This is
illustrated by the fact that the (a) interpretation in (89) (where the argument ofjfis
marked for genitive tori) is not available. The sentence in (89) can only be assigned the
(b) interpretation.

(89) W6ma 6 tävö tön ji.
book DEF be.at table GEN on

a. #'The book is on the table.'
b. 'The book is on his/her table.'
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Genitive tan with the arguments of the other postpositions in Table 11.2 would yield
the same results.

11.2.5.7. Can a phrase headed by a postposition occur in subject position?

Typically, nominal projections can occur in the subject position of clauses. The
postpositional phrases of Fongbe do not occur in subject position. This is illustrated
by the contrast in grammaticality between (90) and (91). In (90), j/is a noun since it is
followed by a determiner. In (91), β is a postposition, and the phrase it heads cannot
occur in subject position.

(90) [T v ji 6] wL
table top DBF be.black
'The table-top is black.'

(91) *[[tavo o] ji] wi
table DEF on be.black

Other pairs of nouns and postpositions behave in the same way.

11.2.5.8. Pied-piping

A last argument supporting the different categorial statuses of postpositions and nouns
relates to pied-piping phenomena. Recall from section 6.3 that the form φ is not a
complementiser because it pied-pipes lexical material (e.g. postpositional phrases). The
form φ was argued to be a nominal operator on the basis of the fact that it can only be
coindexed with nouns. Hence, while the sequence *POST ΡΪ φϊ is ungrammatical, NPj
φϊ RES POST is grammatical. If postpositions were nominals, we would expect them
to appear with their arguments in contexts that require Qe as a nominal operator.
However, this is not what we find. This argues that postpositions do not belong to the
category 'noun'.

The examples in (92}-(105) show that all the phrases headed by the postpositions of
group A in Table 11.2 may be pied-piped by the nominal operator <Je in relative
clauses. In these examples, the operator and the postpositional phrase are hyphenated.
The sequence of operator-resumptive pronoun in the context of a postposition is
pronounced [dj£-6]. The relative clause appears within brackets.

(92) xasun [φ-έ-kp sib jijon] 6
basket OP-RES-near Asiba sit DEF
'the basket near which Asiba sat'

(93) tin [(je-e-s Asib n] o
tree OP-RES-at.the.foot.of Asiba sit DEF
'the tree at the foot of which Asiba sat'
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(94) νί [φ-έ-k n] sib n] 6
child OP-RES-near Asiba sit DEF
'the child near whom Asiba sat'

(95) t v [<le-e-gluw Asiba n] 6
table OP-RES-under Asiba sit DEF
'the table under which Asiba sat'

(96) t v [φ-έ-βόφ sib n] ό
table OP-RES-behind Asiba sit DEF
'the table behind which Asiba sat'

(97) xwe [<]e-e-g£ sib n] 6
house OP-RES-inside Asiba sit DEF
'the house in which Asiba sat'

(98) ίένο [4έ-έ-$ siba n] 6
table OP-RES-on Asiba sit DEF
'the table on which Asiba sat'

(99) x s n [ήέ-έ-ητέ wu 6 do mlSn] 6
basket OP-RES-in cat DEF sleep sleep DEF
'the basket in which the cat slept'

(100) xwe [φ-e-nuk n sib n] ό
house OP-RES-in.front.of Asiba sit DEF
'the house in front of which Asiba sat'

(101) so [(je-e-ti ...] 6
montain OP-RES-at.the.top.of ... DEF
'the mountain on top of which'

(102) Mi [(tf-e-tenun ...] 5
alley OP-RES-in.the.middle.of ... DEF
'the alley in the middle of which'

(103) t [cie-e-to ...] 6
river OP-RES-on.the.edge.of ... DEF
'the river on the edge of which'

(104) ηύ [φ-έ-ύίύ K ku bio elo] ό
thing OP-RES-because.of Koku do DEM DEF
'the reason why Koku did this'

(105) li [φ^-χό υη kpe w£ φ] 5
alley OP-RES-on Isg meet 2sg at.RES DEF
'the alley in which I met you'

The examples above show that the Fongbe postpositional phrases are pied-piped by the
nominal operator in relative clauses. This argues that they do not belong to the
category 'noun', for if they were nouns, they would be part of the constituent that heads
the relative clause.
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11.2.5.9. Summary

The contrastive properties of postpositions and nouns are summarised in Table 11.4.

Table 11.4. Contrastive properties of postpositions and nouns

Postpositions Nouns
Properties of the head

a. must have an argument +
b. may select a clausal argument +

Properties of the projection
c. occurs as the complement of DET - +
d. may be modified - +
e. the argument can be marked for sin - +
f. the argument can be marked for ton - +
g. can occur in subject position - +
h. can be pied-piped + =

The contrastive properties of postpositions and nouns lead to the conclusion that
postpositions are categorially distinct from nouns, hence [-N], in the grammar of the
Fongbe speakers (from Abomey and Cotonou).17

11.2.6. Postpositions versus verbs

In this section, I compare the properties of postpositions with those of verbs. In doing
this, I will refer to section 11.1.2, where the properties of verbs were discussed. It will
be shown that postpositions have none of the properties of verbs.

11.2.6.1. Independent predicates

While verbs, serial or not, are independent predicates (see section 11.1.2.1), none of the
postpositions in Table 11.2 (with their arguments) may occur as independent predicates.
This is illustrated in (106) for the postposition gluwa 'under'.

(106) *Kdko tävo gluwe
Koku table under

All other postpositions of group A in Table 11.2 behave in the same way.

11.2.6.2. Reduplication

Verbs can be nominalised by the process of reduplication (see section 11.1.2.2). None
of the postpositions in Table 11.2 can undergo reduplication. This is shown in (107)
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for a sample of postpositions of group A. Again, the other postpositions in Table 11.2
behave in the same way.

(107) la 'at the top of *tita
to On the edge of *tito
xo On' *xlxo

Similar data are obtained when this property is considered for the postpositions of
group B (see section 11.2.7).

11.2.6.3. Extraction of internal arguments

It is always possible to cleft the internal arguments of verbs, be they serial or not.
Recall from section 11.1.2.3, that in this case, the extraction site is phonologically
empty (see e.g. (26)). In contrast, clefting of the arguments of postpositions is not
possible. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (108b), where the argument of ji
On/on top of has been clef ted. Whether the extraction site is phonologically empty or
filled with a resumptive pronoun, (108b) is ungrammatical. The grammatical
counterpart of (108b) is illustrated in (108c), where the whole postpositional phrase has
been fronted.

(108) a. Wema 6 φ tavo ji.
book DEF be.at table on
"The book is on the table.'

b. *\t v \ wl, wema 6 ί φ [c\ 1 jf
(Φ I

table it.is book DEF J be.at 1 on

1 be.at.RES J
#'It is the table that the book is on it.'

c. [T vo ji\i we, wema 6 <&.
table on it.is book DEF be.at.RES
'It is on the table that the book is.'

Similarly, it is not possible to cleft an argument of a postposition when it is in the
domain of a verb. For example, in (109a) the postpositional phrase is in the domain of
the verb φ 'to put'. The sentence in (109b) is ungrammatical because the argument of
the postposition has been clefted. The grammatical counterpart of (109b) is (109c),
where the whole postpositional phrase has been fronted.

(109) a. Κ&ύ so wama 6 φ t v ji.
Koku take book DEF put table on
'Koku put the book on the table.'
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b. *{t v \ \νέ, Koku so wema 6 φ [e]j ji
table it.is Koku take book DEF put on
#'It is the table that Koku put the book on.'

c. [T vo jfli we, Kdku so wema 6 φ [e\.
table on it.is Koku take book DEF put
'It is on the table that Koku put the book.'

Note the contrast between (108c) and (109c): in the former, the trace left by extraction
has to be expressed, while in the latter, it is phonologically empty.

The examples above show that the arguments of postpositions cannot be clefted.
This contrasts with the possibility of clefting the arguments of verbs. In fact, while it
is always possible to extract the internal arguments of verbs, it is never possible to
extract the internal arguments of postpositions, except in the context of the nominal
operator <\e that has the property of pied-piping lexical material, as we saw in
section 11.2.5.8.

11.2.6.4. Extraction of maximal projections

As we saw in section 11.1.2.4, the maximal projection of a verb (that is, a verb with
its internal argument) can never be extracted out of a tensed clause. In contrast, as we
saw in section 11.1.2.3, postpositional phrases may, in most contexts, be extracted.

11.2.6.5. The distribution of pronominal forms

As we saw in section 4.2, the internal argument of a verb may be realised as a syntactic
clitic. In (110), the complement of the verb kpla 'to accompany' is realised as a
syntactic clitic.

(110) sib kpl mi I we I e.Aswa K.pia mi ι we ι e.
Asiba accompany Isg / 2sg / 3sg
'Asiba accompanied me/you/him, her.'

In contrast to the arguments of verbs, the arguments of postpositions may not be
realised as syntactic clitics. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of (111), where the
argument of the postposition un 'against' is realised as a clitic.

(Ill) *vf ό φ mi I we I e un
child DEF be.at Isg / 2sg / 3sg against
[Lit.: 'The child is against me/you/him, her.']
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When the arguments of the other postpositions in Table 11.2 are realised as clitics,
they yield ungrammatical sentences. The arguments of postpositions have to be realised
as strong pronominal forms. This is shown in (112) for the postposition on 'against'.

(112) Vf 5 φ ny I hwi Ι έ(γ£) υη.
child DEF be.at me / you / him/her against
'The child is against me/you/him, her.'

The same distribution of pronominal forms is observed for the other postpositions in
Table 11.2. The data in (113) show that this is the case as well when a postpositional
phrase occurs in the vicinity of the second verb of a series.

(113) a. Koku so wema 6 φ t v ji.
Koku take book DEF put table on
'Koku put the book on the table.'

b. Koku so v/oma 6 φ nye I hwe I e(ye) ji.
Koku take book DEF put me / you / him/her on
'Koku put the book on me/you/him, her.'

The examples above show that, unlike the arguments of verbs, which are realised as
pronominal clitics, the arguments of postpositions have to be realised as strong
pronominal forms.

11.2.6.6. Summary

The contrastive properties of postpositions and verbs are summarised in Table 11.5.

Table 11.5. Contrastive properties of postpositions and verbs

Postpositions Verbs
a. can appear as an independent predicate - +
b. can be nominalised by reduplication - +
c. extraction of argument is possible - +
d. extraction of maximal projection is possible +
e. argument may be realised as a pronominal clitic = +

The contrastive properties of postpositions and verbs lead to the conclusion that
postpositions are categorially distinct from verbs, hence [-V]. Since postpositions were
already argued to be specified as [-N] in section 11.2.5, they are thus defined by the
syntactic features [-N, -V]. These features are those that characterise lexical items of the
category P.
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11.2.7. The properties of postpositions that do not have a cognate noun

So far, I have discussed the properties of the postpositions that have a cognate noun. In
this section, I consider the properties of the postpositions that do not have a cognate
noun: kpo and kp n 'with'. First, I compare the properties of these two postpositions
with those of verbs. Second, I compare the properties of these two lexical items with
those of the other postpositions in the language.

Kpo and kp n contrast with verbs in the same way as the other postpositions do (see
section 11.2.6). As is the case for the other postpositions, phrases headed by kpolkp n
cannot occur as independent predicates. They cannot be reduplicated: *kpikpol*kpikpan.
Their arguments cannot be extracted, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (114b).

(114) a. Kdku sen οΐέφ 6 kpoty jivi kpo.
Koku cut bread DEF with knife with
'Koku cut the bread with a knife.'

b. *j/vii \νέ, Koka sen Μέφ 5 kpotf [e\ kpo
knife it.is Koku cut bread DEF with with

The projections they head cannot be extracted, as we already saw in (28). Finally, like
the other postpositions, their arguments cannot be realised as pronominal clitics, as is
shown by the ungrammaticality of (115).

(115) *Koku yl kpojo mi I wt Ι έ kpo
Koku leave with Isg / 2sg / 3sg with

Like the other postpositions, their arguments have to be realised as strong pronouns, as
is shown in (116).

(116) Kdko yi kpo^o nye I hwe I £(y&) kpo.
Koku leave with me / you / him/her with
'Koku left with me/you/him, her.'

The properties of kpo and kp n are thus not similar to those of verbs. How do they
compare with those of the postpositions of group A? Like the postpositions that have a
cognate noun, these two postpositions cannot occur with a determiner, they cannot be
modified, their arguments cannot be marked for sin nor ton, and the phrases they head
cannot occur in subject position. Like the other postpositions, kp n and kpo can be
pied-piped by the nominal operator, as is shown in (l 17).18

(117) νί [φ-έ-kp nlkpo Kdku19 yl Μ ιαέ] ό
child OP-RES-with/with Koku go market in DEF
'the child with which Koku went to the market'
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The postpositions of Fongbe thus share the same properties, whether or not they
have a cognate noun. This argues that the Fongbe postpositions constitute a uniform
syntactic class, be they of group A or B.

11.2.8. The categorial status of postpositions

Since kpo andkpän do not have the properties of verbs, they are categorially [-V].
Since they do not have the properties of nouns either, they are categorially [-N]. Thus,
they are defined by the syntactic features [-N, -V] that identify lexical items of the
category P. Since the other postpositions manifest the same properties as kpo and kpen,
as we saw in sections 11.2.5 and 11.2.6, then all postpositions belong to the category
P. As such, they project to PP. The conclusion that Fongbe postpositions are of the
category [-N, -V] is in line with that in Canac-Marquis (1986), based on Fongbe data
elicited from his own set of informants.

The analysis that postpositions are of the category [-N, -V] provides a straight-
forward account of their properties and those of their projection. It accounts for the fact
that objective case sin and genitive case tan are excluded from postpositional phrases.
As we saw in section 3.6, these two cases are assigned within a nominal projection.

The multifunctionality of the lexical items of group A, that is, those that can appear
as postpositions or as nouns, can be accounted for in the following way. Suppose that
these lexical items are underspecified for the value of N, and that, consequently, they are
categorially [aN, -V]. When the value assigned to N is positive, the lexical item is a
noun that projects to NP. When the value assigned to N is negative, the lexical item is
a P that projects to PP.

The analysis of postpositions as [-N, -V] raises the question of whether they form a
coherent class with prepositions, also identified as being of the category [-N, -V]. This
question will be taken up in section 11.3, after a brief discussion on the selectors of
postpositional phrases in section 11.2.9.

11.2.9. The selectors of postpositional phrases

Postpositional phrases may be selected by prepositions. The preposition 'at' may
select all the postpositions of group A (see the (a) sentences in (65), (66), (68)-(71),
(73H77), (79) and (80)). The preposition kpo^o 'with' only selects kpo and kpan
'with'; in turn, these two postpositions may only be selected by kpo(jo (see (5)-(8)).
The preposition sin 'from/out of may select the postpositions of group A. Examples
are given in (118).

(118) a. Koku ton sin xwe guc[o.
Koku come.out from house behind
'Koku came out from behind the house.'
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b. Kaku ton sin Äsibä gon.
Koku come.out from Asiba at
'Koku came out of Asiba's.'

Käkä 'until/up to' may select postpositional phrases of group A, as was shown in (14).
To the best of my knowledge, the preposition no 'for/on behalf of does not select
postpositional phrases.

Postpositional phrases may also be selected by movement verbs. Examples are
provided in (119).

(119) a. Köku so äson tavö ji.
Koku take crab put table on
'Koku put the crab on the table.'

b. Kdku yi äxl .
Koku go market in
'Koku went to the market.'

Postpositional phrases may thus be selected by most prepositions and by movement
verbs.

11.2.10. Summary

Fongbe has an inventory of some twenty postpositions. Their properties (and those of
their projections) distinguish them from case markers, nominal compounds, nouns, and
verbs. On the basis of these facts, it was argued that the postpositions of Fongbe are of
the category [-N, -V]. This conclusion is in line with that in Koopman (1984), based
on comparable data drawn from Gbadi, a language of the Kru family. In section
11.1.2.3, we saw that, as arguments of verbs, postpositional phrases can be extracted
freely (see (26b)), whereas, as arguments of prepositions, they cannot be extracted (see
(27H31)). This terminates the description of the properties of postpositions.

11.3. Do prepositions and postpositions constitute a uniform syntactic
class?

Prepositions, discussed in section 11.1, and postpositions, discussed in section 11.2,
were both identified as being of the category [-N, -V]. This raises the question of
whether these two types of lexical items form a coherent syntactic class. In the next
section, I present the properties that distinguish prepositions from postpositions
in Fongbe.
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11.3.1. The contrastive properties of prepositions and postpositions

Prepositions and postpositions show the following differences. First, while
prepositional phrases are mainly adjuncts (see section 11.1.5)—although they may
occur in the argument position of verbs in some cases (see section 11.1.6)—
postpositional phrases may occur as the arguments of either verbs or prepositions (see
section 11.2.9). Second, while all the postpositions (except for^po, see section 11.2.7)
may be pied-piped by the nominal operator in relative clauses, the sole preposition that
can be pied-piped by the nominal operator is kpoc[o. An example is provided in (120).

(120) νί [φ-έ*ρόφ Koka20 yi xl me] 6
child OP-RES-with Koku go market in DBF
'the child with whom Koku went to the market'

I could not elicit any grammatical sentence in which the other prepositions had been
pied-piped by the nominal operator. So, while prepositions tend not to be pied-piped
(with one exception), postpositions tend to be pied-piped (with one exception).

A last point is the obvious difference in word order shown by the two groups of
lexical items. At S-structure, prepositions precede their arguments while postpositions
follow theirs.21

In spite of these differences, prepositions and postpositions share a number of
properties. These constitute the topic of the next section.

11.3.2. The properties shared by prepositions and postpositions

With the exception of φ 'to be at/at' (see sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2), neither can
occur as independent predicates (see sections 11.1.2.1 and 11.2.6.1). Neither may be
reduplicated (see sections 11.1.2.2 and 11.2.6.2). Neither allow for straightforward
extraction of their argument (see sections 11.1.2.3 and 11.2.6.3). Both allow extraction
of their maximal projection (see sections 11.1.2.4 and 11.2.6.4). With the exception of
the preposition nu 'for/on behalf of, prepositions and postpositions do not allow their
arguments to be realised as pronominal clitics (see sections 11.1.2.5 and 11.2.6.5).
Thus, in spite of the fact that prepositions and postpositions do manifest some diffe-
rences, as was shown in section 11.3.1, they do share a number of syntactic properties.

11.3.3. Summary

The properties of prepositions and postpositions are summarised in Table 11.6.
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Table 11.6. Properties of prepositions and postpositions

Prepositions Postpositions
a. are adjuncts + -
b. can be pied-piped - +

(except for kpo<\p) (except for kpo)
c. can appear as independent predicates

(except for ($)
d. can be reduplicated
e. extraction of argument leaves a

phonologically null trace
f. extraction of maximal projection is possible + +
g. argument may be realised as - -

a pronominal clitic (except for nu)

In spite of the discrepancies between prepositions and postpositions in (a) and (b),
these two sets of lexical items share a number of properties listed in (c)-(g). This
suggests that prepositions and postpositions may constitute a rather coherent syntactic
class ([-N, -V]). As we saw throughout this chapter, the lexical items belonging to this
category present some idiosyncrasies. For example, cfi 'to be at/at' is the sole
preposition to also appear as the main predicate of a clause (but see section 11.1.7).
Kpo 'with' is the sole postposition that cannot be pied-piped by the nominal operator
in relative clauses. Κρό^ό 'with' is the sole preposition that can be pied-piped by the
nominal operator. Extraction data involving prepositional phrases also present
idiosyncrasies. Finally, nu 'for/on behalf of is the only preposition to allow either a
pronominal clitic or a strong pronominal form as its complement.

11.4. Conclusion

In this chapter I established that, in Fongbe, there is a syntactic category P, defined by
the features [-N, -V]. In spite of some differences observed between prepositions and
postpositions, syntactic tests distinguish both of them from the other major syntactic
categories in the language. Furthermore, it was shown that, in spite of some
differences, prepositions and postpositions do share a number of properties. This argues
that prepositions and postpositions do constitute a somewhat coherent syntactic class,
in spite of the idiosyncratic properties of some of its members.

How do the Fongbe data compare with those of other West African languages with
respect to this syntactic category? According to Mark Baker (p.c.), in Edjo, the
postpositional phrases have the properties of nominal structures (like the marginal
Fongbe data discussed in note 17). This contrasts with the bulk of the Fongbe data
discussed in section 11.2.5. However, the properties of postpositional phrases of Gbadi,
discussed in Koopman (1984), are categorially similar to those of Fongbe, discussed in
section 11.2.5. Koopman (1984) also analyses the postpositional phrases of Gbadi as
PPs. Nevertheless, there is an interesting difference between Fongbe and Gbadi. As we
saw in section 11.2.6, Fongbe postpositions cannot be stranded. In contrast, Gbadi
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postpositions can be stranded under adjacency (see Koopman 1984). It thus appears that
postpositional phrases do not have the same properties in all West African languages.

Information on prepositions may be found in Akoha (1980: 175, 197-198, 210-211)
and Anonymous (1983: VII, 1, VIII, 2). Information on postpositions is available in
Akoha (1980: 175, 328-331, 1990: 97) and Anonymous (1983: VII, 1, VIII, 3-6).
Aboh (1998a: 148-158) provides information on the postpositions of Gungbe.

Notes to chapter 11

1 . I would like to thank the following people for fruitful discussions on a much
earlier version of this section: Anne-Marie Brousseau, Re"jean Canac -Marquis,
Rose-Marie Dochaine, Sandra Filipovich, Richard Larson, John Lumsden,
Elizabeth Ritter, and the participants in the third conference on the Niger-Congo
languages, held at in January 1989.

2. This would be expressed by means of the verb $6 'to put', occurring as the
second verb of a series, as in (i).

(i) Kdko wttn nu <& tävö ji.
Koku write thing put table on
'Koku wrote something (directly) on the table.'

3. For an extensive discussion of syntactic alternations involving instruments in
Fongbe, see Brousseau 1998.

4. As discussed in section 11.1.3, xä is a verb meaning 'to turn/to be entangled
with'.

5. On the basis of the fact that nä occurring in (36) is homophonous with the verb
nä 'to give', Anonymous (1983) analyses it as a serial verb. The example in (i)
is provided.

(i) fe ä näl
person which you say word give
'Whom did you talk to?' (from Anonymous 1983: VIII, 2)

In support for his claim, he refers to other Gbe dialects (e.g. Ewe and Gun), in
which the preposition meaning 'for' is homophonous with the verb 'to give'.
Although this appears to be a possible analysis, the additional information in
note 6 challenges it.

6. The form nä also occurs at the end of clauses of the type in (i).
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(i) Koko{ zän jivi M\ sen Ian 6 nä.
Koku use knife and.be cut meat DBF for
'Koku used a knife in order to cut the meat.'

(=(34b) in Brousseau 1993b: 73)

The status of nä occurring in the context above is a topic of debate in the
literature. Segurola (1963) states that, when occurring at the end of clauses, nä
has an instrumental interpretation. In this view, (i) would literally translate as
'Koku used a knife in order to cut the meat with it.' Rassinoux (1987) considers
nä as a preposition meaning 'with' in examples like (i) (see also Brousseau
1998: 101). As for Brousseau (1993b: 73), she glosses nä occurring in (i) as
'for'. Under this view, nä, in (i), appears to have something in common with the
suppletive form nä found in the extraction site of a PP introduced by nu 'for/on
behalf of (see (36)). If all the contexts where we find nä involve a purposive
clause, generally introduced by nu 'for/on behalf of, Brousseau's (1993b) view
will be supported. All the examples in Anonymous (1983), Rassinoux (1987),
and Segurola (1963), where nä appears at the end of a clause, involve either a
benefactive (as in (36)) or a purposive clause (as in (i)). Hence, the relationship
between nä in (i) and the suppletive form in (36) appears to be borne out. The
fact that nä, in (i), cannot occur with an argument, further supports the claim
that, in (i) as well, nä is a suppletive form. If this is correct, the clause in (i) has
to involve a phonologically null NP. For a further discussion of this point, see
also da Cruz (1994a: 125-128).

7. Within the Government and Binding theory, this difference would be explained as
follows: while verbs are proper governors (hence allowing for their object
position to be empty at S-structure), prepositions in Fongbe are not proper
governors (hence not allowing for their object position to be empty at S-
structure, see (27H31)).

8. For one of my informants, (42) is ungrammatical.
9. The argument position could be represented as in (i), and the adjunct position as

in (ii).

(i) VP

V

V PP

(ii) a. NP b. VP

NP PP VP PP
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10. Within the Government and Binding theory, the analysis of PPs as syntactic
adjuncts provides an explanation for the properties of PPs. First, it explains why
none of the prepositional phrases (except for those headed by 'to be at/at') can
occur as independent predicates (see sections 11.1.2.1). Second, it accounts for
the fact that preposition stranding is not available in the language (see section
11.1.2.3): only PPs in the domain of V can be stranded (see e.g. Hornstein—
Weinberg 1981). In turn, this analysis explains why there must be a resumptive
pronoun in the extraction site of PPs (see section 11.1.2.4). Adjuncts are not
properly governed and, therefore, their position cannot be empty at S-structure.
A phonologically null trace would constitute a violation of the 'ECP' (see
Chomsky 1981: 250). Most cases of PP adjunction presented so far constitute
cases of adjunction to VP. This is in line with the theory of adjunction in
Chomsky (1986). However, the possibility of adjunction of a comitative PP to
NP (or to DP) in (6a) challenges the theory of adjunction in Chomsky (1986),
which precludes adjunction to an argument of the verb. The analysis of PPs as
adjuncts predicts that prepositions cannot be incorporated into the verb, nor
absorbed by the verb: both incorporation (Baker 1996) and absorption (Kayne
1984; Larson 1988) require adjacency of the preposition and verb.

11. If the sin phrase were in the direct object position of the verb, we would expect
(56d) to be grammatical, since in this position, the trace would be properly
governed by the verb.

12. In a similar fashion, Lord (1973: 271) proposes that, in Ewe, while le is a
preposition in (i), it is a verb in (ii).

(i) Me fie agbafe le keta. EWE
I buy book in Keta

bought a book in Keta.'
(ii) Agbaiea le kpfca dzi. EWE

book.the be.at table.the top
'The book is on the table.' (=(7) in Lord 1973)

13. The postpositions (a)kdn and (ä)kpä are both glossed as 'near'. They are not
complete synonyms, however (see Segurola 1963). Preliminary work with an
informant on this pair of lexical items reveals the following distinction: while
(a)kon means On one's thighs', (a)kpa means On one's hips' or On one's side'.

14. The postpositions gbe and ma are both glossed as 'inside'. They are not used
indiscriminately, however. A thorough study of their respective uses remains a
topic for future research.

15. According to my informants, kpän andkpo are interchangeable in all contexts;
they thus appear to be synonymous.

16. Note, however, that some postpositions may occur as particles, just as in
English (e.g. jump up).
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(i) Lote zron yi ji.
balloon fly go up
The balloon went up.'

17. There is one Fongbe speaker who shares all of the judgments presented in this
section, with two exceptions. For her, the postpositions gluwa 'under', guc[d
'behind', nuk$n 'in front of, t 'at the top of, and ίέηίίϊη 'in the middle of may
optionally occur with a determiner; this is unlike the judgments of the speakers
discussed in section 11.2.5.3. Furthermore, when they occur with a determiner,
their argument may be marked for objective case sin (unlike the judgments of
speakers in section 11.2.5.5). It thus appears that, for this speaker, the
postpositional phrases headed by the lexical items listed above may also project
nominal phrases. It is worth noting that, for this speaker, when the
postpositional phrase is followed by a determiner, the nominal argument cannot
be followed by a determiner. Hence, while the surface sequence NP POST DET is
grammatical (with the postpositions listed above), the sequence *NP DET POST
DET is not.

18. Some speakers prefer kpo, others prefer kp n.
19. Some speakers require kpo or kp n after Kdku as well.
20. Some speakers require kpo or kp n after Kdku.
21. In some frameworks, this would reflect a difference in the directionality

properties of the head. In this view, prepositions would take their complements
to the right, and postpositions to the left, as is schematically represented in (i)
(where arg. stands for argument).

(i) a. PrepP b. PostP

arg. Post

There is an alternative possibility for the representation of the projection of the
postpositional phrase in (ib). With this analysis, the argument of a postposition
would appear in the specifier position of the projection, rather than in the
complement position. This possibility is represented in (ii).

(ii) PostP

arg. Post'

Post

For further discussion, see Collins (1994) and Lefebvre (1990b) (on the basis of
data drawn from Fongbe), and Muysken (1987) (on the basis of data drawn from
Saramaccan).



Chapter 12
Modifiers

This chapter discusses nominal and clausal modifiers. Sections 12.1 to 12.4 describe
the nominal modifiers. Section 12.1 concentrates on adjectives. Tests are presented
which show that there is a syntactic class of adjectives in Fongbe. Lexical items of the
category 'adjective' are either genuine adjectives, adjectives that are deverbal or nouns
that are used as adjectives. It will be shown that the range of genuine adjectives is rather
small; on the basis of tests to distinguish adjectives from nouns and verbs, only
eighteen genuine adjectives can be identified. One additional adjective is identified in
section 12.2, where the question of whether there are genuine adjectives that are colour
terms will be addressed. It is shown that with one exception, the colour terms that are
used as adjectives are all derived from verbs or nouns. The formation of traditional cardi-
nal and ordinal numbers is discussed in section 12.3. Section 12.4 concerns quantifiers:
universal and existential, positive and negative. The distribution of positive and
negative quantifiers in the context of negation is also considered. Adjectives, numerals,
and quantifiers all occur within the nominal structure. Their respective positions within
this structure are discussed in section 3.7. Adverbs are discussed in section 12.5.
Section 12.5.1 provides an inventory of adverbs organised in terms of their position
within a clause: adverbials occurring only between the subject and the VP, adverbials
that are exclusively clause final and adverbs occurring either clause initially or clause
finally. It will be shown that there is a rather important list of lexical items that may
be used as adverbs in Fongbe. Section 12.5.2 shows that, from a morphological point
of view, adverbs constitute quite an eclectic class. This section also documents the fact
that, in addition to lexical items that can only be used as adverbs, some verbs, nouns,
and adjectives may also be used as sentential modifiers. Finally, section 12.5.3
discusses other ways of encoding adverbial notions in the language.

12.1. Adjectives

There is a consensus in the literature that there are very few genuine adjectives in
Fongbe (see e.g. Agbidinoukoun 1991; Akoha 1980, 1990; Anonymous 1983: IV, 3;
Delafosse 1894). Concepts that are expressed as adjectives in English and French are
generally expressed by means of stative verbs in Fongbe (see section 12.1.1). In
Segurola's (1963) dictionary, most lexical entries that are identified as adjectives are
morphologically derived from verbs (see section 12.1.3) or are nouns used as adjectives
(see section 12.1.4). The main goal of this section is to determine whether there is a
class of genuine adjectives in this language and to establish the range of this syntactic
class (see section 12.1.2). This section also tries to determine whether adjectives that
are derived from verbs, or nouns that are used as adjectives, have the same syntactic
properties as genuine adjectives (see sections 12.1.3 and 12.1.4). "Negative" adjectives
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corresponding to those beginning with the English prefix in- (e.g. incorrect), un- (e.g.
ungrammatical) or dis- (e.g. dishonest) are discussed in section 12.1.5.

12.1.1. Concepts that are expressed using adjectives in English are generally
expressed by means ofstative verbs in Fongbe

Concepts that are expressed as adjectives in English are generally expressed by means of
stative verbs in Fongbe. A sample of such verbs is given in (1).

(1) bf 'to be alert'
bo 'to be soft'
da 'to be bad'
fa 'to be cold/chilly/wet'
go 'to be full'
klo 'to be big'
kpo 'to be old'
mu 'to be raw'
nylä 'to be bad'1

nyo 'to be good'
syen 'to be hard'
wfnf 'to be slim'

The lexical items in (1) are verbs, that is, they are of the category [-N, +V]. First, like
other verbs, they may occur as the main predicate of a clause, as in (2).

(2) Koko bi I da I klo.
Koku be.alert / be.bad / be.big
'Koku is alert/bad/big.'

Nouns and adjectives that are used predicatively cannot occur alone with a subject, as is
shown by the ungrammaticality of the examples in (3).

(3) a. *K$ku masi
Koku teacher

b. *Käku dä&e
Koku good

Second, stative verbs differ from nouns and adjectives in the following feature.
Nominal and adjectival predicates are related to a subject either by nyi 'to be' or by
'to be at', as is illustrated in (4a) and (4b), respectively.
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(4) a. K ku nyi ιηέεί.
Koku be teacher
'Koku is a teacher.'

b. Koku φ jagte.
Koku be.at good
'Koku is good.'

In contrast, the stative verbs in (1) cannot be separated from their subject by nyi, or φ,
as is shown by the ungrammatically of (5).

(5) *Kdku nyi Ι φ bi I da
Koku be / be.at be.alert / be.bad

Third, like other verbs, the stative verbs in (1) cannot modify a noun. This
impossibility is illustrated in (6).

(6) *sin & ό
water be.cold DEF

As will be seen in sections 12.1.2 and 12.1.4, genuine adjectives and nouns used as
adjectives may modify nouns.

Fourth, like other verbs, stative verbs may undergo partial reduplication (discussed in
section 8.3), deriving adjectives from verbs, as is shown in (7).

(7) bibf
bib
did

7s*
kiklo/kloklo
kpokp
mumii
ninyl /nyl nyl
ninyo
sisyen/syensyen
winiwinfi

' agile/alert/dynamic'
'soff
'bad'
'cold/chilly/wet'
'full'
'big'
Old'
'raw'
'bad1

'good'
'hard'
'slim'

Nouns do not undergo partial reduplication. As will be seen in section 12.1.2, genuine
adjectives cannot be reduplicated either.

On the basis of these properties, the lexical items in (1) must be analysed as verbs
([-N, +V]), rather than as adjectives ([+N, +V]).
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12.1.2. Genuine adjectives

An adjective is considered as genuine if it is not derived from a verb by reduplication, is
not basically a noun, cannot occur as the main predicate of a clause, but can modify a
noun. The lexical items in (8) all correspond to this definition. To the best of my
knowledge, they are the only lexical items in Fongbe showing this cluster of proper-
ties. The inventory of genuine adjectives in Fongbe is thus very small. The adjectives
in (8) are divided into four morphological groups that will be discussed below.

(8) a. vii 'dark'
vo 'empty'
vu 'small/young'
xwn 'quiet'

b. $lgte 'good'
φχό 'big/important'
gli 'short'
kpebe 'flat'3
kpevi 'small/young'
lebe 'slim'
tobwe* 'round'
tlele 'straight'
ίΐέΐέ 'slender'

c. g g 'tall'
ny ny 'bad'
y y 'simple/of little value'
yoyo 'new/fresh'

d. y c[ey <^e 'new'

The adjectives in (8a) are morphologically simple. While the adjectives in (8b) are
comprised of two different syllables, those in (8c) are comprised of two identical ones.
This raises the question of whether the adjectives in (8c) are derived from stative verbs
by reduplication. In the synchronic lexicon of Fongbe, there are no verbs *yo, *ya,
*nya or *ga that are semantically related to the adjectives in (8c). Hence, the forms in
(8c) cannot be argued to be derived from verbs. The form in (8d) looks as if it were the
full reduplication of yacje. However, the form *ya<je is not attested in the synchronic le-
xicon of Fongbe. Thus none of the forms in (8) can be argued to be derived from verbs.

According to my informants, none of the lexical items in (8) can be determined by
the definite determiner. This shows that they are not nouns. The lexical items in (8),
however, have the properties of adjectives. First, they can modify a noun, as in (9).

(9) sun jagte l φχό Ι ny ny 6
man good / important / bad DEF
'the good/important/bad man'
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Second, unlike verbs, the lexical items in (8) cannot occur as the main predicate of a
clause. This impossibility is shown in (10).

(10) *Koku <$gte Ι φχό I vu I gli
Koku good / important / young / short

Third, when used as predicates, the adjectives in (8) have to be related to the subject by
φ 'to be at'. This is shown in (11). Similar examples are also provided in Rassinoux
(1987).

(11) Koku φ φφϊ l y y l ny ny .
Koku be.at good / simple / bad
'Koku is good/simple/bad.'

There are two exceptions to this property: the adjectives φχό 'big, important' and g g
'tall' cannot be related to the subject by φ, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of the
sentence in (12).

(12) *K$ko φ φχό Ι
Koku be.at important / tall

The notion 'Koku is important' may be rendered as in (13a), and the notion 'Koku is
tall' as in (13b).

(13) a. K ku o, gb to t ji \νέ, e nyi.
Koku DBF human important it.is 3sg be
'Koku, he is an important human.'

b. Kttu tfg .
Koku be.tall
'Koku is tall.'

A fourth property of the lexical items in (8) distinguishes them from verbs: none of
them can undergo partial reduplication. Hence the following derived forms are not
possible: *4i(tfgb£, *φφχό, *tftllle, *νίνό, etc. Finally, some (but not all) of the
lexical items in (8) may be fully reduplicated, yielding an interpretation of
intensification. For all my informants, the lexical items that may undergo full
reduplication are listed in (14a); those in (14b) are not accepted by all.

(14) a. φφ&<$φ& 'very good'
φχόφχό 'very important/big'

'very small/young'
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b. gligli 'very short'
kpebekpebe 'very flat'
lebelebe 'very slim'
Ueletiele 'very straight'
ίΐέΐέίΐέΐέ 'very slender'

The lexical items in (8) exhaust the list of adjectives with the properties of genuine
adjectives which were given at the beginning of this section.

Two other lexical items would be eligible were it not for the fact that they cannot
modify a noun. These lexical items are nuvo Open' and toto 'bent'. Like the genuine
adjectives, these two potential adjectives are not derived from verbs; they cannot be used
as nouns, nor can they occur as the main predicate of a clause. In contrast to genuine
adjectives, however, they cannot modify a noun (see (15a)) unless they are part of a
relative clause (see (15b)).

(15) a. *x s n nuv a
basket open DEF

b. x sun cg-έ φ ηύνο 6
basket OP-RES be.at open DEF
'the basket that is open'

Similar data exist for toto 'bent', as shown in (16).

(16) a.

b.

'the child that is bent'

While these two lexical items may be used as adjectival predicates (see (15b) and (16b)),
they cannot be used as nominal modifiers (see (15a) and (16a)). For this reason, they do
not appear in the list of genuine adjectives in (8).

Fongbe thus appears to have eighteen genuine adjectives. (Another genuine adjective
will be identified in section 12.2.) The fact that these items have all these properties
attests that there is indeed a syntactic class of adjectives in Fongbe (defined by the
features [+N, +V]).

12.1.3. Deverbal adjectives

As we saw in section 12.1.1, adjectives may be derived from verbs by means of
reduplication (see also section 8.3). This process can affect stative, as well as non-
stative verbs. Examples of adjectives derived from stative verbs are given in (17).

*νί
child
νί
child

toto 5
bent DEF
φ-e φ
OP-RES be.at

toto
bent

6
DEF
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(17) blbi 'agile/alert/dynamic'
<$<$ 'naughty/wicked/nasty'
kiklolkloklo 'big'
kpikpd Old'

Examples of adjectives derived from verbs that can be either Stative or non-stative are
given in (18).

(18) bibb 'soft/softened'
ffi 'cold/cooled'
gigo 'full/filled'
sisyenlsyensyen 'hard/hardened'
wlniwini 'slim/slimmed'

Examples of adjectives derived from non-stative verbs are given in (19).

(19) hunhun Open'
hwlhwtf 'hidden'
sis 'Med'
susu 'closed'
xuxo 'dried'

The adjectives in (17)-(19) share a number of properties with the genuine adjectives
in (8). First, they may all be used as nominal modifiers, as illustrated in (20).

(20) x sdn kiklo I gigo I hunhun 6
basket big / full / open DEF
'the big/full/open basket'

Second, none of them may occur as the main predicate of a clause, as shown in (21).

(21) *go 6 kiklo I gigo I hunhun
bottle DEF big / full / open

The main predicates corresponding to the adjectives in (17) and (18) are the stative verbs
from which the adjectives are derived (see (1)). When the adjectives in (19) are used
predicatively, they must be related to the subject by c[o 'to be at', like the genuine
adjectives discussed in section 12.1.2. Examples are provided in (22).

(22) Ηόη ό φ hunhun I susu.
door DEF be.at open / closed
"The door is open/closed.'
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When the adjectives in (18) are used predicatively in their non-stative use, they are
related to the subject by 'to be at' (see (23a)). The stative use requires the Stative
verb (see (23b)).

(23) a. Wo bibö.
dough DEF be.at softened
'The dough is softened.'

b. Wo 6 bo.
dough DEF be.soft
"The dough is soft.'

Deverbal adjectives thus have the properties of genuine adjectives discussed earlier.
However, according to my informants, unlike genuine adjectives, none of the adjectives
listed in (17)-(19) may be fully reduplicated to yield an interpretation of intensification.

12.1.4. Nouns used as adjectives

A fair number of nouns may be used as adjectives. Most of these are nouns derived by
means of the suffix -n3 (see section 8.2.1.2). Examples are given in (24).

(24) ädogonS 'potbellied'
'glutton'
'rich'

äsukusi 'widow'
ftnlinnS 'lazy'
nukdnnukdnton 'first'

The lexical items in (24) are arguably nouns on the basis of two major properties.
First, they can all occur with the definite determiner. Second, when used predicatively,
they have to be related to the subject by nyi 'to be', but not by 'to be at', as is
shown in (25). Recall from (4a) that nominal predicates are related to their subject by
nyi 'to be', whereas genuine adjectives are related to their subject by 'to be at'
(see(4b)).

(25) a. Koku nyi ädtä I ZkwenS.
Koku be glutton / rich
'Koku is a glutton/rich.'

b. *Koko ädöno l akwenS.
Koku be.at glutton / rich

These properties thus argue that the lexical items in (24) are essentially nouns.
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In addition to being used as nouns, the lexical items in (24) may be used as
adjectives. As such, they can modify a noun. As modifiers, they occur in the same
position as genuine adjectives. This is illustrated in (26).5

(26) sunu ädögotä l akwenS 6
man potbellied / rich DEF
'the potbellied/rich man'

12.1.5. Adjectives containing the inversive prefix mä-

Recall from section 8.2.2.1 that the Fongbe counterpart of the English inversive
prefixes (e.g. in-, un- and dis-) is ma-. In Fongbe, this prefix may attach to a verbal
root: the lexical item thus derived inverses the meaning of the root. Reduplication of
the whole forms an adjective. For example, the verb hi 'to cook' may be prefixed with
ma-. Reduplication of the whole yields the adjective mäbimäbi 'uncooked'. A sample of
adjectives formed in this manner is provided in (27).6

(27) mäbimäbi 'not cooked'
mähunmähun 'not opened'
mäsomäso 'not fried'
mäsumäsu 'not closed'
mäxumäxu 'not dried'
mäunmänn 'not ripened'

From a categorial point of view, the adjectives in (27) manifest the properties of
adjectives identified so far. Like genuine and deverbal adjectives, they cannot occur as
the main predicate of a clause, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (28).

(28) *län o mäbimäbi
meat DEF uncooked

Like genuine and deverbal adjectives, when used predicatively, they have to be related to
the subject by 'to be at', as illustrated in (29).

(29) a. Län o do mäbimäbi.
meat DEF be.at uncooked
'The meat is uncooked."

b. Go 6 mähunmähun.
bottle DEF be.at unopened
"The bottle is unopened.'
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They cannot be related to the subject by nyi 'to be'. Thus, in the examples in (29),
could not be replaced by nyi. Finally, and most importantly, the adjectives in (27) can
modify a noun. Two examples are provided in (30).

(30) a. go mähunmähun
bottle unopened DBF
'the unopened bottle'

b. län mäbimäbi
meat uncooked DEF
'the uncooked meat'

The distribution of the derived adjectives in (27) shows that they have the same
properties as genuine and deverbal adjectives.

There are other morphologically complex lexical items containing the inversive
morpheme ma-. In these cases, however, mä- is embedded within the word structure.
Examples are provided in (31).

(31) a. - mä -
be.bom INV die
'incurable'
[Lit.: 'bom-not-die']

b. - mä - kplon
give.birth INV teach
'impolite/ill-mannered'

c. ma - ma - si -to
person INV respect AG
'disrespectful'

The lexical items formed on the model of those in (31) appear to be nominals. First,
they can be determined by the definite determiner o, as in (32).

(32) Memäsitö l ßmäkpün o yl.
disrespectful / impolite DEF leave
The disrespectful/impolite left.'

Second, like simple nouns, when used as predicates, they are related to the subject by
nyi 'to be', as is exemplified in (33).

(33) a. Äkpä o nyi fimäku.
wound DEF be incurable
'The wound is incurable.'

b. Vf 6 nyi memäsiti l ßmäkplon.
child DEF be disrespectful / impolite
'The child is disrespectful/impolite.'
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In the examples in (33), nyi could not be replaced by φ 'to be at'. The lexical items in
(31) thus appear to have the characteristic properties of nouns. Finally, like the nouns
discussed in section 12.1.4, they can be used as adjectives. As such, they can modify a
noun, as is illustrated in (34).

(34) a. kp m ku o
wound incurable DEF
'the incurable wound'

b. νί m m slti 6
child disrespectful DEF
'the disrespectful child'

c. vi m kplon ό
child impolite DEF
'the impolite child'

The inversive morpheme ma- thus also participates in the derivation of complex words
that have the properties of nouns. Like the nouns discussed in section 12.1.4, these
derived nominals may also be used as modifiers.

The data discussed in this section raise the question of whether ma- can attach to the
genuine adjectives listed in (8). It cannot, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of the
derived words in (35).

(35) *m -v (Lit.: 'not-dark')
*πά-νό (Lit.: 'not-empty')
*ma-vu (Lit.: 'not-small')

However, all the genuine adjectives in (8) can appear in a negative sentence with the
negation marker ma, or with the negative marker , discussed in sections 6.4.1 and
6.5.3.1, respectively. This is exemplified in (36).

(36) a. Vi ό ma φ φ#£ Ι φχό Ι νύ.
child DEF NEG be.at good / important / young
'The child is not good/important/young.'

b. Vi ό φ (jagte Ι φχό Ι νύ .
child DEF be.at good / important / young Neg
"The child is not good/important/young.'

The prefix ma- does not attach to the nouns discussed in section 12.1.4 either. (For
further discussion on m -, see section 8.2.2.1.)
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12.1.6. Summary

In section 12.1, we saw that, in Fongbe, there is a syntactic class of adjectives
([+N, +V]), which is syntactically distinct from nouns ([+N, -V]) and verbs ([-N, +V]).
There are three types of adjectives: genuine adjectives, adjectives that are morphologi-
cally derived from verbs and nominals used as adjectives. Whether they are genuine,
deverbal or nominals used as adjectives, the nominal modifiers share the property of ap-
pearing in the same syntactic position, that is, between the noun and the definite deter-
miner. Differences between them appear when they are used predicatively. Genuine and
deverbal adjectives are related to the subject by φ 'to be at', while nouns used as adjec-
tives are related to the subject by nyi 'to be' (like other nominal predicates). The inven-
tory of genuine adjectives was shown to be rather small: eighteen, with one addition to
be discussed in section 12.2. This correlates with the fact that concepts that are rendered
by adjectives in other languages are generally rendered by stative verbs in Fongbe.7

These findings are in line with those of other authors who have reported on Fongbe
adjectives. All state that the inventory of adjectives in this language is small (see e.g.
Agbidinoukoun 1991:212-224; Akoha 1980:323-325, 1990:94-95; Anonymous
1983: IV, 3-5; Delafosse 1894: 80-86; and the Fongbe dictionaries). All the
aforementioned authors also report on the different types of lexical items which I have
claimed function as adjectives. Authors disagree, however, as to the inventory of
genuine adjectives. Additional data related to section 12.1.5 on adjectives containing the
inversive prefix m - may be found in da Cruz (1994b), Rassinoux (1987) and Segurola
(1963). Aboh (1998a: 111-115) discusses some properties of adjectives in Gungbe.
Discussions on the differences between stative verbs and adjectives may be found in
Baker (no date) and Baker—Stewart (1997), based on Edo.

12.2. Are there genuine adjectives that are colour terms?

In Fongbe, with possibly one exception, vdvd 'red', there are no genuine adjectives that
are colour terms. Colour terms that are used as adjectives are all derived from verbs or
nouns. They will be discussed in turn.

72.2.7. 'Black'and'white'

Fongbe has two stative verbs 'to be black/to be dark' and 'to be white/to be clear'; they
are illustrated in (37).

(37) Sad 6 wi Ι \νέ.
bag DEF be.black / be.white
"The bag is black/white.'8

These verbs have all the properties of stative verbs (discussed in section 12.1.1).
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Reduplication of these Stative verbs yields the adjectives wiwi 'black' and w£we
'white'. These adjectives can modify a noun, as shown in (38).

(38) sakl wiwi I w£wo 5
bag black / white DEF
'the black/white bag'

When used predicatively, these, like other adjectives, are related to their subject by φ
'to be at', as is illustrated in (39). The sentence in (39a) is assigned a stative
interpretation; that in (39b) is assigned a resultative one.

(39) a. Sakl 6 φ wiwi I w£we.
bag DEF be.at black / white
"The bag is black/white.'

b. Da t n φ wiwi I wowo.
hair GEN be.at black / white
'His/her hair has become black/white.'

The reduplicated forms of the stative verbs are also analysable as nouns referring to
the colours 'black' and 'white'. As such, they may be determined by the definite
determiner, as is shown in (40).

(40) wiwi / wtwt 6
black / white DEF
'the (colour) black/white'

72.2.2. 'Red'

The word for 'red' is νονό. This lexical item looks like a reduplicated form of *v3. My
informants, however, do not have *v3 'to be red' as a stative verb in their lexicon.9 I
will thus consider that, in the synchronic lexicon of Fongbe, vdvd is the basic form
for 'red'.

This lexical item is an adjective that can modify a noun, as is shown in (41).

(41) wema v3v3 ό
book red DEF
'the red book'

When used predicatively, it is related to the subject by φ 'to be at', as in (42).

(42) W6ma ό φ νονό.
book DEF be.at red
'The book is red.'
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It can also be used as a noun followed by the definite determiner. In this case, it refers
to the colour 'red'.

(43)
red DEF
'the (colour) red'

The verb myä, which means 'to be ripe/to become ripe', can also mean 'to
be/become red'. According to Segurola (1963), this extension of meaning is to be
associated with the fact that some fruits become red or yellow when they are ripe. The
examples in (44) illustrate the use of myä as a verb.

(44) a. Mägt o myä.
mango DEF be.ripe
"The mango is ripe./The mango has become ripe./The mango is red.'

b. Wema 5 myä.
book DEF bejed
#'Thebookisred.'
ok'The book has become red.'

The example in (45) shows the adjectival form, that is, the reduplicated form of the
verb, occurring as a nominal modifier. Note that (45b) is not acceptable for all
informants.

(45) a. maga myämyä 6
mango red DEF
'The ripe/red mango.'

b. ok/* wema myämyä 6
book red DEF

'the red book'

The informants who accept (45b), also accept (46), showing the predicative use of
myämyä, related to the subject by 'to be at'.

(46) Woma 6 myämyä.
book DEF be.at red
'The book is red.'

They also accept (47) which exemplifies the nominal use of myämyä.

(47) myämyä o
red DEF
'the (colour) red'
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Informants who do not accept (45b) also reject (46) and (47). In all three cases they use
v3v3, as in (41H43), instead otmyämyä.

There are thus two lexical items used to express the concept 'red' in Fongbe: vdvd,
which should be added to the list of genuine adjectives in section 12.1.2, and myämyä,
a deverbal adjective.

72.2.3. 'Yellow'

The lexical item used to designate the colour 'yellow' is a compound: koklo-'jo (lit.:
'chicken-fat'), which may optionally bear the suffix -nd, as in koklo-'jo-n5, which
literally means One that has chicken fat'. When used as an adjective, this lexical item
may modify a noun, as in (48).

(48) wema kdklo'jo(nS) 6
book yellow DEF
'the yellow book'

When used predicatively, it is related to the subject by , as in (49).

(49) Wema 6 kdklo'jo(nS).
book DEF be.at yellow
'The book is yellow.'

When used as a noun, this lexical item may be determined by the definite determiner, as
in (50), in which case it is interpreted as the colour 'yellow'.

(50) kdklo'jo(nS) 6
yellow DEF
'the (colour) yellow'

12.2.4. 'Green'

'Green' is rendered by a compound comprised of the noun ämä 'leaf and the stative verb
mu 'to be raw', optionally bearing the suffix -no, hence: ämä-mu-nd, which literally
means One that has raw leaves'. As an adjective, this lexical item can modify a noun,
as in (51).

(51) wtma ämämii(nS) 6
book green DEF
'the green book'

When used predicatively, it is related to the subject by , as is shown in (52).
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(52) Wemä 6 ämämu(nS).
book DEF be.at green
'The book is green.'

When used as a noun, as in (53), it refers to the colour 'green'.

(53) ämämii(n$) 6
green DEF
'the (colour) green'

72.2.5. 'Blue'

The word used for 'blue' is a compound made up of fa, which refers to indigo (see
Rassinoux 1987), and sin 'water'. The compound so formed, fa-sin, further bears the
suffix -no, yielding f s nn .

When used as an adjective, the lexical item fasinnS may modify a noun, as in (54).

(54) äwu flsinna 6
cloth blue DEF
'the blue cloth'

When used predicatively, it is related to the subject by 'to be at', as in (55).

(55) Awu 6 fäsinnS.
cloth DEF be.at blue
'The cloth is blue.'

With a determiner, the word refers to the colour 'blue', as in (56).

(56) fasinnS 6
blue DEF
'the (colour) blue'

72.2.6. 'Grey'

The word used to designate the colour 'grey' is a derived word made up ofäffn, which
means 'ashes', and the suffix -no. Note that, according to my informants, the affix -no
is obligatory, as is the case for 'blue'.Afinnd can modify a noun, as in (57).

(57) hon äffnnS 6
door grey DEF
'the grey door'
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When used predicatively, it is related to the subject by .

(58) /fön 6 äfinnS.
door DBF be.at grey
'The door is grey.'

Unlike the other colour terms discussed above, the word äffanö cannot be used as a
noun denoting the colour 'grey'. In order to be able to refer to the colour 'grey', £/ 5
must be preceded by the word meaning 'colour* as in (59).

(59) s/ / 10 äßnnS 5
colour grey DBF
'the colour grey'

72.2.7. Summary

In Fongbe, there are eight colour terms corresponding to seven colour zones. Three are
deverbal adjectives, one is a genuine adjective and four are nouns derived by means of
the nominal suffix -no. These data are summarised in (60).

(60) wiwi 'black' deverbal adjective
w£we 'white' deverbal adjective
myämyä 'red' deverbal adjective
vövö 'red' genuine adjective
koklo'jo(n5) 'yellow' derived noun used as an adjective
ämämü(nö) 'green' derived noun used as an adjective
fesinnS 'blue' derived noun used as an adjective
afinnS 'grey' derived noun used as an adjective

From a syntactic point of view, the lexical items in (60) share a number of properties.
First, they all occur as nominal modifiers. Second, when used predicatively, they are all
related to the subject by 'to be at'.

The inventory of colour terms in (60) differs from that in Berlin—Kay (1969: 83-
84), based on Delafosse (1894). The Berlin—Kay inventory for Dahomeen is as in (61).
(The forms in (61) are cited exactly as given in Berlin—Kay).

(61) wewe 'white'
wiwi 'black'
veve 'RED'11

amamuno 'green'
vovo 'yellow'
(atfefe 'blue, violet'

(from Berlin-Kay 1969: 83-84, based on Delafosse 1894)
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My informants do not have the form veve at all. Note, however, that Segurola (1963)
lists νέ and νένέ with the meaning 'red', which my informants do not have either. For
my informants, the closest form to vovo would be vdv which means 'red' rather than
'yellow' in Berlin—Kay (see (61)). They do not have (a)fefe either; they have fesinna,
which means 'blue' and excludes 'violet'. They have my my 'red', kdklo'jo(nd)
'yellow' andaffnnS 'grey', which are not in Berlin—Kay's list. This suggests that there
is variation in the basic colour terms of Fongbe, a fact that should not come as a
surprise, given the variation found in other areas of the lexicon.

As for the range of meanings covered by each term, my informants provided me with
the data in (62), based on Berlin—Kay's (1969) chart of colours.12

(62) wiwl 'black', 'dark'
('black' covers black, dark brown, dark blue, dark purple)

w&we 'white', 'clear'
('white' covers different shades of whites)

v v 'red'
('red' covers red, orange, ochre, pink, and for some
informants, but not all, it covers brown)13

koklo'jo(nS) 'yellow'
('yellow' covers different shades of yellows; it overlaps
with νονό for ochre)

m m ni) 'green'
('green' covers different shades of greens)

flsinno 'blue'
('blue' covers different shades of blues; it does not include
purple)

From the discussion above, there appears to be much variation in Fongbe with
respect to the inventory of colour terms, and the perceptual colour range that each term
covers. A striking fact about the inventories in (60) and (61) is that there appear to be
three terms referring to 'red': my my , νάνο and νέ (or νένέ). Whether these terms are
the manifestation of variation between regional dialects is a question for future research.

12.3. Numerals

This section describes the formation of traditional cardinal and ordinal numbers in the
language.
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12.3.1. Cardinal numbers

As has been pointed out by several authors (see e.g. Akoha 1980: 181, 1990: 83-84;
Anonymous 1983: IV, 5-6; Capo 1990; Delafosse 1894: 71), the traditional numerical
system of Fongbe is not decimal-based.

The system includes five basic forms for One' to 'five'. As can be seen in (63), these
five terms are made up of a base and a nominal prefix (ό-, έ- or a-), discussed in
section 8.2.2.2.

(63) otf/cpkpo One'
owe 'two'
tin 'three'

έπε 'four'
toon/ ton 'five'

The forms of the cardinal numbers between 'seven' and 'nine' are the result of the
concatenation of the five basic terms, as is depicted in (64). As can be observed from
the examples below, the nominal prefixes are absent from complex forms. There is also
a fair amount of morphophonemic condensation. For example, the concatenation of
ton and we produces tenwe 'seven'. First, the prefix - is lost; second, the vocalic

segment in / 5/ is deleted; only the tone and the nasal feature are retained, and they
spread rightward. (For an extensive discussion on the concatenation of phonemes in the
formation of numerals, see Capo 1990.)

(64) tenwe < toon + we 'seven'
tantsn < toon + t n 'eight'
ίέπηέ < toon + έηέ 'nine'

The word for 'six' is an exception to this general rule. Instead of the expected non-
existent form *tancle or *t6n<3e (<aton + o^e), we find the form aylzen 'six'. (For
further discussion of this form, see Capo 1990: 73.)

The word for 'ten' is wo. The words for 'eleven' to 'fourteen' combine 'ten' with the
numbers One' to 'four', as is depicted in (65).

(65) wo<ldkpo 'eleven'
wewe 'twelve'
w t n 'thirteen'
we/ιέ 'fourteen'

The word for 'fifteen' isafttin, which literally means 'three feet' ('fifteen' is three
times a foot of five toes). From 'sixteen' on, the morphological make-up of cardinal
numbers includes the word n kun (lit.: 'eye'), which Capo (1990: 77) analyses as a
coordinative marker in this context. The numerals so formed are illustrated in (66).
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(66) äföton nukun 'sixteen'
äßtön nukun we 'seventeen'
äfötön nukun äton 'eighteen'
äßtön nukun 'nineteen'

'Twenty' is ko, and the cardinal numbers 'twenty-one' to 'twenty-four' are formed as
in (67).

(67) ko nukun (fikpo 'twenty-one'
ko nukun we 'twenty-two'
kö nukun ätön 'twenty-three'
ko nukun 'twenty-four'

The word for 'twenty-five' isko äton (lit.: 'twenty' + 'five'). The numbers between
'twenty-six' and 'twenty-nine' follow the pattern described above, as is shown in (68).

(68) ko äton nukun (fikpo 'twenty-six'
kö äton nukun we 'twenty-seven'
kö äton nukun äton 'twenty-eight'
ko äton nukun 'twenty-nine'

The word for 'thirty' is gbän and 'thirty-five' is gbän äton. The numbers between
'thirty-one' and 'thirty-nine' follow the model given above.

From 'forty' to One hundred sixty', cardinal numbers are based on multiples of
'forty'. The complex expressions for these numbers include the morpheme kän (lit.:
'cord', which consists of forty cowries strung onto a palm tree stick). This is
exemplified in (69).

(69) kän 'forty'
kän we 'eighty'
kän tön One hundred twenty'
k n One hundred sixty'

From 'two hundred' to 'three thousand eight hundred', numbers are built on a 'two
hundred' base. This is illustrated in (70).

(70) aß 'two hundred'
aß we 'four hundred'
äf n 'eight hundred'
äfätoon One thousand'
aß äyi&n One thousand two hundred'

Given the above pattern, the expected form for 'six hundred' would be *äföton
(<feet.three). But, recall from above that äfotön is used for 'fifteen'. Anonymous
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(1983: IV, 6) points out that, in order to prevent confusion, the form
(<thing.three) is used to refer to 'six hundred1, instead of the expected form.

The word for 'four thousand' is dogba. From 'four thousand' on, cardinal numbers are
derived on a 'four thousand' base, as is shown in (71).

(71) dogba 'four thousand'
we 'eight thousand'
tön 'twelve thousand'

Other cardinal numbers in between the above values are derived on the model that we
saw above. For example, 'five thousand' is rendered as dßgbä dje äfäton, that is, four
thousand and one thousand.

Anonymous (1983: IV, 6) points out that the reduplication oi^egba 'four thousand',
that is, dßgbäcßgbä, means 'thousands'. The combination of cardinal numbers and dßbu
'together' yields multiplicative numbers. For example, the number 'two' and djobu, as
in w£ djobu yields 'double', and so on. (See also Delafosse 1894 on this point.)

Further discussions on cardinal numbers may be found in Agbo (1969), Anonymous
(1983: IV, 5-6) and Delafosse (1894: 74-80). Capo (1990) provides an extensive
discussion of the variation among Gbe languages with respect to the formation of
cardinal numbers. Capo also discusses the relevance of these data for historical
reconstruction. Ewe cardinal numbers are discussed in Bolouvi (1976), Wacigbe and
Gengbe cardinal numbers are discussed in Capo— Zinzindohou6 (1975). Williamson
(1989) also includes information on this topic.

12.3.2. Ordinal numbers

The concepts 'first' and 'last' are rendered as in (72), based on niik$n 'front/in front of
andgudd 'back/behind', respectively.

(72) a. nuköntdn/nukönnukdntön 'first'
b. gudotön 'last'

Note that the concept 'last' may also be rendered by the deverbal noun/adjective vivötön,
derived from v3 'to finish'.14

All the other ordinal numbers are formed by attaching the suffix -goo (discussed in
section 8.2.1.5) to cardinal numbers. Examples are given in (73).

(73) wo-gtt 'second'
tän-goo 'third'
em-goo 'fourth'
aton-goo 'fifth'
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Ordinal numbers are used in conjunction with mimä 'part/share/fraction' to form
complex expressions referring to fractions. Examples are provided in (74).

(74) mimä wegtt One half15

mimä ätöngoo One third'
mimä $ One fourth'

12.4. Quantifiers

This section considers quantifiers. Universal, existential and negative quantifiers are
discussed in turn. The last section considers the distribution of positive and negative
quantifiers in the context of negation.

12.4.1. Universal quantifiers

There are two positive universal quantifiers in Fongbe. The first one is hi 'all' which is
monosyllabic. As shown in (75a), it occurs as the last element of the nominal structure
(see section 3.7.5). When used without a noun, it has to be preceded by a strong
pronoun (discussed in section 4.1), as is illustrated in (75b) for the third person plural
pronoun ye.

(75) a. Vf hi wa.
child PL all arrive
'All the children have arrived.'

b. bi wä.
they all arrive
'All of them have arrived.'

The second positive universal quantifier is tfokpoijokpo which means 'each' or
'every'. It consists of the fully reduplicated form of cfikpo One', and is illustrated in
(76a). The sentence in (76b) shows that this quantifier must modify an overt nominal;
this nominal can be a strong pronominal form or a noun.

(76) a. Vi ($kpo([okpo wä.
child each/every arrive
'Each/every child has arrived.'

b. Ye I ml <$kpo<]ökpo wä.
they / person each/every arrive
'Each (of them/person)/everyone has arrived.'
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12.4.2. Existential quantifiers

The concept 'any' is rendered by (jebu, made up of the indefinite determiner φ and bo
'together' . This quantifier may quantify over τηέ 'person' , no 'thing' or ff 'place' , as is
exemplified in (77).

(77) a. ma
person any
'any person' or 'anyone'

b. no φύ
thing any
'anything'

c. ff φΜ
place any
'anywhere'

The concepts 'many/several/a lot of are rendered by geg/e, as is exemplified in (78).

(78) a. Vf (Ιέ) gege yl
child PL many leave
'Many children left.'

b. Ye I ma ge& yl
they / person many leave
'Many of them/people left.'

In (78), gig6 modifies NPs. In (79), it modifies a VP.

(79) K&u φ ηύ goge.
Koku eat thing a.lot
'Kokuatealot.'

There is no lexical entry associated with the concepts 'some' or 'a few'. These are
rendered by the indefinite determiner φ combined with the plural marker le (discussed
in sections 3.3 and 3.2, respectively). This is illustrated in (80).

(80) a. Vf φ Ιέ yl.
child IND PL leave
'Some/a few children left.'

b. Υέ φ Ιέ yl
they IND PL leave
'Some/a few (of them) left.'

The concept 'someone' is rendered by πιέ-φ (<person-IND), 'something' by ηύ-φ
(<thing-IND), and 'somewhere' by fi-φ (<place-IND). Examples are given in (81).
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(81) a. Μέφ w .
someone arrive
'Someone arrived.'

b. Koku φ ηύφ.
Koku eat something
'Koku ate something.'

c. Koku yi «<#.
Koku go somewhere
'Koku went somewhere.'

The positive quantifiers me^e 'someone', nuc^e 'something' and/i$? 'somewhere'
may be used in a clause containing the negation marker or the negative marker. In this
case, these quantifiers are interpreted as 'anyone', 'anything' and 'anywhere',
respectively. This is illustrated in (82)-(84).

(82) a. Kaku πα πιέφ .
Koku see someone Neg
'Koku did not see anyone.'

b. Kdku m wo m ^e.
Koku NEG see someone
'Koku did not see anyone.'

(83) a. Koku φ ηύφ .
Koku eat something Neg
'Koku did not eat anything.'

b. Koku m φ ηύ<&.
Koku NEG eat something
'Koku did not eat anything.'

(84) a. Koku yi fitf .
Koku go somewhere Neg
'Koku did not go anywhere.'

b. K k m yi ίίφ.
Koku NEG go somewhere
'Koku did not go anywhere.'

The concept Ί did not see something', meaning 'there is something that I did not
see', requires a structure of the type in (85).

(85) Nu(je φ έ W υπ ma .
something be.at RES and Isg see Neg
'There is something that I did not see.'

As will be seen in section 12.4.3, Fongbe also has negative quantifiers meaning
'nobody', 'nothing' and 'nowhere'.
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12.4.3. Negative quantifiers

The forms πιέίί (<'person' + tf) 'nobody', nuti (<'thing' + tf) 'nothing' and fftf
(<'place* + tf) 'nowhere' are negative quantifiers. In contrast to the three terms
discussed in section 12.4.2 (/ηέψ?, nuc[e, and fid ), they cannot be interpreted
positively: πιέίί cannot be interpreted as 'someone', nor nuti as 'something' nor fftf as
'somewhere'. For example, compare the sentences in (86a) and (86b).

(86) a. Me we ηάΊ Μέφ.
who it.is 2sg see someone
'Whom did you see? Someone.'

b. Me we πάΊ Μέίί.
who it.is 2sg see nobody
'Whom did you see? Nobody.'

The terms mati, nuti and fftf can only be interpreted negatively. This is due to the mor-
pheme tf glossed as 'nothing/null' (see Segurola 1963). It is likely that the morpheme
tf belongs to the same paradigm as the morpheme ίε 'which' (discussed in section 4.5).
While the latter yields a Wh-interpretation, the former yields a negative interpretation.16

The interesting fact about mef/, nuti and fftf is that they cannot occur in a clause
without the negation marker or the negative marker, as is shown by the ungrammatica-
lity of the sentences in (87).

(87) a. *m ti w
nobody come

b. *Koku φ nuti
Koku eat nothing

c. *Kaku yi fiti
Koku go nowhere

As is pointed out in Lefebvre (1998a: 360-363), πιέίί and nuti are only possible in the
context of negation. The sentences in (88) show that met/ occurs in a sentence that
contains the negation marker ma, as in (88a), or the negative marker , as in (88b).

(88) a. Kdko ma md πιέίί.
Koku MEG see nobody
'Koku did not see anybody.'
'Koku saw no one.'

b. Koku mo πιέίί .
Koku see nobody Neg
'Koku did not see anybody.'
'Koku saw no one.'
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Similarly, the sentences in (89) show that nütf occurs in a sentence that contains either
one of these markers.

(89) a. Köku mä nuti.
Koku NEG eat nothing
'Koku ate nothing.' or
'Koku did not eat anything.'

b. Kdku nuti ä.
Koku eat nothing Neg
'Koku ate nothing.' or
'Koku did not eat anything.'

The sentences in (90) show similar data for fiti.

(90) a. Köku mä yl fiti.
Koku NBG go nowhere
'Koku went nowhere.' or
'Koku did not go anywhere.'

b. Koku yi fiti ä.
Koku go nowhere Neg
'Koku went nowhere.' or
'Koku did not go anywhere.'

Note that one of the interpretations of the negative quantifiers in (88), (89) and (90)
parallels that of the positive quantifiers in (82), (83) and (84), respectively. This raises
the question of whether positive and negative quantifiers can be used indiscriminately in
the context of a negative clause. This is the topic of the next section.

12.4.4. The distribution of positive and negative quantifiers in the context of negation

In a negative clause, either ma<[e 'someone' or meti 'no one', and either nu([e
'something' or nuti 'nothing', can be used. This is shown in (91).17

(91) I meti ma nücje l nüti ä.
someone / no.one see something / nothing Neg
'Nobody/no one saw anything.'

A quantifier occurring as part of an infinitival complement of a negative verb such as
'to refuse' can be either positive or negative, without entailing a difference in meaning.
This is shown in (92).
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(92) Koku gbe nuti Ι ηυφ φ.
Koku refuse nothing / something eat
'Koku refused to eat anything.'

A quantifier occurring as part of a tensed complement of a negative verb, however,
cannot involve positive and negative quantifiers indiscriminately. As is shown in (93),
me<\e 'someone' can be part of a complement clause of a negative verb only if the
complement clause does not contain either the negation marker or the negative marker.

(93) a. Koku gbe φ ητέφ πί w .
Koku refuse COMP someone SUB come
'Koku refused that anyone came.'

b. Koku 4/-x£si ηύ ιαέ^έ ηί w .
Koku fear COMP someone SUB come
'Koku fears that someone might come.'

c. Koku mo φ mecle w .
Koku deny COMP someone come
'Koku denied that someone came.'

In contrast to πιέφ 'someone', meti 'no one' can be part of a tensed complement of a
negative verb only if the complement clause contains the negation marker or the
negative marker. This is illustrated in (94). Note the difference in meaning between the
sentences in (94) and those in (93).

(94) a. Koku gbe φ m ti ηί m w σ.
Koku refuse COMP no.one SUB NBG come INS
'Koku refused that anyone came.'

b. Koku (ji-xlsi nu meti πί m w σ.
Koku fear COMP no.one SUB NEG come INS
'Koku fears that no one will come.'

c. Koku no φ meti m w .
Koku deny COMP no.one NEG come
'Koku denied that no one came.'

Note that the tensed complement of a negative verb such as gbe 'to refuse', <ji-xesi 'to
fear' and mo 'to deny' also has to include the negation marker or the negative marker,
even when the clause does not contain a quantifier. This is exemplified in (95).

(95) a. Koku gbe φ sib ηί m w o.
Koku refuse COMP Asiba SUB NEG come INS
'Koku refused that Asiba came.'

b. K$ku φ'-xesl nu sib ηί m w o.
Koku fear COMP Asiba SUB NEG come INS
'Koku fears that Asiba might come.'
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c. Koku mo φ Asib m wa.
Koku deny COMP Asiba NEG come
'Koku denied that Asiba came.'

The data presented above show that, while positive quantifiers may occur in the tensed
complement of a negative verb without the negative marker or the negation marker (see
(93)), negative quantifiers occur in the tensed complement of a negative verb only when
the clause contains one of these markers (see (94)).

Finally, the concept 'none' may be conveyed by <{ebu (discussed in section 12.4.2).
When it occurs in conjunction with the negation marker or the negative marker, and
with ma 'person', nu 'thing' or// 'place', it yields the interpretations 'no one',
'nothing' and 'nowhere', respectively, as is illustrated in (96).

(96) a. Με jebu wa .
person any come Neg
'No one came.' (from Akoha 1980: 171)

b. έ φ ηύ φού .
3sg say thing any Neg
'No problem.'

c. Un yl fi φού .
Isg go place any Neg
Ί went nowhere.'

12.4.5. Summary

Fongbe has universal and existential quantifiers. The existential quantifiers can convey
both positive and negative statements. Negative quantifiers must appear with the
negation marker or the negative marker. In addition to the authors cited in this section,
quantifiers are briefly discussed in Akoha (1980: 168-175, 293). Aboh (1998a: 314)
provides some information on Gungbe quantifiers. He notes that, while quantifiers
resist topicalisation, they may be focalised and questioned. This information is not
available as yet for Fongbe.

12.5. Adverbs

There is a rather large list of lexical items that may be used as adverbs. Section 12.5.1
provides an inventory of adverbs and adverbial particles, divided with respect to their
clausal position: adverbs occurring only between subject and VP, those occurring at the
end of a clause and those occurring in either clause initial or clause final position will
be discussed in turn. As will be seen throughout this section, adverbs constitute quite
an eclectic group when considered from the point of view of their morphology. Section
12.5.2 describes the morphological make-up of adverbs. The section ends with a
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discussion of other means of expressing concepts in the language (see section 12.5.3).
Before I turn to the discussion of the data, a methodological proviso is in order.

There is a lot of variation among sources on this topic. For example, the meaning
associated with a particular form may vary among informants, among informants and
published sources, and among published sources themselves. Furthermore, different
speakers do not have the same inventory of adverbs. For example, none of the speakers
I consulted on this topic have all the lexical items identified as adverbs in Segurola
(1963). Finally, in specific cases, informants may disagree on the surface positions of
adverbs. For example, one informant allows a clause initial position for a small
number of adverbs, while others do not. Given this situation, the data that I report on
should be read with the following provisos. First, the inventory of adverbs I provide
corresponds to that of my informant with the widest inventory. I refer the reader to
Segurola's (1963) dictionary for a slightly different range of adverbs. Second, the
surface positions that are given for particular adverbs correspond to those agreed on by
all speakers. Thus, idiosyncrasies are not taken into account here. Finally, adverbs are
glossed according to my informants' interpretations; these interpretations may differ in
some cases from those in Segurola's (1963) dictionary. To my knowledge, Fongbe
adverbs have not been the focus of any specific or extensive study. The content of this
section thus constitutes rather preliminary work on this topic.

12.5.1. Inventory

The inventory of adverbs and adverbial particles is divided on the basis of the position
that they may occupy in a clause. Adverbs occurring only between subject and VP,
adverbs occurring only at the end of a clause and adverbs occurring either clause initially
or clause finally are discussed in turn.

12.5.1.1. Adverbs occurring only between subject and VP

There are six adverbs which occur exclusively between a subject and its VP. They are all
monosyllabic.

The adverbko 'already', discussed in section 5.3.2, is illustrated in (97).

(97) Sikä ko ia ko wo.
Sika ANT use.to already prepare dough
'Sika had usually already prepared dough.' (=(59) in Lefebvre 1996)

The combination of ko with the negative marker ä or the negation marker mä yields the
interpretation 'not yet', as is illustrated in (98).
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(98) a. Köku kö ä.
Koku already eat thing Neg
'Koku did not eat yet.'

b. Kdku mä ko nu.
Koku NEG already eat thing
'Koku did not eat yet.'

The adverb kä also occurs between a subject and its VP. A precise gloss is not easy to
find for this lexical item. Some authors refer to it as a marker meaning 'real' (see e.g.
Akoha 1990: 103-108; Hounkpatin 1985: 115). Segurola (1963) considers it to be a
marker of coordination, occurring between subject and verb, and meaning 'and', 'but',
'hence', etc. My informants translate it as 'in spite of everything', or as 'but' or
'anyway'. This is illustrated in (99).

(99) a. Köku kä oä wä.
Koku anyway DEF.FUT come
'Koku will come anyway.'

b. Kdku kä ko wä.
Koku but already come
'But Koku came already.'

The word kä can occur with all the TMA markers discussed in section 5.3. Discussions
of this lexical item may be found in Akoha (1990: 103-108) and Hounkpatin
(1985: 114-126)

The word 'again' also occurs between subject and VP, as is exemplified in (100).

(100) Koku .
Koku again eat thing
'Koku ate again.'

The three other adverbs that occur between a subject and its VP are lo, bo and ,
which Avolonto (1992b: 53) analyses as adverbial particles. Their meanings are
specified below. According to Avolonto (1992b: 45), these adverbial particles have two
particular characteristics. First, they only appear in clauses involving an order. Second,
they are generally restricted to contexts involving a second person (but see below). The
sentences in (101) illustrate these adverbial particles in the context of a second person.

(101) a. Mi lo do . gbäde.
2pl plant com
'Plant corn.' (it is in your interest to...) (=(55a) in Avolonto 1992b: 45)

b. Ml bo do gbäde,
2pl plant corn
'Plant corn.' (it is permitted to...) (=(55b) in Avolonto 1992b: 45)
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c. Mi νέ do gb de.
2pl plant corn
'Plant corn.' (even so/anyway) (=(55c) in Avolonto 1992b: 45)

The adverbial particles in (101) appear to be mood modifiers, for they qualify the order
that is being conveyed by the imperative clause. For example, Segurola (1963) reports
that 16 is a particle used to express a wish (in (lOla) Avolonto translates it as 'it is in
your interest to'). As per the translation of (101 b), bo appears to bring the nuance of
permission to the imperative clause. About νέ, Segurola (1963) writes: "Devant
certains verbes I'imp6ratif, eile [νέ] adoucit l'ordre et parfois exprime un conseil ou
un souhait." [When it precedes some verbs in the imperative form, νέ eases the order
and sometimes expresses a suggestion or a wish]. As can be seen from this discussion,
it is not possible to assign a specific gloss to these adverbial particles.

As has been pointed out in Avolonto (1992b: 45), lo, bo and νέ may occur in
contexts involving persons other than the second, provided that the clause they appear
in also contains the subjunctive marker ni (discussed in section 5.3.3). Examples are
provided in (102).

(102) a. K jo ηί Ιό do gb de.
Kodjo SUB plant corn
'Kodjo must plant corn.' (it is in his interest to do so)

(=(56a) in Avolonto 1992b: 46)
b. K jo ni bo do gb de.

Kodjo SUB plant com
'Kodjo must plant com.' (he has permission to do so)

(=(56b) in Avolonto 1992b: 46)
c. Kdjo ηί νέ do gb de.

Kodjo SUB plant corn
'Kodjo must plant corn.' (even so/anyway)

(=(56c) in Avolonto 1992b: 46)

Avolonto (1992b: 45-53) provides an extensive discussion of the semantics and the
syntax of lo, bo and νέ.

To the best of my knowledge, the six lexical items discussed above exhaust the list
of adverbs and adverbial particles that may occur between a subject and its VP in
Fongbe.18 All the remaining adverbs occupy a position at the periphery of the clause.

12.5.1.2. Adverbs occurring only clause finally

Several subsets of adverbs occur only at the end of a clause.19 Degree, habitual,
completive, locative, manner, and temporal adverbs constitute such cases. They will be
discussed in turn.

Degree adverbs occur only at the end of a clause, as shown in (103).
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(103) Degree adverbs
a.

b.

c.
yäyä

käkä
sukpS
tlälältäälältälälä
tim

c[mgän
gb m
täiin

A few examples are given in (104).

(104) a.

b.

'a bit'
'a little bit'
'a bit/a little.bit'
'a little bit'
'a little bit'
Only'
Only/a bit'
Only/simply'
'more'
'a lot'
'a lot/enormously'
'a lot'
'a lot'
'extremely'
'also'
'too much'
'too much/excessively'
'so much/excessively'
'enough/well/perfectly'

Koku no k&tf l sükp$ l käkä l gbimä.
Koku eat thing a.bit / a.lot / a.lot / excessively
'Koku ate a bit/a lot/excessively.'
£ klo .
3sg be.big also
'(S)he is also big.'

Habitual adverbs also occur only at the end of a clause. They are listed in (105).

(105) Habitual adverbs
bleblo
gtebigte

hw&binu
hwähwä

sünmäsunmä
tägbä

'regularly'
'daily/every day'
'never'
'at any time'
Often/frequently'
'eternally'
'monthly/every month'
'always/constantly/continuously'

A few examples are given in (106).
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(106) // β gtebigte l sunmes nme l t gbe.
rain fall every.day / every.month / constantly
'It rains every day/every month/constantly.'

Note that gbbQe 'never' has to occur with the negative marker , as in the example
in (107).

(107) n Λί w g&& .
Isg DEF.FUT come never Neg
Ί will never come.'

For similar data involving negative quantifiers, see section 12.4.
Completive adverbs constitute a third group that occur only at the end of a clause.

These are listed in (108).

(108) Completive adverbs
a. jen(w£) 'anyway/in spite of everything'
b. jan(w£) 'really/precisely'
c. ύέΐέΐΐέΐέΐέ 'directly'

tlolo 'directly'
d. bisese 'entirely/absolutely/definitely'

soso 'absolutely'

This type of adverb is exemplified in (109) and (110).

(109) a. έ w tiele l tlolo.
3sg come directly / directly
*(S)he came directly.'

b. έ φ m lik n o bisase.
3sg eat rice DEF entirely
'(S)he ate the rice completely.'

(110) a. K ku w bisoso.
Koku arrive definitely
'Koku has definitely arrived.'

b. K$ku w jenwe.
Koku arrive anyway
'Koku has arrived anyway.'

Locative adverbs also occur only clause finally. They are listed in (111).

(111) Locative adverbs
a. ffbi 'everywhere'
b. φη Over there'

fi 'here'
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c. ga up
f lnlln 'far away'
gl&gte Outside'
kaxo Outside'

'far'

The sentences in (112) contain locative adverbs.

(112) a. K ku w ao φ φη.
Koku do work at over.there
'Koku worked over there.'

b. Kdko φ no φ fi,
Koku eat thing at here
'Koku ate here.'

c. K ku w too φ gl gte l k xo.
Koku do work at outside / outside
'Koku worked outside.'

Manner adverbs, listed in (113), also occur exclusively at the end of a clause.

(113) Manner adverbs
a. Qtt 'at no charge'

vonu 'at no charge'
b. φνό 'separately'

vok n 'separately'
c. blewd 'gently/slowly'

φ({ε 'gently/slowly'
d. ζέηζέη 'equally'
e. bleun 'rapidly'

bleble 'rapidly'
kleun 'hurriedly'
kpitikpiti 'precipitously'

f. ceun 'immediately'
klakla 'eagerly/with alacrity'
kpl wun 'immediately'
zogte 'immediately'

g. k&vi(ie/kpe(ie 'lightly'
h. gidigidi 'violently'
i. kpec[ekp (]e 'progressively/little by little'
j. linslnlinsin 'in an orderly fashion'
k. g nji 'well'
1. xwff 'quietly'
m. mo 'like this'
n. g e 'in spite of
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. 'largely'

. 'surely'
q. gbälälä 'for a long time'
r. ägbäwungbä 'publicly/visibly'

coco 'exactly'
'perfectly/clearly/exactly'

klolö 'visibly/clearly/openly'
s. nügbo 'frankly'

titingbo 'frankly'

The sentences in (114)-(116) contain manner adverbs.

(114) a. KSku wä äzS fätää I vonu.
Koku do work for.free / for.free
'Koku worked at no charge.'

b. Kökü wä azo blewo I ($&.
Koku do work slowly / slowly
'Koku worked slowly.'

c. Kdku wä kpitikpiti.
Koku arrive precipitously
'Koku arrived precipitously.'

d. Koku wä äzo linsinlinsin.
Koku do work in.an.orderly.fashion
'Koku worked in an orderly fashion.'

e. Koku titingte l nugbo I .
Koku say word frankly / frankly / clearly
'Koku spoke frankly/clearly.'

f. Ton ja ägbäwungbä.
go.out fall publicly
'Go out publicly.'

The sentence in (115) contains the adverb meaning 'well'.

(115) Koko wä äzö gänji.
Koku do work well
'Koku worked well.'

There appears to be no adverb conveying the notion 'badly'. The paraphrase 'not well'
is used to express this concept, as is exemplified in (116).

(116) a. Koku gänji ä.
Koku eat thing well Neg
'Koku did not eat well.'
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b. ' Köko da ämldn gänji ä.
Koku sleep sleep well Neg
'Koku did not sleep well.'

This completes the discussion of manner adverbs.20

Temporal adverbs also occur clause finally. They are listed in (117).

(117) Temporal adverbs
a. din 'now'

kpläwun 'right now'
lo 'now'
tlolo/tololo 'as soon as/right away'

b. hwadenii 'sometime'
c. egte 'today'

sd 'yesterday/tomorrow'
d tigba 'always'

gtede 'never'

These are exemplified in (118) and (119).

(118) a. Kdku wä tlolo I ogte.
Koku arrive right.away / today
'Koku arrived right away/today.'

b. Ün nä-wä wä hwbdenü.
Isg IND.FUT come sometime

will come sometime.'
(119) nä wä so I tlolo.

3sg DEF.FUT arrive tomorrow / rightaway
'(S)he will arrive tomorrow/right away.'

This completes the list of adverbs that occur exclusively at the end of a clause.
More than one clause final adverb may occur at the end of a sentence. A chart of

possible and impossible co-occurrences still remains to be done. Preliminary work on
the linear order of co-occurring adverbs suggests the following order: manner-degree-
temporal-completive-habitual/manner.21 Additional research is required on this topic.22

12.5.1.3. Adverbs occurring either clause initially or clause finally

There are a few adverbs which can occur either clause initially or clause finally. They
are all speaker-oriented modal adverbs, and are listed in (120).
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(120) Speaker oriented modal adverbs
böyä 'possibly' (maybe)
dändän Obligatorily'
dodo 'certainly'
saso 'absolutely'
vlMo 'possibly' (by chance)

The two possible word orders are exemplified in (121) for the modifier dodo 'certainly'.

(121) a. Koka wä dodo.
Koku arrive certainly
'Koku has certainly arrived.'

b. Dodo KSku wä.

One informant points out that when dodo occurs clause initially, it has to occur within
a structure of topicalisation, as in (122).

(122) Dodo o, Kdko wä.
certainly DEF Koku arrive
'Certainly, Koku has arrived.'

The sentences in (123) exemplify two possible surface orders for the adverbs boyä and
vläfo. Note, however, the difference in meaning between the sentences in (123a)
and (123b).

(123) a. Köko \va Mya l vläfo.
Koku arrive possibly / possibly
'Koku has possibly arrived.'

b. B5yä l vläfö Kökü wä.
maybe / maybe Koku arrive
'Maybe Koku has arrived.'

12.5.1.4. Summary

Based on the data presented in this section, it appears that the Fongbe lexicon includes a
fair number of adverbs. Only six of them, all monosyllabic, occur between a subject
and its VP. The bulk of the lexical items identified as adverbs occur exclusively at the
end of a clause. A small set of adverbs (all speaker-oriented modal adverbs) may appear
either clause initially or clause finally.
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12.5.2. The morphological make-up of adverbs

This section considers the morphological make-up of the adverbs discussed in section
12.5.1. When considered from the point of view of their morphology, adverbs
constitute quite an eclectic class. There are only a few monosyllabic adverbs. There are
verbs, nouns and adjectives which are used adverbially. There are also morphologically-
complex adverbs, reduplicated forms, unanalysable bisyllabic forms, and frozen phrases,
all of which can be used adverbially. These will be discussed in turn.

12.5.2.1. Monosyllabic adverbs

There are very few monosyllabic adverbs. Aside from the adverbs which can occur
between a subject and its VP (see (97), (99), and (101)), we find only a few others.
These are listed in (124).

(124) din 'too much'
jän 'really/precisely'

Over there'
ff 'here' (see also (126))
no 'like this'
din 'now'
lo 'now'
s3 'yesterday/tomorrow' (see also (126))

All other adverbs are bisyllabic or polysyllabic.

12.5.2.2. Verbs, nouns, and adjectives used as adverbs

A few verbs also appear to be used as adverbs, as shown in (125).

(125) din 'too much' (<V din 'to surpass')
dingän 'too much/excessively' (<V dingän 'to be excessive')
sukpo 'a lot' (<V sükpo 'to be numerous')

A few nouns may be used as adverbs, as in (126).

(126) ff 'here' (<Ntf 'place')
kdxo Outside' (<N£3xo 'backyard')
nugbo 'frankly' (<N niigbo 'truth')
so 'yesterday/tomorrow' (<Nsd 'neighbouring day')23

Some adjectives may also be used adverbially. They are listed in (127).
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(127) g nji 'well' (<Adj. g nji 'good')
6U 'directly' (<Mj.tlele 'right')

xvwT 'quietly' (<Adj. xwff 'quiet')

12.5.2.3. Moφhologically complex adverbs

There is no affix in Fongbe to convert adjectives into adverbs. However, other types of
morpheme concatenation are observed.

A first type consists of the concatenation of a base and the morpheme <je 'a' (see
section 3.3.3), a reduced form of the numeral txje One' (see section 12.3.1). Examples
of this type are given in (128).

(128) gtecje 'never' (<gte 'day' + φ One'24)
'sometime' (<hw£nu 'time' + φ One'25)
'a bit' (</φέ 'little' + φ One'26)

kpavi<[e 'a little bit' (<kpe 'little' + -v/ 'diminutive suffix'
+ φ One')

A second type consists of the concatenation of a base and the postposition me 'in'
(discussed in section 11.2). Examples of this type are given in (129).

(129) gbema 'so much/excessively' (<gbe 'world' + me 'in')
sunm siinm 'monthly/every month' (<san 'moon' + me 'in')

Yet another type consists of the concatenation of a base with the suffix -nd (discussed
in section 8.2.1.2), as is shown in (130).

(130) (fikpono Only' (<([okpo One' + id attributive suffix)

Another type involves the concatenation of the class prefix - (discussed in section
8.2.2.2) and a base, as is shown in (131).

(131) *£» 'up' (<a- class prefix + φ 'to be tall')

Another type involves the concatenation of emphatic e-21 and a nominal base, as
in (132).

(132) egte 'today' (<έ- 'emphatic' + gte 'day') [Lit.:'this day']

Finally, the word fei 'all' may be concatenated with a nominal or a verbal base to form
an adverb. This type is illustrated in (133). Note that bf may be the first or the last
morpheme of the adverb, or it may intervene between the two morphemes that
constitute the base.
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(133) bisese 'entirely/absolutely/
definitely' (<£>/ 'all' + αέαέ 'absolutely')

fibi 'everywhere' (<fi 'place' + bi 'all')
gtebigte 'daily/everyday' (<gte 'day' + bi 'all')
hwobinu 'at any time' (<hw£nu 'time' + bi 'all')

12.5.2.4. Fixed phrases

Lexical items used as adverbs may also consist of fixed phrases, or the fixed
concatenation of two verbs. Examples are provided in (134).

(134) ήέβ 'more' (<ψ5 'to put' + έ-ji 'it on')
$6\o 'separately' (<ψ? 'to lay out' + vo 'to put aside')
fillnlln 'faraway' (<ff 'place' + /in 'to be far')
gltgte Outside' (<glt 'field' + gte 'inside')
ίέ^ί)έ 'always/constantly/

continuously' (<ίέ '?' + gb ' fe/existence')
νόηύ 'at no charge' (<vo 'to be empty' + nu 'thing')
z g 'far' (<z3 'far' + g 'to be tall')

12.5.2.5. Duplicated forms

The reader will have noticed that several adverbs in section 12.5 involve the full
reduplication of a base. The base may be a legitimate lexical entry in Fongbe, as in the
examples in (135).

(135) φφ 'gently/slowly' (<φ 'gently')28

'totally/fully' (<g6d6 'full')
'a bit/a little bit' (<fcp£ 'small')29

lebelebe 'lightly' (<1έοέ 'slim')
Ιέύιύέύη 'rapidly' (<1έύη 'suddenly')

The base may, however, not be a listed lexical entry. The examples in (136) illustrate
such cases.
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(136) bteblo 'regularly' (<ble '?')
blable 'rapidly' (<ble '?')
οέφοέφ 'clearly/exactly'
d nd n Obligatorily'
dodo 'certainly' (<do '?')
gbidigbidi 'totally' (<gbidi '?')
nt̂ nba 4o I/if* (^0£/0P 4*?*^eS^fu^ Λ l\J\ V^^e β^ χ

^c/j^idi 'violently' (<^idi '?')
Aw^/iw^ Often/frequently' (<Awe '?')
]ώ^ 'a lot' (</ca '?')
kpitikpiti 'precipitously' (<kpiu '?')
linsinlinsin 'in order/orderly' (<linsin '?')
s?se 'absolutely/entirely' (<se '?')
νύζύνύζύ 'disorderly' (<νόζύ '?')
y^yi 'simply' (<y ly '?')
ζέηζέη 'equally' (<ζεπ '?')

Whether the bases of the duplicated forms in (136) were historically listed in the
Fongbe lexicon is a topic for future research.

Some cases of duplication (but not all) yield an interpretation involving the idea of
repetition. Such cases are shown in (137).

(137) gtebigte 'daily/ (<gte 'day' + bf 'all' + gte 'day')
every day'
'progressively/
little by little' (<kpede 'a bit')
'eternally' (<ma 'without' + vo 'end')

s nm sunm 'monthly/
every month' (<sun 'moon' + ml 'in')

12.5.2.6. Unanalysable bisyllabic forms

Finally, there are unanalysable bisyllabic forms, such as those in (138).

(138) boya 'possibly' (maybe)
Qt 'at no charge'
kede Only/a bit'
t un 'enough/well/perfectly'
tUtl 'a lot'
tl f 'extremely'
tlolo 'as soon as/right away'
vlafd 'possibly' (by chance)
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12.5.2.7. Summary

When considered from the point of view of their morphology, Fongbe adverbs appear to
constitute quite an eclectic class. Adverbs are formed in a number of ways; notably,
there is no derivational affix converting adjectives into adverbs (see also chapter 8). The
category "adverb" is thus not readily identifiable in the language.

12.5.3. Other ways of expressing adverbial concepts

Adverbial concepts may be expressed in Fongbe by other means than those discussed
above. For example, they can be represented by PP adjuncts. They can also be
represented by sequential 'take' serial verb constructions. They can even be expressed
using entire clauses. Examples of each type are provided in the following sections.

12.5.3.1. Adverbial concepts encoded by PP adjuncts

Concepts that may otherwise be expressed by the use of a manner adverb may be
represented by PP adjuncts introduced bykpo(c[0) 'with' (discussed in section 11.1). For
example, the notion 'honestly' may be expressed as in (139).

(139) Koku bio a t n kpo Ιιννέ jl kpo.
Koku do work GEN with law real with
'Koku worked honestly.'
[Lit.: 'Koku did his work with honesty.']

Similarly, the concept 'sincerely' may be expressed as in (140).

(140) KSku x y hwe kpoty ayi t n bi kpo.
Koku read prayer with heart GEN all with
'Koku prayed sincerely.'

The notion 'brutally' is expressed via a PP adjunct, as in (141).

(141) Kdko xo Asiba kpo ήη&$ kpo.
Koku hit Asiba with brutality with
'Koku hit Asiba brutally.'

The concept 'innocently' is represented in a similar way, as shown in (142).

(142) Koka φ χό kpo χόιηέ-νό kpo.
Koku say word with stomach-empty with
'Koku spoke innocently.'
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The notion 'patiently' is expressed as in (143).

(143) Kdku in t£ kpocio soxwixwt kpo.
Koku stay wait with patience with
'Koku waited patiently.'

The notion 'sadly' is also represented by a phrase introduced by kpocio 'with', as is
illustrated in (144).

(144) Kaku yi kpocio leblanulwubla kpo.
Koku leave with sadness with
'Koku left sadly.'

The idea 'violently' may also be expressed using a phrase introduced by kpocio, as is
shown in (145).

(145) Koku xo asm 6 kpocio Monhldn kpo.
Koku hit wife DEF with strength/violence with
'Koku hit his wife violently.'

The notion 'deliberately' is conveyed in a similar way, as is illustrated in (146).

(146) Koku xo asm ό kpo jlo kpo.
Koku hit wife DEF with will with
'Koku hit his wife deliberately.'

The notion 'with difficulty' is also conveyed in this way.

(147) K ko w too kpocio ν/υνέ kpo.
Koku do work with difficulty with
'Koku worked with difficulty.'

The sentence in (148) contains a representation of 'respectfully'.

(148) Koku φ χό kpo sisi kpo.
Koku say word with respect with
'Koku spoke respectfully.'

In the above examples, the concepts expressed via the PPs introduced \>ykpo(c[o) 'with'
are interpreted as manner adverbs.

A PP adjunct may in some cases be introduced by ψ> 'at'. Here, however, the
adverbial interpretation assigned to the PP is subject-oriented. This is shown in (149),
which should be compared with (139).
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(149) Koku bio äzo tön hwä ßß ji.
Koku do work GEN at law real on
'Koku worked honestly.'
[Lit.: 'Koku was honest in doing his work.']

12.5.3.2. Adverbial concepts expressed by means of the 'take' serial verb construction

In chapter 13, we will see that adverbial concepts may be expressed by means of a
'take' serial verb construction. The examples below show that concepts represented by
subject-oriented adverbs in other languages, are often expressed via a 'take' serial verb
construction in Fongbe. Note that all the examples in (150H154) involve what will be
identified as a sequential SVC rather than a simple SVC (see chapter 13).

(150) Köku so hwä ßß ze/so-blo tä ton na.
Koku take law real take-do work GEN with
'Koku worked honestly.'

(151) Koku so äyl tön bi s6-xä yähwa nä.
Koku take heart GEN all take-read prayer with
'Koku prayed sincerely.'

(152) Koku so zingitf so- Äsibä.
Koku take brutality take-hit Asiba
'Koku hit Asiba brutally.'

(153) Koku so so- .
Koku take stomach be.empty take-say word
'Koku spoke innocently.'

(154) Koku so äyi s6-wä äzo.
Koku take heart take-do work
'Koku worked intelligently.'

In all the above examples, the interpretation of the adverbial concept represented by a
sequential SVC appears to be subject-oriented. This contrasts with those represented by
a PP adjunct introduced by kpo(<jo) 'with', which are interpreted as manner VP adverbs.
This contrast is exemplified by the pair of sentences in (155).

(155) a. Koku söxwixwö so-nö tö nä.
Koku take patience take-stay wait with
'Koku waited patiently.'
[Lit.: 'Koku was patient in waiting.']

b. Koku no t£ kpo<jo sdxwlxwo kpo.
Koku stay wait with patience with
'Koku waited patiently.'
[Lit.: 'Koku waited with patience.']
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12.5.3.3. Adverbial concepts expressed by means of clauses

There are concept represented by adverbs in other languages which are expressed
differently in Fongbe.

For example, the notion 'fortunately' is conveyed by the first clause in (156).

(156) Mäwu bio nu W Köku wä.
god do thing and Koku arrive
'Fortunately, Koku has arrived.'
[Lit.: 'God did thing and Koku arrived.']

Likewise, the notion 'sadly' is conveyed by a clause, as is illustrated in (157).

(157) Koku yi, bläwu.
Koku leave 3sg be.sad
'Sadly, Koku left.'
[Lit.: 'Koku left, it is sad.']

Similarly, the notion 'if possible' may be expressed by means of, among other
options, a clause, as is illustrated in (158). ('If clauses are discussed in section 7.8.)

(158) Aß nyo 3, Koku na wä.
foot be.good DBF Koku DEF.FUT come
'If possible, Koku will come.'
[Lit.: 'If the foot is good, Koku will come.']

Segurola's (1963) dictionary contains numerous examples of this kind.

12.5.4. Summary

In Fongbe, the class of adverbs is relatively important, as we saw throughout section
12.5. Very few adverbs may occur between a subject and its verb. The bulk of adverbs
occur at the end of a clause. A small subset of adverbs may, however, occur either at
the end or at the beginning of a clause. As we saw in section 12.5.2, when considered
from the point of view of their morphological make-up, adverbs constitute quite an
eclectic class. Finally, as we saw in section 12.5.3, adverbial concepts may be represen-
ted by PP adjuncts, serial verb constructions or complete clauses. Recall from the intro-
duction to 12.5 that this section constitutes pioneering and preliminary work on this
lexical category. The topic deserves a lot more work. Akoha (1980) contains scattered
data on Fongbe adverbs. Aboh (1998a: 185) presents some data on Gungbe adverbs.
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12.6. Conclusion

In this chapter, two types of modifiers were considered: on the one hand, adjectives
(including colour terms), numerals, and quantifiers (which are relevant to nominal
structure), and on the other hand, adverbs (which are relevant to clause structure).

Most Fongbe adjectives are derived from verbs or they are essentially nouns used as
adjectives. The inventory of genuine adjectives was shown to be rather small: eighteen
lexical entries, identified in section 12.1.2, and one colour term, identified in section
12.2.2. The small number of adjectives was shown to correlate with the fact that
concepts that are represented by adjectives in other languages are encoded by stative
verbs in this language (see section 12.1.1). Eight colour terms were identified in
section 12.2. Three were identified as deverbal adjectives, four as derived nominals, and
one as a genuine adjective. The formation of traditional cardinal numbers is not decimal
based (see section 12.3.1). Ordinal numbers are derived from cardinal numbers by means
of the suffix -goo. The properties of quantifiers were discussed in section 12.4. While
positive quantifiers may appear in negative or non-negative clauses, negative quantifiers
are permitted only in clauses containing a negation marker or a negative marker.

Fongbe has a relatively important number of adverbs (see section 12.5.1). Adverbs
constitute an eclectic group when considered from a morphological point of view (see
section 12.5.2). Only a few adverbial forms may appear between a subject and its verb;
the bulk of adverbs appear at the periphery of a clause, generally at the end. Concepts
that are represented by adverbs in other languages may be expressed in various ways in
Fongbe (see section 12.5.3).

With the exception of traditional cardinal numbers, not much attention has been paid
to modifiers in the literature on Gbe languages. All the references cited in this chapter
contain a limited amount of scattered data on modifiers. This topic is certainly worth
investigating further.

Notes to chapter 12

1 . Anonymous (1983: IV, 3) notes that the stative verbs nyla 'to be bad' and nyo
'to be good' may be followed by a noun qualifying the stative verb.

(i) nyo
3sg be.good beauty
'(S)he is beautiful.' (from Anonymous 1983: IV, 3)
[Lit.: '(S)he is good with respect to beauty.']

(ii) έ nyo wan.
3sg be.good smell
'(S)he smells good.' (from Anonymous 1983: IV, 3)
[Lit.: '(S)he is good with respect to smell.']
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(iii) nylä hon.
3sg be.bad heart
'(S)he is bad.' (from Anonymous 1983: IV, 3)
[Lit.: '(S)he is bad with respect to the heart.']

2. Partial reduplication of wini would yield the non-attested form *wiwini. In this
case, the stative verb is fully reduplicated yielding wiiuwinf.

3. Akoha (1980: 295) has ba<je 'flat'. My informants do not have ba^e in their
lexicon.

4. This lexical item is spelled toboe in Rassinoux (1987).
5. There are no nouns used in apposition in the language. (A potential exception to

this generalisation may be found in the expression of inalienable possession
discussed in section 3.6.) It is thus unlikely that the nouns occurring in (26)
constitute instantiations of nominal appositions.

6. Not all verbal roots may undergo these processes. The following examples are
not grammatical: *mäg6mägo (lit.: 'not.full'), *mäklomäklo (lit.: 'not.big'),
*mäkpomäkpö (lit.: 'not.old'), *mäsyenmäsyen (lit.: 'not.hard'), etc. The
properties of verbs which allow for these processes is a topic for future research.

7. Whether Fongbe adjectives manifest the properties of unergatives or unaccusa-
tives is a topic for future research.

8. The verbs wi and we may also be assigned a resultative interpretation. See
chapter 5 for a discussion of verbs that may participate in more than one
aspectual class.

9. In my informants' lexicon, the verb vd can only mean 'to finish' (see section
10.6.2). Note, however, that Segurola (1963) lists v3 'red', but specifies that it
is a "forme syncopee de vdvd" [shortened form of vdvd].

10. My informants use the word sime with the meaning 'colour'. In Rassinoux
(1987), the word meaning 'colour' is hwekan. For the informants I consulted on
this topic, the word hwakan refers to the 'patterns' on a piece of material.

11. As stated in Berlin—Kay (1969: 162, fn. 12), the colours in capital letters can
be distinguished from the others by the fact that their boundaries are different;
their focus, however, remains the same. For example, "YELLOWV'yellow" have
the same focus, but "YELLOW" can include orange or brown, which is not the
case for "yellow".

12. My elicitation of colour terms from the chart is probably not as precise as that
of Berlin—Kay. Here, I am only providing a rough range of colours covered by
each term.

13. Those who do not use vövö for 'brown' use sinmä kökolä (lit.: 'colour
chocolate') to refer to the colour 'brown'.

14. Delafosse (1894) and Segurola (1963) attest the form vuvo 'last'. My informants
do not have this variant.

15. Two informants also report that vlo is used with the meaning One half. Vlo is
otherwise a verb meaning 'to divide in two'.
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16. The questions of whether ti is a free morpheme, or whether meti, nuti and fiti
are lexicalised, are topics for future research. In the discussion in this section, I
will treat χ + ti as lexical items, following Segurola (1963), who lists παέίί and
nuti as lexical entries. Fiti, however, is listed as two separate morphemes. It is
thus possible that, while meti and nuti are lexicalised forms, fi-ti is not. (See te
in section 4.5 for similar data.)

17. One informant does not like two negative quantifiers within the same clause;
when two quantifiers occur within the same negative clause, this informant
prefers to use one negative quantifier and one positive quantifier.

18. Due to its surface position, the word φΜά, which is sometimes translated as
'nearly' or 'almost', as in (i), is also considered, in traditional dictionaries of
Fongbe (see e.g. Rassinoux 1987; Segurola 1963), as an adverb occurring
between a subject and its VP. It appears, however, that ($bla is a verb meaning
'to miss' (as in 'to miss getting run over').

(i) a. n <$bla gS xo.
Isg miss be.full stomach
Ί am almost full.'

b. tin <$bl ja yl.
Isg miss fall ground
Ί almost fell to the ground.'

19. Some of them can be clef ted, in which case they occur in the clef ted position and
are followed by \νέ. (Clefted constructions are discussed in section 7.3.2.) The
clefted position is distinct from the clause initial position where only a very
small set of adverbs can occur, as will be seen in section 12.5.1.3.

20. Some manner adverbs such as linsinlinsin 'in an orderly fashion' may also be
interpreted as evaluative.

21. I am indebted to Renoe Lambert for sharing the preliminary results of her
research on the order of adverbs in Fongbe.

22. These preliminary results are nonetheless most interesting. The order of clause-
final adverbs manifested in Fongbe appears to be almost the mirror image of that
manifested by corresponding adverbs in some Romance languages (as per the
description in Cinque (1999: 16)). The order in Cinque is the following:
locative/temporaVmanner-habitual-completive-degree-manner.

23. The word so can be followed by a relative clause that specifies the day as
'yesterday' or as 'tomorrow'. This is illustrated in (i) and (ii).

(i) s3 [e w yi] 6
neighbouring.day RES come go DBF
'the neighbouring day that came and went'
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(ii) a. s3 [έ n w \ 6
neighbouring.day RES DEF.FUT come DEF
'the neighbouring day that will come'

b. so [έ β] 6
neighbouring.day RES arrive DEF
'the neighbouring day that arrives'

24. This derivation ofgtecte 'never* is from Akoha (1980: 281).
25. As is mentioned in Segurola (1963), φ is placed between hwo and nu. A similar

case with W is provided in (133).
26. This derivation is reported in Akoha (1980: 281). My informants do not have

λρέ as an adjective meaning 'little'.
27. Emphatic 6- was discussed in section 4.5. As was mentioned then, it is

otherwise the third person singular pronominal clitic.
28. Akoha (1980: 220) glosses φ as 'gently'. My informants do not have this

monosyllabic adverb.
29. Note that, although Jcp£ is associated with the notion 'small', it never appears

alone. It is always combined with another morpheme, as in kpavi
'small/young',kp f 'a bit', etc.





Part III

The major syntactic constructions of the language





Chapter 13
Serial verbs

The serial verb construction (SVC) consists of the concatenation of two or more verbs
forming a complex predicate. Verbs which participate in the SVC may all occur inde-
pendently. This chapter considers the Fongbe serial verbs that have been documented so
far. Section 13.1 introduces the basic issues pertinent to the study of verb serialisation.
It addresses the problem of the identification of this construction, the issue of argument
sharing by the verbs of this construction, and the issue of whether verb serialisation
constitutes a unified phenomenon. Section 13.2 shows that different types of serial verb
constructions can be distinguished on the basis of clusters of syntactic properties. Three
types (simple, sequential and adjuncts) are thus distinguished on the basis of syntactic
tests. The same tests also distinguish these constructions from coordinate structures.
Sections 13.3, 13.4, and 13.5 discuss SVCs where verbs meaning 'to take', 'to hold/to
carry' and 'to accompany' occur as the first verb of a series. Other verbs which may
occur as the first verb of a series are discussed in section 13.6. As will be seen in
section 13.7, the verb which means 'to turn' may occur either as the first or as the
second verb of a series. Section 13.8 discusses the SVCs involving 'to say' as the
second verb of a series. Section 13.9 provides a list of other verbs which may
participate in the simple SVC, and section 13.10 gives a list of other verbs which may
participate in the sequential SVC. The SVC involving the aspectual verbs fo/vd 'to
finish' is discussed in section 13.11. The comparative serial verb construction is discus-
sed in section 13.12. Section 13.13 raises the question of whether there is a 'too much'
or an 'enough' SVC in Fongbe. Section 13.14 concludes the chapter. As will be seen
throughout this chapter, there is variation among speakers in this area of the grammar.

13.1. Issues in the study of verb serialisation

A basic issue in the study of verb serialisation is the problem of its identification.
What constitutes a serial verb structure, as opposed to subordination or coordination? A
descriptive definition of the SVC is provided in Collins (1993: 91): "A serial verb
construction is a succession of verbs and their complements (if any) with one subject
and one tense value that are not separated by any overt marker of coordination or
subordination." The construction is illustrated in (1).

(1) Kdku so köklo yi äxi me.
Koku take chicken go market in
'Koku brought the chicken to the market.'

The sentence in (1) contains two verbs; there is one subject, one tense value and no
overt marker of coordination or subordination. From a semantic point of view, the two
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verbs form a complex predicate that denotes a single event. In (1), the respective
meanings of the two verbs so 'to take' and yi 'to go' combine to form a complex
predicate denoting the single event 'to bring'. A SVC is different from a coordinate
structure such as the one illustrated in (2).

(2) Kdkui so kokld bo, yi äxi me.
Koku take chicken DBF and.he go market in
'Koku took the chicken and went to the market.'

In (2), there is a marker of coordination, bo. In contrast to (1), in the sentence in (2),
the two verbs are interpreted as denoting two different events occurring in succession.
The contrast between (1) and (2) is quite straightforward. However, there is another
structure which appears to be intermediate between those in (1) and (2). This third
structure is illustrated in (3).

(3) Koku so avun 6 so-din.
Koku take dog DBF take-bury
'Koku took the dog and buried it.'

The striking fact about the structure in (3) is that there are two occurrences of the verb
so 'to take'. Although there is no marker of coordination in (3), the two verbs are
generally interpreted as referring to two closely consecutive events: so 'to take' and so-
din 'to take to bury' (variation among speakers with respect to this structure will be
discussed in section 13.2). In spite of this difference from the structure in (1), I will
consider the structure in (3) as a type of serial verb construction on the basis of the fact
that, as will be seen in section 13.2, the structure in (3) shares a number of significant
properties with the simple serial verb construction in (1). I will refer to the structure in
(3) as the sequential or covert coordinate construction.

Another criterion proposed to identify the SVC is that the verbs participating in the
construction must share an argument. For example, in (1), the theme of the transitive
verb so, kokld, is also the theme of the unaccusative verb yi. In (3), the two sets of
verbs share the same theme, avon\ they also share the same actor, Koku. This
phenomenon is known as 'argument sharing'. There is disagreement on which
argument is crucial for argument sharing in this construction. Some authors believe
that argument sharing may involve either the internal or the external argument, or both
(see e.g. Ägbedor 1993, da Cruz 1994a). For other authors, argument sharing must
involve the internal argument (see e.g. Baker 1989; Campbell 1992; Collins 1993;
D£chaine 1988; Foley-Van Valin 1985; Stewart 1998; etc.).

The structures in (1) and (3) satisfy both versions of the argument sharing condition.
However, the structure involved in the comparative construction, illustrated in (4),
does not.
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(4) Käku klo ho Asiba.
Koku be.big surpass Asiba
'Koku is bigger than Asiba.' (=(2) in Platt 1992)

While A sfba is the internal argument of the second verb, ho, there is no way it can be
analysed as also being the internal argument of the first verb klo 'to be big'. Conse-
quently, for the advocates of the second version of the argument sharing requirement,
comparative structures of the type in (4) would be excluded from the serial verb
construction, because the two verbs do not share an internal argument. For the advo-
cates of the first version of the argument sharing requirement, however, comparative
structures of the type in (4) would be included as serial verb constructions because, in
spite of the fact that the two verbs do not share an internal argument, they appear to
share an external argument. Indeed, Koku is the external argument shared by both verbs.

For the purposes of this chapter, I will consider any series of two or more verbs,
which share at least one argument, regardless of which type. I leave further discussion
of the questions surrounding the issue of argument sharing for future research.

Finally, another question is whether all the series of verbs participating in this
construction must have the same syntactic properties, hence, the same syntactic
structure. As will be seen in section 13.2, series of verbs do not all share exactly the
same properties. This suggests that they do not all manifest the same syntactic
structure. In Fongbe, three patterns appear to emerge, as will be seen in the various
sections of this chapter. This suggests that, even if all the structures appear to be
similar on the surface, at a deeper level of representation, the constructions do not
constitute a syntactically unified phenomenon.

13.2. Tests distinguishing between simple and sequential serial verb
structures, and coordinate structures

Building on work by Brousseau (1998), da Cruz (1994a) and Lefebvre (1991), this
section shows that simple and sequential serial verb constructions can be distinguished
on the basis of syntactic tests. The same tests also distinguish these constructions from
coordinate structures. The example sentences will generally be presented in triplets:
first, I provide the data for simple SVCs; second, those for overt coordinate structures;
and third, those for sequential or covert coordinate structures.

Test 1: one subject
The first test is whether there can be more than one subject in a clause containing the

series of verbs. In simple SVCs, there can be only one subject, as already illustrated in
(1). Coordinate structures may involve one or more subjects. In (2), the two conjuncts
share the same subject (bo is discussed in section 6.1). In (5), they each have a different
subject.
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(5) Koku so as$n W Asiba yi äxl .
Koku take crab DEF and Asiba go market in
'Koku took the crab and Asiba went to the market.'

In sequential structures, as in (3), there can be only one subject. Under this test,
sequential structures pair with simple SVCs.

Test 2: one temporal reference
In simple SVCs, there can be only one temporal reference. Thus, it is not possible to

situate the first part of the clause at one time and the second one at another time, as
shown by the ungrammaticality of the sentence in (6).

(6) *Kaku s$ said 5 gäntykpomä yi aid
Koku take bag DEF one.o'clock go market in two.o'clock

(=(85a) in Brousseau 1998: 168)

In coordinate structures, however, the two events denoted by the verbs may take place at
different times, as is illustrated in (7).

(7) Kokui so säkl 6 gäntykpomä boi yi äxl ma
Koku take bag DEF one.o'clock and.he go market in
ganw&me.
two.o'clock
'Koku took the bag at one o'clock and went to the market at two
o'clock.'

As is shown in (8), there cannot be two different temporal expressions in sequential
structures.

(8) *Koko so ävun gäntykpomä so-din gänwtmä
Koku take dog DEF one.o'clock take-bury two.o'clock

The sentence in (8) could be made grammatical if bo were added before the second verb,
transforming the sentence into a coordinate structure. Sequential structures are thus like
simple SVCs under this test; that is, there can only be one temporal reference.

Test 3: one occurrence of the definite future marker nä
In simple SVCs, there can be only one occurrence of the definite future marker nä,

discussed in section 5.3.3; nä occurs between a subject and its first verb, and it has
scope over the whole clause. This is illustrated in (9).1

(9) Kdku nä so äsön 6 *(nä) yi äxl ml.
Koku DEF.FUT take crab DEF DEF.FUT go market in
'Koku will bring the crab to the market.'
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In coordinate structures, there can be one occurrence of nä per conjunct, as shown
in (10).

(10) KSkui nä so äson bo, nä yi äxi me.
Koku DEF.FUT take crab DEF andhe DEF.FUT go market in
'Koku will take the crab and will go to the market.'

In sequential structures, there appears to be variation among speakers. Some accept (11)
with two n^s, while others don't.

(11) ok/* Kdko tiä so ävun 6 nä so-din.
Koku DEF.FUT take dog DEF DEF.FUT take-bury

'Koku will take the dog and will bury it.'

Thus, with respect to this test, sequential structures follow the pattern of simple SVCs
for some speakers and the pattern of coordinate structures for others.

Test 4: one occurrence of the negation marker mä
In simple SVCs, there can be only one occurrence of the negation marker mä

(discussed in section 6.4.1). Mä occurs between a subject and its first verb, and it has
scope over the whole clause, as in (12).

(12) Koku mä so äson 6 *(mä) yi äxi .
Koku NEG take crab DEF NEG go market in
'Koku did not bring the crab to the market.'

In contrast, coordinate structures allow one occurrence of the negation marker per
conjunct, as in (13).

(13) Koka, mä so äson boi mä yi äxi
Koku NEG take crab DEF andhe NEG go market in
'Koku did not take the crab and he did not go to the market.'

Sequential structures do not allow two occurrences of mä, as is shown in (14a). Note
that the sole occurrence of ma in (14b) has scope over the two consecutive events.

(14) a. *Kdku mä so ävun o mä so-din
Koku NEG take dog DEF NEG take-bury

b. Koku mä so ävun o so-din.
Koku NEG take dog DEF take-bury
'Koku did not take the dog and did not bury it.'

Under this test, sequential structures pair with simple SVCs.
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Test 5: one occurrence of the negative marker ä
As discussed in section 6.5.3.1, the negative marker is clause final. In simple SVCs,

this marker has scope over the whole clause, as shown in (15).

(15) Köku so äson 6 yl äxl mä ä.
Koku take crab DEF go market in Neg
'Koku did not bring the crab to the market.'

In coordinate structures, clause final ä has scope only over the second conjunct, as is
shown in (16).

(16) Kokui so as6n bo, yi äxl a.
Koku take crab DEF andhe go market in Neg
'Koku took the crab and did not go to the market.'

In sequential structures, clause final ä has scope over the two consecutive events.

(17) Kdku so ävun o so-din ä.
Koku take dog DEF take-bury Neg
'Koku did not take and bury the dog.'

Again, with respect to this test, sequential structures pair with simple SVCs, and not
with coordinate structures.

Test 6: constituency
In simple SVCs, the verbs do not form constituents with their objects. This can be

observed on the basis of extraction data when the construction occurs in the
imperfective. Recall from section 5.3.4.2 that the imperfective makes use of the form

'to be at' which selects the functional head wa, which in turn selects a nominalised
VP. In SVCs, the nominalised verbs are adjacent to one another; the theme precedes the
two adjacent verbs and the other internal argument follows the verbs. This is
exemplified in (18a). The sentence in (18b) shows that the complement of can be
fronted, leaving the pronominal trace e in the extraction site. This argues that both of
the verbs and their objects form a constituent. When only the first verb of the
construction has been fronted with one argument, the resulting structure is
ungrammatical, as in (18c). Similarly, when the second verb of the construction has
been fronted with the other argument, the resulting structure is also ungrammatical, as
shown in (18d). The ungrammaticality of (18c) and (18d) shows that, in simple SVCs,
individual verbs do not form constituents with their arguments.

(18) a. KSku äson so yl äxl mi \ .
Koku be. at crab take go market in POST
'Koku is bringing crab to the market.'
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b. A son so yi xi mi wl, Kdku φ e.
crab take go market in it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is bringing the crab to the market that Koku is doing.'

c. *ason so we, Kbku φ e yi xi me
crab take it.is Koku be.at RES go market in

d *yi xi mi wa, Kdko φ son so έ
go market in it.is Koku be.at crab take RES

In contrast, in coordinate structures, each verb forms a constituent with its object, as is
shown in (19). Here the first verb is in the imperfective aspect and the second is in the
prospective aspect.

(19) Kokui φ son ό so \νέ bo, φ na yi
Koku be.at crab DEF take POST and.he be.at DEF.FUT go
xl m wi.

market in POST
'Koku is taking the crab and is about to go to the market.'

Sequential structures pattern with simple SVCs with respect to this test. The sentence
in (20a) shows that, in the imperfective, the verbs occur together and the theme
precedes the verbs. This is similar to the data in (18a). (20b) shows that the
complement of φ can be fronted, leaving a pronominal trace in the extraction site.
This parallels (18b). The ungrammaticality of (20c) and (20d) shows that the individual
verbs in these constructions do not form separate constituents with their internal
arguments. These data parallel (18c) and (18d), respectively.

(20) a. Koku φ vun o so (so)-din we.2
Koku be.at dog DEF take take-bury POST
'Koku is burying the dog.'

b. Avon 6 so (so)-din wa, Koku φ έ.
dog DEF take take-bury it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is burying the dog that Koku is doing.'

c. *avun 6 so \νέ, Koku φ b so-din
dog DEF take it.is Koku be.at RES take-bury

d. *so-din we, Koku φ vun ό so έ
take-bury it.is Koku be.at dog DEF take RES

Test 7: extraction of arguments
The extraction of arguments out of these three structures also reveals their

similarities and differences. It is possible to extract all the arguments out of a simple
SVC, as is exemplified in (21). In (21a), the subject of the construction has been
extracted, in (21b), the object of the construction has been extracted, and in (21c), the
locative has been extracted.
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(21) a. KSkui we, tj so son 6 yi xi πιέ.
Koku it.is take crab DBF go market in
'It is Koku who brought the crab to the market.'

b. \As6n ό\ we, Kaku so tj yl axl ma.
crab DEF it.is Koku take go market in
'It is the crab that Koku brought to the market.'

c. Axl\ ma we, K$ku so as6n yi i\.
market in it.is Koku take crab go
'It is to the market that Koku brought crab.'

Extraction of arguments out of coordinate structures does not follow the same pattern,
as is exemplified in (22). Examples (22a) and (22b) show, respectively, that it is
possible to extract the subject or the object out of the first clause. The data in (22a) and
(22b) contrast with those in (2 la) and (21b), respectively. Example (22c) shows that it
is not possible to extract the locative argument from the second conjunct; this contrasts
with (21c).

(22) a. Kokui w£, tj so son 6 bo\ yi xi
Koku it.is take crab DEF and.be go market in
'It is Koku who took the crab and he went to the market.'

b. \Ason 6]i we, Kdkoj so tj boj yl xl ηέ.
crab DEF it.is Koku take and.he go market in
'It is the crab that Koku took and he went to the market.'

c. *axl\ Με w£, Kdkuj so son bo-} yi tj
market in it.is Koku take crab andhe go

In sequential structures, it is possible to extract all the arguments of the verbs invol-
ved. In (23a), the subject has been extracted, and in (23b), the theme has been extracted.

(23) a. K$ku{ we, ti so avun 5 so-din.
Koku it.is take dog DEF take-bury
'It is Koku who buried the dog.'

b. \Avun ό\ we, Kdku so ti (so)-din.
dog DEF it.is Koku take take-bury
'It is the dog that Koku buried.'

The data in (23) make sequential structures on a par with SVCs, as in (21), rather than
with coordinate structures, as in (22).

Test 8: predicate clef ting
There appears to be variation among speakers as to which predicate of the SVC

construction is involved in the predicate cleft construction. For all speakers consulted
so far, the first predicate can be clefted, as in (24a) (see also da Cruz 1994a; Ndayiragije
1992). The second predicate can be clefted for some speakers, as in (24b). The speakers
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reported on in da Cruz (1994a) and Ndayiragije (1992) do not accept sentences of the
(24b) type. For every informant consulted or reported on, predicate clefting of both
verbs is impossible, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (24c). As is shown by the
translations of (24a) and (24b), the clefted phrase is interpreted as if both verbs had been
clefted: the contrastive interpretation bears on the whole event denoted by the
concatenation of the semantics of the two verbs.

(24) a. So wä, Koku so äson o yi äxi .
take it.is Koku take crab DEF go market in
'It is bringing the crab to the market that Koku did.' (as opposed to e.g.
selling it)

b. ok/* YJ wa, K$ku so äson 6 yi äxi ma.
go it.is Koku take crab DEF go market in

'It is bringing the crab to the market that Koku did.' (as opposed to e.g.
selling it)

c. *so yi wa, Koku so äson 5 yi äxi ma
take go it.is Koku take crab DEF go market in

In coordinate structures, predicate clefting may involve the verb of the first conjunct,
but not that of the second, as is shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (25a)
and (25b). Finally, (25c) shows that the verbs of each of the two conjunct clauses may
not be involved together in the predicate cleft construction.

(25) a. So , KSku^ so äson 6^ yi axl me.
take it.is Koku take crab andhe go market in
'It is take the crab that Koku did and he went to the market.'

b. *yi wä, Kökui so äson bo, yi äxi me
go it.is Koku take crab andhe go market in

c. *so yi w t K$ku\ so äson bo[ yi axi ma
take go it.is Koku take crab and.he go market in

Once more, in sequential constructions, the extraction data are congruent with simple
SVCs rather than with coordinate structures. The examples in (26a) and (26b) show that
either verb can be clefted. The example in (26c) shows that both verbs cannot appear
together in the clefted constituent.

(26) a. So we, Köku so ävun o so-din.
take it.is Koku take dog DEF take-bury
'It is bury the dog that Koku did.'

b. Din , Koku so ävun o so-din.
bury it.is Koku take dog DEF take-bury
'It is bury the dog that Koku did.'

c. *s5 (so)-din we, Kdko so ävun o so-din
take take-bury it.is Koku take dog DEF take-bury
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Note also that the semantics of the clefted constituents in (26a) and (26b) relates to the
whole event denoted by the series of verbs.

Test 9: strict order of verbs
In simple SVCs and in sequential constructions, the order of verbs is fixed, as in the

examples above. Switching their order would no longer yield the same interpretation. In
coordinate structures, however, the order of verbs may be modified. Compare (27)
with (2).

(27) Kokui yi axi ma bo, so kokld 6.
Koku go market in and.he take chicken DBF
'Koku went to the market and took the chicken.'

This terminates the discussion regarding the tests used to distinguish the three
structures discussed in this section.3·4

The results of the tests distinguishing simple SVCs, coordinate structures and
sequential SVCs are summarised in Table 13.1.

Table 13.1. Summary of tests distinguishing simple svcs, coordinate structures
and sequential SVCs

_ Simple svcs Coordinate structures Sequential svcs
Test 1: one subject + - +
Test 2: one temporal reference + - +
Test 3: one occurrence of the + - +/-
definite future marker nä
Test 4: one occurrence of the + - +
negation marker mä
Test 5: one occurrence of the + - +
negative marker ä
Test 6: v + NP form a constituent - + -
Test 7: all arguments can be + - +
extracted
Test 8: predicate clefting of
•Y! (with contrastive interpreta- + - +
tion on the whole event),
•V2 (with contrastive +/- - +/?5

interpretation on the whole event)
Test 9: strict order of verbs _ + _ - _ + _

As can be seen in Table 13.1, coordinate structures have properties that set them
apart from both simple SVCs and sequential structures. Sequential structures share
almost all their properties with simple SVCs. Thus, sequential SVCs differ from simple
SVCs in that, while the former may involve two occurrences of the verb 'to take', the
latter cannot; and while the former may involve two occurrences of the definite future
marker, the latter cannot. Also, while the simple SVC is interpreted as a single event,
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the sequential SVC is generally interpreted as comprising two successive events. The
absence of a conjunction in sequential structures, however, appears to create a
transparent domain, and yields (in some cases) a concatenated interpretation of the
respective meanings of the two events described by the verbs. Even though the two
subtypes of SVCs do not manifest striking dissimilarities, the differences between them
may turn out to be more important when data from other tests, such as clitic climbing
and adverb placement (discussed in notes 3 and 4, respectively), are available.

The syntactic representation of coordinate structures is quite straightforward. Several
syntactic representations have been proposed for the simple SVC, most of which
involve the representation of a complex predicate (see e.g. da Cruz 1994a; Lambert
2000; Larson 1991; Lefebvre 1991; etc.). It is possible that the sequential SVCs have,
in fact, the structure of covert coordination. (For further discussion of this point, see
Lambert 2000.) As we will see in section 13.12, the comparative construction has
syntactic properties that differ from those of the simple and sequential SVCs
summarised in Table 13.1. It is possible that the cluster of properties they manifest
will lead to an analysis of their structure in terms of syntactic adjunction. So, even if
the SV structures appear to be similar on the surface, the construction does not appear
to constitute a unified phenomenon when deeper properties are considered.

13.3. The so/ze 'to take' serial verb construction

The 'take' SVCs are those where the first verb of the construction is a verb meaning 'to
take'. Fongbe has two such verbs: so and ze. As far as I can tell, there seems to be no
semantic difference between these two verbs (see Lefebvre 1991). These verbs may
combine with verbs of change of location/possession, or with verbs denoting a transfer
of knowledge. They may also combine with verbs of change of state, or with the verb
meaning 'to kill'. They are also involved in instrumental and manner SVCs. These will
be discussed in turn. The structures may manifest the properties of simple or sequential
SVCs discussed in section 13.2. Structures of each type will be identified throughout
this section.

13.3.1. 'To take' and verbs of change of location/possession

The verbs so and ze may occur as the first verb of a series in the simple SVC. They
combine with unaccusative verbs of change of location, as shown in (28).

(28) a. KSku sölzo äson yi äxi me.
Koku take crab go market in
'Koku brought crab to the market.' (direction away from the speaker)

(=(la) in Lefebvre 1991)
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b. Kdku so/ äson wä äxi mi.
Koku take crab come market in
'Koku brought crab to the market.' (direction towards the speaker)

(=(la) in Lefebvre 1991)
c. Kdku so moto 6 byo xwe gb&.

Koku take car DBF enter house in
'Koku drove the car into the house.' (=(8) in da Cruz 1994a: 46)

The 'take' verbs may also combine with transitive verbs of change of location.
Examples are provided in (29).

(29) a. Kdku so äsSn tävo ji.
Koku take crab put table on
'Koku put crab on the table.' (=(lb) in Lefebvre 1991)

b. Kdku so ajoto hwäM.
Koku take thief PL hide
'Koku hid the thieves.'6 (=(5d) in da Cruz 1994a: 45)

c. Koku so vi 5 juon ännkpö ji.
Koku take child DBF sit seat on
'Koku sat the child on the seat.'7 (=(12) in da Cruz 1994a: 47)

d. Kdku so cävl o nyi gbe.
Koku take key DEF throw outside
'Koku threw the key outside.' (=(14) in da Cruz 1994a: 47)

e. Kdku so äwu do nu Äsibä.
Koku take suit wear for Asiba
'Koku dressed Asiba.'8 (=(15) in da Cruz 1994a: 47)

f. Kdku so äwu o kplä hon o.
Koku take suit DEF hang door DEF
'Koku hung the suit on the door.' (=(17) in da Cruz 1994a: 48)

g. Koku so ävd ydyo kpe .
Koku take loincloth new PL join to old PL
'Koku added the new loincloths to the old ones.'

(=(18) in da Cruz 1994a: 48)

The 'take' verbs may also combine with transitive verbs of change of possession, as
is illustrated in (30).

(30) a. Kdku so akwe 6 jo nu
Koku take money DEF give.back to Asiba
'Koku gave the money back to Asiba.' (=(13) in da Cruz 1994a: 47)

b. Kdku so moto 6 sä nu Äsibä.
Koku take car DEF sell to Asiba
'Koku sold the car to Asiba.' (=(22) in da Cruz 1994a: 48)
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c. Koku so xwe 6 xäyä no Asibä.
Koku take house DEF rent to Asiba
'Koku rented the house to Asiba.' (=(23) in da Cruz 1994a: 49)

d. Kaku so gfrn 6 xo.
Koku take watch DEF buy
'Koku bought the watch.' (=(24) in da Cruz 1994a: 49)

The 'take* verbs may also combine with the ditransitive verbs identified in section
10.2.4. This is illustrated in (31).

(31) a. Köku so äson nä Äsibä.
Koku take crab give Asiba
' Koku gave crab to Asiba.' (=( 1 c) in Lefebvre 1991)

b. Koku ze flansegbe Äsibä.
Koku take French teach Asiba
'Koku taught French to Asiba.' (=(le) in Lefebvre 1991)

c. Köko a? flansegM kplon Asiba.
Koku take French show Asiba
'Koku taught French to Asiba.' (=( le) in Lefebvre 1991)

In the 'take' SVC involving a ditransitive verb, the shared argument of the construction
has to be the theme of the construction, as in (31). The shared argument cannot be the
goal/recipient, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of the sentence in (32), compared
with (3 la).

(32) *KöM so Äsibä nä äson
Koku take Asiba give crab

Similar restrictions have been noted in Baker (1989: 540), Campbell (1989: 346),
Collins (1993: 143) and Dochaine (1988: 93-97), on the basis of other West African
languages.

The verbs that combine with so and ze are from different classes: unaccusatives,
transitives and ditransitives. These verbs, however, appear to share the following
semantic property: they all involve a 'theme undergoing a change of
location/possession' (see Lefebvre 1991). The unaccusative verbs in (28) (e.g. yi 'to
go', wä 'to come', etc.) involve a theme undergoing a change of location. The
transitive verbs in (29) (e.g. 'to put', nyi 'to throw', kpe 'to join', etc.) also involve
a theme undergoing a change of location. Similarly, the verbs that combine with a
'take' verb in (30) (e.g. jo 'to give back', sä 'to sell', etc.) are verbs involving a theme
that undergoes a change of possession. Finally, the ditransitive verbs that can combine
with a 'take' verb in (31) involve a theme undergoing a change of possession or a
transfer of knowledge (e.g. nä 'to give', 'to teach', etc.). Thus, although the verbs
that combine with a 'take' verb appear to be disparate when considered from the point
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of view of their syntactic class, they form a coherent class when considered from the
point of view of their semantics.

In all these cases, the theme of the second verb is also the object of the first verb. It
is thus the shared argument of the construction. The syntactic properties of the 'take'
SVC discussed so far correspond to those of the simple SVC identified in section 13.2.

Da Cruz (1994a: 51) also reports on 'take' SVCs involving three verbs. The sentences
in (33) constitute examples of this phenomenon.

(33) a. Koku so me 6 ζίη φ yi.
Koku take person DBF push put ground
'Koku made the person fall.' (=(39) in da Cruz 1994a: 51)

b. Koku so ami o k n φ g me.
Koku take oil DBF pour put bottle in
'Koku poured the oil in a bottle.' (=(40) in da Cruz 1994a: 51)

c. Kdku so sin o k n nyi yi.
Koku take water DEF pour throw ground
'Koku spilled the water on the floor.' (=(41) in da Cruz 1994a: 51)

Again, in the examples in (33), the second and third verbs of the series are verbs that
involve a theme undergoing a change of location. For example, in (33b), the verbs k n
'to pour', φ 'to put', etc. involve a theme undergoing a change of location.

13.3.2. 'To take' and verbs of change of state

Verbs of change of state are another semantic class of verbs that may combine with a
verb meaning 'to take'. However, there appears to be variation among speakers, with
respect to this possibility. So far, I have identified three groups of speakers. First, the
speakers discussed in Lefebvre (1991: 62) do not combine a 'take' verb with a verb of
change of state. Second, the speakers in da Cruz (1994a) do have such combinations.
As per da Cruz's discussion of the data, the properties of these combinations appear to
be those characterising the simple SVCs discussed in section 13.2. Third, another
sample of speakers that I worked with only allow the combination of a 'take' verb with
a verb of change of state, and only in the construction identified in section 13.2, as a
sequential SVC. I will discuss the last two sets of data in turn.

I begin with the data in da Cruz (1994a). A first set of verbs of change of state that
may combine with a 'take' verb is given in (34).

(34) a. Koku so mesi ton Ιέ sir.
Koku take teacher GEN PL grow/be.promoted (speaking of status)
'Koku honoured his teachers.' (=(5c) in da Cruz 1994a: 45)

b. Kdku so xontin ton hw£.
Koku take friend GEN be.small/be.lowered (speaking of status)
'Koku humiliated his friend.' (=( 11) in da Cruz 1994a: 47)
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c. Koku so nyonu 6 da.
Koku take woman DBF many
'Koku married the woman.' (=(35) in da Cruz 1994a: 50)

The verb gbä 'to break' may also combine with so, as shown in (35).

(35) Koku so kofu 6 gbä.
Koku take glass DBF break
'Koku broke the glass.' (=(42) in da Cruz 1994a: 51)

The verb huzu 'to transform/to change' may also combine with a verb meaning
'to take'.

(36) a. J&zu so sin 5 huzu .
Jesus take water DEF change wine
'Jesus changed the water into wine.' (=(43) in da Cruz 1994a: 52)

b. Päpä so Koku huzu yehwtä.
pope take Koku change priest
'The pope made Koku priest.' (=(44) in da Cruz 1994a: 52)

c. Vatikan so nyiko ton huzu yehwe.
Vatican take name GEN change prayer
The Vatican sanctified his name.' (=(45) in da Cruz 1994a: 52)

As per the account in da Cruz (1994a), the constructions in (33)-(36) have the
properties of simple SVCs identified in section 13.2. (For an account of the syntactic
representations of these constructions, see da Cruz 1994a. For a discussion on the
discrepancy between the grammars exhibited by the speakers in da Cruz (1994a) and
Lefebvre (1991), see Brousseau 1998: 175-178.)

I now turn to a discussion of the third group of speakers. First, for these speakers, all
the sentences in (34)-(36) are ungrammatical. Second, they can all be made
grammatical if the second verb of the series is immediately preceded by so 'to take', as
is exemplified in (37) (to be compared with (35)).

(37) Käku so kofu 6 so-gba.
Koku take glass DEF take-break
'Koku broke the glass.'

(For other similar examples, see (47) in chapter 10). Third, for these speakers, using
tests to distinguish simple SVCs from sequential SVCs (see section 13.2), the
combination of a 'take' verb with a change of state verb pair with sequential
constructions. Recall from section 13.2 that the possibility of two occurrences of the
definite future marker na distinguishes sequential structures from simple SVCs. For this
third group of speakers, two occurrences of na are possible in combinations involving a
'take' verb and a change of state verb. This is illustrated in (38).
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(38) Koku na so kofu o nä so-gbä.
Koku DEF.FUT take glass DBF DEF.FUT take-break
'Koku will break the glass.'

There thus appears to be variation among speakers with respect to the possibility of
combining a verb meaning 'to take' with a change of state verb.

13.3.3. The combination of 'to take' and 'to kill'

The combination of 'to take' and 'to kill' (where the shared argument is the animate
object being killed) is reported by da Cruz (1994a: 50).9 This is exemplified in (39).

(39) Kdku so koklo o hu.
Koku take chicken DBF kill
'Koku killed the chicken.' (=(32) in da Cruz 1994a: 50)

There is variation among Fongbe speakers as to the acceptability of (39). For example,
the speakers in Lefebvre (1991) reject this possibility. Additional field work I did on
this topic shows, however, that the data in (39) can be replicated. The informants who
accept (39) also accept the sequential structure in (40).

(40) Koku so koklo 6 so-hu.
Koku take chicken DEF take-kill
'Koku killed the chicken.'

While (39) is perceived as one event, (40) is perceived as comprising two consecutive
events.

The series of verbs in (39) is interesting not only because it appears to be rare, but
also because, as is pointed out in Brousseau (1998: 177-178), in this case, the agent is
also shared by the two verbs. More work is required for a complete understanding of the
data in (39). (For a preliminary discussion of this issue, see Brousseau 1998: 177-178;
daCruz!994a:50.)

Another similar structure involves the combination of the verbs xo 'to hit' and hü 'to
kill' as is illustrated in (41).

(41) Kdku xo kokld hit.
Koku hit chicken DEF kill
'Koku beat the chicken to death.'

Notice from the translation of (41) that the construction is assigned a resultative
interpretation (the result is the death of the chicken). The striking fact here is that the
verb ku 'to die' cannot occur as the second verb of this series, as is shown by the
ungrammaticality of the sentence in (42).10
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(42) *Kaku xo kokld 5 ku
Koku hit chicken DBF die

Similar data are reported for Ewe in Collins (1993: 139-140). Collins suggests that in
sentences of the type in (41), V2 denotes "a kind of subsequent action". The Fongbe
informants I work with insist, however, that (41) is interpreted as denoting a single
event. Again, there seems to be variation among speakers.

Further work needs to be done on the semantics of the structure in (41). An explana-
tion of why (42) is not possible is also called for. Discussions of similar data on other
West African languages may be found in Campbell (1992) and in Collins (1993: 99).

13.3.4. The instrumental 'to take' serial verb construction

A verb meaning 'to take' may appear as the first verb of a series in which the shared
argument, the theme, is interpreted as the instrument of the construction. This is
illustrated in (43).

(43) a. K$ku so Mn x sib .
Koku take stick hit Asiba
'Koku hit Asiba with a stick.' (=(ld) in Lefebvre 1991)

b. Koku so βνί sen Ian.
Koku take knife cut meat
'Koku cut meat with a knife.' (=(82a) in Brousseau 1998: 167)

However, not all Fongbe speakers accept such data. For example, da Cruz (1994a: 124)
stars a similar example, reproduced below as (44).

(44) *Koku so βνί ό sen w xuxu 5
Koku take knife DEF cut bread DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku cut the bread with the knife.'] (=(3a) in da Cruz 1994a: 124)

The fact is, that for da Cruz (1994a) and the speakers reported on therein, the
instrumental 'take' SVC requires the clause-final particle na, glossed as 'with' in (45).
(See section 11.1 for a discussion of the grammatical status of this lexical item.)

(45) Koku so βνί 5 sen waxuxu 6 na.
Koku take knife DEF cut bread DEF with
'Koku cut the bread with the knife.' (=(5a) in da Cruz 1994a: 124)

Brousseau (1998: 167) also gives similar examples noting the additional information
that, in clauses constructed on the model of (45), the 'take' verb may be repeated before
the second verb of the series, as is illustrated in (46).
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(46) KSku so jivi (sS)-sen län nä.
Koku take knife take-cut meat with
'Koku cut meat with a knife.'
'Koku used a knife to cut meat.' (=(82b) in Brousseau 1998: 167)

Brousseau (1998: 167) also reports on another variant, where the two verbs appear in a
coordinate structure (with bo) and, optionally, with the particle nä, as is depicted
in (47).

(47) Kokui s6 jivi ba, sen Ian (nä).
Koku take knife andhe cut meat (with)
'Koku took a knife and cut meat with it.'

(=(82c) in Brousseau 1998: 167)

The instrumental 'take' construction thus manifests the properties of three slightly
different structures: the simple serial verb construction in (43), the construction with nä
in (45) and (46), and the coordinate construction in (47). On the basis of syntactic tests,
Brousseau (1998: 167-168) identifies the first structure as a simple SVC, the second
one as a subordinate structure (the sequential structure discussed in section 13.2), and
the third one as a coordinate structure of the type discussed by Hale (1991), in terms of
prepositional chains.

In the first two structures (see (43) and (45)-(46), respectively), V j and \2 are
interpreted as having the same temporal reference, and hence, different time
specifications for the two verbs would yield ungrammatical sentences, as shown in
(48a) and (48b). As for the third structure (see (47)), the two verbs of the construction
need not be associated with the same time reference, as shown in (48c).

(48) a. *Köko so kpo o gändokpomä Äsibä gänwöme
Koku take stick DEF one.o'clock hit Asiba two.o'clock

b. *Köku so kpo gändokpome hu Äsibä gänw&mä. nä
Koku take stick one.o'clock kill Asiba two.o'clock with

(=(85b) in Brousseau 1998: 168)
c. Käku[ so kpo gändokpomä bo\ hu Äsibä gänwämä.

Koku take stick one.o'clock and.he kill Asiba two.o'clock
'Koku took a stick at one o'clock and killed Asiba at two o'clock.'

(=(85c) in Brousseau 1998: 169)

In the first two structures, the negative marker ä has scope over the whole clause
(with emphasis on the instrument in the second structure), whereas in the third
structure, it has scope only over the second clause.
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(49) a. Koku so jivi elo gbo Ian 6 ä.
Koku take knife DEM cut meat DEF Neg
'Koku did not cut the meat with this knife.'
(='Koku may have cut the meat but not with this knife.')

(=(86a) in Brousseau 1998: 169)
b. Koku so jivi elo gbö län o nä ä.

Koku take knife DEM cut meat DEF with Neg
'Koku did not take this knife to cut the meat.'
(='He cut the meat with another knife.') (=(86b) in Brousseau 1998: 169)

c. Kokoi so jivi elo bo, gbö län o ä.
Koku take knife DEM andhe cut meat DEF Neg
'Koku took this knife but he did not cut the meat with it.'

(=(86c) in Brousseau 1998: 169)

The difference in interpretation between (49a) and (49b) follows from the fact that, as
will be seen below, the instrument in (49a) is a required instrument, whereas in (49b),
it is only a facilitating one (see Brousseau 1998: 174 for further discussion).

Another test involves the negation marker ma. While this marker is excluded from
the second part of the clause in the first two structures, it is allowed in the third.

(50) a. *Kaku so jivi elo ma gbo Ian 6
Koku take knife DEM NEG cut meat DEF

(=(87a) in Brousseau 1998: 169)
b. *Koku so jivi elo ma gbo län o nä

Koku take knife DEM NEG cut meat DEF with
(=(87b) in Brousseau 1998: 169)

c. K$ku{ so jivi bo{ mä gbö län o.
Koku take knife DEM andhe NEG cut meat DEF
'Koku did not take this knife to cut the meat.'11

[Lit.: 'Koku took this knife and he did not cut the meat (with it).']
(=(87c) in Brousseau 1998: 169)

The definite future marker nä appears only once (before the first verb) in the first two
structures, but it may appear twice in the third one.

(51) a. Koku na so jivi 6 (*ni) sen Ian
Koku DEF.FUT take knife DEF DEF.FUT cut meat

b. Köku na so gäfu (*na) wo na
Koku DEF.FUT take fork DEF.FUT eat dough with

(=(88b) in Brousseau 1998: 170)
c. Kökoi nä so gäfu b&l (na) wo nä.

Koku DEF.FUT take fork andhe DEF.FUT eat dough with
'Koku will take a fork and he will eat dough with it.'

(=(88c) in Brousseau 1998: 170)
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Extraction data distinguish those three structures. As for the first, it is not possible
to extract either of the two verbs, with its internal argument, out of the complement
position of φ 'to be at' (in the imperfective construction). This is illustrated by the
ungrammaticality of the sentences in (52).

(52) a. *jlvi sa \νέ, Kdku φ έ sen Ian
knife take it.is Koku be.at RES cut meat

b. *sen Ian w£, Kdko φ βνί so έ
cut meat it.is Koku be.at knife take RES

For the second structure, informants' judgments vary. The speakers in Brousseau
(1998: 170) allow extraction of either verb with its argument, showing that, in this
case, each verb forms a constituent with its object, as shown in (53). (For my
informants, the two sentences in (53) are not grammatical.)

(53) a. Jivf ό so na wa, Kdko φ έ sen Ian.
knife DEF taking with it.is Koku be.at RES cutting meat
'Using the knife was what Koku did to cut meat.'
[Lit.: 'It is by using the knife that Koku cut meat.']

(=(90a) in Brousseau 1998: 170)
b. L n ό sen \νέ, KdM φ so βνί ό έ n .

meat DEF cutting it.is Koku be.at taking knife DEF RES with
'Cutting the meat was what Koku did using the knife.'
[Lit.: 'It is cutting the meat that Koku did using the knife.']

(=(90b) in Brousseau 1998: 170)

According to the informants in Brousseau (1998: 171), for the third structure, it is
possible to extract only the first verb, with its arguments, as in (54a).12 This follows
from the analysis that the second verb in the third structure is part of a separate clause.

(54) a. Jivi 6 so wa, Kdkui φ έ bo^ san Ian 6.
knife DEF taking it.is Koku be.at RES and.he cutting meat DEF
'Koku is taking the knife to cut the meat.'
[Lit.: 'It is taking the knife that Koku did to cut the meat.']

(=(9 la) in Brousseau 1998: 171)
b. *lan ό sin wa, Kdko so βνί 5 (bo) φ έ

meat DEF cutting it.is Koku take knife DEF (andhe) be.at RES
(=(91b) in Brousseau 1998: 171)

As for the test involving extraction of arguments: in the first two structures, it is
possible to extract both objects, as shown in (55) and (56); whereas with the third
structure, it is possible to extract only the object of the first verb, as shown in (57).
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(55) a. fivii wa, Koku so tj so-sen Ian 6.
knife it.is Koku take take-cut meat DEF
'It is a knife that Koku cut the meat with.'

b. Lan\ we, Koku so βνί ό so-sen t,.
meat it.is Koku take knife DEF take-cut
'It is meat that Koku cut with the knife.'

(56) a. [Jivi 5\i νέ, Kaku s6 [c\ sen l n o (na).
knife DEF it.is Koku take cut meat DEF (with)
'It is the knife that Koku cut the meat with.'

(=(93a) in Brousseau 1998: 171)
b. [L n 6\ wa, Koku so βνί ό sen [e\ (na).

meat DEF it.is Koku take knife DEF cut (with)
'It is the meat that Koku cut with the knife.'

(=(93b) in Brousseau 1998: 171)
(57) a. [Jivi 5\ wa, Koku so [e]i bo sen Ian 6 (na).

knife DEF it.is Koku take andhe cut meat DEF (with)
'It is the knife that Koku took to cut the meat (with).'

(=(94a) in Brousseau 1998: 171)
b. *[lan ό\ ννέ, K ku so βνί ό bo sen [e]i (n )

meat DEF it.is Koku take knife DEF and.he cut (with)
(=(94b) in Brousseau 1998: 171)

On the basis of these tests, Brousseau (1998: 172) concludes that the first two
structures are serial constructions, whereas the third, since it has all the properties of a
coordinate structure, is not.

Now, is there a difference between the first two structures? Brousseau (1998: 173)
shows that the simple serial construction (the first one) must involve only required
instruments, i.e. instruments that are obligatory semantic arguments of the verb(s), as
in (43) and (49a). In contrast, the second structure may involve intermediary and
facilitating instruments, i.e. instruments that are not arguments of the verb(s) as shown
in (58a). As is illustrated in (58b), it can also involve other modifiers such as the
material out of which something was made.

(58) a. KSku so g fu φ wo na.
Koku take fork eat dough with
'Koku ate dough with a fork.' (=(97a) in Brousseau 1998: 173)

b. Koku so xwll φα TWO na.
Koku take wood build house with
'Koku built a house with wood.' (=(97b) in Brousseau 1998: 173)

Recall from (46) that, in the second structure (but not the first), it is possible to repeat
the 'take' verb just before the second verb. Brousseau (1998: 173) considers this an
additional argument supporting the analysis that the second structure is a subordinate
serial construction (corresponding to the sequential one in section 13.2).
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13.3.5. The 'to take' serial verb construction of manner

The verbs meaning 'to take' also participate in a serial verb construction where the
internal argument is interpreted as manner. This is exemplified in (59).

(59) a. Koku so yeyi xä woma 5 na.
Koku take care read paper DEF with
'Koku read the paper with care.' (=(97c) in Brousseau 1998: 173)

b. Köku so äwäjije yi ye nä.
Koku take joy receive 3pl with
'Koku received them with joy.' (=(5b) in da Cruz 1994a: 124)

As has been noted by both Brousseau (1998) and da Cruz (1994a), these 'take' serial
verb constructions require nä at the end of the clause, making them on a par with
instrumental subordinate (or sequential) structures rather than with simple instru-
mental SVCs.

13.3.6. Summary

The 'take' SVC is a very productive one in Fongbe. As we saw throughout section
13.3, a 'take' verb may combine with verbs of various syntactic classes (unaccusative,
transitive or ditransitive). It may combine with verbs of various semantic classes (verbs
of change of location/possession, verbs of change of state, etc.). It may even combine
with a causative verb such as 'to kill'. Fongbe exhibits instrumental and manner 'take'
SVCs. Finally, 'take' SVCs may manifest properties of simple SVCs or those of
sequential SVCs (discussed in section 13.2). Discussions of the semantic and syntactic
contribution of the 'take' verb to this construction may be found in Brousseau (1998),
da Cruz (1994a) and Lefebvre (1991).

13.4. The hen 'to hold/to carry' serial verb construction

In isolation, the verb hen means 'to hold/to take a hold of/to carry', as shown in (60)
and (61).

(60) Koka hän äwu yöyo o.
Koku hold suit new DEF
'Koku held the new suit.' (=( la) in da Cruz 1994a: 73)

(61) K$ku hän ägbän .
Koku carry parcel DEF
'Koku carried the parcel.'
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As is extensively documented in da Cruz (1994a), ban may also appear as the first verb
of a series. As such, it may combine with verbs of change of location, as is illustrated
in (62).

(62) a. Kdku hen äson yi äxl me.
Koku hold crab PL go market in
'Koku carried the crabs to the market.' (=(4a) in da Cruz 1994a: 74)

b. Koku hen awu wä xö ml.
Koku hold suit PL come room in
'Koku carried the suits into the room.' (=(4b) in da Cruz 1994a: 74)

c. Koku hen gba 6 byo xwe gte.
Koku hold box DEF enter house inside
'Koku carried the box inside the house.' (=(7) in da Cruz 1994a: 76)

d Koku hen Äsibä xö me.
Koku hold Asiba put stomach in
'Koku felt resentment against Asiba.'
[Lit.: 'Koku kept Asiba in the stomach.1] (=(13) in da Cruz 1994a: 76)

may combine with some verbs of change of state. Da Cruz (1994a: 77-78)
attests the combinations in (63). According to one informant I consulted on this topic,
the meaning of hin in the sentences below would best be rendered as 'to let'. This is
compatible with the observation in da Cruz (1994a: 73) that the semantics of hen does
not involve a volitional component, and that in han SVCs, the actor participates rather
unconsciously in the event denoted by the clause. The translations that are closest to
this informant's intuitions are provided within parentheses below those of da Cruz'.

(63) a. Kdko han kofü 6 gbä.
Koku hold glass DEF break
'Koku broke the glass.' (=(16) in da Cruz 1994a: 77)
('Koku let the glass break.')

b. Kökü hin kike gble.
Koku hold bicycle DEF damage
'Koku damaged the bicycle.' (=(17) in da Cruz 1994a: 78)
('Koku let the bicycle be damaged.')

c. Koku hin gan 6 bo.
Koku hold watch DEF lose
'Koku lost the watch.' (=(18) in da Cruz 1994a: 78)
('Koku let the watch get lost.')

d Koku hen äwu 5 fä.
Koku hold suit DEF wet
'Koku wet the suit.' (=(19) in da Cruz 1994a: 78)
('Koku let the suit get wet.')
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e. Koku kpä o kijä.
Koku hold fence DEF destroy.in.spreading
'Koku destroyed the fence.' (=(20) in da Cruz 1994a: 78)
('Koku let the fence be destroyed.')

f. Koku hen sälo 6 van.
Koku hold scarf DEF lacerate
'Koku tore the scarf.' (=(21) in da Cruz 1994a: 78)
('Koku let the scarf be torn.')

I ran the tests in Table 13.1 on these data. The results show that the sentences in (63)
behave like simple SVCs.

A syntactic analysis of the serial verb constructions introduced by can be found
in da Cruz (1994a). More work is required on the semantics of and on the SVCs in
which it appears.

13.5. The kpla 'to accompany' serial verb construction

In isolation, the verb kpla means 'to accompany' or 'to take with oneself. This is
illustrated in (64).

(64) a. Koku kplä äsi.
Koku take.with.oneself spouse
'Koku got married.' (=(la) in da Cruz 1994a: 87)

b. Koku kplä .
Koku accompany child DEF
'Koku accompanied the child.' (=(lb)indaCruz!994a:88)

As is pointed out in da Cruz (1994a: 88), both arguments of kplä must be animate.
As the first verb of a series, kplä may combine with verbs of change of location, as

illustrated in (65).

(65) a. Kdku kplä Asiba yi äxi .
Koku accompany Asiba go market in
'Koku accompanied Asiba to the market.' (=(5) in da Cruz 1994a: 89)

b. Koku kplä xontin tan hönto.
Koku accompany friend GEN put outside
'Koku led his friend outside.' (=(4b) in da Cruz 1994a: 88)

c. Käku kplä Äsibä byo xwe gbb.
Koku accompany Asiba enter house inside
'Koku accompanied Asiba inside the house.' (=(7) in da Cruz 1994a: 89)

d. Kdku kplä Äsibä wä xw6 gbb.
Koku accompany Asiba come house inside
'Koku accompanied Asiba back to the house.' (=(8) in da Cruz 1994a: 90)
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e. Köku kplä Äsibä ton.
Koku accompany Asiba exit
'Koku went out with Asiba.' (=( 10) in da Cruz 1994a: 90)

f. Koku kplä vi tön jo nu äsyonlä .
Koku accompany child GEN give.back to nun PL
'Koku committed his child to the care of the nuns.'

(=(H)indaCruzl994a:90)
g. Koku kplä .

Koku accompany child PL put
'Koku escorted the children.' (=( 12) in da Cruz 1994a: 90)

Note that, in the examples in (65), the participant undergoing the change of location
(the locatum) is animate. This is consistent with the requirement that both arguments
of kplä be animate. Hence, as is pointed out in da Cruz (1994a: 90), kplä does not
combine with verbs of transfer whose locatum is inanimate, such as nä 'to give', sä 'to
sell',xd 'to buy\xle 'to teach', etc., nor does it combine with verbs of change
of state.

The syntactic tests applied to this construction yield the same results as in the simple
serial verb constructions in Table 13.1, with one exception: for all speakers consulted,
the second verb of the series cannot undergo predicate clef ting.

13.6. Other verbs that may appear as the first verb of a series

Other verbs may occur as the first verb of a series: ddn 'to pull', fiyä 'to rush', kpikpe
'to push', and nyi 'to throw'. These will be discussed in turn.

13.6.1. Don 'topull'

This verb combines with unaccusative verbs, as illustrated in (66).

(66) a. Koku don ännkpö 6 wä ff.
Koku pull chair DEF come here
'Koku pulled the chair over here.'

b. Äsibä dön yi koxö.
Asiba pull child DEF go outside
'Asiba pulled the child outside.'

c. Äsibä ddn tävö ton.
Asiba pull table DEF exit
'Asiba pulled the table out.'

d. Äsibä dön vi 6 byo x$ me.
Asiba pull child DEF enter house in
'Asiba pulled the child into the house.'
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It may also combine with a transitive verb, as in (67).

(67) a. Asiba dön tfvo 6 xö me.
Asiba pull table DEF put house in
'Asiba pulled the table into the house.'

b. Koku dön vi 6 da.
Koku pull child DEF drag
'Koku pulled the child by dragging him/her.'

The resultative structure in (68) is also attested.

(68) Koku dan h$n 5 su I nun.
Koku pull door DEF shut / open
'Koku pulled the door shut/open.'

13.6.2. Fiyä 'to rush' and other verbs of the same class

The verb fiyä 'to rush' also combines with unaccusative verbs, as in (69).

(69) a. Kdku fiyä wä äxi ml.
Koku rush come market in
'Koku rushed to the market.' (direction towards the speaker)

b. Kdku fiyä yl axl me.
Koku rush go market in
'Koku rushed to the market.' (direction away from the speaker)

c. KSku fiyä ton.
Koku rush exit
'Koku rushed out.'

d Köku fiyä byo xd ma.
Koku rush enter room in
'Koku rushed into the room.'

The verbs meaning 'to jump' and 'to run' may also combine with unaccusative
verbs, as shown in (70) and (71), respectively.

(70) a. Kdku Ion gbön kpe ji.
Koku jump pass.over fence on
'Koku jumped over the fence.'

b. Kdko Ion yl koxo.
Koku jump go outside
'Koku jumped out.'
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(71) a. Koku k n-wezun yi.
Koku run leave
'Koku ran away.' (from the speaker)

b. Koku k n-wezun \va.
Koku run come
'Koku ran back.' (direction towards the speaker)

13.6.3. ΚριΤφέ 'topush'

This verb may combine with unaccusative verbs, as shown in (72).

(72) a. K ku kpikpe azinkp $ w fi.
Koku push chair DEF come here
'Koku pushed the chair over here.'

b. Koku kpikpe νί 6 y\ koxo.
Koku push child DEF go outside
'Koku pushed the child outside.'

c. Asiba kpikpe t vo 5 ton.
Asiba push table DEF exit
'Asiba pushed the table out.'

d. Asib kpikpe vi 6 byo xd ma.
Asiba push child DEF enter room in
'Asiba pushed the child into the room.'

The verb kpikpe may also combine with the transitive verb φ 'to put', as in (73).

(73) Asiba kpikpe tavo ό ψ? xd me,
Asiba push table DEF put room in
'Asiba pushed the table into the room.'

As is the case for the verb meaning 'to pull', the verb meaning 'to push' combines
with su 'to shut' and/urn 'to open', as shown in (74). Compare (74) and (68).13

(74) Koku kpikpe hon 5 su I bun.
Koku push door DEF shut / open
'Koku pushed the door shut/open.'

13.6.4. Nyi 'to throw' and other verbs of the same class

The verb nyl 'to throw' may also occur as the first verb of a series. As such, it may
combine with unaccusative verbs, as in (75).
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(75) a. Koku nyi ydvozen 6 w xd ιηέ.
Koku throw orange DBF come room in
'Koku threw the orange into the room.' (direction towards the speaker)

b. Koku nyi yovozen ό yl χα ΠΊέ.
Koku throw orange DEF go room in
'Koku threw the orange into the room.' (direction towards the speaker)

c. Koku nyi yovozen ό byo xd mi.
Koku throw orange DBF enter room in
'Koku threw the orange into the room.'

d. Koku nyi yovozen ό tan sin xd ma.
Koku throw orange DEF exit out.of room in
'Koku threw the orange out of the room.'

It may also combine with φ 'to put'.

(76) Kdku nyi yovozen ό φ x sun 6 m .
Koku throw orange DEF put basket DEF in
'Koku threw the orange into the basket.'

The verb meaning 'to hit/to kick' (e.g. a ball) may also occur as the first verb of a
series. As such, it combines with unaccusative verbs, as shown in (77).

(77) a. Koku xd bol yl.
Koku hit/kick ball go
'Koku hit/kicked the ball.' (direction away from the speaker)

b. Koku xo bolu yi j\.
Koku hit/kick ball go up
'Koku hit/kicked the ball up.'

The combination of xo 'to hit/to kick' and gb 'to break' in (78) is not permitted for all
informants. Note that it is attested in other languages (see e.g. Collins 1993: 92 based
on Ewe; Stewart 1998: 100 based on Edo).

(78) ok/* Koka xd kof gb .
Koku hit glass break

'Koku broke the glass.'
[Lit.: 'Koku hit the glass, the glass broke.']

The example in (79) is accepted by all informants.

(79) Ηύη ό xd do ό gb .
vehicle DEF hit wall DEF break
'The vehicle broke the wall.'
[Lit.: The vehicle hit the wall, the wall broke.']
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I have no explanation as yet for the discrepancy between (78) and (79).

13.6.5. Summary

The verbs meaning 'to pull', 'to push', 'to rush' and 'to throw' combine with
unaccusative verbs and with the transitive verb meaning 'to put'. Under the syntactic
tests in section 13.2, the series implicating these verbs pair with simple SVCs, with
one exception. Even for speakers who can predicate cleft the second verb of a series in
the 'take' SVC, out of the series discussed in this section, it is only possible to
predicate cleft verbs that combine with ffya 'to rush'. Verbs that combine with dan 'to
pull', kpikpe 'to push' and nyi 'to throw' cannot undergo predicate clefting.

13.7. Serial verb constructions involving (Ιϊ)1έ 'to turn/to go around/to
surround'

The verb (7i)7e, which in isolation means 'to turn/to go around/to surround', is
interesting because it can occur as the first or as the second verb of a series. The
sentences in (80) illustrate the use of (1ι)1έ in isolation.

(80) a. Moto ό Γύέ.
car DEF turn
'The car turned.'

b. Koku Γιΐέ moto a.
Koku turn car DEF
'Koku turned the car.'

As the first verb of a series, this verb may combine with an unaccusative verb, as is
illustrated in (81). According to my informants, each sentence in (81) refers to a single
event.

(81) a. Lite mold 6 wa ff.
turn car DEF come here
'Turn the car over here.'

b. Koku Ιϊΐέ moid 6 ton sin xwe gbe.
Koku turn car DEF exit out.of house inside
'Koku turned the car out of the house.'

c. Koku Γύέ moto 6 byo xwo gte.
Koku turn car DEF enter house inside
'Koku turned the car into the house.'

As the first verb of a series, (Γι)1έ may combine with do 'to surround', yielding the
meaning 'to go around', as is shown in (82), or 'to surround', as in (83).
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(82) Kdku Hie do xd 6.
Koku turn surround room DEF
'Koku went around the room.'

(83) Kdku Γιΐέ kpa ό do xwt 6.
Koku turn fence DEF surround house DEF
'Koku surrounded the house with the fence.'

The verbs (li)le-do may also occur as the second verbs of a series, as is shown
in (84).

(84) a. Koku gba kp (li)le-do xwb 6.
Koku build fence surround house DEF
'Koku built a fence around the house.'

b. Koku kun moid ό (li)le-do xwo 0.
Koku drive car DEF surround house DEF
'Koku drove the car around the house.'

Under the syntactic tests in section 13.2, the above SVCs present all the syntactic
properties of simple SVCs, with one exception: Vj, but not V2, may be predicate clefted
out of these structures.

13.8. The φ 'to say' serial verb construction

In section 6.2.1, we saw that φ is a verb which, in isolation, means 'to say'. We saw
that, in some contexts, it performs the function of a complementiser. This section
documents cases where φ appears as the second verb of a series in simple SVCs.

As the second verb of a series, φ may combine with so 'to take', yielding the
meaning 'to tell'.

(85) KSku so hwenuxo φ ηύ sib .
Koku take story say to Asiba
'Koku told a story to Asiba.' (=( 1 lOb) in Lefebvre 1994c)

As is pointed out by Segurola (1963), φ may also combine with v3 'to reiterate',
yielding the meaning 'to repeat', as is shown in (86) from Rassinoux.

(86) Vd xo ό φ ηΰ mi.
reiterate word DEF say for Isg
'Repeat the word for me.' (from Rassinoux 1987)

The verb φ may also combine with yo!6, which in isolation means 'to call' (see (87a)).
The concatenation of the semantics of the two verbs yields the interpretation 'to name',
as in (87b).
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(87) a. sib yolo vi tin.
Asiba call child GEN
'Asiba called her child.' (=(41a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

b. Asiba yolo vi tin φ K jo.
Asiba call child GEN say Kojo
'Asiba called (named) her child Kojo.' (=(41b) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

Similarly, the combination of wli 'to catch' (see (88a)) with φ yields the interpretation
'to talk', as in (88b).

(88) a. Koku ιό wli nu din.
Koku HAB catch thing too.much
'Koku catches a lot.' (e.g. of fish) (=(44b) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

b. Koku ro wli ηύ φ din.
Koku HAB catch thing say too.much
'Koku talks too much.1 (=(44a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

The combination of b 'to look for' (see (89a)) with φ yields the interpretation 'to talk
nonsense', as in (89b).

(89) a. Koku n b nude.
Koku HAB look.for something
'Koku usually looks for things.' (=(45b) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

b. Kdku no M niide φ.
Koku HAB look.for something say
'Koku usually talks nonsense.' (=(45a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

The combination of gblon 'to utter' and φ yields the interpretation 'to threaten', as
in (90).

(90) Υέ gblon d n φ έπη na hu gbo Ιέ bi.
3pl utter anger say LOG DEF.FUT kill goat PL all
They threatened to kill all the goats.' (=(60a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

The combination of do nukun 'to put eye' and φ yields the interpretation 'to hope', as
in (91).

(91) Asiba do n kun φ Kaku na da ndvi em t n.
Asiba put eye say Koku DEF.FUT marry sister LOG GEN
'Asiba hopes Koku will marry her sister.' (=(60b) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

Under the tests in section 13.2, the SVCs involving φ 'to say' pair with simple
SVCs. For the combination of so 'to take' and φ 'to say' in (85), either verb can be
predicate clefted, as is the case with the 'take' SVCs discussed in section 13.2. For the
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other combinations of verbs in (87b), (88b) and (89b), only the first verb can be
predicate clefted.

An extensive discussion of the SVCs involving φ may be found in Kinyalolo
(1993b). A different view is advocated in Tardif (2000).

13.9. Other verbs which may participate in simple serial verb
constructions

In section 13.2, we saw the properties of simple SVCs. Previous sections have
concentrated on simple SVCs involving verbs of a closed class combining with verbs of
an open class. In this section, I provide an inventory of other verbs which may
participate in simple SVCs.

The verb gb 'to break/to destroy' may combine with kfja 'to break in spreading',
yielding the interpretation 'to destroy totally'.

(92) Koku gb xw£ 6 kij .
Koku break house DBF break.in.spreading
'Koku destroyed the house totally.'

As we saw in chapter 10, two unaccusative verbs may combine in simple SVCs.
Such verbs are provided in (93).

(93) Vt V2 Conflated meaning
ton 'to exit' wa 'to come' 'to appear'
ny 'to chase' ton 'to exit' 'to chase out'
yl 'to leave' bu 'to disappear' 'to get lost'

The combinations in (94) involve φ 'to remove' as the first verb of a series. Some
of these combinations yield idiomatic expressions.

(94) Vi V2 Conflated meaning
a. φ 'to remove' kp 'to remain' 'to diminish'

φ 'to remove' gb 'to break' 'to betray/to inform against sb'
(from Hounkpatin 1985: 99-101)

b. φ 'to remove' χΐέ 'to show' 'to demonstrate'

The combinations in (95) are from Akoha (1980). Some of them also yield idiomatic
expressions.
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(95)
k n
x
xo

'to search'
'to hit'
'to hit'

V2

byo 'to ask'
cf 'to turn off
fe 'to spread out'

ζύπ 'to burst in on sb' fan 'to hang on'
bio 'to do' do 'to have'

Conflated meaning
'to question'
'to turn off
'to fold'
'to hug'
'to repair'

(from Akoha 1980: 280-281)

Hounkpatin (1985: 99-101) provides the examples in (96). Again, several of them
appear to be idiomatic.

(96) V!
w 'to come'
φ 'to taste'
Ω 'to shy away'
k n 'to search'
te 'to spread out'
ζέ 'to make sb

lean over'
b 'to look for'
bi 'to be cooked/

to be intelligent'
sen 'to cut'
φ 'to say'
so 'to take'
εέ 'to move'

V2
yi 'to leave'
kpon 'to look'
kpon 'to look'
kpon 'to look'
kpon 'to look'
kpon 'to look'

kp 'to remain'
kp 'to remain'

Conflated meaning
'to pass by'
'to test (the taste)'
'to look furtively'
'to consult a divinity'
'to try'
'to put sb through a test'

'to search in vain'
'to be dizzy'

kp 'to remain' 'to diminish'
gb 'to cut' 'to settle a disagreement'
ka 'to draw aside' 'to forbid'

'to disappear' 'to hide'14

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 99-101)

I found two additional series which are presented in (97).

(97) Y! V2
note 'to stay/to stand' kpon 'to look'

'to palpate' kpon 'to look'

Conflated meaning
'to wait'
'to examine'

Together with those reported on in previous sections, the combinations of verbs,
presented in this section, which may participate in simple SVCs exhaust the list that I
found. Whether the inventory presented in this chapter exhausts the list of possible
combinations remains open for future research. I am confident, however, that the
inventory presented here represents at least the common core of verbs that can
participate in simple SVCs in Fongbe.
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13.10. Other verbs which may participate in sequential serial verb
constructions

In section 13.2, we saw the characteristic properties of sequential SVCs. Throughout
this chapter, examples of verbs that participate in this structure were given. In this
section, I provide an inventory of additional verbs which may participate in sequential
SVCs. Recall from section 13.1 that sequential SVCs express two intimately linked
events that occur in sequence.

Other than the sequential structures already reported on in various sections of this
chapter, I found the following ones, exemplified in (98):

(98) a. Köko hu kökld 6 sä.
Koku kill chicken DEF sell
'Koku killed the chicken and sold it.'

b. Äsibä ' .
Asiba prepare food eat
'Asiba prepared food and ate it.'

c. Kdku ägbätf xö.
Koku catch.sight.of com buy
'Koku found corn and bought some.'

d. Äsibä sä.
Asiba prepare thing sell
'Asiba prepared something and sold it.'

e. Äsibä xö no c[u.
Asiba buy thing eat
'Asiba bought something and ate it.'

On the basis of the judgments of the speakers that I worked with, the combinations in
(98) are the only possible additions that I found.

The structures in (98) all present the syntactic properties of sequential structures
discussed in section 13.2: There is only one expression of the subject; only one tempo-
ral reference; only one occurrence of the definite-future marker (before the first verb) that
has scope over the whole clause; only one occurrence of the marker of negation (before
the first verb) that has scope over the whole clause; only one occurrence of the negative
marker that has scope over the whole clause; each verb does not form a separate
constituent with one of its arguments; each argument can be extracted independently; Vj
can be predicate clefted; as is the case for several other constructions discussed in this
chapter, V2 cannot be predicate clefted. An interesting fact about predicate clefting in the
sequential structures discussed in this section is that, when Vj is predicate clefted out of
these structures, the contrastive reading bears only on YI, not on both verbs. For
example, when the verb meaning 'to kill' is predicate clefted out of (98a), the clefted
constituent is interpreted as 'it is killing' (not e.g. tiying).

The inventory of verbs that I found that may participate in the sequential SVC in
Fongbe is a rather small one compared with that in Stewart (1998) based on Edo.15
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This discrepancy between the two languages suggests that there is variation among
West African languages (and possibly among speakers of the same language) with
respect to the range of verbs that may participate in sequential SVCs. Whether the
differences are due to idiosyncracies that are specific to individual lexical entries, or to
other factors, remains a topic for future research. All the combinations reported in Edo
that are not possible as sequential SVCs in Fongbe, can be realised as coordinate
structures.

13.11. The aspectual serial verb construction

Fongbe has two verbs meaning 'to finish': fo and vd. As far as I can tell (from the
literature and from my informants' judgments), there is no difference in meaning
between these two verbs. These two verbs may appear as the main verb of a clause, as
shown in (99).

(99) a. Köku fo äzS 6.
Koku finish work DEF
'Koku finished the work.' (=(2a) in da Cruz 1994a: 98)

b. Koku vd mdlikun o.
Koku finish rice DEF
'Koku finished the rice.' (=(2b) in da Cruz 1994a: 98)

These verbs can participate in the causative/inchoative alternation (see section 10.6.2),
as in (100).

(100) a. Azo fo.
work DEF finish
'The work is finished.' (=(5a) in da Cruz 1994a: 99)

b. Mölikun .
rice DEF finish
'The rice is finished.' (=(5b) in da Cruz 1994a: 99)

These two verbs may also occur as aspectual verbs with the meaning 'to finish'. In
this case, however, they cannot occur before the main verb (as other aspectual verbs do;
see section 10.6.2). This is exemplified by the ungrammatically of the sentences
in (101).

(101) a. *Kökü fo wä too 6
Koku finish do work DEF (=(14a)indaCruz 1994a: 101)

b. *Koku vd müikun 6
Koku finish eat rice DEF (=(14b)indaCruz 1994a: 101)
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When used as aspectual verbs, fo and v3 occur at the end of a clause, with the meaning
that the event described by the main verb is over. This is exemplified in (102).

(102) a. Köku wä too 6 fo.
Koku do work DEF finish
'Koku finished doing the work.' (=(la) in da Cruz 1994a: 97)

b. Koku mdlikutt 6 vd.
Koku eat rice DEF finish
'Koku finished eating the rice.1 (=(lb) in da Cruz 1994a: 97)

Da Cruz (1994a) considers the constructions in (102) as part of the inventory of Fongbe
serial verb constructions, pointing out, however, that in this case, the main verb and
the aspectual verb share the same subject, which is expressed only once in the
construction. Da Cruz (1994a) further notes that, as is the case in other languages, the
aspectual verbs meaning 'to finish' in Fongbe can only combine with accomplishment
or activity verbs. This is exemplified in (103a) for an accomplishment and in (103b) for
an activity.

(103) a. Äsibä sä sän do hon 6 fo.
Asiba spread paint throw door DEF finish
' Asiba finished painting the door.' (=( 19a) in da Cruz 1994a: 104)

b. Kofi kan-wtzim fo.
Kofi take-run finish
'Kofi finished running.' (=(19b) in da Cruz 1994a: 104)

Da Cruz (1994a) stars examples where fo and vd occur in constructions with verbs of
other aspectual classes, as in (104).

(104) a. *Bayi mo sunvi fo
Bayi see star PL finish (=(18a)indaCruz 1994a: 103)

b. *Ayäbä bu awu 6 fo
Ayaba lose suit DEF finish (=(18b)indaCruz 1994a: 103)

c. *Köku tun Äsibä fo
Koku know Asiba finish (=(18c)indaCruz 1994a: 103)

The verb te 'to stop' mentioned in chapter 10 (example (152)) has the same
distribution and properties as fo/vd.

Under the syntactic tests discussed in section 13.2, the SVCs involving the aspectual
verbs discussed in this section pair with simple SVCs, with the exception that V2
cannot be predicate clefted.

An account of the aspectual serial verbs described in this section may be found in
da Cruz (1994a). Competing views on these aspectual verbs may be found in Tossa
(1994), based on Gengbe and Fongbe (Benin), and in Kangni (1989), based on
Gengbe (Togo).
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13.12. The comparative serial verb construction

Comparatives are expressed by means of a SVC involving the verbs /716 'to surpass',
and 'to resemble' or s$ 'to equal'. The sentences in (105a) and (105b) illustrate the
comparative of superiority and the comparative of equality, respectively.

(105) a. KSku klo hu Äsibä.
Koku be.big surpass Asiba
'Koku is bigger than Asiba.' (=(2) in Platt 1992)

b. Koku so I so Asiba.
Koku be.tall resemble / equal Asiba
'Koku is as tall as Asiba.'

There is no verb available to express the comparative of inferiority; this concept is
represented by a SVC involving the verb ha 'to surpass', as in (106a), or a negative
clause, as in (106b).

(106) a. Kaku hwö hu Äsibä.
Koku be.short surpass Asiba
'Koku is shorter than Asiba.'
(='Koku is less tall than Asiba.')

b. Koku su so Äsibä ä.
Koku be.tall equal Asiba Neg
'Koku is not as tall as Asiba.'

In his study of this type of SVC, Platt (1992) shows that comparatives share a
number of properties with the simple SVCs discussed in section 13.2. First, the verbs
occurring in (105) are independent verbs, that is, they may occur in isolation, as shown
in (107a), (107b) and (107c).

(107) a. ' töwö hu ct.
food your surpass mine
' Your share of food is bigger than mine.' (=( 15) in Platt 1992)

b. Koku Äsibä.
Koku resemble Asiba
'Koku resembles Asiba.' (=(16) in Platt 1992)

c. Ün so w£.
Isg equal 2sg

am your equal.'
[Lit.: ' I equal you.' ] (from Segurola 1963)

Second, TMA markers must precede the first verb of the series, as shown in (108a); they
cannot occur before the second verb (see (108b) and (108c)).
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(108) a. Äsibä su hu Koku.
Asiba DEF.FUT be.tall surpass Koku
'Asiba will be taller than Koku.' (=(3) in Platt 1992)

b. *Äsibä su m hu Koku
Asiba be.tall DEF.FUT surpass Koku (=(4) in Platt 1992)

c. *Äsibä nä sü nä hu Kdkü
Asiba DEF.FUT be.tall DEF.FUT surpass Koku (=(5) in Platt 1992)

Third, either argument can be extracted, as shown in (109).

(109) a. Kökui we, tj klo hu Äsibä.
Koku it.is be.big su ass Asiba
'It is Koku who is bigger than Asiba.' (=(26) in Platt 1992)

b. Äsibä, we, Koku klo hu tj.
Asiba it.is Koku be.big surpass
'It is Asiba that Koku is bigger than.' (=(28) in Platt 1992)

Fourth, as is the case for other serial verb constructions, a verb cannot be fronted with
one of its arguments.

(110) *hu Äsibä wl, Koku klo
surpass Asiba it.is Koku be.big (=(32) in Platt 1992)

These syntactic properties of the comparative SVC are similar to those of simple
SVCs (see section 13.2). In nominalisation contexts, the two verbs may appear next to
each other, as in the case for simple SVCs. This is shown in (11 la) on the basis of the
imperfective construction. However, unlike in simple SVCs, in the comparative SVC,
the second verb and its object may also occur outside of , as is shown in (11 Ib).

(111) a. Koku kiklo hu Äsibä wu.
Koku be.at being.big surpass Asiba POST
'Koku is getting bigger than Asiba.' (=(20) in Platt 1992)

b. Kdku kiklo w hu Äsibä.
Koku be.at being.big POST surpass Asiba
'Koku is getting bigger than Asiba.'

Furthermore, the complement of , including the two verbs, can be clefted, as in
(112a). In (112b), however, the second VP has been left behind.

(112) a. [Kiklo hu AsM\i we, Koku %.
being.big surpass Asiba it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is becoming bigger than Asiba that Koku is doing.'

(=(22) in Platt 1992)
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b. [Kiklo]i wa, Koku φ £, hu sib .
being.big it.is Koku be.at RES surpass Asiba
'It is becoming big that Koku is doing more than Asiba.'

The structures in (1 lib) and (112b) are not possible with simple SVCs (see (18)).
Another dissimilar property is that, according to my informants, V\, but not V2, may

be predicate clefted out of comparative constructions. Moreover, in simple SVCs, the
first verb is selected from a closed class (e.g. so 'to take', ban 'to hold', etc.), and the
second from an open class. As is observed in Platt (1992), in comparative construc-
tions, it is the other way around: the first verb is selected from an open class, and the
second from a closed class (e.g. hu 'to surpass', φ 'to resemble' and so 'to equal').
Finally, while in simple SVCs the two verbs generally share their internal argument, in
comparative constructions the two verbs share only their external argument. Indeed, in
(105), A sib can only be analysed as the argument of the verb of comparison.

13.13. Are there 'too much' and 'enough' serial verb constructions?

Structures involving 'too much' and 'enough' are sometimes considered to be SVCs.
This section addresses the question of whether there is a 'too much' or an 'enough' SVC
in Fongbe.

13.13.1. 'Too much'

Segurola's (1963) dictionary has a verbal lexical entry din 'to pass/to overpass/to
surpass'. This verb may occur in isolation, as is illustrated in (113).

(113) a. έηέ kd din ηέ.
DEM already pass there
"There is that one who has already passed.' (from Segurola 1963)

b. z n ko din.
date already pass
'The date is akeady passed.'

The lexical item din may also occur in the surface position where we would expect to
find the second verb of a series; in this case it is interpreted as 'too (much)'.

(114) a. έ su din.
3sg be.tall too.much
'(S)he is too tall.'

b. Koku φ son din.
Koku eat crab too.much
'Koku ate too much crab.'
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c. Koku xo vi 6 din.
Koku beat child DEF too.much
'Koku beat the child too much.'

At first glance, din looks as if it were the second verb of a series. There are differences,
however, between the constructions identified as simple SVCs in section 13.2 and the
structures in (114). A striking one has to do with constituency as it manifests itself in
the imperfective construction. Recall from (18a) that, in the imperfective, the two verbs
appear next to each other. When din is involved in a SV-like construction, it occurs
outside of wa (unlike the second verb in simple SVCs, which occurs inside of wa). This
is illustrated in (115).

(115) a. ll*Kt>ku äson du din \ .
Koku be.at crab eat too.much POST
'Koku is eating too much crab.'

b. Köko do äson du wä din.
Koku be.at crab eat POST too.much
'Koku is eating too much crab.'

The fact that din occurs outside of wä in (115b) casts doubt on its verbal status.
Furthermore, recall from (18b) that the clefted construction involving the complement
of 40 'to be at' must include both verbs. When din is involved, it remains in its
original position, as is illustrated in (116).

(116) Äson wä, Koku din.
crab eat it.is Koku be.at RES too.much
'It is eating crab that Koku is doing too much.'

Moreover, from the examples given so far, it is not clear whether din has any argument
and, consequently, whether argument sharing is involved at all in this construction. The
above facts suggest that din might not have a verbal status when occurring in contexts
such as those in (114MH6).

The data discussed above suggest that din may have a double status: it is sometimes
a verb, as in (113), and sometimes an adverb, as in (114)-(116).

13.13.2. 'Enough'

In Segurola's (1963) dictionary, the verb kpe has the following meanings: 'to suffice/to
be sufficient/to be enough/to be plentiful'. This verb may appear as the main verb of a
clause, as shown in (117).
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(117) a. έ kpt wo l
3sg suffice 2sg Q
'Is it sufficient for you?' (from Segurola 1963)

b. Akwe 6 Ιαρέ mi.
money DBF suffice Isg
'The money is sufficient for me.'

As is shown by the ungrammaticality of (118), this verb does not occur as the second
verb of a series.

(118) *Koku do akwe kpt bo-na yi to me
Koku have money suffice in.order.to go country in

The sentence in (118) can be made grammatical if kpo appears in its reduplicated
(adjectival) form, as is shown in (119).

(119) Koku do akwe kpikpe bo-na yi to mi.
Koku have money enough in.order.to go country in
'Koku has enough money to travel.'

Thus, in (119), kpikpe is not a verb but the modifier of akwe 'money'.
There are two other verbs meaning 'to suffice': su, which Segurola (1963) glosses as

'to take place/to happen/to occur; to grow/to be numerous/to be many/to be a lot; to be
sufficient/to suffice'; and sukpo, which Segurola glosses as 'to be numerous/to be
many/to be a lot/to be plentiful; numerous/many; enormously'. These two verbs may
occur as main verbs, as shown in (120).

(120) a. Akwe ό su mi.
money DEF suffice Isg
'The money is sufficient for me.'

b. Akwe 6 sukpo ηύ mi.
money DEF be.enough for me
'The money is enough for me.'

Sukpo, but not sir, may appear in the surface position where we would expect to find
the second verb of a series, as in (121).

(121) a. K$ku do akwe sukpo bo-na yi to me.
Koku have money enough in.order.to go country in
'Koku has enough money to travel.'

b. *Koku do akwe su bo-na yi to ma
Koku have money enough in.order.to go country in
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The question is whether sukpo has a verbal status in (12la). Its surface position in the
imperfective construction suggests that sukp$ is not a verb. Indeed, (122a) shows that,
in this construction, s kpo cannot occur in the position where we would expect the
second verb of a series to occur. Furthermore, (122b) shows that, in this construction,
sukp$ occurs in the position of a nominal modifier.

(122) a. *Kdku φ no φ s kpo \νέ
Koku be.at thing eat enough POST

b. K ku φ ηύ s kp5 φ we bo-n go-χό.
Koku be.at thing enough eat POST in.order.to be-satisfied
'Koku is eating enough to be satisfied.'

It thus appears that sukfo is a nominal modifier rather than a verb. Finally, both sukpa
and the reduplicated form of so, (susu) may appear outside of we in the imperfective
construction, as shown in (123).

(123) Koku φ ηύ φ wl sukpS/s s bo-n go-χό.
Koku be.at thing eat POST enough in.order.to be-satisfied
'Koku is eating enough to be satisfied.'

The surface position of sukpo and sus argues that these lexical items do not have a
verbal status in (123), for verbs cannot appear in this position.

13.13.3. Summary

On the basis of the data reported on in this section, I conclude that there is neither a
'too much' nor an 'enough' SVC in modem Fongbe. The lexical items conveying these
notions appear to be modifiers.

13.14. Conclusion

In this chapter, we saw that the SVC is a very productive one in Fongbe. There are three
types of SVCs: the simple SVC, the sequential SVC and the adjunct SVC (see section
13.1). These structures are very similar on the surface but are nevertheless
distinguishable on the basis of semantic data (one versus two events) and syntactic tests
(see section 13.2). The 'take' SVC, whether simple or sequential, discussed in section
13.3, was shown to be very productive in the language. 'Take' verbs were shown to
combine with verbs of change of location/possession and with verbs of change of state;
they were further shown to participate in the instrumental and manner SVCs. The 'to
hold/to carry' SVC discussed in section 13.4 is also very productive in Fongbe, as well
as the 'to accompany' SVC discussed in section 13.5. Other verbs occurring as the first
verb of a series were discussed in section 13.6. In section 13.7, it was shown that the
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verb meaning 'to turn/to go around' may also occur in SVCs, with the meaning 'to
surround'. The verb 'to say' was shown to occur as the second verb of a series in
section 13.8. Sections 13.9 and 13.10 completed the inventory of verbs participating in
simple SVCs and sequential SVCs, respectively. In section 13.11, the aspectual verbs
occurring as the second verb of a series were discussed. In section 13.12, it was shown
that Fongbe exhibits comparative SVCs. Section 13.13 argues that 'too much' and
'enough' are not expressed using SVCs, but that the lexical items in modern Fongbe
which convey these notions are modifiers.

Questions for further research were pointed out throughout this chapter. In the
following paragraphs, I summarise the more important ones. With respect to simple
SVCs, to what extent is the semantics of the verbs involved responsible for the
combinations that are observed? Do the syntactic properties of the verbs involved also
play a role in determining their participation in the SVC? The same questions hold for
the verbs participating in sequential SVCs. While each of the two verbs participating in
the SVC introduced by a 'take' verb may be predicate clefted (for some speakers, but not
all), it appears that, in other structures, only Vi can be predicate clefted, as we saw
throughout this chapter. What is the significance of this fact for an account of the
construction? Do simple and sequential SVCs both have the same syntactic
representation? Subtle differences between them suggest that they do not. The question
remains as to what the different syntactic representations of these structures should be.
In this respect, there are several competing proposals in the literature (see e.g.
Brousseau 1998; da Cruz 1994a; Lefebvre (ed.) 1991 and the articles therein; Stewart
1998; etc.). Another question for further research concerns the verb meaning 'to kill'
occurring as the second verb of a series (see section 13.3.3), and the non-appearance of
the verb meaning 'to die' in the same context. Is the account of these data semantic or
syntactic? Finally, the data discussed in this chapter call for a more precise statement on
the argument-sharing constraint on verb serialisation. Should argument sharing involve
only internal arguments or can it also involve external arguments? Do structures that
share an internal argument differ in syntactic representation from those that share an
external argument? Clearly, further work from different points of view (semantics and
syntax) is required in order to address these questions.

In addition to the references cited in this chapter, sources of data on SVCs of the Gbe
languages may be found in the works of the following authors. For Ewe, there are
Agbedor (1993), Collins (1987, 1997), Rongier (1995) and Westerman (1930). For
Gen, there are Bole-Richard (1983) and Lewis (1989b, 1989c). Voeltz-Mololi (1990)
write on Gbaya-Bogoto. Campbell (1988, 1989, 1992) is a source on Akan. For Edo,
apart from Stewart (1998), there is Agheyisi (1986). Yoruba SVCs are discussed in the
following sources: Adewole (1991), Awobuluyi (1973), Awoyale (1983), Bämgbose
(1973), Ekundayo-Akinnaso (1983), Finney (1992), Lawal (1989, 1993a, 1993b),
Oyelaran (1982,1993), Welker (1990) and Yusuf (1992). Stahlke (1970) discusses both
Yoruba and Yatye data.
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Notes to chapter 13

1. Note that McWhorter (1990: 11) reports that, in Ewe, there can be two
occurrences of the future marker in a clause involving the combination of 'to
take' and 'to go'.

2. In the context of two adjacent sos, it is possible to pronounce only one.
3. Clitic climbing could constitute another test distinguishing the three structures.

Unfortunately, my data are incomplete with respect to this phenomenon. For
some informants (but not all), clitic climbing is manifested in the simple SVCs.
In (ib) and (iib), the clitic corresponding to the object of the second verb is in the
domain of the first verb.

(i) a. Koku so äson m .
Koku take crab give 3sg
'Koku gave him/her crab.' (=(13a) in Lefebvre 1991)

b. Koku so äson na (£).
Koku take 3sg crab give 3sg
'Koku gave him/her crab.' (=(13b) in Lefebvre 1991)

(ii) a. Koku so äkwe nyä Äsibä.
Koku take money loan Asiba
'Koku loaned money to Asiba.' (=(88a) in Lefebvre 1991)

b. Kdku so äkw nyä.
Koku take 3sg money loan
'Koku loaned him/her money.' (=(88b) in Lefebvre 1991)

In coordinate structures, the clitic object of the second verb cannot occur in the
domain of the first verb. I have no data as yet showing whether clitic climbing is
available in sequential constructions.

4. Stewart (1998) shows that, in Edo, adverb placement can further distinguish the
three structures. Comparable data are not available for Fongbe as yet.

5. The informants who provided me with the data on this test also allow for
extraction of both verbs in simple SVCs. I hypothesise that the speakers who do
not accept predicate clefting of V2 in simple SVCs will not accept it in sequential
structures either. Thus, the ± in the first column and the +/? in the third column
for this test do not necessarily indicate a difference between the two structures.

6. One of my informants renders this sentence as 'Koku made the thieves hide'.
7. One of my informants renders this sentence as 'Koku made the child sit'.
8. One of my informants renders this sentence as 'Koku made Asiba wear the suit'.
9. Note that none of the following authors report such a combination of verbs:

Ägbedor (1993), Akoha (1980), Baker (1991), Campbell (1989, 1992), Collins
(1987, 1993, 1997), D6chaine (1988), Hale (1991), Hounkpatin (1985), Larson
(1991), Lefebvre (1991) and Tossa (1994).
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10. I could not elicit any structure where the verb ku 'to die' occurs as the second
verb of a series. Stewart (1998: 18) reports the structure fall die' for Edo.
This structure is not possible in Fongbe, as shown in (i).

(i) *Köku ja äyi ku
Koku fall ground die

For my informants, 'Koku fell dead' is rendered in a coordinate structure, as
in (ii).

(ü) Kökui ja äyi bo{ ku.
Koku fall ground and.he die
'Koku fell and he died.'

11. For an extensive discussion of the meaning of this clause, see Brousseau
(1998: 169).

12. There appears to be variation among speakers in this area of the grammar as
well. Two informants that I consulted consider (54b) ungrammatical.

13. While all informants consulted accept (68), some do not accept (74).
14. One of my informants does not allow this combination.
15. In order to elicit the possible sequential SVCs in Fongbe, I tested all the possible

combinations of verbs in Stewart (1998). The only ones that were possible for
my informants are those listed in (98). The inventory in Stewart is significantly
larger.

16. According to Greenberg (1983: 15), the use of a verb meaning 'to surpass' in
comparative constructions has a Niger-Congo origin.





Chapter 14
The double object construction

In section 10.2.4.1, we saw that, in Fongbe, there are only a few double object verbs.
In spite of the small range of verbs participating in the construction, the Fongbe double
object construction presents a quite interesting set of facts. For example, it exhibits
two surface word orders: the word order goal-theme, as in (1), and the word order
theme-goal, as in (2).

(1) a. Kdku na Äsibä äson. GOAL-THEME
Koku give Asiba crab
'Koku gave Asiba crab.' (=(la) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Koka Asiba xwe 6. GOAL-THEME
Koku show Asiba house DEF
'Koku showed Asiba the house.' (=(Ib) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Kdku kplon Asibä flansegte. GOAL-THEME
Koku teach Asiba French
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(lc) in Lefebvre 1994c)

(2) a. Köku nä äson Äsibä. THEME-GOAL
Koku give crab Asiba
'Koku gave Asiba crab.' (=(2a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Kdko xle xwe 6 Asiba. THEME-GOAL
Koku show house DEF Asiba
'Koku showed Asiba the house.' (=(2b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Kdku kplon flänsegte Asibä. THEME-GOAL
Koku teach French Asiba
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(2c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Tests show that the two word orders do not involve any difference in meaning. With
both word orders, the goal is interpreted as a recipient. Also, with both word orders, the
goal is the affected argument of the construction. Hence, both word orders constitute
instantiations of the double object construction (NP NP) (see section 14.1). Third, with
both word orders, the construction manifests the same theme-goal asymmetries with
respect to the tests developed by Barss—Lasnik (1986) (see section 14.2). This is in
line with the conclusion in section 14.1 that the two word orders do not entail any
difference in meaning. Thus it will be shown that, for either word order, the Fongbe
double object construction has a range of significant properties shared with its English
counterpart (e.g. John gave Mary a book).

As we saw in section 10.2.4.1 and in chapter 13, verbs that take part in the double
object construction also participate in the serial verb construction. An example is given
in (3).
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(3) Köku so äson 6 nä Äsibä.
Koku take crab DBF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(lc) in Lefebvre 1991)

Several tests show that the properties of arguments (e.g. thematic roles, theme-goal
asymmetries, etc.) are not the same in the double object construction as in the serial
verb construction (see section 14.3). It will be shown that the Fongbe serial verb
construction has the same properties as the English double complement construction
(NP PP) (e.g. John gave a book to Mary).

In addition to the double object construction and the serial verb construction, Fongbe
exhibits surface sequences, comprised of an NP and a PP, which superficially resemble
the English double complement construction (NP PP). An example is given in (4).

(4) Köku sä äson nu Asibä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab to Asiba.' (=(4) in Lefebvre 1994c)

It has been argued in section 11.1.5 that, in Fongbe, PPs are not base generated in the
internal argument position of the verb. Rather, they are syntactic adjuncts. Additional
tests will be provided to support this analysis for PPs headed by nu, as in (4) (see
section 14.4). It will thus be shown that the Fongbe NP PP surface sequence does not
have the properties of the NP PP surface sequence in English; for in Fongbe, PPs are
syntactic adjuncts.

Finally, the range of verbs participating in the double object construction varies
among speakers of a given language, and among languages. Not all Fongbe speakers
have exactly the same range of double object verbs. Furthermore, while other languages
have a wide range of verbs that can participate in the double object construction,
Fongbe presents a rather narrow range of such verbs. The Fongbe data suggest that this
variation can be accounted for on two dimensions: semantics and case (see
section 14.5). The content of this chapter draws heavily on Lefebvre (1992c, 1993a,
1994C).1

14.1. The semantics of the Fongbe double object construction

In the literature on dative shift, it is widely argued that the double object construction
(NP NP) and the double complement construction (NP PP) are not semantically
equivalent. It is argued that, in the former, the goal is interpreted as a recipient, and
that, in the latter, the goal is interpreted as a locative (see Green 1974; Grimshaw 1989;
Johnson 1991; Oehrle 1976; Pinker 1989; Tremblay 1991; etc.).2 Whether this
distinction is as clear for English and other languages as is claimed in the literature (see
Gruber 1992; Marantz to appear), this distinction does hold for Fongbe. In this section,
I show that, for both word orders (see (1) and (2)), the goal of the double object
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construction is interpreted as a recipient, and is the affected argument of the
construction.3

14.1.1. With both word orders, the goal is interpreted as a recipient

In arguing that, with both word orders (see (1) and (2)), the goal is interpreted as a
recipient, I will contrast the data involving the double object construction with data
involving the serial verb construction. The latter, as will become evident, shares the
salient properties of the double complement construction (NP PP) in English (see also
section 14.3).

Both statements in (5) have the implication that 'The crab has become/is Asiba's'.4

This shows that the goal is interpreted as a recipient with both word orders.

(5) a. Koka nä Äsibä äson; äson huzu l nyi Äsibä tin. GOAL-THEME
Koku give Asiba crab crab become / be Asiba GEN
'Koku gave Asiba crab; the crab has become/is Asiba's.'

(=(19a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. Köku nä äson Asiba; äson huzu I nyi Äsibä tön. THEME-GOAL

Koku give crab Asiba crab become / be Asiba GEN
'Koku gave Asiba crab; the crab has become/is Asiba's.'

(=(19b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Since the goal is interpreted as a recipient, the two statements in (6)—'Koku gave
Asiba crab' and "The crab is not hers' —are contradictory. (This is indicated by #)

(6) a. #Köku nä Äsibä äson äson nyi Äsibä tön ä. GOAL-THEME
Koku give Asiba crab but crab be Asiba GEN Neg
#'Koku gave Asiba crab but the crab is not hers.'

(=(20a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. #K$ku nä äson Äsibä äson nyi Äsibä tön ä. THEME-GOAL

Koku give crab Asiba but crab be Asiba GEN Neg
#'Koku gave Asiba crab but the crab is not hers.'

(=(20b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Similarly, when we add the prepositional phrase nu Sikä 'for Sika' to the sentences
in (1) and (2), the clause becomes uninterpretable. This follows from the analysis that
the goal is interpreted as a recipient: the prepositional phrase in (7) prevents 'Asiba'
from being interpreted as a recipient, the only thematic role that it is allowed.

(7) a. #Köku nä Äsibä äson nu Sikä. GOAL-THEME
Koku give Asiba crab for Sika
'Koku gave Asiba crab for Sika.'5 (=(21 a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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b. #Kdku na as$n Äsibä nu Sikä. THEME-GOAL
Koku give crab Asiba for Sika
'Koku gave Asiba crab for Sika.' (=(21b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

If the goal is interpreted as a recipient with both word orders, we expect that a locative
object (e.g. a place) will be excluded from the construction, because a locative object
cannot be a recipient. This is borne out by the data in (8).

(8) a. *Käku nä KütonU akwe GOAL-THEME
Koku give Cotonou money
[Lit.: 'Koku gave Cotonou money.'] (=(22a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *Köku nä äkwe THEME-GOAL
Koku give money Cotonou
[Lit.: 'Koku gave Cotonou money.' ] (=(22b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The claim that, with both word orders, the goal is interpreted as a recipient, is further
supported when we contrast the data in (5)-(8) with comparable data involving the
serial verb construction. Consider the serial verb construction in (9).

(9) Koku so äson o nä Äsibä.
Koku take crab DBF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(23) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In this construction, the goal is not interpreted as a recipient. The two semantic
propositions in (10)—'Koku gave the crab to Asiba' and 'The crab is not hers' —are not
contradictory (in contrast to (5) and (6)), showing that, in the serial verb construction,
the goal is interpreted as a locative argument (see section 13.3.1, where it was shown
that the verb so 'to take' combines with verbs of change of location and possession in
the 'take' serial verb construction).

(10) Koka so äson 6 nä Äsibä äson o nyi Äsibä ton ä.
Koku take crab DEF give Asiba but crab DEF be Asiba GEN Neg
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba but the crab is not hers.'

(=(24) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Similarly, when we add the prepositional phrase no Sikä 'for Sika' to the serial verb
construction in (9), thus adding a recipient to the initial proposition, the clause is
perfectly acceptable, as shown in (11), which contrasts with (7).

(11) Kdku s5 äson o nä Äsibä nu Sikä.
Koku take crab DEF give Asiba for Sika
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba for Sika.' (=(25) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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Similarly, the verb na 'to give' occurring in the serial verb construction may take a
locative object (e.g. a place) as its complement. The grammaticality of (12) contrasts
with the ungrammaticality of (8).

(12) Koku so akwe na Kutonu.
Koku take money give Cotonou
'Koku gave money to Cotonou.' (=(26) in Lefebvre 1994c)

When we consider the \erbkplon 'to teach/to learn', we find similar data. Both (13a)
and (13b) entail that 'Asiba has acquired some French'. As has been pointed out by
Pinker (1989: 48), "possession need not be literal; ... verbs of communication are
treated as denoting the transfer of messages or stimuli which the recipient
metaphorically possesses. This can be seen in sentences such as He told her the story,
He asked her a question, and She showed him the answer"

(13) a. Kdku kplon Asibä flänsegbe* GOAL-THEME
Koku teach Asiba French
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(27a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. K$ku kplon flänsegbe Äsibä. THEME-GOAL
Koku teach French Asiba
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(27b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The restriction on the acceptability of (14a) and (14b) supports this claim. Since the
goal is interpreted as a recipient, the two propositions in (14a) and (14b)—'Asiba
learned (some) French' and 'She did not learn any of it' —are contradictory.

(14) a. #Koku kplon Asiba flänsegbe vo e kplon sin e me ä.
Koku teach Asiba French but 3sg learn any OBJ it in Neg
'Koku taught Asiba French but she did not learn any of it.'

(=(28a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. #Koku kplon fiansegbe Asiba vo e kplon de sin e me ä.

Koku teach French Asiba but 3sg learn any OBJ it in Neg
'Koku taught Asiba French but she did not learn any of it.'

(=(28b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The judgments on the sentences in (14) contrast with those on the serial verb
construction involving the verb kplon. The two semantic propositions in (15) are
compatible because, in this construction, the goal is not interpreted as a recipient.

(15) Kdko so flänsegbe kplon Äsiba vo e kplon de sin e me ä.
Koku take French teach Asiba but 3sg learn any OBJ it in Neg
'Koku taught French to Asiba but she did not learn any of it.'

(=(29) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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Another difference between the double object construction and the serial verb
construction involves a property of the subject of verbs participating in the construc-
tions. In English, in sentences involving verbs like give, occurring with an inanimate
subject and a psychological state, the inanimate NP can surface in the double object
construction, but it cannot in the double complement construction, as shown in (16).

(16) a. The accident gave John a scare.
b. ??T/je accident gave a scare to John (=(30) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This contrast is also exhibited by the Fongbe data. In the double object construction,
both word orders allow for an inanimate subject and a psychological state, as in (17).

(17) a. Aovi 6 nä Köku nu-nyoe. GOAL-THEME
accident DEF give Koku scare
'The accident gave Koku a scare.' (=(3la) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Aovi 6 na nu-nyoe Kaku. THEME-GOAL
accident DEF give scare Koku
'The accident gave Koku a scare.' (=(31 b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In (17), with both word orders, the Fongbe data parallel the English data in (16a). This
contrasts with similar data involving the serial verb construction, which parallel the
English data in (16b), as is shown in (18).

(18) *äövi so nu-nyoe na Koku
accident DEF take scare give Koku
[Lit.: 'The accident gave a scare to Koku.'] (=(32) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The contrastive data exhibited by the double object construction and the serial verb
construction show that while the goal is interpreted as a recipient in the double object
construction, it is interpreted as a locative in the serial verb construction. Notice that,
as is the case in English, this implies that there are two interpretations for the verbs na
'to give', 'to show', andkplon 'to teach/to learn'. When these verbs occur in the
serial verb construction, they mean that an agent has caused a theme to move to a
location z. When these verbs occur in the double object construction, they mean that an
agent has caused a recipient to be in possession of y (for a similar semantic proposal
for corresponding English verbs, see Grimshaw 1989). Moreover, the data show that, in
the double object construction, the goal is interpreted as a recipient whether it precedes
or follows the theme. Thus, the two word orders exhibited by the double object
construction do not entail any difference in meaning.
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14.1.2. With both word orders, the goal is the affected argument

In lexical semantics, the affected argument is the argument (in the lexical conceptual
structure (LCS) of a verb) which corresponds to the variable that undergoes a change of
state or a change of location (see Hale—Keyser 1987). For example, under Rappaport—
Levin's (1988) analysis of the LOAD verbs alternation, in a sentence such as John
loaded the com in the wagon, 'com' is the affected argument (it is the theme of change
of location). In a sentence such as John loaded the wagon with corn, 'wagon' is the
affected argument (it is the theme of change of state): from the state of being empty,
the 'wagon' has become full.

While the theme is generally the affected argument of a verb of change, in the double
object construction, the goal is the affected object; that is, the participant that is being
acted upon (see Pinker 1989: 212; Tenny 1987). In the Fongbe double object
construction, the goal is the affected argument in both word orders. The argument
supporting this claim comes from the distribution of the definite determiner in the
clause. As we will see in chapter 15, the definite determiner that appears in the nominal
structure also plays a central role in the clause structure. When occurring as part of the
clause structure, the definite determiner may determine the event denoted by the clause,
with the interpretation 'this event that we know of. In this case, its presence within
the clause correlates with the property [+ definite], either of the subject of the clause, or
of the affected object which delimits (in the sense of Tenny 1987) the event denoted by
the clause. For example, in (19a), the presence of the definite determiner within the
clause correlates with the property [+ definite] of the subject. In (19b), the subject is
[- definite] and the determiner is not permitted. (Note that, in the examples below, the
clausal determiner is underlined so as to distinguish it from the other occurrences of the
determiner.)

(19) a. Ξύηΰ o gb motd de 6_.
man DBF destroy car IND DEF
'The man has destroyed a car, as we knew he would.'

(=(33a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *sunu de gb moid φ 6_

man IND destroy car IND DEF (=(33b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In (20a), the presence of the determiner in the clause correlates with the property
[+ definite] of the affected object, which delimits the event denoted by the clause.7 In
(20b), the affected object is [- definite] and the determiner is not permitted. (In the
examples below, the affected argument is underlined.)

(20) a. Sunu φ gb moid ό 6_.
man IND destroy car DEF DEF
Ά man has destroyed the car, as we knew the car would be destroyed.'

(=(34a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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b. *sunU φ gb moto φ _d_
man IND destroy car IND DBF (=(34b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In (21), the objects are not affected by virtue of the semantics of the verbs: 'to see' and
'to understand' are not affectedness verbs. The definite determiner is not permitted in
this context even though the objects are [+ definite].

(21) a. *sunu φ m moto 6 $_
man IND see car DEF DBF (=(35a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *sunu φ s£ ftensegte $_
man IND understand French DEF (=(35b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Finally, (22) provides an example in which the delimiting argument nuAsiba 'to Asi-
ba' is not the affected argument. The determiner is not permitted in this context either.

(22) *K ku s son nu sib 6_
Koku sell crab to Asiba DEF (=(36) in Lefebvre 1 994c)

The data in (19)-(22) show that the presence of the definite determiner within a clause
correlates with the property [+ definite] of the affected object, which delimits the event
denoted by the clause.

Given the distribution of the event determiner described above, we expect that, in the
context of the double object construction, the presence of the event determiner will
correlate with the property [+ definite] of the affected argument of the construction.
Hence, if the goal is the affected argument of the construction, we expect that the event
determiner will correlate with the property [+ definite] of the goal. This prediction is
borne out by the data. With both word orders, when the goal is [- definite], the event
determiner is not permitted, even if the theme is [+ definite].

(23) a. *suno φ o s n φ / ό νί_ _ φ_ 6_ THEME-GOAL
man IND give crab IND / DEF child IND DEF

(=(37a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *sunu φ m \ί_ _ φ_ son φ / ό _ό_ GOAL-THEME

man IND give child DSD crab IND / DEF DEF
(=(37b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In contrast, with both orders, when the goal is [+ definite], the event determiner is
permitted (even if the theme is [- definite]).

(24) a. Sunu φ n son φ Ι ό \ί_ _ ό_ ό_. THEME-GOAL
man IND give crab IND / DEF child DEF DEF
Ά man has given the child a/the crab as we knew the child would be
given a/the crab.' (=(38a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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b. Sunu φ na _w 6_ ason φ I 6 6_. GOAL-THEME
man IND give child DEF crab IND / DEF DEF
Ά man has given the child a/the crab as we knew the child would be
given a/the crab.' (=(38b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The fact that the event determiner correlates with the property [+ definite] of the affected
object (which delimits the event denoted by the clause)—together with the fact that it
can appear only in the context of a [+ definite] goal in the double object construction
(regardless of the order of the arguments)—provide strong evidence for the claim that, in
both word orders, the goal is the affected argument of the construction.

The delimiting affected argument is the argument that is assigned structural case by
the verb (see Tenny 1987). In the double object construction, since the goal is the
delimiting affected argument, we expect it to be assigned structural case by the verb. In
the Fongbe double object construction, we expect the goal to be assigned structural case
in either of its surface positions. This prediction can be tested because structural case in
Fongbe is visible in the distribution of pronominal forms. Recall from section 4.2 that
the third person pronominal clitic bears a low tone when it is in the objective case. In
contrast, the third person pronominal clitic bears a high tone when it is in the
nominative case. In the double object construction, the pronominal clitic bearing a low
tone may be interpreted as the goal of the construction, regardless of the order of the
arguments, as shown in (25).

(25) a. έ kplon ji έ. THEME-GOAL
he show aji 3sg
'He showed him/her the game aji.' (from Anonymous 1983: III, 3)

b. Kaku χΐέ έ xwe ό. GOAL-THEME
Koku show 3sg house DEF
'Koku showed him/her the house.' (=(39b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

It may not be interpreted as the theme of the construction, regardless of the order of the
arguments, as shown in (26).

(26) a. K$ko χΐέ b sib . THEME-GOAL
Koku show 3sg Asiba
tf'Koku showed Asiba it/him/her'
(ok'Koku showed him/her Asiba.') (=(40a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. KSku χΐέ Asiba <?. GOAL-THEME
Koku show Asiba 3sg
#'Koku showed Asiba it/him/her'
(ok'Koku showed him/her Asiba.') (=(40b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The contrast in grammaticality between (25) and (26) shows that the goal of the double
object construction is assigned structural objective case by the verb in both of its
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surface positions. Since objective case is a structural case, the claim that the goal is the
affected argument of the Fongbe double object construction is supported.

The data discussed above show that, in the Fongbe double object construction, the
goal exhibits the two essential properties of affected arguments in the language: in both
word orders, it permits the definite determiner in the clause structure, and it is assigned
structural case by the verb. The theme of the construction exhibits neither of these
properties.

14.1.3, Summary

The two word orders exhibited by the Fongbe double object construction do not entail
any difference in meaning. With both word orders, the goal is interpreted as a recipient,
and is the affected argument of the construction.

14.2. Theme-goal asymmetries in the double object construction

Since the paper by Barss—Lasnik (1986), the theme-goal asymmetries in the double
object construction have been the object of an important debate in the literature. The
central question of this discussion is whether these asymmetries should be accounted for
in terms of dominance (e.g. Aoun—Li 1989; den Dikken 1991; Larson 1988, 1990) or
precedence (e.g. Barss—Lasnik 1986; Jackendoff 1990; Tremblay 1991). Under the
dominance account, the goal must asymmetrically c-command the theme (e.g. Larson
1988, 1990). Under the precedence account, the goal and the theme of the construction
may symmetrically c-command each other, but the goal must precede the theme
(Barss—Lasnik 1986: 352).8 This proposal is captured in their definition of domain of:
"Y is in the domain of X iff X c-commands Υ and X precedes Y". Since Fongbe allows
for both goal-theme and theme-goal orders in this construction, one can test whether
dominance or precedence is relevant. The various theme-goal asymmetries will be
discussed in turn on the basis of Fongbe data.

14.2.1. Binding of α pronoun by α quantifier

Consider the data involving binding of a pronoun by a quantifier as in (27).

(27) a. / showed every^ man hist picture.
b. */ showed itS{ owner everyr picture

Under the dominance account, (27b) is ungrammatical because the NP containing the
quantifier does not asymmetrically c-command the pronoun it binds. Under Barss—
Lasnik's (1986) account, (27b) is ungrammatical because the NP containing the
quantifier does not precede the pronoun it binds. The Fongbe data in (28) show that the
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goal NP, containing the quantifier, can either precede, as in (28a), or follow, as in
(28b), the theme NP containing the bound pronoun.

(28) a. n χΐέ l n m dokpoddkpoi fttoo idjij. GOAL-THEME
Isg show / give person every picture GEN
Ί showed/gave every person his picture.' (=(42a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. n χΐέ l n fttoo αη\ αιέ dokpodokpoi. THEME-GOAL
Isg show / give picture GEN person every
Ί showed/gave every person his picture.' (=(42b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Hence, precedence does not appear to play a role in the account of this asymmetry. The
grammaticality of the sentences in (28) contrasts with the ungrammaticality of the
sentences in (29) in which the quantifier is part of the theme NP, and the bound
pronoun is part of the goal NP. The sentences are ungrammatical with either word order.

(29) a. *ύη χΐέ l n fttoo ddkpoddkpoi fttoo'to tint THEME-GOAL
Isg show / give picture every picture.owner GEN

[Lit.: Ί showed/gave its owner every picture'] (=(43a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *ύη χΐέ l n too'to tdni ftt dokpodokpoi GOAL-THEME

Isg show / give picture.owner GEN picture every
[Lit.: Ί showed/gave its owner every picture'] (=(43b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The contrast in grammaticality between the sentences in (28) and those in (29) argues
that the two word orders in (28) are parallel to the English double object construction
(see (27a)). Furthermore, it shows that the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (29)
cannot be attributed to precedence: both word orders are allowed when the quantifier is
part of the goal NP (see (28)), and both word orders are disallowed when the quantifier is
part of the theme NP (see (29)). The contrast in grammaticality between the sentences
in (28) and those in (29) thus has to be attributed to an asymmetrical hierarchical
relationship between the goal and the theme of the construction. Regardless of word
order, the sentences are grammatical only when the quantifier is contained within the
goal NP (see (28) versus (29)). Therefore, it is the goal that must asymmetrically
c-command the theme. Since the goal can either precede or follow the theme, this
relationship must hold at S-structure. Thus, in both of its surface positions, the goal
asymmetrically c-commands the theme.

14.2.2. Each... the other

Data involving the each... the other asymmetry show a similar pattern. Consider the
English data in (30).

(30) a. / showed each man the other's child.
b. *I showed the other's child each man
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Again, under a dominance account, (30b) is ungrammatical because the each-phrase does
not asymmetrically c-command the other-phrase. Under Barss—Lasnik's account, (30b)
is ungrammatical because the each-phrase does not precede the oiher-phrase. The data in
(31) show that, in Fongbe, the goal NP containing the each-phrase can either precede or
follow the theme.

(31) a. n xle ma φίρόφίρό νί metfyo t n. GOAL-THEME
Isg show person each child other GEN
Ί showed each person the other's child.' (=(45a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. n xle vi me^iyo t n ma <$kpo<$kpo. THEME-GOAL
Isg show child other GEN person each
Ί showed each person the other's child.' (=(45b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Hence, again precedence does not appear to play a role in the account of this
asymmetry. When the each-phrase is contained within the theme NP and the other-
phrase is contained within the goal NP, the sentence is ungrammatical with either word
order, as shown in (32).

(32) a. *ύη χΐέ νί ^okpo^okpo metfyo sin to THEME-GOAL
Isg show child each other OBJ father
[Lit.: Ί showed the other's father each child'] (=(46a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *un χΐέ meciiyo sin to vi d[ kpo^ kpo GOAL-THEME
Isg show other OBJ father child each
[Lit.: Ί showed the other's father each child'] (=(46b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Again, the contrast in grammatical!ty between the sentences in (31) and those in (32)
argues that the two word orders in (31) are parallel to the English double object
construction (see (30a)). Furthermore, the ungrammatically of the sentences in (32)
cannot be attributed to precedence: both word orders are allowed when the each-phrase is
part of the goal NP (see (31)), and both word orders are disallowed when the each-phrase
is part of the theme NP (see (32)). Hence, the contrast in grammaticality between the
sentences in (31) and those in (32) can only be attributed to an asymmetrical
relationship between the goal and the theme of this construction. Regardless of word
order, the sentences are grammatical only when the each-phrase is contained within the
goal NP (see (31) versus (32)). Therefore, the goal must asymmetrically c-command the
theme. Since both word orders are possible, this relationship must hold in either case.

Some speakers accept equally either word order in (28) and (31). Other speakers prefer
the order goal-theme for the asymmetries involving binding of a pronoun by a
quantifier, or each... the other (see (28a) and (3la)). However, for these speakers as
well, an asymmetrical c-command relationship between the goal and the theme of the
construction is required. For all speakers, the sentences in (29) (in which the quantifier
is part of the theme NP and the bound pronoun is part of the goal NP) and the sentences
in (32) (in which the each-phrase is contained within the theme NP and the ofher-phrase
is contained within the goal NP) are also ungrammatical.
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On the basis of the Fongbe data involving binding of a pronoun by a quantifier, and
each... the other asymmetries, I conclude: first, that the two word orders exhibited in
Fongbe parallel the English double object construction, and, second, that an
asymmetrical c-command relationship between the two NPs of the construction is
required to account for the theme-goal asymmetries exhibited. The goal must
asymmetrically c-command the theme in both of its surface positions.

1 4. 2. 3. Superiority effects

In English, both the double object construction and the double complement
construction exhibit superiority effects, as in (33) and (34) respectively.

(33) a. Whom[ did you show tj whatf
b. *what{ did you show whom t{

(34) a. *whom[ did you show what to t[
b. Whati did you show t[ to whom'?

The asymmetrical c-command analysis (e.g. Larson 1988) can account in a unified way
for the above data. In the double object construction, exhibited in (33), if the goal
asymmetrically c-commands the theme at D-structure (but not vice versa), the contrast
in grammaticality between the sentences in (33a) and (33b) is explained: (33b) is
ungrammatical because the Wh-phrase (theme) has moved over another Wh-pnrase
(goal) that asymmetrically c-commands it in the underlying representation. Similarly,
in the double complement construction, exhibited in (34), if the theme asymmetrically
c-commands the goal (but not vice versa), the contrast in grammaticality between the
sentences in (34a) and (34b) is explained: (34a) is ungrammatical because the
Wh-phrase (goal) has moved over another Wh-phrase (theme) that asymmetrically
c-commands it in the underlying representation.

In Fongbe, in unmarked contexts, it is possible to extract either the goal or the
theme of the construction, as is shown in (35) and (36), respectively.

(35) a. Mei we, Kaku xle xwe 6 tj? QUESTION
who it. is Koku show house DEF
'(To) who(m) did Koku show the house?' (=(49a) in Lefebvre 1 994c)

b. Asiba{ w£, Koku χΐέ xwe 6 tj. CLEFT
Asiba it. is Koku show house DEF
'It is (to) Asiba that Koku showed the house.' (=(49b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. nyonui [φ-e K ku χΐέ xwe ό tj] ό RELATIVE CLAUSE
woman OP-RES Koku show house DEF DEF
'the woman (to) whom Koku showed the house'

(=(49c) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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(36) a. £ίέί w , Kbku χΐέ tj sib l QUESTION
what it.is Koku show Asiba
'What did Koku show Asiba?' (=(50a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Xwe % we, Kdku χΐέ ti Asiba. CLEFT
house DEF it.is Koku show Asiba
'It is the house that Koku showed Asiba.' (=(50b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. xwe\ [de-έ Kdku χΐέ t{ sib ] o RELATIVE CLAUSE
house OP-RES Koku show Asiba DEF
'the house that Koku showed Asiba' (=(50c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The Fongbe double object construction also exhibits superiority effects. The data in
(37) show that, when both the goal and the theme of the construction are questioned,
only the goal can be extracted.

(37) a. Mai w , χΐέ I n ete tj?
who it.is you show / give what
'Whom did you show/give what?' (=(5 la) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *έίέ[ wl, χΐέ l n t, τηέ
what it.is you show / give who
[Lit.: 'what did you show/give who'] (=(51b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The data in (37) parallel the possibility of extraction out of the double object
construction in English (see (33)), and contrast with the possibility of extraction out of
the double complement construction in English (see (34)). Hence, they show that the
goal must asymmetrically c-command the theme at D-structure.

14,2.4. Weak crossover

Both the double object and the double complement constructions in English exhibit
weak crossover asymmetries, as shown in (38) and (39), respectively.

(38) a. Which\ man did you show hist picture!
b. *whose\ picture did you show hisi mother

(39) a. *which[ man did you show hisj picture to
b. Whosei picture did you show to his^ mother!

The asymmetrical c-command analysis of the theme-goal asymmetries can account in a
unified way for the data in (38) and (39), as it did for the asymmetries we have already
examined. As shown in (40), Fongbe also exhibits this theme-goal asymmetry.
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(40) a. ME, we χΐέ l n fttoo έ-άέέ tin?.
who it.is you show / give picture him-ANA GEN
'Whom did you show/give his picture of himself?'

(=(54a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *we[ sin f too τνέ χΐέ l n τα f3/ij

who OBJ picture it.is you show / give mother GEN
[Lit.: 'whose picture did you show/give his mother']

(=(54b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Once again, the Fongbe data follow the English double object construction (see (38)),
not the English double complement construction: while it is possible to extract the
goal out of the construction, it is not possible to extract the theme. The data thus show
that the goal must asymmetrically c-command the theme at D-structure.

The data discussed so far show that, with both word orders, the Fongbe double object
construction exhibits the same theme-goal asymmetries as those exhibited by the
English double object construction. They present a strong argument for an
asymmetrical c-command relationship between the goal and the theme of the construc-
tion, where the goal c-commands the theme, both at D-structure and at S-structure.

14.2.5. Binding facts involving a reflexive anaphor

Consider binding data involving a reflexive anaphor, as in (41).

(41) a. / showed Mary\ herself\.
b. */ showed herself[ Mary\

In Fongbe, although in other contexts both word orders are possible (see (28) and (31)),
the only word order available in this case is the order goal-theme, as is shown in (42).

(42) a. n χΐέ Asfbaj e-dee\. GOAL-THEME
Isg show Asiba her-ANA
Ί showed Asiba herself.' (=(56a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *ύη χΐέ e-dfe\. sib , THEME-GOAL
Isg show her-ANA Asiba
[Lit.: Ί showed herself Asiba.'] (=(56b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This fact contrasts with the data we have examined so far. One might think that
precedence does have a role in binding theory. Since an asymmetrical c-command
relationship is required to account for the other asymmetries, a natural hypothesis is
that this relationship is also required to account for the asymmetry involving the
binding data in (42), and that the account of the word order constraint exhibited in (42)
is not attributable to precedence. In Lefebvre (1993a: 418-421), it is extensively argued
that the account of the word order constraint shown in (42) is not attributable to
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precedence, and that it follows from another independently motivated constraint on the
distribution of reflexives in natural languages.

14.2.6. Summary

With both word orders, the Fongbe double object construction exhibits the same
theme-goal asymmetries as those shown by the English double object construction: the
goal of the double object construction must asymmetrically c-command the theme,
both at D-structure and at S-structure. The fact that there is a goal-theme word order
constraint in the context of a reflexive anaphor follows from an independently
motivated constraint on the distribution of reflexives in natural languages.

14.3. The differential properties of the double object construction and the
serial verb construction

Verbs that take part in the double object construction (see (1)) also participate in the
serial verb construction. The sentences in (43) show that the verbs 'to give', xle 'to
show', andkplon 'to teach' may combine with the verb so 'to take' in the simple SVC
(discussed in section 13.3).

(43) a. Kaku so äson 6 nä Äsibä.
Koku take crab DBF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(57a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Käku so xwo 6 xle Asiba.
Koku take house DBF show Asiba
'Koku showed the house to Asiba.' (=(57b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Kaku so flänsegte kplon Äsibä.
Koku take French teach Asiba
'Koku taught French to Asiba.' (=(57c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In this section, I consider the differential properties of the double object construction
and the serial verb construction.

14.3.1. Two different thematic roles

A first differential property between the double object construction and the serial verb
construction is that the goal NP is not assigned the same thematic role in the two
constructions. In section 14.1.1, it has been argued that, while the goal of the double
object construction is interpreted as a recipient, the goal of the serial verb construction
is interpreted as a locative (see the data in (10H12) and (15)). Recall also from section
13.3 that the verb so may combine with yi 'to go', wä 'to arrive', 'to put', etc., as
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shown in (44), as well as with nä 'to give', 'to show' and kplon 'to teach'
(see (43)).

(44) a. Köko so äson yl
Koku take crab go market
'Koku brought crab to the market.' (direction away from the speaker)

(=(58a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. Köku so äson \vä äxl.

Koku take crab come market
'Koku brought crab to the market.' (direction towards the speaker)

(=(58b) in Lefebvre 1994c)
c. Koku so äson tävö ji.

Koku take crab put table on
'Koku put crab on the table. ' (=(58c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Hence, in the sentences in (43), Äsibä is interpreted as a locative in the same way as
äxi 'market' or tävöji On the table' are interpreted as locatives in (44). The sentence in
(43a) means that 'the crab has undergone a change of location to Asiba'. The sentence
in (43b) means that 'the house has undergone a change of location to (the sight of)
Asiba' ; the sentence in (43c) means that 'French has undergone a change of location to
(the knowledge of) Asiba'.

The data show that, while the goal NP is assigned a recipient thematic role in the
double object construction, it is assigned a locative thematic role in the serial verb
construction.

14.3.2. Affectedness

A second differential property between the double object construction and the serial verb
construction has to do with affectedness. Recall from section 14.1.2 that, in the double
object construction, the goal is the affected argument of the construction. In the serial
verb construction, the theme is the participant that undergoes the change of location,
and hence it is the affected argument of the construction.

Recall also from section 14.1.2 that the event determiner is licensed by the property
[+ definite] of the affected argument, which delimits the event denoted by the clause (see
(20}-(22)). In the double object construction, the presence of the event determiner was
shown to correlate with the property [+ definite] of the recipient (see (23) and (24)), the
affected argument, which also delimits the event. In the 'take' serial verb construction,
the event determiner is not allowed, as is shown by the ungrammaticality of (45). Note
that, in (45), both the theme and the goal of the construction are [+ definite].
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(45) *K$ku so son 6 m νί ό 6
Koku take crab DBF give child DBF DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku gave the crab to the child as we knew the crab would be
given to the child.' (=(59) in Lefebvre 1994c)

A cluster of properties accounts for the ungrammaticality of (45). Although the goal
delimits the event denoted by the clause, it is not the affected argument of the construc-
tion. Hence, the property [+ definite] of the goal cannot license the event determiner.
This is in line with the analysis according to which, in this construction, the goal is
interpreted as a goal of location. While the theme is the affected argument of the cons-
truction, it does not delimit the event denoted by the clause. Consequently, the event
determiner cannot be licensed in the 'take' serial verb construction because neither of
the two internal arguments present the properties required to license it. The data in (45)
provide only indirect evidence for the claim that, in the 'take' serial verb construction,
the theme is the affected argument. However, it provides direct evidence that the goal is
not the affected argument of the construction, since, unlike in the double object
construction, in the serial verb construction, it does not license the event determiner.

The aspectual properties of the goal are thus different in the two constructions. While
in the double object construction, the goal is the affected argument (see section 14.1.2),
in the serial verb construction, it is not.

14.3.3. Asymmetries

A third property that distinguishes the double object construction from the serial verb
construction comes from the theme-goal asymmetries exhibited by the two
constructions. In section 14.2, we saw that the Fongbe double object construction
exhibits the same theme-goal asymmetries as those exhibited by the English double
object construction, and that an asymmetrical c-command relationship between the goal
and the theme, where the goal dominates the theme, is required to account for these
asymmetries. Theme-goal asymmetries are also exhibited by the serial verb
construction. In this case, however, the asymmetries manifest the opposite pattern,
showing that the theme asymmetrically c-commands the goal at D-structure and at
S-structure. This fact makes the Fongbe serial verb construction similar to the English
double complement construction (NP PP).

Binding facts involving a reflexive in (46) show that the reflexive must be part of the
goal NP. (The English data are not presented separately since the grammaticality
judgments for English (see Larson 1988: 338) correspond exactly to the translation of
the Fongbe sentences.)

(46) a. L7n so sib , χΐέ e-φέ·,.
Isg take Asiba show her-ANA
Ί showed Asiba to herself.' (=(60a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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b. *un so e-(j&i. χΐέ sib ,
Isg take her-ANA show Asiba
[Lit.: Ί showed herself to Asiba'] (=(60b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This contrasts with the double object construction, in which the reflexive has to be part
of the theme NP (see (42)).

The facts involving binding of a pronoun by a quantifier in (47) show that the
quantifier must be contained within the theme NP, as in (47a). The presence of the
quantifier within the goal NP, as in (47b), yields an ungrammatical sentence.

(47) a. n so fotod ^okpo^okpo χΐέ l n fttoo'to t n.
Isg take picture every show / give picture.owner GHV
Ί showed/gave every picture to its owner.' (=(6 la) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *ύη so f to t n χΐέ I n me (jokpof kpo
Isg take picture GEN show / give person every
[Lit.: Ί showed/gave his picture to every person']

(=(61b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This contrasts with the double object construction, in which the quantifier must be part
of the goal NP (see (28) and (29)).

With respect to each... the other, the contrast in grammaticality between (48a) and
(48b) shows that the eacn-phrase must be part of the theme NP.

(48) a. n so vf Ιέ cjokpoclokpo χΐέ medjyo sin to.
Isg take child PL each show other OBJ father
Ί showed each child to the other's father. ' (=(62a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *ύη so vi medjyo t n χΐέ me dokpo4okpo
Isg take child other GEN show person each
[Lit.: Ί showed the other's child to each person']

(=(62b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This contrasts with the double object construction, in which the eac/i-phrase must be
part of the goal NP (see (31) and (32)).

In the context of superiority effects, while the theme can be extracted out of this
construction, the goal cannot. This holds for both the Fongbe serial verb construction
and the double complement construction of English.

(49) a. tsi \νέ K ku so ti na mel
what it. is Koku take give who
'What did Koku give to whom? ' (=(63a) in Lefebvre 1 994c)

b. *mei w£ K ku so eta na tj
who it.is Koku take what give
[Lit.: 'whom did Koku give what'] (=(63b) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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Again the data in (49) contrast with those exhibited by the double object construction:
in the double object construction, while the goal can be extracted, the theme cannot
(see (37)).

In weak crossover contexts, in serial verb constructions, while the theme can be
extracted, the goal cannot.

(50) a. Μέϊ sin tod \v so t{ χΐέ l na ιά
person OBJ picture it. is you take show / give mother GEN
'Whose picture did you show/give to his mother?'

(=(64a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *mej wl so fttoo έ-φέ tdni χΐέ I na i\

person it. is you take picture him- ANA GEN show / give
[Lit.: 'to whom did you show/give his picture']

(=(64b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Again, these data contrast with those exhibited by the double object construction: in the
double object construction, the goal can be extracted, but the theme cannot (see (40)).

The data discussed in this section show two things. First, the theme-goal
asymmetries found in the Fongbe serial verb construction parallel those found in the
English double complement (NP PP) construction. Second, the theme-goal asymmetries
exhibited by these two constructions (the Fongbe serial verb construction and the
English double complement construction) contrast with those exhibited by the double
object construction in both languages. Under a dominance account of these
asymmetries, while in the double object construction the goal asymmetrically
c-commands the theme, in the Fongbe serial verb construction and the English double
complement construction, the theme asymmetrically c-commands the goal.

14.3.4. Pronominalisation

A fourth distinctive property between the two constructions comes from the
distribution of strong pronouns. In the double object construction, while a pronoun can
be interpreted as referring to the goal, it cannot be interpreted as referring to the theme.
With both word orders in (51), the pronoun can only be interpreted as referring to the
goal. This is shown in (51).

(51) a. Koku χΐέ eyt vf 6.
Koku show him/her child DEF
'Koku showed him/her the child.' (=(65a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Kdko χΐέ νί ό eye.
Koku show child DEF him/her
'Koku showed him/her the child.' (=(65b) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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In the serial verb construction, however, both the goal and the theme can be
pronominalised.

(52) a. Koka so äson nä eye.
Koku take crab give him/her
'Koku gave the crab to him/her.' (=(66a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Köku so eyt nä Äsibä.
Koku take it give Asiba
'Koku gave it to Asiba.' (=(66b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

14.3.5. Summary

Four sets of facts distinguish the double object construction from the serial verb
construction. The goal does not have the same thematic role nor the same affectedness
properties in the two constructions. The theme-goal asymmetries present inverse
patterns in the two constructions: in the double object construction, the goal
asymmetrically c-commands the theme; in the serial verb construction, the theme
asymmetrically c-commands the goal. Finally, the two constructions do not present the
same pattern of pronominalisation.

14.4. The surface sequence NP PP in Fongbe

In addition to the double object construction and the serial verb construction, in Fongbe
we find sentences presenting the surface sequence NP PP, as depicted in (53).

(53) Köku sä äson Asibä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab to Asiba.' (=(70) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In section 11.1.5, we saw that all PPs in Fongbe are adjuncts, including PPs headed by
nu 'to/for'. In this section, I recall the arguments supporting this claim and bring
further evidence showing that PPs headed by nu are adjuncts.9 In arguing that a PP
headed by the preposition nu 'to' is a syntactic adjunct, I contrast the properties of the
goal PP as it occurs in (53), with those of the goal NP occurring in the serial verb
construction. The contrast between the syntactic properties of the goal in the two
constructions leads to the conclusion that, while in the serial verb construction, the
goal NP has the properties of an argument, in the sequence NP PP, the goal PP has the
properties of a syntactic adjunct.
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14.4.1. Obligatoriness versus optionality of the goal

In the serial verb construction, the goal of the construction is obligatorily realised in
the syntax. The sentence in (54b), in which the goal is not realised, is not grammatical.

(54) a. Kökü so äson 6 nä Äsibä.
Koku take crab DEF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(71a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *Kdko so äson 6 nä
Koku take crab DEF give (=(7 Ib) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In contrast, as we saw in 11.1.5.1, a PP headed by no is always optional, as shown in
(55). (Optionality of the PP is indicated by parentheses.)

(55) a. Kdku nä äson ( Äsibä).
Koku give crab DEF to Asiba
'Koku gave the crab (to Asiba).' (=(72a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Koku sä äson ( Asibä).
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab (to Asiba).' (=(72b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

While arguments are obligatory, adjuncts are optional (see e.g. Pinker 1989;
Randall 1987).

14.4.2. Cliticisation of the goal

In the serial verb construction, the goal can surface as a clitic on the verb, as in (56).

(56) Koku so äson o nä £.
Koku take crab DEF give 3sg
'Koku gave the crab to him/her.' (=(73) in Lefebvre 1994c)

As we saw in section 4.2.3, for some speakers in this case, the clitic interpreted as the
goal can even undergo clitic climbing and attach to the first verb of the construction, as
is illustrated in (57).

(57) Köku so £ äson o nä (£).
Koku take 3sg crab DEF give (3sg)
'Koku gave the crab to him/her.' (=(74) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In contrast, a clitic cannot be interpreted as referring to a PP headed by nu, as shown by
the ungrammatically of (58b).
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(58) a. Köku sä äson .
Koku sell crab DBF to him/her
'Koku sold the crab to him/her.'

b. *Köku sä äson o
Koku sell 3sg crab DEF (=(75) in Lefebvre 1994c)

While arguments can cliticise onto the verb, adjuncts generally cannot (Baker 1988:
467 note 17). If the goal is in the direct argument position of the verb in (56) and (57),
and if it is in an adjunct position in (58), the contrast between the two sets of data finds
a natural explanation.

14.4.3. Extraction facts

Another set of data distinguishing the behaviour of the goal in the two constructions
concerns extraction. When the goal NP is extracted out of a serial verb construction, the
extraction site is empty of lexical content, as is shown in (59).

(59) Asibäi , Köku so äson 6 na tj.
Asiba it.is Koku take crab DEF give
'It is to Asiba that Koku gave the crab.' (=(79) in Lefebvre 1994c)

When a PP headed by no is extracted, the extraction site must contain the resumptive
lexical item nä (see also Brousseau 1998; Segurola 1963; section 11.1.2.4). This is
illustrated in (60).

(60) a. *[nu Äsibä\i \ , Koku sä äson 6 tj
to Asiba it.is Koku sell crab DEF (=(80a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. [ Asiba\i we, Köku sä äson {.
to Asiba it.is Koku sell crab DEF RES
'It is to Asiba that Koku sold the crab.' (=(80b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

This distribution follows naturally if the goal is in the object position of the verb in
(59), and in an adjunct position in (60). Only PPs in the domain of V can be stranded
(see Hornstein—Weinberg 1981: 63).

14.4.4. The theme-goal asymmetries

A fourth set of data distinguishing the behaviour of the goal in the two constructions
comes from observing the theme-goal asymmetries (see Barss—Lasnik 1986). The
serial verb construction exhibits theme-goal asymmetries which parallel those
exhibited by the double complement construction (NP PP) in English (see section 14.2).
If the theme (NP) and the goal (PP) under discussion in this section were in a similar
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structural relationship to the theme (NP) and the goal (NP) in the serial verb
construction, we would expect them to present the same theme-goal asymmetries as
those exhibited by the serial verb construction. This prediction is not borne out by the
data. On the contrary, the theme (NP) and the goal (PP) do not present the theme-goal
asymmetries exhibited by the serial verb construction.

With respect to each... the other asymmetry, in the serial verb construction the each-
phrase must be contained inside the theme NP, as in (6la), and it cannot be contained in
the goal NP, as in (61b).

(61) a. n so νί Ιέ ([ kpo^ kpo χΐέ m&<$y$ sin to.
Isg take child PL each show other OBJ father
Ί showed each child to the other's father.' (=(81a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *un so me^iyo sin to χΐέ νί Ιέ cjokpoclokpo
Isg take other OBJ father show child PL each
[Lit.: Ί showed the other's father to each child']

(=(81b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

In contrast, with the NP PP sequence, the eac/2-phrase can occur either as part of the
theme NP or as part of the goal PP, as shown in (62a) and (62b), respectively.

(62) a. Kdku so νί φ\αρόφίρό no metfyo sin to.
Koku give child each to other OBJ father
'Koku gave each child to the other's father.' (=(82a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Kdku so νί m tfyo t n no m c[okpoc[ kpo.
Koku give child other GEN to person each
'Koku gave the other's child to each person.' (=(82b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The serial verb construction exhibits theme-goal asymmetries involving superiority
effects. In this context, while the theme can be extracted out of the construction, the
goal cannot, as shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (63a) and (63b).

(63) a. £tei ννέ Koku so tt na ητεΊ
what it.is Koku take give who
'What did Koku give to whom?' (=(83a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *Λΐέί \νέ Koku so ete na tj
who it.is Koku take what give
[Lit.: 'to whom did Koku give what' ] (=(83b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The NP PP sequence does not exhibit this asymmetry. In both contexts, either the
theme NP or the goal PP can be extracted, as shown in (64). Note that the combination
of so 'to take' and no 'to/for' is interpreted as 'to give back to/for'.
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(64) a. wä ä so nu me? THEME
what it.is 2sg take to/for who
[Lit.: 'What did you give back to/for whom?'] (=(84a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Nu me wä ä so ete näl GOAL
to/for who it.is 2sg take what RES
'Who did you give back what (to)?' (=(84b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The serial verb construction exhibits weak crossover asymmetry. While the theme
can be extracted out of the construction (see (65a)), the goal cannot (see (65b)).

(65) a. sin fttoö we ä so t, xle I na no ti/ij?
who OBJ picture it.is 2sg take show / give mother GEN
'Whose picture did you show/give to his mother?'

(=(85a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. *mei we ä so fttoö e-<& ton{ xle I na tj

who it.is 2sg take picture him-ANA GEN show / give
[Lit.: 'to which person did you show/give his picture?']

(=(85b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The NP PP sequence does not exhibit this asymmetry. In this case, either the theme or
the goal of the construction can be extracted.

(66) a. Me, sin fttoö wä ä so nu n$ fdn,? THEME
who OBJ picture it.is 2sg take to/for mother GEN
[Lit.: 'The picture of whom did you give back to/for his mother?']

(=(86a) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. Nu me sin no we ä so fttoo tan nal GOAL

to/for who OBJ mother it.is 2sg take picture GEN RES
[Lit.: 'To/for the mother of whom did you give back his picture?']

(=(86b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The fact that the theme NP and the goal PP do not present the theme-goal
asymmetries observed in the serial verb construction argues for the claim that the goal
PP, in the sequence NP PP, is not in the same position as the goal NP in the serial verb
construction. Hence, the goal PP is not in the direct argument position of the verb.

14.4.5. Constituent order

Prepositional phrases exhibit more freedom than arguments do in terms of their
position in the tree. Data drawn from the imperfective construction illustrate this point.
As we saw in section 5.3.4.2, the imperfective construction makes used of 'to be
at', which takes a complement headed by we. This phrase is head final.Wa takes a
nominalised VP as its complement. The sentence in (67b) is the imperfective form of
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(67a). The sentence in (67c) shows that the internal argument of the verb cannot occur
to the right of the head of the construction, that is, to the right of \ . °

(67) a. K$ku äson.
Koku eat crab
'Koku ate crab.' (=(87a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Koku äson wä.
Koku be.at crab eating POST
'Koku is eating crab.' (=(87b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. *Koku / äson
Koku be.at eating POST crab (=(87c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The sentences in (68) provide parallel data for a double object verb. The
ungrammaticality of (68c) shows that the goal of the construction cannot occur to the
right of wa.

(68) a. Koku nä äson Asiba.
Koku give crab Asiba
'Koku gave Asiba crab.' (=(88a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Koku äson nä Asibä .
Koku be.at crab giving Asiba POST
'Koku is giving Asiba crab.' (=(88b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. *Kdku äson nä we Asibä
Koku be.at crab giving POST Asiba (=(88c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Finally, the sentences in (69) provide parallel data for the serial verb construction. The
sentence in (69c) shows again that the goal of the construction cannot occur to the right
of we.

(69) a. Koku so äson o nä Asibä.
Koku take crab DEF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(89a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Kdku äs$n so nä Asibä wä.
Koku be.at crab taking giving Asiba POST
'Koku is giving crab to Asiba.' (=(89b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. *K5ku äson so nä we Asibä
Koku be.at crab taking giving POST Asiba

(=(89c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The sentences in (70) provide comparable data for the sequence NP PP. The sentence in
(70b) is the imperfective form of (70a). The sentence in (70c) shows that, unlike the
other cases, the PP can occur to the right of the constituent headed by wa .
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(70) a. KSko sä äson no Äsibä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab to Asiba.' (=(90a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Kdku äson sä no Äsibä .
Koku be.at crab selling to Asiba POST
'Koku is selling crab to Asiba.1 (=(90b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Koku äson sä wä nu Äsibä.
Koku be.at crab selling POST to Asiba
'Koku is selling crab to Asiba.' (=(90c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The fact that the PP can surface to the right of the constituent headed by is difficult
to explain if the PP headed by nu is in an argument position of the verb. It follows
naturally, however, if the PP is an adjunct. In (70b), the PP is adjoined to VP; hence it
occurs to the left of wa. In (70c), it is adjoined to the phrase headed by w£; hence it
occurs to the right of .11

1 4. 4. 6. Constituency

The analysis of PPs headed by nu as adjuncts can explain why, when the constituent
headed by wa is clefted (leaving the resumptive in the extraction site), the PP can be
left behind, as shown by the grammaticality of (71b).

(71) a. \Ason sä nu Äsibä wä\ KSku *,.
crab selling to Asiba POST Koku be.at RES
'It is selling crab to Asiba that Koku is doing.'

(=(9 la) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. [Äson sä \ \ Koku , nu Äsibä.

crab selling POST Koku be.at RES to Asiba
'It is selling crab that Koku is doing to Asiba.'

(=(91b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The grammaticality of (71b) contrasts with the ungrammatically of the sentences in
(72), in which the object NP has been left behind. These examples involve a transitive
verb, a double object verb and a serial verb construction, respectively.

(72) a. *[ wS]i Koku $ äson
eating POST Koku be.at RES crab (=(92a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *[ason na wi\ K$ku % Äsibä
crab giving POST Koku be.at RES Asiba

(=(92b) in Lefebvre 1994c)
c. *[ason so na wl\ Koko % Asiba

crab taking giving POST Koku be.at RES Asiba
(=(92c) in Lefebvre 1994c)
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The contrast in grammaticality between the data in (71) and those in (72) follows
naturally if the PP headed by is analysed as an adjunct rather than an argument.

14.4.7. Summary

The proposal that PPs headed by nu 'to/for' are syntactic adjuncts accounts for the
properties of the goal PP headed by this preposition. The PP is optional. It cannot
cliticise onto the verb because it is not in the domain of the verb. There has to be a
resumptive lexical item in the extraction site. The theme and the goal do not exhibit
the theme-goal asymmetries observed in the Fongbe serial verb construction. The goal
PP is freer than the goal NP with respect to its position in the tree. Finally, it is not
part of the VP constituent; consequently, when the VP is fronted, the goal PP can be left
behind. If all prepositional phrases are adjuncts, as has been argued in section 11.1.5, it
follows that, in Fongbe, there are no double complement constructions of the type we
find in English (e.g. John sent a letter to Mary); as we saw in section 14.3, these are
expressed by means of a serial verb construction.

14.5. The range of verbs participating in the double object construction

The range of verbs participating in the double object construction varies among
speakers of a given language, and among languages. Not all Fongbe speakers have
exactly the same range of double object verbs. Furthermore, while English has a wide
range of verbs that can participate in the double object construction, Fongbe presents a
rather narrow range of such verbs (three or four, depending on the speaker).12 How can
this variation be accounted for? In this section, it is shown that this variation can be
accounted for along two dimensions: semantics and case.

14.5.1. Semantics

In section 14.1.1, we saw that there is a possession relationship between the theme and
the goal of the double object construction (see (5)-(8)). This relationship must hold in
order for a verb to participate in the Fongbe double object construction. This is further
supported by the fact that verbs for which there is no possession relationship between
the theme and the goal cannot participate in this construction. Sä 'to sell' and nyä 'to
loan' are such verbs. The sentence in (73a) shows that sä 'to sell' may appear with a
theme and a goal (realised as a PP). The sentence in (73b) shows that the verb sä does
not participate in the double object construction. The sentence in (73c) shows that the
two propositions 'Koku sold crab to Asiba' and 'the crab is not hers' are not
contradictory; this indicates that the theme and the goal of this verb are not in a strict
relation of possession (compare (73) with (6)).
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(73) a. Koku sä äson nu Äsibä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab to Asiba.' (=(104a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *Köku sä äson Äsibä l Äsibä äson
Koku sell crab Asiba / Asiba crab
[Lit.: 'Koku sold Asiba crab.'] (=(104b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Käku sä äson nu Äsibä vo äson nyf Äsibä tön ä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba but crab be Asiba GEN Neg
'Koku sold crab to Asiba but the crab is not hers.'

(=(104c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Example (74) shows parallel data for the verb nyä 'to loan'.

(74) a. Koku nyä äkwe nu Äsibä.
Koku loan money to Asiba
'Koku loaned money to Asiba.' (=(105a) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. *Koko nyä äkwe Äsibä l Äsibä äkwe
Koku loan money Asiba / Asiba money
[Lit.: 'Koku loaned Asiba money.'] (=(105b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

c. Koku nyä äkwe nu Äsibä vo äkwe nyf Äsibä ton ä.
Koku loan money to Asiba but money be Asiba GEN Neg
'Koku loaned money to Asiba but the money is not hers.'

(=(105c) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The verbs xo 'to buy' and 'to say' exhibit the same distribution as sä 'to sell' and
nyä 'to loan'.

The fact that there must be a possession relationship between the theme and the goal
of verbs participating in the double object construction (see (5)-(8))—together with the
fact that there is no such relationship between the theme and the goal of verbs that do
not participate in this construction—show that, in Fongbe, the possession relationship
between the goal and the theme of a verb determines whether a verb is eligible to
participate in the double object construction.

In English, the range of verbs participating in the double object construction is much
larger than it is in Fongbe. Gruber (1992) analyses the verbs participating in the double
object construction as belonging to one of four semantic classes: possessional verbs
whose goal is animate (e.g. to give), animate control verbs (e.g. to pass), verbs of
information with an animate goal (e.g. to tell) and positional verbs with an animate
goal (e.g. to throw). In Fongbe, the verb na 'to give' is the sole verb that belongs to
Gruber's first semantic class. The verbs 'to show' andkplon 'to teach' belong in
the third class identified by Gruber. For some speakers, but not all (see section 14.5.2),
the verb su 'to pay' is also a double object verb. This verb belongs in Gruber's second
semantic class. With Gruber, I will assume that the semantics of verbs constitute the
first dimension of interlanguage variability with respect to the range of verbs
participating in the double object construction.
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14.5.2. Case

In this section, I will show that semantic properties are not sufficient to establish the
range of verbs participating in the double object construction. I argue that, in addition,
these verbs must have the property of assigning structural case to the goal.

Consider data involving the verb su 'to pay', as depicted in (75).

(75) KSku su xdkwa 6 nu Äsibä.
Koku pay rent DEF to Asiba
'Koku paid the rent to Asiba.' (the owner of the house)

(=(106) in Lefebvre 1994c)

For all informants consulted on this topic, the relationship between the theme and the
goal in (75) entails the relationship (depicted in (76)) between what is possessed and the
possessor in the corresponding nominal structure.

(76) Xbkwe o nyi l huzu Äsibä tön.
rent DEF be / become Asiba GEN
'The rent (money) is/has become Asiba's.' (=(107) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Half of my informants have su as a double object verb; for them, the sentence in (77) is
grammatical. The other half do not; for them the sentence in (77) is not grammatical.

(77) ok/* Käkrf su xokwe 6 Äsibä l Äsibä xökwe o.
Koku pay rent DEF Asiba / Asiba rent DEF

'Koku paid Asiba the rent.' (=(108) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The constellation of facts in (75H77) constitutes evidence supporting the claim that
the possession relationship that must hold between the theme and the goal of a given
verb is not the only criterion for establishing whether a verb can participate in the
double object construction. If it were, there would be no explanation for the variation
found between informants with respect to the verb su in (77).

In Lefebvre (1994c), it is proposed that the variation observed in (77) rests on the ca-
se feature specification of verbs. Suppose that, for speakers of the first group, the verb
so 'to pay' is specified for assigning structural case to the argument bearing the thema-
tic role "goal" (recipient) and that, for the second group, it is not. This would explain
why the first group has su as a double object verb, and the second group does not.

Data involving the serial verb construction support this claim. Recall from section
14.3 that verbs participating in the double object construction may also participate in
the serial verb construction. An example from (43) is reproduced in (78) for
convenience.
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(78) Kdko so äson o na Asibä.
Koku take crab DBF give Asiba
'Koku gave the crab to Asiba.' (=(109) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Under the analysis in Lefebvre (1991: 66), the verb nä assigns structural case to the
goal NP in this construction.

Now, let us consider verbs that can participate in the serial verb construction but
cannot participate in the double object construction. Examples are provided in (79).

(79) a. Koku so äkwe nyä nu Äsibä.
Koku take money loan to Asiba
'Koku loaned money to Asiba.' (=(1 lOa) in Lefebvre 1994c)

b. Köku so hwönüxd Äsibä.
Koku take story tell to Asiba
'Koku told a story to Asiba.' (=(1 lOb) in Lefebvre 1994c)

Notice that, in (79), the goal is realised as a PP rather than an NP, as in (78). This
contrast between (78) and (79) follows from the case feature specifications of the verbs.
In (79), the second verb of the serial verb construction has no structural case to assign
to the goal; hence the goal has to be realised as a PP, in an adjunct position (see section
14.4). The contrast between the data in (78) and those in (79) thus supports the claim
that verbs participating in the double object construction must have the property of
assigning structural case to the argument bearing the thematic role "goal".

We now have a means of explaining the variation found between informants with
respect to the verb su 'to pay' (see (77)). The proposal above predicts two possible
realisations for the goal of the verb su when it appears as the second verb of a serial
verb construction: one in which the goal is realised as an NP (as in (78)), and one in
which the goal is realised as a PP (as in (79)). This prediction is borne out by the data,
as shown in (80). Speakers for whom su is a double object verb accept (80a) and reject
(80b); speakers for whom su is not a double object verb reject (80a) and accept (80b).

(80) a. ok/* Kdko so xdkwl so-su Asibä.
Koku take rent take-pay Asiba

'Koku paid the rent to Asiba.' (=(11 la) in Lefebvre 1994c)
b. */ok Koku so x$kwe so-su nu Äsibä.

Koku take rent take-pay to Asiba
'Koku paid the rent to Asiba.' (=( 111 b) in Lefebvre 1994c)

The data discussed in this section show that, in order to participate in the double
object construction, a verb must have the appropriate case feature specification: that is,
it must be specified for assigning structural case to the argument bearing the thematic
role "goal". Thus, the case feature specifications of verbs account for the variation
found between Fongbe speakers with respect to the range of verbs participating in the
double object construction.13
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14.5.3. Summary

In this section, it has been shown that the range of verbs participating in the double
object construction is established on the basis of their semantics, and their case
assigning properties.

14.6. Conclusion

The Fongbe double object construction allows for two surface word orders (theme-goal
and goal-theme). These two surface orders were shown to have the same meaning (see
section 14.1). With both word orders, the construction manifests the same theme-goal
asymmetries with respect to the tests developed by Barss—Lasnik (1986) (see section
14.2). This is in line with the conclusion in section 14.1 that the two word orders do
not entail any difference in meaning. On the basis of several tests, it was shown that
the properties of arguments occurring in the double object construction differ from
those of arguments occurring in the serial verb construction (see section 14.3). In the
sequence NP PP, the PP is a syntactic adjunct (for a similar conclusion, see Tossa
1994: 72); thus, the NP PP sequence is not an instantiation of a double complement in
Fongbe (see section 14.4). Finally, the Fongbe data suggest that the variation in the
range of verbs participating in the construction can be accounted for along two
dimensions: the semantics and the case assigning properties of these verbs.

An extensive discussion on the theoretical relevance of the data discussed in this
chapter, the availability of the double object construction in particular languages and a
syntactic account of these data are provided in Lefebvre (1993a, 1994c). Collins
(1993: 35) mentions that in the Kpele dialect of Ewe the double object construction of
the type discussed here for Fongbe is not available.

Notes to chapter 14

1. I would like to thank Aime Avolonto, Mark Baker, Anne-Marie Brousseau,
Maxime da Cruz, Marcel den Dikken, Jeff Gruber, Kinyalolo Kasangati, Paul
Law, John Lumsden, Betsy Ritter, Lisa Travis, Mireille Tremblay, and Tonjes
Veenstra for their comments on earlier papers on which this chapter draws.

2. A terminological proviso is in order here. Since the Fongbe double object
construction exhibits two surface word orders I cannot use the more conventional
labels "NPf and "NP2" to refer to the "goal" and the "theme", respectively. I will
use the terms "goal" and "theme" as labels corresponding to "NPi" and "NPi" in
English. Following the terminology used in Pinker (1989), I will use the term
"recipient" for the thematic role assigned to the goal in the Fongbe double object
construction; following Tremblay (1991), I will use the term "location" for the
thematic role assigned to the goal in the serial verb construction.
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3. As is pointed out in Lefebvre (1994c: 77), this argues that the word order
alternation observed in (1) and (2) is purely syntactic.

4. For a discussion of comparable data in English, see e.g. Johnson (1991), Pinker
(1989), and Tremblay (1991).

5. While the Fongbe structures in (7) are not interpretable, the corresponding
English sentences are. This discrepancy can be explained in the following way.
In Fongbe, the double object construction involves a strict relation of possession
between the theme and the goal. This explains why the recipient thematic role is
assigned to the goal. In English, the double object construction does not appear
to be so restricted semantically (see Gruber 1992).

6. For a discussion of comparable data in English, see e.g. Green (1974), Johnson
(1991), and Pinker (1989).

7. In (20), the internal argument of the verb 'to destroy' is the affected argument
(both semantically and syntactically) according to the definitions provided in
Tenny (1987: 80): "A syntactic argument is an affected argument iff it is the
direct argument of an affectedness verb, and its referent delimits the event
described by the verb". "A semantic argument is an affected argument iff it
independently delimits the event in which it participates".

8. In the theoretical framework used in the present discussion the terms
'dominance', 'precedence' and 'c-command' are used in the following way:
- A dominates B if A is higher up in the tree; in (i), A dominates both B and C.

(i)

B C

- A precedes B if A is to the left of B and neither A dominates B nor B
dominates A. In (i), B precedes C.

- A c-commands B if and only if A does not dominate B and B does not
dominate A, and the first branching node dominating A also dominates B. In
(ii) A c-commands B.

(ii)

B

As we saw in sections 11.1.1.4 and 11.1.8.4, the preposition nu translates as
'to' or 'for'. It selects an N P that is interpreted either as a goal or as a
benefactive. A PP headed by nu may occur in the context of the verbs
participating in the double object construction. In this case, the PP is always
interpreted as a benefactive. Compare the meaning of the (a) and (b) sentences in
(i) and (ii).
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(=(ia) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

(=(ib) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

(i) a. Koku m äson Asibä.
Koku give crab Asiba
'Koku gave Asiba crab.'

b. Kdko w äs6n nu Äsibä.
Koku give crab for Asiba
'Koku gave crab for Asiba.'

(ü) a. Köku kplon üänsegbe Äsibä.
Koku teach French Asiba
'Koku taught Asiba French.' (=(iiia) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

b. KSku kplon flansegte nu Äsibä.
Koku learn French for Asiba
'Koku learned French for the benefit of Asiba.'

(=(iiib) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

A PP headed by nu may also occur in the context of verbs which do not
participate in the double object construction. In this context, the NP selected by
the preposition nu may be interpreted as a goal, as in the examples in (iii).

(iii) a. Koka sä äson nu Asibä.
Koku sell crab to Asiba
'Koku sold crab to Asiba.'

b. Kdku hwtnuxo nu Äsibä.
Koku tell story to Asiba
'Koku told a story to Asiba.'

c. Koku nyä äkwe nu Äsibä.
Koku loan money to Asiba
'Koku loaned money to Asiba.'

(=(iia) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

(=(iib) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

(=(iiic) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

In some cases, the NP selected by the preposition nu may be interpreted either as
a goal or as a benefactive, as in (iv).

(iv) Köko su äx$ nu Asibä.
Koku pay debt to/for Asiba
'Koku paid the debt to/for Asiba.' (=(iv) in Lefebvre 1994c: 98)

The syntactic properties of PPs headed by nu are the same whether the PP is
interpreted as a goal or a benefactive, and whether or not it occurs in the context
of verbs that participate in the double object construction.
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10. This fact holds even in the context of heavy NP shift, as is shown in (i).

(i) *Kaku ti yiyi wl [äxl <#-b ma mi yi o\
Koku be.at going POST market OP-RES in we go DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku is going to the market that we went to.']

(=(i) in Lefebvre 1994c: 105)

11. We could hypothesise that the rightmost position for the PP is a case of
extraposition. This hypothesis falls short, however, in light of the previous four
arguments.

12. It is possible that for some speakers, the verb zon 'to order' also has (or is in the
process of acquiring) the properties of double object verbs.

13. In Fongbe, few verbs have this case feature specification. In English, a wider
range of verbs have this case feature specification. As is pointed out in Lefebvre
(1994c: 120), this follows from a more general distinction between the two
types of languages with respect to case assignment. While in languages of the
Fongbe type, semantic case is the unmarked option, in languages of the English
type, structural case is the unmarked option. Hence, while the verbs meaning 'to
bake' and 'to throw' in English can assign structural case to the goal in the
double object construction, in Fongbe, they cannot.





Chapter 15
The definite determiner in simple clauses

The definite determiner, which plays a central role in nominal structures (see section
3.1) and subordinate clauses (see sections 7.3.4, 7.4), also plays a key role in simple
clauses. To the best of my knowledge, the fact that a definite determiner, which occurs
in nominal structures, but also plays a central role in clause structures, is a rather rare
phenomenon among the languages of the world. This chapter documents the pertinent
Fongbe data, based on da Cruz (1994b: 75, 92) and Lefebvre (1992b, 1998b).

Recall from section 3.1 that the presence of the definite determiner in a nominal
structure necessarily identifies the information as already known; its presence implies
that the information conveyed by the noun phrase is part of the shared knowledge of
the participants. In the translations of the examples in section 3.1, the meaning of a
definite NP was rendered by 'the in question/the that we know of. When the
determiner occurs in the context of a clause, it is interpreted in a similar way; that is,
the interpretation of a clause containing the definite determiner always presupposes
shared background information, as shown in (1). In this case, however, the shared
information may vary; that is, the presence of the definite determiner in a simple clause
induces scopal ambiguities. The interpretation in (la) shows that the presupposed
shared information may correspond to something that has been said earlier in the
conversation. The interpretation in (Ib) shows that the presupposed shared information
may correspond to the event denoted by the clause. The interpretation in (Ic) shows
that the presupposed shared information may correspond to a subpart of the event. (In
all of the examples, the clausal determiner will appear underlined in order to
distinguish it from other occurrences of the definite determiner.)

(1) Sunü o gba natö 6 6_. FONGBE!
man DBF destroy car DBF DBF

a "The man destroyed the car.' (as was said before)
b. 'The man has destroyed the car.' (as we knew he would)
c. 'The man has destroyed the car.' (as we knew the car would be

destroyed) (=(2) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Thus, in (la), the determiner relates the content of the proposition to something that has
been said earlier in the conversation. In (Ib) and (Ic), the determiner identifies an event
that is already part of the shared knowledge of the participants. It literally means 'this
event in question/this event that we know of. The determiner which occurs with this
meaning has been referred to in earlier work as the event determiner (see e.g. Lefebvre
1992b). As such, the determiner may trigger a subject-oriented interpretation, as in
(Ib), or an object-oriented interpretation, as in (Ic).

While working on the distribution of the Fongbe determiner in clauses, it soon
became clear to me that not all speakers have exactly the same grammar in this regard.
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Two clear patterns emerged, which I will refer to as Fongbei and Fongbe 2; these
involve speakers of Abomey, Cotonou, and Porto-Novo. The differences between these
two grammars will be pointed out throughout this chapter. A third grammar, Fongbe 3,
identifies the speakers that I worked with whose grammar does not manifest the
determiner in clauses; all are from Ouidah (see section 15.3.3 for a brief discussion).

This chapter is organised in the following way. Section 15.1 discusses the properties
of the determiner where it occurs with the interpretation in (la). It is shown that with
this meaning, the determiner is part of the paradigms of markers that give the speaker's
point of view on the proposition. In this case, it is associated with mood. Section 15.2
discusses the properties of the event determiner occurring with the interpretations in
(Ib) and (Ic). It is shown that in this case the determiner is associated with tense and
aspect. Section 15.3 discusses data pertaining to the constraint on the realisation of two
consecutive definite determiners. In the literature, this constraint has been referred to as
the *Det Del filter.

15.1. The definite determiner and the markers that give the speaker's
point of view on the proposition

In one of its functions, the determiner may be used to relate the content of the
proposition to what was said earlier in the conversation (see (la)). In this case, the
interpretation of the determiner is discourse-oriented; it is relational. It will be shown
that, with this function, the determiner is a member of the paradigms of markers that
give the point of view of a speaker on the proposition. Recall from section 6.5, that
there are two paradigms of such markers in Fongbe: class A markers, that include the
yes/no question marker, the surprise marker, etc. (see section 6.5.2), and class B
markers, that include the negative marker, the marker of insistence, etc. (see section
6.5.3). It will be shown that, with the interpretation in (la), the determiner is part of the
paradigm of class A markers in Fongbei, and part of the paradigm of class B markers
in Fongbe2-

75. /. L The determiner as a member of the class A markers in Fongbe j

In Fongbej, tne determiner that triggers the interpretation in (la) has the same
distributional properties as the markers of class A.

First, the determiner may occur with various aspectual classes (discussed in section
5.1)asin(2H4).1

(2) Accomplishment
Koku \νά Κίηόηΰ _6_. FONGBE ι
Koku arrive Cotonou DBF
'Koku arrived at Cotonou.' (as was said before)
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(3) Achievement
Kaku mö äjöto £ 6_. FONGBEi
Koku catch.sight.of thief PL DBF
'Koku caught sight of the thieves.' (as was said before)

(4) State
a KSko st flänslgte 6_. FONGBEi

Koku know French DBF
'Koku knows French.' (as was said before)

b. Avö \ _ . FONGBEi
dress DBF be.white DBF
'The dress is white.' (as was said before)

The markers of class A also have this property, as shown in (5)-(7), for the yes/no
question marker.

(5) Accomplishment
KSku \vä al
Koku arrive Q
'Did Koku arrive?' (=(15) in Lefebvre 1998b)

(6) Achievement
Kökü mö äjöto 6 äl
Koku catch.sight.of thief DBF Q
'Has Koku caught sight of the thief?' (=(16) in Lefebvre 1998b)

(7) State
Koku s£ flansegte hi
Koku know French Q
'Does Koku know French?' (=(17) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Second, when used in this way, the determiner is semantically not compatible with
the other markers of class A. The following example shows that the determiner cannot
co-occur with the direct yes/no question marker.

(8) *ma wä 5_ ä FONGBEi
person IND arrive DBF Q (=(23) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In section 6.5.2, we saw that the other markers of class A are also mutually exclusive.
Third, like the other markers of class A, the determiner may occur within the same

clause as a marker of class B. Recall from section 6.5.3.1 that the negative marker ä is a
marker of class B. In (9), the determiner follows it.

(9) Sunu 6 wä ä 5_. FONGBEi
man DBF arrive Neg DBF
"The man did not arrive.' (as was said before) (=(24) in Lefebvre 1998b)
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As a class A marker, the determiner must follow the negative marker (see (9)). When
the determiner precedes the negative marker, the discourse-oriented interpretation does
not obtain, as is shown in (10). (The meaning of (10) will be discussed below.)

(10) Sunu 6 wa 6_ ä. FONGBEi
man DEF arrive DBF Neg
#'The man did not arrive.' (as was said before)

(=(25) in Lefebvre 1998b)

These data show that, as a member of class A, the determiner must have scope over the
negative marker (see section 6.5).

Fourth, the discourse-oriented interpretation of the determiner obtains only in root
sentences. It does not obtain when the determiner occurs in embedded clauses, as
shown in (11).

(11) *un se [Kdku md äjoto 6_] FONGBEi
Isg know Koku see thief DEF
[Lit.: know that Koku saw a thief.' (as was said before)]

(=(26) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Recall from section 6.5.2 that class A markers also do not occur in embedded clauses.
Finally, a discourse-oriented interpretation of the determiner obtains whether the

subject of the clause is definite or indefinite. This is shown in (12) and (13),
respectively.

(12) Sunü o wä o_. FONGBEi
man DEF arrive DEF
'The man (in question) has arrived.' (as was said before)

(=(28) in Lefebvre 1998b)
(13) Sunü wä o_. FONGBEi

man IND arrive DEF
man has arrived.' (as was said before) (=(29) in Lefebvre 1998b)

As is shown in (14) and (15), respectively, the markers of class A may occur with
definite or indefinite subjects.

(14) Sunu 6 wä al
man DEF arrive Q
'Has the man arrived?' (=( 18) in Lefebvre 1998b)

(15) wä äl
person IND arrive Q
'Someone arrived?' (=(19) in Lefebvre 1998b)
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The data presented in this section show that the definite determiner can function as a
class A marker.

15.1.2. The determiner as a member of the class B markers in Fongbe2

In Fongbe 2, as in Fongbe j, the interpretation in (la) is possible. However, there are two
properties that distinguish Fongbe2 from Fongbe ι with respect to the use of the definite
determiner with a discourse-oriented meaning.

First, we saw that, in Fongbe j, the determiner functioning as a class A marker may
occur in a clause containing the negative marker , a class B marker (see (9)). In
Fongbe2, the determiner cannot occur with the same meaning in a clause containing the
negative marker, as shown in (16).

(16) K ku w 6_. FONGBE2
Koku arrive Neg DBF
#'Koku did not arrive.' (as was said before) (=(74) in Lefebvre 1998b)

This shows that, in Fongbe2, the determiner with a discourse-oriented interpretation is
not compatible with the negative marker.

Second, in Fongbe i, a discourse-oriented interpretation is available in a clause
containing both an indefinite subject and the definite determiner (see (13)). In contrast,
in Fongbe 2, an indefinite subject is not permitted in a clause containing the definite
determiner with a discourse-oriented interpretation, as shown in (17).

(17) *sunu φ wa $_ FONGBE2
man IND arrive DEF
[Lit.: Ά man arrived.' (as was said before)] (=(76) in Lefebvre 1998b)

As is argued in Lefebvre (1998b), these differences between Fongbe ι and Fongbe2
may be accounted for if, in Fongbe2, the determiner belongs to the class Β markers,
rather than the class A markers. As a member of class B, the determiner is in a
paradigmatic relationship with the negative marker. It follows that, in Fongbe 2, the
determiner, occurring as a mood marker, will not be able to appear in a clause
containing the negative marker (see (16)). From the analysis that the determiner is a
member of the class Β markers in Fongbe2, we can also derive the fact that an
indefinite subject is not allowed with the determiner functioning as a discourse-oriented
marker, as in (17). As was shown in Lefebvre (1998b), as part of the paradigm of class
A markers, the determiner is never in a relationship with the subject of the clause, and
therefore, it is compatible with both definite and indefinite subjects (see (12) and (13)).
In contrast, as part of the paradigm of class Β markers, the determiner is in a
relationship with the subject of the clause (at some point in the derivation), and
therefore, it is not compatible with indefinite subjects (see (17)) (for further discussion
of this point, see Lefebvre 1998b: 124-127).
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15.1.3. Summary

As one of its functions, the definite determiner in a clause is assigned a discourse-
oriented interpretation. As such, it is a member of the paradigm of class A markers in
Fongbei and class B markers in Fongbe2- There is yet a third grammar, Fongbej, in
which the determiner is not used in this way. This grammar will be discussed in
section 15.3.3.

15.2. The clausal determiner as an event determiner

In this section, I consider the distribution of the determiner in its function as an event
determiner (see (Ib) and (lc)). In this case, the determiner means 'this event in
question/this event that we know of . In the translations, the meaning of the determiner
occurring with this function is rendered as 'as we knew/as expected' , as shown in (18).

(18) Sana ό gba moto φ $_.
man DBF destroy car IND DBF
"The man has destroyed a car. ' (as we knew/as expected)

(=(46) in Lefebvre 1998b)

First, on the basis of agreement, interpretation, and word order data, it will be shown
that the definite determiner, having the function of an event determiner, may occupy
one of two different syntactic positions within a clause, each of which has a different
scope. In one position, the determiner is assigned an interpretation that is subject-
oriented; in the other one, it is assigned an interpretation that is object-oriented.
Second, I discuss the evidence showing that the clausal determiner determines the
event denoted by a clause. Third, I show that the presence of the event determiner
within a clause is related to the temporal and aspectual properties of the clause. With
respect to tense, the definite determiner is compatible with the [+ perfect] tense; with
respect to aspect, the determiner is compatible with the [+ perfective] aspect.

15.2. 1. There are two possible syntactic positions for the event determiner

Three types of arguments support the claim that there are two possible syntactic
positions for the event determiner within a clause: agreement facts, interpretive facts,
and word order facts. These will be discussed in turn.

15.2.1.1. The event determiner defines two agreement domains

A striking property of the event determiner is that it defines two agreement domains. In
a clause where both the subject and the object DP s contain an indefinite determiner,
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that is, (]έ, the event determiner is not permitted, as shown by the ungrammaticality
of (19).

(19) *sunu φ gu mato φ 6_ FONGBEi
man DSD destroy car IND DBF
[Lit.: Ά man destroyed a car. ' (as we knew)] (=(42) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The event determiner is permitted only when either the subject DP or the object DP (or
both) contain(s) the [+ definite] determiner.

The sentence in (20), compared with that in (19), shows that, when the subject DP is
[+ definite], the event determiner is permitted.

(20) Sunu 6 gte mSto φ ό_. FONGBE!
man DBF destroy car IND DBF
"The man has destroyed a car. ' (as we knew) (=(43) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Similarly, the sentence in (21), compared with that in ( 19), shows that, when the object
DP is [+ definite], the event determiner is permitted.

(21) Sunu φ gb πάω 6 ό_. FONGBE i
man IND destroy car DBF DBF
Ά man has destroyed the car.' (as we knew) (=(44) in Lefebvre 1998b)

One additional fact is pertinent to the distribution of the event determiner in the
context of a [+ definite] object DP: the sentences in (22) contain a [+ definite] object
DP; yet the event determiner is not permitted.

(22) a *sunu φ m πάω 5 S_ FONGBE j
man IND see car DBF DBF
[Lit.: Ά man saw the car.' (as we knew)] (=(13a) in Lefebvre 1992b)

b. *son φ αέ fl ns gte 6_ FONGBE i
man IND understand French DBF
[Lit.: 'A man understands French.' (as we knew)]

(=(13b) in Lefebvre 1992b)

Crucially, the object of the verb 'to destroy' in (21) is an affected object. In contrast,
the objects of the verbs 'to see' and 'to understand' in (22) are not affected objects. The
contrast in grammaticality between (21) and (22) shows that the determiner is
permitted only in the context of a [+ definite] affected object.

The event determiner thus defines two agreement domains. The determiner agrees in
the feature [+ definite] with either the subject or the affected object of the clause (for a
formal account of these agreement data, see Lefebvre 1992b). These facts constitute a
first argument supporting the claim that there are two possible syntactic positions for
the event determiner.
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15.2.1.2. The event determiner defines two scopal domains

The two different positions of the event determiner also define two different scopal
domains. When the determiner agrees with the subject of the clause, the whole event is
understood as being part of the shared knowledge, as shown in (23).

(23) Sun o gb woto φ 6_.
man DBF destroy car IND DBF
The man has destroyed a car. ' (as we knew/as expected he would)

(=(46) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In this case, the determiner has scope over the whole event. Furthermore, in this case,
the interpretation of the determiner is subject-oriented. The sentence in (23) could also
be translated as 'the man destroyed the car, as he was expected to '.

When the determiner agrees with the affected object of the clause, only a subpart of
the event is understood as being part of the shared knowledge, as shown in (24).

(24) Sunu φ gb mot 6 6_.
man IND destroy car DBF DBF
Ά man has destroyed the car.' (as we knew the car would be destroyed)

(=(47) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In this case, the determiner has a narrower scope and is object-oriented, as shown by
the interpretation assigned to (24). The fact that the determiner defines two scopal
domains argues for the claim that there are two different syntactic positions for the
event determiner.

15.2.1.3. Word order, agreement, and semantic facts in the context of negation

Data involving the distribution of the event determiner in the context of the negative
marker (discussed in section 6.5.3.1) provide further evidence that there are two
syntactic positions possible for the event determiner. Indeed, in this context, the two
positions of the event determiner are directly visible at surface structure. The
determiner may follow the negative marker, as in (25), or it may precede it, as in (26).
Note that in (25) the determiner is assigned a wide scope interpretation, whereas in (26)
it is assigned a narrow scope interpretation.

(25) Sunu 6 fin πάω ό 6_. FONGBE i
man DBF steal car DBF Neg DBF
"The man has not stolen the car.' (as expected he would not)

(=(17) in Lefebvre 1992b)
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(26) Sunu ό fin mot 6 6_ a. FONGBEi
man DBF steal car DBF DBF Neg
'The man has not stolen the car.' (as expected the car would be stolen)

(=(18)inLefebvrel992b)

When the determiner follows the negative marker, it can only occur when the subject
DP is [+ definite], as shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (27a) and (27b)
(=(25)). Furthermore, in this case, the determiner has scope over the negative marker,
as can be seen in the translation of (27b).

(27) a *sunO φ fin moto 6 $_ FONGBEj
man IND steal car DBF Neg DBF
[Lit.: Ά man has not stolen the car.' (as expected)]

(=(19a) in Lefebvre 1992b)
b. Sunu 6 fin πάω 6 o_. FONGBEi

man DBF steal car DBF Neg DBF
'The man has not stolen the car.' (as expected he would not)

(=(19b) in Lefebvre 1992b)

When the determiner precedes the negative marker, it can only occur in the context
of a [+ definite] affected object, as shown by the contrast in grammaticality between
(28a) and (28b) (=(26)). Furthermore, in this position, the determiner does not have
scope over the negative marker, as can be seen in the translation of (28b).

(28) a *sunu φ fin moto φ _£
man IND steal car IND DBF Neg
[Lit.: Ά man has not stolen a car. ' (as expected)]

(=(21a) in Lefebvre 1992b)
b. Sunu φ fin moto o 6_ . FONGBE ι

man IND steal car DBF DBF Neg
Ά man has not stolen the car. ' (as expected the car would be stolen)

(=(21b) in Lefebvre 1992b)

In this position, the determiner cannot occur in the context of a non-affected object DP,
even if the object DP is [+ definite]. This is shown by the ungrammaticality of the
sentence in (29), involving a non-affected object.

(29) *sun6 φ mo moto 6 6^ FONGBEi
man IND see car DBF DBF Neg
[Lit.: Ά man did not see the car. ' (as we knew)]

(=(22) in Lefebvre 1992b)

When the determiner follows the negative marker, it requires that the subject be
[+ definite]. When the determiner precedes the negative marker, it requires that the
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affected object be [+ definite]. This surface distribution of the determiner thus further
supports the claim that there are two independently motivated positions for the event
determiner.

Agreement, semantic, and word order data thus all support the claim that there are
two possible syntactic positions for the determiner where it occurs as an event
determiner.

15.2.2. The definite determiner and the events denoted by clauses

This section documents the relationship between the determiner and the various facets
of an event denoted by a clause: delimited events, the aspectual classes of verbs, tense
and aspect.

15.2.2.1. Agreement facts and the structure of events

Van Voorst (1988) proposed that, while the subject of the clause marks the object of
origin of an event, the object of the clause marks its object of termination. The event
determiner focusses on the event denoted by the clause either from the point of view of
the subject—the beginning point of the event (agreement with the subject as in (20)) —
or from the point of view of the object—the end point of the event (agreement with the
object as in (21)).

Moreover, we saw that the event determiner is permitted only in the context of an
affected object (see (21)); it is not permitted in the context of a non-affected object (see
(22)). Affectedness of the object is an eventive aspectual property. Affected objects
delimit the event denoted by the verb; that is, they impose an end point on this event
(see Tenny 1987). In contrast, non-affected objects do not delimit the event denoted by
the verb. The possibility of the event determiner's occurrence thus correlates with the
property [+ definite] of the argument that imposes an end point on the event. The event
determiner is not permitted in the context of non-affected objects because non-affected
objects do not impose an end point on the event.

Agreement facts involving the subject/affected object and the event determiner thus
reflect in a straightforward way the structure of the events denoted by clauses.

15.2.2.2. The event determiner and the aspectual classes

The possibility of the event determiner's appearance is constrained by the aspectual
properties of a situation (see section 5.1). While the event determiner is permitted in
the context of accomplishments, it is not permitted in the context of activities,
achievements or states. This is shown in (30) and (31), respectively.
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(30) Accomplishment
Sunu o gb mato 6 _£ FONGBEj
man DEF destroy car DBF DBF
'The man has destroyed the car. ' (as expected)

(31) a Activity
*K ku h n o_ FONGBEj
Koku sing DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku sang. ' (as expected)]

b. Achievement
*sunu 6 md joto o_ FONGBEi
man DEF catch.sight.of thieves DEF
[Lit.: 'The man caught sight of the thieves.' (as expected)]

(=(56)inLefebvrel998b)
c. State

*K$ku tun flansegte 6_ FONGBEi
Koku know French DEF
[Lit.: 'Koku knows French. ' (as expected)] (=(57) in Lefebvre 1998b)

There are verbs that are ambiguous between a stative and an accomplishment
interpretation; v/έ is such a verb. Indeed, this verb may be assigned either a stative
interpretation 'to be white', or an accomplishment interpretation 'to become white'.
This is exemplified in (32).

(32) Avb ό we. FONGBEi
dress DEF be.white

a 'The dress is white.'
b. 'The dress has become white. ' (=(58) in Lefebvre 1998b)

When the event determiner occurs in a clause containing such a verb, only the
accomplishment interpretation is available, as shown in (33).

(33) Ανά ό we 6_.
dress DEF be.white DEF

a #'The dress is white.' (as expected)
b. 'The dress has become white. ' (as we knew/as expected it would)

(=(59) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Why is the event determiner restricted to clauses that describe an accomplishment?
The determiner requires that its complement be an identifiable object. Events are
identifiable objects only when they are complete; that is, when they have a beginning
and an end point. Accomplishments constitute the only aspectual class that denotes an
event of this type. This explains why the event determiner only occurs in clauses that
describe accomplishments.
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15.2.2.3. The event determiner and aspect

Aspects constitute various ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of
events. We saw that with narrow scope, the event determiner is only permitted in the
context of an affected object (see (28) and (29)). Affected objects have the aspectual
property of providing an end point for the event denoted by the verb, hence, making the
event complete.

There is yet another way in which the event determiner is related to aspect: it cannot
occur in clauses containing an overt expression of non-complete aspect, as discussed in
section 5.3.4. Thus, the event determiner is incompatible with the
progressive/imperfective aspect. This is shown in (34).

(34) *K$ku φ wiw we 6_ FONGBEi
Koku be.at arriving POST DBF
[Lit.: 'Koku is arriving.' (as we knew)] (=(60b) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The progressive/imperfective aspect indicates that an event has begun, but has not yet
come to completion; the event cannot be perceived as complete, since it does not have
an end point. Consequently, the event determiner may not appear in this context.

The event determiner is also incompatible with forms expressing the prospective
aspect. This is shown in (35).

(35) *Kdku φ n wiwa we ό_ FONGBEi
Koku be.at DBF. PUT arriving POST DBF
[Lit.: 'Koku is about to arrive.' (as we knew)]

(=(61b) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The prospective aspect indicates that an event is about to take place, that is, from the
point of view of its starting point. With this aspect, an event cannot be perceived as
being complete; consequently, the event determiner cannot occur in this context.

The data in (34) and (35) show that the event determiner cannot appear in clauses
that express a non-complete aspect (e.g. progressive/imperfective or prospective); it is
only compatible with events that are complete.

15.2.2.4. The event determiner and tense

The event determiner does occur in tensed clauses, as shown by the numerous
examples presented so far. It does not occur, however, in tenseless or infinitival
clauses. This fact can be observed in the distribution of the determiner in embedded
clauses. In (36), the sentential complement of the verb meaning 'to want' is not tensed,
and the determiner is not permitted.
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(36) *sunu φ jlo [na gb moid 6 o_] FONGBEi
man IND want DBF. PUT destroy car DBF DBF
[Lit.: Ά man wanted to destroy the car. ' (as expected)]

(=(37) in Lefebvre 1992b)

In contrast, in (37), the sentential complement of the verb meaning 'to want' is tensed,
and the determiner is permitted. Note that the event determiner in this example occurs
in a clause containing an overt complementiser.

(37) Sunu φ jlo [n K$ku α gb not 5
man IND want COMP Koku SUB destroy car DBF DBF

a Ά man wanted Koku to destroy the car. ' (as expected Koku would)
b. Ά man wanted Koku to destroy the car. ' (as expected the car would be

destroyed) (=(38) in Lefebvre 1992b)

These data show that the presence of the event determiner within the clause is
correlated with tense. This is not surprising, given the relationship that exists between
the definite character of a finite clause and the definite character of the definite
determiner (see Lefebvre— Massam 1988). Furthermore, there is a relationship between
determinateness and referentiality: only referential expressions can be determined.
Finite clauses are temporal referential expressions (see Chomsky 1981). This property
allows them to be determined (see (37)). Conversely, non-finite clauses are not
referential, so they cannot be determined by the event determiner (see (36)).

Since the event determiner determines the event denoted by the clause, it follows that
there will be only one event determiner per clause, which is indeed the case. The
sentence in (38) is ungrammatical because the two positions that can host the event
determiner are both lexically filled.

(38) *sunu 6 fin onto ό ό_ 6_
man DBF steal car DBF DBF Neg DBF
[Lit.: The man did not steal the car. ' (as expected he would not/as
expected the car would be stolen)] (=(39) in Lefebvre 1992b)

Summarizing: the event determiner determines the event denoted by the clause. It
can only occur in clauses that denote a complete event; that is, in tensed clauses
containing a dynamic verb, and with no expression of incomplete aspect. Because the
determiner determines the event denoted by the clause, there can be only one per
proposition, and the event is the object of the determiner. The determiner determines
the event, either from its starting point, in cases of agreement with the subject, or from
its end point, in cases of agreement with the affected object.
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15,2.3. The event determiner, the [+ perfective] aspect and the /+ perfect] tense

Following Comrie (1976: 12), I will assume that "the term 'perfect' refers to a past
situation which has present relevance, for instance the present result of a past event".
For example, the sentence John has broken his arm expresses the present result (John
has a broken arm) of a past event (at some point in the past, John broke his arm). The
simple past tense differs from the perfect in that it refers to a past situation that does not
necessarily have present relevance. The sentence John broke his arm does not entail
that John 's arm is still broken. For the purposes of the present discussion, I will use the
term 'perfect' to refer to a particular tense and the term 'perfective' to refer to a
particular aspect. "The term 'perfective' contrasts with 'imperfective' and denotes a
situation viewed in its entirety" (Comrie 1976: 12). As will be shown below, the event
determiner is only compatible with the [+ perfective] aspect and the [+ perfect] tense.

15.2.3.1. The event determiner and the [+ perfective] aspect

We saw that the event determiner cannot occur in clauses containing an overt
expression of non-complete aspect. Thus, the determiner is incompatible with forms
expressing the progressive/imperfective aspect (see (34)), and with forms expressing
the prospective aspect (see (35)). With narrow scope, the determiner is compatible only
with the [+ perfective] aspect.

15.2.3.2. The event determiner and the [+ perfect] tense

The event determiner is compatible only with the [+ perfect] tense. Data supporting this
claim come from the temporal interpretations of bare sentences, and from sentences
containing an irrealis marker in the context of the event determiner.

Bare sentences are sentences that contain no preverbal markers expressing tense,
mood, or aspect. As we saw in section 5.2, the temporal interpretation of bare sentences
is computed from the various components that participate in establishing the aspectual
properties of a clause. For example, a bare sentence containing a dynamic verb and a
generic object is interpreted as past, as shown in (39).

(39) Bayi φ wo. FONGBEi
Bayi prepare dough
'Bayi prepared dough.' (=(65) in Lefebvre 1998b)

However, with a [+ definite] affected object, the sentence is interpreted as present
perfect, as in (40).
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(40) Bayi φ wo o.
Bayi prepare dough DBF
'Bayi has prepared the dough.' (=(66) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The event determiner is not compatible with a sentence like (39), which is obligatorily
assigned a past interpretation. It is compatible, however, with a sentence like (40),
which is assigned a present perfect interpretation. This is illustrated in (41).

(41) Bayi φ wo 6 6_. FONGBE ι
Bayi prepare dough DBF DBF
'Bayi has prepared the dough. ' (as we knew/as expected)

(=(67) in Lefebvre 1998b)

This shows that the event determiner is compatible only with the [+ perfect] tense.
The temporal interpretation of a clause containing an irrealis marker in the context of

the event determiner constitutes yet another supportive piece of data. Recall from
section 5.3.3 that the irrealis marker n situates, with respect to the moment of speech,
an event that is expected to definitely take place in the near future. The event may
coincide with the point of reference, yielding a simple future interpretation (thus
[- perfect]), as in (42a), or it may precede the point of reference, yielding a future
perfect interpretation (thus [+ perfect]), as in (42b).

(42) Bayi na φ wo 6. FONGBE ι
Bayi DEF.FUT prepare dough DEF

a 'Bayi will prepare the dough.'
b. 'Bayi will have prepared the dough. ' (=(70) in Lefebvre 1998b)

A clause containing the event determiner in the context of the irrealis marker ηά is
obligatorily interpreted as future perfect; it cannot be interpreted as definite future. This
is shown in (43).

(43) B yi n φ wo ό ό_. FONGBE ι
Bayi DEF.FUT prepare dough DEF DEF

a #'Bayi will prepare the dough.' (as expected)
b. 'Bayi will have prepared the dough. ' (as expected)

(=(7 l)in Lefebvre 1998b)

These facts further show that the event determiner is only compatible with the
[+ perfect] tense.
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15.2.4. The distribution of the event determiner in Fongbe2

The data discussed so far have been identified as Fongbei. We saw that, in Fongbe j,
there are two possible surface positions for the event determiner. Agreement data were
shown to support this claim. Moreover, we saw that, in Fongbei, in the context of the
negative marker, these two positions are directly reflected in surface word order. The
event determiner can either precede or follow the negative marker, as shown in (44).

(44) a Koku wä 6_ a. FONGBEi
Koku arrive DEF Neg
'Koku has not arrived. ' (as expected he would)

(=(78a) in Lefebvre 1998b)
b. Koku wä ä o_. FONGBEi

Koku arrive Neg DEF
'Koku has not arrived. ' (as expected he would not)

(=(78b) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In Fongbe2, the distribution of the event determiner is slightly different: it cannot
follow the negative marker at surface structure, as shown by the ungrammaticality of
(45) (to be compared with (44a) in Fongbe i).

(45) *K$ku wä ä 6_ FONGBE2
Koku arrive Neg DEF (=(79a) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The event determiner may, however, precede the negative marker, as shown in (46). In
this case, (46) may be assigned two interpretations, as is shown in (46a) and (46b),
respectively.

(46) Kdku wä 6_ ä. FONGBE2
Koku arrive DEF Neg

a 'Koku has not arrived. ' (as expected he would)
b. 'Koku has not arrived. ' (as expected he would not)

(=(79b) in Lefebvre 1998b)

While the interpretation in (46a) corresponds to that of the determiner with narrow
scope in Fongbe \ (see (44a)), the interpretation in (46b) is what we would expect if the
determiner were to follow the negative marker in Fongbei (see (44b)). In Lefebvre
(1998b), it is proposed that in Fongbe 2 the event determiner moves to a higher position
at logical form. Thus, although this higher surface position is not available for the event
determiner in Fongbe 2 (see (45)), it is an available position for the event determiner in
the interpretive component of the grammar (see the interpretation in (46b)). From this
point of view, the difference between Fongbe and Fongbe2 reduces to the question of
whether the higher surface position (to the right of the negative marker) is available for
the event determiner.
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15.2.5. Summary

In this section, we saw that, as one of its functions, the clausal determiner may
determine the event denoted by a clause. Its distribution within a clause reflects the
structure of the event denoted by that clause. On the basis of agreement, semantic, and
word order data, it was shown that the event determiner may occupy one of two
syntactic positions within a clause. These two positions have different scopes. The
event determiner is only compatible with the [+ perfective] aspect, and with the
[+ perfect] tense. The difference between Fongbe ι and Fongbe2 reduces to the question
of whether both surface positions are available for the event determiner. In Fongbe3,
the definite determiner 6 is not used as an event determiner (see section 15.3.3).

15.3. The constraint on the realisation of two consecutive determiners

In section 15.1, we saw that, as a discourse-oriented marker, the definite determiner is a
member of the class A markers in Fongbej, whereas it is a member of the class B
markers in Fongbe2· In section 15.2, we saw that, as an event determiner, the definite
determiner may occupy one of two surface positions in Fongbe j, whereas it can occupy
only one surface position in Fongbe2- Fongbe ι is distinguished from Fongbe 2 in yet
another way. Speakers of Fongbe ι allow the co-occurrence of two determiners. This is
shown in (47).

(47) Sunu ό mo mSto 5 $_. FONGBE ι
man DBF see car DBF DBF
'The man saw the car.' (as was said before) (=(81) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Speakers of Fongbe2 do not allow such cases of co-occurrence. The sentence in (48) is
not allowed because it contains two identical determiners in a row.

(48) *sunf) 6 πα πάω 6 6_ FONGBE 2
man DBF see car DEF DEF (=(82) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In this context, speakers of Fongbe 2 use the adverb nugbo to assert the content of the
proposition, as in (49).2-3

(49) Sun o na nat 6, nugbo. FONGBE 2
man DEF see car DEF truly
Truly, the man saw the car.' (=(83) in Lefebvre 1998b)

In Lefebvre (1998b), there is a proposal to link this third difference between the two
grammars to a more general constraint on the pronunciation of two similar adjacent
forms. Fkst, examples showing that this constraint holds generally in the language are
presented (see section 15.3.1). Second, it will be shown that this constraint also applies
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to series of determiners in contexts other than those involving the definite determiner
(see section 15.3.2). Third, it will be shown that the ungrammatically of (48) in
Fongbe2 is related to this more general constraint (see section 15.3.3).

15.3.1. The general constraint

There is a general constraint in the language that prevents the pronunciation of two
adjacent forms that are segmentally similar. The following examples illustrate this
constraint.

As we saw in section 6.5, ä and ä are the forms of the negative marker and the yes/no
question marker, respectively. As is pointed out in da Cruz (1994b: 79), these two
forms may appear in the same sentence, provided that they are not adjacent at
S-structure. This is illustrated by the sentences in (50).

(50) a K$ku x3 äson ä _ äl
Koku buy crab PL Neg DBF Q
'Hasn 't Koku bought the crabs?' (as expected he would not buy them)

(=(12b)indaCruz 1994b)
b. *KöM wä sd ä ä

Koku arrive yesterday Neg Q
[Lit.: 'Did Koku not arrive yesterday?' ] (=(15b) in da Cruz 1994b)

The way to rescue (50b) is to use a(c)e as the form of the negative-interrogative, as
shown in (51).

(51) Koku wä sd %(c)el
Koku arrive yesterday NEG. INT
'Did Koku not arrive yesterday?' (=(15a) in da Cruz 1994b)

The use of a(c)e may be seen as a strategy to circumvent the problem of having to
pronounce the sequence *ä ä. These data illustrate a general superficial constraint
preventing the pronunciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar morphemes. If the
sequence *ä ä can be split, the two functional categories (the negative marker and the
yes/no question marker) can be realised at surface structure (see (50a)). If the sequence
cannot be split, another morpheme is used to convey the same meaning (see (51)).

Similarly, recall from section 7.3.2 that, in constructions involving a sequence of two
wes, only one w£ can be pronounced, as shown in (52).

(52) a *[[ason \ ] wo], Koku e
crab eat POST it.is Koku be.at RES

b. Äson wl, Kdku £
crab eat it.is Koku be.at RES
'It is eating crab that Koku is doing.'
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I take the above data to constitute examples of the general constraint preventing the
pronunciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar morphemes. As will be seen in the
next section, this constraint is also observed in contexts involving two adjacent definite
determiners.

75.3.2. The *DetDet filter

When it applies in the environment of two determiners, the above constraint is referred
to (in the literature on similar languages) as the *Det Det filter (see e.g. Lefebvre 1982;
Lefebvre— Massam 1988; Lumsden 1989). The effect of this constraint may be seen in
contexts involving a relative clause. Recall from section 7.3.4 that a relative clause
occurs between a noun and its determiner. When a relative clause contains an overt
definite direct object, there are two (underlying) adjacent determiners: one associated
with the direct object, and one associated with the head of the relative clause. For
speakers of Fongbe2, only one of the two adjacent determiners can be pronounced, as
shown by the contrast in grammaticality between (53a) and (53b).

(53) a *sunui [φ-έ^ gba [n& 6]] 6 FONGBE2
man OP -RES destroy car DBF DBF
[Lit.: 'the man who destroyed the car '] (=(94a) in Lefebvre 1998b)

b. sunui [φ~έΐ gb [πάο ό]\ — FONGBE2
man OP -RES destroy car DEF DBF
'the man who destroyed the car ' (=(94b) in Lefebvre 1998b)

Speakers of Fongbe2 also have the option of assigning a different phonological form to
the second occurrence of the determiner. This is shown in (54), where the second
occurrence of the determiner is pronounced l€l instead of /5/. Note that l€l is otherwise
an emphatic deictic form (see section 3.5).

(54) [sunoi [[φ-έΐ xi> son 6] €]] FONGBE2
man OP -RES buy crab DEF DBF
'the man who bought the crab ' (=(95) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The data in (54) may be seen as a strategy for circumventing the surface constraint that
prevents the pronunciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar forms. Consider the
relative clause in (55), where the object has been extracted. The determiner associated
with the head of the relative clause must be expressed. In this case, the determiner
comes right after the verb, so there are no adjacent determiners at surface structure.

(55) sunui [φ-ci K$ku ma tj] 6 FONGBE2
man OP -RES Koku see DEF
'the man that Koku saw ' (=(96) in Lefebvre 1998b)
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This explains why the example in (53a) is ungrammatical for speakers of Fongbe2; for
these speakers, the pronounciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar determiners is
not permitted.

For speakers of Fongbe j, however, the data are slightly different. For these speakers,
(53a) is grammatical, as shown in (56).

(56) sunu, [φ-έι gb [π&ό 6]] o FONGBE i
man OP -RES destroy car DBF DEF
'the man who destroyed the car ' (=(97) in Lefebvre 1998b)

The speakers of Fongbe ι appear to have a less constrained version of the *Det Det
filter than the speakers of Fongbe2- Some Fongbe speakers of Abomey can even
express several definite determiners in a row.

The data discussed in this section show that the general constraint on the
pronunciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar forms applies in contexts involving
two adjacent definite determiners. In this case, however, speakers divide into two
groups: speakers of Fongbe2, who manifest a strict version of the constraint, and
speakers of Fongbe i, who manifest a more relaxed version of the constraint.

15.3.3. The distribution of the clausal determiner in light of this constraint

The above discussion allows for a straightforward account of the differences observed
between speakers of Fongbe ι and speakers of Fongbe 2 with respect to the distribution
of the definite determiner occurring in simple clauses. For speakers of Fongbe i, who
have a relaxed version of the constraint, the clausal determiner may occur in the
context of an overt definite internal argument (see (47)). For speakers of Fongbe2, who
have a strict version of the constraint, the clausal determiner cannot occur in the
context of an overt definite affected argument (see (48)).

There are two sets of data supporting this interpretation. First, there are speakers of
Fongbe2 who have an appropriate semantic interpretation, even though they express
only one of the two adjacent segmentally-similar determiners (see (53)). Second,
Fongbe speakers from Ouidah (Fongbej) use the form la instead of the definite
determiner 6 as an assertive marker (see section 15.1).4'5 Since the form of the definite
determiner is distinct from that of the assertive marker in Fongbea, we expect the co-
occurrence of these two forms to be possible. This is exactly what we find, as is
exemplified in (57) and (58).

(57) K ku m joti o l . FONGBE3
Koku see thief DEF ASS
'Koku saw the thief.' (as was said before) (=(98) in Lefebvre 1998b)

(58) Sunu φ & ποίο φ la. FONGBE3
man IND destroy car IND ASS
Ά man destroyed a car.' (as was said before) (=(99) in Lefebvre 1998b)
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From the data discussed in this section, we see that speakers of Fongbei, who
manifest a relaxed version of the *Det Del filter, have a wider range of possibilities
with regard to the pronunciation of the clausal determiner, either as an assertive marker
or as an event determiner. Speakers of Fongbe2, who manifest a strict version of the
filter, have a much narrower range of possibilities with regard to the distribution of the
clausal determiner; in fact, these speakers can only express it when there is no object
after the verb.

15.3.4. Summary

The range of possibilities for the distribution of the clausal determiner (either as an
assertive marker or as an event determiner) depends on the strictness of the constraint
on the pronunciation of two adjacent segmentally-similar forms. Speakers of Fongbei
have a relaxed version of this constraint, allowing adjacent forms that are segmentally
similar (e.g. some speakers from Abomey). Speakers of Fongbe2, however, have a
stricter version of the constraint, rejecting any adjacent forms that are segmentally
identical. This accounts for the fact that, in Fongbe2, the definite determiner occurring
in a clause has a much narrower range of possible distributions than it has in Fongbe j.

15.4. Conclusion

In this chapter, it has been shown that the definite determiner plays a central role in the
clause structure of Fongbe. We saw that clauses containing this determiner may be
assigned three slightly different but related meanings (see (1)). These interpretations
involve scopal ambiguities. Two different accounts of these scopal ambiguities may be
found in Lefebvre (1998b) and Larson (1998), respectively. Speakers of Fongbe appear
to divide into three groups with respect to the distribution of the definite determiner in
a clause; the three grammars were identified as Fongbei, Fongbe2, and Fongbe3.

One might ask whether the clausal determiner is the same as the determiner that
occurs in nominal structures. Several arguments support the claim that there is only one
definite determiner in Fongbe. In all the contexts in which it appears, the determiner
shares a number of properties. First, in all its occurrences, the determiner is head final,
as can be seen in the numerous examples provided in this chapter. Second, in all the
environments in which it occurs, the determiner, whether clausal or nominal, undergoes
the same phonological processes, yielding the variants 6 and on. Third, in all of its
functions, the determiner is assigned an interpretation that reflects its anaphoric
character. In the context of a noun phrase, the presence of the determiner implies that
the referent of the noun is known by the participants (see section 3.1). As an assertive
marker, the determiner relates the proposition of which it is part, to something that has
been said before in the conversation (see (la)). As an event determiner, the determiner
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implies that the event denoted by the clause is already known to the participants
(see (Ib) and (lc)). Fourth, in all the contexts in which the determiner occurs, there is a
superficial constraint limiting the expression of several adjacent segmentally-similar
forms; the strictness of this constraint was shown to vary among speakers.

Notes to chapter 15

1. The question of whether the discourse-oriented interpretation of the clausal
determiner (see (la)) is available with activities has yet to be documented.

2. According to Segurola (1963: 418), nugbo means both 'truth' and 'truly'. "The
word is used to assert [the content of a proposition] with force."

3. Note that speakers of Fongbe ι may also make use of these adverbs after the
determiner, when it occurs as an assertive marker.

4. The Fongbe speakers from Ouidah with whom I worked present yet a third
grammar. First, they use the form la, rather than o, to relate the content of a
proposition to what has been said previously in the conversation. Second, they
do not use the form ό as an event determiner.

5. Note that, in the Fongbe dialect of Ouidah, the marker used to refer to what has
been said previously in the discourse has the same form (la) as that of the lexical
item used to express surprise (la) in the Fongbe dialect of Abomey (see (14) and
(15)).



Chapter 16
The so-called verb-doubling phenomena

As we saw in chapter 7 (see sections 7.3.2, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6), there are four construc-
tions that involve what looks like an exact copy of the verb: temporal adverbial
clauses, as in (1), causal adverbial clauses, as in (2), factive clauses, as in (3), and predi-
cate cleft constructions, involving a contrastive interpretation of the event denoted by
the verb, as in (4).1 In the examples (1H4), the copy is the first word of the sentences.

(1) Temporal adverbial
W Kdku w ( olo) W B yi yi.2
arrive Koku arrive as.soon.as and Bayi leave
'As soon as Koku arrived, Bayi left.' (=(1) in Lefebvre 1994b)

(2) Causal adverbial
W Kdku w utu B yi yL3

arrive Koku arrive cause Bayi leave
'Because Koku arrived, Bayi left.' (=(2) in Lefebvre 1994b)

(3) Factive
W φ-έ K ku w ό νίνί ηό τα ώη.
arrive OP-RES Koku arrive DEF please for mother GEN
'The fact that Koku arrived pleased his mother.' (=(3) in Lefebvre 1994b)

(4) Predicate cleft
W wέ Kdku w .
arrive it.is Koku arrive
'It is arrived that Koku has.' (not e.g. leave) (=(4) in Lefebvre 1994b)

In sections 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6, we saw the basic syntactic properties of these
constructions. This chapter focusses on additional properties of the four constructions
that involve verb-doubling phenomena. I will refer to the first occurrence of the verb as
'the copy'. Section 16.1 addresses the problem of the categorial status of the copy, and
section 16.2, the question of whether or not the copy projects. Section 16.3 questions
whether all types of predicates can be involved in these four structures. Section 16.4
discusses the relationship between the copy and various types of objects (cognate
objects, inherent objects, objects of light verbs, non-affected and affected objects).
Section 16.5 explores the semantic interpretation data associated with predicate cleft
constructions, and with clefts involving affected objects and adverbial modifiers.
Finally, section 16.6 looks at the interaction between serial verb constructions and the
four structures discussed in this chapter. The data presented in this chapter are from the
variants referred to in chapter 15 as Fongbei and Fongbe2- Speakers from Ouidah
(Fongbej) appear to have a different set of data (which are not discussed here) for the
constructions under study in this chapter.
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16.1. The problem of the categorial status of the copy

In recent literature, there has been some discussion as to whether the copy is
categorially nominal (Collins 1994; Law—Lefebvre 1995; Lefebvre 1994b) or verbal
(Ndayiragije 1993a). In this section, I present the data which have led to these two
different proposals.

16.1.1. No visible nominal morphology

First, as can be seen from the examples in (l)-(4), although nominal morphology is
available in the language (as we saw in section 8.3), the copy bears no visible nominal
morphology. Furthermore, the copy has both the same segmental specifications and the
same tonal pattern as the verb.4

16.1.2. Syllable truncation

Collins (1994: 48) points out that the copy may be accompanied by prosodic
morphology, but that it is not possible to see this morphology unless the verb is
underlyingly bisyllabic.5 For example, the verb siso 'to shake/to tremble' is a
bisyllabic verb. In any of the four constructions, the copy of a bisyllabic verb can have
one of two forms: it may appear either as an exact copy of the verb, or as a partial copy
of it. In the latter case, the copy reduces to the first syllable of the verb, never the
second. These facts are exemplified in (5H8).

(5) Temporal adverbial
Siso/si/*so Kdko siso tlolo bo xisi ψ B yi.
tremble Koku tremble as.soon.as and fear get Bayi
'As soon as Koku trembled, Bayi got frightened.'

(=(7) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(6) Causal adverbial

Sfso/si/*so Koko siso utu χέαί ·$ B yi.
tremble Koku tremble cause fear get Bayi
'Because Koku trembled, Bayi got frightened.' (=(8) in Lefebvre 1994b)

(7) Factive
Siso/si/*so φ-έ B yi siso ό, νέ ηύ mi.
tremble OP-RES Bayi tremble DBF bother for me
"The fact that Bayi trembled bothered me.' (=(69) in Collins 1994)

(8) Predicate cleft
Siso/si/*so we, Koku siso.
tremble it.is Koku tremble
'It is tremble that Koku did.' (=( 10) in Lefebvre 1994b)
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Collins (1994: 49) observes the following difference between Fongbe and Ewe with
respect to this point: "The pattern in Fon[gbe] is a little different from that of Ewe,
since in Ewe it is not possible to have the whole verb in initial position ..." Collins
(1994: 48) further remarks that, in Ewe, there appears to be a constraint whereby the
copy has to be monosyllabic. He concludes that, in both languages, there is some
prosodic morphology associated with the copy in the initial position, and that this
could be a type of nominalising morphology. Note that not all Fongbe speakers that I
consulted on this topic have the syllable truncation depicted in (5)-(8).

16.1.3. The nominal operator dj6 in factive clauses

Recall from section 6.3 that the operator φ, occurring in relative and factive clauses,
was argued to be nominal. Collins (1994: 50) uses this fact to argue that, in factive
clauses, the copy is nominal. Lefebvre (1994b: 6) extends this proposal to the other
constructions which involve the copy: "Since the copy has to be nominal in factive
constructions, the minimal hypothesis is that it is also nominal in the other
constructions in which it occurs." Note also that the resumptive pronoun, pied-piped by
the operator in (7), bears a low tone, the tone that it bears when an object has been
extracted out of its clause (see section 7.3.4).

16.1.4. Can the copy be determined?

Collins (1994: 50) reports that, like nouns, the copy can be determined by the definite
determiner o, or by the demonstrative terms έΐό or έπε, but not by the plural marker /e,
nor by the indefinite determiner of (discussed in chapter 3). This is illustrated in (9).

(9) xd *φ Ι *1έ Ι έΐό Ι έπε 6 φ-ϊ B yi xd Kofi 6
hit IND / PL / DEM / DEM DEF OP-RES Bayi hit Kofi DEF
'the fact that Bayi hit Kofi' (=(77) in Collins 1994)

Collins (1994: 50) remarks: "Intuitively, it seems that all the determiners that locate
the event denoted by the verb in space-time can appear with the initial verb."6 This is
further supported by data in Lefebvre (1994b: 6). Speakers of Fongbej (see chapter 15)
systematically accept the definite determiner following the copy, with the meaning
associated with the event determiner (discussed in section 15.3). This is illustrated in
(10H13).7
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(10) Temporal adverbial
W 6 K ko w (tiolo) t B yi yl FONGBEi
arrive DEF Koku arrive as.soon.as and Bayi leave

a. 'As soon as Koku arrived (as we knew he would), Bayi left.'
b. 'As soon as Koku made his arrival (that we know of), Bayi left.'

(=(19) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(11) Causal adverbial

W 5 wl Koku w utu B yi yL FONGBEi
arrive DEF it.is Koku arrive cause Bayi leave
'Because Koku arrived (as we knew he would), Bayi left.'

(=(20) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(12) Factive

W ό φ-έ Koku w 6 νίνί ηύ ιή ran.FONGBEj
arrive DEF OP-RES Koku arrive DEF please for mother GEN

a. 'The fact that Koku arrived (as expected) pleased his mother.'
b. 'The very fact that Koku arrived pleased his mother.'

(=(21) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(13) Predicate cleft

Yl 6 w KSku yi. FONGBEi
leave DEF it.is Koku leave
'It is leave (as expected) that Koku did.' (not e.g. stay home)

(=(22) in Lefebvre 1994b)

Lefebvre (1994b: 33) notes that there are Fongbe speakers who do not accept the
definite determiner as systematically as speakers of Fongbei in all the contexts where
the copy occurs. For example, among these, one speaker accepts the definite determiner
in factive clauses and predicate cleft constructions, but not in temporal and causal
adverbials.

16.1.5. Summary

On the basis of the fact that the copy is an exact replica of monosyllabic verbs,
Ndayiragije (1993a: 180) concludes that the copy is a verb. On the basis of the fact that
the copy may undergo syllable truncation with bisyllabic verbs (a process which
Collins associates with nominal morphology), the relationship between the copy and
the nominal operator ψ£ in factive clauses, and the fact that the copy may be
determined, Collins (1994), Law-Lefebvre (1995) and Lefebvre (1994b) consider the
copy to be nominal.
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16.2. Does the copy project?

There has been some debate in the literature as to whether the copy is a bare head, or
heads a projection. Ndayiragije (1993a) considers it to be a head (following Koopman's
(1984) analysis of Vata). On the basis of the fact that the copy can be determined (see
(10H13)), Collins (1994), Law-Lefebvre (1995) and Lefebvre (1994b) conclude that
the copy projects.

The projection of the copy cannot, however, contain anything other than the definite
and demonstrative determiners. This is illustrated in (14)-(22), on the basis of the
predicate cleft construction, but the same facts hold across all four constructions. The
data in (14) show that complements cannot occur with the copy.8

(14) *gba xwo 6 wa, e gbä (xwe) 6
destroy house DBF it.is 3sg destroy house DEF

The data in (15) show that the copy cannot occur with the TMA markers discussed in
chapter 5 (see also Collins 1994: 50; Ndayiragije 1993a: 105).

(15) *nä yi wä Köku nä yi
DEF.FUT leave it.is Koku DEF.FUT leave

The sentences in (16) show, however, that TMA markers may occur in the embedded
clause.

(16) a. YI wl Koku ni yl.
leave it.is Koku DEF.FUT leave
'It is leave that Koku will leave.'

b. wa K$ku ko yi.
leave it.is Koku ANT leave
'It is leave that Koku had left.'

As was pointed out in sections 7.3.2 and 7.4, the copy cannot occur with the negative
marker, nor the negation marker. This impossibility is illustrated in (17).

(17) a. *yl ä wä, Koku yi
leave Neg it.is Koku leave

b. *m£ yi wa, Koku yi
NEG leave it.is Koku leave

However, these markers may occur in the embedded clause, as is shown in (18).

(18) a. Ti wi Köku yi ä.
leave it.is Koku leave Neg
'It is not the case that Koku left.' (he did something else)
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b. Yi we K ku m yi ό, ν/ν/ ηυ ιά ton.
leave it.is Koku MEG leave Neg DBF please for mother GEN
'The fact that Koku did not leave pleases his mother.'

As is noted by several authors (see Collins 1994: 50; Lefebvre 1994b: 8; Ndayiragije
1993a: 118), the copy cannot appear with a modifier, as is shown by the
ungrammaticality of (19).9

(19) *φ g nji ψέ K ku φ ηύ
eat well it.is Koku eat thing

However, the embedded clause may contain a modifier, as is illustrated in (20).10

(20) a. Du we Koku φ g nji.
eat it.is Koku eat well
'As for eating, Koku ate well.'

b. Du we, Koku φ bleble.
eat it.is Koku eat quickly
'As for eating, Koku ate quickly.'

Finally, adjuncts cannot appear with the projection of the copy, as is shown by the
ungrammaticality of (21).

(21) *xo kpo ba kpo we, Kdku xo Asiba
hit with stick with it.is Koku hit Asiba

For my informants, the embedded clause may, however, contain an adjunct, as is shown
in(22).n

(22) Xo we K ku x Asib kpo b kpo.
hit it.is Koku hit Asiba with stick with
'It is hit that Koku hit Asiba with a stick.'

The structure in (22) could also participate in temporal and causal adverbials, and in
factive constructions.

As can be seen from the examples in (14X22), the projection of the copy is not very
complex in Fongbe, as it may involve only definite and demonstrative determiners (see
(9H13)).
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16.3. Can all types of predicates be involved in the four verb-doubling
structures? The stage-level/individual-level distinction

The question arises as to whether all types of predicates may participate in
constructions involving verb-doubling phenomena. It will be shown below that the
semantics of the four constructions of the type in (l)-(4) imposes a constraint on the
type of predicate that allows verb-doubling. In addressing this issue, I will appeal to the
distinction between stage-level and individual-level predicates discussed in Kratzer
(1989) (building on Carlson 1977). A stage-level predicate denotes an action or
temporary property of an individual (e.g. to eat, to speak, to sit). By contrast, an
individual-level predicate denotes a permanent property of an individual (e.g. to be
altruistic, to know, to resemble).12 I will also appeal to the discussion in Lefebvre—
Ritter (1993), based on parallel constructions in Haitian Creole.

Temporal adverbial clauses involving a copy of the predicate are only possible with
stage-level predicates. The basis for this fact, given in Lefebvre—Ritter (1993), is as
follows. Since this construction is used to refer to an event which must be completed at
the moment when the event denoted by the matrix predicate takes place, it is necessary
to locate the event's occurrence in time and/or space. According to Kratzer (1989), only
stage-level predicates may be characterised in terms of their temporal-spatial reference. It
follows that only stage-level predicates will be able to participate in this particular
construction. In contrast to temporal adverbial constructions, the causal adverbial and
factive constructions allow for both individual-level and stage-level predicates.
Lefebvre—Ritter (1993: 75) point out that "a causal adverbial need not refer to a
specific point in time in order to be interpreted as a cause. Causal adverbiale may denote
either events or states which affect the matrix event or state." A similar statement
applies to factive clauses.

In predicate cleft constructions, there is a restriction on the type of predicate that may
appear. The following discussion is based on my field notes from Benin (summer
1990), and on additional data that I gathered in Montreal from speakers recently arrived
from Benin. As will be seen below, predicate cleft constructions are only allowed in the
context of stage-level predicates.

The sentences in (23) show that predicate cleft constructions are allowed when the
main verb denotes an activity.

(23) a. Lon wä Koku Ian.
jump it.is Koku jump
'It is jump that Koku did.' (not e.g. walk)

b. Ho wl cuku 6 ho.
bark it.is dog DEF bark
'It is bark that the dog did.' (not e.g. cry)

The sentences in (24) show that predicate cleft constructions are allowed when the main
verb denotes an accomplishment.
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(24) a. Gb w Kaku gb χα ό.
build it.is Koku build house DBF
'It is build the house that Koku did.' (not e.g. destroy it)

b. Du we K ko φ Μέφ 6.
eat it.is Koku eat bread DEF
'It is eat the bread that Koku did.' (not e.g. throw it away)

c. Βίο \νέ K k blo t vo o.
make it.is Koku make table DEF
'It is make the table that Koku did.' (not e.g. buy it)

The sentence in (25) shows that predicate cleft constructions are permitted when the
main verb is a resultative or denotes an achievement.

(25) MS
catch.sight.of
e se
3sg hear

we Koku
it.is Koku
.

Neg

m joto 6, se wl
catch.sight.of thief DEF hear it.is

'It is catch sight of the thief that Koku did, it is not the case that he heard
him/her.'

The sentence in (26) shows that predicate cleft constructions are permitted in the
context of stative verbs that denote a non-permanent property of an individual (stage-
level predicates).

(26) Vivf wa e tiia νινί no Kaku .
be.well13 it.is 3sg NEG be.well for Koku Neg
'It is that Koku has not been well.'

The sentences in (23)-(26) show that predicate clefting is allowed in the context of
verbs of all aspectual classes, provided that they denote a temporary property of an
individual (that is, that they are stage-level predicates).14

The sentences in (27) show that, in contrast, predicate cleft constructions (involving
a contrastive reading of the event denoted by the clause) are not permitted in the context
of individual-level predicates.

(27) a.

b.

c.

*se
know
*ίύύη
know
*<g

we
it.is
we
it.is
w£

Koku
Koku
Koku
Koku
Kdku

se
know
tuun
know
Φ

ngbe
Fongbe
B yi
Bayi
to ton

resemble it.is Koku resemble father GEN

Note that the structures in (27) would be acceptable as unfinished sentences, with a
causal (or factive) interpretation. For example, (27a) may mean 'because Koku knows
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Fongbe...', (27b) may mean 'because Koku knows Bayi...' and (27c) may mean
'because Koku resembles his father.

Similarly, when wo 'to be white/to become white' is used in predicate cleft
constructions, it can only be assigned a dynamic interpretation ('to become white'), not
a stative one ('to be white'), as is shown in (28).

(28) Wo ävb o we.
be.white it.is loincloth DEF be.white

a. 'It is white that the loincloth has become.' (it has not become e.g. black)
b. #'It is white that the loincloth is.' (not e.g. black)15

Note that, as an unfinished sentence, (28) may be assigned a causal interpretation,
where the verb may be interpreted as stative (i.e. 'because the loincloth is white...').

The above data on this construction correspond to the judgments of the majority of
speakers with whom I worked. Out of a sample of ten speakers, there are two who
accept the predicate cleft construction in the context of only a very limited number of
individual-level predicates. However, these speakers do not assign a contrastive reading
to the clefted phrase in this case, but rather an emphatic interpretation, as is illustrated
in (29).16

(29) a. Wo wä, äwü o wo.
be.white it.is cloth DEF be.white

a' 'The cloth is really white.' (that is: for white, it is white)
a" #'It is white that the cloth is.' (not e.g. black)

b. Se wl, Käku se gfre tön.
know it.is Koku know language GEN
'Koku really knows his language.'

c. Dl wa Koku to tan.
resemble it.is Koku resemble father GEN
'Koku really resembles his father.'

It appears that the predicate cleft construction with a contrastive reading of the event
denoted by the clause is acceptable only in the context of stage-level predicates. For a
limited number of speakers, the construction is also permitted in the context of a subset
individual-level predicates; in this case it receives an emphatic, rather than a contrastive,
reading.

Thus, the semantics of the four constructions involving verb-doubling imposes
constraints on the type of predicate that allows the copy in particular constructions.
While causal and factive constructions allow the copy in the context of both individual-
level and stage-level predicates, temporal adverbials allow the copy exclusively in the
context of stage-level predicates. As for predicate cleft constructions, they permit the
copy only in the context of stage-level predicates for the majority of speakers, and in
the context of some individual-level predicates (with an emphatic reading) for a limited
number of speakers.
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16.4. The relationship between the copy and various types of objects

In the four structures under discussion in this chapter, there are some cases where the
position occupied by the copy may be filled by the object of the verb. This section
considers the relationship between the copy and various types of objects. Cognate
objects, inherent objects, objects of light verbs, non-affected and affected objects will be
discussed in turn.

16.4.1. The copy and cognate objects

For the speakers discussed in Lefebvre (1994b), as well as those that I consulted in the
course of writing this book, there is a class of verbs which does not generate the copy:
cognate object verbs. Recall from section 10.5.6 that cognate objects consist of a verbal
stem and the prefix <K as depicted in (30).

(30) a. no
suck breast
'to suck'

b. φ ύφ
urinate urine
'to urinate'

For the speakers identified above, cognate object verbs do not participate in the verb-
doubling constructions. The ungrammaticality of the sentences in (31)-(34) illustrates
this fact, using the verb no 'to suck'.

(31) Temporal adverbial
*no v/i ό no από (tlolo) bo\ do ml n
suck child DEF suck breast as.soon.as and.he sleep sleep
[Lit.: 'As soon as the child sucked, he fell asleep.']

(=(48) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(32) Causal adverbial

*n6 vi 5 no no utu <&g&3 kpe id tan
suck child DEF suck breast cause tiredness meet mother GEN
[Lit.: 'Because the child has sucked, his mother is tired.']

(=(49) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(33) Factive

*ηό φ-έ νί 6 no aro 6, vivf no no ton
suck OP-RES child DEF suck breast DEF please for mother GEN
[Lit.: 'The fact that the child sucked pleased his mother.']

(=(50) in Lefebvre 1994b)
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(34) Predicate cleft
*no wa νί ό TO no
suck it.is child DEF suck breast
[Lit.: 'It is suck that the child did.'] (=(51) in Lefebvre 1994b)

The data in (31M34) show that, for these speakers, the copy is mutually exclusive
with a cognate object occurring next to the verb in the embedded clause.

For the same speakers, a bare cognate object may occur instead of the copy.
Crucially, the interpretations that obtain are the same as in those cases where a copy of
the verb has been fronted. This is shown in (35H38).

(35) Temporal adverbial
Ατό νί ό TO (tiolo) bo do ml n.
breast child DEF suck as.soon.as and sleep sleep
'As soon as the child sucked, he fell asleep.' (=(60) in Lefebvre 1994b)

(36) Causal adverbial
Ατό νί ό το utu &$ kpe t t n.
breast child DEF suck cause tiredness meet mother his
'Because the child has sucked, his mother is tired.'

(=(61) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(37) Factive

Ατό φ-έ νί ό το ό νίνί ηύ τα t n.
breast OP-RES child DEF suck DEF please for mother his
"The fact that the child has sucked pleased his mother.'

(=(62) in Lefebvre 1994b)
(38) Predicate cleft

Απα \νέ νί ό no.
breast it.is child DEF suck
'It is suck breast that the child did.' (not e.g. suck from a bottle/not
e.g. cry) (=(63) in Lefebvre 1994b)

The data in (35)-(38) show that, for the group of speakers identified above, fronting of
the cognate object has the same effect as fronting of the copy of a non-cognate object
verb.17

In the course of writing this book, I consulted three additional speakers regarding this
topic. One has the same judgments as those in (31M38). The two other speakers accept
either the copy of the cognate object verb—that is, for them, the sentences in (31)-(34)
are grammatical—or the cognate object, as in (35H38). Crucially, in either case, the
same interprative data obtain.
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16.4.2. The copy and inherent objects

In temporal adverbial clauses, either the copy of the inherent object verb, or the
inherent object itself, may occur in the initial position. Significantly, the same
interpretations obtain, as is shown in (39). Some speakers prefer the structure in (39a),
where the copy of the verb has been fronted, others prefer (39b), where the inherent
object has been fronted.

(39) Temporal adverbial
a. Kiln Kaku k n hun (tlolo) W sib yL

drive Koku drive vehicle as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku drove, Asiba left.'

b. Hun Kdku kiln (tlolo) to sib yL
vehicle Koku drive as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku drove, Asiba left.'

In causal adverbial clauses, either the copy of the inherent object verb, or the inherent
object itself, may occur in the initial position, as is shown in (40). Again, the same
interpretations obtain. Some speakers prefer (40a), while others prefer (40b).

(40) Causal adverbial
a. Κύη \νέ Koku kun hun ulu (wo) sib sin χό ml.

drive it.is Koku drive vehicle cause it.is Asiba attach stomach in
'Because Koku drove, Asiba got angry.'

b. Hun wl K ku kun utu (wl) sib sin x ml.
vehicle it.is Koku drive cause it.is Asiba attach stomach in
'Because Koku drove, Asiba got angry.'

The same phenomenon is observed in factive clauses, as is shown in (41). Again
some speakers prefer (41a), others prefer (41b).

(41) Factive
a. Κύη φ-έ K k kun hon 6 ν/ν/ ηύ sib .

drive OP-RES Koku drive vehicle DBF please for Asiba
'The fact that Koku drove pleased Asiba.'

b. Hun φ-έ K$ku kun 6 νίνί ηύ sib .
vehicle OP-RES Koku drive DEF please for Asiba
'The fact that Koku drove pleased Asiba.'

In predicate cleft constructions, either the copy of the inherent object verb, or the
inherent object, may appear in the clefted phrase, as is shown in (42). Again, the same
interpretive data obtain. Again, some speakers prefer (42a), while others prefer (42b).
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(42) Predicate cleft
a. Kun νέ Koku k n hon.

drive it.is Koku drive vehicle
'It is drive that Koku did/ (not e.g. ride a horse)

b. Ηόπ \νέ K ko k n.
vehicle it.is Koku drive
'It is drive that Koku did.' (not e.g. ride a horse)

The data in (39M42) show that the copy of the inherent object verb, and the inherent
object itself, are interchangeable in the initial position of all four structures considered
in this chapter.

16.4.3. The copy and objects of light verbs

With light verbs, either the copy of the light verb, or the object of the light verb, may
appear in the clause-initial position, where both yield the same meaning. This holds for
all four constructions, as is illustrated in (43)-(46)·

(43) Temporal adverbial
a. Ji wi Koku ji ban (tiolo) bo A site yi.

produce it.is Koku produce song as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku sang, Asiba left.'

b. Han ννέ Kdku β (ύόΐδ) W Asib yl
song it.is Koku produce as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku sang, Asiba left.'

(44) Causal adverbial
a. JI wa Koku β h n utu w sib yl.

produce it.is Koku produce song cause it.is Asiba leave
'Because Koku sang, Asiba left.'

b. Wn w£ K ko uta, sib yl.
song it.is Koku produce cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku sang, Asiba left.'

(45) Factive
a. /] 4W Koku β ban 6, e nyo.

produce OP-RES Koku produce song DBF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku sang is good.'

b. Ηάη φ-έ K ku β ί, έ nyo.
song OP-RES Koku produce DBF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku sang is good.'

(46) Predicate cleft
a. JI w KSku h n.

produce it.is Koku produce song
'It is sing that Koku did.' (not e.g. dance)
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b. Han \ Koka ji.
song it.is Koku produce
'It is sing that Koku did.' (not e.g. dance)

Note that one speaker, who prefers the (a) sentences in (39)-(42), prefers the (b)
sentences in (43), (44) and (46). Furthermore, this speaker interprets (46a) as 'as for
singing, Koku really sang'. In this case, for him, the contrastive reading obtains only
when the object of the light verb occurs as the clefted constituent, as in (46b). Finally,
for this speaker, the factive structure in (45a) is preferred over (45b). This is because, as
we saw in sections 7.3.4 and 7.4, the structure in (45b) may also be interpreted as a
relative clause: 'the song that Koku sang is good'. Hence, for him, the factive
interpretation is unambiguously expressed as (45a).

In conclusion, the data in (43H46) show that, in verb-doubling constructions, the
copy of a light verb, and the object of the light verb, are interchangeable in the clause-
initial position, yielding the same interpretations for most speakers. The idiosyncratic
data provided by the speaker referred to in the previous paragraph need to be investigated
further.

16.4.4. The copy and non-affected objects

Non-affected objects are direct objects that are not affected by the action denoted by the
verb. For example, the object of the verb 'to see' is a non-affected object. Following
current terminology, I will refer to verbs that take a non-affected object as non-
affectedness verbs. In verb-doubling constructions, the copy of a non-affectedness verb
may always occur in clause-initial position. This can be seen in the (a) sentences in
(47)-(50). In temporal and causal adverbials, the non-affected object cannot replace the
copy in the clause-initial position, as can be seen by the ungrammaticality of (47b) and
(48b). In factive clauses, the non-affected object may replace the copy in clause-initial
position, as is shown in (49b).

(47) Temporal adverbial
a. Mo Kdku md tlolo W Asibä yi.

see Koku see 3sg as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku saw her, Asiba left.'

b. *Asiba Koku m$ tlolo bö Äsibä yl
Asiba Koku see as.soon.as and Asiba leave

(48) Causal adverbial
a. Md Koku mo utu Asibä yi.

see Koku see 3sg cause Asiba leave
'Because Koku saw her, Asiba left.'

b. *AsSba KSku utu Asibä /i18

Asiba Koku see cause Asiba leave
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(49) Factive
a. Mo - Kdku mo Äsibä o, e nyo.

see OP-RES Koku see Asiba DEF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku saw Asiba is good.'

b. Äsibä - Kokü mo , nyo.
Asiba OP-RES Koku see DEF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku saw Asiba is good.'

In predicate cleft constructions, when the copy occurs in clause-initial position, as in
(50a), the contrastive reading applies to the event denoted by the clause. When the non-
affected object is clefted, however, the contrastive reading applies to the object alone,
not the event denoted by the clause, as is shown in (50b).

(50) Predicate cleft
a. M3 wl Koku mo Asiba.

see it.is Koku see Asiba
'It is see Asiba that Koku did.' (not e.g. hear her)

b. Äsibä wä Koku ma.
Asiba it.is Koku see
'It is Asiba that Koku saw.' (not e.g. Bayi)

As can be seen in (47)-(50), with the exception of factive clauses (see (49b)), the
non-affected object is not mutually interchangeable with the copy of the verb, as we
have previously observed for the other types of objects.

16.4.5. The copy and affected objects

Affected objects are objects of affectedness verbs such as 'to eat'. In the four
constructions under discussion, they can appear, instead of the copy of the verb, in
clause-initial position; no difference in meaning results. This is shown for temporal
adverbial clauses in (51), causal adverbial clauses in (52) and factive clauses in (53).
Some speakers prefer the sentences in (a); others prefer the sentences in (b).

(51) Temporal adverbial
a. Du Kdku 5 Üolo bö Äsibä yl.

eat Koku eat bread DEF as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku ate the bread, Asiba left.'

b. 6 Köku tlolo bö Äsibä yl.
bread DEF Koku eat as.soon.as and Asiba leave
'As soon as Koku ate the bread, Asiba left.'
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(52) Causal adverbial19

a. Du Kdku φ Μέφ ό utu (\νέ) sib yl
eat Koku eat bread DEF cause it. i s Asiba leave
'Because Koku ate the bread, Asiba left.'

b. ΒΙέφ ό Koku φ utu (wl) Asib yi.
bread DEF Koku eat cause it.is Asiba leave
'Because Koku ate the bread, Asiba left.'

(53) Factive
a. Du φ-έ Koka φ Μέφ ό, έ nyo.

eat OP-RES Koku eat bread DEF 3sg be.good
"The fact that Koku ate the bread is good.'

b. Β1έ<$ ό <#-£ Kaku φ ό, έ nyo.
bread DEF OP-RES Koku eat DEF 3sg be.good
'The fact that Koku ate the bread, it is good.'

The discussion of data pertaining to the interaction between the copy and the affected
object in cleft structures is postponed until section 16.5, for they are semantically more
complex.

16.4.6. Summary

In this section we saw that there is a relationship between the copy and various types of
objects in the four so-called verb-doubling constructions. For several speakers, cognate
object verbs do not generate the copy: the cognate object must appear in clause-initial
position, instead of the copy. Inherent objects, affected objects and objects of light
verbs may also occur clause-initially instead of the copy. However, non-affected objects
cannot replace the copy in these constructions, except in factive clauses.

16.5. The interpretation of predicate cleft structures

At first glance, predicate cleft constructions produce surprising semantic interpretation
data. These are manifested in the context of affected objects, and of adverbial modifiers.
They will be discussed in turn.

16.5.1. Predicate cleft constructions and affected objects

Recall from (50a) that, in the context of a non-affected object, the predicate cleft
construction is assigned a contrastive reading on the event denoted by the verb only. In
the context of an affected object, however, the construction may be assigned several
different contrastive readings, even though the sole copy of the verb is allowed to
appear as part of the clefted constituent, as we saw in section 16.2. This is illustrated in
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(54), where the clefted constituent may be assigned three contrastive interpretations.
The (a) interpretation involves a contrast on the event denoted by the verb. The (b)
interpretation involves a contrast on the verb and its affected object. The (c)
interpretation involves a contrast on the affected object alone. Not all speakers
consulted have the (c) interpretation.

(54) Du w Koku φ Μέφ 6.
eat it.is Koku eat bread DEF

a. 'It is eat that Koku ate the bread.' (not e.g. throw it away)
b. 'It is eat the bread that Koku did.' (not e.g. drink the water)
c. 'It is the bread that Koku ate.' (not e.g. the crab)

These three interpretations are further exemplified by the data in (55), produced by a
speaker who has the widest range of semantic interpretation data in my sample.

(55) a. Xi> w KSku xo son ό; έ fin w .
buy it.is Koku buy crab DEF 3sg steal it.is Neg
'It is buy that Koku bought the crab; he did not steal it.'

b. Xo w Koku xo son 6; έ w zo .
buy it.is Koku buy crab DEF 3sg do work Neg
'It is buy the crab that Koku did; he did not work.'

c. Xd w Koku xo son ό; έ χό οΐέφ ό .
buy it.is Koku buy crab DEF 3sg buy bread DEF Neg
'It is the crab that Koku bought; he did not buy the bread.'

Interestingly enough, when the affected object is clefted, parallel semantic
interpretations result. The first contrastive reading in (56) applies to the affected object,
the second one to the VP, and the third one to the event denoted by the verb. Not all
speakers have the (c) interpretation. (Similar semantic interpretation data are also noted
in Avolonto 1995: 65, 82.)

(56) ΒΙέφ 6 w Koku φ.
bread DEF it.is Koku eat

a. 'It is the bread that Koku ate.' (not e.g. the apple)
b. 'It is eat the bread that Koku did.' (not e.g. drink the water)
c. 'It is eat that Koku ate the bread.' (not e.g. throw it away)

These three contrastive readings are further exemplified in (57).

(57) a. ΒΙέφ 5 w K ku xd-, έ xd son 6 .
bread DEF it.is Koku buy 3sg buy crab DEF Neg
'It is the bread that Koku bought; he did not buy the crab.'
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b. ΒΙέφ ό ννέ Κ&ύ χα; έ w o .
bread DBF it. is Koku buy 3sg do work Neg
'It is buy the bread that Koku did; he did not work.'

c. Β1έ<[ϊ 6 w Koku xd; e fin e .
bread DBF it.is Koku buy 3sg steal 3sg Neg
'It is buy that Koku bought the bread; he did not steal it.'

The semantic interpretation data in (54)-(57) show that predicate cleft constructions
in the context of an affected object may be assigned identical interpretations, whether
the clefted constituent is the copy of the verb or the affected object. Similar semantic
interpretation data do not obtain in the context of a non-affected object (see (50)). Fur-
thermore, as is pointed out in Law— Lefebvre (1995: 15), when the affected object is
indefinite, the predicate cleft construction is not possible. This is exemplified in (58).

(58) *φ \νέ KSku φ son φ
eat it.is Koku eat crab IND

So, for the predicate cleft construction to be permitted, the affected argument must not
be indefinite. Such is not the case for the predicate cleft construction in the context of a
non-affected object, as is shown by the grammaticality of (59).

(59) Mo wi Koku mo sunu φ.
see it.is Koku see man IND
'It is see a man that Koku did.' (not e.g. hear him)

16.5.2. Predicate cleft constructions and adverbial modifiers

As we saw in section 16.2, modifiers cannot occur with the copy in a clefted phrase. In
the context of an adverb, however, the predicate cleft construction may be assigned an
interpretation that involves the adverb. Consider (60), where the interpretation of the
clefted constituent containing the copy in fact bears on the modifier.

(60) Du \νέ Koku φ ηύ bl6bl6\ e φ dede .
eat it.is Koku eat thing quickly 3sg eat slowly Neg
'It is quickly that Koku ate; he did not eat slowly.'

The impossible sentence in (61) further shows that, in the context of a modifier, the
clefted phrase cannot be assigned a VP contrastive reading.

(61) *φ \νέ K$ku φ nu blable; e yl xl m
eat it.is Koku eat thing quickly 3sg go market in Neg
[Expected interpretation: 'It is eat quickly that Koku did; he did not go
to the market.']
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When the affected object is clefted, the clefted constituent may be assigned a
contrastive reading on the event denoted by the clause, as is shown in (62).

(62) No wa, Koku φ g nji; έ ηύ sin g nji .
thing it.is Koku eat well 3sg drink water well Neg
'What Koku did well is eat, not drink.'

It can also be assigned a contrastive reading on the event, including the modifier, as is
shown in (63).

(63) Νύ ννέ K ku φ g nji; έ ηύ sin &ge .
thing it.is Koku eat well 3sg drink water too.much Neg
'It is eat well that Koku did; he did not drink too much.'

Finally, when the modifier occupies the clefted position, several contrastive readings
are also possible. In (64), the contrastive reading bears on the adverb, but in (65), it
bears on both the VP and the adverb.

(64) Bleble we Kdko φ ηύ; έ φ dede .
quickly it.is Koku eat thing 3sg eat slowly Neg
'It is quickly that Koku ate; he did not eat slowly.'

(65) Bleble we, Kaku φ no; e ηύ sin &g£ .
quickly it.is Koku eat thing 3sg drink water too.much Neg
'It is eat quickly that Koku did; he did not drink too much.'

An extensive discussion on the interation of modifiers with the predicate cleft
construction, based on Yoruba, may be found in Dekydtspotter (1992: 126-132).

16.5.3. Summary

The data presented in this section show that the interpretation of the predicate cleft
construction goes far beyond what appears in the clefted constituent, and that it interacts
with affected objects and modifiers. Similarly, when affected objects or modifiers are
clefted, the interpretation of the cleft structures goes beyond that of the clefted
constituent.

16.6. Verb-doubling phenomena and the serial verb construction

In this section I consider the interaction between verb-doubling phenomena and the
serial verb construction. In order to establish the data for this section I took one
example of each type of verb combination in chapter 13. Each example was then put
within the frame of the four constructions under analysis in this chapter. For each
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construction, a copy of the first verb was put in clause-initial position, then a copy of
the second verb was put in the same position. The same test was repeated with objects
in clause-initial position. I submitted these sentences to one speaker for his judgments;
the results of this exercise thus correspond to his judgments. (I would not be surprised
if other speakers had different judgments in some cases.)20 Due to the limitation of
space, the results will be presented in a schematised way.

First, I consider various types of series discussed in chapter 13. The constructions
involving the comparatives, and the 'too much' and 'enough' structures will be
discussed later in this section. The series of verbs tested are listed in (66).

(66) a. s6...yilwa
'take... go/come'

b. so...40
'take... put1

c. so...na
'take... give'

d. so...gba
'take... break'

e. so...huzu
'take... change'

f. so...hu
'take... kill'

g. SO...XO
'take... hit'

h. so... sen
'take... cut'

i. so...xa
'take... read'

j. hen...yl
'hold... go'

k. hen...gbä
'hold... break'

1. kpla...yl
'accompany... go'

m. kpla...ton
'accompany... go out'

n. dön... wä
'pull... come'

o. fiyä... wä
'rush... come'

p. nyi... wä
'throw... come'

q. xo...yl
'hit... go'

(=(67a) and (27b) in chapter 13)

(=(28a) in chapter 13)

(=(30a) in chapter 13)

(=(34) in chapter 13)

(=(35a) in chapter 13)

(=(38) in chapter 13)

(=(42a) in chapter 13)

(=(44) in chapter 13)

(=(58a) in chapter 13)

(=(61 a) in chapter 13)

(=(62a) in chapter 13)

(=(64a) in chapter 13)

(=(64e) in chapter 13)

(=(65a) in chapter 13)

(=(7la) in chapter 13)

(=(74a) in chapter 13)

(=(76a) in chapter 13)
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r. lila... φ
'surround... put' (=(81) in chapter 13)

s. gb ... Ιέ-do
'build... surround' (=(83a) in chapter 13)

t. so... φ
'take... say' (=(103) in chapter 13)

u. wa..,fo
'do... finish' (=( 113a) in chapter 13)

First, in no case can the copy of both verbs occur simultaneously in clause-initial
position. Second, the copy of any of the first verbs in (66) is allowed in the first
position for all four constructions. Third, the copy of the second verb is also possible
in the first position (in most cases), and the interpretation of the clause remains the
same, whether the copy is that of the first or second verb. Cases where the copy of the
second verb is not permitted in clause-initial position are the folio wings. The copy of
the verb do 'to put' in (66b) cannot occur in clause-initial position in any of the four
structures. The copy of w 'to come' in (66n) cannot occur in clause-initial position in
causal adverbial clauses, although it may occur in the other structures. Similarly, the
copy of the same verb in (66p) cannot occur in clause-initial position in temporal
adverbial clauses, but it may occur in this position in the three other structures. The
copy of do 'to put' in (66r) cannot occur in clause-initial position in any of the four
structures. I have no explanation for these idiosyncracies yet.

The comparatives of superiority and equality, and the structure involving 'too much'
are schematised in (67).

(67) a. ...klo hu...
'be big surpass' (=(84a) in chapter 13)

b. ...su sd... / dl
'betall equal' / 'resemble' (=(84b) in chapter 13)

c. ...xo din...
'beat too much* (=(93c) in chapter 13)

For semantic reasons the predicates in (67) cannot participate in temporal adverbial
constructions. However, for the speakers consulted, the predicates in (67) may all
participate in causal adverbial, factive and predicate cleft constructions. As is the case
for the other predicates discussed above, the initial position of the clause may be filled
by the copy of either one of the predicates. In causal adverbial and factive clauses, the
interpretation of the clause containing the copy remains the same in either case. In
predicate cleft constructions, however, the semantic interpretations present the
following particularities: consider the two interpretations assigned to the two clauses
in (68).
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(68) a. Klo wä Kdku klo hu Äsibä.
be.big it.is Koku be.big surpass Asiba

a' 'It is that Koku is bigger than Asiba.'
a" 'Koku is really bigger than Asiba.'

b. Hu we Kdko klo hu
surpass it.is Koku be.big surpass Asiba

b' 'It is that Koku is bigger than Asiba.'
b" 'Koku is really bigger than Asiba.'

The first interpretation (that is (a') and (b')) is the same as when the whole clause has
been clefted, as in (69).21

(69) Koku klo hu Äsibä \ .
Koku be.big surpass Asiba it.is
'It is that Koku is bigger than Asiba.'

The second interpretation (that is (a") and (b")) is emphatic rather than contrastive.
The series in (67b) behaves in the same way, except that, in this case, the emphatic

reading is not available. The series in (67c) has the following particularities: when the
copy of the predicate occupies the initial position, the interpretation of the clause is as
in (70).

(70) Xo wl Koku xo vi 6 din.
beat it.is Koku beat child DEF too.much
'It is that Koku beat the child too much.' (i.e. 'Koku did not beat the
child moderately.')

When the copy of din occurs in the clefted phrase, a contrastive reading obtains for din,
as is shown in (71).22

(71) Din wa Koku xo vi 6 din.
too.much it.is Koku beat child DEF too.much
'It is too much that Koku beat the child.' (not e.g. moderately)

Note that in none of these three cases does the copy have a contrastive reading. This
may explain the discrepancy between this one informant's judgments and those of the
speakers in chapter 13, for whom predicate clef ting is not available for the predicates
in (67).

I now turn to the question of whether it is possible to replace the copy of these
predicates by the internal arguments of the serial verbs in (66), in the same fashion as
in section 16.4 for single predicates. For the one informant consulted, it turns out that
it is possible to replace the copy in any of the four constructions discussed here, by any
of the internal arguments of these serial verb constructions. However, in this case, the
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contrastive interpretation applies only to the constituent occurring in clause-initial
position, as will be seen in the examples below.

Consider the temporal adverbial clauses in (72), where the copy has been replaced by
the internal arguments of the two verbs. The focus interpretation on the first object in
(72a) is rendered in the translation by the object appearing as the subject of a passive
clause. In (72b), it is rendered as a contrastive interpretation on the second object.

(72) a. son Ιέ (we\ Koku so yi xi me tlolo
crab PL it.is Koku take go market in as.soon.as
'as soon as the crabs were brought to the market by Koku'

b. xi ma (we\ Koku so son Ιέ yi tlolo
market in it.is Koku take crab PL go as.soon.as
'as soon as Koku brought the crabs to the market' (not e.g. anywhere
else)

Similar interpretation data obtain in causal adverbial and factive clauses, as shown in
(73) and (74), respectively.

(73) a. son Ιέ \νέ, Koku so yi xi me utu
crab PL it.is Koku take go market in cause
'because the crabs were brought to the market by Koku'

b. xi ma we, Kdku so son Ιέ yi utu
market in it.is Koku take crab PL go cause
'because Koku brought the crabs to the market' (not e.g. anywhere else)

(74) a. son Ιέ φ-έ, K ko so yi xi m 6
crab PL OP-RES Koku take go market in DEF
'the fact that the crabs were brought to the market by Koku'

b. xi ml φ-έ, Koku so son Ιέ yi ό
market in OP-RES Koku take crab PL go DEF
'the fact that Koku brought the crabs to the market' (not e.g. anywhere
else)

Finally, either internal argument may be clefted. In this case, however, the contrastive
interpretation applies only to the object. This is illustrated in (75).

(75) a. A son Ιέ w , K$ku so yi xi me.
crab PL it.is Koku take go market in
'It is the crabs that Koku brought to the market.' (not e.g. the chickens)

b. xi me we, Kaku so son Ιέ yi.
market in it.is Koku take crab PL go
'It is to the market that Koku brought the crabs.' (not e.g. anywhere else)

The same facts apply to the series in (66a), (66b), (66j), (66m), (66n) and (66p).
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For the series in (66c)-(66h) the same principles are observed, except in factive
constructions. In factive constructions, the object cannot replace the copy in clause-
initial position, as is illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (76).

(76) *kofu ό φ4 K ku so gb o
glass DEF OP-RES Koku take break DBF

The sentence in (76) can be rescued, however, if the clause contains two occurrences of
the verb so 'to take', as is shown in (77).

(77) kofu ό φ-έ Kdk so so-& o
glass DEF OP-RES Koku take take-break DEF
'the fact that the glass was broken by Koku'

Similar data regarding factive clauses are obtained for the series in (66d)-(66h).
Recall from chapter 13 that serial verb constructions are either simple or sequential,

and that only the sequential ones may contain two occurrences of so 'to take'. The
series in (66d)-(66h) were shown to be sequential. It thus appears that there is
something about the factive construction (but not the other constructions) that forces
the overt realisation of the second so in sequential serial verb structures which, as we
saw in chapter 13, is otherwise optional.23

The data discussed in this section show that, for most series, the copy of the first or
the second verb may appear in clause-initial position in temporal adverbial, causal
adverbial, factive and predicate cleft constructions without entailing a difference in
meaning. They also show that the arguments of the verbs, instead of the copy, may
appear in clause-initial position, yielding a contrastive interpretation on the argument
itself. This contrasts with the data presented in section 16.4, showing that cognate
objects, light verbs objects and affected objects may occur instead of the copy without
entailing a difference in meaning. There thus appears to be a difference between these
objects and those of complex predicates formed by serialisation.

16.7. Conclusion

This chapter considered the specific properties of the four constructions involved in the
so-called verb-doubling phenomena: temporal adverbial, causal adverbial, factive and
predicate cleft constructions. Abstracting away from the differences that set these four
constructions apart, as discussed in sections 7.3.2, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, they share a number
of properties, as was shown in this chapter. First, they all involve an exact copy of the
verb except when the verb is bisyllabic. Section 16.1 looks at the categorial properties
of this copy and provides evidence for its nominal status. Second, in all four
constructions, the projection of the copy is not very complex; as shown in section
16.2, it may involve only definite determiners. Third, the semantics of the four
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constructions involving the copy was shown to impose constraints on the type of
predicates that can participate in particular constructions (see section 16.3). While
causal adverbial and factive clauses allow for any kind of predicate, temporal adverbial
constructions involving the copy are allowed exclusively in the context of stage-level
predicates. As for the predicate cleft construction, it allows the copy only in the context
of stage-level predicates (with a contrastive reading) for the majority of speakers con-
sulted, and in the context of some individual-level predicates (with an emphatic reading)
for a limited number of speakers. Fourth, in all four constructions, there is a relation-
ship between the copy and various types of objects: with the exception of non-affected
objects, objects may replace the copy in clause-initial position. It was shown that, cru-
cially, both possibilities yield the same semantic interpretation data (see section 16.4).
In section 16.5, the predicate cleft construction was shown to be assigned several inter-
pretations in the context of affectedness predicates and adverbs. (In turn, clefted affected
objects or clefted modifiers were shown to yield interpretations that otherwise obtain in
the predicate cleft construction.) The semantic data presented show that the interpreta-
tion of the clefted phrase goes beyond what is actually found in the clefted phrase.
Finally, section 16.6 presents facts pertaining to the interaction between the so-called
verb-doubling phenomena and serial verb constructions. It was shown that the copy of
only one of the two verbs may appear in clause-initial position. Whether the copy of
the first or second verb appears in clause-initial position, the same meaning obtains.
This possibility was shown to be available for all four constructions. Only in a few ca-
ses, yet to be explained, is the copy of the second verb not permitted. The copy can be
replaced by an internal argument of the verb in any of the four constructions, yielding a
contrastive interpretation on the argument appearing in clause-initial position.

To the best of my knowledge, the references cited in this chapter exhaust the
available literature on the so-called verb-doubling phenomena in Fongbe. Koopman
(1984) is a most valuable source of data for similar constructions in the Kru languages.
Among the four constructions discussed in this chapter, the predicate cleft construction
is the one that has received the most attention in the literature on West African
languages. Aboh (1998b: 245-290) contains a discussion of the predicate cleft
construction in Gungbe. The following authors have discussed the predicate cleft
construction on the basis of various West African languages: Ameka (1992), Bamgboso
(1972), Boadi (1974), Dekydtspotter (1992), Koopman (no date), Manfredi (1990,
1993), Nylander (1985), Oyelaran (1993), Stewart (1998), and Williams (1977). Several
authors link the predicate cleft construction to the notion of event (see e.g. Bamgbose
1972; Hutchison 1989; Larson-Lefebvre 1991; Lefebvre 1990b; Manfredi 1993).
Multiple interpretations of this construction on the basis of Haitian are extensively
discussed in Larson—Lefebvre (1991) and Lefebvre (1990b) and also on the basis of
Yoruba in Dekydtspotter (1992).
Finally, verb-doubling phenomena are rare among the languages of the world. This
raises the question of what makes them available in particular grammars. Koopman
(1984) links the phenomena to the availability of verb movement in particular
grammars. In a more recent paper, Koopman (no date) relates the phenomena to
remnant movement. Lefebvre (1993b) related them to the availability of an event
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determiner (as discussed in chapter 15); an analysis within the framework of this
proposal may be found in Law—Lefebvre (1995). Finally, Lefebvre (1998a: 372-373)
extends the latter proposal to the properties of determiners in particular languages.

Notes to chapter 16

1. There is a debate in the literature as to which of the two occurrences of the
predicate in the sentences in (1H4) is the verb and which is the copy. Following
Koopman's (1984) analysis of similar phenomena in Vata, Ndayiragije (1993a)
claims that the first occurrence of the predicate is actually the verb of the clause
moved to a sentence-initial position, and that the second one is the spell-out of
the trace left by verb movement. Collins (1994), Law—Lefebvre (1995) and
Lefebvre (1994b) argue that the second occurrence of the predicate is the verb of
the construction, whereas the first one, which has much in common with
cognate objects (see section 16.4.1), binds the event position in the argument
structure of the verb. In this chapter, I will assume that the first occurrence of
the predicate is the copy.

2. Temporal adverbial clauses may also involve the marker wä 'it is', as is shown
in (i).

(i) Wä wä, Köko wä (tlolo) to Bäyiyl.
'It is as soon as Koku arrived that Bayi left.'

3. Causal adverbial clauses may also involve the marker 'it is', as is illustrated
in (i).

(i) Wä wä, K$ku wä utu wä, Bäyiyi.
'It is because Koku arrived that Bayi left.'

4. In Vata, however, the copy has a different tonal pattern than the verb. This is
depicted in (i).

(i) NgOnU n ka bi ngOnU - a? VATA
sleep you FUT.A now sleep - Q
'Are you going to SLEEP now?' (=(lb) in Koopman 1984: 154)

"The focussed verb merely consists of the segmental specifications of the verb,
without its tonal specifications. Since elements with no associated tone surface
carrying mid tones, the focussed verb invariably surfaces with mid tone."
(Koopman 1984: 155). Manfredi (1993) suggests that this tonal modification in
Vata signals a categorial difference between the predicate and its copy: while the
predicate is of the category V, the copy is of the category N.
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5. Bisyllabic verbs and their patterns of nominalisation are discussed in Akoha
(1980: 234-235, 1990: 67, 369) and Hounkpatin (1985: 88).

6. Ndayiragije (1993a: 143) marks as ungrammatical an example of the determiner
occurring with the copy.

7. In Ower6 (Igbo), the determiner of the copy appears to be a bound morpheme
rather than a free morpheme. As can be seen in (i), the prefix e- induces the same
interpretation as the Fongbe definite determiner in the context of the copy.

(i) F β e-ji,
3pl hold holding
'They hold (something/thing) as expected.' (from D6chaine 1992: 107)

8. This contrasts with Yoruba where the nominalised copy of the verb may appear
with an object (see (46b) and (47b) in Manfredi 1993).

9. This contrasts with Yoruba where, according to Dekydtspotter (1992: 126), the
fronted constituent may contain an adverb in some constructions involving verb-
doubling phenomena. Koopman (1984: 156) also provides an example in Vata,
of an adverb occurring with the copy, stating that the only elements that may
occur with the focussed verb are certain adverbs and some aspectual markers.

10. Note that in the examples in (20), the verb φ 'to eat', which otherwise
obligatorily takes an object (see section 10.2.2.2), is not followed by any object
in the context of a modifier. A sound explanation of why this phenomenon
occurs is a topic for future research.

11. For different data, see Ndayiragije (1993a: 263).
12. Stage-level predicates thus consist of predicates denoting an activity, an

accomplishment, an achievement or a subset of states; individual-level predicates
consist only of a subset of states.

13. In earlier examples (see e.g. (3)), v/v/is glossed as 'to please'. Here it is glossed
as 'to be well'. This reflects different aspectual uses of this verb.

14. For a different set of data on this topic, see Ndayiragije (1993a: 259-263).
15. Ndayiragije (1993a: 262) reports as possible the interpretation marked as

impossible in (28b). On the basis of Yoruba, Dekydtspotter (1992: 130) also
reports on the participation of some individual-level predicates in predicate cleft
constructions.

16. For similar data in Vata, see Koopman (1984: 157).
17. Stewart (1998: 113-116) presents similar data for predicate cleft constructions in

Edo. (Edo is a language where the copy bears overt nominal morphology.) He
shows that the nominal copy of a cognate-object verb is not acceptable in
predicate cleft constructions. Instead, the initial constituent of these
constructions has to be the cognate object.
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18. One informant points out that a non-affected object can occur in clause-initial
position with a causal interpretation in a sentence of the type in (i).

(i) Asiba, Kdku mo utu, έ yl
Asiba Koku see cause 3sg leave
'Because Koku saw Asiba, he left.'

Note, however, that the interpretation of (i) does not correspond to that of (48a).
19. One speaker observes that there is a subtle difference in meaning between (52a)

and (52b). In (52a), the 'eating' would constitute the cause of the following
event, whereas in (52b), the 'eating of the bread' would. No such difference is
observed for the other constructions.

20. For example, the data in Ndayiragije (1992) are different from those presented
here. To the best of my knowledge, this variation in the data is not attributable
to geographical dialectal differences.

21. Not all informants accept (69).
22. Not all informants accept (71).
23. Data are not available for the series in (66i), (66k), (661), (660) and (66qH66u).
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Appendix I
Swadesh list

1. hand
2. left (speaking of hand)
3. right (speaking of hand)
4. leg
5. foot
6. to walk
7. road, trail/path
8. to come
9. to turn/to change one's direction
10. swim
11. to wash (something other

than body parts)
12. to wipe
13. to rub
14. dirty
15. dust

16. skin (of human)/body
17. back (person's)
18. belly
19. bone
20. guts/viscera
21. liver
22. heart
23. to know (facts)
24. to think
25. to fear
26. blood
27. head
28. neck
29. hair (esp. of head)
30. nose
31. breath
32. to smell
33. mouth
34. tooth (esp. front rather than molar)
35. tongue
36. to laugh
37. to cry/to weep

aid
ämyön

aß
zönlin [Lit.: to resemble walk]

wä
/xä

to [Lit.: bathe river]
k!5

sunsun
titin
kuji
äfin-tuntunläfun-tuntun [Lit.: ashes-
letting out]
ägbäzälwu
nagte

-go [Lit.: intestine-container]
xu
xo-mi-nu [Lit.: belly-in-thing]
ffjo
hun
tun

xesi [Lit.: to resemble fear]
hun
tä
kd
da
äöntfn
ägbön
wän
nu

ko nu [Lit.: laugh thing]
yävf
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38. to vomit
39. to spit
40. to eat
41. to cook
42. to drink
43. to bite
44. to suck (at breast)
45. ear
46. to hear
47. eye
48. to see/to catch sight of
49. to sleep
50. to lie (on one's side)
51. to sit
52. to stand
53. person
54. man (human male)
55. woman (not 'wife')
56. child (young person,

rather than offspring)
57. husband
58. wife
59. mother
60. father
61. brother
62. sister
63. name
64. to say
65. rope
66. to tie (as knot,

rather than 'to tie up')
67. to sew
68. clothing
69. to hunt (game)
70. to shoot (bow or gun)
71. to stab (or to stick)
72. to hit (esp. with fist)
73. to fight (esp. humans)
74. to kill
75. to die
76. to live
77. to scratch (as with fingernails,

to relieve itch)
78. to cut (as with knife)

slulvl
tunt n
φ ηύ [Lit.: to eat thing]
φ nu [Lit.: to prepare thing]
nil
h n hau [h ndji] [Lit.: to hold tooth]
no ana [Lit.: to suck breast]
to
8έ
nunkun

do mldn [d ml n] [Lit.: to sleep sleep]
dien

n/jijon yi [Lit.: to sit floor]
do to [Lit.: to be at up]
ma
sunu
nyonu
vf

asu
Zsi
no
to
n^vi sunu [Lit.: sibling man]
n^vi nyonu [Lit.: sibling woman]
nyiko
Φ
ten
sin

to
wu

ny gbo [Lit.: to hunt hunt]
da tun [Lit.: to shoot gun]
so βνί [Lit.: to take knife]
xo
xo ηύη [Lit.: to hit blood]
h
ku
no gbέ [Lit.: to stay life]
klu

sen
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79.
80.
81.
82.

stick (of wood)
to split
sharp (as in knife)
matt/dull (as in knife)

kpö
mä
didä
(A if^n X\ if ·\C A*X/J fi) ILJ.I·· 3sg shine Neg]
'It does not shine*

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.

to work
to play (games)
to sing
to dance
to swell
to squeeze
to hold (in hand)
todig
to give
to pull
to push
to throw
to fall
dog
bird
egg
feather (larger one, rather than down)
wing
to fly
animal
meat (flesh)
fat (organic substance)
tail
snake
worm (esp. earthworm)
louse
fish
tree
rotten (as in log)
leaf
bark (of tree)
root
seed
flower
berry/fruit
grass
earth (soil)
stone (pebble)
sand

wä [v/teo] [Lit: to do work]
da äyihun [Lit.: to do game]
jlhan [Lit.: to

w£ [Lit.: to
jf/

hän
hon

don
S1SB
nyi
ßäyi[Ut.: to
ävun
ha

fun
äwä
z$n
känlin
län
j6
si
dän
von
ß

give birth song]
eat dance]

fall ground]

h wo- vi [Lit: sun-child]
ätin
nydn
ämä
floläkpä

kwi
ttowä
ätin-sfnsen [Lit: tree-produce/fruit]
ämä
ko [Lit: sand]
kpa
ko
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122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161
162.
163.
164.
165.

water
freeze
ice
to flow
to float
sea (ocean)
salt
lake
river
mountain
woods
sky
sun
star
cloud
fog
to rain
snow
wind
to blow (speaking of wind)
warm (speaking of weather)
cold (speaking of weather)
dry (substance)
wet
smooth
heavy
fire
to burn (intrans.)
smoke (of fire)
ashes
black
white
red
yellow
green
small
big
short
long
thin
thick
narrow
wide
straight

sin
—
läglä&
lulu

sii

ß
to
to
so
xwla
ß-XWi
hwö
sun-v
äkpok
ähun

—
ßhön
ßhon
yo-
ävivö
ho
&
<W
k&n
myö/2
ß-zö\
äzizo
äffn
wlwl
w£we

köklo
ämä-i
kpävi

g»
gägä
mm
tli
hwt

lägläsi (from French la glace 'the ice')
Mo

sin nuku ma [Lit.: at water face in]

ß
td
to
so
xwla
ß-xwe [Lit.: rain-house]
hwo
sun- [Lit.: moon-child]

jdhdn nyi{Lit.: wind be]

ß-zö [Lit.: produce-fire]

köklo' jo [Lit.: chicken-fat]
ämä-mu [Lit.: leaf -fresh]
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166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.
191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.

old
new
good
bad (deletrieous, unsuitable)
right (correct)
night
day (opp. of night, rather
than time measure)
year
when
at
in
here
there
this
that
near
far
where
I
thou/you
(s)he
we (exclusive/inclusive)
we/you (pi.)
they
what
who
other
some
many
few
all
and
with (accompanying)
because
if
how
not
to count
one
two
three
four
five

kp
ydyo
d gte
liy n
(jagte
z n
kerf

hwe
hwet nu/hwenit
Φ
mi
ff
don
elo
έπε
kp
ζύ
fM
ηγέ
hwi
(e)yi
mi
mi
γέ
έίέ
me
devo
dell
g ge
• np/i^AlJC-Ul·'

bf
W (see section 6.1)
kpodo (see section 11.1.1.2)
(w)utu/do
— (see section 7.8)
negbon
malkun (see section 6.4)
ha
djdkpo/ddo (see section 3.7.4)
(0)we
atan
έπε
atoon
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209. six yizen
210. seven tenwB
211. eight tantSn
212. nine ίέηπέ
213. ten wo
214. twenty ko
215. hundred kan-we-ko (forty two-times + twenty)



Appendix II
Text

The text below is a story about a princess named Awilinkponuwa. It was told to me by
Josiane Dakpo, a native speaker of Fongbe who grew up in Cotonou. Josiane's mother
is a Fongbe speaker from Ouidah and her father is a Fongbe speaker from Abomey.

The text is presented in a phonemic transcription. The transcription is presented
with glosses. The translation, which is as close as possible to the text, is given at the
end of the story. It is followed by a short index referring to the chapters where the
properties of the most salient lexical entries are discussed.

The story involves five major participants to which I have assigned indices for
referential identification with pronouns (see chapter 4) and with the conjunction bo (see
chapter 6).

(i)
(9
(k)
0)
(m)

In the text, relative clauses appear within brackets. The determiner that follows the
relative clause is the determiner associated with the head of the relative clause (see
sections 3.1 and 7.5).

In the text, serial verbs, which form a complex predicate, are not italicised. This
notation will help the reader to identify the construction, since serial verbs are some-
times far apart. This is the result of relative clauses intervening between the internal
argument of the construction and the two (or even three) verbs occurring in the series.

xo-νί
άχό-su
sl-su-ηύ

ίΐέ-ηο
hw n-ne

'princess'
'king'
'married man'
'bachelor'
'pigeon'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Αχό-νί
Princess

A wilinkp nuw i do Id
Awilinkponuwa produce anecdote

nyf axo-su] ό bo\ φ :
king DEF and.she say
sin t πιέ kp6
OBJ head in be.balanced
si a\ o"1

OP-RES be
asl] 6
wife DEF
tn da
MEG marry
Axo-su lln
king think consider
ayl πιέ ηύ έ.
heart in for him

no
for

"Sunu
man
hu
surpass

to
father
[<&6
OP-RES

sunu
man

tan
GEN
da
marry

1&4
OP-RES

wife Neg DEF
kpon k k

a.lot and
Γιηΐϊη
thought

de
BSD

w
come

XO-SO
king

ylo
call

sunu
man two
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Με
person

φkpό nyi ίΐέ-n bd ma wegoo nyi asi-su-nS?·
one be bachelor and person second be mamed.man

Αχό-suj ze k vi φkpό ηύ ye ml φkpόφkpό.
king take calabash one for them person each
Boj
and.he

emij
LOG

φ ηύ ye φ s n yizen gύφ 6,
say for them say/that moon six after DEF

n yi k vi Ιέ φ ye si.
DEF.FUT take.back calabash PL at them possession

K vi Ιέ φ sunsun (hw -)cob$ x6-su τέ
calabash PL be.at closed at-the-time king take
ye
them
Do
OP
6
DEF
axo-suj
king
ayizen
six

ηύ sunu we Ιέ.
for man two PL

sunu we Ιέ yi xwa-gbe 5, asi-su-nS^.
man two PL go house DEF married.man
ylo si t n bo^ φ ηύ e φ
call wife GEN and.he say for her say/that

a? k vi φkpό ηύ emi^, boj φ sun
take calabash one for LOG and.he say moon

gύφ 6, emij na yi k vi ό.
after DEF LOG DEF.FUT take.back calabash DEF

Nyon 6 φ ηύ su t n φ ye na
woman DEF say for husband GEN say/that 3pl DEF.FUT
hiin
open
e
it
De
OP

female
£ηέ
DEM
Ιέ jf,
PL on

k vi 6 bo-na kpon ηύ [φ-e φ
calabash DEF in.order.to see thing OP-RES be.at

ma] o.
inside DEF

yo h n k vi o ye m hw n-ηέ
3pl open calabash DEF 3pl see pigeon

φkpό su φkpό.
one male one

ό gύφ ό, ye ]έ ηύ φφ n hw n-ηέ
DEF after DEF 3pl fall thing eating give pigeon
k k b hw n-ηέ Ιέ ji vi gege.
until COMP pigeon PL give.birth offspring a.lot

Ήέ-n ό, &* e yi xwe-gbe o, e ζέ
bachelor DEF OP 3sg go home DEF 3sg take
kavi \#-e ax6-su 2? ηύ e] 6 do x -t .
calabash OP-RES king take for him DEF put roof
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Sifn
moon
boj
and.be

ayizen
six

Φ
say

jo nu
return for

sl-s -nSk) 6
mamed.man DEF

after

they
ye]
them

a,
DEF

ni
SUB

Ιέ
PL

nu
for

come
ax6-su φ ηύ
king say/that thing

kpoty
with

xo-su^
king
ζέ
take

w .
come

hw n-ηέ
pigeon

call
kavf
calabash

sun6
man two

OP-RES LOG

PL
a?
take

many
ze
take

kpo,
with

W
and

Φ
say

bachelor
ζέ w
take come
Axo-su hun

6
DEF

ze
take

jo
return

king
Ιέ
PL
έηέ
DEM

Φ
say
Ην/έηύχό
Story

open
ko
already
6

nu
for

6
calabash DEF
ku, bom
die andthey

o, ax6-su\

OP-RES 3sg

sunsun
closed

ax6-su.
king

φ nuk n

calabash
nu
for

no
for
φ
at

4
3sg

ό
DEF here.isLOG

roof and.he

DEF after DEF king
£ φ χό
her say/that word

c£ vo.
lsg:POSS finish

}

at
ko
ANT
yl5
call

ηύ-gbo
true

front
tan
GEN

W
and
we.
worm

hw n-nem
pigeon

'j

β
give.birth

xo-vf A wilikpSnuwa,
Princess Awilinkponuwa and.he
w , e φ ηύ
it.is 3sg say for LOG

Princess Awilinkponuwa told a story to her father who is the king and she said: "The
man who has married a woman is more balanced in his head than the man who has not
married a woman."
The king thought it through a lot and a thought came to his heart.
The king called two men.
One person is a bachelor and the second person is married.
The king took a calabash for each of them.
And he said to them that, in six months, he would take back the calabashes in their
possession.
The calabashes were closed when the king took them for the two men.
When the two men went home, the married man called his wife and he told her that the
king had given him a calabash and that, in six months, he would take back the
calabash.
The woman said to her husband that they should open up the calabash in order to see
the thing that is inside of it.
When they opened the calabash, they saw pigeons, one female, one male.
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After that, they started giving the pigeons something to eat, until they reproduced a lot.
As for the bachelor, when he went home, he put the calabash that the king had given
him inside the roof.
After six months, the king called the two men and he said that they should bring back
the calabashes that he had given them.
The married man came with many pigeons and he said to the king that here was the
thing that he had taken for him.
The bachelor took the closed calabash from the roof and he brought it back to the king.
The king opened the calabash in front of him, and the pigeons were already dead and
they had given birth to worms.
After that, the king called Princess Awilinkponuwa and said to her that it was true
(what) she had said to him.
My story is finished.

Index of the most salient functional items

to conjunction, occurring in lines 5, 8, 30 and 34, is discussed
in section 6.1.

bo conjunction, occurring in lines 2, 10, 15, 16, 28, 32, 35,
and 36, is discussed in section 6.1.
nominal operator, occurring in lines 2 (twice), 3, 14, 19,
21, 25, 26, 28, and 31, is discussed in sections 6.1, 7.5,
7.10 and 7.11.
complementiser/serial verb, occurring in lines 10, 15, 18,
31, and 37, is discussed in section 6.2.1.

ami logophoric pronoun, occurring in lines 11, 16, 17, 28, 31,
and 37, is discussed in section 4.7.

sin objective case marker, occurring in line 3, is discussed in
section 3.6.
genitive case marker, occurring in lines 1, 15, 18, and 34,
is discussed in section 3.6.

Notes for appendix II

1. For a discussion of mä and ä, see sections 6.4.1 and 6.5.3.1.
2. A sisuno may also be pronounced asisfaS.
3. In this particular context, the operator introduces a temporal clause. It does not

pied-pipe the clitic pronoun in subject position because, in this environment, the
clitic is not a resumptive pronoun; hence, the absence of a hyphen between the
operator and the clitic.
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Additional data on φ introducing complements of verbs of

the SAY-class

The sentences in (!)-(!9), all taken from the literature, provide examples of ς[3
introducing complements of verbs of the SAY-class.

(1) έίέ w K ko Ωίη φ A site φ Kojo w l
what it.is Koku remember say Asiba COMP Kojo do
'What does Koku remember that Asiba said that Kojo did?'

(=(34a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)
(2) έ πα φ νί 5 y vi.

3sg see COMP child DBF cry
'(S)he saw that the child cried.' (=(47a) in Tossa 1994: 181)

(3) ί φ φ Kojo n da sib .
3sg believe COMP Kojo DEF.FUT marry Asiba
'(S)he believed that Kojo would marry Asiba.'

(=(47b) in Tossa 1994: 181)
(4) K ku n φ Asiba gb motd o.

Koku think COMP Asiba destroy car DBF
'Koku thinks that Asiba destroyed the car.' (=(3b) in Lefebvre 1992a)

(5) Mf flln φ Koku hwl Asiba sin gbo.
Ipl remember COMP Koku hide Asiba GEN goat
'We remember that Koku hid Asiba's goat.' (=(10a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(6) Koku φ φ B yi w .
Koku believe COMP Bayi come
'Koku believes that Bayi has come.' (=(48a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(7) n αέ φ νί towo ja z n.
Isg hear COMP child your fall sick
Ί heard that your child fell sick.' (from Hounkpatin 1985: 255)

(8) έ φ mima w φ νί 6 y vi.
3sg be.at notice POST COMP child DBF cry
'(S)he is noticing that the child cried.' (=(58a) in Tossa 1994: 194)

(9) έ ζόη φ m w o.
3sg order COMP 2sg NBG come INS
'(S)he ordered you not to come (with stress).'

(from Anonymous 1983: VI, 3)
(10) n mo φ w too g nji.

Isg notice COMP 2sg do work well
Ί notice that you worked well.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)
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(11) έ tuun φ an m w .
3sg know COMP Isg DEF.FUT come
'(S)he knows that I will come.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(12) n sk φ w .
Isg hear COMP 2sg come
Ί heard that you came.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(13) A( tuun φ ύη ko φ nu em\.
2sg know say Isg already COMP to LOG
'You know that I already told you.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(14) A mo φ ύη so wem emi Ιέ tan.
2sg see COMP Isg take book LOG PL GEN
'You saw that I took your books.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 2)

(15) tin <# φ e kun w o.
Isg believe COMP 3sg NBG come INS
Ί believe that (s)he did not come (with stress).'

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 2)
(16) έ ζάη φ m w o.

3sg order COMP 2sg NBG come INS
'(S)he ordered you not to come (with stress).'

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 3)
(17) 4 gbe φ emii kun n bio o.

3sg refuse COMP LOG NBG DEF.FUT do INS
'(S)he refused to do it (with stress).' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 3)

(18) £ gbe φ ma φ m w o.
3sg refuse COMP person IND NBG come INS
'(S)he refused to believe that someone came (with stress).'

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 3)
(19) KSku byo Dosu, φ % ηί w .

Koku request Dosu COMP 3sg SUB come
'Koku requested Dosu to come.' (=(13b) in Tossa 1994: 269)

The sentences in (20) and (21) show that the complement of φ 'to say' may be
introduced by φ.

(20) £ φ φ Kojo n da sib .
3sg say COMP Kojo DEF.FUT marry Asiba
' (S)he said that Kojo would marry Asiba.' (=(47d) in Tossa 1994: 182)

(21) Mi φ (φ) K ku hwl sib sin gbo.
Ipl say COMP Koku hide Asiba GEN goat
'We said that Koku hid Asiba's goat.' (=(9) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

The sentences in (22H32) illustrate the fact that the φ introducing the complement
of the verb φ 'to say' may not be phonetically realised.
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(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 328)

(=(7a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(=(7b) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

n φ έ kun w 6.
Isg say 3sg NEG come INS
Ί said that (s)he had not come (with emphasis).'

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 141)
Νά[ ce φ emi n w so.
mother lsg:POSS say LOG DEF.FUT come tomorrow
'My mother said that she will come tomorrow.'

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 254)
έ φ emi w .
3sg say LOG come
'(S)he said that (s)he came.'
έ φ Sik n w .
3sg say Sika DEF.FUT come
'(S)he said that Sika would come.'
Sik φ Kdjo n da sib .
Sika say Kojo DEF.FUT marry Asiba
'Sika said that Kojo would marry Asiba.'

n φ έ ηί w .
Isg say 3sg SUB come
Ί asked him to come.' (from Hounkpatin 1985: 117)
έ φ x sin Ιέ bi ηί yl xwe so.
3sg say coward PL all SUB leave house tomorrow
'(S)he ordered all the cowards to leave the house tomorrow.'

(from Hounkpatin 1985: 267)
Asib i φ K ku hwl gbo emi\
Asiba say Koku hide goat LOG
'Asiba said that Koku hid her goats.'
έ φ n w .
3sg say 2sg DEF.FUT come
'(S)he said that you would come.'
έ φ έπύ n w .
3sg say LOG DEF.FUT come
'(S)he said that (s)he would come.'
£i φ to emii ton ku.
3sg say father LOG GEN die
'(S)he said that his/her father had died.'

t n Ιέ.
GEN PL

(=(37) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 2)

The sentences in (33H45) show that the complement of φ 'to say' must be introduced
by φ when the two φ& are separated by lexical material.

(33) εφ ηύ έ φ...
3sg say to 3sg COMP
'(S)he told him that...' (from Anonymous 1983: XIII, 8)
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(34) n φ ηύ ηνέ φ...
Isg say to you COMP
Ί told you that...' (from Anonymous 1983: XIII, 8)

(35) Με w Koka φ no Sika φ e φ mdlikunl
who it.is Koku say to Sika COMP RES eat rice
'Whom did Koku tell that Sika ate rice?' (=(20c) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(36) sib φ ηύ ml φ K ku n w .
Asiba say to Isg COMP Koku DEF.FUT come
'Asiba told me that Koku would come.' (=(47c) in Tossa 1994: 182)

(37) έ φ ηύ ml φ S\k n w .
3sg say to Isg COMP Sika DEF.FUT come
' (S)he told me that Sika would come.' (=(8a) in Kinyalolo 1993b)

(38) έ φ no ml φ kun n w 6.
3sg say to Isg COMP 2sg NEG DEF.FUT come INS
'(S)he told me that you would not come (with emphasis).'

(from Anonymous 1983: VI, 3)
(39) £ φ no ml φ h n w .

3sg say to Isg COMP 2sg DEF.FUT come
'(S)he told me that you would come.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(40) Α φ ηύ ml φ έπα n w .
2sg say to Isg COMP LOG DEF.FUT come
'You told me that you would come.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 1)

(41) έ φ ηύ ml φ έπα kun n w 6.
3sg say to Isg COMP LOG NEG DEF.FUT come INS
'(S)he told me that (s)he would not come (with emphasis).'

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 2)
(42) n φ ηύ \νέ φ έ kun w o.

Isg say to 2sg COMP 3sg NEG come INS
Ί told you that (s)he had not come (with emphasis).'

(from Anonymous 1983: X, 3)
(43) n φ ηύ w£ φ έ w .

Isg say to 2sg COMP 3sg come Neg
Ί did not tell you that (s)he had come.' (from Anonymous 1983: X, 3)
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A sample of idiomatic verbal expressions

This appendix contains a sample of idiomatic verbal expressions. The data are drawn
from the dictionaries (Rassinoux 1987; Segurola 1963) and supplemented by additional
data from informants (see Lefebvre 1999).

The idiomatic verbal expressions in (1) are all rendered by means of a simple verb in
English.

(1) a. xo si
hit hand
'to applaud/to clap' (=( lOb) in Lefebvre 1999)

b. n k n
give chain
'to wind' (e.g. a clock) (=(1 Ib) in Lefebvre 1999)

c. φ kwέ
eat money
'to spend money' (=(12b) in Lefebvre 1999)

break foot
'to stumble' (=(13b) in Lefebvre 1999)

The data in (2) present cases where a semantic concept is rendered by an idiomatic
expression in both Fongbe and English. However, the lexical items participating in the
idiomatic expressions are not necessarily the same in both languages.

(2) a. k n-χό φ χό mi
question-hit at stomach in
'to worm secrets out of someone' (=(14b) in Lefebvre 1999)

b. φ c kun
eat tooth
'to grind one' s teeth' (=( 1 5b) in Lefebvre 1 999)

c. φ nunkon
remove eye
'to turn one' s eyes away' (=( 1 6b) in Lefebvre 1 999)

d xo w&
beat cards
'to shuffle cards/to read someone's cards/
to tell someone's fortune with cards' (=(17b) in Lefebvre 1999)

The data in (3) constitute additional examples of idiomatic verbal expressions.
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(3)

b.

c.

e.

f.

g.

h.

fan ä([u no mä
break tooth to person
'to punch someone in the face'
bä all 4evd
look.for road another
'to look for an alternative medical treatment'

change word
'to break one's word'

([ .
3sg turn tongue
'(S)he switched his/her version of the facts.'
Xo o hü a/3 nu ml.
news DEF kill hand for me

had bad news.'
äyi towö gbädo
spirit 2sg:POSS evaporate
'you lost your mind'
[Lit.: 'your spirit evaporated' (said of someone
terrified)]
so all
take street
'to go out'
so se
take soul
'to charm/to bewitch'

(=(18b) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(19b) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(20b) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(2Ib) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(22b) in Lefebvre 1999)

who is in a panic or
(=(23b) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(24b) in Lefebvre 1999)

(=(25b) in Lefebvre 1999)
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